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Penatibus et maioribus meis
Requiem on Poros
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as we returned to  the desolate shores of Kalavria, 
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best
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Yannis Ritsos, Exile and Return (transl. by E. Keeley)
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ABSTRACT
The thesis on orations XIII and XIV of Demosthenes aspires:
I. in the introduction, to provide a full account of the problems of chronology and 
authenticity, to elaborate and expand on individual issues that have not been 
dealt with sufficiently in the past or have proved to be controversial (particularly 
the symmories), and to reveal the political thought and argumentation presented 
in the orations.
II. in the commentary, to provide a literary, linguistic and historical study of the 
speeches.
As orations XIII and XIV are the first deliberative orations written by D., I felt I had 
to concentrate on the main issues he raised and study his argumentation in particular in 
order to understand his persuasive methods and even political alienation, if any, at this 
primary stage of his career. To this end the "Argumentation and Structure" chapters 
attempt to prove that for example XIII is a more cohesive oration than is currently 
thought, and that in XIV D. uses what I have named "blocks" of dense arguments, built 
symmetrically around concrete proposals. The authenticity question applies really to 
XIII only and I have done my best to review the existing views; I have tried to reduce 
the problem not to whether the doublets could have been written by some other ancient 
writer with good imitation skills, nor how different they are from the other orations they 
appear in, but to whether the whole oration is a persuasive and cohesive piece of oratory.
The historical aspect is prominent in the chapters dealing with date and authorship as 
well as in places where there was scope for presenting material regarding an individual 
problem that could not be found in any other scholarly work. So in XIII I deal with the 
Athenian and the Megarian dispute over the Orgas and its relation to the 5th century 
incident, the burning of the opisthodomos at Athens, and the theoric fund. I have also 
made an effort to clarify concepts that need to be reinforced or explored from scratch in 
order to explain certain aspects of the orations; in XIII the term ateleia (immunity from 
tax) and the subsequent honours granted to Menon and Perdikkas, and in XIV koinonika 
(property owned by religious associations) and klerouchika.
A significant part of the introduction is devoted on producing a detailed account of 
the naval symmories problem, focusing on specific problems, formulating new 
hypotheses and providing some solutions to questions that scholars have been dealing 
with for some time.
My main conclusion is that there were two systems based on symmories; the eisphora 
and the naval ones. In this process I have discussed all major points of view and in 
particular the most recent ones. After an initial chapter on eisphora and symmories 
before 358/7 (the year of the establishment of the naval symmories) I tackle the liturgical
class mainly because it was the main unit of the citizenry that carried the burden of 
taxation and it seemed relevant to examine the naval reforms with an eye to their 
behaviour. I examine:
a. i. their number, and concluded that the number of liturgists was in the area 
Davies defined it, i.e. around 300, this is of great importance if we are to 
determine whether the 1200 were actually expected to be trierarchs as well as 
contributors; ii. whether the proeisphora was a liturgy carrying exemption, 
since if it did, it would require a larger number of liturgists; I concluded that it 
did not.
b. the evidence for anti-liturgic sentiments in unavoidably "aristocratic" sources 
and a possible swing of Athens to imperialism.
c. the changing attitude towards taxation, using LG. II2 244 and 505 as evidence 
that the state had transformed an essentially irregular tax, the eisphora, to a 
yearly institution, a fact that in its turn showed that the state had revised its 
former negative attitude to "direct taxation".
d. whether 5 or 6 trierarchs were actually ever assigned to a single ship in view of 
the confusion in the law of Periandros between trierarchs and contributors, 
this was disproved by the inscriptions that showed formal assignments of 2 or 
3. In this way the inequity within the 1200 and the abuse of the law by the 
rich was clarified.
e. the new interpretation by Gabrielsen that exemptions were independent of any 
physical inability. I found this interpretation unsubstantiated.
The next step was to examine the reform of Periandros taking into consideration the 
naval records of the period. I found that ships were allotted to symmories once they 
were established and that although in the beginning symmories were commissioned with 
the recovery of debts and repairs, this was not carried through later on. I also argued 
that in LG. II2 1622 there is the only record of individual members of symmories in an 
inscription, and I further concluded that certain members of a symmory were assigned 
the same ship year after year. Then I argued for the difference between a synteles 
(member of a symmory) and a trierarch describing the responsibilities each had and, 
finally, drew a distinction between the naval reforms of 358/7 and 340.
After discussing possible ways of the appointment of the 1200,1 examine at length the 
more or less intractable problem of whether the eisphora and naval symmories were 
identical. I constructively criticise all major approaches, concluding that there is no 
evidence that contradicts my opinion that there were two different systems.
There follows a detailed analysis of D.'s proposals in XIV, the reasons behind them 
and the various problems of calculations the exemptions pose. It seems that Athens 
never adopted any of those proposals. The way D.'s proposals are analysed serves to
illustrate my point that he wanted to expand naval taxation on a wider, regular basis and 
include in that the eisphora payers. This is the first time D.'s proposals have been 
examined in this light and my conclusions indicate the orator's attitude towards taxation 
in the first period of his career. This is contrasted with an account of his unquestionably 
carried out reform of 340 BC, refuting some of the latest scholarly assumptions. There 
we see the limitation of trierarchy to 300 liturgists and his changing attitude towards the 
propertied class.
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PART 1 On the Organisation 
Introduction
Chapter 1 Date and Genuineness of XIII
I. The Athenian and the Megarian dispute over the Orgas in 
the fourth century. The date of the dispute, what it was 
about, and its relevance to the date of the speech.
It is very difficult to date XIII independently especially in the absence of any date 
provided by Dion. Hal. We must therefore try to date the speech from internal 
evidence. XIII is particularly poor in pointing to any particular event that can be 
securely dated. However there is a mention in 32 concerning a decree that the 
Athenians had voted against the Megarians when the latter had trespassed on sacred 
ground, the hiera Orgas. otov a  7tpo<; xoxx; Kaxapaxoxx; Meyapeaq e\|/rjcpioaa0’ 
arcoxepvopevoxx; xfjv opyaba. As there is some evidence that helps date this dispute I 
have endeavoured to establish its date and the date of the oration as much as possible.
There was much controversy between Megara and Athens in ancient times. If we 
turn to the legends we find an Attic tradition that Pandion II of Athens ruled Megara as 
well, and that his son Nisus was given the domain as his inheritance. Nisus is alleged to 
have ruled over the region called Nisa or Nisaea, before it became known as Megara 
(Strab. 9.1.6, Paus. 1.5.3, 39.4, 2.34.7, Pind. Pyth. 9.91, Nem. 5.46, Eur. Heracl. 954). 
Another Attic tradition which was not specifically linked to the first, records Theseus' 
conquest of the Megarid (Plutarch Thes. 25). At any rate Athens and Megara became 
traditional enemies and the evident reason for this is the proximity of the two cities 
which made simultaneous growth and supremacy in the region impossible, a fact which 
subsequently affected their relationship with the rest of Greece. The Orgas, the sacred 
land of the Athenians dedicated to Demeter and Persephone, the two goddesses, was a 
piece of land on the border of the two states in a way like the Kirrhaia land, the piece of 
land between Delphi and the Lokrians that, because the latter cultivated it, caused the
On the Organisation: Introduction Chapter 1 Date and G enuineness of XIII
Sacred war that brought Philip once again into central and finally southern Greece (cf.
D. XVIII. 142ff, 150ff).
What exactly Orgas means as a word we do not know. There are some earlier 
sources but they are not very decisive: I.G. I3 95 ...7iapa to nbGiov cxcpov %opiov 
rcapa to fipotK^eiov opyaSoq to cpiao te<; cvxoq to IIuGio, Eur. El. 1163-1164: 
opeia tk; cb<; Xeaiv opyaScov/ 8pboxct vepoji^va, tocSe KaxrivoaEV, Bacch. 445 
’ApTEjiiSoq Eivai KopTtaaavT’ ev opyaaiv, 445 cppob8ai y’ ekeivoci ?i£A,op£vai 
Ttpoq opya8aq/ (JKipxcbci Bpdpiov avaKaXobjiEvai Geov..., Anthologia Graeca 6.41 
i)7t’ opyaSa xav ’Axepovxoq. The above do not convey the full meaning of the Orgas 
simply because they are not definitions and the people that heard them knew what an 
Orgas was. We can deduce though that the word signifies a meadow (Bacchae) 
probably wooded (Electra). A passage from Xenophon's Cynegeticus could be of some 
more help. Cyn. IX. 1-2: ’E d  8e xobq ve(3pob<; m i  xa<; Edxcpooq Kbvaq Eivai 
Tv8iK&q- Eicn yap iaxopai, peyaXai, 7to8d)K£i<;, ook a\j/oxov Exooaai 8e xabxa 
ixavai ylyvovxai ttoveiv. xobq jiev oov veooooix; tmv VEppcov too fjpoq Grjpav* 
xabxriv yap xfiv dipav ylyvovxai. KaxaaKExj/aaGai 8e npoxEpov eiq xaq opyaSaq, 
ob E idv £?ia(poi nXEiaxai.
It seems to me that deer would come down from where they live in spring to enjoy 
the grass in the meadows and give birth to their fawns too. One can deduce then that 
Orgas is more or less a meadow.
Thukydides in 1.139.2 mentions the EniKaXobvxEq £7i£pyadav MeyapEuai xiy; 
yfj<; ttj<; iEpaq Kai TTjq aoplaxoo. ’ErcEpyada means cultivation of another's land or 
encroachment upon sacred ground (PI. Lg. 843c oq 8’ av ETXEpya r^iTai xa too 
yEixovoq biiEppaivcov xobq opooq). If the land was cultivated it was of course fertile 
enough. Plutarch in Perikles 30 says anoxepvEoGai xr|v lEpav opya8a. The verb 
otTtoxdpvEoGai means to appropriate, to take, to conquer. Thukydides uses the same 
verb in VIII. 46.4 xpipEiv obv ekeXeoe Ttpwxov apcpox&pooq Kai dnoxEjidpEvov (bq 
peyiaxa ajio xcbv ’AGqvaicov. The most decisive evidence is I.G. II2 204; there we 
can see a dilemma among Athenians who are wondering whether to cultivate the Orgas 
or not. The oracle from Delphi actually solved the problem by urging them to leave it
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untilled. If the Orgas could be cultivated then it was a fertile spot of land. Didymus' 
opinion in his commentary on oration XIII col. 14.3f. coincides with such an explanation 
and I quote it: A^yexai toivuv opya<; Koivdtepov jiev arcav xcopiov SevSpfoSe^ oiov 
ataro ,^ rce7toi.Tip.evot> too ovopaxoq rcapa to opyav Kai Tiva opjifjv ei<; to 
pXaaTaveiv exerv. ouTcoai yap eXeyov opyav to Ttpoq otioov opprjv eiq 
eToipoTrjTa exov,... The later lexicographers do not seem to follow this trend and 
Harpokration comments on 027: opyaq- ev tco riepi ZovTa^eros opyaq Kateviai Ta 
XoxpcbSri Kai opeiva xwP^ a  K0^  °bK ETtepya^opeva, oGev Kai f| MeyaptKtj opyaq 
7rpoacovopda0Ti, ToiabTq tk; ouaa, Ttepi fjq eTcoXepriaav ’A0rivatoi MeyapeOaiv 
(Suda 0505 gives more or less the same definition, the Etymologicum Magnum 
connects Orgas with apyf) and avepyaaToq with an obvious allusion to the custom of 
leaving sacred land untilled).
I do not know where these later sources got their information from but I think it is 
safer to stay closer to the ancient tradition and I would finally define orgas the way LSJ 
do. ". . .any well watered fertile spot of land or meadow land partially wooded with or 
without cultivated fields".
In the 430s Thukydides and much later Plutarch Per ikies 30 mention the Orgas as a 
potential cause of the war. Megara appropriated the Orgas and Athens responded with 
the exclusion decree which according to Thuk. 1.139.1 and Aristoph. Ach. 534 led to 
the Peloponnesian war. It seems that besides being a religious precinct the Orgas was 
also important for strategic reasons. We are not very sure where exactly the Orgas is 
today but the verdict of the latest book on the Attic frontier by J. Ober Fortress. I 
quote his opinion on the location of the Orgas, 225: ". ..the association with Eleusis 
(LG. II2 204) implies that the Orgas was in the southern part of the borderlands. 
Harpokration (s.v) calls it the Megarian Orgas. This reference, and the fact that it was 
the Megarians who tended to cultivate it (Plut. Perikles 30.2) suggest that the Orgas 
was on the Megarian side of the Kerata range. It seems highly unlikely that the 
Athenians would have allowed the Megarians to cross Kerata and cultivate land that 
was geographically part of Attica at any point in their history. I would suggest that the 
hilly land west of Kerata and the Kantili pass, which leads into but was distinct from the
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Megarian plain, was the area in which the Orgas was located". Chandler JHS 
46(1926)1-21 suggested that the Orgas was on the Megarian side of the border, in the 
small pocket of land east of the lapis stream bed and west of Kerata. Other suggested 
areas, all on the Athenian side of the Kerata, include the Meletaki plain suggested by U. 
Kahrstedt "Die Landgrenzen Athens" Ath. Mitt. 57(1932)8-10 and A. Philippson Die 
Griechischen Landschaften 4 volumes in 8, vol. 1.2 (Frankfurt 1950-1959)530, the 
region of Korakas north of Meletaki by C. Edmonson The topography o f northwest 
Attica (unpublished Ph D dissertation University of California, Berkeley 1966)110-112; 
and the area southwest of Eleusis by A. Milchoefer in Karten von Attica 9 volumes in 3, 
vol.V(Berlin 1881-1900). I quite agree with the opinion of Ober Fortress about the 
location of the Orgas and his hypothesis that it should be on the Megarian side of the 
Kerata range. It must have been south of the Kerata range, near but not in the 
Megarian plain. As for Chandler's opinion I quote: " . . .the small stretch of land between 
the lapis torrent and the Kerata mountain formed the boundary of Attica and the torrent 
that of the Megarid". Her opinion is not impossible but it seems to me this area is quite 
small and if the income from it could repay the damage to the sacred buildings {I.G. II2 
204. 24-30) it must have been larger than what she has actually proposed. Anyway 
both opinions set the Orgas south of the Kerata range near the Megarian plain which 
seems the most natural thing. Ober Fortress 217 gives some additional information 
about the location of the Orgas. "Although today the exact location of the Orgas is 
disputed, it seems likely that it was in the hilly land just west of the Kerata range near 
the entrance to the Kantili pass. Athenian resistance to Megarian occupation of the 
Orgas can therefore be construed as a successful attempt to ensure that the land on 
both sides of the pass remained under Athenian influence. The Doskouri tower was 
probably built at this time ostensibly to watch the Orgas, but in reality to watch the 
Megarian plain and the approaches to the pass; the fortifications on the peak of 
Doskouri, the Mylos tower and the Ag. Triada Myrini tower may have been built by 
Athens at the same time". This Doskouri tower is quite interesting; it is a round tower 
and no notable pottery was found around it but the similarity of the tower to that of 
Gyftokastro and the Velatouri tower suggests indeed a date in the early mid-fourth
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century. I now quote Ober Fortress 178 who gives a very good account of the view 
from the tower: "The view from the Doskouri tower is excellent. Most of the Megarian 
plain, including the city of Megara, is in sight, as well as much of the bay of Eleusis, 
northern Salamis, and the western entrance to the Kantili pass. The Doskouri 
fortification hill, the Kerata tower peak and Boudoron on Salamis are all in view. Since 
the tower lacks any view into Attica it can hardly be considered Megarian; it must be an 
Athenian watch-post, built to overlook the Megarian plain and the approaches to the 
Kantili and coastal passes". Although I am in favour of this approach I think that it 
could also be a Megarian watch-post which overlooks the Kantili pass just to control 
the passage from Athens to Megara. Although Athens had a great interest in guarding 
the Kantili pass, so did the Megarians; so one cannot be sure the tower was Athenian. 
At any rate the evidence Ober Fortress has given about the Orgas and the review of all 
the opinions on the southwestern frontier of Attica seem to me to be cumulative in 
favour of the location he has pointed out and I agree with that.
In the 5th c. Thukydides 1.139.2 refers to the Orgas as a land aopiaxoq, meaning 
without boundary stones. Things definitely had changed in the fourth century. It seems 
that boundary stones were there and that somehow they had been displaced since the 
strategos of the chora, Ephialtes, invaded the Megarid in 350/49 and placed new 
boundary stones: Didymos col. 13. 47ff. (quoting Philochoros FGrH 328 F I55): 
’A0r|vatoi 5e rrpoq Meyapeaq SievexGevxeq fmep too opiapoo xfjq iepac; ’Opyd8o<; 
£7tT]X0ov eiq Meyapa pex’ ’Ecpid^xoo axpaxriyouvToq e.ni xfj %cbpa Kai (bpiaavxo 
xf|v ’OpyaSa xqv iepav. op ia ta i 5’ eyevov'to ooyxcopriadvxtov Meyapewv 
AaKpaxeiSriq o iepocpavTTy; K ai o 8 a i5 o 0 x o q  TepoK?i£i5qq, K ai xdq e o x aT a^ ^ 't&S 
7tepi tt)v ’O p yaS a  Ka0i£pco<rav too 0eoO xpqaavT oq Aioov K ai a p e iv o v  aveicrt 
K ai pf] £ p y a £ o p £ v o ia i. The evidence we have is not a full account of the dispute but 
will help us to understand what happened in the 350s:
i. In XIII. 32 he refers to a decree passed by Athens not letting the Megarians 
appropriate the Orgas. Athens was too idle to enforce it and D. accuses his fellow 
citizens of inconsistency.
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ii. LG. II2 204; a decree of 352/1 (its date is certain since the name of the archon has 
been preserved on the stone) concerning the fixing of the boundary stones of the 
Orgas by appointing fifteen men as a committee oncoc, av dx; ebaepeataxa Kai 
5ik<xi6t(xtoc Tobq opooq Ocogiv.
iii.Didymus' vital comments on D. XIII. Didymus quotes Philochoros and Androtion 
who were indeed of great influence on him. Their stories are similar but we will see 
where they differ.
iv.The Third Olynthiac delivered in 349/8 which refers briefly to expeditions against 
Megara and Corinth when there is no help for Olynthos which is in need of help 
(III.20).
v. The speech Against Aristocrates (XXIII. 212) where there is a reference to the 
accursed Megarians.
The scholia of Didymos date the final stage of the dispute in 350/49 and there is no 
reason to distrust this. Philochoros and Androtion were close to the facts and had 
archon lists to date the events, in view of this they surely must be accurate.
It is important to see the whole situation of the Athenian foreign policy before this 
final stage. After the Social War the Athenians had to check Philip in Thermopylae in 
352. There must have been a year of peace or at least quietness before Philip's effort to 
come to central Greece, before Thermopylae. That year would be 353/2 and it is the 
year that I propose for XIII1. The reasons to date the oration then are many. There is 
no mention of the action against Philip at Thermopylae in 352/1. The secession of 
Rhodes and other allies had happened before 353 (357-355 BC - this was one of the 
causes of the Social war), the year when Mausolos the dynast of Karia and most 
probably the instigator of the revolt died. The decree of 352/1,1.G. II2 204, suggests 
that some action about the Orgas was taken perhaps because of the complaints of D.
^ h is  date was first proposed by H. Francotte Le Musee Beige 17(1913)271ff. and then G.L. Cawkwell 
in "EubulusV/TS' (1963)48 n.9; the latter is equivocal but credits Blass Beredsamkeit 398 ff., not quite 
accurately, with the choice of that date.
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Didymos dated XIII in 349/8 for no obvious reason. Everybody has considered him 
wrong and a discussion on his reliability will follow.
The decree of 352/1 (LG. II2 204) mentions the refixing of the boundary stones. 
This means that at some previous point Athens had incorporated the Orgas and made it 
Athenian territory (line 74 dv tt xcov eKTtentooKbxcov veouq opouq Oetvai). Not only 
did a fifteen-member committee look after this task but also the fiaifioOxoq, the 
iepotpdvxTiq, and the yevq of the Eumolpides and the Kerykes, as well as the basileus. 
Koehler commenting on the inscription said: "Cippi terminales Try; iepdq ’OpydSoq 
partim vetustate partim malificentia et cupiditate hominum deciderant vel sublati erant. 
Decretum est ut quindecim viri. eligerentur, qui cippos restituerent. Praecipitur, ut 
controversiae, quae nascerentur per hos quindecim viros, ut nos diceremus, auf dem 
Wege der Verwaltungsgerichts arbeit, dirimerentur". What is the meaning of 
malificentia and cupiditas hominum? Koehler suggests not that an invasion of the 
Orgas had taken place but that the cippi terminales were knocked down by the neglect 
and greediness of the local farmers. One should not take this decree as anti-Megarian 
only. It seems that the culprits who appropriated the Orgas were Athenian farmers as 
well. P. Foucart who published the decree in BCH 13(1889)433-467, admittedly before 
the discovery of Didymos' commentary and the publication of I.G., has a very good 
commentary on it. Analysing it he noticed the calmness and orderliness with which it 
tries to solve the problems present at the Orgas. It is so calm that the Megarians are 
not even once mentioned. The decree orders the appointment, as I mentioned above, of 
a committee under the supervision of other officials relevant to the Eleusinian deities' 
cult. They are to settle the matter of the boundaries of the Orgas. What the decree 
orders is to write, on two identical plaques of tin, two questions; on the first, if it is best 
to rent the Orgas and build with the revenue the Prostylos of the temple at Eleusis as 
well as to do some repairs, and on the second, whether the land should be left untilled 
in the honour of the Goddesses. Then the plaques will be placed within an urn; the first 
one to be retrieved will be put in a golden one and the second in a silver one. After all 
this procedure which vouchsafes transparency, the urns will be sealed and will be sent 
to Delphi. The God will be asked whether he approves of the golden or the silver urn.
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Foucart 437-8 recognised the pertinency of XIII. 32 and thought that the speech was 
delivered before this decree and that even then the orator was exaggerating. What in 
the beginning was thought to be Megarian encroachment was in the end as the decree 
shows mostly an Athenian one. So in this respect the decree does not offer significant 
evidence about the date of the oration apart from informing us of some, presumably 
internal, problem with the Orgas.
Let us though finish with the Orgas first before returning to the date of the oration. 
P. Foucart in "Etude sur Didymos" Memoires de V Academie des Inscriptions et Belles 
Lettres 38(1909) 95-108 thought that the Orgas was never marked out before this time 
- 352/1. But the term avxi tcov €K71£7ctcok6tg)v in Didymos obviously points toward 
the fact that the precinct of the Orgas had once been settled. There was no settlement in 
the 5th c. as Thukydides tells us. After the 404 peace Athens presumably lost the 
Orgas but by 352/1 it was fully incorporated as Athenian territory. Exactly when that 
happened and why we have no evidence. It could have been incorporated around 376 
when the second Athenian League was formed with Athens trying once more to control 
the roads coming from the Peloponnese or at any rate to dominate the region. The 
years before the peace of Kallias (371/0), when Athens was at its highest point, could 
be when the incorporation of the Orgas took place. At some later point then the 
Megarians, perhaps not even as a state but as individual farmers, made their way again 
to the Orgas. It is difficult, as I have hinted above, to say whether the decree insinuates 
any foreign encroachment on the Orgas and it is even more difficult to decide whether 
XIII was written before or after the decree. One thing is certain, that the 352/1 decree 
did not solve the differences with Megara, and according to Didymos war was the 
result in 350/49, which seems to indicate that the decree’s purpose was not fulfilled: 
LG. II2 204.8-10: fj pf|v p.f|T£ xapixoq £VEKa jiTyi’ e^Gpac; \j/ri<pi£ic0£, aXX (bq 
5iK<xi6raxa kou. EuofipEotata. G.L. Cawkwell in Anthemocritus noticed that the 
invasion of Ephialtes is not mentioned by Androtion in Didymos' account (.FGrH 
324F30), which he maintained to signify that the invasion was not at all important. 
Probably Didymos did not quote all the information from Androtion as the cbptaocvTo 
56 shows, which probably points to the previous military action being left out; also the
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phrase otuccx; Po\)^oivto, with the Athenians as the subject of the verb, must refer to 
some unmentioned fact that gave the Athenians the right to decide on the boundaries of 
the Orgas, which was probably military action. As for Cawkwell's other point in 
Anthemocritus 330-1, that the dispute between Athens and Megara in 350/49 was only 
about the eaxocTiai whereas in 352 (7.G. II2 204.25-30) they were about the Orgas 
itself, de Ste Croix Origins 388 n.l argued convincingly that the Atthidographers in 
Didymos "...speak of the Athenian-Megarian quarrel first and only later go on to speak 
of the Athenian consecration of the eaxot'tiori in accordance with the oracle and the 
decree of Philocrates"2.
The fact that Philokrates is mentioned in Androtion's account, probably the 
notorious one from the Peace of 346 bearing his name, made Didymos make the 
connection with the demagogue Philokrates col.14.57ff who in one of his speeches, as 
Theopompos reports, mentions Megara, Boiotia and other cities as hostile to Athens. 
This could point maybe to the suspicion that the Megarian case was stirred up in 350/49 
by the philippizers who wanted to distract the Athenians' attention from Philip towards 
trivial matters, as D. complains in III. 20. It is not likely, though, that the Megarian 
champions of Philip caused the whole episode to destabilise Athens. That was not 
going to happen until a decade later (D.X. 18, XIX.334, XVIII 234, Plut. Phoc. 15).
To assess the information pertinent to the date of XIII my opinion is that the decree 
does offer some idea about the date of the problem with the Orgas but not much about 
the circumstances in which D. made the comment about the Megarians. Another 
speech helps perhaps to specify the date of XIII further and that is Against Aristokrates 
where there is a mention of the Megarians as kataratoi (XXIII. 212). In this speech 
there is a good account of the relations between Athens and Kersobleptes, the King of 
Thrace. It was the Athenian decision to grant Kersobleptes' maverick general 
Chai'idemos immunity from any attack that prompted D. to challenge that decision.
2P. Harding in Androtion and the Atthis (Oxford 1994) suggested that I.G. II2 204. 25-30 could be 
restored instead of e v t o < ; to e k t o < ; but he agrees that whether the disputed territory is within, beside, 
around or on the extremities of the boundaries it is just a matter of perception.
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Foucart Etude and F. Focke Demosthenesstudien (Stuttgart 1929)12-16 thought that 
this speech could be the key to the chronology of XIII. Focke dismissed XIII. 27 as 
insufficient evidence to date the oration: ...ev Tp eipfivrv The passage recurs in III.28 
and it is equally unacceptable that in either situation Athens was at peace, since there 
was nominally at least war with Philip. The best way to explain the word is to 
understand that D. wanted to stress the absence of any strong force in Greece at the 
time, considering Philip as an outsider who did not yet challenge the situation in 
mainland Greece. This is preferable to Sealey Demosthenes 236, who claims that D. 
refers to the common peace of 362, since it is not clear from the text that D. refers to 
specific peace-terms that could justify that he meant the peace of 362. From D.'s words 
it is obvious that a decree was passed but remained inactive. The inscription could be 
used as a terminus post quern since it is the only chronological indication we have about 
a problem with the Orgas. After the decree it seems that the Megarians did not actually 
agree with the new situation and the whole episode escalated in a crisis in 350/49, it 
was between those two dates (352/1 and 350/49) that the oration was delivered. Focke 
preferred a closeness with XXIII rather than with the Olynthiacs, arguing that in the 
Aristokrates speech the other orators are vehemently criticised, as is also true in XIII, in 
addition to the fact that the Ka/TapotToi Megarians are mentioned in both speeches. 
The Aristokrates speech is dated by Focke (he thought that the Aristokrates was 
delivered just before XIII3) and Sealey Demosthenes 130 to 352/1, actually early 351, 
before the news about the Heraion Teichos reached Athens (for that incident see Diod. 
XVI.35.4-6, 37.2-3, 38.1-2, D. I. 13, III 4)
A second set of arguments is based on the likeness of XIII with the Olynthiacs. This 
will be discussed later in the discussion of the doublets. F. Levy in De Demosthenis 
rtepi auvTcc^ecoc; oratione Diss. (Berlin 1919)60-63 wanted the oration to be in 349/8 
because he saw the ideas of III more developed in it; to give an example, when D. talks 
in XIII.4 about those unep xov Kaiakoqov it seems to be one of his main proposals,
3I cannot see why especially before XIII, but certainly they would be quite close according to this 
reasoning, without excluding a wider gap and XIII drifting later towards 350/49.
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whereas he mentions it again in III.34 briefly or even perfunctorily. This according to 
Levy is indicative of the refinement D. had made on some of his thoughts in III, which 
makes the theoric fund mention in XIII pertinent. His date is one a little later after the 
last Olynthiac i.e. 349/8. Unfortunately he cannot combat the main argument of those 
who date the speech before 350, namely the non-mention of Philip. At a time (after the 
events at Thermopylai in 352) when Philip had shown himself to be the worst enemy of 
the Athenians it would be rather difficult to have a public oration and not have the 
mention of Philip. This is a strong argument and it even compromises the date Focke 
set, i.e. 352/1, and one needs to go back a year and assume the date of the speech is 
353/2 (as Cawkwell Anthemocritus 329 & n.3 has already done). This is however very 
fragile and as Levy pointed out even XIV has such a short mention of the King that it is 
impossible to hold that D. had a low opinion of the King as an enemy. Indeed some of
D.'s orations are very vague and that is why it is so difficult to date them, this being the 
reason why Dion. Hal. tried to date some in the first place. It has to be stressed though 
that even in XIV we do know what the discussion is about and a large part of the 
speech is devoted to showing that there is to be no fear from the King unless the 
Athenians attack first. So although the date 353/2 is not uncontestable4 it should 
suffice to say that it seems the most probable one5.
4It should be mentioned that XV was dated to 351 according to Dionysius but it contains none of the 
historical references of the First Philippic which was delivered in the same year.
5It remains to discredit Didymos' date, 350/49; it depends solely on the date of the Orgas incidents as 
narrated by Androtion and Philochoros (the armed invasion of the Megarid) which makes the date 
rather his own conjecture and not deriving from an ancient source: pexa ’A7ioA,A.65a>pov apxovxa 
KaAAipaxov. xl 8ti71O0’; oxi pvnpovebei xa>v rcpaxOevxoov ’AOtivocIok; rcpoq Meyapeaq 7tepl xf|q 
iepa<; ’OpyaSoq. Didymos was notorious for his negligence, thus S. West "Chalcenteric negligence" 
CQ 20(1970)288-296, but see Pfeiffer's conviction in History o f Classical Scholarship from the 
beginnings to the Hellenistic age (Oxford 1968)277: "...the only prose writers on whom were 
commentaries at his disposal for excerpting and compiling were the orators, especially 
Demosthenes...Didymus' references reveal the important fact that there were exegetical writings on 
Demosthenes in existence before this time. Careful investigation has shown it to be likely that they 
belonged to the late second or the early first century BC and treated questions of chronology, history 
and language".
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II. The dispute over Charinos' decree and the mission of 
Anthemokritos. Do these events belong in the 4th c. BC?
A previous occasion when there was a problem with the Orgas as we saw was in the 
5th c. just before the outbreak of the Peloponnesian war, Thuk. 1.139.1. There has 
been the suggestion that certain events that have been recorded by Plutarch could refer 
to the crisis between Athens and Megara in the 4th c. The scholar who initiated the 
dispute over moving Charinos' decree and the incident of the herald Anthemokritos to 
the 350s was W.R Connor "Charinus' Megarean decree” AJP 83(1962)225-246. The 
traditional view was unanimous on keeping these events to the fifth century but there 
was a great controversy on the problem whether the exclusion decree was identical to 
Charinos' one. This was assumed because of the sequence of events Plutarch gives. At 
the beginning of Plut. Perikles 30 he mentions the courteous decree of Perikles when he 
asked the Megarians to withdraw from the Orgas and then after the murder of the 
herald Anthemokritos came Charinos' decree which banned the Megarians from Attic 
soil on the penalty of death, giving also Anthemokritos a very honourable burial outside 
Athens, in the place called Aitcu^ov. The view that the exclusion decree was identical 
to Charinos' one was prominent in the 19th century. Early in the 20th c. this view was 
thoroughly refuted and an account of it will be given later. Connor argued that it is not 
absolutely certain when to date the courteous decree, Charinos' one and the death of 
Anthemokritos in the 5th c. and he tentatively suggested the fourth century His new 
proposal caused a turmoil among scholars and as far as I know nobody supported his 
view; it has to be admitted though that his proposal did shed a new light on Plutarch's 
Life o f  Perikles. All the above come down to the question "was Plutarch confused?” 
The most important thing is to establish whether the exclusion and Charinos' decree are 
the same or not. If they are then there is no reason to move Charinos to the 4th c. If 
they are not, which is very possible, then there can be no clear-cut decision.
As I mentioned, in the 19th c. the predominant view was that in Perikles 30.3 we see 
the exclusion decree. Charinos proposed it but Perikles was clearly the mover. Connor 
pointed out that ". . .today of course, it seems obvious that Charinos' decree is not the 
same as the exclusion decree. Their proposers, purposes and provisions are totally
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different". The 19th c. proponent of the identification theory was Holzapfel and 
Connor should have told us more of his opinion. R. Bonner "The Megarian Decrees" 
CP 16(1921)238-250 gives quite a good account of Holzapfel's argument. He 
identified the two decrees and went further to argue that the decree could only have 
been written during peace time. Puzzled by the war provisions which Charinos' decree 
contained and by Thukydides' account, which did not mention war (biennial invasions - 
as one of the provisions of the exclusion decree), he argued that at a later date 
somebody added further information to the original exclusion decree, and that is how 
we have today the "strange" biennial invasions which should have taken place in the 
Peloponnesian War. This though is totally unsupported by the contemporary evidence.
M G. Thieme Quaestionum comicarum ad Periclem pertinentium capita tria Thesis 
(Leipzig 1908)30ff. tried to revive Holzapfel's idea by trying to show that in the 
Acharnians of Aristophanes the decree of Charinos does not exist since the sycophant 
would have had the legal right to take away the Megarian and execute him. If the law 
did not exist at the time of the comedy it could have been added to the exclusion decree 
by somebody later on or even deduced from Aristophanes'jest in 533-4:
pfixe Yfj p.f)T’ ev ayopa 
jj.f|T ev 0aA,aTTr| p.f]T’ ev f|7teipcp peveiv 
which is very inadequate evidence as Bonner Decree3 correctly pointed out, especially 
to justify a whole insertion in a decree.
As for the sycophant, Bonner Decrees cleverly overcame this point by arguing that it 
would not be funny to execute the Megarian on the spot. On the contrary Aristophanes 
intended to minimise the sycophant's patriotism by having him prefer the most lucrative 
process of prosecution. The death of the Megarian would not be of any use to him but 
thephasis was a different matter6.
Connor Decree accuses Plutarch of confusion and his answer to the identification of 
the decrees is "...unless one wishes to revive Holzapfel's old idea one must simply
ephasis is a term that denotes customs regulations when importation of certain goods is prohibited. 
When somebody exposed smugglers he got half the value of the confiscated products.
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con ced e that Plutarch and the scholiast w ere confused. Som eh ow  they identified tw o  
separate decrees that mentioned Megara". The scholion he refers to  is the one on 246  
(2 46b ) o f  Aristophanes' Achamians. I quote it is as H olzapfel and W ilam ow itz7 have 
em ended it (they cam e to  that conclusion independently): ...X ap ivoo , to  rcivdiaov  
aovGevToq t o  KaT arncov eiq  ttjv IlEpiKA^otx; %apiv, w o te  pqTe yfjq pfjTe 
X,ipevcov ’A ttikcov  £7iipaiv£iv...Tob<; M eyapetq. eIkotox; o o v  e iq  t o  KEXocpicj|i6vov 
Toiq ’AGrivaion; too<; too tcov  ExGpobq rrapeiodyE i ek  t o o  no^Epoo  
aovTpipojiE vooq Eig teX eov. (M ss. x&ptv /to^ instead o f  X a p tv o o ). Y et there seem s 
to  be no definite confusion among the other scholia containing relevant information: 
’Aa7tacna<; rcopvag 86o- tt} p ia  tootcdv ek ex p t|to  o IlEpiK^fjg' 5 i’ r^ v opyiaG eiq  
ey p a \|/e  t o  KaTd MeyapEcov tj/qcpiapa d7tayop£bcov be%£cQai a m o n g  Eig m g  
’AGqvag. 60ev  ek e iv o i EipyopEvoi tcov ’AGtivcov 7tpoa£(poyov m ig  A aK E Saipovioig. 
t] 8e ’A o n a a ia  riEpiKA^ooq fjv aocpicjTpia K ai 5i8daK aA,og A,6ycov pr|ToptKCov. 
baTEpov 5e Kai yapETf] a m o b  yEyovEv. Scholia in Achamians 527 (see N.G . 
W ilson's edition (Groningen 1975).
...E7ti ZK\)Go5d)poo, 6g eotiv and tootoo E^Sopoq, 7t£pt MeyapEcov eItkdv* oti 
K ai a o T o i mTEpocov ’AGr|vaicov Ttapa AaKE8aip.ovi.oig a8iKcog A^yovTEq 
EipyEaGai a y o p a g  Kai Aajievcov, tcov Tiap’ ’AGTjvaioig. o i y a p  ’AGrjvaioi T a m a  
E\|rri(piaavTO IlEpiKXEODg EirtovTog tt|v yrjv a m o n g  aiTicbjiEvoi ttjv iEpav TOig 
GEoig dnEpyd^EoGai Scholia in Peace 605a. It is striking that in D. Holwerda's new  
edition o f  the scholia on Peace 246 (Groningen 1985) d oes not mention at all the 
em endation by W ilam owitz and Holzapfel. In the Scholia on Peace 609  it is 
undoubtedly Perikles w ho is the direct instigator o f  the M egarian exclusion  decree: ETtei 
\jrTi(piopa HEpi tcov MEyapEcov o riEpiK^fjq eypa\j/£ pfjTE yfjg jjtjte Xip^vcov 
’A ttikcov a m o b g  ETtipaivEiv. eI 8e prj, tov A,T|<p0£VTa aycbyijiov E iv a i Ecp’ <£ 
K ivr|0£ ioa  rcaoa f) 'EAAag tov 7to?i£jiov ETtoiricrEV.
7U. von Wilamowitz in "A&prav AapcoviSo-o ’OaGev" Hermes 14(1879)319n.2 only says that Plutarch 
had read the psephismata collection by Crateros and it was assumed by Wilamowitz that the scholion 
should be emended from chapter 30 of Plutarch's Perikles: ''Den Charinos nennt Plutarch 30, der die 
Psephismata bei Krateros selbst gelesen hat; auf diesen gehts aus das scholion zuriick".
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If we accept the scholion on Peace 246 as emended by Holzapfel and Wilamowitz, 
then it definitely confuses the Charinos decree with the exclusion one and all the other 
scholia quoted point towards that confusion. Holwerda however does not consider this 
possibility and one has to conclude that the emendation makes it very difficult to accept 
the scholion as solid evidence.
Connor more or less accepts confusion on the part of Plutarch. Indeed there are 
difficulties in dating the Charinos decree around 431. Charinos' decree itself requires a 
previous period of peace since the war provisions would be useless if the war was a fact 
anyway and certainly before the final embassy of Sparta to Athens, because if such a 
decree was voted before the last embassy:
i. would the Spartans negotiate with Athens if there was such a decree against their 
allies the Megarians?
ii. the Athenians would not have forgotten the death of their herald and Perikles could 
not have said 8i.K<x<; 8e o ti eGe^opev Souvai Kam xaq £,ovGTiKa<; rco^epou 8e 
ouk ap^opev, apxopevorx; 8e apuvobpeGa if the Athenians had decided to invade 
the Megarid not once, but twice a year.
Connor Decree then examines Aristophanes' Achamians and comes to the 
conclusion that the provisions in Charinos' decree were not in force at 425 but admits 
that they could have been revoked by then.
Anyway Thukydides and Aristophanes do not offer a clear exposition of the decrees. 
At this point I would like to add a suggestion. Charinos' decree cannot have been 
passed during the war because if it was passed before Plataea (Thuk. II. 2) and the 
Athenians had attacked Megara, Thukydides would have noticed this as the first act of 
war between the two leagues and would have had to mention it. If it was after Plataea, 
then I cannot see the need for a herald in a time when war had broken out.
Connor Decree does not try to explain in depth why Thukydides may not have 
mentioned the whole event. Connor surmises that if the historian did not write anything 
about Charinos then there was nothing to tell of and goes on to give his opinion as to 
the date of the decree.
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Apollodoros was the archon of 430/429, a year when trouble with Megara was a 
fact. Another Apollodoros was the archon of 350/49, when again problems with 
Megara had arisen concerning the hiera Orgas and if we are to believe Didymos' 
quotation of Philochoros the dispute ended in a clash of arms. What Connor Decree 
supposes is that Plutarch did not have a copy of the exclusion decree in front of him and 
he assumed that the Charinos decree, which he had, was definitely the same one with 
the exclusion decree and wrongly dated it to 430/29 checking the archon lists. Maybe 
Crateros was his source and had made that mistake before Plutarch. It is an attractive 
and definitely intriguing theory but there has been no agreement on it. Connor himself 
later agreed that he was not sure any more. In Decree2 he admits that Cawkwell 
Atithemocritus has weakened his case by pointing out Didymus' commentary on XIII, 
which although it contains Philochoros' and Androtion's rather full account of the 
dispute over the Orgas, does not say anything at all about a psephisma brought forward 
by Charinos. It is not possible then for the decree to be in 350/49 and this removes the 
convenient assumption that Plutarch confused two archons of the same name. 
Cawkwell's Atithemocritus 333f. further argument, though, associating Anthemokritos 
with the dispatch of arcovSotpopoi to summon the cities for the Eleusinian Mysteries is 
invalid since it is unlikely that a messenger for the Mysteries would carry a political 
message - in our case a message of denunciation. Furthermore Cawkwell 
acknowledges the fact that a7tov5o<popoi were sent also to enemies (not to denounce 
them) and that sometimes they were kept imprisoned8. It is unlikely that the Athenians 
would send a message of denunciation with a arcovSocpopo*;, as it would pervert the 
original religious mission of such a religious duty (the very word cirov8o<p6po<; 
suggests a mission for peace and certainly cannot be extended to an aggravating 
situation). Cawkwell also associated Anthemokritos with the decree which was 
euyvQ)povo<; Kai (piAavGpcbrcoo StKaio^oyiaq e%6jievov, a decree which was less 
offensive and more pleasant.
hee  Tod GHI2 137.
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K.J. Dover "Anthemocritus and the Megarians" AJP 87(1966)203-209 also attacked 
Connor's paper and pointed out that Meyapei<; in Plut. Perikles 30.4 must mean 
Megarian writers. Of these Megarian writers we know of only three and they all 
belong to the fourth century, which makes it more difficult for them to ignore or 
confuse contemporary events or even events that were less than one hundred years old. 
Connor Decree2 persuasively refuted this by showing the practice of Plutarch when 
citing Megarian writers. In Theseus he either mentions them by name (20.2) or refers 
to oi MeyapoOev auyypacpetq (10.2). On the contrary, Connor continued, when he 
wishes to refer to his contemporary Megarians as a source of reference he says 
Meyapeu; (27.8). Another argument against Dover is that one cannot be sure that the 
names that have come down to us are all the Megarian historians that ever existed and 
there may have been some other historians too. De Ste Croix's point of view in Origins 
374 is also useful since he notices that Megarians as historians are used by Plutarch only 
in mythological contexts. Dover in The Greeks and their Legacy (Oxford 1988)181- 
186, where he reprinted his article on Charinos' decree, says that even if Megarians are 
contemporary people in the age of Plutarch they surely must have read some historical 
books to come to their conclusion about the cause of Perikles' intransigence on 
repealing the exclusion decree. There is though no reason to date these books to the 
4th century nor assume that there was no propaganda anti-Athenian Megarian writing 
at any other time, a point which makes irrelevant the claim that contemporary Megarian 
writers would be unlikely to be inaccurate.
Connor's Decree thesis then has been attacked by everybody and Cawkwell's 
decisive argument based on the information contained in Didymos' commentary on XIII 
brings to an end the date of 350/49 for Charinos' decree. There is one more argument 
in favour of Connor's thesis and that is D. XII.4. The way Philip argues is as if he refers 
to contemporary events and not so far in the past. Cawkwell Anthemocritus 335 does 
not consider the whole tone of the argument as a problem but only the perfect tense 
used which suggests a very recent affair: Meyapecov yobv ’Av0ep.6Kpi.Tov aveA,6vTcov 
eiq to u t’ eA,f|A,t)0’ o 8%io<; dxrTe puoTtipicov pev eipyov amoix;, urcopvTjpaTa 8e 
Tty; aSiKiaq eaTr|aav av8pi<xvTa 7tpo tcov tioAxov. Indeed Philip in order to prove
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that his ambassador had been wronged would use a famous Athenian example of a 
herald wronged and so Anthemokritos could have been used as a proper example. It 
could be (and this solves the perfect tense problem) that a statue of Anthemokritos had 
recently been erected as a reminder of that event in the 5th c. but as Cawkwell admitted 
"it may not be right to press the phrase".
Two more accounts have tried to free Plutarch from the accusation of being 
inconsistent. These are Fomara's "Plutarch and the Megarean Decree" Yale Classical 
Studies 24(1975)213-228 and Stadter's "Plutarch, Charinus, and the Megarean Decree" 
GRBS 25(1984)351-372. On the other hand, in my opinion, de Ste Croix's is the most 
persuasive and attributes to Plutarch only a slight misunderstanding or better, a natural 
one.
Fornara Plutarch claims that the text of Plutarch has been strained too much and 
many mistakes and inconsistencies have been wrongly attributed to him. Fornara 
Plutarch is the first to acknowledge that Plutarch is not writing history but biography 
and tries to understand Perikles' psychology. The suggestion he makes is that in 
chapter 30 Plutarch deals with the personal reasons for which Perikles did not want to 
rescind the exclusion decree. Before, in chapter 29, Plutarch had already given all the 
complaints of the Peloponnesian League (Aeginetans, Corinthians etc.). In the 
beginning of 30 he gives us an anecdote to stress the way Perikles felt about the decree. 
Then he goes on to say UTtfiv pev ouv xk; (b<; eotxev amq> Kai I5ia 7tpo<; xoix; 
Meyapeu; arcexQera, koivi)v 5e Kai cpavepav noiriaapevo^. The Koivfj and 9 avepd 
reason to start the enforcement of the decree was the Orgas and the death of 
Anthemokritos. Plutarch must have believed that the embassy of the Spartans to 
Athens (the last one, Thuk. I. 126fF.) must have come after the enactment of the decree 
and Anthemokritos was dead, after the first Athenian effort to tactfully warn the 
Megarians that they were trespassing on their Orgas. What Fornara Plutarch is getting 
at is that the courteous decree came before everything else happened, in the beginning 
of the whole affair with Megara. He then goes on to say, page 221, that Charinos' 
decree is the footnote to Anthemokritos' death, for it dictated his burial at the Dipylon 
gate. Fornara Plutarch accuses Connor of conveying the impression that
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Anthemokritos' embassy and death is a footnote to the central fact of Charinos' decree 
when the priorities were reversed for Plutarch since the latter had certain artistic 
considerations that made the mention of the decree appropriate at that point since it 
gave us information on what happened to Anthemokritos. Charinos' decree signals, 
according to Fornara Plutarch, the last stage of the hostility.
Fornara Plutarch then gives this account in short:
i. Dispute over the Orgas.
ii. Embassy of Anthemokritos as a result of a courteous decree. Death of the herald.
iii. Exclusion decree and later Charinos' decree (the last stage of the hostility); latter's 
provision for the herald's burial (Plutarch repeated the invasion stipulations for 
artistic reasons, to increase the dramatic effect of the death and the honours 
bestowed on Anthemokritos on his readers).
What Fornara fails to see is that he is being illogical with the above sequence. 
Anthemokritos was killed after the courteous decree was passed and this is certainly the 
way Plutarch wrote the piece: ypacpEi yrjcpiopa KrjpuKa 7t£p<p0rjvai...Tomo pev ouv 
to  \|/f|(piapa nepncAiutx; eotiv £\)yvcbpovo<; Kai <piA,av0pri)7to\) 5iKaioXoyia<; 
£Xop.£vov enei 6’ o 7U£p(p0ei<; Kfjpu^ ’Av0epoKpiToq a ix ia  twv Meyapecov 
arco0av£iv e5o^e, ypacpei xj/ricpicpa Kat’ amwv Xaptvo<;,... The herald mentioned in 
the earlier part must be Anthemokritos who was sent on the courteous decree mission 
which then, after his death, triggered the Charinos decree. Yet his further idea that the 
death of Anthemokritos was taken care of at Charinos' decree is not very clear. Why 
would they wait for Charinos' decree to settle the burial of Anthemokritos when they 
could and probably should have done it in the exclusion decree? And what does Fornara 
Plutarch 221 mean saying that Charinos' decree signals the last stage of the hostility? 
When does he set its date? After the Megarian exclusion of course. This is not very 
logical because Athens would certainly have not forgotten about Anthemokritos and 
remember him a bit later. I cannot also understand Fomara's Plutarch claim that 
Plutarch need not explain the decrees better because the chronology was self-evident to 
his readers and gives further on as an example Pheidias' trial, the chronology of which 
he claims is a contemporary problem for us. He concludes 221: "The reason for
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Plutarch's nonchalance in chapter 30, if that is what it is, therefore derives from the 
conviction that the events he mentioned were too well known to make difficulties for 
anyone" How Fornara Plutarch can come down to such a conclusion is unintelligible to 
me.
Fornara's point that the courteous decree came at the first point of the dispute over 
the Orgas, was reached before him by De Ste Croix Origins 246-51 & 386-8 in a 
completely different manner. De Ste Croix defends the traditional view that dates the 
courteous decree, the death of the herald and Charinos' decree around 432/1 just before 
the outbreak of the war. He gives a very good solution to the time of the courteous 
decree (moved by Perikles as Plutarch wants). He disconnects it from Charinos' decree 
and the death of the herald. . He places it before the exclusion decree at the very 
beginning of the Orgas dispute. It has become also clear that Charinos' decree was the 
response to Anthemokritos' death.
The outline of de Ste Croix's Origins argumentation is as follows: Perikles sends a 
herald to Sparta and Megara to make clear that Athens is worried about the 
appropriation of the sacred Orgas. It could be Anthemokritos who was sent but that is 
not necessary. Plutarch probably had in front of him a decree that mentioned the 
courteous mission of a herald and Charinos' one talking about the dead herald 
Anthemokritos. He naturally thought that it was the courteous decree that had sent the 
herald to his death. Even the language is disclosing that the two decrees were not close 
(or very close) one to the other. When the courteous one is mentioned Plutarch says 
Ypd(p£i KrjpuKa 7i£p<p0fjvai and only in Charinos' one Anthemokritos is mentioned. 
De Ste Croix also suggests that Plutarch could mix up the sequence of the decrees 
because the decrees that sent out heralds very rarely mentioned the name of the Kfjpu^; 
so that is an additional advantage to his theory. Anthemokritos' death made him well- 
known.
In this manner de Ste Croix Origins removes the difficulty of having to date the 
courteous decree too late. I see only one problem. Charinos' decree must be very near 
the outbreak of the war and definitely after the last embassy of Sparta. If this is true 
why would Athens send a Kftpo^ to Megara and Sparta at such a time when war was
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imminent? It may be to show that Megara was an impious city, just as the Athenians 
had invoked the Talthybios curse against Sparta in order to fend off the allegations of 
Sparta that Athens was polluted by the Kutabveiov ayo<; brought on by the 
Alkmeonids (Thuk. I. 126ff, for the story of Talthybios see Hdt. VII. 133-137). 
Thukydides certainly did not care to mention it. At any rate we do not know exactly 
the reasons why Perikles thought it useful to send a herald when the war was imminent 
when his policy was a non-provocative one.
Stadter has made the most recent suggestion by actually bringing back the 19th c. 
view that the exclusion and Charinos' decrees are one and the same. It was Holzapfel 
as we saw who thought so but was thoroughly answered by Bonner Decree3. Stadter's 
view is a new one and his reasoning does not have anything to do with this old view. 
His argumentation is good as he tries to rescue Plutarch from inconsistency saying that 
if Plutarch is as inconsistent as all the other scholars claim he must have written 
"nonsense". It is in a way strange that Plutarch made such a mistake or misjudgement 
when we nowadays are easily capable of noticing it. Stadter's way of putting things 
better is like Fornara's, at least in the beginning. It is useful to follow his thought. 
Plutarch in chapter 29 gives a list of all the complaints the Peloponnesian League made 
to Sparta and then to Athens. Plutarch follows Thukydides quite accurately. These are 
the causes of the war. Chapter 29 finishes with Sparta saying: "If you rescind the 
exclusion decree there will be no war". Perikles did not conform to that and povoc;
too noJiejiou Tpv am av . In chapter 30 he goes on to say why Perikles acted in 
such a way beginning with an anecdote mentioning Polyalkes' witty request urging 
Perikles to turn the psephisma against the wall instead of tearing it down. Perikles liked 
the joke but did not follow the advice and then Plutarch goes on to mention a private as 
well as a public interest grudge against Megara without specifying what the private 
grudge was and proceeds to give three sets of reasons for Perikles' refusal to repeal the 
decree:
i. Megara had been appropriating the Orgas so:
a. A courteous decree was proposed by Perikles and a herald was sent.
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b. The second decree sought to revenge the herald's death and provisioned biennial 
invasions against Megara and an honourable burial to Anthemokritos the herald.
ii. The Megarians thought that the reason for not repealing the decree was the 
kidnapping of two of Aspasia's harlots.
iii. The "worst" reason. Perikles wanted to strengthen his political position after the 
trials aimed at Pheidias and other political friends of his. That is why he urged 
Athens to war. Accusing Megara of impiety was his chance to prove himself as 
pious as anyone else without betraying his own motives.
All this precedes the Megarian complaint at Sparta. I agree with putting the 
courteous decree at the beginning of the problem with Megara. The sequence that 
Plutarch gives of the events points to the identification of the exclusion and Charinos' 
decree. Plutarch's account comes to a climax when after the courteous decree 
Anthemokritos gets killed and then we have Charinos proposing that Megarians should 
be banned from Attic soil and their land should be invaded twice a year. The usual 
terms of the exclusion decree as narrated in Thukydides such as exclusion from the 
ports of the empire are not mentioned here. Stadter insists that there are different 
provisions within the same decree and cites Plutarch's Moralia 812d: (bq nepiK?ifi<; 
Mevt7i7tcp pev e%pr|TO rtpoq xaq aTpaxriyiaq Si* ’EcpiaA/roo 8e Tqv ’Apeiou 
ndyou (3o\)A-riv exarteivcooe, 8 ia 5e Xapivoo to  Kara Meyapecov exbpcoae 
\|/T)cpiopa, AapTtcova 8e Goupicov oiKioTqv e£,ercep\|/ev. De Ste Croix considered the 
above information feeble but Stadter did not and also used the scholia on Peace 246 as 
emended by Holzapfel and Wilamowitz (in my opinion the scholion is doubtful and the 
only serious evidence that Plutarch thought of the two decrees as one and the same is 
Moralia 812d). With the scholion on Peace 246 neutralised but with Moralia 812d 
valid there can be no definite answer of what Plutarch actually thought about those two 
decrees. There is no information in chapter 30 that Charinos was Perikles' henchman 
and 31.1. gives the impression that Plutarch did not care much about the origin of the 
decree or to be fair he could not reach a fair conclusion: Tfjv pev oftv ap%fjv OTtcoq 
eaxev oft paSiov yvcovai, raft 8e pfj XoOqvai to  \jrTjcpiopa navTeq cboaftxcoq tt|v 
a m a v  £ftup&pouai tco flepiKXei... We are entitled to think that in 30. 4 Plutarch
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mentioned the real proposer of the decree i.e. Charinos and other provisions that did 
not refer to the ports of the Empire but were closer to the actual cause of the exclusion 
namely the Orgas appropriation by the Megarians. In my opinion the decree should be 
seen, at the beginning at least, as just on the part of the Athenians. The courteous 
decree was passed and as Plutarch thought Anthemokritos was sent and killed. Athens 
had to respond. How they did it has to be seen under the light of Periklean policies. 
Megara was a city essential to the safety of Athens and an embargo would destroy them 
economically and maybe enforce the city to succumb to Athens. It could also be that 
Perikles wanted to stress his piety by creating such a dispute that persecuted the 
"impious" Megarians. Let us not forget that his friend Anaxagoras and his companion 
Aspasia had been prosecuted for impiety. The one feature that was against Megara's 
existence (the ports and markets exclusion) made them to carry their complaint to 
Sparta. Certainly this is the most important feature to the historian. On the other hand 
sanctions against Megara because they killed the herald, biennial invasions, and an 
honourable burial for the herald. I do not want to suggest that one should separate the 
provisions of one and the same decree but it is possible that Plutarch mentions in 
Perikles 29 the sanction that caused more or less the war and in 30 he tries to give 
details of how the decree might have been initiated in the first place by explaining the 
Orgas problem. In this latter circumstance Plutarch gives the name of Perikles' 
henchman and the rest of the provisions which would have been less important than the 
final sanction (exclusion) but the instance was appropriate for them now since they 
corresponded to the alleged cause of the decree. Plutarch is not illogical then in his 
presentation but as de Ste Croix Origins suggested he could well have made a 
confusion. Stadter does not explain why Plutarch chose to narrate the events in such a 
peculiar manner but accepts at any rate that Charinos' and the exclusion decree are one 
and the same.
The second set of Stadter's Decree4 argument consists of comments on the 
difficulties his suggestion created:
i. What is meant by aicfipoKToq ex9pa >
ii. The status of the Megarian in the Achamians.
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iii. The movers of the decrees.
iv. Invasions of Megara ordered by Charinos' decree .
v. Thukydides' silence.
An aKfipuKToq e^Gpa9 may not have been something totally unacceptable to Sparta 
if it was a specific measure against Megara and this is the reason why Plutarch did not 
place it next to the main cause of the war in chapter 29.
In the Achamians (425 BC) there is no mention of the decree's death provisions on 
the Megarians. Bonner Decrees explained that it would not be funny to have a 
Megarian executed in the play or even threatened to be executed since the sycophant 
had to be shown to have more lucrative instincts. What is more probable is that Athens 
had repealed the decree (Stadter Decree4) at some point when they were negotiating 
peace against Sparta during the plague (Thuk. II. 59.2) and they certainly seem to be 
negotiating with no considerable enmity with Megara in 424, Thuk. IV. 66-74.
Stadter goes on to argue that if Perikles is mentioned in Peace as the mover of the 
decree it does not necessarily mean that he moved a different decree from Charinos. He 
could well be mentioned as the instigator of the decree and its vigorous supporter; it 
was not a secret that Perikles was behind it.
From point iv one is entitled to ask whether Athens could actually invade Megara 
and not violate the truce. It depends of course on what the Peloponnesian Leagues 
would consider as a breach of the League. When Corcyra was helped against Corinth 
the Peloponnesians did not attack Athens on the spot and the same happened with 
Potidaia. I do not think though that this is a good argument because neither of the two, 
Epidamnos or Potidaia, was near enough to actually put Sparta or even Corinth in 
immediate danger. Megara, for reasons I will discuss later, was too important a place 
for the Peloponnesian League to ignore.
Another suggestion by Stadter Decree4 is that although the decree demanded 
biennial invasions it was not enforced, and he uses oration XIII. 32ff. as an example of 
Athenian idleness to enforce a decree although it has to be objected that the days of
9An aKtip-OKxoq rcoXeiioq is mentioned in X&nAnab. III. 35.
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XIII were very different from those of Perikles. But on the other hand if the embargo 
was enforced, there is no reason why Athens should not enforce also the provisions 
about the invasion.
The last but not least possibility for Stadter Decree4 (he considers it to be most 
likely) is that Athens did invade Megara twice a year but war did not follow 
immediately. I quote Stadter: "It is not the clash of arms that breaks a treaty and begins 
hostilities but a political decision". He then goes on to argue that the Athenian raids on 
Pylos were considered as hostile by Spartans (Thuk. V. 115.2) but Sparta did not 
consider the treaty broken until Athens ravaged Lacedaemon to help Argos. Then only 
after that, acknowledging Athenian weakness after the Sicilian expedition as well, did 
they consider invading Attica, only then using Pylos as one of the causes of the new 
session of the war. It is true that Thukydides does not mention the biennial invasions 
and Stadter summons immediately A.W. Gomme vol. 1 HCT 365-369 about several 
omissions of facts that we know that happened and Thukydides does not mention them. 
Somehow I do not think that if we attribute the non-mentioning of biennial invasions by 
Thukydides to simply an omission we can easily get away with it, for there are very 
serious implications if we date attacks on Megara before the last conference at Sparta.
An attack on Megara would have been very serious. Note also that the raids against 
Pylos were used as a pretext for the commencement of the hostilities and that 
furthermore Thukydides did mention them. Thukydides may have thought differently 
about their importance and probably he did but all the same he mentioned them. Let us 
go back to Megara. The loss of Megara in 446 was a heavy one for Athens. They 
could be more easily attacked from the south which means that their cultivated land 
could be destroyed after an invasion. There is then a military reason that sets the 
exclusion decree to the perspective that Athens wanted Megara to succumb. If they did 
invade Megara after the exclusion decree (about 433) then that military provision of the 
Charinos decree would certainly have gathered the Corinthians and Spartans at Megara. 
Nor would Megara be able to resist for a long time a full scale attack by the Athenians. 
A suggestion is that Athens maybe invaded the part that in their opinion the Megarians 
had appropriated and did not venture further in the Megarid. The wording of the
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decree does make such a suggestion impossible Perikles 30.3: eiq xfjv MeyapiKtiv 
eiapaA,ouoi. The Orgas was considered a neutral plain at the most and certainly not 
Megarian and this leaves no place for a lukewarm guarding of the Orgas. Stadter fails 
even more to persuade us when he says: "the debate on the repeal of the Megarean 
decree was to  (3pa%\) t i  too to  (1.140.5) enough to give Thucydides the opportunity to 
present Perikles' arguments for refusing to yield to the Peloponnesians and his analysis 
of the relative strengths of the two powers. Nevertheless for a variety of reasons he 
decides that a full narrative of the Epidamnos - Potidaia sequence was the best way to 
clarify the outbreak of the war for his reader". That could be true but I cannot see how 
invasions would have passed unnoticed by Thukydides. In my opinion it was the 
economic pressure that stressed Megara and its allies and consequently the fear of the 
Athenian power but any invasion of the Megarid at such a point would probably, 
because it would contribute to the looming war atmosphere, at least have been 
mentioned by Thukydides.
Of course we will never know what the truth is but I feel obliged to accept de Ste 
Croix's Origins view that we have three different decrees; i. the courteous one ii. the 
exclusion and iii. Charinos' decree very close to the outbreak of the war. My only 
objection to that is, why should Athens send a Krjpo^ at such a point to denounce 
Megara when war was imminent? As for Connor's view that Charinos' decree could be 
placed in the 4th c. it is not impossible, especially after de Ste Croix's placing of the 
courteous decree in the beginning of the whole process,10 but as I have mentioned it has 
suffered many blows and there is hardly any evidence in the fourth century itself for 
such a decree nor in my opinion would Plutarch have made such an awful mistake.
The whole detailed discussion of the Megarian decrees had to be made from the 
moment Connor tried to transfer a decree to the fourth century, a theory that would 
change the position on the relationship between Athens and Megara at such a point.
10If the courteous decree is not the same with Charinos', as de Ste Croix Origins points out, it is 
possible that Plutarch had in front of him a decree dated with the archon Apollodoros (the same name 
for 430/29 and 350/49).
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Was Connor proven to be correct it would be very interesting to find a decree 
stipulating death for any Megarian found on Athenian soil and would add a new 
dimension to the KaxdpaToi Megarians (XIII. 32), and the persistence they displayed 
regarding the appropriation of the Orgas. At any rate the current evidence is not 
permitting any certain outcome.
III. Genuineness of XIII
This has been one of the most interesting issues concerning D. for a long time, 
because of the controversial structure of the oration which contains large excerpts (21- 
31), with minor differences, from III. 23-30 and XXIII. 196-201. F.A. Wolf in his 
Prolegomena in Demoslhenis oralio in Leplinem p. LXXIV, 51 denied that the oration 
was genuine: "oratio quae inscribitur rrepi auvTa^eox;, seu de Republica ordinanda, 
Demosthenis non est, sed ex aliis eius, maxime Olynlh. Ill et Arislocralea ab aliquo 
declamatore consutis pannis confecta". In the days of Weil it was K.G. Boehnecke who 
defended the authenticity of the speech and placed it chronologically after the 
Olynthiacs because the urge for realising what the theoric fund was coming down to, 
and the call for organisation were remotely reminiscent of the Olynthiacs. Weil, 
although traditional in asking where is Philip's name in XIII hinting to this as an 
indication for an earlier date, he took interest in the proposals themselves in XIII (e.g. 
9) which were in one or the other way repeated in the Olynthiacs and had already been 
in XIV where D. was obsessed by paraskeue, as well as in the First Philippic where he 
did give somewhat more concrete proposals. It would not be an exaggeration to say, 
and I agree in this with Weil, that D. remains vague and does not clarify the points he 
makes. In 9 he claims that he had talked about a more specific re-organisation at some 
other point and this is just another sign of his vagueness. In the beginning the reader 
thinks that the orator is pursuing a clearly defined goal but then he is lost in 
generalisations that make him lose sight of the first paragraphs. It is true that these 
thoughts will come back in III; but there his proposals are given space and are 
connected with the rest of the speech in good proportions. In XIII the practical 
problems are a starting point from which he moves on to a kind of sermon without even 
returning in the peroration to any particular consideration of those proposals. From the
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point of view of the style Weil does not find it particularly undemosthenic but he 
refrains from making up his mind totally, tending to agree that it was not written by D. 
Lately, J. Trevett in "Demosthenes' Speech On Organization (Dem. 13)" GRBS 
35(1994)179-193 has examined the arguments for and against the genuineness of the 
oration and thinks that it is not spurious.
A. Schaefer in Demosthenes vol.II.ii 89-94 did not like the speech as a piece of 
oratory at all and his position is the classical one that it is patchwork from III and 
XXIII. He mentions the significant detail that the oration isnot discussed in Dionysius 
Halikarnasseus' Letter to Ammaens which shows that Dionysius did not consider it 
authentic. He admits though that there are examples taken from XIII in Hermogenes 
and Aristeides Rhet. As for the later lexicographers such as Harpokration who quote 
much from XIII he dismisses them as not reliable enough. He also makes much use of 
the scholia on XIII. The scholiast clarifies that XIII is not a Philippic and that the date 
should be before IV and after the secession of the Rhodians in the Social War. 
Schaefer disagrees with that and wants to have this oration after the Olynthiacs, 
because such a bad oration could not be the origin of the brilliant Olynthiacs. In his 
opinion the bad stitching of the borrowed passages betrays the pettiness of an oratorical 
school as the orator forgets his purpose after the first nine sections. The only other 
interesting point Schaefer raises is that even the scholiast perceived the forgetfulness of 
the composer and called most of the speech a Tiapeicpaan; which for the German 
scholar signifies that the whole oration cannot possibly be a diversion and is 
consequently a bad pasting of different texts, Dilts pages 168-169: Tpipepriq o rcepi 
aovta^eox; X6yo<;...Kai ev pev auxou pepo<; eaxi rcepieKTtKOv too 
oup(pepov/to<;...8emepov pepo<; ecm too Xoyoo  nap^Kpacn; to Sixaiov 
7repiexouoa...TpiTOv pepoq too X6you Semepa napeicpacjn; 7tepieKTiKTj too 
ooptpepovToq.
An important argument in favour of authenticity is that Didymos treats the oration as 
authentic in his commentary (he treats correctly the Reply to Philip - D. XI - as 
spurious), and as Pfeiffer claimed (see note 5) D. was one of the orators that Didymos 
had commentaries about. The non-mention of XIII in Dion. Hal. perhaps
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counterbalances Didymos' information since it is conceivable that XIII had slipped in 
the editions that Didymos had at hand. It is Sealey who has led the polemical attitude in 
modem scholarship and in Demosthenes 235-237 his main argument is that in the 
doublets D. is not as careful as he is in III, and that there certain passages or phrases 
that work well in III but not in XIII. He first points out the resemblance between 21-24 
and XXIII. 196-20111. Both passages draw a contrast between the way honours were 
bestowed in the past and in the days of D. What better way of doing this than referring 
to people (Menon and Perdikkas, see introduction chapter 3 section III and 
commentary sections 23 and 24) who had helped the Greek or the Athenian cause 
considerably but were given citizenship and not the special protection that Athens was 
about to give Chavidemos (i.e. any person who killed Chari demos would be agogimos), 
but in XIII they are just given tax immunity and not citizenship. However this is not 
such a great inconsistency, as Weil had pointed out, because in XIII D. wanted to 
show how cheap citizenship had become in Athens of his times whereas in the past 
worthy people did not even get that. D. suits his oratorical purposes each time. Then 
Sealey mentions that 25-31 resembles III.23-32 with a different order in the passages. 
The topic there is a comparison with the glorious past of Athens where the leaders were 
modest individuals and the people took the credit for all success. In this reasoning D. 
mentions in III Aristeides and Miltiades and praises the modesty of their residencies, 
whereas in XIII he mentions Themistokles, Kimon and Aristeides. Sealey thinks that 
the mention of Kimon is inaccurate and Cawkwell Anthemocritus 328 n. 1 had said that 
D. could have been careless in these points, since according to our evidence Kimon's 
house was quite large since Theopompos (FGrH 115F89) mentioned that his house had 
been large enough for many poor to dine there every day; but again one is asking from
n XIII is not the only oration that contains doublets. D. XXIV. 160-186 (with the exception of 169- 
171) is copied from XXII. 47-56 and 65-78 and the problem is similar there. As Jaeger Demosthenes 
(note 36 on Ch. II) pointed out the need for a detailed discussion of all the doublets that appear in D. if 
one is to draw any conclusions about the authenticity of an oration like XIII; his opinion is that these 
doublets are part of D.'s stock passages. I have tried to explain the independence of their function in 
the "Stucture and argument" chapter.
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D. accuracy where there is no need for it. In XIII D. mentions some of the great names 
of the past, coming straight from memory, and Kimon is one of them; not many people 
would try and remember that Kimon's house was really rather large, and at any rate it 
might have been large but not lavish.
So much for the inconsistencies. Then there are the passages that work better in III 
than in X3II. Sealey claims that the comparison with the symmories works better in 
11.29 than in 20 because in II there is the preliminary point about the fragmented 
situation of Athenian politics which is why we can understand the comparison with the 
symmories. In 19-20, I think, there is a different point altogether. In 19 it becomes 
obvious that the people who seek election have become slaves to their desire to possess 
high office and only do their best to acquire the favour of the people, without fulfilling 
their true duties which are to protect Athens and serve its people. Even if there is one 
who wants to do something he is not prepared to step out of the line and everybody just 
hopes to inherit those benefits that really belong to the people. There is nobody of 
course to stop them from deceiving the people. Such is the trend as the rest of the 
politicians just follow one another and the people just remain languid in their current 
state. The image of the symmories then works differently and more effectively than D. 
II. There the image is of a fragmented Athens without any co-ordination. Here Athens 
is a fragmented place again but its politicians although obviously divided are all focused 
on one thing; personal power and prosperity. The image of the symmories is just 
showing the fragmentary situation of politics with all those in power having their intent 
fixed on property whereas the people are sitting consumed by sluggishness. What D. 
points out then is that a nominally fragmented political stage is united in its focus on 
personal achievement.
Another passage which in Sealey's opinion works better is III.27-28, where he thinks 
the rather difficult term to understand epqpia^ E7i£iA/rip.p.evoi is understood with the 
help of the context as seize, get hold of a power vacuum, the meaning being that since 
in the Greek world Athens has been left without any considerable enemies and that the 
Thebans and the Spartans have been diminished, Athens should be uncontested in her 
efforts to win the most prominent position in Greece. In 27 indeed the phrase is not as
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well qualified as in III. 27, but in 26 he had talked about the past glory of Athens, the 
wars, the victories. With epripiaq £7t£iAr|jj.pivoi there is a sharp contrast to all that, 
the enemies of that glorious past do not exist any more. What do the Athenians do? 
Nothing. They spent 1,500T for nothing and allies gained in the war are being lost in 
peace. ’Eprjpia can hardly mean anything else than the absence of the enemies, the 
situation when Athens could have become, and should have, the first power in Greece. 
Trevett in an effort to fend off Sealey's argument contends that the passage in 27 as 
well as III. 27 is not translated correctly by Sealey and that eprjpia does not mean 
power vacuum (which is really a fanciful translation of epripia, meaning absence) but 
destitution. This is wrong; surely the contrast in III. 27 is between the trouble-free time 
the Athenians had in the 4th c. in contrast with the tumultuous one their ancestors had. 
The greater the difficulties their ancestors had the better they did, whereas now, when 
there is no antagonist, the Athenians have lost territory and spent large amounts of 
money to no avail.
To return to Sealey the claim that obxoi in ouxoi ev xfj eipfjvri &7toA,d)A,acn.v is not 
qualified in XIII. 27, whereas it is in III. 27-8, is absolutely wrong. Ouxoi are the 
politicians. D. could just point towards them, he need not mention them. In XIII he 
has also talked at length about the politicians, about their desire to be in high office, 
their reluctance to tell the truth to the Athenians. Even in III.27-8 he just says \)7io xwv 
Xprtaxcov xouxcov without mentioning but certainly insinuating that they are the leading 
politicians.
In Sealey's opinion XIII is a literary exercise by a later rhetorician. It is difficult to 
reach a decision from evidence or even from a close inspection of the arguments as the 
above discussion has shown. A last set of arguments is of a more technical nature. It 
concerns Blass' law about the avoidance of the tribrach. The law states that D. avoids a 
sequence of more than two short syllables, but it admits exceptions, such as 
occurrences within the same word and necessary collocations such as article and noun. 
D.F. McCabe The prose-rhythm o f Demosthenes (New York 1981) has worked 
extensively on the prose-rhythm of D. and did not find that XHI was in any degree 
irregular at all. The effectiveness of such a method is not beyond doubt and S. Usher's
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On the Crown (Warminster 1993)27 n.58 is appropriate: "In my view, these exceptions, 
not to mention violations, make it an unhelpful guide to the general study of 
Demosthenic rhythm; indeed it seems doubtful whether the status of "law" should be 
accorded to a rule which is broken in 5% to 16% of cases excluding exceptions (see 
McCabe’s Table 14, pp. 127-129)".
There is no faultless criterion and since Ronnet Etude 189 found the oration's style 
Demosthenic the question should not be whether the oration is genuine or not but 
whether what it says makes sense and can be fitted within the frame of Demosthenic 
argumentation and targets. It could be I suppose a rhetorical exercise which was 
included by mistake in D.'s writings but as I will argue in the "Structure and argument" 
chapter his thoughts do make sense among his other writings. Now whether it was 
delivered in the Assembly or not one will never know but there is no compelling reason 
for it not to have been. The circumstances it describes are so general that it could fit in 
any period of D.'s struggle to rouse the Athenians from their torpor.
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Chapter 2 Individual Problems
I. The Burning of the Opisthodomos at Athens
Weil commenting on XIII. 14 found a connection with the speech Against 
Timocrates (XXIV. 136) where a fire in the opisthodomos is mentioned as well. It is 
more than probable that the burglary mentioned in XIII. 14 is part of an illegal removal 
of state or sacred funds deposited at the opisthodomos and there is no evidence that 
explicitly states the date of the incident. It has to be made clear that the two events 
mentioned by D. are not even identical. In XIII. 14 it is mentioned that the 
opisthodomos was opened without any mention of the fire. However the removal of 
the sums would require the opisthodomos to be opened and the verb aveco^av in its 
wider sense can be interpreted as burgled and the scholion ad hoc provides a link 
between the burglary and the fire. We cannot be sure about the source of the scholion 
but it is natural to associate the two pieces of information as, apart from D , there is no 
other evidence for any trouble at the opisthodomos in the 4th century. As I will say in 
the evaluation of the scholia in XXIV. 136 (see section e of this exposition) the people 
of Athens would have considered this incident as one of fraud and arson and 
undoubtedly D. had a full idea of the details that surrounded the incident. One should 
not be puzzled that two different texts in D. refer to apparently different incidents as, in 
my opinion, X3II. 14 and XXIV. 136 illustrate two aspects of the same incident 
Apart from XXIV. 136, three texts refer to a fire:
i. Xenophon Hellenika I. vi. 1: "In  the year when there was an eclipse of the moon one
evening, and the old temple of Athena at Athens was set on fire, . . .Kallias [archon in 
406/5 BC] being archon at Athens..."
ii. I.G. II2 1654 (Erechtheum fragment no. XXVIII in J.M. Patton's The Erechtheum 
(Camb. Mass. 1927): "On the third day of the prytany . the parts of the temple 
destroyed by fire...by vote of the Council...).
iii. The Scholia Demosthenica in Dilts no.272 a and b on speech XXIV. 136.
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a. Location of the edifice
As to the question where the opisthodomos was on the acropolis I follow 
Dinsmoor's opinion Burning and Travlos's A Pictorial dictionary o f Ancient Athens 
(London 1972)143. Travlos follows Dinsmoor's view about the pre-Persian temples on 
the Acropolis (see also Dinsmoor Hekatompedon). Travlos seems to think that after 
the destruction of the temples on the Acropolis "the exigencies of the situation 
necessitated keeping the western portion of the cella [this would be the Dorpfeld 
temple] which Dinsmoor identified as the opisthodomos recorded in I.G. II2 91/92 [I.G. 
I3 52]; it was used as a state treasury and remained in use until the mid 4th centuiy
B.C.". Another inscription, I.G. I3 207, states that a column will be set up before the 
opisthodomos which almost certainly proves that the opisthodomos was an independent 
building (for more details about the debate on the position of the opisthodomos see J. 
Hopper Acropolis (London 1971) 110-115.
b. Contents and financial use of the Opisthodomos
The opisthodomos was the bank of the Athenian democracy. It appears first on the 
decrees of Kallias I.G. I3 52. R. Meiggs and D M. Lewis in GHI nos. 58A,B dated the 
inscriptions in 434/3 whereas Dinsmoor Hekatompedon in 438/7. There are also three 
other documents of the 5th century that point towards the financial operations that took 
place in the opisthodomos; I.G. I3 369 of 425/4, I3 386-387 of 408/7 and I3 378 of 
406/5. Ferguson Treasurers 131 has given an accurate description of the contents in 
the 5th century. He is also very eager to establish that the building continued to be used 
for finance in the 4th century. His evidence is convincing :
1. Aristophanes Wealth 1191-3: ”i8p\>c6p£0’ ouv cumica paV, akXa Jicpipeve, tov 
raom ov, ourtep Jtpdxepov fjv tfipopevoc;, tov 6jn.c065op.ov del (pokdxTcov Tfi<; 
0eoO.”
2. I.G. II2 1443. The treasurer of the military fund deposits a fund of silver bullion 
worth, 28 talents.
3. I.G. II2 1414 (of 384/3 to 378/7 B.C.) iepov dpybpiov is deposited. Both I.G. II2 
1443 and I.G. II2 1414 do not mention the opisthodomos but one can conjecture
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that some of the items were stored at this edifice which is not mentioned because the 
inscriptions are damaged.
4. The scholia in XXIV. 136.
5. The money of Harpalos were deposited on the Acropolis (Plut. Vit. X  Orat. 846b), 
around 324 BC.
6. In the Four Years' war {I.G. II2 1429g) sums were deposited with the treasurers 
(end of the 4th century).
7. Aeschines in 1.110 says "eni xo ivuv  too a b x o b  ap xovxoq  60’ obxoq ep ob ^ eoev , 
xapiac; fjv xcov xf|q Geob 'Hyr|oav5po<; o  Kpco(3\)A,o\) aSeXtpoq, ekX^tixov 8e xftq 
tcoXeccx; Kotvp Kai p a X a  (piXexaipcoq xiXia<; 8paxpdc<;." (361/0 BC).
Although sums were deposited, Ferguson Treasurers 133 thinks that "it was
obviously only under exceptional circumstances that the state used the tamiai as their 
reserve bankers during the 4th century". The only more normal instance that we have is 
the treasurer of the military fund, normal in the sense that there was no extraordinary 
political situation to dictate a deposit on the Acropolis and that the funds were probably 
not religious. There were though some funds that were allocated to the tamiai, 
partially at least, that will be referred to later (the 10 Talent Fund and the money for the 
judges). On the whole Ferguson Treasurers 138 sums up their role in the 4th century, 
"their normal role was circumscribed by the fact that in the fourth century (as in the 
fifth) every board of magistrates had its own private treasury in which it kept, pending 
disbursement, the comparatively small sums of money allocated to it". Another 
question that arises is for what purpose were the funds in the opisthodomos and how 
much they had been.
The first sum in the opisthodomos that comes to our minds is the Ten Talent Fund 
which could well be there {see discussion in section d6). Ferguson has shown, as we 
have already seen, that the opisthodomos was the bank of Athens in the fourth century 
in some extraordinary situation but in my opinion all the funds that were deposited on 
the Acropolis must have been placed under the supervision of the tamiai of Athena.
We will see that the avaGqpaxa could not be easily used or rather not easily cashed. 
The confused inventories could have allowed an opportunity for theft but I am
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persuaded by Ferguson that they were used to produce the Golden Nike that appears in 
374BC a fact which eliminates the possibility that the tamiai had lent out votive 
offerings.
What is more to the point is that the money for the judges was disbursed by the 
treasurers of Athena. This suggestion was made by Ferguson in Treasurers 136 n. 1 
where he says: "But after the abolition in 404/3 of the Hellenofarm/a/, who had had to 
provide money for the diobelia, and possibly for the other jiioGoi as well, it is 
conceivable that the tamiai had this charge thrust upon them and that they retained it 
thereafter. It is curious that Aristotle (Ath. Pol. 47.1) has nothing to say on the subject; 
but he fails systematically to record the financial duties af the specific magistrates nor 
does he note the sources or agents concerned with the various pioGoi (Ath. Pol. 
62.2).". The most important evidence for the disbursing of the dikastic money in the 
4th century is I.G. II2 1629 lines 165ff: "xov 8e piaGov 5i5ovai xot<; 8iKaaxr|pioi<; 
xoix; xapiat; tcov xfjq Geou Kaxa xov vopov". This proves almost certainly that the 
state had a sum deposited on the Acropolis for the payment of the judges. It was 
definitely state money and some certainty can be given by the Suda, s.v., xapiai- oi ev 
xto iepqj xfj<; A0r|va<; ev ocKporcoJiei xpppaxa iepa xe Kai Sppoaia cpu^idxTouai, 
aXXa Kai am o to aya?ip.a Tfjq ’A0T|va<;.
How big was the deposit for the judges? Aristophanes in Wasps 660f. says: 
toutcov 7tX,fip(Dpa TaAavx’ eyyvq SicxiXia yiyvexai f|jitv. 
ajio toutoo vov Kaxd0£5 piaGov xotoi SiKaaxau; eviauxoo 
e^ KOUTtco 7rA^io\x; ev xp x^P?1 KaxevaoGev,
yiyvexai fjptv eKaxov 8fi7coo Kai 7tevxfiKOvxa xaXavxa.
As D.M. MacDowell has commented Wasps (Oxford 1969): "6000 jurors each paid 
3 obols a day would receive 150T only if they all sat on 300 days, which is, 
approximately, the largest possible number; for the courts did not normally sit on the 
forty or more days in the year when the Assembly met (D.24.80) nor on festival days, 
A.P. 3.8. Bdelykleon is giving the maximum account, and does not necessarily mean 
that all the jurors in fact sat on so many days in a year". The scholiast in Aristophanes’ 
Wasps 663 says "Eiq 5£xa pfjva<; Xoyi^exai xov eviauxov ox; xcov 8uo p-qvcbv ei<;
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eopTaq 7tpo%wpo'6v/TCDv. 'Ek&gto) y a p  TpicbpoXov T)p.epa<; S iSopevov SeKarcevTe 
too p.r|vo<; xaX avxa  e m n e iQ  , dx; ek twv e^ f]<; SfjXov yivexai" . De Sanctis in his 
Storia dei Greci vol. II.(Firenze 1940)186 estimates the whole amount at 50 to 60 
talents adding that the sum was further enlarged by the deposits for the lawsuits and 
the fines. The deposits were mentioned also in the Old Oligarch [Ps. Xen. A.P.] 1.16 
(&7io twv Ttpmaveicov). One could conjecture that the deposits and fines did not 
provide the whole payment of the judges12. At any rate the sum of 50 to 60 talents is 
not likely to have been always on the Acropolis intact, although a sum was appropriated 
at the beginning of each year and deposited on the Acropolis for the payments of the 
judges and the expenses for the decrees of the demos. This is so because it is entirely 
impossible to estimate the money that was deposited on the Acropolis at any point as 
there were even cases when there was no money at all for the judges (Dem. XXXIX. 
17). It is certain of course that at various points various sums were deposited and they 
could have been considerable ones but it is difficult and dangerous to specify or even 
approximate the exact amounts as the evidence is feeble. The sums were probably 
enlarged by the fines and confiscations unless the cash was kept for the next year to be 
added to the state's appropriation.
It is more than probable then that it was the Ten Talent Fund and/or the dikastic 
money that the tamiai or rather some of the tamiai lent to the bankers for a short time 
at a high interest (see discussion in section e).
c. Efforts to make the fires mentioned by Demosthenes and 
Xenophon identical.
That the fires of Demosthenes and Xenophon (406 BC) were identical was 
suggested by Dinsmoor Burning. Some years later Athenian Studies 157-182 he 
changed his mind and conceded that the two fires were different. Dinsmoor had 
reached that conclusion seeing some mistrust for Xenophon's datings that other scholars
^Pollux Vlll. 38 (see also Frisch in The Constitution o f the Athenians (Copenhagen 1942) 226 who 
has mentioned that the deposits varied according to the sum at stake in the trial. For a trial of 100 to 
1,000 drachmas the deposit was 3 drachmas, for one of 1,000 to 10,000 (A.R.W. Harrison has cast 
some doubt for this in The Law o f Athens vol.II(Oxford 93)n,2) it was 30 drachmas.
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had, e.g. Beloch Philologus 42(1884)261-266, and thought that the list of Olympiads, 
ephors, prodigies and other events used to mark the years in the first two of 
Xenophon's books was inserted by a careless interpolator. Ferguson Treasurers 130 
n. 1 even conceded that the interpolator could have possibly confused Kallias who was 
archon in 406/5 with Kalleas who was archon in 377/6 (the latter written in Diodorus 
XV. 28 as Kallias). The significance of the date 377/6 is great, as Dinsmoor {Burning, 
Athenian Studies, Hekatompedon) was led to it (by cumulative evidence) as the date of 
the fire mentioned by D. XXIV. 136.
The most important evidence Dinsmoor Burning used was the fragment XXVIII in 
J.M. Patton's The Erechtheum (Camb. Mass. 1927) which he decided to date after 
377/6 as referring to repairs just after the damage incurred by the fire. This fragment is 
about the Erechtheum and not the opisthodomos and the natural conjecture is that both 
buildings were near and a fire at the opisthodomos could affect the Erechtheum and 
vice-versa. This supposition was removed by Dinsmoor himself in Athenian Studies 179 
where he acknowledged that "the two conflagration stories associated with the 
Erechtheum and the Opisthodomos are not to be referred to a single event either in 
406/5 or in 377/6 BC, rather there were two distinct fires, one in each of these years, 
the archonships of Kallias and Kalleas, respectively." What led him to this new result 
was the discovery of a new fragment XXVIIIa (EM 12910) that helped date more 
securely fragments XXVII and XXVIII {I.G. II2 1654). It was discovered by Broneer 
on the north slope of the Acropolis and published by Schweigert in Hesperia 
7(1938)268-269 no.3. It does not join fragments XXVII, XXVIII but, according to 
Dinsmoor Athenian Studies 174-175, it is unmistakeably from the same accounts. Its 
importance actually lies in counteracting an impression otherwise drawn from the other 
two fragments which mentioned workers unknown to us from the accounts of 409-407 
BC. The new fragment contains three names, Prepon, Sisyphos and Parmenon, known 
from the Erechtheum accounts of 408/7. Thus fragments XXVII and XXVIII should 
be dated in the 5th century. As for the accuracy of Xenophon's chronological accounts 
the most recent commentator P.Krentz in Xenophon Hellenika I-II.3.I0 (Warminster 
1989) has linked all the temple fires in Xenophon together showing a deliberation on
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the part of the historian. P. Krentz says, (page 117 on 1.3.1), commenting on the 
mention of the burnt temple of Athena in Phokaia, "for Xenophon such prodigies 
revealed the future. In the year the old temple of Athena burned (6.1) victory at 
Arginusae turned into tragedy. When the temple of Poseidon burned (IV. 5 .4) disaster 
at Lechaion soon followed". It seems anyway that there is no other reason whatsoever 
to ascribe the fire at the Old Temple mentioned by Xenophon to 377/6 and not to 
406/5.
There was also exactly the opposite idea i.e. that D. was referring to 406. The 
argument was simple and was furnished by W. Dorpfeld in Mitteilungen (des Kaiserlich 
deutshce) Archaeologischen Instituts 12(1887)64. He said that since D. does not give 
a date but Xenophon does, there is nothing to stop us from dating it in 406/5. 
Unfortunately there is, and this is the account D. himself gives in XXIV. 133-136. The 
orator says "xobq pev ouv 7ipo EuKA.eiSoo apyovxoq eccctco Kai xobq a(po6pa 
7iaA,atob<; ....aAAa pex’ EukXeIStiv apyovx’, co av8pe<; Stmcrxai, rcpwxov pev 
©pac\)(3ouA,ov KoM/oxea ... OiAeij/iov xov Aaprcxpea ...’ Ayuppiov KoAAoxea... 
Ka>iAioxpaxo<;...Mopwvi8r|<;...Kai oi xapiai eqf a>v 6 ’OruaOoSopo*; ev£7tpfia0T]...". 
It is obvious that he refers to the 4th century and it is not plausible to suggest that D. 
forgot what he said or that he deviates going back to the 5th century (Dorpfeld). 
Judeich in Hermes 64 (1929)41 Iff. has tried to show that the people mentioned in D. 
XXIV were tried after Eucleides for misdemeanours committed before 403 BC. 
Ferguson has given a very good objection to Judeich's point of view, pointing out the 
two general amnesties mentioned in Andocides I. 73 (405/4) and Aristotle's A.P. 39. 
D.M. MacDowell concludes in his commentary on Andocides' On the Mysteries 
(Oxford 1962)129 discussing section 87: "the two parts of this law - no uninscribed law 
is valid and no one may be prosecuted for an offence committed before 403/2 - are 
complementary. Together they state the legal position with regard to any offence 
against the laws which was committed before 403/2. If a trial has already been held 
(under the democracy), the judgement given at that trial remains valid; if a trial has not 
been held (under the democracy), no legal action may be taken". Judeich then is wrong
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and anyway D. is pretty clear on his chronological sequence13. The reason for not going 
before 403 is probably that the archonship of Eukleides offered a chronological barrier 
for separating Athens of old from the Athens after the capitulation to Sparta. By using 
examples after Eukleides D. was offering the audience somewhat modern and
^Ferguson Treasurers 130 gives another reason that rules out Judeich's suggestion. D. XXIV. 136 
mentions two boards of treasurers: those of Athena and those of the other Gods. Ferguson had dated 
the amalgamation of the two boards in 406, which means that D. could not refer to two boards in 406/5 
since the boards were already amalgamated. The problem is more complicated than it seems to be, 
because the amalgamation of the two boards in 406 is not secure at all. Dinsmoor in Burning had 
proposed 404/3, and in Athenian Studies 405/4, restoring in a different manner I.G. II2 255a. 163 (this 
inscription mentions the amalgamated board). His new restoration seems logical and efficacious, 
securely dating the inscription in 405/4 but he was still doubtful about 406/5. Corroborative evidence 
that they were amalgamated by 405/4 is given in Andocides 1.77 who refers to the tamiai as a single 
board. Ferguson's argument for 406 is based on I.G. II2 1502 where two golden Nikai are mentioned. 
From the inventories of 403 and on we know that only one Nike survived the expropriation which took 
place around 406/5, the emergency arising from the need to support the fleet which won at Arginusae. 
Ferguson Treasurers 90 dates the inscription after 407 because of the Ionic script: he surmises that the 
decision to expropriate the anathemata must have been taken after the 28th of Hekatombaion 406/5. 
the date that Conon's message reached them since the generals Leon and Erasinides. who took office 
on the 1st Hekatombaion, were blockaded in Mytilene with Conon (Xenophon He/lenika I.vi. 16). If it 
was just an inventory of Nikai it would be the same as the other ones. The problem arises because of a 
mention of a votive offering offered by an epistates of the Brauronion. something which, had the board 
of the other Gods existed, would be under their control. Dinsmoor questioned 406/5 as he considered 
the need of gold was present from that date and on and thought that 405/4 could still be kept as the 
date of the melting down. It is doubtful however that the Nikai were converted into money long after 
406/5 because of the scholia in Aristoph. Frogs 720; "xq> rcpoxepq) gxei ercl ’Avxvyevotx; 'EAAocviKoq 
<pTiai xpvooov vopicpa koicttvccv Kod <hiA6xopoq opoicoq xo ek xg>v Xpoooiv Nikcdv." The date has 
been shown by Ferguson Treasurers 90 to be the year of the archon Kallias and not Antigenes. If this 
is considered as plausible then the Nikai must have been among the first objects melted down in 406/5. 
Another argument that I would like to put forward is that Dinsmoor does not give to /. G. II2 255a the 
weight that should be given as it is proof of the decision to mint gold coins in 406/5. The emergency 
would require the Nikai to be among the first objects.
Ferguson Treasurers 108 contends that the two boards were amalgamated in 406/5 as the situation 
would require a flexible body to overlook the work of demolishing the sacred vessels. It would indeed 
be easier in the hands of one body than two.
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contemporary examples in order to prove that even in their days (in which everybody 
agreed Athens was less great than in those of the past) politicians still revered the law.
d. The date of the fire(s) in D. XXIV (and XIII?)
Dinsmoor Burning contended that the fire occurred in 377/6 BC and he used 
cumulative evidence to prove his thesis. I will review each one of his arguments and try 
to provide an answer showing, where that is possible, that Dinsmoor's evidence is feeble 
and does not date at all securely the fire in 377/6.
1. Tribal cycles (of the secretaries of Athena)14
Ferguson Treasurers 8-15 and 141-152 has claimed that there was a break in the 
reversed tribal rotation of the secretaries in 385/4, the year that the board of the 
treasurers of the Other Gods was once again established, and that the tribal rotation 
was abandoned until 355/4. The only secretary's name that we know after 390 (in 390 
the Akamantis tribe) is that of Euthias of Kettos of 376/5 who belongs to the Leontis 
instead of the Akamantis tribe which should be the tribe if we were to count down from 
385/4 to 376/5 (had the reversed tribal rotation continued to exist after 385/4). The 
year 385/4 as the year of the two boards is approximated by the last extant mention of 
the united boards in 390/89 (I.G. II2 1400) and the first of the new ones in 385/4 (I.G. 
II2 1407 - in this inscription the treasurers of Athena fail to mention the preceding 
board which makes us think that the previous one was of a different character). The 
Leontis tribe of 376/5 is incompatible with the system of the reversed rotation and 
Ferguson decided that there were three sortition cycles of 10 years each starting from 
385/4. This would mean that all the tribes would be equally represented by 355/4 
although not in any kind of official order. Ferguson also asserted that the forward 
official order had to begin with Leontis (IV) in 355/4 to fit the attested Hippothontis 
(VIII in 351/0 - I.G. II2 1436) as the cycle had stopped with Akamantis (V) in 386/5.
Dinsmoor objected to this pattern in Burning and Athenian Studies. What he 
suggested was that the discrepancy in 377/6 could be solved if in the same year there
The official tribal order: 1. Erechtheis II. Aegeis HI. Pandionis IV. Leontis V. Akamantis VI. 
Oineis VII. Kekropis VIII. Hippothontis IX . Aiantis X. Antiochis.
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were two different boards of treasurers for some reason. The reason was that the first 
board was discredited because of the robbery in the opisthodomos and the subsequent 
arson. His scheme proposes 376/5-Leontis (I.G. II2 1410) IV and for 377/6 Oineis and 
Akamantis, VI and V. In Burning Dinsmoor had suggested forward rotation in 358/7, 
in accordance with I.G. II2 120, concluding thus a Panathenaic quadrennium, four years 
after the archonship of Molon (362/1) as specified in the inscription.
A new fragment, though, part of I.G. II2 143 815 and dated just after the archonship 
of Thoudemos (353/2), whom it mentions, in comparison with I.G. II2 120 brings the 
latter down to 353/2 (Dinsmoor Athenian Studies 176-182). The new fragment was 
the last of a period that was specified by I.G. II2 120 to go back as far as Molon in 
362/1. Dinsmoor then thought that the forward rotation should start after 353/2, in 
352/1 with Kekropis chosen by lot as the work of 10 collaborating boards of treasurers 
ended in 353/2. So it was not a quadrennium but 10 years. Meritt and Pritchett in their 
Chronology o f Hellenistic Athens (Camb. Mass. 1940)37-42 preferred the sortition 
cycles of Ferguson and thought that 356/5 was suitable for the change in forward 
rotation as it was the beginning of a new Metonic cycle (see Dinsmoor The Archons o f 
Athens in the Hellenistic Age (Cambridge Mass. 1931)354). Dinsmoor's thesis that 
353/2 was the year of the beginning of the forward rotation is not satisfactory because 
he says that the tribe for 352/1 was Kekropis chosen by lot and that the reason for the 
lot was that Erechtheis had already furnished for that year the secretary of the Council 
and the priesthood of Asklepios. But to think that the Athenians just tried to avoid a 
tribe furnishing so many offices by choosing the secretary of the treasurers by lot. is 
unsatisfactory. Dinsmoor had thought that by "securing" 353/2 as the year for the 
forward rotation he also proved the date 377/6 for the fire as almost certain since his 
system of reversed rotation worked after 385/4. The answer Meritt and Pritchett 
ibidAl gave is better: "We believe that Dinsmoor is correct in associating the reforms 
of this year [356/5] with the beginning of the fifth metonic cycle in the Athenian 
calendar (Archons [see above for full title] 354). This is the explanation for the date of
15 EM 12931 published by Schweigert in Hesperia 7(1938)280-281 no. 16.
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the change, and it is equally valid for the secretaries of the Council ..., for the priests of 
Asklepios and for the secretaries of the Treasurers of Athena". Dinsmoor tried to 
answer in Hekatompedon n.14, but what he essentially said was that until a new 
secretary is found between 385 and before 351/0 attested with his demotic there can be 
no definite answer. This is true but does not prevent us from holding till then 
Ferguson’s view as the prevailing one.
2. I.G. II21410 (376/5)
The extraordinary thing about this inscription is that it does not mention the 
preceding board of 377/6. This is very peculiar indeed. There are two only other 
similar occasions. The first is in I.G. II2 1407 where we assume that there it was the 
time when the amalgamation of the two boards ceased. The other is in 322/1 (I.G. II2 
1468) and it can be attributed to political reasons. The case of 376/5 is indeed irregular 
and requires explanation. The explanation Dinsmoor (Burning 163, Athenian Studies 
179) gave was that the secretary of the Oineis tribe was discredited and perhaps 
imprisoned because of the robbery and arson in the opisthodomos. Another result was 
that the Board of the next phyle in the same year (Akamantis) did not have enough time 
to prepare a new inventory and the new treasurers (Leontis providing the secretary) did 
not mention them at all. It seems strange to me that the new treasurers did not refer to 
the previous board because they had not time to finish an inventory as it seems to me 
that the reference to the previous board was meant to express the continuity of the 
board and some kind of chronological self-consciousness. I do not claim that the 
mention of the preceding and following boards defined chronologically the current 
board but that it was a way of ceremonial definition of time and succession. To this the 
ability to write an inventory or not seems to be irrelevant.
It is also strange that a whole phyle was discredited. If the board had to be changed 
then it would seem more appropriate for the same phyle to furnish the secretary.
Another irregularity of/.G. II2 1410 is that the treasurers are not in the correct tribal 
order although they seem to be so in I.G. II2 1411 of the next year 375/4. W. Kolbe 
in "Zur athenischen Schatzverwaltung im IV. Jahrhundert" Philologus 84(1929)261- 
267 showed that the incorrect order of the tribes was due to a scribe's carelessness. If
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one can take Kolbe's argument further it is not impossible to assume that the scribe 
forgot to include the name of the preceding board. It would not really be difficult to 
make such mistakes as the mention of three boards (preceding, current, following) was 
susceptible to mistakes. On I.G. II2 1410 there is also a relief of a man, sitting, 
wearing a head-band, holding a sceptre as well as of a departing female figure. Schoene 
in his Griechische Reliefs (Leipzig 1872), plate XV. 71 page 41, says that he does not 
have any idea for the interpretation of the relief. It seems that the relief has not any 
contemporary connotations and that the figures could well be those of Zeus and 
Athena, appropriate for an inventory of Athena's treasures. The relief does not give any 
hint of why the inscription is so problematic and there is no other reason to suggest that 
I.G. II2 1410 was the product of an uneasy period.
Ferguson Treasurers 15, however, had tried to give a completely different 
explanation for the non-mention of the preceding board. He proposed that the 
Treasurers of 376/5 actually took over from an extraordinary commission, like the one 
of which Androtion was a member (cf D. XXII), giving as an example 5th century's I.G. 
I3 473 (cf. FGrH 328 F I81) - 7iop7ieicov £7uaTami - of 420/19. This however is 
unlikely because Dinsmoor {Burning 163 n.2) pointed out that there was a normal 
succession, with full mentions of the preceding boards, from 422/1 till 419/8, despite 
the 7Top.7ieicov £7uaTami of 420/19 {I.G. I3 325, 326, 327, 328). D M. Lewis Notes 
47 undermined Dinsmoor's argument by pointing out that the preceding board of the 
treasurers of the other Gods for 376/5 (II2 1445) was not mentioned as well, and it 
could be argued with difficulty that while the treasurers of Athena who had defaulted 
were replaced, the Other Gods' board was not appointed until the next year.
3. The disappearance of the votive offerings from the opisthodomos
Dinsmoor's thesis becomes intriguing at this point as he proposes that the 
disappearance of the votive offerings happened because the dishonest treasurers 
actually stole them. It appears therefore that in 378/7 all the crowns then existing - 
including the aristeia of the great Panathenaia for the period following 402/1 - were 
disposed of (cf. I.G. II2 1400.14 ff, I.G. II2 1407.27 ff.) as they do not appear in the 
inventories after 377/6. Ferguson Treasurers 188 n.l uses I.G. II2 216-217 as
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corroborative evidence that 377/6 was the beginning of a revision that ended in 
Androtion's melting down of ex-votos to create more valuable objects in the 350s (D.M. 
Lewis in Notes 47ff., correctly in my opinion, argues there is no reason to date 
Androtion's activities near the oration Against Androtion; it could have happened any 
time after 368/7 when Konon's crown, dedicated after Knidos, is last mentioned, II2 
1425.284). I.G. II2 216 is dated in 349/8 by Kirchner, but D.M. Lewis dated it in 
365/4. In line 10 the word Kotaxaiq is mentioned which perhaps suggests that II2 216 
could be connected with the burning of the opisthodomos and the punishment of the 
officials. Johnson in CPh 9(1914)424, who dated II2 216 in 373/2, made first the 
connection between KoXacrn; and the burning. Unfortunately the uncertainty for the 
date of the inscription does not make it serious evidence for the exact date of the 
opisthodomos, although it should certainly be dated in the 370s or '60s instead of the 
340s. At any rate there are also other reasons that point towards 377/6 as a year of 
change:
i. It was the year of a Panathenaic penteteris16.
ii. It was the year of the second Delian League {I.G. II2 43).
iii. The inauguration of the property tax and the symmories.
iv. various other changes such as the institution of the proedroi as opposed to the 
power of the prytaneis or the decision that pleadings and evidence must be put in 
writing at the courts of justice (see S B. Smith, "The Athenian Proedroi" CPh 
25(1930)250-276 and G.M. Calhoun, "Oral and written pleading in Athenian courts" 
TAPA 50(1919)177ff, D.M. MacDowell Against Meidias (Oxford 1990)229, for 
other changes, see G. Glotz REG 34(1921)Iff.).
Ferguson's point of view is completely different and although not very strong has 
better evidence to rely on. The reorganisation according to Ferguson Treasurers 118 
n.l led to a new golden Nike which indeed appears in the inventory of 374/3 {I.G. II2 
1425.45 and I.G. II2 1424.31). Other objects also appeared such as the silver pinakes
Ferguson Treasurers 14 states that in the 4th century it was in the year following the completion of 
a penteteris rather than its final year that changes were made (thus 378/7).
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that appear in I.G. II2 1415 of probably 375/4. Dinsmoor, though, considered that the 
new Nike was the product of an accumulation of wealth in Athens because of the 
Second Delian League. The answer to whether Dinsmoor is right or wrong will be 
given after the consideration of the scholia in D. XXIV. 136.
4 .Confused inventories from 385 until 377/6 
Dinsmoor Burning 166 thought that these inventories, difficult to follow, gave the 
best opportunity to the dishonest treasurers of 377/6 to steal the ex-votos. Ferguson 
Treasurers 111 says '’all kinds of votives [from 385/4 to 377/6] follow one another in 
the wildest confusion". An example of such an inventory is I.G. II2 1407. After 376 
there was an effort to make the inventories more concise (although all the material in 
the Hekatompedon cella was still catalogued together regardless of whether they were 
originally there or transported from the Parthenon or the opisthodomos) since they are 
carefully grouped in categories according to material. Dinsmoor comes, plausibly, 
close to the date of this new kind of inventory. I.G. II2 1426 belongs to the period 
before the arrangement of the three columns (beginning with I.G. II2 1421, 1423, 1424 
of 374/3) and mentions also the crowns of the treasurers for the years of Kalleas 
(377/6) and Charisandros (376/5) but not the one of the year 375/4 which he assumes 
to be the current year of the inscription. Dinsmoor's suggestion is that after 377/6 
Athens decided to do something so as to prevent a similar case of fraud happening 
again. That is why they established the improved inventories. Another suggestion 
could be that 311/16 was a year of changes and the new inventories could be the 
beginning of a new series of efforts to improve the inventories as such.
5. The decree where Athens honours Carpathos 
This decree is I.G. XII 1.977 (in Tod GHI2 no. 110). Athens honours Carpathos for 
giving timber to restore the temple of Athena. Tod on the grounds of script, formulae 
and historical content dated this inscription around 393. According to Tod the timber 
offered is to demonstrate the loyalty of the Carpathians who had become allies of 
Athens after the battle of Knidos in August 394. The timber was for the reconstruction 
of the old temple of Athena which had been burned in the fire of 406/5 (Xen. Hell. I. 
vi.l) and was still in course of restoration in 395/4 (I.G. II2 1654.26). Dinsmoor in
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Burning tried to shift the inscription just after 377/6 (historically acceptable too, 
because of the Second Delian League). After the burning of the Temple of Athena (the 
Erechtheum) Carpathos offers timber. Along with this one has to admit that the 
opisthodomos was also burned (partially at least) since the inscription mentions the 
temple of Athena and not the opisthodomos (the opisthodomos was of course a 
religious building which was from the beginning dedicated to Athena). The shift to 
377/6 would not be impossible had there not been a lot of controversy over a phrase 
that is contained in the inscription: ep. rt]6Xr|i claimed by P. Foucart BCH 12(1888)153- 
179 to offer a chronological terminus ante quern. According to Foucart the expression 
ep. 7toXei was replaced by the phrase ev dKporcoXei immediately after the peace of 
Antalkidas. That is why Kirchner has dated the inscription ante 387/6 in the Corpus. 
Dinsmoor tried hard to bring this limit earlier, giving a transition period of 12 years 
(just enough to reach 377/6). As far as I know A. Henry in his article "Polis/Acropolis, 
Paymasters and the Ten Talent Fund" Chiron 12(1982)91-118 has given the best 
refutation of Dinsmoor's argument. Henry begins to explore the dates of inscriptions 
that contain ep 7to^ei either restored or not and his attitude is very cautious concerning 
restored ones. He starts with I.G. II2 32. This inscription is heavily restored and it is 
an inscription that almost certainly provides for the publication or republication in 385/4 
of an award previously made before the end of the fifth century, at a time when ev xcop 
rtoAecov oacov ’AGrjvotioi KpaTcbai was appropriate to Athenian circumstances. The 
best evidence that Dinsmoor has is I.G. II2 245 which contains ep. noXei. It can be 
securely dated, because of the political circumstances, after Phoebidas captured the 
Cadmeia in Thebes around 383/2 and brings the date of ep noXei down to that date. 
Henry is not very happy and claims that it is possible to be dated at some other point, 
but without giving any suggestions. Another inscription of the same group is relatively 
new to us, EM 13230 of 379/8. As restored by Pritchett CSCA 5(1972)165-169 it 
contains ep noXei, but Henry 93 gives good reasons to doubt the restoration.
Containing the phrase ev aicpoTrokei one should consider the following inscriptions:
i. I.G. II2 30b line 2 aTTjodlxco ev aKponoXei of 386/5, one of the earliest dates, ii. 
I.G. II2 31 (GHI2 117) of 386/5 is heavily restored, iii. I.G. II2 9 was connected by
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Wilhelm in Arch. Epigr. Mitt. Oest. 17(1894)38 with I.G. II2 10 but D.M. Lewis in 
Notes 35-36 has argued against such a connection, which would have brought, in our 
case, the phrase ev aKporcoXei very early in the 4th century. So I.G. II2 9 can be 
dated later than 387/6.
In conclusion there seems to be a limit around 387/6 (Peace of Antalkidas). It is very 
difficult to judge with such scanty evidence but 387 seems to be a good year to suppose 
a change in practice. The convenient transition period of 12 years that Dinsmoor 
proposed is very dangerous and should not be adopted until further evidence appears. 
What I do not agree with Henry in, is the reason that he gives for the change of the 
term polis to akropolis, namely that the term polis was liable to misunderstanding. I 
quote his words in 97: "The inconvenience (or worse) of employing TtoXn; in its widest 
and narrowest senses in one and the same context must have been evident to the least 
style-conscious Athenian. I can see no reason, therefore, why an official decision 
should not have been made, taken at some particular time to eliminate this 
awkwardness by referring henceforth to the acropolis as q &Kpo7toA,i<;". Against this I 
would like to suggest that there is no evidence that such a misunderstanding was a 
nuisance making thus necessary an official decision. The comparison with the decision 
to use the Ionic script in the 5th century can not equally apply to something unattested, 
especially when 403 was a year of change and reorganisation17.
6. The treasurer of the demos and the ten talent fund
Dinsmoor tried also to show that the Treasurer of the demos became responsible for 
disbursing money for the erection of stelai at M l 16 just after and because of the fire in 
the opisthodomos. Dinsmoor actually created a chronological sequence concerning 
those officials that paid for the erection of stelae (.Burning 158);
i. Tamiai of Athena 404-386.
ii. The apodektai 386/5.
19 Certainly those who would read an inscription that mentioned the tcoXk; would be more than able to 
understand that ev rcotei meant the very same place where they were standing, reading the 
inscription.
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in. Tamiai of Athena 385/4 - 377/6.
iv. Tamias of the demos 376/5 and on.
This is a very tidy pattern indeed and Dinsmoor goes further in Burning 165-166 "... 
our study of the formulae has brought out that this duty [disbursing funds for stelae] 
was taken over by an officer who now made his first appearance, the Treasurer of the 
Demos. In other words, the new secular treasurer of the State was created [my bold 
typescript] to counteract and check the power of the religious treasurers of the 
Goddess, and took over many of their duties and perquisites. Henceforth the Treasurers 
of Athena, deprived of their secular functions, were restricted to control of the temple 
property".
This is, in my opinion (and Henry's op.cit. too), an overstatement which is not 
justified from the surveying of the extant evidence. In this the Ten Talent Fund, the 
money allocated for the inscriptions on stelae of the decrees of the demos, will have to 
be taken into account. Henry has very successfully shown that certain inscriptions 
cannot fit the tidy pattern Dinsmoor proposed. I will give the most important of the 
evidence available but for full documentation, see Henry pages 103-112.
First I.G. II2 40 has almost certainly pepia]ai pointing towards the apodektai in 
378/7. This of course does not fit Dinsmoor's pattern.
Then, concerning the tamiai of Athena, all the evidence belongs to the years after 
385 and around 376/5 (e.g. I.G. II2 43, 76 - because of relation to 41-, 173 - could the 
X. .. belong to XapiaavSpoc; of 376/5?-, 245, 79) which does not destroy Dinsmoor's 
pattern. There is one exception: I.G. II2 141 (GHI2 no. 131) which has been plausibly 
dated by Tod in the 360s mentions the tamiai as disbursing officials using the Ten 
Talent Fund (see also M.H. Hansen The Athenian Assembly (Oxford 1987) n. 747).
The Ten Talent Fund is attested in I.G. II2 43 of 377, unsurely in 22 and 84 (dated 
by Kirchner ante 378/7 because of the script), in 173 of 376/5 and 141 of the 360s. 
The evidence is scanty and the mention of the Ten Talent Fund does not justify the 
dating in the 370s only, as Dinsmoor wanted it to be, and one should reject the mention 
of the 10T Fund as a criterion for dating any inscription. Moreover H. Jones in 
Athenian Democracy (Oxford 1957)102 with 154 n.3 has asserted that the Ten Talent
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Fund is identical with the ekklesids expense account, ek twv (ei<;) m  m x a  
\|rr|<piap.aTa avaXiaKopevcov tco 5fipco in I.G. II2 106. 18-19 (368/7), II2 82 {ante 
378/7 ?). Furthermore Henry, page 111 makes, the suggestion that in the beginning of 
the 4th century 10 talents were set aside to cover the expenses of the decrees the 
demos ordered to be cut. When the source of the money was mentioned the phrase ek 
tcov 5£koc Ta^dvxcov was employed. At some later time a more general phrase was 
employed: ek tcov eI<; to, kcito, xj/Tirpiapata avaA,iaKop.£vcov tcd Sfipcp. This phrase 
allowed fluctuations in the sum of the appropriation for the ekklesids expenses 
operating as Henry said as a "blanket" term. I.G. II2 141 could be a later instance of 
the use of an obsolete phrase in the 360s.
The evidence concerning the creation of the office of the tamias of the demos is 
tricky but it seems that I.G. II2 21 mentions almost certainly the existence of the tamias 
and is dated in the Inscriptiones Graecae around 390/89 when Chabrias was with 
Thrasyboulos at the north. In this inscription there is also a mention of Seuthes who 
must have been long dead in 377/6. There are also I.G. II2 24 and 25 dated by Henry 
pages 113-114 around 387/6, and I.G. II2 53 dated by Henry page 114 "as early as 
possible in the fourth century". Although the evidence is not full it can be asserted that 
the treasurer of the demos was created in the 390s.
7. Transference of votive offerings from the opisthodomos 
This was the last argument that Dinsmoor Burning offered. Indeed after 377/6 there 
seems to be a transference of votive offerings from the opisthodomos as the Treasurers 
of the other Gods placed their material 1. partly in some repository, whose name is 
unknown because that part of the inscription is lost and which was most probably the 
Hekatompedon {I.G. II2 1445.9-42 of 376/5, 1447, 1453). 2. in the ancient temple {I.G. 
II2 1445, 1447, 1450, 1451, 1452). The Treasurers of Athena had also some material 
left only but very little indeed I.G. II2 1424 lines 115-122. This of course does not 
prove anything and the moving of the material could be another part of the general 
changes that could have been initiated in 377/6. The point is that if the fire had occured 
in 377/6 there would be some reason to empty the opisthodomos, as the material would 
have to be removed, but there is no reason to suppose that the opisthodomos was
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completely empty, and Ferguson has a different opinion (112-113, 116-117, 129) 
asserting that the opisthodomos was not getting empty at all considering that the first 
half of the inventory of the treasures of the other Gods, Treasurers 114 n. 1 refers to the 
opisthodomos. D.M. Lewis Notes 47ff. thought that there were certainly fewer items in 
the opisthodomos in the 360s than in the 390s but that there is no evidence to suggest 
that the tranfer took place in 377. He also made the point that although II2 1438 shows 
that objects previously stored in the opisthodomos were now in the Chalkotheke, the 
new fragment of II2 1438, face B, prefaces these objects by the words ev xqj 
67tio0o56|icp. But since face B goes on to mention objects that were certainly in the 
Chalkotheke, then one might be tempted to argue that this is the opisthodomos of the 
Chalkotheke. If this is true, then the opisthodomos could have been abandoned back 
in the 370s (its mention in 1424a. 115-122 with the same logic referring to the 
Skeuotheke), the burning having caused its total abandonment, proving Johnson's 
instinct {CPh 9(1914)424) that the mention of koXocctk; in II2 216.10, which he dated in 
373/2, was referring to the defalcation of the tamiai; the whole affair caused public 
concern which led to commission the activity of Androtion.
It is more than clear that the evidence is not sufficient and cannot be used to 
conclude positively anything.
e. Evaluation of the scholia in D. XXIV. 136 
The scholia in D. XXIV. 136 give some additional information (Dilts XXIV 
no.272b): "Kai oi xapiai ioxeov oxi xpfipaxa Kai xwv a?i?iO)v iepcov xcov Gecov Kai 
xry; ’AGtjvok; ekeixo ev xivi oiKtipaxt oniaco xfj<; ocKporcoteax; xq> KaXoupevcp 
6m<y0o56pa>, Kai fjaav xive<; xexaypevoi xajiiai eni xfj cpuXaKp xomcov. tiox£ 
ouv rcoAAcov %pr|p.axa>v av£V£%0evxGov ekeioe eSo^e xotq xapiaiq, waxe A,a0pa 
xffe noXeco  ^ fiavetoai xauxa xoi$ xparce^ixaiq, iv auxoi Kepfiavcooiv ek xobxot). 
cbq 8e xouxo enoiriCTav exuxev ucrxepov dvaxpajrrjvai xa^ xparre^a^. e8o^ev ouv 
auxou; epTtpfjoai xov omcrGoSopov, iva 56^r| xa xPfiP-^c^ vno xou n\)po<; 
avaAxoGfivai Kai pfj UTt’ auxcov.". An essential difference between the two versions is 
that 272a suggests that the tamiai might have just stolen the money for themselves. 
The scholiast though does not seem to think that that was the case as he goes on to say
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that the money was lent out to bankers, whose failure made the tamiai set the 
opisthodomos on fire.
There is no reason to doubt that the ancient commentators had used some other 
source, quite independent of D. The following conclusions can be drawn:
i. There was a collaboration of the tamiai of Athena with some bankers of Athens.
ii. The ex-votos that Dinsmoor thought were stolen by the treasurers would not be of 
much use to the bankers. It is explicit that the treasurers were expecting to get back 
whatever they had given to the bankers, whereas the bankers could only have used 
the ex-votos by melting them down. The treasurers, according to the scholia, 
decided to bum the opisthodomos when the bankers informed them that they were 
unable to return whatever was taken from the opisthodomos. Had there been any 
ex-votos which were given to the bankers there would be no hope of getting them 
back in the first place. This is because articles like crowns etc. do not have any value 
in the form they have. They have to be melted into another form to become more 
valuable. This was what Androtion did: he wanted to convert some avaGtipaTa 
into more valuable objects like phialae etc. It seems then that whatever was taken 
by the tamiai was money.
iii.The involvement of the bankers shows that there was a kind of arrangement between 
the tamiai and the bankers. The bankers offered a sum (probably a large one to 
attract the tamiai) for the use of the funds18. The reason that the bankers asked for
18 Millett in his latest book Lending and borrowing in Ancient Athens (Cambridge 1991)197-206 (in 
the chapter "Bankers and credits") has tried to show how important it was for a parakatatheke-deposit 
not to be lent to anybody but to be retrieved by the person only who had deposited the sum. In the 
cases of bankers lending out money it might be more fitting (according to Millett) to treat these as 
loans given by people to the banker. The banker in this case is free to use the sum at his own 
discretion. He concludes in 205: "Such an approach helps untangle the problem of interest - payments 
on deposits, which make better sense if understood as interest on loans payable only under certain 
circumstances." Millett (ibid.) and W.E. Thompson (in "A view of Athenian banking" MH  
36(1979)223-241) think that such extraordinary circumstances (secret removal of funds and their use 
by the bankers in various ventures which proved to be unsuccessful) surrounded the burning of the 
opisthodomos in Athens. The bankers were in need of funds and willing to pay for the use of them.
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the funds was perhaps because of a monetary crisis(?) in Athens which, if it could 
be detected, could help the dating of the whole affair; but this is not really possible as 
the evidence is not sufficient. Athens was for some periods in the 4th century short 
of cash but there is no other evidence to suggest that the bankers in particular were 
really affected.
iv. If the tamiai did not want to return the funds they would not wait for the bankers to 
return the money, the opisthodom os would be straight away burned to cover the 
missing of the funds. The tam iai intended to restore the same amount of money they 
removed from the edifice.
v. The impact on the Athenian people can be seen in the passages of D. XXIV. 136 and 
XIII. 14. It was seen as burglary and arson. It is very possible that it was not at all 
clear that the tam iai actually were responsible for the theft and arson. This can be 
deduced from D. XXIV. 136 where he says that the previous people he mentioned 
(namely the tam iai, those who sold wheat outside Athens etc.) were all better than 
Androtion. This can be considered of course as a rhetorical exaggeration but 
anyway it can be argued that those tam iai were not considered as total villains. The 
only conclusion one can reach is the logical one that not all the tam iai were 
responsible. Perhaps it was those responsible for closing the building up who 
planned the removal of the funds. It is obvious that the removal was not discovered 
as such and it would not have been if the bankers had not failed. When the fire 
occurred the rest of the tam iai did not know anything at all and the suspicions would 
naturally fall upon those who had the keys for closing the building. The system for 
closing up has not come down to us so we do not know if some tam iai of Athena 
and the Other Gods rotated. This is quite possible and it would make even more 
difficult the discovery of the responsible tam iai as the exact date of the removal 
would be totally unknown. Judging from D.'s wording in XIII. 14 it seems that the 
impression the Athenian people got was of a conspiracy to overthrow democracy 
and not of ordinary fraud, which shows again that it was not really clear who did it 
and why. Especially if it was the dikastic money that was stolen (as we already saw) 
it is not hard to imagine the hysteria of the orators and, subsequently, the people.
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The people's courts were the essence of democracy, and any effort to deprive the 
judges of their legal payment must have been considered as hostile to democracy. 
That D. was not really sharing that belief can be seen from XIII. 14. The court must 
have condemned19 some of the tamiai but what had happened was not probably 
totally revealed,
f. Conclusion
We have examined thoroughly all the theories regarding the chronology of the 
burning of the opisthodomos and we have been unable to reach a date; the only thing 
that can be ascertained is that it was after 385/4 (the date of the existence of two 
separate boards mentioned by D. and the scholia) and before the speeches XXIV and 
XIII, namely 353/2 As for Dinsmoor's theory for dating it in 377/6, although tempting, 
it is overstated and cannot be endorsed beyond reasonable doubt (see section d3)20. 
We investigated the location of the edifice (section a) and defined the financial use and 
contents of it. It is unlikely that the tamiai who lent out the money had also given out 
votive offerings, since, as the scholiasts say, the tamiai expected to get whatevet they 
had given back, offerings like crowns were not useful unless melt down. Various sums 
of money were deposited at times on the Acropolis (see section b) but the "regular" 
ones were the dikastic money and the 1OT fund, the latter used for the expenditure of 
cutting in stone the decrees of the demos. How much was the sum lent out and what 
were the circumstances for the bankers' loss and incapacity to return the sum we do not 
know but it was a mystery case for the demos who became paranoid and in a similar 
manner as in the time of the hermokopidai fantasised about oligarchic coups (see
19 m.H. Hansen in his book Eisangelia (Odense 1975) 90 (no. 79 of his catalogue of eisangeliai) 
mentions the trial of the board of tamiai and asserts that the procedure was a denunciation, an 
eisangelia, at the Council or the Assembly. Hansen thinks so because there were two types of 
prosecution that provided for the defendants to be remanded in custody (as it is stated in XXIV. 136): 
eisangelia and endeixis/apagoge. There are no examples of endeixis/apagoge for a whole board of 
magistrates but the sources show that eisangelia was used in such cases (see nos. 103-8 and 134 in his 
catalogue of eisangeliai).
20 E.E. Cohen in Athenian Economy and Society (Princeton 1992) 221-224 has reached a similar 
conclusion.
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immunity from the metic tax or at least this could be the most likely assumption. 
Another problem is that the vital part of the inscription is restored. J. Pecirka The 
Formula fo r  the grant o f enktesis in Attic inscriptions (Acta Universitatis Carolinae 
Philosophica et Historica, Monographia XV 1966)15-17 gives an account of Wilhelm's 
restoration of the inscription and it seems that the latter came to the present restoration 
after comparison with I.G. II2 237. 26 and I.G. II2 545. 12. If the restoration is correct 
then I suggest taking this mention here as retroactive and define all other ateleiai given 
to individual foreigners or metics without any further specification as exemption from 
the metic tax. The point of the grant is that the metic tax is one of the points that 
differentiate the citizens from the foreigners and its removal was a sign of favour on the 
part of the demos. This is very inconclusive but there is no other evidence at least to 
oppose it (unfortunately the same restoration in I.G. I2 154 has not been kept in I.G. I3 
164). Herakleides for example could be given ateleia from metic tax in case he wanted 
to move in Athens. The next certain example of ateleia from metic tax is in I.G. II2 61 
dated by D.M. Lewis in Notes 34 in 373/2, Under this hypothesis instances of ateleia 
before and after I.G. I3 106 would be ateleia from metic tax. This way one can explain 
inscriptions like I.G. II2 33. 7 where ateleia is mentioned without any further 
specificaton.
It is also important to distinguish ateleia being granted to a citizen (already a citizen 
or becoming one through the same decree which bestows ateleia) and ateleia granted 
to people who are foreigners, metics, proxenoi and isoteleis. Until now cases of 
individual foreigners or metics have been mentioned but none of an Athenian citizen. 
Yet D. says XX. 18: "eiai yap Sfircoo nap’ bptv a t te  tcov peToiKcov AriToopyiai 
Kai a i  rcoXiTiKai, gjv eKaxepcov eoxi xou; ebpTipevoi^ f| axete ia , fjv ooxoq 
acpaipeixai". Whitehead Metic 80-81 accepts that the metics performed at least the 
XOpTiyia, yopvaaiapxia and the eoxiaai<;. So apart from the metic tax the metics or 
foreigners could get ateleia from these liturgies as well. When then ateleia is 
mentioned how is one to tell whether it includes exemption from liturgies? I will tackle 
this question after considering isoteleia.
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P.J. Rhodes Constitution 653 is asserting that "iaoTEteia is not found in 
inscriptions before the fourth century: in the fifth and early fourth century foreigners 
were granted ateleia, exemption from obligations (cf. Constitution 509); and when 
iaoTe^eia came to be the more normal privilege the word ateX eia  survived for a 
consequence of iaoxeA^ia, a x e te ia  too petoikioo...". I do not agree with Rhodes 
that ateleia from metic tax was a consequence of isoteleia and not an independent 
privilege. Furthermore he does not inform us on how isoteleia came to be the more 
normal privilege nor what ateleia meant in the 5th c. From his explanation one is to 
think that ateleia was superseded by isoteleia and that they meant exactly the same 
thing; if the word ateleia survived in the phrase a x s te ta  too peTotidoo as a 
consequence of isoteleia's grant of immunity of the metic tax, then they must have 
meant the same thing, the first being a 5th c. word when the second is a 4th c. one. It is 
true that the major meaning of isoteleia, as delivered by the lexicographers, is 
exemption from metic tax and possibly from the agora's ^ v iic a  teA,t| {see D. LVII. 34). 
Hesychius s.v. iaoTeteu;- peToiKOi io a  Toiq aoTOu; teA,t| bibovieq and Bekker 
Anecd. Or. 1.267. friaoTeA^u;)- toc gev ^evixa teXtj pf| teAa)\)vt£<;, t<x 5e iaa  Totq 
aoTotq t£A,oovt£<; and Harpokration I 26 s.v. iaoT£?i£i<;- Tiprj ... Kct0’ rjv m i  too
JJ.ETOIKIOO atpEGiq £yiyV£TO,... OTl Se Kai TWV &A,A<OV COV ETipOCTTOV Ol pETOlKOl
atpEGiv e i x o v  oi Ig o t£ A ,£ i< ; ©eotppaoToq... There are two tendencies in scholarship 
towards isoteleia (Whitehead Metic 11-13). The first is that isoteleis were exempt 
from the metic tax and the ^evikcx T£?ir| and that was it. The other includes the first 
and claims that isoteleia subsumed enktesis either ges or oikias or both plus military 
and financial privileges ( T a q  o T p a T E i a q  OTpaT£O£o0at jj.£T cx A0rjvaiojv and t c i ^  
cicrtpopdq EiacpEpEiv p£Ta ’A0T|vaia)v). I prefer the latter view, although Whitehead 
Metic 12 points out that: "there is no good reason to suppose that isoteleia was 
connected with eisphorai or liturgies49, much less military service, land ownership or 
legal procedure". Rhodes Constitution 653-654 is not very sure about Whitehead's 
certainty28. The safest way to choose is that isoteleia was certainly exemption from
28 It is really a matter on how one interprets certain sources such as LG. 11^  287. 3-7, 109. 20, 2276.
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metic tax and the ^evixa xeXrj and probably included other military and financial 
privileges. This makes the terminology rather vague but I do not think that isoteles did 
not carry any further meaning than that specified by Whitehead because the coining of 
isoteleia in the 4th c. proves that there was a need to express something different from 
ateleia. I find it unlikely that ateleia means the same thing as isoteleia since it is a 
reasonable argument that if ateleia meant exemption from the metic tax then certainly 
isoteleia had a greater range of privileges and was coined exactly for expressing that.
A first conclusion then is that when concerning individual foreigners or metics 
ateleia meant exemption from metic tax. When referring to citizens I.G. II2 109 is very 
instructive. In 363/2 Astycrates was exiled from Delphi and took refuge in Athens with 
his followers. The privileges Athens gave him were: i. II2 109b. 10-11, citizenship ii. II2 
109b. 10, ateleia, and to his followers i. II2 109a.23-25, the trials that took place at the 
Amphiktionia are to be ateleis ii. isoteleia, KaOarcep ’AGrivaion;. Astykrates is exempt 
from liturgies (since the citizenship grant made him automatically exempt from the 
metic tax) and his followers at least do not have to pay any tax that discriminated them 
from the rest of the citizens. It is of the utmost importance that isoteleia and not 
ateleia is mentioned here. If we remember I.G. II2 33 where only ateleia is mentioned 
then it is obvious that something different is meant by the two terms and unless one 
wants to credit the Athenians with deliberate confusion over a word another 
explanation must be sought.
I will try to sum up. Ateleia to foreigners or metics probably means exemption 
from the metic tax at all times. D. XX. 18 mentions ateleia from liturgies for both 
metics and citizens: eioi yap Sfptoo nap’ rip.iv a i xe xcov pexoiKcov XxiTOOpyiai xa i 
a l rcotaxiKod, cbv EKaxepcov eaxl xot<; e\)pr|p.£voi<; f] a x ete ia  fjv ouxoq aqxxipetxai. 
For the citizens it is simple; they are exempt from liturgies. For the metics when ateleia 
is mentioned in the inscriptions without any specification does it mean exemption from 
liturgies or from metic tax? It could be that in all the cases ateleia meant exemption
13,218. 33-35, 360. 19-21.
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from the metic tax and exemption from liturgies whereas when o.'ieXs.ia too  
pexoiKioo was mentioned, as in I.G. II2 61 the specigic privilege was meant. I doubt 
this. The answer lies in LG. II2 286 and D. XX. 60. I.G. II2 286 bestows proxenia on 
a foreigner or metic and grants him axe^eiav TtafvTCov]. D. XX. 60 says, " cdv, & 
avSpe^ ’A0T|vaToi, pexa Tam’ EKrceoovToov e\j/r|cpiaaa0’ arcep otjiai (peuyouaiv 
euepyeTan; 8i bjid<; 7tpoafiK£, Ttpo^Eviav, £\)£py£aiav, dTEteiav andvTcov". D. 
refers to Archebios and Herakleides who delivered Byzantion to Thrasyboulos from 
Steiria in 390 BC (for the history of this see Xen. Hell. IV. viii. 27 and 31). The 
important thing is the privilege. This ateleia from everything surely has a special 
meaning. In my opinion it means from metic tax and liturgies. These two pieces of 
evidence strengthen Sandys' opinion (xviii of his introduction, see note 34) that there 
were degrees of ateleia29. There were certainly different kinds of ateleia and probably 
two degrees applied to non-citizens.
Ateleia to cities: Exemption from tribute tax (e.g. I.G. I3 61).
Ateleia to citizens: From liturgies (excluding eisphorai and the trierarchy).
Ateleia to individual non-citizens: i. dx£?t£ia too pETondou primarily from the 
metic tax ii. axeXeia from liturgies (including exemption from the metic tax), it can 
also be granted under the special formula axeXeia drtdvTcov indicating thus the 
distinction between dT£?i£ia and aT£?i£ia too jietoikioo. Isoteleia was probably a 
halfway house between dTeteia too petoikioo and dxeA^ia (or axeXEia arcavTcov) 
equalising a metic with a citizen (not as far as political rights went) with the incurring 
financial and military responsibilities, 
b. The honours given to Menon and Perdikkas30 and the discrepancy 
between XIII. 23-24 and XXIII. 199-200 
D. in 23-24 says that Menon and Perdikkas were not given citizenship31 not because 
they had not served well the Athenian cause but because the Athenians' ancestors were
29 He did not however explain what he meant by this.
30 For a detailed account of their grants of citizenship and ateleia, see commentary 23.
31 For the use of the term politeia to describe the citizenship see Aristot. A.P. 4. ii, 4. iii, 37. i, 38. ii, 
the last three referring to the body of the people possessing citizenship.
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more frugal than themselves in giving out honours. Exactly the same point is made in
XXIII. 199-200 with the difference that Menon and Perdikkas were not given the 
privilege if someone kills them to have that person indicted but citizenship. Which one 
is true? We will see in the commentary that Menon was probably a citizen (with no 5th 
c. evidence except for the ostraka) and that for Perdikkas this is merely a supposition. 
The only 4th c. evidence is contradictory. It is more likely that they were granted 
citizenship (Menon at least has possibilities to be one) and I will try to explain why D. 
deliberately is distorting the awarded grants.
Cobet MC 66 has seen this discrepancy as further proof that XIII is spurious and is 
raging with wrath: "Videmus hominem, ut haec in suos usus convertere possit, 
pervert ere omnia et impudentissime mentiri. Si qui forte supersint qui orationum 
spuriarum fidem et auctoritatem tueri velint, noXXoic, avTi^eyeiv yap eGoq Ttepi 
rcav'coq 6poico<;, huiuscemodi locos diligenter expendere velim."
My opinion is that Menon and Perdikkas were granted both ateleia and politeia. It 
seems that this was an Athenian practice towards people who had considerably helped 
Athens. A good comparison is Leukon the archon of Bosporus. In D. XX. 29-30 
Leukon is mentioned as a person who was granted both ateleia and politeia. D in 23 
is criticising the Athenian policy of granting political favours especially citizenship 
Athenians have been granting politeia to people who do not deserve it (24). The best 
way to prove that would be to show that their ancestors honoured distinguished and 
important people in a less extravagant manner. The same stands for XXIII. 200. That 
kind of immunity was unprecedented and D. thought that it was not appropriate for a 
man like Charidemos. What better way to prove this than by mentioning men who were 
far more helpful than him and were made only citizens? One would think that if he had 
said that they were only ateleis it would strengthen his argument more since 
Charidemos was already made an Athenian citizen and the contrast would be even 
sharper. Perhaps he wanted to show that the citizenship was the ultimate honour 
beyond which nobody could go, especially Charidemos. Osborne Naturalization in 
Athens vol.III(Brussels 1983)108-9 says: "Admittedly one version of the exploits of 
Alexandros [he considers Alexandros a certain emendation for Perdikkas] does use the
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term ateleia, not politeia, to describe his reward, but the usage of the term ateleia to 
cover privileges generally (including citizenship) in Demosthenes' speech Against the 
law o f Leptines should act as a disincentive to take the term absolutely literally in this 
passage. It may be added that the 'confusion' between politeia (in Demosthenes 23) 
and ateleia (in [Demosthenes] 13) also occurs in respect of Menon of Pharsalos, for 
whom a grant of citizenship seems certain." I am afraid that I will disagree firmly with 
Osborne after as thorough as possible an examination of XX and the way the term 
ateleia is used there. I came to the result that D. does not use the term loosely but that 
he uses it consistently. Osborne does not furnish any passages but in a footnote (no. 
352) says: "Demosthenes 20 passim". I wonder if Osborne thinks that the example of 
Leukon suggests that the privileges are confounded. I doubt it. XX. 18 gives the 
scope of the privileges and the contributions that nobody was exempt from. That is 
very precise. Leukon was also granted citizenship as well as ateleia but D. certainly 
deals (29-41) with the latter32. In 60 he refers to Archebios and Herakleides from 
Byzantion but he certainly talks about ateleia there. The most dangerous passage 
would be section 84. D. talks about the people that were benefited through Timotheos 
and Iphikrates and given politeia. A bit later, 85, he talks about ateleia given to the
32 The question of what kind of ateleia was given to Leukon was raised I suspect, because of the 
notion that a privilege to a benefactor of Athens living in Bosporos would be useless to him. A. 
Boeckh Staatshausaltung vol. I 120 thought that Leukon was granted immunity from payment of 
customs . There is no explicit mention of such a thing but Boeckh thought that the abolishment of 
custom taxes for Athens would bring forward a similar grant originating from Athens. J.E. Sandys 
Against the Law o f  Leptines (Cambridge 1890)xviii accepts this view seeing at the same time the 
difficulties of no explicit mention of such a privilege. The problem becomes a bit more complicated if 
one took the exemption from custom dues as applicable not only to Leukon but also to all the ships of 
his dominion. In another case when Athens gave privileges to Sidonian merchants (7.G. 11^  41) 
exemption from custom dues was not granted.
There is no substantial proof for such a grant to Leukon and his country's merchants. It would have 
many implications to suppose that. D. would probably not have passed over such a grant in silence in 
XX. He would have tried to get Leptines to answer for stripping Leukon and his people of such a 
privilege. In my opinion exemption from the liturgies was simply an honorary title to Leukon and it 
seems to be the only feasible content of his ateleia.
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same people. I cannot see though any confounding there. The people who got the 
Scopeia were made citizens and ateleis. The two terms politeia and ateleia describe 
different statuses but can be used inter-changeably without considering them as 
confounded. In this particular case D. informs us that the proteges of Timotheos were 
given citizenship and ateleia. As this was done with the same decree (probably cf. LG. 
II2 109) it was natural for D. to refer to both honours bestowed.
As I said, in my opinion both Menon and Perdikkas were granted citizenship and 
ateleia33. A question that arises is: were these people well-known to the Athenians? 
Would their names be recognised easily? More than a century had passed after their 
naturalisation and ateleia. If they were famous then the argument in 23 would be 
invalid for its strength was exactly the certainty that both were not given politeia but 
ateleia. If on the other hand only the descendants of these two remembered the honour 
it was a good argument and could be safely used twice in two years. Even if they were 
very well known the audience was not going to remember exactly the grant they were 
given 100 years ago but rather appreciate that their ancestors were very reserved when 
honouring even worthy people.
33 J. Trevett in GRBS 35(1994)181-2 thinks that the mistake is of a mechanical nature as D. was 
recycling the argument from XXIII: "Rather than rewrite the whole passage, he simply altered 
'inviolability' to 'citizenship,' and 'citizenship' to 'immunity', in order to preserve a contrast, albeit now 
an incorrect one. Such a falsification is no doubt reprehensible, but Athenian orators and their 
audiences were singularly careless about getting historical details right." As I argued it is possible that 
D. was right both in XX3II. 199-200 and in 23 as he might have used in each case two aspects of the 
same grant.
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Chapter 3 Structure and Argument of or. XIII
The structure of XIII does not correspond exactly to the model one has in mind 
about forensic orations (proemium, prokataskeue, narrative, pisteis, peroration) and it 
seems to work in thematic unities;
1-2 proemium, D. does not support either the distribution of
funds or their abolition but is worried about the fact that 
Athenians have become accustomed to getting paid for 
nothing.
3-10 concrete proposals
11 necessity for organisation
12-17 wrong approaches in the Assembly; they should not be
obsessed by trivial internal matters treated bombastically by 
the other orators but try and exercise a strong foreign 
policy.
18-20 individualism in Athens, the focus of the politicians is on
office only
21-31 the glorious past.
(21-25) altruism and communal spirit were shown by the great men
of the past, great services were repaid on a personal level 
with moderation.
(25-31) past hegemony and present power vacuum that should have
been exploited, great men of the past honoured Athens with
impressive buildings but now private property is the
objective and the city is provided with silly amenities 
unworthy of Athens.
32-35 the need to coordinate action and decrees together. Athens
has no choice but to excel.
36 peroration; the government of Athens should be left in the
hands of the people and not to the orators.
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As for the arguments employed in this speech one has to bear in mind it is an oration 
without a specific goal such as the Olynthiacs have. Weil and A. Schaefer found Xffi's 
argumentation unfocused and after some initial promising suggestions lost in a critique 
of contemporary politicians and a comparison with the past which seems to be just a 
repetition of different parts of other orations. What has been neglected especially is, in 
my opinion, the intention of the orator towards his audience in the first part of the 
speech before the contrast with the past begins. More important even is the 
sermonising fashion in which these arguments are being made, naked as they are of any 
definite purpose, this is at least what the critics of the speech argue. This, seen in 
comparison with every other oration which has a similar criticism of Athenian 
sluggishness, of the corrosive effect of the theoric fund and of a total lack of purpose, 
proves negative for XIII as in the Olynthiacs for example D. displays at least who he is 
focusing against warning Athens of Philip's intentions when they cannot see them. XIII 
seems to lack this fixed look on reality. Relevant is also whether the oration was ever 
delivered or not. The current view (e.g. Pearson Art 122) is that it was not. Even if it 
was not delivered, although it is equally possible that it was, it has to be accepted that it 
was destined for a wider audience and not for his drawer i.e. for publication or for 
private distribution like the discourses of Isocrates. The tone of it is sermonising, it is a 
text designed to attack the present situation by criticising the morals and exploring the 
motives behind them. That is why this oration looks like a political and moral 
investigation in current affairs, offering motivation by going to the past. This angle is 
not present in other orations, at least in such persistence. In III.19ff. for example he 
examines the strength of pobA/qaiq in political affairs and matters where objective 
reasoning needs to prevail. He thinks that PobXqaiq is the distorting factor in human 
affairs. One thinks that what one wants will automatically come true even when 
conditions are against fulfilment. In XIII from the very beginning he draws attention to 
the ethos created by the distribution of the theoric fund. This is very incisive criticism 
of the handouts policy. The custom is that people get used to getting paid for nothing, 
and although this is desirable in the aftermath of a great effort at the moment this is not
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happening. In 3 he begins abruptly with a proposal; as there is an ekklesia meeting 
about finances there should also be one for paraskeue to face the war. He does not tell 
us which war this is and one is left to guess, but what is important is his certainty that 
Athens should always be ready to fight and it is in exchange for such a service that 
citizens would receive payment (4). The whole speech will revolve around the abstract 
subject of paraskeue. The aim is for the Athenians to take their future in their hands. 
Only in this way will the allies be saved and citizens will stop being apathetic about who 
has impeached whom (5-6).
Then (7) follows the doctrine that Athens is the city that should primarily be 
involved in Greek affairs and that democracy is in principle the type of government that 
should be supported even if Athens had sufficient reasons not to do so. Finally we 
come back to citizens' participation in the pursuit of a more active foreign policy and 
the criticism of the two-obol conscience of the citizenry (9-10). In 11 D. is proposing 
to press ahead with the paraskeue, which is the least controversial subject as everybody 
agrees with its necessity. In 12 he anticipates opposition to his proposals. This is one 
of the keys of the speech, as the other orators oppose him as a pompous person who 
"will blow us with all the usual stuff about the ancestors, maligning the present times." 
D. is aware of his lack of focus and he sees his constructive criticism more fertile to 
concrete proposals. In order to get any of them accepted he needs to accustom them to 
listen to the best advice 13: Set ydp...xov po\)X,6pevov xi 7toif|aai xrjv tioXiv tijkdv 
ayaGov xa wxa 7tpc5xov bpwv idoaoG ar SiecpGapxai yap. This promise he 
commences to fulfil by a criticism of the current trends of discussion in the Assembly. 
The democracy, he will argue, is not getting destroyed, neither by the burning of the 
opisthodomos nor by the theft of some oars. Nor are the law-courts the guarantee of 
the city's security, referring to virulent attacks of politicians against each other, since 
they only serve to disorientate and make the people apathetic to matters of greater 
importance. It is again syntaxis that will help rectify all that. D. is against the "fever" 
of the ekklesia that asks for excessive, superficial and bombastic statements that gain 
the applause but lead nowhere (14-17).
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Then the instigators of such a trend are to receive D.'s focus. The orators and the 
recipients of office care only for their ambitions. Now the shift is onto the personal and 
moral arena which has become an opportunistic and individualistic one. Everybody 
aspiring to an office is going only after money and fulfilment of ambition with no further 
desire to make the city excel34 20: ...Ttepiecmv ek toutcov o Setva %aXicot)<; Kai o 
Setv’ ei)8aipcov. 'PaGupta is the new condition of the people (18-20). And then, as an 
answer, follow the doublets (21-31). They are very interesting especially if written 
before the Olynthiacs, as I think. They are well written historical examples which help 
in effect prove D.'s points about the condition of the city35. A comparison helps make 
the ekklesia identify itself with the glorious past and hopefully make an eager effort and 
imitate them. If seen not as patches sewn together then they can be shown to provide 
answers to all those matters in which D. saw Athens' decline in XIII. Themistokles and 
Miltiades, the men who saved Greece from Persia, are exactly the figures D. wants to 
beat individualism with. These people never saw themselves become statues because 
the whole city was behind them, because there was a communal spirit that could not 
tolerate excessive honour to individuals. The same with ateleia, it was that and not 
citizenship which was granted to foreign men of exceptional virtue. There is always 
present the contrast with the present which renders the Athenians and their leaders 
inadequate. What if Chabrias or Iphikrates are great generals when the victories belong 
to them? Leaving individualism at present D. moves on to the polypragmosyne of the 
past in sharp contrast with the eremia of the present. Again D. stresses the ideology of 
hegemony, of supremacy among the Greeks. Athens should be the city to fill the 
vacuum in supremacy. This is an answer to 7-8 where he urged for paraskeue and 
Athens to prove adequate for the duty she has inherited from the past. This will 
become certain only if individualism is shed. He attacks it from a different angle. While 
in the past the leaders only cared how to make their city glorious and adorned it in
34I have discussed the appropriateness of the symmories comparison in the "Genuineness" section.
35For a more general study of the historical example in oratory see M. Nouhaud V  utilisation de I' 
histoire par les orateurs attiques (Paris 1982).
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every possible way, now they care only for how to make brilliant, private houses and 
add trivial amenities to the city. This individualism and rush for prosperity is D.'s main 
target which he tries to cure with the echoes from the past. His attitude is summarised 
in 35: 7re7ioXiTeua0e yap ev Toiq e,EXA,T|cnv; if they were citizens of minor cities like 
Siphnos or Kythnos then they would be justified; now they are citizens of Athens, their 
destiny is to seek hegemony.
To draw a conclusion from all the above it would suffice to argue that XIII is more 
cohesive than it seems to us who have at our disposal III and XIII and all the other 
orations from which we identify echoes. The doublets as such seem to be in the right 
place giving the Athenians stimulation for a new beginning. As for the lack of purpose 
and drive that Weil saw, he is right in that it is not a speech with a clear-cut message, 
or with concrete and elaborate proposals. In my opinion it is the type of the oration 
that justifies its present format and contents. Its purpose was solely educative and 
made to strike a different tune from the one that was predominant in the ekklesia. It is 
true that most of his other orations are educative as well as with a more concrete or 
topical subject-matter and are usually against Philip. Yet XIII contains ideas that are 
present throughout the work of D. The custom produced by the theoric fund, the 
obsession with paraskeue (see XIV, IV, Olynthiacs etc.) and the glorification of the 
past. One could argue that they were gleaned from these orations to form XIII at a 
later stage but they were shown to work in XIII. At any rate noone can profess to 
know how D.'s mind worked or how he collected his material but XIII can be an 
indication that he had much material, many ideas and solid credos which he must have 
worked on constantly, always with the rhetorical and educative aspect in mind. By an 
oration or a pamphlet like XIII he could air them and thus let the public know of his 
mind in much broader matters than those he dealt with in XIV. In On the Organisation 
his thinking displays an agony for Athens' political morality; for such convictions he 
would regularly dive in his drawer working on them and building orations of a different 
kind of eloquence, power and particularly emotion.
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COMMENTARY On the Organisation
Section 1
7iepi too  Ttapovxoq apyvpioa): D. refers to the present matter of the discussion 
which is the theoric distributions, see 3.
K a i  aw e v e i c a  t t jv  E K K ^ r i o i a v  T t o i e i a G e :  there were four meetings of the ekklesia 
in each prytany, one was the ekklesia kyria, whereas the other three were just called 
ekklesim (for a thorough account of the evidence on the types of meeting of the 
assembly, see M. Hansen The Athenian Assembly (London 1987)25-30). The ekklesia 
kyria was the only meeting in a prytany where items of an already fixed agenda were 
discussed (I.G. I3 105.44ff, I3 65.19-20). All four ekklesicn were fixed by law (Aristot. 
A.P. 43.4-6, D. XIX. 185, Aeschin. 11.72, Hesperia Suppl. 17(1978)4 lines 86-88) In 
the ekklesia kyria the topics discussed were the e m x e r p o T o v i a  tgW  a p x w v  and the 
eisangeliai. As far as one can see the decrees referring to the financial matters are very 
few and this points towards the conclusion that the ekklesia did not have much to do in 
these affairs. The body which was mainly responsible for the finances of Athens was 
the boule and the various financial boards, the archai (A.P. 48.1, I.G. II2 29.21, 
354.30-1, D. 111.10, LIX.4) The only exceptions seem to have been the levying of 
property tax (eisphora), financing of public works (PI. Protag. 319b, Aeschin. III. 27, 
D. XVIII 248, Dein. F17, I.G. II2 244.44-45) and of course the theoric fund (D 
XIII 1, LIX1V 38 LIX.4, III.31, Aeschin. III.251). As far as one can judge from D.
XXIV.96-101 it seems that the needs of the Athenian state (such as ekklesiastic and 
dikastic payment) were covered by the KtxTaPo^fi x c o v  xe^rov which must mean that it 
was the customs taxes that covered most of the state's needs and that when that they 
were not enough extra amounts had to be paid in the form of TipoaKaxocp^TipaTa, 
additional amounts the nature of which is not explained in the oration. What happened 
seems to be that the basic amounts towards the state needs, the ieXr\, were distributed 
to the various magistrates that dealt with the payment of the state's responsibilities 
towards the end of the political year and that the extra cash, the TtpoCTKaTcx|3?njpaTa, 
were used to cover the "budget-deficit" until the ninth prytany when the new "fiscal
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year's" share-out of the funds took place (see also Aristot. A.P. 47 for the amassment of 
funds in the ninth prytany). I would like to argue that D. is speaking in the ekklesia 
kyria of the ninth prytany of 353/2 BC. By this prytany all the revenues would be in 
the treasury and there should be some kind of discussion in the ekklesia about those 
matters that actually affected the demos, such as the theoric fund. There is no 
compelling argument that these matters were discussed in the ekklesia kyria but A.P. 
43 .6, where the topics of all the ekklesiai are discussed, says that in two of the ekklesiai 
(not the kyria) the agenda included the discussion of secular matters which could 
include the discussion of financial matters as well. From 47.2 it seems that the 
magistrates responsible for this kind of financial arrangement were the poletai, the 
military fund secretary and the theoric commissioners who are reporting to the boule. 
Although there is no mention about discussion in the ekklesia as mandatory, finances 
must have been in the agenda of that prytany concerning public works authorisation and 
the theoric distributions. Since such matters were in the core of interest for the 
Athenians it is more probable that they would discuss matters in the ekklesia kyria. 
Since the funds would come in throughout the ninth prytany it is possible that the 
meeting usually took place at the end of the prytany or even the beginning of the tenth 
prytany.
©v eveica: £V£Ka has been omitted by S and Didymos col. 13 line 14, but added as a 
correction in S and it is there also in FAY. Fuhr has not kept it whereas Butcher has. 
Both make sense but I am inclined to keep cvekcc as I think that the balance of this first 
sentence is damaged with the absence of the preposition, there is an even number of 
syllables before and after kocI (11 in number), forming an isokolon, this making the 
sentence more agreeable to the ear, if read out.
rco£ia0’: SFAY and Didymos col. 13 line 15 give Tioietxe and only a correction in S 
contains rroieicG’. The active is used to indicate the actual convocation of the assembly 
as in D. XIX. 185 £KKA/r|aiav noifiaai and XXI.9 noietv tt|v EKKA/rjcria, where the 
officials or the boule call the meeting of the assembly. The middle is used (cf. XVIII. 
213 £71£iStj toivov £7coir]oavTO Tpv EKKXrjciccv) to refer to the actual meeting and 
not to the procedure for summoning it.
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It is very interesting that Didymos has two readings that are followed by the 
manuscripts (FAY) (evem  and rcoieta©’) but not by S. S contains these readings in a 
form of a correction. We do not know how these corrections originated (as conjectures 
or readings of other manuscripts) but one would be tempted to argue that diversions 
from D.'s archetypon started early in the transmission of the text.
ouSexepov poi...: D. tries to keep a distant position from both trends in the 
assembly (for or against the theoric fund) and this is one of his ways in opening his 
exordia {see comment on XIV's exordium on the opening fashions of D.) so for 
example this way of distancing himself from the other orators is present also in VIII. 1 
’ESei pev, co &v8pe<; ’A0r|vaioi, Tobq ?ieyovxa<; aTcavxaq pijxe Ttpoq ex0pocv 
7ioreto0e ^oyov priSeva pipe 7tpo<; x&prv, o peA/uaxov Emoxoq qyEiTo and 
XVI. 1, as Weil noticed: ’Ap<p6x£poi poi Sokouoiv apapxotvEiv...
xoi^ vepooai icai 8i5ouai: Cobet MC 59 maintains that neither of the two verbs is 
suitable because there is no difference between them and he suggests 5iav£po\xn based 
on Siotvopod a suitable name to describe the theoric distributions, cf. III. 11 
Siotvepooai 0£copim. The repetition is just for emphasis and D. will a little later use 
the same repetitive technique to describe his own attitude: oote auvEutovxa m i  
7iapaivecrav0\ with a similar reaction from Cobet. Weil warns that D. does not mean 
the act of distribution but the policy (cf. 5oir| and 7cei0ouoi in XIV. 26 and 41 
respectively).
CTUvetTcovxa m i  rcapaiveaav©’ d><; ou Set XapPaveiv: Cobet thinks that m i  
rcapatvecjav©’ co<; ou 8ei taxjipaveiv should be deleted as superfluous. This is again 
unnecessary; D. is trying to express both trends in the assembly in a rather lengthy 
manner because he wants the superfluous statements to convey the waffling of the other 
orators in the assembly. As for the meaning of ouveiTiovxa which Cobet cannot 
understand it means to support somebody's point of view cf. D.XIX.97, XXI.207.
Tipoq to  xfj Tio^ei a\)p(p£pov cKOTtouvxe^: Cobet wants to delete npoq because it 
is not used with the verb CKorcd) which takes an accusative. There are however other 
examples in Greek literature of upd^ with gkotico e.g. PI. Rep. 348b, Tim. 24a, Xen. 
Cyr. I. vi.8 7tpo<; to  apxeiv ctkotoov Xoyi^ecy0ai; in D. I could not find an example of
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ctkotico with npoq but there are examples with other prepositions IV. 36, XX. 13, 
XXIV. 32.
<bq EKaxEpoi xPe a^ S Ka* rcepiotxriaq exot)CTl: the genitives are partitive 
genitives, the meaning being that each one of the two groups that either support or 
disapprove of the distributions care about their own needs; the poor how to alleviate 
their poverty and the rich how to preserve their own riches. As it is not quite obvious 
why the rich should resent the distributions it has to be stressed that the rich people 
with oligarchic tendencies always resented institutions such as pay for the archons, the 
ekklesia or the dikasts. The Old Oligarch is the best example for such complaints. 
Such tendencies were rather blunt in Athens of the fourth century but it is possible that 
some wealthy people actually did resent such payments, considering that such 
squandering of public funds was wrong on principle, they were apt to make such 
comments as they had no reason to look forward to receiving any petty dole.
Ilepiouaiaq is not given in S, which reads Kodrcep obaiaq. Harpokration 1135 
quoting from XIII. 1 and Crates Com. F I8 explains the meaning of the words 
Tcocpoocna as Ttepiouoia (property). Other instances of Tiapouaia meaning property 
are Menander F471 and Plato Comicus' Oacov F I94. Although it is possible to keep 
rcapoucna in the text especially because it is a lectio difficilior it is only S that has such 
a reading which could be just a spelling mistake and not a transmitted reading. Cobet 
MC 60 was outraged by this reading and even emended Plato Comicus' text cbq Koci 
vuv ex°Pev rcepioociaq (from Ttapouoiaq) to suit his idea of what the word meant. 
Harp 1161 7tEpioTocoiv, says that ev evioiq 5e TiapaaTocoiv ypdKpexai, which shows 
that he was aware of the confusion between nepi and rcapa in his time.
Section 2
eyd) 8’: the orator is here contrasting himself to the other orators, making the point 
that he is neither for nor against the distributions, he will later concentrate on the 
custom that they are creating. The scholiast Dilts 164-5 lines 9ff. analyses this attitude 
of D. by claiming that the orator's argument does not support any side of the dispute 
and thus he is proving himself to be an advocate of the city's interests. He correctly 
draws the contrast with what D. had accused Aeschines of in XIX. 111-113 i.e. that
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when it was decided whether Philip would be accepted in the Amphictiony or not, 
Aeschines had claimed that since the other cities considered him worthy, it was absurd 
for the Athenians to resist. What he should have done was to defend what was right. 
The scholiast sees in D. an effort to present himself as somewhere in the middle, when 
he does not condemn the distributions but asks the city to do what it should at the same 
time. It is true that D. is trying to keep the right balance as he is aware that the 
audience are not ready to let go of the distributions. In that respect he is careful and 
tries to be constructive by connecting the distributions with paraskeue and the scholiast 
is right when he says .. iva Kai Kat “keycov SoKfi pf| A^yeiv.
cbq ob Set Axxppaveiv: Cobet again wants to delete this phrase in the fashion he 
deleted the same phrase above. He has no grounds for doing that except a personal 
sense of what is needed or not. The phrase in this case, in any way, is necessary as it 
qualifies the preceding touto.
unep: it is only the reading of S, the other codd. read rcepi. Both prepositions mean 
about, tmep with the genitive in this sense is used often by D ; I. 2, 5, 7, 16, 28,
VIII. 6, 43, 44, 45 etc. It is a matter of choice which reading one prefers.
brcep ou pouA,eueo0e: S reads PooXeooectOe, which is wrong as D. refers to the 
present discussion.
eGoq: it means habit o f mind, the money that is distributed is not too much but the 
damage lies in the fact that the Athenians are getting used to being paid for doing 
nothing themselves. For a similar use of the word see D. XXII.51: ou yap 
ToaoUTcov...oaov e£r|pAcoo0e xoiouxcov eGcbv eiq t t j v  rcoAAxeiav eiaayopevcov. For 
the size o f the fund, see introduction, chapter 2 section II). 
xobxou: tou dpyupiou.
ei pev...KaxacKeudaec0£: D. makes early his proposal that the Athenians must 
engage in paraskeue. Weil suggests that this passage is reminiscent of 1.20 which is 
true from the point of the substance, but it certainly is not reminiscent of the wording 
there.
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oi) pA,a\j/eT£: A reads obSev (3A,d\|/exe, the object of both verbs is xqv noXiv which 
renders obSev unnecessary, although strictly it could be an internal accusative, like xa 
jieyiox’.
xob pev A,ap|3dveiv Kat EopxT| Kai na&  apKEOEi rcpotpaaiq: the genitive 
depends primarily on rcpocpaan; but on eopxri as well as the 7tpo9aan; is the eopxfi. It 
should not be taken that by Kai naca  jrporpaau; D. meant other occasions of 
distributions except for bopxai but that it is just a way of expressing the notion that the 
festivals were the pretext for the distributions.
£i ...dpKEGei: S reads dpKEcri which is incorrect. A hypothesis with ei plus the 
future indicative expresses a warning or a threat. D. is threatening them that if they 
continue their present attitude they will realise, only later, that they have misjudged the 
situation.
rcpoq xobxoiq: "in addition to the theoric distributions".
Section 3
Kai poi pf| 0opopT|<JT|T’ £(p’ aL.Kpivaxe: D. is about to propose something which 
in his opinion could be quite disturbing. From his cautiousness one is to understand that 
the Athenians could become paranoid about the faintest suspicion that they were about 
to be deprived of their distributions. This cautiousness is reminiscent of 1.19 and III. 10.
(bq 7i£pi xob XapEiv: S reads cbortcp xob and FAY wcTtep xcp. It is probably d><; 
Tiepi and not wa^ep as it is probably analogous to ouxw Kai 7iepi xou aovxa%0fjvai 
(G.H. Schaefer has suggested this solution), the possibility of a palaeographical 
confusion (©arcEp - cbq rcepi) is obvious.
EKKX,T|criav drc£5d)Kap£V...EKKA,Tjcriav drcoSouvai £KKA,r|oiav drioSiScopi 
means to devote a meeting of the assembly to a topic. This should not be taken to 
mean that the whole meeting would be consumed by one point but rather that one of 
the points was the discussion of the distributions. It was up to the ekklesia to express a 
will to discuss a certain topic which would be referred by the prytaneis to the boule and 
then a probouleuma would be drafted to be discussed in the next appropriate meeting 
of the assembly. D. is not probably aiming seriously to achieve such an ekklesia as he is 
aware that the people feel strongly about the distributions and this demand is not
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persistent throughout the oration. His aim is rather to present himslf as a statesman 
who cares most about the city.
no^epov: Athens was nominally at war against Philip but D. will never once 
mention Philip in this oration. His intention is much more general; he sees that Athens 
needs to build up her strength if she is to undertake an influential role in Greece; in that 
respect, war was always to be a reality for the city.
otKobeiv e0eA,ovT<x...7tpdi;T£iv PooA,6p£vov: in 2 he warned them that if they were 
against what should be done or even somebody suggesting that things should change, 
they would regret it. Here listening is not enough, there must be the will to actually do 
things. This is D.'s favourite contrast between logos and ergon. Logos' aim should be 
not to please but to produce erga.
xtov dyaGcov xa^ £X7ti8ag 8T bpwv atnajv: the Athenians should not depend on 
the dole but on themselves. If they reorganised and made all necessary preparations 
they would depend on themselves namely as soldiers, getting paid for serving their 
country.
pf) xov 8£iva pTjSe xov Setva: D refers to the generals who were commanding 
the Athenian fleet and army. They were usually given money to recruit mercenaries 
and fight the enemy. He refers to the practices of the 4th c. Athens (cf. for example 
Xen. Hell. VI. ii. 9-15) when the Athenians had stopped going out to serve on the ships 
and used mercenaries instead. The simulation of the chatter in the Athenian Agora is 
amusing; the repetition of 5etva brings forward the chatter of the Athenians when a 
piece of news arrived cf. III. 35 oxi 5e ol too 8eivo<; vikcoci ^evoi, xaoxa 
TtovGdvEaGai. In D.'s opinion they should be the first to get the news because they 
should be those who made the news; they should be fighting themselves.
Section 4
Ttpooiovxa: SY read rcpoaovxa but Ttpooepxopai is mostly used for money going 
to the treasury as in Hdt.III.89, 91, Thuk. 11.13, Aristoph. Wasps 657, 664, 
Ekklesiazousai 712. The accusative xa rcpoaiovxa should be translated as an adverbial 
phrase "concerning the revenues that come into the city coffers". He now fully unveils
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his proposal that from state money the Athenians should be paid only for some service 
they offer to the city, according to their age.
ek tcov iSicov: here D. does not mean individuals' funds but the Athenian state's 
revenues collected from individuals.
7iapavaA,iCTK£Te: this is the reading of SY(in the margin) and A. nap- means 
"amiss" and the meaning is that the Athenians are wasting their own money, cf. pXXI.3. 
FY read 7tpoaava^i<TK£t£ which means to spend in addition to something else e.g. PI. 
Protag. 3 l id  npoaavaXicKooci Kai t a  tcov cpitaov; here if the verb referred to the 
allied funds spent on top of the Athenian ones, then it would be feasible, but it refers to 
the money the Athenians spent only.
to  i'aov EKaatov: this refers to the arrangement D. would like to see about the 
Tipooiovta xpppata  above. Each Athenian would get an equal amount of money.
tobq |iev ev TiA,iKia atpaticotiKov, tobq 8’ brccp tov KatdA,oyov 
E^EtaatiKov: D. proposes service, in exchange for the distribution of funds. Those 
able to serve in the army would do so whereas those above the age limit would have 
administrative and/or supervising duties. The Athenians had two types of catalogues. 
One was the basic list of all hoplites, o KaxaXoyo^, the other was the list for particular 
expeditions, listing those called up for that particular expedition, see A. Andrewes in 
Classical contributions G.S. Shrimpton and D.J. McCargar (eds) (New York 1981)1-3. 
A.P. 53.4 informs us that there were 42 erabvopoi heroes (in contrast to the 10 of the 
tribes) who helped in the estimation of one's period of liability to military service. The 
citizens had to become arbitrators at the age of fifty-nine which meant that they were 
liable to be called up at their beginning of their term as epheboi. The epheboi that 
would become citizens in the current year, would be registered in the military lists that 
carried the name of the hero of the previous year i.e. they would have the same hero 
with those who had become arbitrators in that year. This system was devised so’that 
certain age-groups could be called up (the generals could call up groups from such and 
such an cmbvupoq until such and such). Here I do not think that D. is proposing that 
all the Athenians will be serving at the same time in the army, but that different groups
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would be called up at different times (cf. III.4, where those until the age of forty-five 
were called up).
Those who were over fifty-nine, the official age-limit for military service, would as I 
have said, become arbitrators but D. seems to imply that they would be used for other 
duties as well, perhaps for more than one year. What exactly would be such an 
e^exaaTiKov duty is not specified, but Aeschin. 1.113 says: ...TiepxpGeic; yap ixp’ bpxov 
e£,£Ta<7Tfi<; tcov ev ’EpETpia ^evcov, povoq tcov e^ETaoTtov cbpoXoyei... There it 
means a board of elective magistrates who checked the transactions with the foreign 
mecenaries (obviously the generals were not trusted as they were corruptible). 
According to LSJ an e^ETaaTfjq was also an auditor of public accounts (Aristot. Pol. 
1322bll, SIG 284.10, 976.77, 1015.32) or an examiner or an enquirer (Dion. Hal. 
11.67). Weil thinks that the meaning of E^ETaoTTiq here is more general than what is 
meant by it in Aeschines and I would tend to agree with that. In III. 34 where the same 
idea about military and E^eTacmKov service is mentioned D. says: eo ti tk; e^co Tty; 
fi^ixiaq upxbv o a ’ outo$ (XTOCKTCoq vOv Xap(3avcov ouk axpeXei, tcxut’ ev lap toc^ei 
Xappavcov tkxvt’ ecpopcov Kai Sioikcov a  %pr| jrpaTTeaGai. The nature of the duties 
he means there, is very general. A suggestion can be that boards o f  older people would 
always be present at the expeditions, in a way similar to the board o f  Spartans king 
Agesilaos had taken with him when he conducted the expedition in Asia minor in the 
early 4th c (Xen. Hell. III. iv. 2). The Athenian boards would perhaps check accounts, 
inspect the rank and file and report to the boule or the assembly on the conduct of the 
general. Harpokration E68 E^ET&^EcGar ccvti too SpaoGai and Stephanus' 
Thesaurus Linguae Grecae (Paris 1835)col.l292 "to e^ETacmKov pro stipendio quod 
datur disquisitoribus: ut OTpaTicoTtKdv, stipendium quod datur militibus (ex Demosth. 
167.17 [i.e. XIII.4])" do not add any more information and the conclusion is that D. 
probably meant a rather general and loose frame of responsibilities for his E^ETaoTal.
jitiSevi: S reads p.ri8ev but the meaning is surely not to give away one's place to 
somebody else.
OTpaTEOEaGai 8’ aoTobq: D. wants the Athenians to take up military service 
themselves, cf. D. I. 24, II. 24, III. 30, 33, 35, IV. 7, VIII. 23 etc. The scholiast, Dilts
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167. 24-25, thinks that Demosthenes is imitating Perikles. Perikles was, as he claims, 
the first politician who paid the Athenians (xqj axpaxeoopevcp Stipcp) as soldiers 
(Aristot. A.P. XXIV says it was Aristeides - W.K. Pritchett Greek military practices 
(California 1971)7-14 discusses thoroughly the evidence on who started the military 
payment; he draws a distinction between naval pay and pay to the hoplites and contends 
that the naval pay began early in the 5th c. around 478 and the pay to the hoplites was 
introduced by Perikles later. Generally though he is very cautious and does not draw a 
final conclusion). The scholiast making the comparison wants to see the orator's motive 
and identifies the motives of Perikles and D. as identical; both wanted to make the 
Athenians do what they should for the city, a  Set rcpaxxeiv. It would be a digression 
to try and establish the motivation of Perikles' policies in the 5th c. but it was not as 
simple as the scholiast wants us to believe and anyway probably it was not he who 
introduced payment for military services. D.'s aim is at any rate a stage further. The 
pay exists but nobody takes it because they prefer easy money. Perikles did not face, as 
far as I know, acute problems of lack of volunteers for the navy or the hoplites.
Section 5
K a i  K a x e a K e o a a p e v r iv :  SA(Y3 according to Fuhr) omit K a i .  I cannot see a 
difference in meaning either by deleting or leaving K a i although the orator seems to be 
listing his suggestions and their results which makes K a i not absolutely necessary. The 
scholiast, Dilts page 165 lines 20-21, does not add K a i.
ano xobxcov: i.e. xdiv xpTlgoawv, D. means all the financial arrangements he has
mentioned above, in regard to xa ixpoaiovxa xp rcoXei.
iv’ a p ’ ebTtopTjxe: a p a  has been added after iva in S, a p a  xe in F(Fuhr claims that
xe is in both mss.). Weil has kept a p a  in his text (Cobet MC  61 is in favour of a p a  as 
well; in my opinion F's reading should be kept. There is another example of a p a  xe in 
XXIII. 126 a p a  x’ abxob^ av x\)y%aveiv„., which is the reading I favour; D. wants to 
put here emphasis on the need for the Athenians to be both prosperous and do what 
they should which is what he promises to do with the military and supervisory duties he 
would like to see enacted.
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Hf| ToiaoO’ oTarcep: FY read Tam a arcep 5f|. The reading of the rest of the 
mss.,adopted in Butcher's text, is much better since toiootov and oiovrtep carry a 
stronger and more emphatic sense than the reading of FY. As for 5f| Fuhr thinks that 
for some reason it was corrected from jj.fi to 5f| in FY.
Kai TiepieaQ’ bjnv ek tc o v  JtpaypaTcov: "and what comes about to you from this 
state of affairs..."; cf. XIII. 20.
o Seiva too  5eTvo<;...: M.Hansen in Eisangelia (Odense 1975) 58-65, where he 
examines eisangelia as a political and legal process, proves that D. is not exaggerating 
when exposing the way the Athenians treat their generals. D. complains about the way 
they are treated in VIII. 29, XX. 79 and especially in IV. 46-47. D. explains the 
reciprocal relationship between the Athenian indifference in providing the generals with 
sufficient amounts of cash, the destruction of the allies, the failure of their mission and 
finally their indictment at Athens. D. claims that the general is only one, and it is 
impossible for him to fulfil their hopes, when they themselves do not get involved in the 
expeditions. The sequence of the events is: Promises (the general), election, failure, 
indictment, sentence. He claims that the indictment process is very unsuccessful, when 
the jury have no idea of what happened out there and depend on the testimony of his 
mercenaries who will of course support their pay-master. The result is that a general 
who should fight to death the enemies of Athens, is trying to escape a death penalty in 
court as a common criminal. This is a very emotional and powerful description of the 
predicament of the Athenian generals, who fall victims to litigiousness. That is why D. 
above asked for the general to fyyeToGai T am ils ,t0 command an Athenian contingent 
and thus re-establish the equilibrium between the general and the city. Notice also the 
repetition of o 8eiva, too  5eivo<; etc. which ridicules the way news spread in Athens 
about the indictments, as if the citizens themselves take an interest in these affairs as far 
as gossip is concerned only.
There were two types of eisangelia, at the boule and at the assembly. According to 
D M. MacDowell The law in Classical Athens (London 1978)169-170, eisangelia was 
"another method of checking the misconduct of officials lay in the hands of the Boule... 
With this went the power to punish officials for maladministration. The initiative would
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often be taken by the Boule's members, but any citizen could make to the Boule an 
accusation that an official had transgressed the laws. Examples of both are found on 
the speech On the Chorister (Antiphon 6). This kind of prosecution was called 
eisangelia (at least when brought by a non-member of the Boule; whether cases 
initiated by the Boule itself were so called it is uncertain)." The boule was authorised to 
decide upon the cases introduced and impose a fine of up to 500 dr. For a fine above 
that a trial was needed. Eisangelia to the assembly was a different thing as M. Hansen 
59 asserts: "...the eisangelia to the Assembly was a type of process primarily used 
against magistrates, especially generals. In the period 432-355 we know of eisangeliai 
against thirty-three generals and nine other magistrates or citizens performing a public 
charge, as against seven eisangeliai only against politicians in their capacity of 
rhetores". These generals were put to trial and A.P. 61.2 asserts that a trial before a 
court was prescribed by the law if a general was suspended by a vote of the assembly. I 
will not try to give all the arguments Hansen gives for the validity of his estimations but 
his methods seem modest and reliable, he concludes 63: "I conclude that D. is not far 
from the truth when he complains of the frequency of the trials against generals. We 
know that Timotheos was put to trial by eisangelia three times, and thirty-two other 
generals at least once" (for Timotheos see D. XLIX. 9-10, 22, 25, Lys. F228, I.G. II2 
1606). D. is right when he claims that the generals are more likely to be sentenced to 
death than die in battle, if one looks at the results of the eisangeliai, as Hansen has 
concluded 63-64 "... twenty-seven of the generals brought to the trial were found guilty 
and only five acquitted", for more detailed discussions of individual eisangeliai cf. J.T. 
Roberts Accountability in Athenian Government (Madison 1982) and R. A. Knox "So 
mischievous a Beaste?" G&R 32(1985)132-161.
Section 6
aXXa t i  bpiv yevtycai: the subjunctive here is dependent on iva which is 
understood from the previous sentences. The same stands for the following 
subjunctives as well: coaiv...aycooi Kai cpepcoai..6pc5ai...7toi(OCTiv.
cppoupaiq.-.dycoCTt Kai cpepcoai: D. is blaming the Athenians for the horrible way 
they have been treating their allies. Not many of them were left by the time the speech
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was delivered, as the Social war had deprived Athens of the most important allies; they 
had accused Athens that she had aspirations for another empire yet again. Suspicions 
were born when Athens re-captured the island of Samos in 365/4 and established 
kleruchs on it, an institution that was hated throughout the 5th c. and had left bad 
memories in the 4th as well, since the renewal of the practice at Samos caused a 
sensation in Greece (see Isok. Antid. I l l ,  Diod. XVIII. 18, Corn.Nep. Tim. 2, Strabo 
Geogr. XIV. 18, D. XV. 9). Another example (although after the date of our speech) 
was the city of Sestos which had revolted in 357 and was violently crushed by general 
Chares in 352 (see Isoc. Antid. 108, 112, Corn. Nep. Tim. 3, revolution in 357 and 
violent crushing by Chares in 352 Diod. XVI. 34.3 LG. II2 1613. 293-301, new 
kleruchs in 352 Diod. XVI. 34. 4, I.G. 11^  1613.397-9). The generals were not given 
sufficient funds at all and when they set out from Athens they would sail to friendly 
allied ports to hire mercenaries and collect the tribute (syntaxis). The mercenaries 
would not be easy to control when they did not receive pay and the general would have 
to succumb to their wishes, an example is IV. 24 where D. refers to the mercenaries of 
Chares, forcing their general to support Artabazos, even at the danger of enraging the 
King. According to D. the allies dreaded these expeditions, IV.45 ol 8e auppaxoi 
xeGvaai fro Seei Tobq Toiobxouq anooxoAuoq. D. was categorically against the 
maltreatment of the allies. As he admits in IX. 22-25 the Greek cities will never forgive 
their various hegemones because: ouSerabTiox oovexcopriGri xooG’ utco tcov 'EA,A/r|vcov, 
noieiv [the hegemones] o,xi pobXoicrGe, ou8e TtoAAob Set. vXka  xobxo pev bpiv, 
paAAov 8e xoiq to t’ ouctiv ’AGrjvaioig, £7t£i8fi xioiv ou pexpiax; e8okouv 
rcpoccpepecyGai, Ttavxeq coovxo 8etv, K a i  oi pr|8ev eyKaXoovxeq exovxeq auxoiq, 
pcxa tcov  fiSiKtjpevcov rcotepeiv. Of course he never questioned the necessity for 
Athens to be the leader of all the Greek cities but he was a consistent advocate of the 
right of the smaller cities to a good treatment by Athens. It is important that in IV he 
admits that the hegemony of Athens had done injustice to some at least Greek cities and 
that he asks for a different kind of leadership.
xobq 8e rcoXepiouq prj8’ opcooi: D. is ridiculing the tactics of the generals who 
even avoid seeing the enemy.
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cbcpeXeiai: Y 1 reads <bcpe?dai. axpeteia is the normal Attic form of the word but 
(bcpeAia is used as well (for example in Thuk. scholars prefer reading dxpeXia all the 
way through).
plcni Kai xa EyKXfipaxa: D.'s argument is that the general and his mercenaries 
profit from the expeditions done in the present manner but it is the reputation of the 
whole city that becomes stigmatised by such a conduct. Notice the use of the two 
strong nouns he uses to describe the results of the damaging tactics of the generals. 
Section 7
X<opl<;: it means "apart from" and the point is that citizen military force is not only 
needed for the welfare of the city and its allies (5 and 6) but also for others matters too.
&v£o: it can be translated as "besides" cf. D. XVIII. 89 for a similar use. Both 
sentences beginning with x ^ P ^  and « ve\) actually make the same point i.e. that Athens 
should not be content with protecting the existing allies and territories but expand. This 
is a personal opinion he is holding and it is the prelude to the interventionist policy he 
will urge Athens in XV and XVI. He makes this point rather subtly here and he will try 
to define it in a general manner in 8. Here as in the whole of XIII his intention is not to 
provide any specific advice but offer principles on which Athens should manage her 
affairs.
oiKeiouq Tto^epooq oiKEia xp%J0ai Suvapei: it is worth quoting Cobet MC 61: 
"Non dubito dicere quod sentio hanc lectionem esse plane absurdam: ad be I la propria 
propria milite utendum". It is easy to determine the meaning of oliceia as it means an 
Athenian force in contast to the aM xnpiai forces they have been using until now. The 
problem is with oiKEioq rco^Epoq and Weil explains it as iSiouq rco^Epooq namely 
wars within Greece as in XIV. 5: oi Se xobq iSiouq rcoXEjiouq £7iavop0cooai 
pou^opEvoi. I think this is a little misleading because D. says that they should not use 
only their own forces for their "own wars" but also for other things as well. I would 
translate these oIkeioi rcoA^poi as "wars for the benefit of Athens only". The meaning 
is that Athens should not confine her forces to merely selfish and narrow pursuits but 
undertake a much more active policy for the whole of Greece. These Athenian wars 
would be the expeditions that Athens would conduct to preserve her existing allies and
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her current financial interests, without any intention for further expansion. This in fact 
was the policy of Euboulos and of the political tendencies in Athens. Euboulos was 
pressing for less intervention, less military expenditure and more financial growth (see 
Cawkwell's Eubulus for more details). D. on the other hand did not want only to 
preserve the status quo, but Athens to fulfil a leading role in Greece. In that respect 
oiiceioi noXep.01 were not sufficient.
The difficulty of understanding the passage is reflected in the mss. and the various 
conjectures made. H. Wolf made the correction from 7to^ep.ou to no^eporx; since too 
refers to the infinitive oupcpepeiv and not to 7io^£jiou as the mss', reading would have 
it, a rcoXejios npoq tou<; oiKeiorx; would not make sense. In the same sense it is 
obvious that it is an infinitive preceded by the article and the correction to oojicpepeiv is 
justified (it is the reading of Vind.4 and is added as a correction in S). oiiceia xpficr9<n 
is omitted by S (it is added in the margin). Bekker has put oiiceta xpfjaGai dov&pei 
between cruces but the meaning as we saw is quite clear and the whole phrase should 
be left as it stands in S (after the addition) and the rest of the mss.
TtepiepYd^eaGai: Didymos col. 33 line 33 reads 7t£pieipYoc^eaGai and Blass has 
suggested the same (Fuhr has corrected to TiepiripYOc^eaG’). Whether we are going to 
adopt the infinitive or the indicative form depends on whether we choose that it 
depends on ocTtexpT), which here is impersonal. In my opinion both options are possible 
and K od  can combine either both verbs (arcexpri and TcepieipYocCeoGe) or the two 
infinitives (e%eiv and Ttepiepya^eoGai), with a slight preference for Ttepieipyd^eoGe 
since it appears in Didymos. Fuhr is in favour of the imperfect as well but LSJ report 
that r|- as the augment in epyo^opai appears in inscriptions. The verb means to 
meddle, to interfere, synonymous to no '^impocYp.oveiv, for another instance see IV. 72, 
for the Athenian 7to?i\)7tpaYp.oa\)vr| in the 5th c., see Thuk I. 72ff. (conference at 
Sparta between the Peloponnesian allies on whether to declare war against Athens or 
not, just before the Peloponnesian war), Thuk. II. 63.3, 40. 2, Classical Contributions: 
Studies in honour o f M.F. McGregor eds. G. Shrimpton, D. McCargar (New York 
1981)4Iff., AJAH 4 (\979)1 Off. and L.B. Carter's The Quiet Athenian (Oxford 1985).
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OTtcoq e%ei: has been deleted by Cobet MC 62 for no sufficient reason, "meddle in 
how the Greek affairs stand".
av  fjv A,oyo<;: i.e. "I would talk differently if you had a different outlook on 
Greek affairs". S reads o Xoyo^, Didymos col. 13 line 34 FY read Xoyoq and A Aoyo<; 
obxoc;, cf. IX. 16 ei pev yap piicpa xauxa ... oXXoc, av eir| ^oyoq obxoq and XVIII. 
45 ei 6e jif) f|a0avovxo, exepo<; >,6yo<; ouxo<;... I do not think that S's option can be 
right, as what the orator means is that the nature of what he suggests would be different 
and not the specific words used although admittedly this distinction is not stark enough. 
I prefer A's variation as it seems to be identical with the other instances of similar 
wording although again there is no particular change in the meaning whatever choice 
one makes.
Section 8
7ipcoT£'ueiv...Ta fiiKaia opi^etv xoiq aAAoiq: the Athenians had never left behind 
them their pretensions to hegemony, so in name they always aspired to the leadership of 
Greece. D. does well in playing here with the vanity of his audience and he will 
consistently apply this technique in other parts of the speech when he will try to stir 
their patriotism with the historical examples of the past. The right to dictate to others 
what is right indicates that the other people are not aware of what justice is and Athens 
should see itself as a dispenser of justice. This is very close to the tactics of the empire 
when the allies were forced to come to the Athenian courts to have their cases 
adjudicated and were even obliged to adopt Athenian weights and measures, GHI 
no.45.
ecpopeixrooaav: there seems to be a great confusion about this participle:
S ecpebpeuoucav
S(before correction) and A etpofieuouoav
Weil (Butcher) ecpopeuaouoav
FY (Croiset) ETroTtxeuaouaav
S (margin) eno7iTe\)ouaav
Y2 (Cobet MC  62, Fuhr) ecpoSevxrooaav
Didymos col. 13 line 36 eq>o[5eu]ouaav (3 characters restored)
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The tense should be future as the next participle (po^d^ooaav suggests. Whatever 
choice of verb one makes the future tense prerequisite would force us to add a -a -  to 
Didymos' reading which does not make it very helpful when choosing between 
ecpopeuco and etpeSpebco but in my opinion makes the verb ETioTtteoco less likely, if one 
accepts Didymos' readings generally as more authoritative. etpoSebco means to inspect, 
to visit, to make one's rounds, to patrol (LSJ) as in Xen. Hell. II. iv.24, V.iii.22, Plut. 
M>r.781d, Polybius VI. 35.11. ecpebpebco (S after the correction) means to lie by or 
near in wait for the enemy as in Thuk. IV.71, VIII.92, Isoc. VIII. 137. This last verb is 
probably unsatisfactory since D. means that there is need for a force that will keep an 
eye on the Athenian supremacy and not a force that will be lurking in wait for the 
enemy. The verb ctpopebco means to oversee, to inspect which carries the meaning that 
is required in the text (Weil and Butcher have adopted it) but although there are 
examples of the verb ecpopco in D. (e.g. III.34, XVIII. 205, XXV. 11) there are no 
examples of ecpopeuco, which is a rarer verb and seems to be used in poetical context 
only, see Aesch. Supp. 627, 677, Eum. 531, Pers. 7, Loukianos Charidemos 10. 
E7io7n:euaoucyav conveys the correct meaning as well but as I said above Didymos' lead 
should be adopted as far as the choice of the verb goes. In my opinion EtpoSEuaoocav 
seems to be the best solution as D. wants to express the need to patrol, to make sure 
that everything is allright. The verb ecpobeuco indicates D.'s intention to convey to his 
audience the need to come up with a force that will re-establish Athenian supremacy, 
and the verb itself conveys this sense of perennial checking, of inspecting whether all is 
in order, of the anxious mood of a sentry, of being everywhere at all times.
ot)T£ KOtTEaKErxxaG’ oute KaxaoK£ud^ECT0E: Didymos col. 13 line 37 does not 
have oute KocTaoKEua^EcrGe but it is obvious that with oute another negative sentence 
with oute is expected to follow. A reads KaTEOKeud^eaGe, SFYO KaTa<7K£\)d^£cr0£ 
(S margin and other less important mss. read TiapaoKEud^eaGe). KaxaoK£\)d^ecr0£ is 
preferable to napaaKEod^eoGe which seems to have been adopted by some mss. 
simply to vary the first TiapeaKEuaaG’. It is more effective if the orator uses the same 
verbs in the two different tenses to show with greater emphasis the absence of 
preparation in the past and at present.
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fiaD%iaq: D. expresses the insensitivity with which the Athenians faced various 
events which should have caused much noise in a city that pretends to play a leading 
role in Greece.
epTlpiaq: S F ^Y 3 (in the margin) Didymos col. 13 line 38 read thus. FY (in the 
margin) read qpepiaq. The meaning of eprjpiaq with the genitive is absence of 
somebody, and here it means absence of the Athenians cf. Xen Hell. II. iv. 21 8T 
epripiaq rcotepicov TtopeueaGat. rjpepia is a word never used in D. and it means 
equanimity a meaning not very adequate here when D. wants to express that the 
Athenians were absent when changes happened in the Greek world, cf IV. 49.
o MutiA,t|vaicov Sfjpoq K ara te  A,\)Tai...o 'PoSicov: D. is complaining about the 
fate of the demos in Mytilene and Rhodes which has been subverted by oligarchic 
revolts. He made a similar point in XV. 17-21 where he tries to argue that they should 
be helping the other democracies whatever their grievances against them are, they 
should be the source of liberty to others if they are ever to expect help should 
democracy be endangered in Athens.
rcoAAfiq 8e Tpyoxiaq: Cobet MC  62 deletes this instance of qcoxiaq because he 
sees it as only a repetition put there unthoughtfiilly to make the pev sentence 
correspond with the 8e one, when we actually have a case of anaphora. It is 
extraordinary that epripia is not repeated (if it is just a mechanical repetition). The 
orator just mentioned the first of the two nouns he used before and there is no reason to 
delete it. At any rate Didymos col. 13 line 39-40 has preserved the word qauxiaq.
cov Tjpiv: in the margin of F and S we have f^ pcov. Both readings make sense but the 
majority of the mss. and indeed SF's texts read cov fiptv,
aXXa pei^to...U7tep cov iroV av  fj: the best commentary for this period is XV. 17- 
18, where D. is making a very similar point. D. wants Athens to support democracy in 
Greece as a principle. He admits that there are individual problems between different 
democracies but when it comes to the point of supporting a city, then there should be 
no reticence if they are to help a fellow democratic government against oligarchic 
regimes. This principle was actually an official policy of Athens (on an ideological level 
at least, although practically the financial aspect was pretty dominant as well) in the
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period of the Empire. It should not be forgotten that the pretext for the Sicilian 
expedition was the reinstatement of the democratic Leontinian exiles. D. sees two 
different aspects of foreign policy. There may indeed be problems with democratic 
polities which may consist of (XV. 17): it m p i tcov i8ioov eyK i^mccTcov, ob 
8ovr)0evTG)v 8rjpoaia Sia^baaoGai Tam a, r\ m p i yry; p.£po\x; r\ opcov r\ 
(piA,oviida<; r\ f|yepovia<;. But when facing an oligarchy Athens should remember 
that the fight is about their constitution and their freedom. In XV. 18 he will make the 
exaggerated point that wot’ eycoy’ ouk av oKvfjaaip.’ eijietv paATiov fiyetaGai 
oopcpepeiv SripoKpaToopevoTx; to\)<; ''EM/r|vaq artavxa^ tioXejieiv bptv rj 
o^iyapxoupevouq cpi^ ou<; eivai. With such opinions D. appears to his audience to 
support the traditional ideas of Athens, the city that protects the demos of every Greek 
city with disinterestedness and principle. This is all part of. D.'s effort to inspire his 
compatriots and to give them reasons for a more active foreign policy.
rcpoaipecyeax;: here it means "principle" or perhaps "as a matter of choice".
Section 9
Eiceia’: means to the previous topic cf. XVIII. 163 okX  ekeio’ e7tdveipi.
8i£A,£x0,nv—Kod 7tpoT£pov...KoivT|: this period points towards a previous occasion 
when D. had talked about reorganisation in Athens. Especially the phrase oi 0’ 
orcHTai xai ol inm\<^ xai oaoi xomcov ekt6<; ectte does not refer to 4 and 5 above 
because it is clear that he is referring here to all the Athenian classes, not only the 
hoplites and the cavalry men, but also those that do not belong to these, who must be 
the sailors of the navy, the thetes and perhaps the older men? In 4 and 5 he discussed 
citizens serving as soldiers and those who were above military service and who would 
have to perform a kind of supervising duty. Where does he refer then? He does not 
refer to the HI. 34 where he briefly proposed military service and payment as well as 
supervising duty above the age of service. The verb S ie^pxopai indicates a full 
discussion of those matters. One could suggest that he refers to the First Philippic 
where he actually proposed many concrete changes and offered advice to organise an 
Athenian force against Philip (IV. 2 Iff); but he only presents his plan for the new 
expeditionary force and does not offer more general proposals for change. Furthermore
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he argues there that the citizens should not be offered pay for their services but only 
money for buying food, whereas in XIII he has argued that the citizens should continue 
to receive payment for doing military service instead of doing nothing. I assume that he 
is referring to a non-extant speech he had made in front of the assembly, where he must 
have dealt with the subjects he refers to in this section. This speech was probably 
delivered not long before XIII was delivered, if the Athenians are to remember its 
proposals, and one should not suppose that they had undertaken any change because of 
it. One can probably imagine that it must have been made in the style that he made his 
proposals about the symmories (XIV. 14-23).
cb  ^ tfovTaxGei.'n'ce: "how you are to be organised for taxation" than just 
"organised" as Vince translates.
e\)7topia: it is interesting that the reason for reorganisation is not only the glory of 
the past or the principled intention to help other democracies but the more down to 
earth concept of prosperity, which proves, in a way, that the people needed as well a 
more materialistic reason to make a move in the scene of affairs in Greece, and that in 
the long run mobilisation for the sake of glory needs to be compensated by prosperity.
yevoiTO koivti: A reads Koivfj yevoixo. K o iv f i  means by common effort and 
consent cf. Thuk. 1.3 oi)5sv Ttpoxepov Koivfj epyaaapevrj q 'EAAou; and Hdt. III.79. I 
prefer A's reading as it conveys better the idea the orator seems to be intending to 
express; by the reorganisation of the city prosperity could come back by a common 
effort.
Section 10
o 8e poi.-.'tomcDV dicctvTcov: the scholiast Dilts p. 166 lines 11-14 seems to quote 
this passage verbatim but with many variations. It seems unlikely that the scholiast is 
quoting from a different version of the text, not otherwise preserved, and it seems more 
probable that he is quoting carelessly.
6...d0/opiav...7uapEcy%8v arcavxcov: dTidvxcov refers to all those discouraging 
activities that D. would like to see finished, as for example the mercenaries looting the 
allies, the idleness o f the people. What is most annoying he will argue a little later is 
that everybody's attention is fixed on the dole.
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7toA,A,a>v„.Tov)Ta)v arcdvTCDv, tcdv pev aAAcov: there is some problem in trying to 
identify what is meant by tootcdv and tcov aMxov. Blass deleted djcdvTcov because he 
obviously thought that it was a dittography from the other arcavxcov above it 
(rcapeaxev arcavxcov). This is possible and it seems that dndvxcov is not absolutely 
necessary for the meaning of the sentence but, having said that, there is no real reason 
to delete it since all the mss. have it. xomcov arcdvTcov refers to the proposals he has 
already made about military and supervising duties, with payment continuing to be 
given to those who offer their services, and the proposals for the reorganisation of the 
military forces of Athens he had made in another oration, 9; these proposals he 
characterises as rcoAAod, KaXai and peyaAxxi. Weil suggested a different order 
drcdvxcov pev xcbv aAAcov but it seems to me more appropriate that drcdvxcov should 
be attached to xobxcov, referring emphatically to all his proposals, twv pev aKXoav 
means all the proposals he has made, the ones that require effort and change of attitude 
and will sharply contrast with everybody's fixed look on payment only. The translation, 
o until otTtavxeq, goes: "The thing which has caused me most despondency of all, I shall 
tell you without hiding anything, for all these proposals are numerous and great and 
good, but while nobody remembers any of the rest of them everybody remembers the 
two obols".
obSevoq o\)8elq pepvrpcai: notice the repetition of the negatives which shows the 
negative attitude of the Athenians towards the orator's numerous, great and good 
proposals.
8ooTv opoXotv. for a more general note on the theoric fund see chapter 2 section II 
of the introduction. D mentions again the two obols in XVIII. 28 where he tried to 
justify himself for arranging special seats in the theatre for the ambassadors of Philip. 
Aeschines had accused him of trying to flatter them but D. answered that for the 
prestige of the city he could not let foreign ambassadors sit ev toiv Suotv opoXotv i.e. 
in the seats in which normal citizens would sit after paying at the entrance a fee of two 
obols, evidently as a ticket? Or does he mean the subsidised seats? Other evidence is 
not very clear about the purpose of the two-obol grant. Libanios Hypothesis ad D. I. 4 
mentions the reason he thought appropriate for the two obols as an entrance ticket. He
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asserts that as the seats of the theatre were made of wood (true for the theatre of the 
5th and for the greater part of the 4th c.) and the Athenians rushed into it, they were 
injured, so the introduction of a collection of entrance fees forced them to make a 
queue. This is a logical account but it was not necessary to introduce entrance-fees to 
force the Athenians make a queue; it seems possible that Libanios was speculating as 
much as we do nowadays. The scholiast in Dilts p. 15 lines 28-30 argues that one of the 
two obols was given to the architecton of the theatre whereas the other was spent on 
food on the day of the festival. According to A. Pickard-Cambridge Dramatic Festivals 
revised by J. Gould and D.M. Lewis (Oxford 1988)265-6 the whole question of tickets 
in Athens needs re-examination as there is no specific contemporary evidence to prove 
or disprove the existence of tickets. He raised interesting points such as what could be 
the use of the two obol grant when it was to be given back for the ticket, when it would 
be much easier to distribute tickets, especially when it seems that the demes were 
involved in handing out the two obols, D.XLIV.37, Hyper. 1.26. What would be the 
case for those well-off who did not accept the subsidy?
Even if the money was paid to the apxixeKxcov, the person who run the theatre, 
probably under a lease (see D. XVIII. 28 r\ 0 e a v  pq K a x a v e t p a i  x o v  a p % i x e ic x o v a  
a b x o i q  K e ^ e u a a t ) ,  we do not know whether the two obols were connected to the 
entrance fees and the scholiast's comments (Dilts p. 15 lines 28-30) that make such a 
connection possible cannot prove the fact that things happened as the scholion suggests, 
as scholiasts have often been found unreliable or trying to speculate based on no ancient 
authorities.
We are not even sure about whether entrance fees applied in the 5th c., although 
Aristoph. Frogs 141 and 270 is tantalising as Dionysos exclaims on how powerful the 
two obols were. The joke could be that Dionysos refers to the ticket all the citizens had 
to pay to get in the theatre when he is surprised that even Charon asked for two obols 
to get him onto the opposite shore. This is possible but it could also refer to 
Kleophon's diobelia, Aristot. A.P. 28.3, see also Buchanan Theorika 35-48. K.J. Dover 
Frogs (Oxford 1993) on 146b, commenting on the Kleophonic diobelia thinks that it 
was not jury-pay, nor payment for the Assembly, nor that it is likely to have been the
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theoric fund for payment to those attending festivals, a matter to which 5th c. comedy 
never refers. Its probable purpose was to support citizens rendered destitute by war 
conditions, cf. Rhodes Constitution 355-7, 492, 514.
Although the evidence is not conclusive it seems that even in the 340s, Athenians 
had to pay an entrance fee to attend a performance. Its connection to the two obol dole 
is not known and no answer can be fully satisfactory. It could be that a general 
entrance fee of two obols was required in all festivals and that only some of the festivals 
were subsidised, or that the money given out could be spent on food. What seems 
more likely, as I have claimed in the introduction as well, is that the two obols were 
given out on the occasion of the festivals but with no specific purpose, they were just a 
grant.
xaAAa 8£ pexa xotixcov cov einov: 'idXXa 8e pern  is the reading of S. F (Weil 
follows this reading) reads i d  8e dXXa d  pcxa touxcov eitcov, and Blass has deleted 
p.exa touxcov gov eittov. Weil thought that the text S has is wrong both for the sense 
and the construction. The meaning is very confused as to what exactly the relatives 
refer to. If we take the text of S the translation goes: "...the other proposals along with 
these [the obols] that I have mentioned are worth...", F's "...the other proposals that I 
have made together with these [the obols] are worth...". Both translations show that 
there is no difference between the two readings' sense whereas the actual sense does get 
confused with the addition of the relative clause and the prepositional adjunct. It is 
possible that these relatives were incorporated into the text in efforts to explain the 
meaning of xaMxx and I much prefer the way Blass cuts the Gordian knot; xaXXa 
simply refers to the proposals he hinted at before, xcov pev aXXoav ou5ev6<; ou8eiq 
pepvrixai. If one keeps pexa touxcov obv eittov, then it has to be taken that the orator 
refers to the numerous proposals he has made as well as the point he made about the 
continuation of the two obols in conjunction with service done for the city. Notice the 
chiasmus: xebv pev aA,A,cov...xotv 8uotv S’ opoXotv artavxeq - xouq pev ouk eaxi 
nXeiovo^ r\ Suoiv opo^oTv a^iou<; eivai, CdXXa 8e...
xcov paaiXecoq a^ i’: the King was considered to have mythical sums at his disposal. 
D.'s claims that his suggestions are so good that they are worth a great deal of money,
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to make a sharp contrast with the two obols that the citizens are getting at the moment. 
It is not clear whether he hints that with a proper rearmament on the lines he has 
suggested, Athens could even attack the King but he certainly wants to reinforce that if 
they follow him their prosperity will increase dramatically.
7 u 6 A ,iv . . .a \ )V T £ T & % 0 a i  Kai rcapeaKeoaoGai: this substantival infinitive repeats, 
parenthetically, the points D. had made earlier, xaXXa, the proposals that will make 
Athens great: ".., to have a city, that has so many hoplites, ships, horses and revenue, 
organised and prepared".
Section 11
t i  ouv Tam a vuv [9011.11 xiq av,] Xeyco;: D. explains the reason for raising the 
current topic by a question; this is one of the ways D. has, to move us to another area 
of discussion. Questions and quotations from imaginary arguments that the audience or 
another orator might make enhance an argument in discussion or introduce a new one 
cf. the beginning of 12. What D. will try to argue is to underline that now it is the time 
for preparation and that there is a consensus among the citizens about paraskeue 
whereas there is not about the distributions.
FY place 9 air| tk; av after ouv, whereas S after vOv. Cobet MC 63 deleted the 
phrase because if D. wanted to report a question likely to be asked by somebody in the 
assembly then the verb Xeyu> should be in the second person TteyeK;. The meaning does 
not change substantially with or without the phrase: "Why do I now, one would ask, 
say these things?" but it is admittedly rather clumsy and it is better if it is deleted.
to ... pia0o9op£iv ... crovTaxOfjvai — rcapacnceoaoOTivai: notice the typically 
Demosthenic clustered articular infinitives.
S'OCTxepaivouoi xiveq: he refers to those he mentioned again in the proemium; 
those of aristocratic inclinations that disapprove of the theoric distributions and 
consider them harmful for the city.
rcavxaq pio0o9opetv...7iapa rcavxcov: notice the etymological figure; some do not 
approve of everybody taking the dole but preparation is approved by everybody.
SoKipa^exai: SAY give SoKipd^exe, but rcapa rcavTCov requires a passive verb 
(Byzantine pronunciation made confusion of a i  and e easy).
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K a l  7tpo0eivat...dc7tocpfivaa0ai: he repeats here his previous suggestion that a 
separate ekklesia should be convened.
7ieia0qT£ t o o t c o v  Kaipov eivai: after eivai FA^, and in the margin Y add 
vopioavTeq. So does the scholiast in Dilts p. 166 lines 24-27. S omits the participle. It 
is possible to keep the participle if one puts a comma after 7t£ia0fjT£ to make it a 
parenthetic phrase but it would not be very clear of what the audience would be 
persuaded. If alternatively one takes 7t£ia0fjx£ with touxcov and Kaipov eivai with 
vopiaavTEq then the meaning can be sustained but it is rather improbable since 
7tei.0op.ai takes rarely the genitive which is moreover usually a personal one, cf. LSJ 
and see e.g. Hdt. 1.126, VI. 12, Eur. LA. 726, Thuk. VII. 73.
Kaipov...dKaipiav: Kaipoq means the right time, the ripe time to go ahead. D. was 
aware of the Kaipoq the opportunity, which along with tuxtj appears in many of his 
orations as the combination of opportunity and the the subsequent act of taking 
advantage of it, cf. 1.2,9, III. 3, 5, IV. 11, X. 29-30 etc. aKaipia is the absence of 
benevolent circumstances. Notice the etymological figure, Kaipov...aKaipiav.
eiq xPe a^v  e^QTyre: A reads ev XP6^  KaxaaTTjxe which makes good sense. 
Butcher has preferred the reading of the majority of the mss.
Section 12
’'H5q 8e xiq £i7iev...oi)x upcov xcov TtoAAcov: D. uses a similar technique as in 11 
to change the topic of the discussion. Here he anticipates the resentment to his 
propositions and quotes what he thinks it must be. This adds an air of spontaneity 
although it is a carefully thought out rhetorical strategy. An interesting contrast can be 
drawn from VIII. 73: ’'H8t| xoivov xivoq fjKOoaa, there he adduces Timotheos to 
prove that Athenians should listen to advice, as they did, when Timotheos urged them 
to free Euboea from Theban occupation. Notice how cleverly he distinguishes the man 
who opposes him from the rest of the Athenians and characterises him as one of the 
fiiappriyvupe voi.
Siapp'nyvop£v(ov: this is a very interesting metaphor for describing the other 
orators of his age. He will use it twice again, in XVIII.21 (referring to Aeschines) and 
87 (referring to the other orators present). The verb Siappriyvupai means to burst, to
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explode. It is used to describe the vehemence of his enemies' attacks and one imagines 
them fiercely attacking him, ready to explode from indignation. This metaphor can be 
found as far back as in Aristoph. Knights 340-1 where a joke is based on the same 
verb; it is not impossible that D. was influenced by the comedian.
'xi 5’ ■bjitv...KaT£pT]’: Blass has noticed similarities between this quotation and 
Libanios, Declamationes 23.29; since Blass has based some corrections on this text I 
quote it, but my opinion is that Libanios paraphrased D. and thus his text should not be 
used to force corrections on the text of D.: xi 5’ ek xcov epxbv r\ ixXXov xivoq pqxopoq 
X.6ycov xPTla ™v nepiYWveTai*» avapavxeq orcoxav xbxwaiv, bpiv £7t£xipr|aav, 
xobq TtpoYovouq ertfiveaav, apavxeq bp.aq Kai cpuarioavxeq Kaxe|3ricav.
bpiv... bpa>v...bpa<; Kaxeprj: A reads bp.iv only. S(corrected) reads qpcov and 
ppaq, respectively. Both Weil and Fuhr adopt the first person plural. Both solutions 
make good sense but I have a slight preference for the second plural since the person 
who is supposedly speaking is one of the fiiapprjYvbpevoi and he is more likely to be 
addressing the audience, asking them what good they have seen from D.'s suggestions.
TcapeXGwv: SFY(in the margin of them all) add oq before the participle which does 
not particularly enhance the meaning.
oxav: this is the reading of FY. SAY3 read orcoxav which I prefer. 
evenA/qae xa d>xa Xoycov. this is a lively metaphor, the meaning is that D. is 
chattering endlessly about nothing. The verb gives this idea of excess, of too many 
words.
Kai 5ieaupe...Kai...Kal pexecopiaaq: Blass has deleted these Kai because there is 
no Kai in the text of Libanios; as I have said above I do not think that Libanios is 
copying this text as accurately as Blass thinks.
Kai Sieaupe xa Ttapovxa: the verb means to make fun of; here D. is being accused 
of ridiculing the current affairs of Athens, cf.D. XVIII.27, 218 etc.
npoyovouq etctivectev: D. tried to use the ancestors of Athens as examples that 
should be imitated. He is doing this in this very speech, see 21-31 cf. 111.23-29, IV.23,
IX. 41-45, XVIII.200-209 etc.
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pEXEcopiaaq: the verb means to excite, particularly by giving false hope cf. Hegem. 
ap. Athen. XV. 698d, Polyb. XXVI. 5.4, (passive) Aristoph. Birds 1447, Polyb. Ill 
70.1. Blass has emended to ETiapaq (from ETiaipco which has a similar meaning with 
pETEcopi^co; it seems that they were synonyms because Thuk. II. 11 says: 'EAAaq xfj 
oppri ETtfjpxai and the scholiast ad loc. explains: xfj fipEXEpa opp.fi pexEcopoq e g x i )  
because of the Libanios text, but again the same argument I have expressed above 
stands.
q>\)CTTiaaq: the verb (pocrav means literally to blow, to make somebody conceited; 
another case is D. LIX.38: ercdpaq Se auxfiv ouxoq e v  xoiq MEyapoiq xqj ^oyco K a i  
(pucfiaaq...
The description by this imaginary orator of what D.'s orations sound like is in 
essence the way D. himself viewed his own oratory. It is not obviously a self-criticism 
but an exposition of what a Demosthenic oration consists of, at least in the eyes of an 
opponent. First Sieoupe xa rcapovxa, which implies that a criticism of the current 
state of affairs is "mandatory", D. is there to virtually fill their ears with words and offer 
as much advice as possible. Then he uses the positive examples of the past and will 
argue that the Athenians have a responsibility towards the rest of Greece, that it is in 
their nature to seek hegemony and be always first; it is towards such an ideal that they 
must strive. These elements are present in the current speech. He has offered advice 
up to this part of the speech. Then there will follow a criticism of the current attitude 
(13-20) and finally will follow the great historical examples that will blow the Athenians 
up with pride, and force them towards the ideals of their culture. Such 
characterisations which show D. as a flamboyant orator who has never done anything 
positive for Athens except for talk and talk, do suggest that D. was concerned for the 
radius that his policies had within the Athenian demos. If nobody ever agreed with him 
and nothing positive came out of his efforts, what was the reason for him to talk? That 
is why perhaps in XV. 6 he lingers on the one success he had in averting war against 
Persia. As an orator he was asked for results he could not produce because the people 
were not ready to follow him. That is why he will set out to be their educator in all his
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orations, to cure them from their own complacency. That is what he goes on to explain 
in 13.
Section 13
eyd) S\..5ovaxotq: D. is sure about how sound his suggestions are and proclaims 
that should they be adopted the city would flourish to a great extent; he realises though 
that if he tries to expound them now the people will consider them as unrealistic. D. 
here makes the statement that he is not willing to discuss specific measures; he would 
be more than happy to claim to do that in an assembly with such an agenda. As I have 
argued in the introduction D.'s intention in this oration is to provide "moral 
foundations", to offer a more general kind of framework that Athens should operate in. 
He wants to tell them not what to do but how they should do things, in very rough 
lines. This passage here is proof that D. was aware that the speech would seem 
unfocused (it was what Weil and Schaefer have accused XIII of) but is eager to show 
that he has a rather more unconventional intention.
xi netcai: all mss. have xi, but was at first omitted in S; it should be kept as it 
improves the meaning " if I could persuade you of my proposals even in something..." .
xa ©xa Tcpwxov iaaaoG ai: this splendid metaphor sums up the whole section. 
Above he had claimed that he would like to make the Athenians used to listening to the 
best advice, the verb was indicative of his intentions, ooveGi^co. Here the much starker 
metaphor serves to inform the Athenians that they are used to listening only to the 
pleasant things; this tendency has corrupted their personalities and metaphorically their 
ears. There can be no further progress unless they rectify this attitude of theirs. The 
metaphor shows how important the discussion is in the assembly. All decisions derive 
from the process of listening to the orators and making a conscious decision always to 
the good of the city. This process has been disrupted. The Athenian ears have become 
more selective and strictly adopt proposals that serve their personal, selfish ends. This 
is not though the fault of the people. They have been accustomed to such a process by 
the orators who have been disorientating them. In the following sections he will give 
examples of the disorientation of the people from their responsibilities towards trivial 
and unworthy matters. Further on in 30-31 he will expose the real reasons behind the
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orators' tactics. He adopts a similar stance in many orations cf. III. 21: ...aXXa 
SiKocioo 710X1x00  Kpivco xijv x©v 7tpayp.&xcov crcoxipiav avxi xrjq ev xcp Xeyeiv 
Xapixoq alpetaGai cf IV. 51.
ei'GiaGe: S reads ctoveigGe and Fuhr and Weil have adopted oovetGiaGe. Both 
readings make equally good sense.
Section 14
otov: in its adverbial use here introduces an example, "just as...". 
oTicoq 8e j-iTj Gopopfjoei poi: FAY read Gopopqari. To express prohibition one can 
use orccoq pq and the future indicative. Sometimes the subjunctive can be used, 
implying a desire to avert something that is not wanted, see Xen. Cyr. IV.ii.39, 
Aristoph. Clouds 824, Plato Protag. 131c, D. IV. 20. All the editors prefer the 
indicative of ms. S, but the subjunctive of the other mss. is totally acceptable, see 
W.W. Goodwin Syntax o f the moods and tenses o f the Greek verb (reprint New York 
1965)94-97.
av: FY1 do not keep it but it has to be there as it is required by the indefinite 
construction.
avccp^av: D. refers here to burglary but there is further evidence that funds were 
removed and that the edifice where they were kept in was set on fire, see the 
introduction, chapter 2 section Ic,d.
xivcq: these were probably the tamiai of Athena.
oTuoGoSopov: it was the Athenian state's treasury, see the introduction (chapter 2, 
section I) for a detailed discussion of the existing evidence on the opisthodomos and 
what probably happened.
xov 8%iov KaxaXEXbaGai...Eivai: D. refers here to the panic that was caused 
after the burning of the opisthodomos at Athens. The demagogues did not lose their 
chance to proclaim the end of the democracy and the people were always more than 
ready to pick up and amplify that panic. The missing of funds and the arson of a sacred 
building would be "enough" proof that the democracy was in danger. In a way these 
episodes D. describes are very similar to the reaction the people of Athens had when 
they found out about the mutilation of the Hermes, on the eve of the Sicilian expedition
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in 415 BC. There was a widespread fear that the fall of democracy was imminent, cf 
Andok. 1.36 erai tt) too  8f|jioo KaxaXooEi. The same alarm was sounded when the 
burning of the opisthodomos took place. There is the substantial difference of course 
that the oligarchic hetaireiai were very strong in 415 whereas they were powerless in 
the 4th c; there was not an obvious constitutional struggle in the 4th c. On the other 
hand it is easy to assert this nowadays, but the people must always have been looking 
out for any potential danger to the democracy. The particular situation the orator 
exposes is indicative of the fervour of the people to tackle any enemy of the democracy. 
It is D. himself who although he criticises here the hysteria in Athens (correctly in my 
opinion), will use similar arguments to persuade the Athenians to help the Rhodians in 
XV. In section 19 he argues that if more and more cities become oligarchic in Greece, 
there is no chance that they are going to leave the Athenian democracy intact, they will 
try to destroy it because in this way there will be nobody ever to bring back freedom to 
Greece. Or in 21 that they should help the other democracies so as to expect help from 
them should democracy ever be overthrown in Athens. There was then an existing fear 
in the demos, and the orators were keen to exploit it in the case of the opisthodomos to 
prove that they are on the side of the people. D. saw in such claims not so much a 
dishonest tactic on the part of the orators but a disorientating effect on the people who 
on the one hand become consumed with such petty matters, when they should be 
handling them with dignity and on the other just disregard that the city's real strength 
lies in its being organised and fit to face any external and internal threat.
ooket’: this reading is preferable to S's ook, since it was after the incident that the 
orators were proclaiming that the laws do not exist "any more".
(Kai ctkotceit’...): this parenthetic phrase is there to emphasise D.'s following 
conclusion.
oi nEV...KaTaX<)£Tai: notice D.'s "therapeutic" segregation of fact from fiction; the 
culprits of the opisthodomos fraud deserve to be put to death, but this is a different 
matter from the abolition of democracy. His aim is to educate the Athenians to see 
through situations and stop blowing out of proportion minor matters and concentrate 
on the build-up of the city's power.
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rcaXiv K<B7iaq Tiq {xpeiXeTo: it is not very clear to what particular event he refers, 
but evidently oars were being stolen from the city's arsenal, probably to be sold 
somewhere else at a significant profit. Weil has suggested that it was the incident 
alluded to in XXIV. 138, an incident that directly follows another, fuller, account there 
o f the opisthodomos affair: Kai 4>iXi7r7cov tov OiXItitcou too vaoKXipoo olov 
piKpoo pev a7T£KT£ivaT£... The mention of the naukleros suggests that there was 
some kind of naval implication but D. in that part of the speech tries to show that 
attempts to change the laws had cost their proposers dearly, and it is rather unlikely that 
the law of Philippos was to cover the theft of the oars from the arsenal.
paaTiyobv, GTpepXobv: the infinitives, "whip, torture" convey what penalties the 
orators wanted for the perpetrators of the crime. Note the asyndeton which indicates 
the that the orator is almost quoting words actually spoken. Whipping and torturing 
were not permitted for Athenian citizens according to the decree of Skamandrios, 
quoted in Andok. 1.43. D M. MacDowell in On the Mysteries (Oxford 1962) has 
argued that the decree of Skamandrios may have been introduced by Peisistratos, the 
champion of the people, against the wealthy aristocrats. It may also have taken the 
name of an archon, between 510 and 480 BC (T.J. Cadoux prefers 510/09 in JHS 
68(1948)113), By 415 this decree must surely have attained the status of a nomos and 
perhaps it just happened to be called a psephisma. The choice of the infinitives, which 
suggest a situation similar to that described in Andoc. I. 43, indicates that in the 
situation described by the orator the people of Athens behaved in a very similar way to 
that of 415; it is even possible that D. wants to make conscious a connection with 415. 
The extremity of the penalties shows the hysteria that was general in Athens.
rcavTeq ol XeyovTeq: FAY add ePocov after TtdvTeq. It is true that this sentence has 
no verb and that is obviously why in some of the mss. a verb has been added; the verb 
can be easily understood, eXeyov, epocov or anything similar. S's option without any 
verb is the best if one accepts the phrase as more or less exclamatory without a verb, so 
as to convey the idea of the emergency that was created. D. uses the asyndeton in this 
period and the brevity of the phrase in question seems appropriate. It seems, in my 
opinion, necessary to include the infinitives in quotation marks and leave this phrase in
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the middle, in order to note in the text that this is D.'s parenthetic remark. Weil points 
out D. X.33 as a similar passage which shows the absence of the verb when Athenians 
were using catchwords: 'o 8f) pappapoq Kai o Koivoq arcaaiv e^Gpoq’ Kai ndvxa tcc 
xoiam a.
©anep e k e i v o i :  e k e i v o i  refers to those that Gavdxoi) i t o i e i v  a^ ia  before and not 
what the orators said i.e ©arcep e k e i v o i  [Xeyooai], since D. is eager to provide a 
continuance with what he said above about the punishment of those who opened the 
opisthodomos.
Section 15
7tappT|aid£eTai: to talk with courage, outspokenness, candour, cf. D. XVIII. 177, 
D. IV 51.
<pai)X©q fjypevoi: "badly educated", "badly led", in democratic Athens the political 
education and leadership of the people is left in the hands of the orators, it is they who 
have at present made people ignorant of their incapacities, for another instance of the 
verb with a similar meaning cf. PI. Lg. 782d, Rep. 431c., Xen Mem. IV.i.3. If one 
accepts Dobree's addition (see below) then oi rcoXXoi should be included in the 
commas as well.
rcoXXol: Dobree Adversaria 381 has suggested oi TtoXXoi and Weil has adopted this 
addition. He apparently did that to make cpauX©q fiypevoi oi rcoXXoi part of the 
subject; the meaning of oi noXXoi is the multitude, the demos, the many (cf. for such a 
use XXI. 97 Kai t o  t w v  7toXX©v eiq eivai). I like Dobree's suggestion as it makes D. 
address the multitude, the demos, the people who are actually preoccupied with the 
overthrow of democracy and enhances the meaning of noXXoi which would not make 
good sense; what could the meaning be of "when you are many and financially 
disorganised and..."?
anopoi Kai aorcXoi: cf. III. 35 apyeiv Kai axoXa^eiv Kai aTtopeiv.
TtabaeTai: A reads 7iabar|Tai which is incorrect because it does not depend on 
O T a v , as all the other verbs in the subjunctive do.
ToiaoT* ovTa: depend on naboeTai, "nor does he [the general] act on how to stop 
such a state of affairs".
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vOv del: FAY read vovl omitting del which is not necessarily wrong but D. has 
taken up an offensive against persistent features of the Athenians which existed long 
before this speech (cf. also XVIII. 31).
Section 16
K a i  vfj Ai\: S adds ye after Ala which as Cobet MC 63 correctly said is not correct 
classical Greek. I suspect it is a dittography from the following ye after exepoi.
Xoyoi 7tapeppofiKaoi ... \|feo8Eiq: this is an unusual and unique metaphor in D. 
The verb 7tapappeco means to run (e.g. water) near a place but also to divert, to miss 
the target as in Soph. Philokt. 653. The best English verb to translate it, is "infiltrate" 
and that is exactly how Ronnet Etude translates. False words have run towards the 
Athenians, have infiltrated the Athenian demos. This metaphor serves to warn the 
Athenians of the other orators' intentions who instead of being truthful deceive the 
people, by using this strange verb he warns of the deviousness of such efforts. Notice 
the hyperbaton Xoyoi ... \|fei>8eiq.
ev Toiq 8iKaaTTipioiq...(puXdTTEiv: the false words are quoted verbatim by D.: 
"Our salvation lies in the court-rooms, and, we must guard our city by the vote". What 
exactly was meant by these slogans is not very clear from the context. He probably 
hints at the pro-democratic frenzy of the orators who sought by prosecutions to save 
the city from the betraying generals but really eliminate political opposition to 
themselves. As we saw above eisangehai were very frequent, the reason being not so 
much the incompetence of the generals but the lack of support from the city itself which 
led to failure and then to prosecution. The scholiast Dilts p. 167 lines 5-6, asserts that 
the objective of the denunciations was to confiscate the properties of the rich and 
distribute them to the people; whether this should be taken at face value I am not so 
sure and I would think that there may have been further reasons for a person's 
prosecution rather than solely his wealth, but cf. D. X. 45 xobq j i e v  eimopooq eiq j i e v  
t o v  piov xa eamcov aacpaXcoq e ^ e i v  vop.i£ovraq Kai i)7iep t o u t c o v  p/ri 8e8oiKOTaq. 
This last quotation suggests that there was friction between the rich and poor and that 
the rich had reasons to believe that the law-courts were capable of imposing 
confiscation as a penalty for the benefit of the demos. Certainly confiscation was a
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penalty set by the lawcourts and in VIII. 69 D. mentions it as a symptom of a city that is 
over-litigious and obsessed with internal conflict: rcapiScbv a  auvoiaei xfj noXei, 
Kpivei, Srijieuei, SiScocn, KaxriYopei, ovSepra Tam avSpeia 7toiei... M.I. Finley in 
Studies in Ancient Society (London 1974)1-25 describes what he characterises as the 
tension of the Athenian leaders, always liable to constant prosecution. Aristophon was 
allegedly prosecuted 75 times by graphe paranomon, Aeschin. III. 195, Lycourgos was 
prosecuted many times, Plut. Vit. X  Orat. 842f., Timotheos went into exile after a trial 
for treason in 354, Isoc. XV. 129, to give only a few examples, (for a detailed account 
of public prosecutions cf. M.H. Hansen The sovereignty o f the People's court in Athens 
in the fourth century BC and the public action against unconstitutional proposals 
(Odense 1974)esp.28-43 whereas for a study of the demos’ behaviour towards its 
leaders R.A. Knox G&R 32(1985)132-161; for details on eisangeliai of well-known 
public figures, see M.H. Hansen Eisangelia (Odense 1975)nos. 80, 82, 87).
oiov: Cobet MC 63 and Madvig in Adversaria critica ad scriptores Graecos et 
Latinos vol. I(Hauniae 1876)457 has added oxi after oiov to supplement the verb 
ecmv, but it is really unnecessary because the sentence is in direct speech.
T am a...|rd  SiKaCTTripia]: Weil was right to delete the noun since it would make no 
sense after Tam a, as it is obvious what D. means. Weil speculated that a word such as 
xa Siaipexucd (those matters that divide you) could have been replaced by the current 
one, but it seems more likely that xa 6iKaaxf)pia was a scholiast's note, explaining 
Tama, which was later incorporated in the text.
lebpia: the substitution of xopia for koivoc by Madvig, an emendation that has been 
accepted by Fuhr and Butcher (but not Weil), seems to me unnecessary. The word 
Kupio<5 primarily describes the function of a law-court, its decisions as valid and 
compulsory, and is certainly suitable here; but the meaning with the mss. reading could 
be "These courts are to you a common part of what is just and right between one 
another b u t..." i.e. that the courts are there as the common outlet for everyone to claim 
justice; since the mss. support the reading Koiva, which has been shown to make 
sense, I am inclined to accept it.
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Section 17
t o  \jrn<pioa<j0ai: i.e. the vote in the courts. Notice the use of infinitive with the 
article in this section, it serves to generalise the concepts D. is using: t o  \|/rj(piaaa0ai,
TO VIKOCV.
a8eiav: i.e. safety
\jfTicpi^Ea0ai...7toieiv: they depend on e^ooaiav and aSeiav.
8ei Yap...cpiXav0pG)7io\)q eivai: there is a great similarity with VIII.33: xoix; 
TioXixeuopevoix; ev pev xais eKKA,T|aiai<; rcpaoix; Kai (piXav0pd)7coi)<; bpa$ e0i£eiv 
eivai...ev 8e xat<; napaaKeoat^ xatq t o o  rro^epou (popepobq Kai xatenob^ 
eTtiSeiKvovai. Dobree Adversaria 381 thought that the word <piXav0pd)7toi)<; is not as 
appropriate here as in VIII, where it refers to the assembly. I cannot see why the 
Athenians cannot be merciful in the lawcourts, especially since D. pointed out that they 
have been particularly litigious, an observation that certainly implies the existence of 
cases of injustice or of unnecessary severity.
Section 18
pei^oix; r\ Kax’ epauxov A,eyeiv A,oyoo<;: "Speaking beyond my authority". 
The orator is young and wants to protect himself from being considered as arrogant 
and pompous. At the time of this speech's delivery he must have been very young, 
around 31 years old (cf. D M. MacDowell's Against Meidias (Oxford 1990)370, 
who sets D.'s birth at late 385/4 or early 384/3). On the usage of age as an argument 
for or against somebody, see Thuk. VI. 12.2 when Nikias speaks, trying to bias the 
Athenians against the ruthlessness of young Alcibiades and 17.1 for the answer of 
Alcibiades.
ai)TO tout* 6p0a>$ auxcov This reading is given by S only. All the other 
manuscripts (with the exception of F1 which seems to be just a mistake, as it has exei 
instead of exeiv) give exeiv auxco 5 o k co  probably because they want to match auxco 
with xcp of the protasis. Cobet 64 suggests op0co<; auxco 5 o k w  and his opinion is that 
the reading of S does not mean anything. The corroboration he provides for his 
suggestion comes from other contexts where a similar structure is used e.g. D. IV. 4 ei 
8£ xiq bpoiv ... oiexai ... op0coq pev oiexai, VIII. 48 ei 5e xcp S o k e i . . .  Kai paV
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op0(b<; 8okei, XX. 9 oiexai 5e pia ... oi)K op0aj<; oiexai and it is clear that it stems 
from a desire to make the sentence very clear by simply matching abxcp and xcp. Both 
meanings are satisfactory but I would prefer (so does Butcher) the reading of S as it 
gives a slightly more complicated meaning. If one takes auxcov to refer to koyoix; in 
the protasis, and xouxo to govern the former, the translation could be: "If I seem to be 
uttering words greater than are appropriate for me, this very feature of them [it is the 
point that follows] is right:...". The orator is trying to make the audience pay attention 
to what he is going to say next, trying to remove any preconceptions the audience 
might have about his age.
tov  yap  UTtep... TioXecoq... A,oyov... evo<; xou A^yovxo^ del pei^co 
cpaivea0ai Set: the importance of the argument is that it shifts the attention from a 
specific orator to what is best for the city. A speech which is for the welfare of the 
city should always be appreciated without letting any bias against the orator affect its 
impact. The effort is clearly deliberate in order to make his words sound objective.
Kai xrjq a^iag  xfjq bpexEpa^ eyybq e ivai, pr| xfj<; xoO ^eyovxo^: here he 
flatters the Athenians, hinting that the orator's good suggestions are just a 
verification of the citizens' quality.
6xi 8’ oi)8eiq xcov bcp’ bpcov xipcopevcov xaOxa Xeyei, xaq rcpocpdaeiq eycb 
Sie^eip’ bpiv: in 13 he suggested that the Athenians' ears have become corrupt and 
are only hearing false things and not xa Pe^xiaxa, giving examples of the orators' 
efforts to make the people uneasy for political benefits. He will go further on to 
illustrate the material gains of the demos' favourites.
Section 19
oi pev 7rpo$ dpx<xip£aiaq ... rcpocnovxe^ ... 80 OX01 x% eni xcp 
XeipoxovEiaOai x«PlT°9 rcEpiEpxovxai: the offices that were elective in Athens 
were those that required initiative and competence. The generals were elected so 
that the demos could pick the best among themselves. So were the theoric 
commissioners, the tamias of the stratiotic fund and the superintendent of public 
water-springs (Aristot. A.P. 43.1). The participle Tipooiovxec; suggests in my 
opinion that candidacy was voluntary at least for the elective officials. Rhodes
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Constitution 511-512 seems to conclude that candidacy was voluntary for both 
elective and sortitive offices using as corroborative evidence Lys. VI. 4, XXXI. 33 
(K^ripcocopevoc; ievai), Isocr. XV. 150, Harp. E102 erciXaxcbv {see also the same 
pages of Rhodes for references to different opinions). To these passages perhaps 
this one should be added as the verb npoceipi and the preposition rcpoq with the 
genitive show moving towards and perhaps suggest showing one's self in front of the 
demos.
The word 8o0ta>i suggests a servile approach to the demos and to me a negative 
aspect of the demos itself which makes its elective officials grovel and too willing to 
please in order to acquire an office of prestige.
Kai TabxTiv xqv xa^iv: "and for this kind of duty"; he refers to those who aspire 
to the offices, it is just another way of expressing dpxaipeaiaq.
xeXecGrjvai axpaxt|y6<; EKaaxoq CF7toi)8d£cov: the verb xe^eco means to bring 
to an end, to execute. Its passive form connected here with the generals is peculiar. 
According to G.H. Schaefer the verb here means to be initiated to the office of a 
general as if being initiated in religious mysteries. An instance of the verb in its 
strictly religious sense is Hdt. IV. 79 Aiovbaco xeteaGfjvai whereas in Xen. Symp. 
1.10 it is used in a more free sense xexeteapivoq aoxppoabvri. Cobet MC 64 
disagrees with this option and suggests that there is a confusion with the verbs 
aipeGqvat and ysveaGai. I firmly disagree with the latter option as D. pLV.2 gives 
justification to the mss.'s reading. In this exordium the orator is complaining to the 
people of Athens about the way they elect their magistrates: vbv 8e Ttavxarcaai xov 
abxov xp07iov, to av8pe$ ’AGrivatoi, ovrcep xobq iepetq, obxcoq KaGicrxaxe Kai 
xoix; apxovxaq. The significance of this passage lies in the comparison between 
priests and magistrates. Priests in Athens were appointed in a hereditary manner 
(although some were elected by lot, as in A.P. 54.6 where there are two sorts of 
hieropoioi, each a board of 10, chosen by lot). According to R. Develin Athenian 
Officials from 684 to 321 B.C. (Cambridge 1989)17: "many [priesthoods] certainly 
were life-long and/or hereditary or confined to certain families", {see also D. Feaver 
Yale Classical Studies 15(1957)121fF ). So many of the priests were not chosen by
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lot from the demos. Demosthenes is criticising his fellow citizens because they 
persist in electing the same generals for long periods of time whereas the citizens 
themselves are complacent, doing nothing, just sitting around and either envying or 
admiring their generals. He goes even further in pLV.3, when he says that although 
they try to ensure that nobody will serve as a magistrate twice in his life-time, they 
just leave the same generals forever (cf. A.P. 62.3 which states that no sortitive 
office was to be held by the same person for more than a year, with the exception of 
the bouleutikon which could be held twice, see D. XXIV, 150). He is confusing 
deliberately the two systems, lot and election, in order to enhance his point that the 
generals aspire to election only for the prestige that the office offers, without any 
desire to do anything for their country. In p.LV. 3 this is expressed with the phrase 
%copav 5’ axe^ieaxov exoooiv abxoi xexE?i£op.£voi. The verb xeXobpat does not 
quite mean to become a priest, but actually become initiated into mysteries. The 
very existence of the verb in pLV.3, where the comparison between priests and 
generals has been made, vouchsafes a similar meaning here. What D. means is not 
that the generals become initiated in the mysteries, but that the generals become 
ceremoniously elected, without then doing anything else for their country.
The passage mentioned shows that Demosthenes had in mind a comparison with 
the priesthoods of Athens. Just as some of the priesthoods were for life without 
election, similarly the same incompetent generals were trusted again and again with 
the government of Athens, when the actual purpose of an elective office is to secure 
that the best can be elected. In our case the comparison is not very obvious; by 
using the verb xeXeopai he wants to convey the idea of the ornamental character 
that the generalship has acquired. It should be more than a ceremony since it is the 
ultimate executive office of Athens. He made a similar point again in IV. 26: ouk 
exeipoToveiTE 8’ bpcov abxcov 8ek<x xodpapxoo^ Kai axpaxtiyob^ Kai 
cpo^apxoi)^ Kai irc7rapxoos 8uo; xi ouv ouxoi TtoioOaiv; nXi\v ev6$ avSpo^, ov 
av £K7i£ji\|/r|x’ ETii xov TioAepov, ol XoiTtoi xaq 7toprca<; 7i£jx7ioi)aiv bp.iv pexa 
xcov lEponoicov. This is characteristic of D.’s opinion that the office has been 
degraded to a "parade" level. The verb xeXeaGfjvai conveys exactly the meaning
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that each general pursues the office for the glory it offers, without any further 
ambition.
ouk avSpo^ epyov oi)8ev rcpa^ai: this, too, is similar with p.LV. 3 oi rcoiouot 
pev ob8ev. The implication of the phrase is that the generals usually do nothing. 
There is a strong antithesis between the strong desire to become a general and the 
outcome which is doing nothing worthy of a man and Athens. The question is why 
were they inactive. The first reason can be ineffectiveness because of fear. There 
were many generals who were prosecuted with the method of eisangelia. Hansen 
Eisangelia 59 says: "In the period 432-355 we know of eisangeliai against 33 
generals and nine other magistrates...". The conclusion one draws after reading this 
book is that denunciation to the Assembly or the demos was primarily a weapon 
against generals. Fear ended in inactivity without taking any initiative as the generals 
were afraid that a bad outcome could cost them their lives. Another reason was lack 
of funds that made any military expedition impossible. Many times the Athenians 
voted for an expedition but failed to supply the funds, something which cost a lot of 
time to the generals and usually proved fatal for the outcome of the expedition.
ei 8e xiq m i  xoiooxoq eaxiv oioq eyxeipeiv epyw xcp: again there is a 
similar passage in D. pLV. 3: Kai xo pev xobq eni xa>v 7tpd£,ecov ovxaq iaax; exei 
Tipocpaaiv. His criticism here is stronger because he will say immediately after this 
that the generals who eventually act, do it for their own interests. Profit was the 
motivation that dragged generals out of incompetence and inactivity.
xtjv xii9 noXeax; So^av dtpoppqv excov Kai xobvopa: the power of Athens 
enabled its generals to enforce the policies they wanted to pursue. Of course it was 
the power and not the fame and name of Athens that made that possible. If the 
Athenians counted only on their fame and name, as it was hateful among a big part 
of the Hellenic cities (because of the empire), they would not go far.
xfjq xcov evavxicoaopevcov eprjpiaq aicoA,a()G>v: this is a puzzling statement 
because it could mean that the generals take advantage of the absence of 
"opposition" as Vince translates, inside the city itself. This at first sight seems to 
contradict 5: Kai rcepieaG’ bptv £K xcov rcpaypaxcov 'o Seiva xou 8eivo<; xov
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Setv’ eiafjyyeiXev’. There was always opposition in Athens whose ultimate purpose 
was to undermine the authority of an orator, a general or a political "party”; but here 
he perhaps wants to say that there is nobody who is willing to stop this tendency for 
private benefit. All opposition was factional and aimed to undermine one's 
opponents, so as to be free to act likewise.
tcc$ eXniSaq bpiv utuoteivcov: the other readings uttotivcov by S and 
arcoTivcov by A seem to be mere spelling mistakes, as U7toTeivco gives the best 
possible meaning for this instance, "to hold out hopes", "offer", as in Thuk. VIII. 48, 
Aristoph. Ach. 657, D. XXIII. 14. One can imagine the generals talking to the 
demos and promising a lot but really achieving nothing. It is a very vivid image 
offered by D.
KA/r|povopT|a£tv am oq xcbv bpexepcov aya0d>v: the orator exposes the real 
intentions of the generals trying to arouse some interest in the Athenians. The 
generals get what the demos should. Some selfishness perhaps could at last wake 
them up. Notice the metaphor, the generals are to receive as heirs what the demos 
should, cf. D. XXI. 20.
av 5’ bji£i<; 8T bptov amcbv eKaaxa xcpci'tTTyce: The suggestion is that the 
Athenians should take in their hands their fate and prosperity. Military service is 
hinted at again. If the Athenians got out and made sure that their enemies were 
defeated, the prosperity of an extended Athenian supremacy would fall upon 
themselves not to mention their wages as soldiers. ST bp.wv abxcov means that they 
should really earn any money coming from the state (cf. D. III. 33).
to ictov xoiq dAAoiq d>G7tep tcov epycov aoxtov: if the Athenians take in their 
hands the conducting of their affairs, then the generals and all those who govern 
Athens will have to take upon themselves some responsibilities and be paid 
according to their services just as everybody else.
Section 20
oi Se noXiTcuopevoi Kai 7t£pi Tam ’ 6vT8s,...rcpoaK£X(opf|KaGi rcpoq 
tootoix;: it seems a bit self-contradicting that the politicians here seem to follow the 
generals when from 20 line 24 and on, the orator is the instigator of policies and the
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general just implements them. In the 4th century the politicians were the strongest 
leaders. On the contrary in the 5th an orator was usually also a general. The 
demand for specialisation made the distinction between the two positions necessary. 
What he means here is that the politicians acquiesced and were in tacit agreement 
with their favourite generals.
Kai 7tpoT£pov p.£v Kaxct aoppopia^ £ia£<p£p£T£: the orator here refers to the 
system of the symmories inaugurated in 378/7 BC for the collection of eisphora (for 
more information about this system, see chapter III in the introduction of the speech 
On the Symmories). Here I would like to comment on Tcpoxepov. It does not mean 
that the eisphora is not used any more but it is there on purpose to show the 
difference between the past when symmories were a financial arrangement and the 
present when that particular system is being applied onto politics.
Criticism of the scholiast in II. 29
As we shall see this simile has been used in II. 29 almost in an identical manner. 
The scholiast in II. 29 tried to explain the symmories system in my opinion very 
misleadingly.
Weil in his note on II. 29, correctly points out that the scholiast was confused 
because he took too literally the simile of D. As we shall see D. tried to make his 
point more concise by referring to the Athenian political system and comparing it 
with two symmories (ol pev cbq Toinooq, oi 5e dx; £K£ivo\x;). The scholiast tried 
to supply information about a system that would be compatible with the "two" 
symmories he thought D. was alluding to here. A distinction that must have 
occurred to him was the natural one of a wealthy and a less wealthy citizen. His 
assertion that each tribe gave the names of its 120 wealthiest citizens to pay the 
eisphora-tax is unattested elsewhere. Furthermore he says these 120 citizens were 
divided in two groups (symmories) on income grounds, wealthy and less wealthy. 
The 60 wealthiest citizens TtpoexeXoov and got the money back from the other less 
wealthy ones. This is contradicting Dilts page 79 lines 29-30, because there it is 300 
citizens there who 7tpoeio£(p£pov twv aMxov te . If the 300 paid in advance then 
the division of each tribe's 120 citizens into two groups has no reason whatsoever.
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The division also in two great groups of 600 men each, page 79 line 26, and the 
following subdivisions are erroneous. It is true that there were 300 wealthy citizens 
who paid the sum of the tax to the state in advance but to presume that they came 
from a division of the 600 wealthiest citizens is unattested. Moreover it is unattested 
that there were 4 groups of 300 members each, one subordinate to an other, on 
grounds of wealth.
In conclusion the scholiast contrived a system which he based on D.'s simile and 
probably XIV. 16-17 (concerning the 20 symmories of 60 members each).
vuvi 8e noXnevecOE K<xxa aoppopiaq. pTiTcop t|Yepd)v...£K£ivo'oq: the 
translation goes "You conduct your political affairs, Athenians, as you used to 
collect the eisphora, by symmories. Each symmoria has a rhetor as a leader and a 
general subordinated to him, and three hundred to do the shouting for either. The 
rest of you are attached, some to one group and some to another". The similarity 
between this passage and II. 29 has to be stressed, as they are almost the same and 
this probably is something more than coincidence. Cobet MC 64 sees this similarity 
as further evidence that this speech is not authentic: "Hunc locum impostor fiiratus 
est ex Olynthiaca II If the present speech was delivered in 353/2 then, of
course, the 2nd Olynlhiac is the speech that took a "loan". It is a fact that XIII has a 
lot in common with other speeches as the following paragraphs about the progonoi 
will show (cf. with III. 2 Iff); in my opinion, though, it is not impossible that 
Demosthenes had notes with similes, arguments or anything that he thought was 
worth remembering. When he composed his speeches he could well use again an 
argument he had used in an earlier speech (for more about this aspect of the 
authenticity of this speech, see chapter 3 of the introduction).
What is more important in my opinion is to try and establish what exactly he 
means with this simile. The simile's importance lies in the effort to present Athenian 
politics in a simplified, dualist form (two factions, ji£0’ £Kax£pcov), it does not mean 
that there were really only two factions at a time in Athens but it is there just to 
make the contrast sharper, a trap the scholiast easily fell in. D. refers to a financial 
system that was reiterating itself; the procedure would repeat itself whenever the
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state asked for an eisphora. The components of the comparison are, on the one 
hand, the rhetor and his subordinate general influencing the people, whose function 
is to cheer. These are compared, on the other to the hegemon, the most wealthy 
member of a symmory, who sets the policy for the three hundred, who must be the 
well-known body of the richest Athenians. There is not enough evidence to inform 
us. on what were the decisions an hegemon had to make, but if one is to judge from 
the position of hegemon that D. held when he was a minor, the position cannot have 
been of the utmost importance. Certainly the hegemones would need to set the 
agenda for practical matters such as timing the collection of the proeisphora, or 
arranging the collection of the proeisphora, already paid to the state, from the rest of 
the symmory. Furthermore the hegemones would always make similar decisions, 
since they operated within the same frame-work of the eisphora, which was a 
routine one; it was after all a technical way of collecting funds. The features of the 
symmories system that D. probably then compares to the political scene, are the 
numbers of the symmories, the uniformity of decision-making, the consent of those 
participating in the system and the low importance of the policies decided. By the 
time of D. the same happened in the assembly. Orators and generals of different 
factions would make decisions as part of a routine system. There would be a core of 
supporters around them just as the three hundred were around the hegemones, 
whereas the people would choose the party they preferred and cheer with very loose 
criteria, or rather with selfish criteria. The cheering would just be like the less 
influential members of a symmoria who had to follow the symmoria's leader. What 
was absent from the people was the wish to change the situation and do something 
for the city, and this is another aspect of the simile. As the hegemones always made 
decisions that favoured their financial interests, (see e.g. XVIII. 102) the same 
happened in the assembly; the aim of the politicians was to accomplish selfish and 
lucrative goals (at the same time avert any extension of Athenian power and 
influence), whereas the aim of the people was to stick to their small income from the 
theoric fund. Although, ostensibly, the face of politics was fragmented, the policies 
pursued were identical, with each faction wanting influence over the people for itself,
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just as there were a lot of symmories that carried out exactly the same task. I see the 
whole simile as an attack against Euboulos who by then had shown his intention to 
keep the people happy with pennies, and have them out of the way; for the function 
of the simile in the argumentation, see chapter 3 of the introduction).
M.H. Hansen in The Athenian Assembly (Oxford 1987)83 has correctly drawn 
attention to this passage, asking whether it constitutes evidence that political parties 
were existing in Athens, as it suggests that followers were organised into groups 
following certain leaders. Indeed, there are the leaders, the rhetor and the general, 
and then there are some people, the regular core of supporters who are attached to 
them, K<xi oi porioopevoi peO’ eicaxepcDv. Then the people make up their minds 
and sometimes choose this or that "party", oi pev ox; xobxorx;, oi 8’ ox; exeivorx;. 
This passage is good evidence for such an organisation, but D. may well be 
exaggerating. As I have already argued he wanted to prove that politics in the 
assembly had become void of any real political discussion, and he probably aimed at 
making an impression on his audience rather than describing accurately the political 
ways of the assembly. Hansen concludes that " . . .the silence in thousands of pages of 
rhetoric often discussing political rivalry is more important than a single line in two 
Demosthenic speeches. Accordingly, I hold that there was no significant political 
organization of the voters in the ekklesia, but only (rudimentary) political groups 
among the leaders."
The scholiast (on II. 29) again is inaccurate as he tries to persuade us that each 
group of his imagined four groups of 300, had an orator and general as leaders, and 
that the richest groups always subordinated the less well-off ones. It seems that he 
had an oligarchic bias as he asserts that D. accuses the Athenians for abandoning the 
past practice of having the rich as leaders of the city (ihegemones; implying that the 
rich were putting forward policies and the others followed them), then the generals 
and last the orators, whereas now the order is the exact opposite. The way he wants 
to explain D.'s alleged criticism is as if the orator wanted to say that because it is 
K<xtpo<; too axaoia^eiv Kai xoO Xeyeiv, a time of party strife and oratory, (Dilts 
page 80 lines 9-10) the orators have become hegemones instead of the rich ones.
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This is of course wrong, as in post-Periklean Athens it was always K<xipo<; too 
aTaaia^eiv Kai too Xe.ye.iv and the orators were the politicians and policy-makers 
of the city. Anyway it is an unnecessary distinction to draw between the rich and the 
orators, since if one was an orator he was usually also quite rich. The scholiast's 
aim, as I said above, is to show that when the orators 'took' the power from the rich 
the city suffered from inactivity which is really just an awkward and inefficient 
explanation of D.'s simile, I only have to point to 31, where he accuses the people of 
Athens for delivering all their power to the rich.
The connections between the orator and the general in the 4th century Athens.
This passage is evidence for a change that took place in the 4th c. in Athens 
regarding the position of generals and orators. In the 5th century a politician would 
also serve as a general e.g. Perikles, Kleon (admittedly not very often), Nikias, 
Alkibiades were statesmen and generals; to be elected as a general was a great 
honour and confirmed the politician's power.
In the 4th c. things changed. The generals specialised more and more and need 
not necessarily be politicians. This distinction brought a new relationship between 
generals and orators. The orator was the proposer of policies and the general 
implemented them. Each different faction of Athenian politics contained a general 
and an orator and both fought the one who opposed them. This reality was another 
gloomy fact that made Demosthenes think of Athenian politics as a fixed game of 
opposition between two factions. From M.H. Hansen's book Eisangelia it is easy to 
follow examples that prove such a "war": in no. 100 of his catalogue, Aristophon of 
Azenia impeaches Iphikrates of Rhamnous by an eisangelia. In no. 80 Kallistratos 
of Aphidna and Iphikrates of Rhamnous impeach Timotheos of Anaphlystos. In no. 
83 Leodamas of Achamai impeaches Kallistratos of Aphidna by an eisangelia to the 
Assembly (Aristot. Rhet. 1364a 19-23). In this same instance both Kallistratos and 
Chabrias are held responsible for the loss of Oropos. After the defeat at Embata 
(356/5) Chares dispatches a letter to Athens complaining of his colleagues' inactivity 
during the battle, the orators friendly to him must have pursued Timotheos1
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prosecution. All these examples show that there was a joint responsibility between 
generals and orators who decided to cooperate.
Plutarch also gives a lot of information about this connection. In Phokion 7.5 he 
says that Phokion disagreed with the separation of the roles between generals and 
orators: k cc i t o i x ;  pev Aiyovxai; ev tco  Sqpcp Kai ypacpovxac; povov, d>v 
EbpooAxx; fjv Kai ’ApiOTOtpcbv Kai ATipoaGeviy; Kai AoKobpyo^ Kai 'YTtEpeiSiy;, 
A io tte iG t iv  5e Kai MevecGea Kai A ecocjG evtiv  Kai XapT|Ta tco  axpaxriyEiv Kai 
Tto^epEiv au^ovxaq eamoix;. From this we can deduce that Phokion wanted to 
return to the 5th century system, to the sense of public service rendered by Perikles, 
Aristeides and Solon.
There is another passage, though, in which Plutarch states his own opinion. In his 
treatise nepi OiA,a5eA,cpia<; Mor. 486d he says: oi 5e piou; xpcbpevoi Siacpopoiq 
t o v  t e  (pGovov EKTpETiovxai Kai auvEpyouaiv aA,A,r|A,oi<; paAAov, ax; 
AqpoaGEvqc; Kai Xaprjq Kai rcaAiv Aio%ivr|<; Kai Ebpootax; Kai 'YrcEpEiSriq Kai 
Aecoo0£vr|(;, oi p£v ? i£ y o v T £ q  e v  tco  5f)pcp Kai ypacpovTE ,^ oi 6 e  axp aT T iyoO vT E ^  
Kai 7ipaTTovT£<;. Plutarch's beliefs seem to be correct as from a faction of orators 
and generals one expects some cohesion. At any rate Plutarch's remarks show the 
existence of a separation of responsibilities in the 4th century and that he himself was 
favouring such a system since it offered moral stability. I would try to avoid such a 
moralistic point of view and suggest that it is not a matter of suppressing <p0ovo<; 
but rather of a coincidence of interests and opinions. For more information on the 
subject of the connection between orators and generals, see M. Hansen "Rhetores 
and strategoi in fourth-century Athens" GRBS 24( 1983)151-180.
The text
Butcher in II. 29 has added before TpiaKOoioi the article oi in order to make the 
simile more clear, namely that the poriaopevoi are similar to the 300. From this 
instance here in 20 it is clear that the article is not really needed in II. 29 as it would 
be easy for the audience to get the point. For the modem reader perhaps a comma 
just after peG’ EKaTEpcov would be a good idea just to make the simile more clear as 
to who corresponds to whom.
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A more important point is that S does not have xpiaKocnoi and so does not A1. 
Kai oi poriaojievoi pcG’ emxepcov can equally refer to the 300 who follow the 
decisions of the hegemones and to the people who cheer in the Assembly their 
different political leaders and so I think S could be respected, although the mention 
o f  the TpiaKoatoi in II. 29 and in such a similar phrase as here, makes it more 
pr obable that it was part of the text.
TtpoavevepqaGe oi pev cbq xofrxoix; oi 8’ cbq ekeivoix;: the accusation here is 
that the people pick at random their leaders in a mechanical manner without any 
further thinking.
bpiv  7t£piECTiv ek xobxcov: it means "it is from these reasons you have brought 
upon yourselves this result, that...", (for the meaning of TtepiEipi "to be as a result", 
see D. II. 29, XXI. 155, Aeschin. I. 154).
0 8eiv<x xccA,koO<;: see 21.
01 8’ cxAAoi papTUpEq xfjq EuSaipovia^ xobxcov KaGqaGe: There is an 
interestingly similar passage in LV. 2. eixa Gaupd^Exe, £7t£i8av 6 8eiv’ ei)8aipcov 
Kai o 8eTv’ bpiv fj ctuvexco<; noXXa A,ap(3dvcov, oi 8’ aAAoi TtEpiiqxE xa xobxcov 
ayaG a ^qX,obvxe<;.
rcoAAqv Kai p£YaA/r|v.„7tpoi£p£voi: S has the reading TipoiEpEvoi, FY have 
npoepEvoi. I would prefer it to be a present participle as it is the current Athenian 
behaviour (k<xGt|c6£ is also in the present).
The TtoMq Kai peydAri £\)8aipovia is the benefit from an active interference in 
politics and military expeditions. Cobet MC. 64-65 has claimed that the simile about 
the symmories was intelligible only in conjunction with the II. 29 context: 8ei 8fj 
xauxa ETiaivEvxac; K a i bpcov abxtbv exi K a i vfiv yEvopEVOix; koivov K a i xo 
poD^EUEaGai K a i xo Xeyeiv K a i xo TtpaxxEiv 7ioifjaai. I think that by criticising 
what they do (TipoiEpEvoi EuSaipoviav), namely throw away their own prosperity 
by letting others have it, D. makes the simile refer successfuly to the stagnancy and 
complacency o f the citizens o f Athens. Cobet's argument that the simile works 
better in II, because there D. asks for the unity of the Athenians which in its turn 
defines the symmories simile as an example o f fragmentation, is incorrect. As I have
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argued in the introduction chapter 1 section III, answering the very similar argument 
of Sealey Demosthenes 235-237, in 19 and 20 D. describes the individualism of the 
generals and their desire for power and personal glory. The metaphor of the 
symmories conveys the ostensibly fragmented face of politics which deep down has 
degenerated from an active political debate which invites controversy and healthy 
arguing, into following one or the other, without really mattering who it is.
Section 21 (for 21-24 cf. XXIII. 196-201)
Kaixoi aK£\jraa0e Tttbq eni xa>v Tipoyovtov xaOx’ eixev: D. now passes on to the 
ancestral way of doing things, as he said in 13 he was not going to tell the Athenians 
what to do, but rather educate them, make them listen to the best advice. After the 
criticism of the current affairs he has to offer as a counterpoise some justification for all 
that he is asking them for, a positive example for emulation. After a thorough criticism 
of more or less contemporary Athenian politics he moves on to the past. The 
illustrious past of Athens always offers a great rhetorical weapon to orators, and its use 
is not at all uncommon in Isocrates (e.g, Panegyrikos) or D. (e.g. III. 21ff). Actually 
what he is about to say is almost identical, with D. XXIII. 196-201, and III. 23f (for the 
implications of this to the genuineness of the oration, see introduction chapter 1 section 
III and chapter 3 about the argumentative value of the historical examples). The 
ancestors of the Athenian people were always a good paradigm in the hands of D., 
ancestral vigour was a good motivation for a people who had somewhat gone astray in 
their complacency and desire for an easy life. Besides, the people of Athens had 
constantly their eye on the Empire and could not reconcile themselves to its loss (for the 
inter-related (ppovqpa and rcpa^n; see 25). An example of such an inconsistent 
approach is the negotiations for the peace of Philokrates, when Amphipolis was the 
prevalent topic of discussion at a time when Athens was not in a position to demand it 
from Philip; the ambassadors knew that, but the question was how could they ever 
admit it to the people? Moreover there was antagonism between them on who would 
seem to demand Amphipolis more efficiently from Philip. Aeschines II. 21 tells us of 
the promises D. made to his colleagues before reaching Makedonia: rcepi xtov SiKoritov 
tcov OTtep ’Ap(pi7i6Xeco<; Kai tq<; apxqs xoO noXepou (cf. Aeschin. III. 54). In II. 26-
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33 Aeschines gives his own account of what he said to Philip about Amphipolis; a very 
charming speech he gave using even mythology to establish the claim of Athens on 
Amphipolis. A whole war which cost them not only Amphipolis but Pydna, Methone, 
Olynthos is more or less lost for them. Still when they negotiate for peace they want 
Amphipolis back, although they did nothing decisive to stop Philip. It was of course 
futile to ask for it back but the ambassadors were very anxious not to irritate the 
demos: from Aeschin. II. 43 we learn that D. asked Aeschines to tell the people that he 
also tried to get Amphipolis back as well, ep.ob 8e K a i berjaiv ioxupav e8ef|0r| pri 
rtapa^iTteiv, aXX' eineiv, ax; brcep ’Ap.cpi7t6A£Gx; xi K a i ArmooOeviy; eutot (cf. A. 
Pickard-Cambridge Demosthenes (London 1914)245).
ob yap aAAoxpioK; bptv itapaSeiyjiaoi xPTla a lA^ vol »^ clXX* oiKeioiq: 
according to Aristot. Rhetoric 1352b, a paradigm on the basis of many similar instances 
shows that something is such and such through the mechanisms of dialectic induction. 
The orator is about to give simple and well-known examples to show a difference in the 
approach of many events and subjects, in the progress from the fifth to the fourth 
century or rather from the age of the Persian wars to his age and the generation before 
his. That he uses Athenian examples is not a random choice, this becomes clear from 
III. 23 too (ou yap a^A.oxpioK; bpiv xpwpevoi<;...7iapa5elyp.aai aXX’ oiKeion;, 65 
av5pe<; ’A0r|vatoi, ebSaipoaiv yevecrOai) It would be ignominious for the
Athenians to try and emulate a foreign system (see also XX.105ff. for a different 
comparison where Athenians are told to try and avoid the Spartan and Theban examples 
as they are a democratic state). There is space for improvement if an older track is 
followed, a track which was made by Athenians, a few generations back.
EKetvoi 0eptaTOK^£a...Kal MiA/ttd5,nv...oi)K la a  xoiq vOv aTpaxTtyot^ dyd0’ 
eipyaap^vouq: it was a moral argument used by orators that in the time of the Persian 
Wars and afterwards the people considered all the successes as belonging collectively to 
all the Athenians and not to the generals who were in command of the forces. 
Demosthenes uses an identical example in XXIII. 196-201. Sections 21-24 are 
extremely similar to sections 196-201 of XXIII. There is no doubt that the argument
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about the ancestors fits perfectly with the orator's exposition and was pre-announced 
indirectly in 12, see introduction, chapter 1 section III for the so-called doublets.
That it was or could be used as a moralistic argument and a rhetorical topos (see also 
Wade-Gery J.H.S. 53(1933)74-75) is also shown by Aeschin. III. 183-186 referring to 
Kinnon's fights in Eion against the last strongholds of the Persians in Thrace. There 
Aeschines tells us of the demand of those who fought for some kind of recognition from 
Athens. The demos gave them "..xipai; peyaXa<;, <b<; t o t ’ e S o k e i ,  xpEu; XiGivouc; 
'Ep>pa<; axficyai e v  tt | oxoa xfj xwv ‘Epjffov, £(p’ g jx e  p.f) ETtiypacpEiv xa ovop.axa xa 
eaoxajv". Further on Aeschines asserts that even Miltiades asked for some formal 
recognition from the state which was not granted to him. From a historical point of 
view of course the reason why Miltiades and Themistkles were not feted was the 
brevity of their political ascendency and the intensity of the political rivalry in the first 
decade of the fifth century. D. in XX. 112, regarding the Eion incident, seems to have a 
different opinion and it is evident that he is in favour of some formal "materialistic" 
recognition, a kind of ateleia. If nothing is given then the polls is in danger of being 
considered as axapioxo<; (XX. 113). That he sees a difference between the practice of 
the 5th century Athenians and his contemporaries is evident from XX. 114: "...mi f] 
f|P-<hv exip.a m i  xoxe xob<; ayaGoxx;- a i pevxoi xipai Kai xa?tA,a rcavxa xa 
p e v  xox’ fjv in i  xoi<; xox’ e G e g iv ,  xa 8 e  vbv e t i i  xotq vuv"; one can deduce that he 
sees things are different from a previous state of affairs. This could be the answer to his 
own argument here in 21 where he wants to state that these generals of the past, 
although they did a far greater service to Athens than the contemporary ones, were 
honoured in a less exuberant manner. It is inconsistent, but his aim has to be examined 
too. In the Leptines speech he tried to prove the necessity of some kind of reward for 
services to the city but here he tries to shake off the complacency of the Athenian 
people and the individualism of their leaders, by making them remember that the great 
victories of the past required all the people as a whole.
The meaning of the phrase " o u k  iaa...£ipyaopevo\)(;" is that the generals of the past 
did a greater service to Athens than the contemporary ones.
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MapaGom: the adverbial use of this dative to signify at Marathon without the 
preposition ev is attested in two fragments of Eupolis: F106 and F233. Also see 
Lycurg. Leocr. 109 for the famous epigram of the battle of Marathon: 'EAAqvcov 
rcpopaxobvxeq ’A0T|vaToi MapaGom, xpuaocpopcov Mf|8cov eoxopeoav 8bvap.iv.
p a  At*: it is not there in XXIII. 196. This type of oath is usually present in negative 
responses. According to G.H. Schaefer, Bekker deleted it and I would be inclined to 
do so as D. is not responding to any imaginary question; but the presence of p a  Ai’ 
here adds strong emphasis to the next sentence dXX... which describes the way the 
Athenians treated their victorious generals and could be kept if taken this way.
ob xttX,Kobq i'axaGav: bronze statues were not set up in the 5th century by the 
state. The statues of Miltiades and Themistokles mentioned in Andok. I. 38 were 
privately ordered. D. XX. 70 and XXIII. 196 and the present passage do not show that 
these statues did not exist at some point in the 5th c. but that they were not erected by 
the state (see also W. Judeich Topographie von Athen 2nd ed.(Munich 1931)314 n. 4, 
M, Bieber AJA 58(1954)282-4). FA3Y (in the margin) add ob8’ brcepriyaTicov after 
ioxaaav, copying probably from XXIII. 196, there is no reason to add the phrase when 
so many other mss. do not have it.
dx; obSev abxcov Kpeixxoxx; ovxa<;: Cobet MC 65 and Weil are unable to 
understand the phrase as the way the Athenians honoured their competent generals in 
the 5th century. What Demosthenes means is that the generals were not treated any 
better that any other Athenian citizen and no special favours were granted to them, the 
Athenians did not deem them better than themselves. The generals were equal to all the 
rest of the citizens.
Section 22
Kai yap xoi: makes the reasoning more emphatic, "and indeed, because...".
Kai yap xoi xtov epycov obSevo^,,.... aXXa xfjq Tib^eco :^ these sentences expose 
the aim of the orator. It is an exhortation to the people. The Athenians of the past 
generations were not idle but always got their share of responsibility and that is why the 
battles fought for independence against the Persians were named after them and not 
after the generals in charge. This should be seen also in conjunction with 19, where the
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Athenians are asked to take up their responsibility and not leave it to the generals: "av 
8’ bpeu; 81* bptbv abxcov EKaoxa 7tpaxxT|T£, to  i'oov xoi<; aXTioi^ axrrcEp xcov 
Epycov abxwv, obxco Kai xtov ek xobxcov e^eiv" (note the use of the word epyov 
meaning "action").
&7t£GT£pT|cyav abxobq: Cobet VL 196 suggested arcEoxTjoav abxot^ which means 
to "distance themselves, to avoid". Since the mss.' reading makes sense there is no 
reason for an emendation here.
KepKDpav eiXe Tipo0£o<;: in 375 Timotheos managed to bring into the Second 
Delian League the island of Corcyra (Isoc. XV. 108, Xen. Hell. V. 4. 63-66) after an 
invitation from the democratic party. In Isocrates Joe. cit. Timotheos is praised for 
capturing it by storm but it seems from Xenophon that Timotheos defeated the Spartan 
admiral Nikolochos in Alyzeia, after gaining control of the city of Corcyra. The latter 
seems more probable as naturally oratorical exaggeration made Isocrates magnify the 
abilities of Timotheos.
Kai xfjv popav Kax£Ko\j/EV ’IipiKpaxriq: popa is a division of the Spartan army 
and there were six divisions in all (Xen. Lac. Pol. XI. 4). In 390 Iphikrates managed 
almost to annihilate a Spartan popa of about 600 men which was returning to Lechaion 
(one of the two ports of Corinth, the one in the Corinthian gulf), 250 men were killed, 
mostly hoplites, and this was a great blow to the Spartan morale (Xen. Hell. IV. v. 7- 
18). Sparta considered her hoplites invincible and this was one of the rare times that 
Sparta was defeated on the land (a previous instance is Pylos in the 420s, and after 375 
at least twice when they encountered Epaminondas in Leuktra and Mantineia).
Kai xt|v icEpl Na^ov vau p axiav  eviKa Xappiaq: Diod. XV. 34.5-3 5.2 tells us 
that Chabrias laid siege to Naxos (September 376) when Pollis, the Spartan admiral, 
attacked him. According to Diodorus it was the first Athenian victory after the 
Peloponnesian war since the battle of Knidos in 394 was won with a Persian fleet. The 
people of Athens welcomed Chabrias back enthusiastically.
For the above three victories each one of the generals was awarded a bronze statue 
erected by the state (Aeschin. III. 243): Iphikrates for the Spartan p6pa, Chabrias for 
Naxos and Timotheos for Corcyra. The orator's criticism is justified and the bronze
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statues are an acknowledgement of the personal character of the above victories. The 
scholiast Dilts page 168 line 4 is right when he sees as the reason for the different 
honours in the 5th and the 4th c., the presence and absence of citizen military service 
respectively.
■07teppoXaiq: it means to "go beyond", cf. D M. MacDowell's Against Meidias 
(Oxford 1990) note on XXI. 16. The translation goes "For you seem yourselves to 
withdraw from (= to give up your claim to) these actions by the excessive honours 
which you have given to each of these, for them".
aiq: FAY read a<;; it is an attraction from OTteppotanc;. In XXIII. 198 it is a dative 
in all the mss.
Section 23
7to^ixiKdq: granted to citizens, regarding citizens, in contrast to xcov ^evcov, 
cf D XX. 18 a i T8 xcov pexoiKcov ArjxoopYiai Kai a i 7toA,ixiKai.
Stopeaq: namely privileges and immunities, political gifts. There were many kinds 
of privileges that were given in Athens. To mention some there were the bronze 
statues, aixriaic; under public expense (D. XX. 120), and ateleia namely not being 
liable for liturgies or taxes which has been discussed in the introduction, chapter 2 
section III. Ostensibly here the orator refers to privileges granted to citizens, as he will 
move on to the privileges granted to foreigners (for more instances of the word 5copea 
in D. see: X X  5, 41, 82, XXI. 165, XXII. 5, 9, XXIII. 65 etc.).
ekeivoi xe KaA,a><; Kai TipEiq ouk opGco :^ this figure of speech is called 
paromoion (when words within the clauses are made to correspond). Kai 
taxTiTEXobvTax; is added after KaAxoq in XXIII. 199, but it is not necessary to add it. 
After \caX&q FY add Evepov which is not necessary for the meaning. The absence of a 
verb is overt but it is also easy to see that the verb understood is to give out, to 
distribute.
idq  5e xtov J;£vcov rcaj$: this is exactly the same with XXIII. 199, and forms an 
homoioteleuton with the previous sentence.
M6vcdv OapaaXioq: I have based my account on M.J. Osborne's Naturalization in 
Athens vol. Ill (Brussels 1983) 20-23(Tl). This Menon seems to have been made an
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Athenian citizen, around 476, after Kimon's victory at Eion where he helped him with 
money and reinforcements. It is not very easy to establish that he was an Athenian 
citizen as this is not confirmed by any contemporary source other than ostraka and 
Demosthenes is not consistent as we shall see in two occasions where he mentions him. 
Later sources though, assert that Menon was a citizen.
I will begin from these later sources as I think that the ostraka should verify what we 
know from them. Hesychios s.v. MevomSai says that these were followers of Menon 
who was, as some say, ostracised. This evidently implies that Menon was a citizen (see 
also A.E. Raubitschek Hesperia 24(1955)286 on the emendation of Hesychius* entry). 
Markellinos in his Life o f Thucydides 28 mentions that there was more that one person 
with the name of Thukydides in Athens. One of these was Thukydides, son of Menon: 
xpixo<; 8e yevei Oapa&Aioc;, ou pepvr|xai noX^pcov ev xoi<; rcepi. aKpo7t6A,£co<;, 
(paoKcov abxov eivai Ttaxpoc; Mevcovoq. The dative yevei shows that this Thukydides 
was not a native Athenian but that he either was naturalized along with his father 
Menon or Markellinos means that he was not from Athenian ancestors. The scholia on 
Aristoph. Wasps 947: xeaoape<; 5e eiai ©ouK\)5i5ai ’A0r|vaioi* ioxopioypd<po<; Kai 
o rapyf)xxio<; Kai o ©exxaA,o<; Kai ouxo<;,.. [Thukydides son of Melesias]. This 
seems to confirm what Markellinos says, with a small difference which will acquire 
meaning later. Markellinos does not mention anybody from Gargettos.
There have been ostraka found in the Agora and the Kerameikos with the name 
Menon Gargettios on them. There are 4 from the Agora (E. Vanderpool Hesperia 
Suppl. 8(1949)411=M. Lang Ostraka vo\25(The Athenian Agora 1990)96 nos. 643-6) 
and two major deposits from Kerameikos A and B (80 and 665 respectively). The 
number of the ostraka shows that this Menon (there were also four other Menons but 
each had one ostrakon only, except for one who had 12, all from deposit B, see 
Osborne 20-21) was a strong candidate for ostracism. Deposit A was published by W. 
Peek Kerameikos III 5 Iff. and B by F. Willemsen AM  80(1965)113ff, AA 
(1968)B(l)24ff. and R. Thomsen’s The Origin o f Ostracism =Humanitas 4(Copenhagen 
1972)68ff. D.M. Lewis ZPE 14(1974)Iff. claims that the great Kerameikos deposit (B) 
contains ostraka from a single ostrakophoria, which makes quite extraordinary the fact
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that there were also four more Menons. Willemsen in AA (1968)B(l)24ff. had claimed 
that B was a mixed deposit containing ostraka from different occasions but Lewis' 
opinion suits better our case. It seems then that Menon from Gargettos who was 
ostracised according to Hesychius was not only an Athenian citizen but also a probably 
strong political figure. The reason for his ostracism seems to have been indicated by 
two ostraka. One from A (W. Peek Kerameikos III 7 If. no. 121) says that Menon was 
a traitor (this accusation probably referred to the Thessalian medismos during the 
Persian invasion in the 480s) and one from B (D M. Lewis op.ciiA) which says that 
Menon's conduct during his archonship was stigmatised. There was a Menon as an 
archon in 473/2 and if indeed our Menon was that archon then, as Osborne 22 claims, 
it is probable that Menon was a candidate for ostracism as soon as 471/0 (D.M. Lewis 
Joe. cit. asserts that the ostrakophoria in question was conducted in the 470s). A last 
argument about Menon's identification with the Menon on the ostraka was provided by 
Raubitschek op.cit. where he claimed that the Thukydidides from Gargettos in the 
scholion on Wasps 947, can be identical with the ©exxaXoq mentioned in the same 
scholion since Markellinos does not have in his account anybody from Gargettos (he 
does not mention the deme of Thukydides son of Menon)
In conclusion it is obvious that the case of Menon from Pharsalos being a citizen is 
frail and that he was an archon even frailer but in the absence of any contradicting 
evidence except for 23, I am inclined to accept that Menon was made a naturalised 
citizen around the 470s probably through the influence of Kimon, the general who 
annexed Eion to the Delian League, and that if we are to judge from the lemma in 
Hesychius, he came to Athens and was followed by some of his followers. That he 
came to Athens can be also inferred from Markellinos and the scholiast who show that 
his son lived in Athens.
Weil gives a reference to Thuk. II. 22. 3 where a Menon is the commander of 
Pharsalian cavalry reinforcements to Athens as if this Menon could have something in 
common with the Menon of the 470s. Osborne 23 n.17 says: "If Menon is indeed the 
man who came to the aid of Athens, in 431 (Thucydides 2.22.3), this [namely that 
Menon was a young man like Kimon in the 470s] is certain." Now Kimon was in his
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early thirties at the time of the Eion campaign, cf. Davies, APF 302 f. I doubt the 
connection with Thuk. II. 22.3 for the reason of Menon's age. Menon would be at least 
72 years old even if he was 27 at the siege of Eion in 476/5. It would be somewhat 
difficult for him to ride and be a commander during the skirmish described by 
Thukydides, but of course on the other hand Agesilaos, the Spartan King, was able to 
command until he was very old (Plut. Ages. 36. 3 and 40. 3 asserts that Agesilaos was 
80 when he set sail for Africa and about 84 when he died on the way back, cf. Xen. 
Ages, chapters 15-16). A relevant question would be what age he was at the time of 
the Eion attack. Whether he was in his thirties or twenties it is impossible to know. If 
he was an archon in 473/2 he was at least 27 years old in 476/5 (Aristot. A.P. does not 
set the age-limit of the archonship. It is a better conjecture that it was the age of 30. 
There was a limit for the councillors Aristot. A.P. 4.3 in early Athens; "xobq brcep 
Tpi&Kovxa exq yeyovoTac;". In the classical period this was the age requirement for 
jurors Aristot. A.P. 63.3, bouleutai (for the 400's regime: A.P. 30.2, the Thirty tyrants 
Xen. Mem. II. 35, the democracy: D. XXII. hyp. 1 where only that there was an age- 
limit is mentioned) and probably for most of the regular officials, see P.J. Rhodes 
Constitution 510). Consequently I think that the Menon of Thukydides was either one 
o f our Menon's sons or somebody else who had the same name as he had.
tov tn  ’Hiovi xq 7tpo<; ’Ap<pi7ioA£i 7toA,epov: Thukydides mentions it in I. 98. 
There was another Eion called q tn i  0paicq<;, a settlement from Mende (perhaps within 
the peninsula of Chalkidike), Thuk. IV. 7 says "ZipooviSqq ’AGqvodcov oxpaxqyoq 
’Hiova xqv £7ii ©paicqq MevSaicov ocTioiKiav". For the story of the defence of Eion 
near Amphipolis by Bages the Persian commander and his defeat by Kimon, see Hdt. 
VII. 107, Aeschin. III. 183-185, Plut. Kim. 7-8.2, Diod. XI. 60. 1-2.
SiaKooioiq S’ i7i7iebai: Thessalians were always renowned for their cavalry. In 
XXIII. 199 xpiaKoaiotq is mentioned. The difference is unanimous in the manuscripts 
and there is no reason for any emendation as D. could have remembered differently the 
number of the cavalry men in those two instances. At any rate it will always remain a 
mystery exactly how many cavalry men Menon offered to Kimon.
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7cev8ctoci<; i8ioiq (JoqOriaavxi: it seems that Menon was a rich aristocrat who had 
under his power the workers of his land. About what exactly these penestai were the 
ancient sources seem to be confused. Hesych. s.v. Tteveoxai expresses this confusion: 
"oi pq yovco 8oOA,oi, oixive^ eipya^ovxo xqv yrjv. xive^ 5e oi eiAxoxe .^ xiveq 8e 
taxxpeiq r\ epyaxai nevTyieq r\ utctikooi." Harpokration 1148 essentially defines them 
as the Thessalian heilotes. Photius gives an explanation (s.v. Tceveaxai) that more or 
less makes them seem like the eiA,coxe<;: "oi 7tapa ©eaaatariq pi) yovco 8obA,oi wto 
xcov \)7to Aipovoq ev Aiyivq vikt|0evxcov Boicoxcov, o\) cpoyovxcov xqv Tiap’ abxcp 
SooA^iav, a X X a  peivavxcov pexpi xfj<; y' yeveaq cpiAr|8o\)vxcov xq xcbpa. 
riapeSoaav 8e eauxobq ecp’ opxco- eni xco pqxe 7ia0£iv xt epya^opevoi, pqxe 
£K|3A,r|0fjvai and xqq x^P0^ * K0^  &7to xob petvai peveoxai KaA,o\)pevoi, boxepov 
TtEVEcrxai pexcovopaa0r|CTav, TtapacpOapevxoq xob x«potKxfjpo<;." I am not at all sure 
about either the validity of the story or the change from peveaxai to rceveaxai. The 
root of 7t£V£crxai must be connected with rcevopai and it seems that the living 
conditions of these people were not good. Athenaeus VI. 264a claims that 
’Apxepaxoq ev xfj xpixq Eb(3oiKcov gives the story of the Tteveaxai, as Boiotians who 
did not return back to their country but preferred to stay in Thessaly since the country 
was rich. This account coincides to a great extent with the account by Photios quoted 
above. He mentions too the change from peveoxai to rcevEoxai and in 265b-c is 
asserting, using the authority of Theopompos (ev xfi e|356pT| Kai Sekccxt} xcov 
ioxopicov), that the Thessalians along with the Lacaedemonians discovered slavery 
since they enslaved people that used to live in the territories they now occupy; the 
Thessalians the Treveoxai and the Spartans the eiAxoxeq. This is quite different from 
264a as there the rceveoxai had stayed of their own freewill.
It seems to me that these accounts are confused and that the 7ieveaxai were quite 
an old class of people in Thessaly and there were naturally efforts to explain their name 
and working conditions. As it is mentioned the peveoxai theory is precarious. A 
question is whether they were free or slaves. Aristophanes mentions them in Wasps 
1273: "etx’ ekei povoq povoioi xotq Ileveoxaioi ^ovqv xotq ©exxaAxbv, abxoq 
TtEveaxTjq, cov e^axxcov obSevoq". D.M. MacDowell Wasps (Oxford 1971),
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commenting, asserts that "These Penestai were people without citizen rights, and are 
often compared to the Spartans’ helots, but seem to have been less harshly treated", cf. 
H.D. Westlake Thessaly in the Fourth Century BC (London 1935)27-8. If they were 
like the eiXcoxec; then they were almost like slaves. If they were free they could be poor 
people, who under a master (e.g. Menon), cultivated the land and gave the biggest part 
of the crop to the land-owner. The latter is corroborated by Dion. Hal. in II. 9. 
Dionysius is comparing the Greek 7teA,axai to the Roman ones. He praises the Roman 
practice and presumes that the Gfjxeq in Athens and the rceveaxat in Thessaly were 
treated badly, although they were free people: "i)7i£p07txiKcb$ expcovxo xotq 7ieXdxai<; 
Epya xe £7tixaxxovx£<; o\) rcpoaqKovxa £X£i>0£pot<;...7rA,qya<; evxeivovxeq Kai 
xaAAa d>07i£p apyopcovqxou; rcapaxpcbpEvoi. ek&Xodv 8e ’A0qvaiot pcv Oqxaq 
xoix; 7reX.dxa<; £7ti xqq A,axp£ia<;, ©exxaXoi 5e Tteveaxa^ ovciSi^ovxeq auxoiq 
ebOix; ev xq K^qoei xqv xuxqv."; for the condition of the Ofjxcq before the time of 
Solon cf Plut. Solon 13. 4-5: "arcac; pev yap o 5fjpo<; qv brcoxpectx; xcov 7t?iouaicov. 
q yap eyecbpyouv, ekeivok; EKxa xcov yiyvopevcov xeXouvxeq, EKxqpopioi 
Ttpoaayopeuopevoi Kai Gqxeq, q %pea ^apftavovxeq eni xoiq acbpaaiv, aycbyipoi 
xoiq Savei^ouaiv qoav...". It is impossible to know how valid this account is too, but 
Xenophon seems to shed some more light in Hell. II. 3. 36: "oxe yap xauxa qv, ob 
7tapcbv exbyxavev, a  XX ev ©exxaAaa pexa npopqOcax; SqpoKpaxiav 
KaxeoKEua^e Kai xobq Tteveaxaq wtcX,i^ev eni xobq 8eo7i6xa<;". In this instance the 
Tteveoxai were oppressed and their oppressor was an aristocratic regime. The 
Tteveoxai seem eager to revolt and favour a democratic government.
D M. MacDowell thinks that the rceveaxai did not have any citizen rights but I do 
not think that they were slaves and certainly not like helots. The comparison in many of 
the sources with the helots is too handy. I am more willing to accept the evidence that 
Xenophon and Dionysios give. In a fight for a democracy the TtEvcoxai who are free 
but do not play any role in decision-making were the ones to fight for a system with 
broader responsibilities and privileges for them. I would like to compare them for 
example with the Athenians after the regime of the 5,000 in 410. Those left out from 
the franchise would certainly not be slaves but of another intermediate status; they were
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farmers, probably attached to a nobleman and they would rent his land. As rent they 
would offer a certain percentage of their crops.
ouk e\|rT|(piaavTO rcoAneiav, dXX' olteXeiclv eScoicav p6vov: see introduction, 
chapter 2 section IHb.
Section 24
IlepSiKKa xcp...paaiXe\)ovTi MaKeSovia^: Osborne dismisses Perdikkas (c.440- 
413 BC) as a possible candidate for the grant of citizenship despite the testimony of 
Demosthenes in XXIII. 200 and a mention of an ateleia grant in 24, substituting the 
name of Alexander I (c. 485-440) for Perdikkas {see Osborne op. cit. 108-109 (PT 
124) and 121(X1):" The name Perdikkas in both of the passages cited here is clearly a 
mistake for Alexandros, who was king at the time of the events described. There is thus 
no valid reason for supposing Perdikkas to have been given the citizenship." I disagree 
with Osborne, who too easily rejects the readings of the manuscripts. His 
misconception begins with his supposition that the Perdikkas mentioned, is the son of 
Alexander I, the latter's successor. It is true that during the time of the siege of Eion by 
Kimon, Alexander was the king of Makedonia, and as far as I know Perdikkas, his son 
and king after his death, was never granted the reward of the Athenian citizenship at 
any time of his relations with Athens, which were not very good during the 
Peloponnesian war (Thuk. II. 99, in his account of Makedonia and her kings does not 
mention that Perdikkas was a citizen of Athens). The son of Alexander was then 
probably not a citizen.
If one accepts the emendations, then Alexander was given the citizenship. This is 
highly hypothetical since there is no other evidence for it. On the contrary Alexander 
was mentioned by Hdt. VIII. 136 as a proxenos and euergetes of Athens. There is no 
mention of citizenship and I think that Herodotos, who presents Alexander very 
favourably, would have been happy to mention it. Another point is that he never fought 
the Persians. The only time he allegedly offered some substantial help was when he 
told the Hellenic commanders of the Persian intentions, before the battle of Plataea 
(Hdt. IX. 44 f.). Lykourgos {In Leocratem 71) says that the Athenians almost stoned 
to death Alexander when he brought them the terms of Mardonios before Plataea (cf.
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Hdt. VIII. 140). Osborne argues that ateleia on the one hand was improbable for an 
absentee monarch. Yet he asserts page 157 that "in any case the Athenians themselves 
frequently made grants of citizenship to persons whom they must have known would be 
unlikely to implement them. A comparison with king Leukon of the Leptines speech 
(29 and passim) shows that an absentee monarch could be given ateleia, although 
Leukon was also granted the citizenship (a thorough examination of Leukon along with 
the discussion of ateleia has been conducted in the introduction, chapter 2 section 
Illa&b). Osborne 109, concludes that "in such circumstances there is a very good 
chance that a grant of citizenship was made to Alexandros in 479 [after I suppose the 
battle of Plataea]". The arguments he uses and the silence of Herodotos are insufficient 
to support a grant of citizenship for Alexandros and the consequent text-emendations.
I would like to revive A. Schaefer's view which was expressed in Demosthenes vol. 
Ill, 93 n.2. He suggested that "Dahin mag die That des Perdikkas gehoren, den ich fur 
einen makedonischen Theilfursten halte." It is of course totally unattested that this 
Perdikkas in XXIII. 200 and XIII. 23 was a local prince and the assertion that this 
Perdikkas was king of Makedonia by the same texts - p a a ite b o v 'u  MaKeSovtaq, 
when the barbarian invasion took place (during which we are sure Alexander I was 
king), complicates the suggestion further. The best way to solve the problem is to claim 
that there was a confusion between Perdikkas, the son of Alexander who became king, 
and this local prince Perdikkas who annihilated the barbarians in their retreat; it is 
exactly Perdikkas' role in this retreat that is being stressed in 24. Hdt. IX. 89 tells us 
that when the remains of the Persian army headed north after Plataea, they were 
annihilated by weather conditions and attacks. It could be that a local prince, subject to 
Alexander, was the leader of these attacks and became a local hero. Herodotos did not 
find it very important (perhaps he disapproved of the grant or preferred that Alexander 
should have been honoured and not one of his subjects) to include it in his account of 
the Persian retreat (which is extremely brief), but Athens granted him the citizenship 
and he might have even come to live to Athens after the grant. My opinion is that 
Menon and Perdikkas were given both ateleia and citizenship and I have argued this in 
the introduction, chapter 2 section III a&b.
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E m a x p a x E i a v :  means expedition, cf. Hdt. IX. 3, Thuk. 11.79.
K a i  O E p v q v  xtjv a f r x a w  T t a x p i S ’ q y o b p E v o t  K a i  T t a a q ^  jxei^ov’ E U E p y e a i a ^ :  
Cobet MC  66 suggest substituting r c o X i x E i a  for r c a x p i f i a  but this does not seem to be 
necessary. It is true that a contrast is made between ateleia and politeia but the 
Athenians anyway considered their country as a whole superior to any benefaction and 
it is useful to remember that rcaxpiq includes Athenians only.
vuv 8 ': this signifies the end of the reference to the past practices and the return to 
the present Athenian policies.
(pGopooq: pestilent fellows, cf. Aristoph. Eq. 1151, Th. 535, Theocr. XV. 18. A 
synonym would be oXcGpoq, see Hdt. III. 142, Aristoph. Lys. 325, Eupolis F406.
olKOTpipcov oiKoxpipaq: an oi.Koxpi\|/ was a slave born and bred in the house cf. 
Aristoph. Thesm. 426. A synonym would be oiKoycvqq. The repetition of these two 
words is emphatic. An oiKoxpiij/ was already a slave born and bred in the house. The 
sequence of two generations of slaves is deliberately derogatory, to emphasise the big 
difference between persons honoured in the 5th and in the 4th c., cf. the Lysianic 
8ouA,o<; e k  8o\)A,cov.
xipqv coaitEp aAAoo too  xa>v (bvicov A,ap(3dvovx£q, jtoiEiaGc rcoAAxaq: 
(cf.XXXIII. 201-202) Demosthenes' accusations are justified as the motives for 
granting the citizenship had deteriorated in the 4th c. The best commentary is XXIII. 
202-205 : "rcpcoxov pcv, iva xtbv xE?iEi)xaicov Ttpcbxcov pvqaGcopEv, ’ApioPap^avqv 
e k e i v o v  oi) povov auxov Kai xobq oicu; xpctq ovxa<; Ttavxoov q^icoaav bacov 
£(5ouA,q0r|aav....[7tpoo£0qKav auxcp] <I>iX,iaKOV Kai ’Ayauov...<I)paoiqpi8qv Kai
Ilo^ua0£vqv, dv0pd)7rou<; oi)8’ eXEuGEpouq, dXX' oXEGpouq...". D. refers there to 
people who in his opinion did not deserve the citizenship. Most of the people that got 
citizenship did so, because they had helped Athens in a particular instance, and the 
generals favoured them. As repayment for their services the generals would ask the 
demos for citizenship for their proteges from the demos, see XX. 84-86. The most 
notorious cases were Ariobarzanes, Philiskos and Charidemos.
Ariobarzanes was the ring-leader of the great satraps' revolt which began around 
367/6. In 368 he had sent Philiskos, one of his commanders to Delphi to call for a
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general peace. This peace would be in favour of Sparta and against Thebes, as Messene 
was granted back to Sparta. The peace was not made, but anyway, Philiskos raised 
2,000 mercenaries to help Sparta. According to XXIII. 202 Timotheos was responsible 
for the grants of citizenship to both Ariobarzanes and Philiskos. The motives are not 
very clear. At that time Athens was jealous of the power of Thebes and it is not 
difficult to understand that they would support a peace against Thebes. From XXIII. 
142 we learn that Philiskos was supporting financially mercenaries in Perinthos, an ally 
of Athens, and from Corn. Nepos Timoth. I. 3 that Ariobarzanes had given two cities to 
Athens from the very sensitive region of the Hellespont, Sestos and Krithote, and one 
can imagine that Ariobarzanes was honoured for that offer. The policy of Athens is not 
very clear at that point of her history, but it is not hard to imagine that she honoured 
Philiskos in order to lure Ariobarzanes, and the satrap's citizenship was so as to thank 
him for his offers and perhaps to make him more favourable towards Athens. 
Chandemos from Oreus was given the citizenship because of the Thracian king 
Kersobleptes (Dem. XXIII. 141, granted in 357/6, see H.W. Parke Greek mercenary 
soldiers (Oxford 1933)152ff). D. saw all these honours as signs of decline, and the 
situations for which they were granted as unworthy (see also Isoc. On the Peace 50).
Section 25
t o i <; jaev ecp’ cc\ ) t o T$: refers to the ancestors.
7tap£iaxTiK£i: the pluperfect is necessary because of the perfect which follows.
H&ya cppovetv: Demosthenes believes in this "great spirit" that Athens had two or 
three generations ago as opposed to the narrow-minded individualism that has settled 
in.
e c t t i 5’ oi)5£jtoT£,...ical t o  cppovTip.’ e%£iv: these lines are almost identical with
III. 32.1-4; one can hardly find a better place for this remark than in 25. After a 
vehement criticism of individualism he moves on to shatter any claims that Athens can 
possibly have anything to do with what she was in the past. He points out, with a series 
of antitheses, that the city will be judged on its deeds and not on intentions. Opovripa 
"spirit" is directly analogous to how one acts.
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The orator is trying to shock his audience and wake them up. He is destroying the 
illusion that they are the greatest city by pointing towards their deeds. People with such 
a record are not likely to think any better. It is remarkable how D. seems to be so 
remote, as if he is from another city, when he passes this judgement. This makes the 
argument very successful as the Athenians are likely to see that they live in an illusion 
and think that by thinking greatly only, failure is at hand.
av&YKTj: eo ti is understood; the impersonal construction governs e%eiv.
Section 26 (cf.26-31 with III. 23-31)
Zice\|faa0£ 8’ a  x iq  K £ (p d A ,a ia  av e x o i  aAX e k  xotttcov ye 8\)vr|a8£
Y£V£<y0ai: the text is extremely complicated by various readings from the mss. and 
more suggestions from scholars. S and A after circe tv add iv dKoboavTeq. This 
makes things difficult as there seems to be no verb which corresponds to this final 
clause. The verb could be the subjunctive 8 u v t |ct0 £  compatible with a final clause. The 
particle av though suggests that av ... SovqaOe is a protasis. If one omits av and takes 
SbvqaOe with iv* the meaning would be adequate: "Think of then all those things one 
could probably say, so that through hearing your ancestors' and your own deeds you 
may be able to belong to yourselves [i.e. to regain control of their own destinies, to take 
a more active part in the government of the city] but only through them [the 
ancestors]". The seclusion of av though is not attested by the mss., yet it is the only 
way to preserve intact the reading of S and A. A reason though that makes me think 
that av is secure is the particle apa  which indicates that the hypothesis is one of which 
the possibility has only just been realised "If, after all", cf. Denniston Particles 37, quite 
appropriate for this protasis, and would be stranded at such a place without a new 
sentence.
The iv aKoboav'tEq clause cannot be dismissed without a serious effort to 
accommodate it. The iva clause is there to demonstrate the thought that in order to 
act, to change, they have to listen to a comparison of the present and the past. The 
verb that could be added could be TtpdTTTjTe. This would not enhance paricularly the 
meaning because the same thought more or less, of change and action is carried by the 
protasis. Weil correctly then secluded iv ; but he left the participle ocKobaavxeq (Cobet
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deleted both), which offers a considerable change in the meaning. If the participle is 
kept, the meaning is not exactly clear: "Think of all those things one could say about 
you and your ancestors...if, after all, you could come to belong to yourselves etc." is the 
meaning without the participle, and "Think of all those things one could say about the 
present situation (after you heard their deeds [your ancestors] and yours [in contrast]) 
if, after all, you could come to belong to yourselves" with the participle. As one can 
see the second meaning is not impossible but lacks the perspective D. wanted to give. 
Before explaining this, the phrase xcbv 7ipayp.axcov, which Butcher does not think 
belongs to the original text (mss. BFYO omit it), is perhaps more necessary if the 
second option is preferred as the genitive xwv x’ e k e iv o u ;  ...Kai xwv bptv would 
belong to the participle as its object without specifying KEcpataxi’ any more. But still 
xcov rcpaypaxcov is not really necessary as the word KEcpataxi’, even if the participle is 
kept, does not actually need xwv Tipaypaxcov to specify it.
If av is to be retained the axis of the sentence can be better defined. It is a protasis 
and an apodosis: av ap’ upwv auxdiv ... 5\)vr|a0e yevec0ai, aKE\j/aa0e a  xiq 
KEtpaXai’ av exoi ei7teiv. It is a future condition which suggests to the Athenians that 
if they decide to change, they should think of the major points they could make about 
their own performance and their ancestors. It is a rather elaborate way to say that 
discussion involving comparison about the present and the past, should lead to a change 
in the Athenian attitude. A similar point, without the protasis, is made in III. 23: 
Katxoi OK£V|/aa0e...a xiq K£(paA,at’ e I t i e i v  e x o i  t w v  t ’ e t u  x c o v  rcpoyovcov Epycov 
K a i xcov exp’ bpxdv. This period is summing up the previous sections contrasting the 
ancestors with contemporary Athenians but also points toward the next forthcoming 
comparison.
The presence of a XX in dXX e k  xobxcov y£ is of particular importance to a whole 
series of emendations. aXXd...ye, first of all, according to Denniston Particles 119, 
defines more sharply the opposition that dXX expresses here. First let us clarify what 
e k  xobxcov refers to; it can easily be inferred that the phrase refers to xcbv x’ e k e iv o k ;  
TiETipaypEvcov. ’AAAa is omitted by all the other mss. except for S. All the editors keep 
it and their preference is in my opinion correct. D. builds his arguments up on a
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comparison between contemporary and ancestral competence. When the orator 
suggests that if they come to belong to themselves, but only "from these" - aXX ek 
xobxcov, he is carrying on the comparison, this time by urging his compatriots to come 
round b y  using the example bequeathed to them by their ancestors, e k  xobxcov I take 
to mean "from, through the ancestors". In my opinion aXX does not quite produce the 
meaning required with the text Butcher and Fuhr provide us. The meaning is "if after 
all you come to belong to yourselves but from them [the ancestors]. This is not a 
satisfactory meaning unless we define the meaning of y£VEO0ai bpcov abxcov. There is 
a phrase in D. IV. 7 which offers a similar structure: "aovE^ovxi S’ an>xo<; av bpcbv 
aincdv £ 0 E ^ r ) a e T £  y £ V £ o 0 a i , . . . " ,  in this instance D. is asking the Athenians to take up, 
each one, his responsibilities concerning the government of Athens. So although the 
phrase yev£a0ai bpcov abxtbv is actually perfectly satisfactory in itself, here D. wants 
to build up a difference between present and past, and through comparison, project the 
ancestral spirit as the best way to go forward; as opposed to the way things are done 
now. That is why I think Y3's text (in the margin) in this case (and the correction in S - 
pt] cup’ is added under apa) are better: av ap a  pi) atp’ bpcov [abxcov aXX e k  xobxcov 
y£ is not in Y3] 6uvt|ct0£ yevecQai KpEixxooq [the mss. add either fteVuiooq or 
KpEixxoxx;. i. fteJixiouc; before ye.ve.cQai Vind. I and after, F Y O. ii. KpEixxooq after 
Y£V£c0<xi S and B,Y3 (margin) before, A], The version above makes better sense as 
the meaning is "if, after all, you manage to become better not from your own selves but 
from them."36; this reading was adopted by Croiset. The comparative KpEixxooq or 
PeA/riooq is also necessary because yevecQai needs an object after bpwv auxwv 
becomes linked to the preposition aq>\
A reason for all these different readings in the first period of 26 could be that it was 
not found clear by various scholars who tried to "clarify" it. For example the iv 
aKouoavxEq addition was probably a note that explained the argument that the 
Athenians had to improve through a conscious emulation of their past (xd>v x’ e k e iv o ic ;
36 It was suggested to me by S. Usher that a different solution could be adopted: iv’ ei pfj dtp’ -tyicov 
a w c D V  aXX  e k  t o o t c d v  ye 8t)vnc0e peXxio'oq yeveaGai.
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7t£7tpaYpevcov K a i xwv b jiiv ) which was incorporated in the text. I consider Croiset's 
text the most satisfactory and most likely to be the nearest to the original text.
This period shows the way D. thought of the past. He was always looking for the 
gist of the past age, something that symbolised it and could serve as an incentive to his 
contemporaries. He also thought that if his compatriots proved worthy of an 
honourable past their deeds would be remembered by the people of the future 
generations. He sees Athens of the past as a city of glory 24, a prudent leader among 
the Greeks 26, a city with frugal leaders 28, who constantly toiled to make Athens 
worth of its name 28-29, a city that honours its friends not exuberantly, bearing in mind 
its own stature 23. What he wants to avoid is the fame of a city with citizens looking 
after their own business and personal benefit, a mediocre and inconsistent one.
bpcov a\)xo>v...Y£V£a0ai: the meaning of Y£V£<70ai bpw v ab xw v has been 
roughly explained above (I have preferred a different reading). To shed some light on 
the reason for the Athenians to become masters of themselves once again, the 
connection with oxe 6 fiftpoq 8ea7toxr|<; xwv Ttotaxeuojievcov fjv Kai Kbpioq auxo<; 
arcavxaw [cf.31, III. 30] and 31: "6 8e Sfjpoq ev brcripexou Kai 7ipoc0fiKr|<; pepei, 
Kai bpetq ayanaQ' av ouxoi pexaSiScoai Xapftavovxeq" has to be made. In 19 and 
20 Demosthenes indeed suggested that the generals get the benefits doing nothing for 
the city. In 20 the Athenians sell eudaimonia to their politicians and generals, and keep 
for themselves complacency and idleness. It must be an attack on the party o f  
Euboulos, which was protecting the interests of the upper and richer Athenian classes 
by giving small allowances to the people. This way the people had lost their grasp upon 
the city, and the most rich classes dominated the decisions.
It is suggested by Cobet that the phrase frpcov auxcov yevecQai comes from the 
manumission of slaves. He quotes Priscianus Instit.Xl. 110 . Priscianus talks about a 
syntactical phenomenon asserting that the possessor cannot be the possession at the 
same time, except in cases of emphasis. To prove the latter he proceeds to give three 
examples, of which probably the first and certainly the second refer to the manumission 
of slaves; "meus ego sum et servus et dominus" and "vindicta postquam meus a 
praetore recessi". The controversial example is from Euripides, quoted as the third
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example by Priscianus: "eycl) 8e epoq eijii". It is not impossible that this phrase was 
uttered by a freed slave in one of Euripides' plays. Nauck (Euripides F1005) seems to 
doubt that this phrase, as it is transmitted by Priscianus, is accurate and he is suspicious 
of it especially in view of a similar phrase by the comedian Apollodoros from Karystos. 
This phrase has been preserved by Donatus commenting on a verse of Terence's 
Phormio 587: "nam ego meorum solus sum meus". The text of Apollodorus as it has 
survived in Donatus' commentary {Commentum Terenti edited by P. Wessner vol. 
II(Leipzig 1905) has a lot of problems and I will give Kassel/Austin's version (F25): 
eycb yap eipi xcov <epwv> epoq <povo<;>, meaning, "From all my belongings I alone 
belong to myself' which is different from Euripides' fragment, "I now [if one accepts 
Cobet's addition - vuv] belong to myself." Apollodoros' fragment is without a context, 
and in Phormio, Chremes, a free citizen, is complaining, being depressed about his 
poverty and domineering wife (see J. Barsby Terence Phormio (Bristol 1991) ad loc.). 
Whether Terence's verse is inspired from the manumission of slaves' context is not 
known, (in Phormio, it is not), and it might be irrelevant especially if used to judge 
what the context of Apollodorus' fragment was. I cannot accept Nauck's suggestion 
that the fragment should be emended to eycb 8’ epoq <yap> eip.i xwv epxbv jiovoq 
which is identical with Apollodoros' fragment, for I can see no reason to mistrust 
Priscianus, who clearly picks his examples from the sphere of the manumission of 
slaves.
It has to be clarified that the two phrases of Euripides and D. are not quite the 
same, whereas the fragment of Apollodoros is completely out of context and Phormio 
587 does not seem to originate from the area of the manumission of slaves. One can 
belong to oneself without having to be literally a slave. The phrase yeveaGai bpxov 
abxcov indicates a state of previous subordination which has to be overcome, but that 
state does not have to be slavery and in the case of the Athenians they were 
subordinated by the upper classes and their own idleness. In view of all the above it is 
certainly not beyond doubt that the phrase originated from the manumission of slaves 
nor should one think that the Athenians would immediately think of slavery when they 
heard it.
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i t e v t e  pcv K a i  T E T x a p a K o v x ’ e t t ]  t w v  'EA,A,t|vcdv fjp^av: these are roughly the 
years of the Delian League, established in 478 until the beginning of the Peloponnesian 
war in 432/1. D. IX. 23 mentions that the Athenians ruled for 73 years until the battle 
of the Aigos Potamoi.
e k o v t c o v :  it is not untrue that in the beginning of the first Delian League Athens 
was not oppressive. By the outbreak of the Peloponnesian War there were many signs 
of unrest and unpopularity. Naxos revolted in the early years, then Samos, Poteidaia 
and other Aegean cities. It was considered a good argument to remind the Athenians of 
the popularity they enjoyed in the beginning of the League (see Isocr. IV. 71, VII. 17, 
Aeschin. III. 58, Deinarch. I. 38). Thukydides says with impartiality I. 98: 
"7iapaA,aPovTE<; 8e ttjv rjYEpoviav Tomco xqj TpOTtcp ekovtcov tcdv ^oppaxcov 8ia 
to Ilaoaavioo ptao<;, £Ta£;av a<; te e8ei rcapExeiv tcdv noXewv xpfipaxa 7tpo<; xov 
(3ap(3apov K a i aq vauq. 7ip6axT|p<x yap fjv apbvEcOai d>v ErcaOov SrjouvTaq xf|v 
paai>i£co<; x^pav."
ekeivoi: Blass deletes it because it is not in III. 24. It is of course obvious that D. 
refers to the Athenian ancestors but ekeivoi creates the necessary distance between 
ekeivoi and bpEiq. D. has begun his second attack on the contemporary affairs and he 
seeks to impress the Athenians on the achievements of their ancestors, ekeivoi clearly 
makes his point stronger. Whether ekeivoi was before or after ekovtcov is not 
significant, the older mss. put it after.
tcXeIco 8 ’ t\ pup ia  xaX avx’ eu; xfiv dKporcoAav: Thuk. II. 13. 3 mentions that 
the largest accumulation of funds on the Akropolis at any time was 9,700 talents. This 
amount was usually rounded up to 10,000 talents. The 4th c. writers mention it as a 
fund of 10,000 talents, cf. Isocr. VIII. 69, XV. 234, Diod. XII. 40. 2.
a v f |Y a y o v :  S only has this reading here and in III. 24. The fact that the Akropolis 
was on a steep rock justifies the use of this verb. Isocr. VIII. 126 uses the same verb 
for a similar purpose.
rcoXA,a 8 e  K a i  K a A ,a ....T p o 7 ta ia : the orator refers to Athenian and allied victories 
against the Persian and Greek enemies before the Peloponnesian War. They had
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erected trophies after every victory they won e.g. at Eurymedon 468/7, Cecryphaleia 
459/8, Aegina 459/8, Oinophyta 457/6, in Salamis of Cyprus 450/49.
Kaixoi vopi^Ex’ auxouq xauxa CTTTjaai: vopi^ETE here is imperative and has 
exactly the same function as in XV. 35 which is almost identical with this sentence. The 
meaning of vopi^co here is "to reflect", "to consider".
o{>x iva Gaopa^copev: after Oaopd^wpEv here and in XV. 3 5 povov has been 
added by all the mss. except for S. In the margin of S povov was added by the first 
hand of S. I think that povov seems a reasonable option although it is a very easy 
addition that could have been made by the manuscript editors of the speech.
Section 27
ekeivoi pev 8f| Tama: the orator will now turn to see the military achievements 
of the Athenians of the present day, having stated the grandeur of 5th c. Athens.
opdx’ Eptipiaq E7i£iXr|ppEvoi: the meaning of epripia is "opportunity", "ample 
chance", "power vacuum" see page 30. After the battle of Mantineia Athens was left 
with no important enemy in Greece. Sparta was weak and Thebes had lost 
Epaminondas, her best general and perhaps only worthy statesman. No major power 
was able to overcome so many years of war. D. in III. 27 again is accusing Athens for 
indecisiveness, not taking advantage of the epripia as well as wasting 1500T eiq o u 6 e v  
8eov. The absence of competitors made Demosthenes think that that period of time 
was ideal for Athens to pursue xa  7tpcoTEia, the hegemony. The contrast with the past 
is obvious if we consider that Athens had Sparta and many other strong cities as her 
competitors throughout the 5th c. (Aegina, Boeotia etc.). £7nAap(3avopai here has the 
meaning "to take advantage of'.
'EAA tivcdv: S1 and F read aMxov 'EAAtjvgdv as if to make the point that the 
Athenians did not have any exiled compatriots that were wandering as mercenaries in 
Greece. This is true as Athens did not suffer from the political instability that was 
procuring exiles and consequently mercenaries to other Greek states. I do not think that 
such a distinction is necessary, as the arcopoi of the Greeks are sufficient to denote that 
Athens spent significant sums to hire mercenaries from other parts of Greece. 
Furthermore in XIV. 38 there is again a pedantic distinction between Greeks and
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Athenians [oi c/EAAriv£<; Kai ’A0r|vaioi], see respective note, and in XIV. 31 before 
'EXA,&5\ a^Aqv is added. It seems that some of the manuscript editors deemed such 
distinctions necessary when, in their opinion, could be a confusion between a city-state 
and the rest of Greece.
oi> nXEid) p e v  r\ x i A i a  K a i wcvTaKoaia T a X a v T ’ a v q t a o T a i  paTTjv e iq  t o bq 
t c d v  tEX,A.f|vcov a 7iopoi)<;: the meaning of the word arcopotx; is not very clear 
according to Cobet MC. 68-69 who takes it to mean ’destitute’, a meaning he considers 
as ridiculous and suggests drcoaToXoix; (in F (margin) and Y1 (margin) meaning ’fleet’, 
cf. D. IV. 35, 45, VII. 16, XVIII. 80. But in my opinion this meaning of the word 
cntopoq is necessary here, destitute, hopeless, (see Hdt. III. 52, Eur. Bacch. 800, Plato 
Apol. 18d ). Two more references will help clarify who these arcopoi were and the 
length of the period in which such a large sum of money was spent.
Aeschines in II. 71 accuses Chares of losing cities friendly to Athens after the 
beginning of the Amphipolitan war (Philip conquered Amphipolis in 358, Diod. XVI. 8 . 
1-2). The money spent was 1,500 talents and Aeschines is accusing Chares of using the 
sums not to employ soldiers but to please mercenary commanders: XiAia 8e Kai 
TievxaKoaia xd^avxa o o k  ciq aTpaxicbxaq, bXX eiq fyyepovcov aXa^oveiaq 
avr|A,coK£vai, Ar|iapr|v te Kai Ariuiopov Kai IIo?uxp6vTr|v, SpansTac; dv0pd)7iou<;, 
e k  t t j q  'E^?id8o<; a u v E i ^ t E Y p e v o u q .  The sum of money is the same as in 27, which 
secures that D. too is speaking about that period of time namely the late 60s and the 
early 50s. Isocrates in VII. 9 is criticising Athens for spending more than 1000 talents 
on foreign mercenaries too.
Throughout the 4th c. Athens used extensively mercenary forces to fight her wars 
with a subsequent rise in expenditure and decline in the numbers of Athenians fighting 
abroad (Iphikrates annihilated the Spartan popa in the 390s with a mercenary force). 
The word arcopoq can then be justified if one takes it to describe the foreign 
mercenaries. In Aeschin. II. 71 the commanders are called SpaTtexai (fugitives) a word 
usually used for slaves. It is obvious that in the case of the commanders it has 
derogatory purposes. That these commanders (and the rest of their soldiers I suppose) 
were cjoveiXeyP^ 01 from all over Hellas, shows that they were either political exiles
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or opportunists who tried to become rich. Aeschines is accusing Chares for employing 
dreadful people but the general could hardly do anything else if the Athenians did not 
want to fight themselves. As G. Grote History o f Greece new edn. vol. VII (London 
1888)652 suggests the commander was often compelled to obey the greedy demands of 
the mercenary soldiers (Diod. XV. 95. 3). The result was that men sent out by Athens 
would prefer the easier and more lucrative way of plundering the allies or the trading 
vessels at sea. It was not practicable for Athens to prevent such misbehaviour when her 
citizens would just not serve, and she had to employ mercenaries she rarely paid (see D.
IV. 45, 47, VIII. 23). These mercenary soldiers then were truly incorrigible and 
hopeless in the eyes of the Athenians. They were so ruthless that Aeschines says II. 72: 
’A v t i 8 e  a ^ K D p axoq  Tty; tcov 'EAAtjvcdv 'n y e p o v ia q  f] ttoAk ;  q p cov  M u o v v q o o u  K a i  
Tfjq Xr\Gx(bv 56 r^|<; aveTriprctaxxo". This comment suggests that Athenian forces were 
indeed no better than pirates. In XIV. 31 D. defines as the reason for the large number 
of wandering mercenaries in Greece tie via, cf. relevant chapter in Parke Soldiers. "The 
general circumstance of mercenary service" and my note ad XIV. 31.
Let us now see the years in which Athens spent that huge amount of money. After 
the battle of Mantineia (362/1) Athens tried to reassert her authority in the Aegean sea 
and the Chersonese when Thebes was baffled by the death of Epaminondas and Sparta 
was harassed by Messene and Megalopolis. In 362-358 six generals had failed in the 
Chersonese and northern Greece (one of them, Leosthenes, was condemned to death in 
absentia). Timotheos had failed to seize Amphipolis in 360 and was obliged to burn his 
fleet near the Strymon. Chares (Diod. XV. 95) tampered with politics in Corcyra and 
the Athenian influence in the West collapsed. By 358, things were better. Athens had 
consolidated her power in the Chersonese and Euboia, and two major enemies were 
dead. King Kotys of Thrace and the tyrant of Pherae, Alexander. In 358 the Social war 
broke out. The Athenians probably used mercenary forces throughout the war and 
some citizen service before major battles (e.g. Embata) cannot be denied although no 
proof is available. D. IV. 35 enumerates some of the terrible defeats of that war. First 
Chares was defeated in Chios and Chabrias was killed. It took Athens a long time to 
muster another fleet, which was utterly defeated at Embata, commanded by Timotheos,
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Iphikrates and Chares. In the meantime Philip seized the opportunity and captured 
Amphipolis, Pydna and Poteidaia. In the last case where even Athenian kleruchs were 
involved the city could only send mercenaries, and those very late. Aeschines II. 71 
mentions that after Philip captured Amphipolis for every year of the war Chares used 60 
talents from the tribute of the islands. As few islands paid tribute any more (Chios, 
Rhodes and Kos had seceded) the tribute of the islands was not enough and the city's 
revenues must have provided most of the huge sum of 1,500 talents, primarily the cost 
of the Social war.
oi x 1 8 1 0 1  navxeq oikoi Kai xa Koiva xf\ noXev. S and A1 omit the phrase Kai 
xoc Koiva leaving oikoi xfj noXei which makes sense but is not satisfactory. 
Demosthenes quickly summarises all the sources of revenues to Athens. Oikoi are the 
estates of individuals who pay trierarchies and eisphorch, Koiva xfj noXei are all the 
other public resources, common to all the city (money paid by individuals to the city, 
taxes from ships, slaves etc.) and the napa xcov ooppaxcov are the tributes from the 
allies. For the use of the phrase Koiva xfj notet, see D. XIX. 270, XX. 25. According 
to Xen. Oik. I. 5 oiko<; is: Kai el pr|8’ ev xr| aoxfj tcoAei eit| xqj KEKXTjpevcp, rcavxa 
xoo oikoi) eivai, o a a  xi$ KEKxrjxai.
o f t q  e v  xcp 7toX£pcp...a7toA,d)A,aaiv: the same comment is made in III. 28. What D. 
means here is that Athens made the Second Delian League in 377/6 at a time when 
Sparta was powerful, and she managed to keep her allies for a long time, even when 
Thebes replaced Sparta in the hegemony of Hellas. When all the enemies had vanished 
she could not manage to save the League.
Section 28
aXXb. vri Aia xaOxa p6vov x6x’ eixe pe^xiov f\ vuv: Cobet MC  69 emends 
povov to pev as he thinks that these two words are easily confounded. M e v  is not 
necessary to add, so as to correspond with xa 8’ ixXXa which follows. Movov gives a 
very good meaning as D. is creating an objection in order to refute it in the next 
sentence. He imagines an objector saying that only in some aspects the ancestors were 
better than the contemporary Athenians. This supposition will give him the pretext to 
continue the comparison in other respects (Cobet tried a similar emendation in D. IX.
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57). aXXa vr) Aia introduces objections that are supposed to be raised by an 
imaginary opponent (hypophora figure). It is a lively way of "simulating" dialogue in a 
piece of oratory, cf.XXIV. 125 'AXXcl vq At’ aiaxpov taco^ fjv ’Av5poxicova SeGfjvai 
r\ rtaxoKexTjv r\ MeXavvmov.
tcoMoo ye Kai Set, aAA’ o, xi Pob^eaG’ e^exaacopev: here he reflates the 
imagined objection and challenges his compatriots to compare themselves to anything 
their ancestors did, in any field of activity. FA read aXXa xi instead of aXX’ 6, xt 
(SYF in the margin) which does not make good sense turning the relative clause into a 
question.
o i K o S o p f i p a x a . . ,  K a i  x c o v  g c k o X o o Gcov  x o b x o i ^ :  concerning the buildings of the 
city cf. D. XXII. 76, XXIII. 207, XXIV. 184. For the greatness of Perikles' building 
programme see Plut. Perikles 13. xcov aKoXobGcov xobxoic; means what comes with 
sacred buildings and ports such as sculpture, ships, sheds etc.
cocrxe pqSevi xcov £7tiyiyvo|i£vcov \)7t£pPoA,f|v A.eA,£tcp0 ai: the meaning here is 
that the ancestors of the Athenians did so well whatever they did that they left no scope 
for their successors to surpass them at all.
rcporcbXaia xauxa, veokjoikoi, axoai: before v e c b c r o iK o i ,  riapGevcbv is added 
by Aristides (Ars. Rhet 1.3.1 Spengel): K a i  T a p e v c o v  K a i  x co v  aKoA,obGcov xouxok; 
x o a o O x o v  K a i  x o t o u x o v  K a x e X iT to v  q p i v  c o a x e  p q S e v i  x co v  e T t i y iy v o p e v c o v  
U T iep p o X T iv  AeAetcpGai, e i x a  K a x ’ eT8o<; n p o n b X a i a  x a b x a ,  o ITapGsvcbv, 
v e c b o o i K o i .  It is among the most important buildings that decorate Athens in D. XXII. 
76, XXIV. 184 and one of the most representative buildings of the city, dedicated to its 
patron Goddess. I think that it is unlikely to have been left out and it could be safely 
added but perhaps D. avoids repeating what is already covered by the preceding iepcov.
The TcportuXaia were built between 437 and 432 BC by Mnesikles to adorn the 
entrance to the Acropolis. The meaning of xauxa is that the Athenians could see the 
Propylaia from the Pnyx and orators could point to them, as Harpokration says: 
Sbvaxai ji£v Seikxikco^ XbyeaGai, axe opcopevcov xcov nponuXaicov ano xfjq 
IIUKVoq, fteA-xiov 8e avacpopiKtoq aKobeiv- eitl yap xcov Ttavo yvcopipcov obxco
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Xtyeiv eicbGacnv. For other examples in D. of pointing at the Propylaia, see 
XXIII.207, XXII.76, XXIV. 184.
As for the veobaoiKot, the ship-sheds, where wooden equipment was kept together 
with the hulls, these were actually flourishing in the 4th c. and especially around the 
time of D.'s oration. Permanent facilities in the 5th c. had probably been provided by 
Themistokles and Pericles in the 5th c., see PI. Gorg. 455d-e and cf. J.S Morrison and 
R.T. Williams (eds.) Greek oared ships, 900-323 BC (Cambridge 1968)225. D. refers 
to the 5th c. built ship-sheds, LG. II2 1627-1631 (196 in Zea, 94 in Kantharos, 82 in 
Mounychia see also Greek oared ships 181-192), but there is proof that there was quite 
a lot of building activity at the docks in the 4th c. as well (Philochoros in FGrH F56a, 
where he records for 339/8 the transfer of theoric money to the war effort, reports that 
x a  pev epya r a  Ttepi Tobq v eco o o ik o x x ;  Kai Tqv o k e \ ) o 0 tikt |v  avepaA,ovTO, in 347/6 
a new skeuotheke was commissioned, LG. 11^  1668, cf Gabrielsen Financing 149). The 
ship-sheds which housed all the ships of the city were the proof of Athenian superiority 
at sea and their long existence in Athens was evidence for the long existence of trade 
and control of the seas. The best preserved remains of ship-sheds are those at Zea, for 
more archaeological information, see B. Graser Philologus 31(1872)1-65 and I.C. 
Dragatzes Praktika( 1885)63-71.
The stoai he refers to are, the stoa of Hermes, where after defeating the Persians at 
Eion in 476, Kimon and his fellow generals commemorated their victory by setting up 
three stone figures of Hermes in what came to be called the stoa of the Herms, cf. 
Aeschin. III. 183-185. Its neighbour the stoa Poikile was built not long before 460 BC, 
renowned for its paintings; the stoa of Zeus was built around 430, near the pre-Persian 
wars stoa Basileios; near the end of the 5th c. the South stoa was added, which was the 
last one to be built before the Hellenistic times, cf. for all the stoai R.E. Wycherley The 
Stones o f Athens (Princeton 1978)36-45. It is interesting to note how well has D. 
grasped the importance of art and architecture as a significant factor of persuasion in 
this part of his oration. Buildings that were built in the 5th c. to demonstrate the glory 
of Athens to the Greek world (propaganda was one of the reasons for their
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construction), in the 4th c. are used by D. as ideals that have to be emulated for the 
citizens of the very city that built them.
'zoXka. perhaps he means public and administrative buildings such as the the 
prytaneion, the Tholos, the new bouleuterion etc. built in the 5th c., see Wycherley The 
Stones o f Athens 45-52.
Section 29
xa^ 5’ oiidaq... xa> TTjq noAaxeiaq ovdpaxi ockoA,o{>0oi)£: D. claims that in the 
5th c. the people who offered their services to the city and became powerful were frugal 
and always subordinated themselves to the city, cf III. 26 crcpoSp’ ev xcp xfjq rcoXixeiaq 
■pGei pevovxeq.
<»crx£.„6pa: notice that c o g t e  with the indicative indicates the result actually 
produced by KaxeA,i7tov.
xf|v ©epiaxoKA^oix; Kai xqv Ktpcovo^ Kai xqv ’ApioxeiSou: some mss. add 
MiAxia5oo after ’ApiaxeiSoo since he is mentioned in III. 26 and XXIII. 207. It is 
not really necessary since Themistokles is absent in III. 26 and Aristeides in XXIII. 207.
Kimon is not mentioned in any other instance as having a modest home. Plut. 
Kimon 10 states that Kimon was rich and that he benefited the citizens of Athens by 
offering them meals at his home and giving access to his fields for gathering fruit and 
grain. 10. 6 : "o Se xqv pev oi.Ki.av xoiq rcoAAxaiq Ttpoxaveiov aTroSei^a*; koivov, ev 
Se xfi xcbpa Kaprabv exoipcov drcapxa^", cf. Theopompos FGrH 115F89. This 
proves at least that his house was quite large since part of it was used for providing 
meals for every Athenian (or according to A.P. 27. iii Kimon offered meals only to his 
demesmen, the Lakiadae). That Kimon's house is mentioned here is considered by 
Sealey Demosthenes 235-237 as careless, when D. is obviously trying to argue that the 
great leaders of the past lived in modest homes, and "evidence” that XHI is not genuine; 
for my arguments against this opinion, see introduction, chapter 1 section III.
e i  x i q  a p ’ f r p c o v  o T S e v :  notice the use of £ i  apa, which suggests that this 
possibility has only just been realised, cf. Denniston Particles 37 and my note on 
aK£\|/ao0£ etc. in 26. The meaning here is that the houses of these great people are so
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inconspicuous, that there is even the possibility that one may not have even noticed 
them.
Section 30
v u v  8 \..8ripoaia ...68oi)q ...K pT |vaq  K ai K o v ia p a x a : the Athenians of the past 
glorified the city with great buildings maintaining for individuals a sense of frugality. 
His contemporaries only make roads and fountains and similar trivial things. Fountains 
were considered important in Athens and there was a special, elective official who was 
the ETtipefoyrfiq xwv Kpr|vcov (Aristot. A.P. 43.1), whereas for the roads there were 
also special officials, see A.P. 54.1. In the fifth century Perikles' family had offered to 
pay for the spring-house, cf. Davies APF 11811 .VII. Wycherley, The Stones o f Athens 
248, reports that "Early in the fourth century, at a time when not much major building 
was going on in the agora or in Athens generally, the old fountain house was 
reconstructed, and the pipe line south of it was replaced by a massive stone-built 
conduit 5m wide and 1.2m high ", cf. Hesperia 24(1955)52f. & 25(1956)52f. I could 
not find much more information about waterworks in the fourth century but from D.'s 
point it seems that there was quite a lot of work being done on fountains, perhaps 
renovation works, cf. Waterworks in the Athenian Agora (Excavations o f the Athenian 
Agora) Picture book no. 11 (Princeton 1968). I.G. II2 338 honours the superintendent 
of the fountains which shows exactly how important his work was considered to be 
(transl. from Waterworks in the Athenian Agora), "...since Pytheas, having been elected 
to the superintendence of the fountains, both discharged well and honourably his other 
duties and has built a new fountain for the shrine of Ammon, and has arranged for the 
bringing of water to it, it is agreed to honour Pytheas and crown him with a golden 
crown, worth 1000 drachmas, so that others, elected to the charge of the fountains, 
shall be ambitious on behalf of the people".
Koviapa is related to Kovia and kovkxcd which means to whitewash; Koviapa 
means small and unimportant repair, minor plaster-work. D. makes a similar point in 
III. 29: xaq £7idAi;£iq aq Kovidjpev, Kai xaq oSobq aq cjuaKeoa^opev, Kai Kpqvaq, 
Kai Xfpooq; D. is angry with the city's fading spirit, the people of Athens being happy 
with minor works that will enhance perhaps everyday life but add nothing to the city's
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glory. He sees this as a decline in the communal spirit and further proof of increasing 
individuality.
A/rjpooq: Xrjpoq means "chatter", "nonsense", in the plural, cf. PI. Theait. 176d. 
Here as the object of KaxaoKeixx^ooaa it does not quite mean "useless words" but as 
J.E. Sandys The First Philippic and the Olynthiacs (London 1910) ad  III. 29 noted, it 
is an inclusive word summing up all the preceding meaning "showy" but really 
"useless". A similar function of the word can be found in Alexis F263.5.
K a i  ou xoiq £ia'ny,nCTap^voiq...8 ivai: D. is here criticising the leadership of 
Athens. As I said when I was discussing the Theoric commission (see introduction, 
chapter 2 section II) and the power they had acquired in Athens under the influence of 
Euboulos, D. is beginning to question the party that was prominent in the Assembly. 
According to W. Jaeger Demosthenes 55, in his first three public trial speeches (Against 
Androtion, Against Timokrates, Against Leptines) he criticises Aristophon, the 
opponent of Euboulos, in the speech On the Symmories he was certainly on the side of 
Euboulos as far as he deprecated a rash military expedition against Persia but now his 
target here is Euboulos himself. I do not think that D.'s policies can be attributed to 
specific affiliations to political "parties" as this is a distorted way of viewing the 
Athenian political life, cf. M.H. Hansen The Athenian Assembly (Oxford 1987)72-86, I 
quote his conclusion, 85: "when a fully developed party system tends to break up when 
several thousand citizens vote directly on all motions, I infer, a fortiori, that the 
ekklesia was influenced by small groups of political leaders, but that the silence of our 
sources indicates that no corresponding groups of followers were formed. The leaders 
who initiated policy were probably supported by constantly changing groups of voters, 
and in the ekklesia the outcome of the vote was probably as unpredictable as it is today 
in the Swiss Landsgemeinde " In this particular instance D. shifts the responsibility from 
the leadership to the people and asks them if they are content with their achievements 
avoiding a direct criticism, which is though pretty obvious at the same time. According 
to G.L. Cawkwell Eubulus 57 Euboulos has been treated unfairly by D. especially on 
the war preparations and the building programme, for the docks and the skeuotheke 
were commissioned by Euboulos (Aeschin. HI. 25 ,1.G. II2 505); at the same time in the
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days of Euboulos' financial control there was an accumulation of triremes; such was 
their number that Deinarchus I. 96 could talk about triremes built enl EbpobXoo. 
There was then a significant building programme at the time of Euboulos' financial 
control and the criticism here must be derived from an ideological difference. D.'s 
contemporaries did not see building for their city as a way of glorifying and making it 
the supreme power in Greece. All activity was seen as "keeping the people off the 
streets" i.e. it was, in conjunction with the theoric dole, a way of neutralising the power 
of the people, their preference to war and restoration to their hegemony. As I have 
already said, D. tries to combat individualism and join the citizens in a common effort. 
It is they whom he asks whether they are happy with all those minor works, which are 
useful but not enough, so uncharacteristic of Athens' past.
rcoAAoO ye Kai 5eco: D. here presents himself as a dignified orator who does not 
wish to malign his opponents. In this way he shows a genuine concern for the citizens 
of Athens.
£ i v a i :  the infinitive S i o i k e i v  has been added after eivai by all the mss. except for 
S. This would give the meaning "sufficient for you yourselves to administer", but that 
is not appropriate, because the people whom D. is addressing did not do the 
administration themselves.
i8ia...KaxaaK£\)aKaaiv: notice the antithesis and chiasmus between i5ia and 
k o i v c o v ,  firipooicov and iSiaq. Some of the rich in the days of Demosthenes strive to 
make their residencies greater than the buildings of the city, a sign of personal 
indulgence, indicating the decline of the 5th c. ideal of making Athens the best city, 
neglecting one's own luxury.
oi tcdv koivcov eici xcp y£y£V'np£voi: "those who administrate one or another 
aspect of public affairs".
ob pbvov xcov noXX&v b7t£pr|(pava)X£paq: the current politicians have made 
their houses not only larger and more lavish than those of the average Athenians but 
than public buildings as well; a further proof of individualistic attitudes.
o i 8e yfjv <j‘i>v£covT||i£voi...itG)7toT£: other rich people try to purchase as much 
land as possible, ouvcoveopai means to buy together, to collect by purchase (Hdt. I.
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27). D. XIX. 275 says: "...Kai xa pev xrjc; 7toteco<; Kxfuiax’ acpflpT||i£vr|v, tootok; 8’ 
a  j it |5 ’ ovap rjAjiioav rabTroxe Kxr|(jap.EVT|v" and in 1 4 6 : "... xwv 8e Tipeapecov xoiq 
Kaxd xty; notecx; xadxa Tipa^aci TtpoooSoix;, £\)7topia<;, Kxripaxa, 7tA,omov avxi 
xd>v eaxaxcov anopidjv eipyaaGai;". The circumstances are different in the two 
cases. In XIX. D. is attacking the ambassadors who made the peace of Philokrates and 
lost so many territories but are extermely rich themselves, whereas in 30 he is attacking 
the attitude of the Athenians towards private wealth. In XIX he wants to present those 
who were in favour of the peace as plutocrats and indifferent people who indulge in 
their wealth and betray their own country. Such claims would not count as being 
persuasive if he did not hope to take advantage of anti-rich feelings in the assembly. I 
do not think that the wealthy classes would own more land than they did, let us say, 20 
or 50 years ago, and the point is not that those who are wealthy are immoral, but that in 
the days of the past the members of the wealthy class had a different relationship with 
the demos. Then, they considered it an honour to receive office from the demos 
whereas now they just want to control it. In this perspective their honours and wealth 
are not part of a profound communal spirit, but proof of a shallow individualism. So D. 
was not opposed to private wealth because it was immoral but because he wanted to 
make distinct the two eras he compared. It is more than well-known that in the 5th c. 
Kimon and Nikias, Alkibiades and many other Athenians were very rich but D. 
emphasises the public grandeur. In the 5th c. the city flourished and was decorated 
with temples and other beautiful buildings and prominent citizens were not exuberant 
(one might have reservations here especially for Alkibiades) in displaying their wealth. 
D. is consistent with the criticism he made in 14-17 and is not trying to capitalise on the 
resentment the poor classes felt towards the wealthy in a 5th c. manner, i.e. that those 
who are powerful and wealthy are dangerous for the democracy. He is criticising the 
desire to become richer and richer with a parallel disregard to the city’s basis of its past 
glory, a system where the rich benefited the city and the people bestowed honours on 
them, with the political guidance in the hands of the rich and the control in the hands of 
the people. But in D.'s time democracy has been overrun not by oligarchy but, for the
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wealthy by an individualistic desire to amass riches on the one hand, and, for the poor, 
by complacency and indifference on the other.
Section 31
tote pev o Sfjpo^ Sect7i6tt|  ^ fjv...: the dominance of the demos in the 5th c. was 
really overwhelming. All the important decisions came through the assembly, decisions 
that affected the lives of the citizens of other cities or determined the doctrine of war 
and imperialism.
vOv 8e...ev t)7rrip£TO'D Kai 7ipoa0T|KT|<; pepci: the payment of the theorika made 
the citizens subordinate and complacent. They were not any more in control of the city 
and worried only if their appropriation was threatened, cf. III. 33 where the orator 
compares the theorika as the small amount of food doctors give to patients, enough to 
prevent death but little, which makes them feeble.
Kai bp£i<; ayajtaG’ av ooxoi pcxaSiSdjai XapPavovxcq: ouxoi are the rich 
people, the party of Euboulos. Instead of av the FY give av xi which makes sense, 
but the reading of the older mss. SA (they actually read a  av) should be preferred. 
Section 32
xoiyapobv-.KaKEiva: D. will now attack the main setback of the current Athenian 
policies, inconsistency. Although the decrees of the city show that the people have the 
right criteria for determining action when they vote for it, their subsequent actions are 
absolutely hopeless, e k  x o u x c o v  refers to all the factors that have made Athens 
indecisive, xauxa refer to the decrees and EKEtva to the actions.
otov a  npoq xobg Kaxapaxoo^ MeyapEa^.-pf) EJtixpETtciv: see the 
introduction, chapter 1 sections I & 2.
£vay% oq : "lately".
a  rcpoq d » t£ ia a io i )< ; ,  o x ’ e ^ e t i e o o v  c v a y x o q :  this is a very difficult incident to 
determine as the decree mentioned by the orator has not come down to us by any other 
source. Phlius did have a long, turmoiled history throughout the 4th c. as a result of 
political strife and the interference of the Lacaedemonians. In 384, after the dismantling 
of Mantineia, Phliasian exiles pleaded to Sparta so that they could be accepted back in 
their country and get hold of their confiscated properties. These exiles were aristocratic
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elements and stressed that Phlius had been for long neglecting the Spartan power (Xen 
Hell. IV.iv. 15: the Phliasians were unfriendly towards Sparta but under the 
circumstances they accepted the Spartan forces in their akropolis, 391/0. The Spartans 
had to go after the crisis was over, V. ii. 8-10: the Phliasian exiles return to their city). 
The return of the exiles was not very successful as the government in Phlius was not 
very helpful in restoring their properties. They had to appeal to Sparta for a second 
time and found Agesilaos eager to listen. In the meanwhile the Phliasian government 
gave a large sum of money to the other king of Sparta, Agesipolis, who was leaving for 
an expedition against Olynthos. Agesipolis commended them publicly (381/0, Hell. V.
iii. 10). It could be that the sum of money was to make Sparta favourable towards the 
present government of Phlius. Agesilaos, though, decided to go out on an expedition 
against them, being on friendly terms with some of the exiles {Hell. V. iii. 13). The 
siege proved to be really tough (iii. 21-25) as the people offered an excellent resistance, 
but in the end the Spartans prevailed and an hekatontarchy was imposed upon them by 
Agesilaos, 50 from the exiles and 50 from the city plus a garrison on the city's 
akropolis. After this incident Phlius remained one of the most loyal cities to Sparta 
{Hell. VII. ii 1-23). There were exiles from Phlius who fled for fear of retaliation by 
the oligarchy. These exiles seem to have made their move around 369/8 {Hell. VII. 2. 
5). They got help from the Arcadians and the Argives and managed to capture the 
akropolis, but the pro-Spartan citizens in the city successfully repulsed the double 
offensive of the exiles in the city and the other enemies outside the city walls. At that 
point Athens was their ally too (VII. ii. 10), being pro-Spartan and anti-Theban. 
Athens after the battle of Leuktra (372/1) changed sides and supported Sparta, for she 
feared that Thebes posed a threat to her security. Athens backed Phlius in her fight 
with Sikyon and general Chares offered them substantial help in 366 (Hell.Vll. 2. 19- 
23).
In 366 peace was concluded between Phlius, Corinth and Thebes. From Hell. VII.
iv. 11 we learn that the exiles were placed at Trikaranon at the border with Argos. 
Argos invaded that territory and gave it to the exiles, proclaiming that that region was
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from then on Argive soil. One can imagine that once the exiles had settled in 
Trikaranon they would conduct all their efforts to get back to Phlius from there.
It is not even clear which side Athens would support in 353/2, but I suppose that 
they would be friendlier towards the democratic, anti-Spartan exiles. Had it not been 
for evayxo^ there were two periods when Athens could have helped the Phliasian, anti- 
Spartan exiles. One was after the second Delian League was established in 378 and 
until 372, the year when she began to be more and more hostile towards Thebes. After 
Mantineia the field was clear (362), but it does not seem that Athens helped Phlius even 
then, as she was preoccupied with the Chersonese and Amphipolis. There is no 
question of help during the Social War and the evayx°<5 tends to point around 353/2. 
It seems that the exiles then made some move conspiring with citizens from the city. 
The verb e^eneaov shows that a group of citizens were exiled and the noun acpayebcn. 
that some were slaughtered. After that presumably the exiles appealed to Athens in the 
name of democracy and the appeal was received favourably, with a decree declaring 
that the exiles were right. The subsequent actions of course were none. Without any 
chronological indication of when this appeal was made to Athens, we cannot use this 
reference to date the oration, A. Schaefer even suggested that this reference to the 
Phliasians is fictitious by the pseudo-D. who, in his opinion, composed this speech.
twv ev IIeA,07iovvTioq) xob<; ftooXopevorx; 7tapaKateiv: "to invite volunteers 
from the Peloponnese to help the Phliasians" I suppose D. implies here the cities that 
were opposed to Sparta.
a  7tpo^ OX£iaaio'u<;...p'n emTpeneiv: S1 omits this but an "ancient" hand has 
added it in the margin; this omission is an obvious case of haplography.
Section 33
oukouv tt|v pev a7t£%0eiav....xtov 8’ epycov...-Ta pev yap \|fTicpiapaTa....Tf|v 
Sbvapiv 8’: D. fiercely criticises the Athenian practice of voting to help, yet doing 
nothing when action is needed. The perfect examples are Amphipolis in 358 and 
Olynthos in 348. Notice how skilfully the orator makes the inconsistency obvious using 
a sequence of antithetical pev and 8e (cf. IV.45 for the Athenian inconsistency).
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xa epya 8e xarco xohxcov obSapob: notice the ellipsis (cf. D. XVIII. 21 eycb 5’ 
ou8ev ouSapob).
(Kai poi pri8ev opyiaGqxe): he tries to ameliorate the effect of his comment as if 
it was painful. He is playing with the audience's feelings. If they continue being 
inconsistent, their actions always inferior to their intentions, they should become less 
ambitious, have a lower opinion of themselves. By suggesting that if he said so they 
would be really angry at him, if he even suggested less ambition, he reverses their 
attitude and pretends that they want to "pei^co 8uvap.iv 7tapaaKeod£ea0ai", 
acquitting them of idleness and at the same time incriminating the popular leaders. The 
e^axxov cppovetv and the strictly sticking to the status-quo is indirectly accusing those 
who wanted to say so, and I cannot find anybody better than Euboulos. The point he 
makes here is similar to the one he made in 25 where he argued that cppovqpa is 
analogous to 7tpcd;ei<;.
el pev oSv Eicpvioiq q KuGvioiq q xiaiv aAAoiq xoio-bxoiq oSai auvf)8eiv 
upiv: auvot8a  has a particular syntax with the dative and participle, the meaning here 
is: "If then I knew that you were either from Siphnos or from Kythnos..." (cf Hrdt. IX. 
60, Aeschyl. Choeph. 217, Plato Apology 22c, Harp. K 90).
D. uses these two small islands to indicate that the current policy of Athens would 
be fit only for small, insignificant and feeble cities cf. XVII. 23 "cbcnrep ev ’A(38qpi.xai<; 
f i Mapcoveixau;, bXX o u k  e v  ’A0qvaioi<; rcoAixeoopevoi", Plut. Them. 18: "oux’ av 
eycb Zepicpioq d>v eyevopqv evSo^oq ouxe au, ’AGqvaioq".
xf|v xou (ppovrjpaxoq xa^iv: xa^i<; here means position, authority as in XVIII. 
259, PI. Theait. 153e, meaning that the Athenians of old sustained a high standard of 
cppovqpa.
Section 35
icpoq 8e xouxoiq ou8’ eaxiv e<p’ upiv: the meaning is "besides, there is no other 
option for you". ou8’ here should be preferred to A's suggestion o u k  since the meaning 
is more effective if it is inserted twice.
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Kai xoix; pev <piAo‘ix;...max£baat: there is a Periklean dimension to these words 
of D., who sees Athens as the city who will protect the Greek cities against any 
oppressor.
K ai p e y d X o u q  e a a a i  y e v e o G a i:  he probably refers to Philip. It is very 
interesting that he considers that enemies can become dangerous not by their own 
strength but by the neglect of Athens, cf. IV. 10.
oAxoq 6’ onEp ...7C£pi£axqK£: 7t£pucxajiai with the dative is not very common (cf. 
Thuk. I. 76, D. XVI. 28, XIX. 340 rcqMxa xq noXei 7t£pi£oxqK£ rcpdypaxa) and 
means to surround, to encircle. The meaning of the comparison about the politicians 
must be that as a politician, one cannot choose when to stop counselling. By deciding 
to become a politician he has the responsibility to offer advice on all matters, at all 
times. This inescapable principle has presented itself to the Athenians, surrounding 
them, leaving no other option; Athens burdened with the past has no other option but to 
seek the hegemony.
7t£7roA,iT£oaG£ yap ev toi<; ‘'EAAqaiv. "for you are citizens of Greece". D. 
stresses that Athens was a city that never stood on its own in Greece, in a way Sparta 
did for example. The Athenians were always active and took a great interest in Greek 
affairs; because of such a tradition it is impossible for them to withdraw. Perikles in the 
Epitaphios says something similar about the influence of Athens to the whole of 
Greece, Thuk. II. 37. 1: "%p<bp£0a  yap 7uAix£ia ou £qta)6aq xoix; xcov 7t£X,a<; 
voporx;, rcapa8£iypa be pa?Jiov auxoi ovxcq xiaiv q pipobpcvoi £X£poix;" and 
Thuk.II. 41. 1: "Eovctabv x£ Xcyco xqv xe ndcav noXiv xqq 'EAAdSoq 7caiS£\)cnv 
£ivai...".
Section 36
K E cp aX aiov  a rcd vxcov  xcov £ ip q p £ v c o v :  he is going to offer a summary of his 
opinion, as a last encouragement to his audience. This peroration will focus upon the 
bad influence of some orators on the city and the need to be able to choose the right 
policies.
aXX' b p £ i q  xouxoox;, orcdxEp’ a v  P o \ ) A , q o 0 £ :  the Athenians should be able to 
make their orators xpTioxoi or 7tovqpoi and not the orators the Athenians. With this he
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expresses again his true democratic credentials. The people should set the tone and the 
objectives of the discussion in the assembly.
po\>X,op£voo<;: A's suggestion, pooXeuopevorx;, has a similarly good meaning, 
ii yap ooSeiq £p£i cpXaopov...7i£iCTop£vo,09 . the participle exovti agrees with 
a\ncp. This is a final warning to the people and those orators who do nothing but try 
and please the people. If the latter do what is right then nobody will resort to deception 
any more, or those who will insist on giving poor advice will vanish, having lost their 
audience.
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Part 2 On the Symmories 
Introduction
Chapter 1 Date and Historical Background 
of or. XIV
It is clear that the reason for the delivery of the speech was a widespread concern in 
Athens about some new armament the King of Persia was making; the news had Athens 
as the target of the attack. Later events proved such a concern void but the point is 
that Athens was alarmed to a degree that she considered declaring unilaterally war 
against the King. D. was convinced that it was the wrong reaction and took the 
opportunity to make his political debut and ask for a reform of the symmories that 
regulated the navy. It is rather difficult to define chronologically the exact period of 
this alert and the date of the speech despite the fact that Dionysios Halikarnasseus ad 
Amm. 1.4 has dated it in 3 54/3.37
37 It would be useful to give a rough summary of Athenian policies towards Persia from the 370s and 
on. Their anti-Theban feeling after the battle of Leuktra made Athens distance itself from Thebes (the 
culmination was the Spartan-Athenian alliance struck in 370/69, Xen Hell. VI.5.33-52). When 
common Peace talks began with the King in 367/6, Athens would come to reject the King's 
humiliating demands. The satrap Ariobarzanes had sent an agent of his to Greece in order to support 
Sparta's efforts for a peace in her own interest - Sparta had reasserted her authority after receiving help 
from Persia and defeating the Arkadians in the Tearless battle, Xen. Hell. VII.i.32. Sparta and Thebes 
both sent embassies to the King and the latter won the King's favours as past relations with Persia such 
as the battle of Plataia were recalled. Athens was asked to demobilise her fleet which she indignantly 
refused. Athens furthermore decided to take further action against the King respecting only the peace 
of Antalkidas of 387/6 which regarded Asia Minor only as Persian territory (this had been reaffirmed 
in 366/5 Diod XV. 76.3). In 365/4 Timotheos got Samos back expelling the Persian garrison (D. 
XV.9) after a siege of 8 months. Then he got involved indirectly in the Great Satraps' revolt by 
helping Ariobarzanes indirectly. He sailed to the Hellespont and captured Sestos and Krithote (Nepos. 
Timoth. 1) after throwing back king Kotys who was pressing Ariobarzanes. He also intervened in 
Herakleia and Kyzikos interfering in the King's territory without any great results. From this brief 
account it becomes obvious that although Athens respected the treaty of 387/6 they were not happy
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The first question that arises is whether a known threat made by the King to Athens 
around that time is the same one that caused the alarm and the delivery of the speech. 
This threat was made when after the battle of Embata general Chares took the Athenian 
forces under the service of the rebel satrap Artabazos and defeated a large part of the 
King's forces, Diod. XVI.22.1-2, Plut. Arat. 16.3: Xapriq pev yap o ’A0r|vaio<; ev 
xtvt paxn  rcpos xobq pacriJiecoq oxpaxriyotx; em'DX'naaq eypa\j/e xcp Sripcp xcov 
’AGrivaicov ax; veviKqKoi xfj<; ev Mapa0a>vo<; p&xriq a8eA,cpf|v. The King was 
Artaxerxes III Ochos who must have reviewed the situation seriously. The Athenians 
were not supposed to meddle with Persian affairs in Asia Minor and the ekklesia had 
not officially authorised Chares' overt actions against the King although the reason 
behind them was less hostility against the King and more a financial need to pay the 
troops. Chares came to Artabazos' help in the winter of 356/5 and carried through into 
the spring of 355 when the ultimatum from the King brought the Social war to an end 
(see Sealey Dionysius 116). The ultimatum, Diod. XVI.22, was that: 8ie860r| yap 
A,6yoq oxi xou; 7io^epioiq xcov ’AOTivaixov (Jaatteix; eTiqyyei^axo xpiaxoaian; 
vaoci a\)yKaxairo?iepfiaeiv xoix; ’A0qvaio\)^. The meaning of aoyKaxaTtotepficreiv 
must be that the King intended to join the war with Athens' revolted allies, but the crisis 
was defused a little later on: sbpcbv 8e k&keivoix; e7ii0upouvxac; xr|<; eipT]VT|<; 
paSicoq Trpoq auxobq SieMcraxo. This ultimatum was considered by Beloch GG2 III 
261-2 as the reason for XIV. Beloch could not see what would be the reason behind 
any Persian warning at all in 354/3 when the Social war had ended and Chares was back 
from Asia Minor. In his opinion XIV should be dated in the archonship of Elpines in 
356/5. Beloch did not accept Dionysius' date mainly because of the mission of 
Pammenes which he dated in 354/3. In XIV. 33-34 D. discusses the Thebans' 
behaviour in a case of a Persian attack and speculates that they are unlikely to join the 
King; Beloch's argument is that if the expedition of Pammenes against the King had
with the King's preferences in Greece. Feelings became more bitter after Mausolus helped organise the 
allies' revolt that led to the Social war.
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taken place in 354/3 then XIV was delivered before 354 since D. would have seized the 
opportunity to mention such an anti-Persian campaign (I discuss the date of Pammenes' 
mission in great detail later on).
G.L. Cawkwell has discussed many points of the Social war chronology in "Notes on 
the Social war" C&M 23(1962)34-49 and has suggested that Dionysios was right since 
he and his sources were in a far better position to date the speech. Another reason he 
offers for dating XIV in 354 is that Athens must have tried to contact the other Greek 
states in order to sound their intentions towards the King. This seems to be true both 
from the hypothesis, O f i p n q  Y E v o p E v r jc ;  w v ITepowv p a a i ^ e a  T t a p a a K e u a ^ e a O a i  
crxpaxebeiv eni xobq 'EAArivaq , o pev xcov ’A O q v a i c o v  8 q|io<; K E K iv T |x a i  K a i  
a u y K a ? i £ i v  c o p p q x a i  xo\x; ''EXA/qvaq Kai xov T t o t e j i o v  E K t p e p e iv  fjSri and the oration 
itself, 1 2  Kai vuv pev K a ^ e t x e  T tp o q  b p a q  abxoix; xobc; ''E^Ar|va<;. This congress 
could have been called in the fashion the congress of 346 was called by Euboulos and 
Aeschines (cf. REG 73(1960)418f.) in order to control Philip and was really a face- 
saving action. D. is exactly warning the Athenians not to have any wild hopes for the 
outcome of the congress as unless there is a direct attack on Greece the other Greeks 
are unlikely to do anything at all. There is a small point here where I disagree with 
Cawkwell (n.65), he claims: "This [the Congress] is sufficient to explain why Athens, 
having yielded to the Royal ultimatum during the Social War, contemplated resistance 
in 354/3: it was a question of the attitude o f  other Greek states". It had to be 
something big that Persia was preparing in order to cause the spread of the rumours, 
very similar in fashion with the anxiety that the Syracusian sailor caused in 397/6 in 
Sparta when he reported that he had seen the construction of a large number of ships in 
Phoenicia, Xen. Hell. IH.iv.2. So the preparations had become known to Athens from 
some source nearer to the oration and in addition to the previous ultimatum the 
Athenians made the assumption that it was being prepared against them. Only it was 
not against them but Egypt; and since Persian preparations took notoriously a long time 
(cf. Hdt. VH.20.1, 138.1 for 480 BC, Xen. Hell. II.iv.2 in 397/6 for 395 and Diod. 
XV.38.1 in 375 for a campaign in 373), the preparations could have started in 354/3, 
thus providing for the cause of the alarm (cf. commentary on 3 1 ) .
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As I have argued above the date of Pammenes’ mission is important for securing the 
date of the oration in 354/3 and a discussion of the sparse historical information 
follows. Before commencing on that an explanation of the Theban behaviour should be 
given. The Thebans had been throughout the 4th c. Persia's faithful allies in Greece and 
a mission to help the rebel Artabazos seems to be rather out of character. A wild guess 
to explain their conduct could be that they expected the Persians to intervene on their 
behalf in the Sacred war against Phokis and they were enraged when they found out 
that the preparations were against Egypt. Or what could be a better guess is that they 
wanted financial help from Persia and since the King neglected them they decided to 
make their presence felt. One fact is certain: Thebes was supported financially in 351/0 
by the King (Diod.XVI. 40. 1-2) with 300T and the obligation to send troops to the 
King (see Buckler Philip II and the Sacred war (Leiden 1989)100-101). It could then 
be argued that the point made by Thebes when they sent Pammenes against him was 
taken on board by the King.
So the Thebans sent a large force under their most successful general, Pammenes, to 
fight with Artabazos against the King (Diod. XVI.34.1 who dates the mission at 353/2): 
ol 5c naji|i£vr|v axpaxriyov e A ,6 |I£ v o i  Kai Sovxeq abxcp axpaxiwxaq 
r tE V T a K io x iA io x x ; £ f,£ 7 tE |x \j/a v  eiq xf|v ’Aaiav... 34.2 £(pdvr| yap Gaupaaxov £ i  
Boianoi xcov pev ©exxaA-wv eyKaxaXeXoiTCoxcov, xou 8e O c o k ik o u  aoaxavxoc; 
TtoXepoi) peyaXoix; ETtupEpovxoq K iv S u v o ix ;  Sianovxioix; SovapEu; ei<; ’Aaiav 
e £,£71£jj.7io v  Kai TipoEXEpouv Kaxa xo rtXeiaxov e v  xou; KivSbvoiq. J. Buckler dated 
the mission of Pammenes earlier, in 355/4. If this is true then it has to be explained why 
D. does not mention the Theban expedition as proof that the Thebans as well are hostile 
to the King. Buckler discussed this mainly in Sacred War (for full title see above), 
Appendix I: IIIA: Neon, Methone and Pammenes at Maroneia (355/4BC) cf. also his 
article "Pammenes, die Perser und der Heilige Kriege" in H. Beister/J. Buckler (eds.) 
BOIOTIKA (Munich 1989)155-162.
Diodoros included under the same chronology 1. The capture of Sestos by Chares 
and the sending of kleruchs to the Chersonese 2. The capture of Methone by Philip, in 
the siege where he lost his eye. D. also gives some information about a meeting of
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Philip and Pammenes at Maroneia XXIII. 183: dJiAArcTtoo yap eiq M apw veiav  
e^Govxoq e7tep\|/ev [Kepao(3^£7n;T|<;] Ttpoq auxov ’ArcoMxovibriv, 7uax£i<; 5oi)q 
EKeivco K a i  n a p p e  vei. The obvious question is what was Pammenes doing in 
Maroneia. The international position of Thebes was not dominant so as to require a 
Theban to be present at negotiations between Macedon and Thrace. The only reason 
then must be that Pammenes was there on his way to Asia Minor to serve under 
Artabazos. Further precious information is given by Polyain. IV. 2.22 who states that 
while Philip reduced Maroneia and Abdera, Chares had laid an ambush for him at 
Neapolis. Philip was returning to Macedon (ertavfie i) when he faced Chares at 
Neapolis.
The key that puts together the above information is the date of Methone's capture 
There is no direct evidence for that except for L.G. II2 130 dated at 355/4 honouring 
Lachares from Apollonia for serving Athens and sending his son to Methone These 
honours probably represent some help Methone received prior to its submission to 
Philip. The precise dating of the inscription leads to the conclusion that some kind of 
help or relief was brought to Methone in December 355/4 (date provided by the 
inscription - personally I doubt that this provides a date for the capture of Methone as 
what we have is only the date of the honours granted to Lachares). How long after that 
Methone resisted we do not know and Diodoros gives two different dates which add to 
the confusion only: XVI. 31.6-354/3 and XVI. 34.4-353/2 for the beginning of the 
siege. In absence of more conclusive evidence Buckler settles for II2 130 and winter 
355 as the time of the fall o f Methone.
Let us now turn to the meeting of Philip and Pammenes, for which D. XXIII. 183 
provides no date. Warfare around the place of meeting can provide, according to 
Buckler some kind or other of chronological indication. LG. II2 128 is about the 
menacing presence of Philip around Abdera and Maroneia. Since Polyainos stated that 
Philip faced Chares at Neapolis after the submission of Abdera and Maroneia, the 
meeting of Philip and Pammenes must have taken place before the former left for 
Macedon (enavfiei) perhaps with the siege of Methone in his mind. The presence of 
Chares with his squadron in Neapolis suggests that it was the normal campaigning
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period and perhaps early summer of 355. Pammenes then must have fought the battle 
of Neon in spring 355 and then left for Asia Minor. On his way he met Philip at 
Maroneia. After that he continued on his journey when Philip turned west and faced 
Chares at Neapolis.
Dating the meeting of Pammenes with Philip and Kersobleptes in 355 is justifiable. 
Philip after the capture of Amphipolis in 357 was pressing eastwards capturing Pydna 
and Poteidaia and he surely must have been at war with Athens for these north-western 
activities of his. It was when he was subjecting Abdera and Maroneia that Athens sent 
Chares. At the same time Kersobleptes became friendly to Philip (summer 355) and 
began pressing Amadokos' and Berisades' sons cf. II2 \21-GHI2 no. 157, of 356. At 
that point Philip decided to come to terms with Kersobleptes and turn back. It is 
significant that it is Kersobleptes who gives pledges to Philip. Kersobleptes wanted 
actively a co-operation between himself and Philip in order to crush the other rivals. 
The accidental presence of the Theban army must have dictated the terms at Maroneia 
in favour of Philip. So the meeting at Maroneia can be dated at the summer of 355 and 
Methone fell in the winter of 355/4. N.G.L. Hammond in "Diodorus' narrative of the 
sacred war" JHS 57(1937)60 suggests that the speech On the Symmories proves that at 
354 the Thebans were continuing their pro-Persian policy as it can be assumed from 33- 
34. If the Thebans had helped Artabazos before the time of the oration D. could 
mention the expedition of Pammenes at least or just give a hint that the Thebans were 
not as pro-Persian as they used to be. This would enhance his argument immensely 
since at the end of 34 he concedes that they should be content if the enemies of the 
Thebans are favourable to the cause of the Greeks while the Thebans themselves would 
be friendly to the King, having no better argument to support a more certain change of 
the Theban policy towards Persia.
Buckler tried to fight this rather strong ex silentio argument. First, he tried to point 
out that XIV is a vague oration in depicting even the diplomatic situation that had 
caused the alert in the first place, just as Pearson pointed out in Art 113-116. The 
answer to this is that the Athenians knew very well the situation behind the debate, and 
one could argue that it was only rumours that had caused this discussion in the first
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place. He brings forward two more arguments. He argues that D. did not mention 
Pammenes because of the sensitivity of the Athenians in the case of Artabazos. Where 
they had fearfully withdrawn from Asia Minor, the Thebans were now campaigning. 
This was an embarrassment to the proud Athenians. The Thebans had replaced them in 
a war against the King. They would not appreciate D. reminding them of that. Yet D. 
could have made his point subtly by arguing that they themselves were faithful to the 
King's Peace and waited for the King to make the first move, and he need not mention 
Pammenes at all; it was sufficient if he clearly doubted the pro-Persian sentiments of 
Thebes at that specific point. Still Buckler thinks that it would be too controversial to 
make any comment which was positive towards Thebes. This explains the rather 
traditional approach in 33-34. I am not persuaded by this. Suggesting that the Thebans 
would not really want to betray Greece is controversial enough as D. himself admits, 33 
...ecm p e v  xaXenoc, 7ipo<; b p d q  6  rccpi x o b x c o v  X 6yo< ;.
Buckler's chronology makes the date of XIV (354/3) difficult by placing it after the 
expedition of Pammenes. His chronology is based on two hypotheses:
i. After the occupation of Delphi in summer 356 (357/6) the Amphiktyons acted in the 
next campaigning season (356/5). Before Buckler the consensus was that the battle 
of Neon took place in late 355 or early spring 354 allowing indeed almost a whole 
campaigning season without any action by the Amphiktyons.
ii. Diodorus' clue that the battle of Neon happened relatively close to the expedition of 
Pammenes and the submission of Methone, Diod. XVI.34, is correct and beyond 
criticism.
If one attacks the second hypothesis, then it might be possible to find a solution if we 
consider the difficulty of the non-mention of the Theban expedition in Asia Minor in D. 
as insuperable. Diodorus has piled all the events of ii in one year, 353/2, which has 
been found false as a date. First of all the siege of Methone is confused and II2 130 
cannot be decisive to date it in the winter of 354 as the honours to Lachares cannot be 
connected securely with the siege and fall of Methone. The events at Neapolis 
(Polyain. IV.2.22) cannot be dated for sure although one suspects that they happened 
around 355 or 354. The chronology of this period is very difficult to ascertain and one
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would be inclined to agree with Buckler if there was not D. XIV. 33-34. I find his 
treatment of the relevant sections inadequate and propose to go back to Beloch's view 
GG2 vol.Ill 266-8 who suggests autumn 355 for the battle of Neon and summer 354 
for Methone with the expedition of Pammenes after the spring of 354, dating in that 
year’s summer the meeting with Philip at Maroneia and the Neapolis events. This is 
perhaps the best compromise although admittedly Diodorus' sequence is not followed. 
That Pammenes left after the winter of 355/4 in the duration of which he could actually 
learn about the recovery of the Phocians after Neon is strange, but it would be equally 
strange for him to have left straight after Neon, if Neon was fought in spring 355 
(Buckler Sacred War) without capturing Delphi. Diodorus himself noticed that the 
whole decision of the campaign to Asia Minor was indeed very peculiar.
The above discussion in my opinion is enough to demonstrate that the oration was 
delivered at some time before the expedition of Pammenes left for Asia Minor around 
the spring of 354/3. H. Francotte in Le Musee Beige 18(1924)157-188 esp. 159-162 
offered, except for the usual connection with the Pammenes mission, another argument 
consisting of a hypothetical chronological proximity between XIV38 and XV, the latter 
dated by Dionysios in 351/0. The orator's claim in XV that he had helped the Athenians 
to get rid of their ideas of war on the King in XIV would only be useful if the people 
could remember that he had done so. If it was too far in the past were they to 
remember D.'s contribution when important men like Euboulos would have made 
similar claims? One could counter this argument by saying that an orator can claim 
whatever he wants as long as he is persuasive. So even if the people did not remember 
him it was within his skills to remind them. Another argument Francotte puts forward 
is that since in XIV the King faces a rebellious Egypt and Orontes and since in XV the 
King is defeated the two orations must be closer one to the other; but of course we do 
not know when exactly the attack took place or for how long Egypt and Orontes were
38 He dated it in 353/2.
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rebellious or even if Orontes was in revolt (see relevant comment in 31). It seems that 
354/3 is the most likely date for XIV.
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Chapter 2 Argument and Structure
Proem. (1-2) The other orators praise inadequately the ancestors. His intention 
is to speak about paraskeue.
3-13 The King is the primary enemy of the Greeks but only a direct
invasion of Greece will persuade the rest to resist. If Athens attacks 
first, there is the danger that the other Greeks will come to an 
understanding with the King; thus Athens will be weak and isolated. 
They are better off waiting and preparing their forces.
14-23 Proposals regarding the paraskeue, reform of the symmories.
24-30 Financial impracticality of the war; the power of Athens is great and
even the King's treasury, although immense, cannot last for ever.
31-34 The King will not attack Greece with Greek mercenaries as he uses
them against his internal enemies because they will not attack their 
own country. The King will choose to remain King over his present 
subjects. As for the Thebans they will not join the King; they are 
eager to make ammends for their treason in the Persian wars.
35-40 Athens should not start the war or give the King the chance to argue
that Athens seeks to restore her hegemony with the rest of Greece. 
The King knows the strength of Athens through the past and he will 
not become the unifying element of the Greeks.
Perorat. 41 Paraskeue is the best way to go ahead. The erga have to prevail 
over the logoi.
L. Pearson (in Art and Development) has tried to investigate the first orations of D., 
especially XIV, in order to trace the differences in his transition from forensic to 
deliberative orations and the influence of the oratorical tradition on him. XIV is of 
particular importance as it is according to Dion Hal. ad Amm. 1.4 the first oration that 
he ever delivered in front of the ekklesia ercl 8e Aioxlpou toO pern  Ka^AioipaTOv 
ev ’AQrjvodon; 7ipd>TT|v eutev Stipriyoplav, r\v eniypacpouaiv oi tou<; pTyropncoix;
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TuvotKotq auvxa^avxeq nepi xajv oojipopiajv. Plutarch Dem. 6 (see also Vit. X  Orat. 
845a-b for a differently detailed account) tells us that the first speech he gave out was a 
dismal failure but does not give any detail about the situation. Perhaps an initial 
"failure" was necessary to the biographical tradition so as to explain the supposedly 
hard training that he imposed on himself until he became perfect. Furthermore we do 
not know if he had any political affiliations at this early stage and the belief of Jaeger's 
Demosthenes (chapter IV) that he certainly followed Euboulos is not defensible as the 
first orations show a clear tendency that he was trying to establish himself as an 
independent voice. P. Cloche in BCH 47(1923)97-162 was not keen at all on such a 
connection. Jaeger was certain that for D.'s initial acceptance the young orator needed 
the support of a poweful lobby of friends that would promote him as one of them. How 
exactly a new person would make his debut on the Pnyx is not easy to establish as there 
is not any evidence to give us an idea, so generalisations such as Jaeger's should be 
avoided. A. Pickard-Cambridge Demosthenes (London 1914)110-3 summarises the 
evidence and suggests cautiousness when one tries to tackle this question.
In Pearson's opinion the early orations reveal a different manner of approach than the 
later ones and he persuasively argues that they are reminiscent of Thukydides, as 
ancient critics pointed out (see Blass Beredsamkeit III 19). As there was no collection 
of political oratory available anywhere except in the historians, and since the politicians 
of his and older time apparently did not, as professional logographoi did, publish their 
orations, D. must have looked to the historians for some kind of instruction. The only 
other source of political expression in oratory (with the exception of Andocides On the 
Peace with Sparta) was Isocrates, whose orations were not written for delivery in the 
ekklesia.
Pearson points out that the proemium does remind us of Perikles' Epitaphios as 
recorded by Thukydides. D.'s refers to the way the other orators flatter the demos 
about their ancestors and finds that although the audience is flattered, the actual 
ancestors' fame does not gain them anything as it is impossible to praise them 
adequately. This is exactly what Perikles had argued in the beginning of the Epitaphios,
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namely that it was difficult to praise the deeds of the dead; thus he commenced on the 
discussion of the Athenian ideals that inspired the fallen to die for them, Thuk. II. 35: 
XaXenov yap t o  pexpicoq elTietv ev © Kai f] SoKqaiq xfjq aXTjBeiaq
PePaiouxai. Then D. abruptly states his own purpose now that he has dispensed with 
the praise of the past the previous orators had apparently indulged in: abxoq 8e 
rceipdoopai xov xporcov eijretv ov av  pot S o k e ix e  p d ta ax a  SuvaaGai 
TiapaaKEuaaaaGai. It is possible that D. reflected the Areopagitikos 1-2 where 
Isokrates was pessimistic about the Athenian self-confidence and suggested that Athens 
should not stay complacent39. At any rate Dion. Hal. in his essay on Thukydides 
remarked that D. was the only one of the Attic orators who rivalled or copied the best 
features of Thukydidean style, notably its speed, conciseness and tension, its bitter 
astringent quality and its astonishing power of raising strong feeling (De Thuc. 53) and 
modem critics have approved his verdict (see Blass Beredsamkeit III 86, 96, 150-1, 
220). Longinos De Sub. 14 reminds us what an orator would ask himself "How would 
one of the great masters of the past have expressed what I am trying to say?". 
Thukydides was an obvious choice.
The major subject of the speech was how Athens was going to avert a war, and in 
Thukydides there are many instances where aversion of war is discussed. The most 
obvious ones are King Archidamos (Thuk. I. 80-85) against the Corinthians and Nikias 
against Alkibiades (VI. 9-14).
Archidamos is careful not to present himself as pro-Athenian, Thuk. 1.82, exactly as 
D. is very eager to do so as well, regarding the King, 3: ’Ey© vopi£© k o iv o v  ExOpov 
ajrdvxwv t © v  'EAAfivwv Eivai paaiAia... The mention of the word paraskeue and its 
derivatives is dominant in both speeches cf. XIV. 2, 3, 11, 14, 21, 41 and Thuk. I. 80.4, 
82.3, 5, 84.1, 4, 85.2. Both ask for time and preparation 10: xov pev 5f| rcbtapov 8 ia
39 D. must have been acquainted with On the Peace of Isocrates who, like D., begins by complaining  
that those who favour war are much better received than those who support peace; he lacks though the 
conciseness and brevitas of D. and Thuk.
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T a m a  7tapaiv© pr|8’ evoq xpOTtou Tipoxepooq aveX eoG ai, ETti 8 e  x o v  a y © v a  
opGwq (prjpi 7iap£CTK£\)aop£vo\)q UTiapxeiv x p fiv a i and Thuk. I. 82: KeX£\)©...o7cXa 
p ev  pTj7rco k i v e i v ,  T iE p T iE iv  8e K ai a ix ia o G a i...K a i x a  f|p£X£p’ ab x© v e^apxbeaG ai. 
As Perikles Thuk. 11.42 claimed that the contest was not on the same terms, the issues 
at stake were not the same as for men who had tasted the Athenian life, so D. 6 claims 
that Athens does not have the same attitude towards the King as the other cities have. 
They are ready in exchange for some benefit to let the rest of Greece come under 
barbarian rule, whereas Athens cannot tolerate a Greek city, even if it has harmed 
Athens, to suffer under the barbarian. [Dion. Hal.] Ars Rhet. IX. 10 comments as well 
on the effort of D. to stop the war comparing him to Archidamos, who, in the 
rhetorician's opinion cuppooA^ucov 8e t o  pfirao rtoAEpetv t o  pfj TtoXEpeiv Xe yet. 
Similarly D. P aaiX ei p ev  yap  ab xobq  ou pobX exai TioAepeiv, © 7tavu PobXovxai. 
0 1 X17171© 8e a ^ io i 7ioXepEiv, © ou PobX ovxai, and [Dion. Hal.] asks for what reason 
D. did so. His answer is that the orator with his "not yet" suggestion xf]v opprjv E7ii 
{3aoiXea k w X u e i  and at the same time £uxp£7rn ^ov TioXepov xov 7ipo<; OiXt7i7iov 
ep ya^ exai. In order to prove this he quotes ffom 10 and 11. What he tries to argue is 
that D. was concealing his concern about Philip by overstating his position on the war 
against Persia. If the Athenians were persuaded to abandon the war against the King 
but adopted paraskeue, then they could acquire the resources to face Philip. It is 
unlikely that D. at that point would perceive Philip so strongly as an enemy, but the 
rhetorician's comment is enough to show how considerable ancient writers considered 
the influence of Thuk. on D.
Nikias' strongest argument in his first attempt to stall the Sicilian expedition is that 
they have enough enemies back home. It is only in the second attempt that he tries to 
avert them by proposing extravagant armament. D. 11: xi xouq 6poXoyoupev©q 
exGpobq exovxeq exepouq ^rixoupev; That actually D.'s proposals for rearmament 
were apotropaic (cf. Sealey Demosthenes 129) in the fashion of Nikias' is difficult to 
establish as we do not know if the proposals of XIV. 14-23 were actually accepted 
eventually. The matter of fact approach he adopts and the dryness of the suggestions
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seem to indicate that he had put a lot of thought in them. If we compare them with the 
proposals in IV, although different in style and nature, it seems that D.'s focus was on 
the navy's improvement and XIV could be seen as a serious approach to rectify the 
anomalies in the symmories. The suggestions at any rate do not ask for a tremendous 
amount of preparation but more for a better organisation.
Pearson has made a significant contribution to the study of D. by pointing out the 
fact that the early orations lack the narratio that made speeches like the First Philippic 
so powerful. He gives his audience less information assuming that their command of 
the facts was as good as his. Even when he ventures a comparison with events or 
situations in the past he takes for granted that the people's knowledge of the situation is 
good. He also expresses his own opinion very overtly and takes full responsibility for 
it. When D. abandoned the style of his early orations and wrote IV he was returning to 
his forensic experience and one further proof of that is that the speeches of the 
historians and the deliberative ones of Isocrates (as opposed to epideictic and forensic) 
lack the narrative and contain only allusions and paradeigmata, which shows that the 
inclusion of narrative parts were his innovation. As Pearson claims, a speaker in the 
courts begins by explaining the situation, he has to tell the jury how he has been 
wronged before he asks for compensation. D. in XIV gives almost no information at all 
about the alarm in Athens and the reason for the rearmament is left somewhat up in the 
air. There is no equivalent to the narrative that is necessary and D. goes ahead with his 
own opinions. The speech is dominated by a contrast of logos-ergon in the 
Thukydidean manner. D. in the proemium rejects the logoi in favour of the more 
practical paraskeue. This topic will remain in his speeches until the end of his career.
A distinctive quality of XIV, according to Pearson, is its Thukydidean brevity and 
concentration of expression. Indeed the sentences are short and words are used 
frugally. This would offer the speaker the chance for a brief pause after every 
argument.
The orations of the later years appear to have a greater directness of argument, a 
greater speed in the flow of language and the absence of any appearance of hesitation.
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There is no effort to make more than one point at a time, and the reader feels no need 
of any outline or analysis to help him keep his bearings, or show him in what direction 
the argument is leading.
Pearson Development compares XIV. 1-2 with Cicero's Pro Lege Manilia; there 
Cicero had to explain why he had chosen this particular occasion for his first 
appearance before the popular assembly, describe the causes and the nature of the 
military danger that threatened the nation and persuade them to adopt a particular 
method of equipping themselves to fight against it. There is one essential similarity in 
the procedure of Cicero and D. Both of them follow the same order of argument. 
After a brief explanation to show why they are speaking, and a comparison of 
themselves with other speakers, they mention at once the topic of discussion, the point 
to be established (methods of rearmament - the appointment of Pompey). Then the 
reason that makes it necessary to discuss the topic (the present state of alarm and finally 
the more detailed statement of the background of the situation (the relations with Persia 
- with the king of Pontos). The three key steps in D.'s argumentation were identified by 
Pearson as paraskeue, phobos, basileus which appear in the same order in Pro Lege 
Manilia. Possibly, in the first speech D. ever delivered the choice of the above order 
had some significance if one considers that in an ordinary forensic speech in a law-court 
the normal procedure was to present the narrative before the argument and plea for 
sentence, the order being basileus, phobos, paraskeue. The question then seems to be 
whether he adopted a method of introducing himself to the assembly that was different 
from the usual self-introduction in the courts. In a lawsuit a speaker would put on an 
apologetic tone; his presence had to be explained, he would insist that he is not a 
litigious person and it was his opponent's aggressiveness that had forced him go to the 
court. The usual tactic for the speaker was to make clear that he was not a professional 
litigant and that it was not among his interests to be involved in suits. In a political 
oration this would not probably be a good idea as the people expected from those on 
the rostrum to be able to give sound advice. The generations of politicians that had 
passed from Athens were professional ones and nobody had ever questioned that
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quality. Isocrates e.g. found those who were depreciating their own qualities in front of 
the assembly hypocritical and urged the Athenians to laugh at him if he spoke 
unworthily of his reputation or the occasion (Paneg. 13-14). In all of his early orations 
D. is ready to criticise the other orators and offer his own opinion. In XIII he does not 
choose any of the current trends in the assembly and offers his own evaluation about 
the ethos of the theoric fund. In XV he expresses surprise at the inconsistency of the 
other orators and in XVI he criticises the polarisation that the other orators promote 
and comments that if someone tries to reason then he is unlikely to be heard. In XIV 
the criticism involves the praise of the ancestors which is unable to reach their real 
value. D. presents the point he is going to argue for in a very abrupt manner, as I think 
is his fashion in XIII. 3 as well, where he proposes a different ekklesia to discuss 
syntaxis. The tone of these openings is authoritative and contains eyd) many times. The 
personal usually comes before the argument (3, 9, 14, 41). After these self-confident, 
almost arrogant openings it is a remarkable change if one turns to the First Philippic. 
IV has no Eycb at all except in the closing sections where he is tendering his own 
opinions and one notices immediately that D. is back to the apologetic manner that 
characterises the law-court speeches. He asks to be forgiven if he seems to be violating 
the order the orators speak but for the topic under discussion their opinions are rather 
well-known.
In XIV the final conclusion is already anticipated in 3: ex 8q x©v xotouxwv vopt^co 
oupcpepeiv ujxtv xqv pev ap%riv t o o  TtoXepou TTjpetv oncoq ictt| kcci Sixaia 
yevqasT ai, T tapaoK E ua^eaG ai 8’ a  rcpooTjicei t t& v to c  k o c I  t o u G ’ UTioKEiaGai. In my 
opinion it is part of his technique in the early orations to establish the point he wants to 
make before leading us naturally to its appearance after argumentation. In XVI. 4-5 he 
explains the principle that it is in Athens' interest to keep Sparta and Thebes weak by 
each having to face strong neighbours, Thebes the cities of Orchomenos, Plataea and 
Thespiae, Sparta the cities of Megalopolis and Messene. This point needs to be 
established, and by claiming it as a truth he damages the discussion that follows (6ff), 
since it would be more effective if all his arguments led to that specific point as a
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conclusion in the end. In XIV D. waits until 14 before letting us know what the main 
topic of his speech is and it is only then that he tackles the practical aspect of paraskeue 
he has been urging so much since the beginning. This as we saw provoked Pearson to 
argue that the sequence of the argumentation is paraskeue, phobos, basileus. In my 
opinion this is a rather simplistic approach. It is true that we are presented with what is 
to be the aim of the speech from the very beginning. This does indicate that there is a 
change from the law-court approach where the speaker asks for the kind of decision he 
would like the judges to pass. In this specific oration Pearson's structure does not help 
appreciate the strategy of D.'s tactics on persuasion. First the orator has divided 
paraskeue in two parts. In the first, until 14, there is a series of arguments (which will 
be analysed later on) that show that paraskeue is preferable to war. It is after 16 that 
we learn of his concrete proposals. It was not enough to show that paraskeue was 
necessary but instructions on how to achieve it would consolidate the point he wanted 
to make. After the proposals D. commences on a different aspect of the situation i.e. 
funding, 24-30. There with irony he will argue that for an imaginary danger the rich 
will give out nothing of their property. Why they would not give for his paraskeue 
plans is not explained, but at any rate he continues to soften the effect of his analysis by 
assuring them that there is enough money and ships. The best way to do that is to 
remind them of the Persian wars. After this he goes back to arguments. The King 
would not and could not employ mercenaries, the Thebans are not dangerous. 
Pearson's elements of structure paraskeue, phobos, and basileus, blend with each other, 
not in that specific order but in argument sections, triggered by what people fear or 
think (31, 33) and what D. thinks (35 fiyoopai xotvuv eyd)). M. Delaunois Les Etudes 
Classiques 19(1951)177-189 maintains that in the earlier speeches the argument 
proceeds in strict "logical" order, with one point or idea taken at a time and with very 
little repetition, whereas in more mature orations the succession and the whole pattern 
of composition becomes less and less regular as time goes on. It is also debatable 
whether Delaunois' general equation of an idea with a paragraph or section is proper or 
accurate. The progress of argument within paragraphs should be taken into account as
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well as the relation of one paragraph to the other. As for repetition, D.'s arguments in 
35-40 are more or less repeating points from all over the speech. This is purposeful of 
course and carries the intention of answering to arguments once again, expressed 
differently without an emotional appeal. One can even see a conscientious effort not to 
mention the past very much and in excessive terms. He does not cite historical 
examples that could prove Athens' strength, as he would betray his promise at the 
proemium. This lack of information from the past he will try to rectify in XIII with the 
historical examples and more historical details in XV e.g. 22, 26-27 not forming a 
narratio but always supporting arguments.
After stating his purpose in the proemium he gives a step by step argumentation, 
where he explores the premises of an active expedition against the King. The Greeks 
will not necessarily side with Athens should the latter make the first move. He 
establishes the situation in foreign affairs; Greeks are in disunity and the King can lure 
them with money if he is not seen to be the aggressor. After this he states that the King 
is a connoisseur of Greek affairs and that he will revive the differences among the 
Greeks. Then we have the feelings of the Greeks who do not care, as long as they 
benefit, if a fellow Greek city is under Persian rule, whereas Athens will never accept 
that. The conclusion is that Athens should keep a low profile lest the King seized the 
opportunity. In 8 we have the antithesis between logos-ergon which is persistent 
throughout the speech with a new twist. Usually logos prevails when ergon should be 
taken up and ergon is being promised when there should be sound advice. But of 
course both together are the factors of success. After the ay<bv - rcoXepoq distinction 
which indicates that Athens lacks at the moment the material resources but not the 
human ones 9, he makes the hypothesis that if different kinds of preparations existed the 
king could claim that Athens is preparing against him; but since this is impossible they 
can prepare for both and avoid creating new enemies 10-11. Then there is a different 
argument about the Congress convened by Athens 12. Some of the Greeks dislike 
Athens. If they set down terms that Athens has to abide by, will Athens accept them? 
The fear of Persia is not strong enough to stop the Greeks viewing each other with
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suspicion. The ambassadors will offer good "poems" only. It is better to hold back and 
save those who will plead for help than actually ask for help that will be perceived as 
Athens pleading 13. Until 14 he has talked about paraskeue as an alternative to war, as 
a solution that will keep them always fit for action. Since D. made proposals for 
armament again in IV it would be interesting to compare how they are incorporated in 
both.
In IV after a brief introduction he begins by insisting that Athens has no reason to be 
discouraged by Philip's control of greater numbers of men or of strategic locations. In 
the past Athens had held similar advantages; if in those days Philip had taken the 
attitude now prevailing in Athens he would have made no headway. He succeeded 
because he has the right attitude, because others are always ready to join forces with a 
man who is adequately prepared to do what is necessary. The difference in the two 
orations is that in IV all the above information precedes his conclusion. The remarks 
about attitude and acceptance of personal responsibility are used to lead up to the 
conclusion: The Athenians must and can build an armament. Events have shown that 
they have been wrong in the matter of attitude and armament alike, and after this 
realisation he goes ahead to offer his proposals in detail. The exposition he makes is 
not dense, and he goes back to the attitude point he made earlier on. In 15 D. makes 
the point that the Athenians should bear in mind that whenever they did something 
wholeheartedly they always succeeded whereas when they were indifferent to failure 
nothing ever happened. Immediately after this he begins his proposals. Such a 
comment about the Athenian attitude is not fully explained or exploited, as he had done 
so in IV. In short the point is not proven that the paraskeue proposals he makes are 
needed.
He then (24-30) moves to the next set of arguments, where with superb humour and 
sarcasm he exposes the impossibility of obtaining funds from the rich on such a 
hypothetical danger. This compromises their fear and exposes the difference of thinking 
between rich and poor. Cleverly he pushes aside any resentment by referring to the 
indefatigability of Athens when attacked by the King in the past. Then more blocks of
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argument. The mercenaries, the Thebans (31-34). Finally the arguments against a 
unilateral declaration of war. The Greeks know that when united they can beat Persia 
and that whenever they trusted the King they were humiliated in the end. He should 
not be given the chance to present himself as the protector of the Greeks. The 
Congress is useless. Peace and paraskeue should prevail at the moment and the King 
be warned; he knows that the Greeks need a common cause and he will not provide it 
for them. It is worth noting that all the above arguments are expressed with economy, 
almost elliptically, and bombard the reader with different ideas which summarise the 
argumentation of the whole speech. The peroration demands paraskeue and 
prevailment of ergon.
I have tried to describe what I would like to name blocks of arguments which make 
the speech symmetrical, built around the central proposals. Indeed the absence of the 
narratio, as Pearson noticed, is very obvious and makes the speech lacking a sense of 
cause - effect - remedy argumentation. This trend is rather obvious but not identical in 
the other early orations as well, as I have explained in the similar discussion of XIII. 
There is no narratio to support D.'s practical advice and he goes on to a moral criticism 
of different aspects of the city's political life with the intention to reverse them with 
historical examples. There is no clear indication of cause and effect and the blocks of 
argument do not make the speech cohesive. The same could be argued for XVI, which 
not only lacks narratio but is formed essentially by anwers to the previous orators' 
arguments. The orator proceeds as if he was encountering arguments from other 
orators and each set o f arguments seems to be independent from the other. The way he 
starts each new block is indicative. 11 ’'Eoxi xoivov xoiobxoc; xiq X6yoq Tiapa raw 
avxiXEyovxcov, cbq...,14 ©aopa^co xoivov Kai xa>v Xey6vx©v xooxov x o v  Xoyov, 19 
’AXXa pf|v a  ye (paoiv nercpaxOcci, 23 f|5eco<; 5’ av rco0oipr|v xwv Xeyovxcov, 27 
Xeyooai xoivov oi paXiaxa SoKoovxeq Sixaia Xeyeiv d>q Set. D. 30-31 will remind 
them in stronger personal terms (oijiat xoivuv eycoye) what he had already argued in
4-5. The problem is examined as a procession of blocks of argument, not necessarily 
unconnected to each other but each one examining a different aspect o f the problem.
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XV is similar in that respect as well but gives some more information about the matter 
discussed. The central argument is that Athens is a democracy and as such, no matter 
what, should support its fellow democracies (17-21). Before that he explains why a 
move to help Rhodes will not aggravate the King, whereas Artemisia would prefer the 
island to be under Athenian influence. He sympathises with the plight of Rhodes 
because they are under Persian rule and hopes that this will teach them a good lesson 
for the future, 5-16. In 22-24 he uses different examples and arguments to make the 
point that they should not be afraid of the King as they have always defeated him. In
25-29 again there are different arguments about the same matter; Athens has a right in 
Rhodes and there is no danger of violating any agreement with the King. Then in 30-32 
he warns the people of Athens of people who are traitors and do not want the benefit of 
the country. As in XIV D. tries to hammer his way of thinking to the audience using 
essentially the same blocks of arguments around a central idea which admittedly is 
better used than XIV's proposals. In sharp contrast to all these early orations comes the 
First Philippic. There the narratio not only exists but makes the speech more lively; 
and it is not only for the sake of liveliness that the narratio is there but it also helps the 
Athenians see the direct results of their policies. The central part of his discussion, 
paraskeue, is not a dry account of proposals but a simultaneous explanation of the 
reasons that they should be adopted for discrediting the usual way of doing things. 
After he is over with the proposals he moves on to the way to finance the proposals; 
only he is not negative as in 24f. but he has a whole plan to substantiate his proposals. 
One could argue that the circumstances are different and that IV is an exhortatory 
oration. Yet the argumentation's structure is completely different. The necessity for the 
proposals is given, the proposals are explained in detail and are substantiated, the 
benefits are illustrated when at the same time the inefficiency and laxness is exposed. In 
a way a criticism of such a kind was included in XIII only with the usual block 
arguments which carried away most of the emotional power, recovered only by the 
passion in the historical examples.
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Summarising XIV shows a deviation from the usual forensic style by putting the 
objective in the beginning and offering advice in an authoritative manner. There is no 
narratio and little information on the background of the alarm is given. Instead the 
argumentation is dense, and follows a kind of logical order forming blocks of 
arguments that approach different angles of the same matter. The proposals are 
unsupported and their presence is not fully explained, whereas the ensuing arguments 
about the financial support in case of war are made in an authoritative, sarcastic and 
amusing way quite different from the dignified manner of the rest of the oration, a 
manner that foreshadows the sarcastic passages in e.g. IV about barbarian boxing (40) 
or the clay generals of Athens (26).
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Chapter 3 Political Orientation
It has been argued that this first political speech by D. is an indication that he 
fostered particular political beliefs which aligned him to the political "party" of 
Euboulos. In brief the political line of Euboulos was continuation of the payment of 
theoric money to the people, a large building programme that could offer extensive 
employment, systematic improvement of Athenian finances and avoidance at all costs of 
war, cf. Cawkwell's Eubulus. This policy was essentially favourable to the propertied 
class since the greatest burden in case of a war was born by them. In XIV his refusal to 
undertake war and his ironic remarks about the necessary funding that the people would 
be unlikely to get from the rich, have been taken to mean that in the beginning of his 
career his tendencies were aristocratic or rather against the wishes of the people. I will 
try to argue that D.'s thinking should not be included in such a narrow spectrum of 
political interpretation, although undoubtedly he does seem to have gone through a 
moulding period that made him in the end the undoubted leader of the demos.
In 24-30 after his lengthy proposals about the naval reorganisation, he goes on to 
talk about xp*lPaTa a°d rcopoq cpavepoq. Naval raxpaoKeuii is not the only weapon to 
win the war and D. expects his audience to know this since he recognises that what he 
is going to say about financing the war will seem rcapaSo^ov to the Athenians. In his 
opinion there is nothing to say about the financing of the war simply because the fund 
cannot be found at all. This does not necessarily mean that all the naval preparation 
was not really meant by D. because he just wanted to frighten off the Athenians (by the 
immensity of the preparation, in a similar manner as Nikias had attempted to do before 
the expedition to Sicily, Thuk. VI. 19.2). Jaeger Demosthenes 78 asserts that this must 
have been his aim because of the way he handles similar preparations in the First 
Philippic. There, before going into detail in the preparations needed in his opinion, he 
feels the need to clarify that he does not really want to prevent fast and effective action, 
thus 14: "pr|8’ a v  apxfjc; Sokco tiv i Kaivfjv 7iapaaKeor|v kkyeiv , a v a p d M e iv  pe 
Ta 7tp&Y|iaTa f|Yeio0(O. ou yap oi tyraxb’ m i  'Ttipepov’ eirtdvTeq paXiCT’ eiq  8£ov 
^£yo\)o iv  ••• oq av 8ei£,r| xiq n o p iaG e ta a  rcapaaKeoTi x a i  7i6ar| x a i  t i 6 0 e v
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S ta p e iv a i  Sovfiaexai,..." . Jaeger believes that because of such vigorous defence of his 
proposals in IV, D.'s proposals in XIV were meant to discourage the Athenians 
concluding; "That this, on the contrary, is his actual intention in the speech On the 
Symmories is made even more probable by the fact that his new demands for armaments 
are here conjoined with the statement that at present no money at all is to be had". I do 
not agree with this suggestion. D. knew that a city like Athens needed a very good and 
efficient navy, a navy that could be mustered quickly and effectively. Yet the actual fuel 
for a war is money and, that, Athens lacked at that time. His proposals are very well 
thought out although how good they would prove to be is impossible to say. They do 
not demand vast sums of money and in general belong to that area of Demosthenic 
preoccupations, the 7iapaaK £of|. 14-23 are solid, business-like ideas that are meant for 
the long term preparation of Athens. Their position in the speech bears out exactly this 
intention. After a long discussion on why Athens should not attack Persia now he 
claims that they will be ready to face war with preparation 13: e x  8e  t o o  p ex a  t o o  
7rap£aK£O&cr0ai..., and 14: £<m t o i v o v  rcpakov pev xfjq Ttapacyiceofjq, a> av8peq  
’A 0r|vau)i, x a i  p e y i o T o v . . .  When he begins talking in 24 about the lack of funds he 
returns to the present, trying to present the case of the financial impossibility of an 
immediate war against Persia.
D. does not begin a new factual exposition of the financial capability of Athens but 
stuns the Athenians with two devices, his napa8o^ ov  and the aiviypa. The 
rcapd8o^ov is that there should be no talk about the funds. This would indeed strike 
the Athenians as being strange and even patronising. They must have thought that they 
deserved to be told what the situation was and D.'s manner of speech must have struck 
them as rather tantalising if not arrogant. Further on he says that there is enough 
financial potential in Athens which cannot be translated now in ready cash, whereas if 
they let it rest for the moment it will be available in the future. Notice his irony 24: 
"eivai yap rcopov av 86ti, peyav xa i xaAdv xai Sixaiov, ov av pev fjSri ^rjTcbpev, 
oi)8’ eiq t 6 0 ’ vmdpxeiv fiyriaope©’ fjptv". This sounds reasonable; if somebody 
spends wastefiilly then there will be problems in the future, but he goes on to say: o o t c o  
noXx* t o o  rcopicai vbv anoaxf|oopev*. D. makes clear that it is not really a matter of
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choice for the Athenians whether they want to use up their rcopoq, it has to be left there 
for it cannot even be gathered now. ’Eav 8’ ecbpev, eoxai. It has by now become 
obvious that D. is forcing his way through the audience's state of mind little by little, 
puzzling and dictating to them the available options. The climax is: xiq ouv eo0’ omoq 
o  vuv pev o u k  <b v , urrdp^cov 8’ eiq x6xe; It is obvious that D. is playing, the riddle he 
forces on the audience is deeply ironic. The orator can only explain the situation, the 
money is in the pockets of the rich and they have a different perception of the situation. 
The language D. uses is not derogatory but critical against the demagogues and 
represents the hasty, tense and haphazard manner in which the Assembly takes its 
decisions 25: el Ttavxeq oi ^teyovxeq cpopoTev cbq ffeei PaotXebq, (bq rcapecmv, (bq 
ou8’ otov is  Tam’ aAAcoq £%ei\ and finally the verb xpriapcpSoiev which suggests a 
vehement criticism of the illogicality of the resolutions taken in the Assembly. This is 
obviously a full scale support of the propertied class, notoriously keen on peace, but 
with careful wording and reasoning.
It must have taken much courage to remind the democratic Athenians that the 
effectiveness of their decisions depended upon the few who had the property and that in 
the present situation they did not stand a chance of persuading them. It could even 
sound as a threat to democratic stability. Only when the danger became clear (epyco 
Ttpaxxopev’ aiaOoivxo) would they contribute. Should the demos go ahead with their 
decision the sum they would gather would be a laughing stock - rcXeicov eaxi yeXcoq 
t o o  prjSevoq. The word yetaoq is in itself ironic again. D. trusts his luck because he 
knows, and conveys this feeling as well, that he is right. Any amount of money would 
be totally inadequate compared to the 1200 camels that carry the King's money. This is 
a charming picture and we do not know its origin. It could be that the other orators 
reported that 1200 camels were bringing money at the shores of Asia Minor but I prefer 
to think that this is another ironic point of D. directed at the rcXqOoq who usually got 
impressed with similar kinds of extravagant assertions (it could also be a joke reminding 
the Athenians of their 1200 contributors). The conclusion is 28: Set t o i v o v  bpaq to c  
pev aXXa rcapaoKeoaaaoOai, xa 8£ xpqpaxa vbv pev eav  xobq K£Kxr|p£vo\>q  
e%eiv... In very few lines D. has exposed the entire socio-economic structure of the
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Athenian state. The property is in the hands of the rich and consequently the means of 
war, whereas the people have the power to make the decision and fight the war but they 
must always consider the advantages and disadvantages of war as well as take into 
consideration the will of the propertied class.
Such bitter irony, as demonstrated above, suggests that D. was aware that his 
audience should not be treated as a mature, rational listener but as a group of people 
where emotions run high. His ironic remarks should not be seen as proof that he was 
looking down on the Athenians but that he was aware that they needed to hear the 
truth. He chose such a way of doing so because he thought that it would have a greater 
effect. An orator who dares not only tell the truth but also criticise in the most bitter 
terms was not a common sight in the assembly. D. will repeat this kind of criticism in 
the First Philippic, as G O. Rowe in "Demosthenes, First Philippic: the satiric mode" 
TAPA 99(1968)361-374, has explained. Later on in his career D. will depend more on 
the people and less on the wealthy to realise his dream of a stronger Athens.
It would be interesting to draw a comparison with X. 35-45 where D. tackles the 
question of social cohesion. Although in XIV he just acknowledges the difference of 
opinion between the wealthy and the demos as a fact, in some 12 years he evidently 
thinks that it is a gravely important matter; cf. X. 36: "oipai yap e^eiv xai brcep twv 
anopcov ta  Siicai’ erai tco aopcpEpovti tfjq 7t6?ieco<; eiTteiv Ttpoq tobq ewiopouq, Kai 
UTtep tcov KEKtripevcov xaq ouaiaq rcpoq tobq e7it5eet<;.". In X the theoric fund is a 
matter of dissent among the citizens. D. speaks first in favour of the city's poor and 
defends their right to the theoric fund. To do this he contrasts the present with the 
past. In the past Athens was poor (37), and the rich then did not moan but did their 
best to provide the city with a navy and money, and even spent more than was expected 
of them. At the present time Athens is so rich that they spend less than they should, so 
they benefit also from the state's welfare. He gives them the role of the city's parents in 
the way adults are responsible for their families by law. In X the poor are prone to 
cn<xcn<5 and malevolence against the rich if they do not have the bare necessities, 
whereas in XIV the rich were fed up with the demos X.42: "to yap tcov avayicaicDv
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xiv’ arcoaxepeiv Koivp k o c k o v o ix; eaxi Ttoieiv 7toAAob<; avGpdmooq xotq 
Ttpaypacyr".
In his eulogy of the rich D. says that they should be left alone to enjoy their property 
without any hassle from the demos since it is them who will help the city in case of a 
war, X. 45: "xoix; pev eimopovq ei<; pev xov fftov xa eauxcbv accpaXfbq e%eiv 
vopi£ovxa<; Kal brcep xouxcov pt| 8e8oiKOxa<;, ei<; 8e xob<; kiv8i)voo<; Koiva brcep 
xfjq crcoxipiaQ xa ovxa xfj 7iaxpi8i rcapexovxaq, xoix; 8e Xomobq xa pev koivoc 
Koiva vopi^ovxaq Kai pexexovxat; xo pepo<;, xa 8’ eicdaxoo i8ia xob 
KeKxrjpevou". D.'s style is different in X. He is not using irony or sarcasm to make his 
point but patriotic exhortations such as how the city provides all the citizens with what 
they need, using the cliche that the city is everybody's family. He opts for social 
balance and stability recognising both groups' claims to the wealth of the city; since 
everybody benefits from the present situation it would be better to leave as it stands. It 
is obvious that D. has given more thought to social problems since XIV and tries to 
actively keep the balance between the two antagonistic classes of Athens.
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Chapter 4 Eisphora and Symmories before 
358/7
This account is not endeavouring to solve the many and complicated problems that 
the eisphora symmories present us with, concerning especially the nature of this tax- 
system, the number of people each symmory had etc., but to try and give some of the 
evidence available as well as some points that are controversial among modem 
scholars40.
I. The Thousand and the diadikasia documents
Davies in his Wealth Appendix I, 133-150 has provided a highly hypothetical 
"ancestor" to the symmories* system that we know was introduced in 378/7. 
His thesis involves some documents that are written in the formula *B instead of A'41 
around 380 B.C. Davies convincingly criticises the view of U. Koehler in A.M. 
7(1882)96-102 and amended by Lipsius in Das altische Rechl und Rechlsverfahren 
(Leipzig 1905-1915)593 n. 14 who considered these documents as referring to either 
choregiai, proeisphora or trierarchic duties. What struck Davies was that in a period 
when not so many inscriptions have survived we seem to have an almost complete series 
of diadikasia documents. His point is that since the Akropolis has been thoroughly 
searched these documents' existence shows that it was not due only to sheer luck. The 
Athenians deemed them important enough to inscribe them on stone. From this point of 
view his conclusion in Wealth 135-6, although I agree with it, is precarious "... it is very 
much simpler not to postulate this hypothetical series, and to conclude instead that we 
possess already a large proportion of those documents of this group which ever existed, 
and that they are products of a legal context which continued in force only for a limited 
period of time". Moving further on he does offer some considerations which are sound:
40 R. Thomsen's Eisphora is a useful book as he has collected all the important references. His 
conclusions are rightly criticised by G.E.M. de Ste Croix in CR 80(1966)90-93.
41 These documents are I.G. II2 1928-1932, EM \2920=Hesperia 7(1938)277 no. 12, EM 
12923=Hesperia 79(1938)306 no. 29, Agora 1 46S9=Hesperia 15 (1946)160 no. 17.
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i. The inclusion of cult heroes and individuals on equal terms (.LG. II2 1932) suggests 
that there was no personal service required.
ii. The absence from the formula of any explanatory detail entails that this formula 
conveyed sufficient information by itself for the purposes of all concerned, including 
the state. The absence of the exact location for the property concerned, a necessary 
term for any ownership change, suggests that these inscriptions were not listing an 
ownership change.
iii. "B instead of A" suggests that the As were all listed somewhere else. I agree with 
this in principle but I disagree with Davies' suggestion that the As, those who were 
at first responsible for whatever the inscriptions are referring to, were written ev 
oavuriv teXeoKCDjievcxK; or on a niva^. The question is: If the changes were 
written on stone then why were those who originally responsible for whatever, not 
inscribed on stone too? To combat such an argument Davies is too eager to favour 
the aaviScu; Xete-uKCDpevaq since they would never come down to us because of 
their material.
iv. If one accepts that the As were all somewhere together then it is natural to assume 
that there was a fixed number of them.
The important connection which is made by Davies is very challenging but very frail 
too. In Harpokration X5, s.v. x ^ 101 S io c k o o i o i ,  the author mentions that Isaeus 
('Yrtep N i k i o u  c m v r iY o p io t)  and Lysias (npo<; K teiviav) each mention the Thousand. 
This number Harpokration regarded as a rounded down figure of the 1200 who were 
instituted by Periandros (as far as evidence tells us) around 358. Harpokration is wrong 
if one considers the fact that Lysias is not generally thought to have written anything 
after 380 (before the organisation of the symmories) and that D. who uses this number 
never rounds it, although there are not numerous passages where he uses that number 
(cf. XIV. 16, XXI. 155). It is very unfortunate that we do not have these speeches but 
Davies' suggestion seems to me a good one. He thought that the diadikasia documents 
were actually referring to these Thousand regarding the eisphora tax, a tax known to 
the Athenians well before 378/7. The Thousand were then a body of citizens that were 
liable to pay the eisphora, they and they only. Hence the diadikasia documents, which
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were probably the results of some people's efforts to avoid being in such a body by 
pointing out somebody who was richer. According to Davies these Thousand were 
appointed locally42 and were approached by the state whenever there was a need to levy 
an eisphora. Any attempt to define this group further is fated to be suspect and 
inaccurate. This approach makes one think that there was a previous stage of reforms 
before 378/7 which ended in the Thousand. It seems that it was an effort to procure a 
number of specific citizens who were liable to pay the eisphora. It was perhaps from 
the pool of these Thousand that the symmories were organized in 378/7, although if one 
supports the view that there were many more people in the eisphora symmories than 
1200 it is not possible to argue so. The obvious advantages of Davies' theory are that it 
explains Harpokration's confusion that the two numbers were one and the same (the 
1200 are distinct from the 1000 and we still do not know what the 1000 were for or 
what was meant by that that number), why the series of the diadikasia documents 
pertain to a limited period at about 380 and why it breaks off*3.
II. The eisphora symmories of 378/7.
The evidence we have got about these reforms allows us to understand the 
circumstances under which they were introduced. 378/7 is the year of the foundation of 
the Second Delian League and the beginning of a new offensive against Sparta (see also 
the charter of the League, the decree of Aristoteles I.G. II2 43). It was at this time 
when Athens needed more funds, especially funds that could be dispensed effectively, 
that the symmories were born. A fragment of Philochoros (not free from dispute) gives 
the necessary verdict (FGrH 328 F 41) that it was in the year of archon Nausinikos 
(378/7) that the Athenians were first organised in symmories (Ttpajtov). Polybios II. 
62. Iff. also says that the limema of Athens in that year was 5,750 talents. This number 
has been much disputed although Polybios generally is considered to be a reliable
42 I shall comment on and criticise this local appointment of the Thousand when I shall talk about the 
proeisphora.
43 contra V. Gabrielsen in "The diadikasia-iiocuments" C&M 38(1987)39-51, who thinks that they are 
records of debts' payment.
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source. It was in relation to this number that the eisphora was levied. D. XIV. 27 gives 
examples of levying eisphora tax and shows that the total sum was levied as 1/100, 
1/50 of the 6,000T the timema of Athens (probably a rounded off figure of 5,750 
Polybios has reported), i.e. 60T or 120T respectively. The main scholar who doubted 
that this was a full evaluation of Athens' property was Boeckh in his Staatshausaltung 
vol.I 60Iff. On the nature of the levy I accept de Ste Croix's view that it was a tax on 
capital and definitely not on income, cf. Timema chapter 3 "Tipripa and capital" 36- 
41).
We do not know how the citizens made the symmories, of what size they were, how 
many there were in each symmory, how many the symmories themselves were and the 
percentage of citizens in them. The last point is of importance as there could be more 
or less everybody with a substantial capital (as substantial capital one could perhaps 
suggest 2,000dr., the amount that was set as a citizenship qualification in 322 BC, 
Diod. XVIII. 18.4-5) or only an elite of 1000-2,000 people, cf. de Ste Croix Timema 
69 (and n. 152 for the evidence) who states that although there is much evidence to 
suggest that the rich boasted of paying eisphora, 7to>Aai eiatpopal, peyataxi 
eiacpopai, TtoAAai xai peyaA,ai eiacpopai "It should now be clear, however, that they 
are stock formulae, not to be taken very seriously. We have seen that in, roughly, the 
second quarter of the fourth century the total eisphorae averaged 1/4 of 1 per cent per 
year and were thus the approximate equivalent of an income tax of sixpence to a shilling 
in the pound". For the controversy whether the eisphora symmories were reorganised 
in 358/7 to fimd the navy as well, and whether 1200 paid the eisphora before and after 
358/7, see chapter 6, sections VI and VII.
The organisation of the symmory was not very complicated. Although not all the 
following sources refer to the symmories of 378/7 (some refer to the ones of 358/7), 
one can assume that the organisation must have been similar. There was a Siaypacpeoq 
(registrar Hyp. F I51, Harp. A35, Poll. VI. 179) who calculated the sum to be paid by 
each ooppopixriq (Hyp. F146 ap. Harp.) according to his Tipripa (Harp. Z55). These 
entries were made in the diagramma which he kept. Sometimes avaabvxa^iq took 
place as it is reasonable, to adjust the rate of tax on the individual oop.popi.Tai
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according to the fluctuation of their wealth (whether it took place at fixed intervals or 
irregularly one cannot be sure).
The most important question to ask though is why they were created. Two 
scholars have tried to answer this key question, de Ste Croix, and J.K. Davies. I am 
inclined to follow de Ste Croix's opinion but I will disagree with the interpretation he 
offers of some Demosthenic texts.
De Ste Croix criticises the common belief that the symmories served to distribute 
smoothly the burden of the tax among the citizens. This is a self-inflicted illusion since 
everyone registered in a symmory had to pay according to his timema, Timema 58. 
There was no "collective" liability. This is obvious from the year 357 when actually 
Androtion tried to gather eisphora arrears from a significant number of people when he 
could have asked simply each symmory to hand in the arrears it owed, which he did not. 
Payment was made according to the stipulated, uniform rate on each symmorites' 
timema. The system was truly simple. If a symmory had to defray the sum as a whole 
then this would end up being time-consuming. Quite correctly he connects the creation 
of the symmories with the proeisphora institution. It is his idea, Timema 59, that the 
system was created so as to provide a series of small clearly defined and manageable 
units from each of which a wealthy proeispheron would recoup for himself the advance 
he had made on their behalf. He concludes that in the absence of such bodies, 
reimbursement would have been very difficult if not impossible to organise44.
III. The TipOEKKpOpdc45
The first extant use of the word proeispherein refers to 362 in a mention in D. L. 8- 
9 delivered (according to de Ste Croix) in 360 or just after. A reference to the 300 is 
made in Isaeus VI.60 (delivered in 364); the word is not used, but we know from later 
texts that the proeispherontes were 300 (D. II. 29, XVIII. 171, XLII. 3, 4, 5, 25,
44 It is needless to mention that the state thus had the best chance to control the collection of the tax 
since it could demand from the 300 the sum of the eisphora; the 300 would be unlikely to have tried to 
cheat or refuse to pay.
45 The most recent and valid discussion is R. W. Wallace's Proeispherontes.
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Aeschin. III. 222 - these passages refer to periods before 338). In D. L. 8-9, mentioned 
above, there is a description of an extraordinary procedure of appointing the 
proeispherontes. It suggests that in the period before 362 the proeispherontes were 
appointed locally by their demes, whereas exceptionally in 362 they were appointed by 
the councillors. This could make one think that the 300 were not actually connected 
with the symmories and that after being appointed they were evenly distributed to the 
symmories. The reason for this arrangement could well be because if appointment was 
done according to one's timema it is possible that there was ground for gross injusticies 
as many would be very accurate in declaring their timema and others would not; the 
demos was anxious to appoint the richest as proeispherontes so as to remove any 
ground for complaint. The best way to know the richest citizens was from reports from 
the places where they were residents or owned substantial property.
When were the proeispherontes introduced? As we saw de Ste Croix strongly 
argues that they were provided for in 378/7, being an inherent component of the 
symmories. There is though a problem which de Ste Croix did not overlook but actually 
did not realise its full importance. In the Against Androtion speech arrears were paid to 
Androtion worth 14 talents. This suggests some kind of negligence at least on the part 
of the symmorites. But as we saw the proeispherontes were a safeguard especially 
against such a case. The only escape here is to say that although the proeispherontes 
did exist officially from 378/7 they were not always called or perhaps they were not 
liable to pay the tax unless there was a specific psephisma by the demos. Such a decree 
is not recorded but it could well have been voted. The real problem that arises is that if 
the new tax-system was introduced in 378/7 with the 300 as a vital part of it, 
proeisphora should have been levied straight-away if the situation demanded it. In 
376/5 we know that the Athenians won the battle of Naxos which de Ste Croix himself 
Timema 50 considers as an expedition which must have been in need of extensive 
funding. Indeed two passages in Xenophon suggest that there was vigorous activity on 
the part of Athens with a parallel exhaustion of the citizens. Xen Hell. V. 4.34 suggests 
that the Athenians in 377 built ships and fortified Peiraieus. Xen. Hell. VI. 2.1 says that 
Athenians were exhausted by eisphorch in 374 probably after Naxos and Timotheos'
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expedition to Corcyra in 375/4, Xen Hell. V. 4.63-66. It seems then that eisphora was 
levied almost immediately after the formation of the new symmories. From Isaeus VI. 
60 it can be assumed that the proeisphora was in use for some time before 364 but one 
cannot determine when. Wallace Proeispherontes Appendix 1 has suggested that 
Androtion was either collecting arrears of proeisphora (D. was tendentiously misleading 
the audience about those who were in debt to the state), or that the state was collecting 
arrears of eisphora that had not been collected by the proeispherontes.
De Ste Croix projected a precarious theory. He claimed that D. who was hegemon 
of his symmory, namely the richest member in it, was liable to pay proeisphora and that 
the passages in the Against Aphobos speeches referred to the proeisphora, giving an 
idea of how much he was supposed to pay. These passages are XXVIII. 4, 11, XXIX. 
59; they are quite difficult to explain and have caused a lot of discussion, concerning the 
unsolved problems I mentioned in the beginning. But they do not mention proeisphora 
at all and it is very dangerous to suppose that they actually refer to it.
To conclude I agree on the whole with de Ste Croix that the 300 were a necessary 
component of the reform of 378/7. It was necessary for the state in case of an 
emergency to have a specified pool of people that it could turn to and get funds 
immediately.
J.K. Davies has put forward the theory that the local system of levying the eisphora 
before 378/7 was superseded by that of the symmories, a non territorial one which 
treated the property of each individual person collectively, the meaning here being that 
each person might have a lot of property dispersed among many demes in Attica and 
thus very difficult to assess at a local level. Below I summarise Davies' Wealth 148 
reasons for substituting the symmories for the local system of the Thousand:
i. The movement of many individuals away from the place where their male ancestor 
was in 507 (Kleisthenes' reforms).
ii. The physical dispersal of property.
iii.The growth in importance of aqxxvqc; ouoia which covers interest-bearing 
investments in mines, ship loans or deposits in banks.
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Certainly the new assessment of capital in Athens in 378/7 suggests that in the past 
the state had some trouble in determining the property of its citizens. This is not the 
only explanation. If we bear in mind that the proeispherontes had to be reimbursed by 
the symmories the state needed a full declaration of everybody's property so as to try 
and distribute it evenly among them. Davies first of all cannot prove that the system 
was a local one before 378/7, the evidence he gives Wealth 146 is feeble and he 
concludes: "...one would most naturally expect, at any rate at a time when most 
property was in land or physical objects such as slaves, the machinery for the collection 
of eisphora would be local". I tend to think too that it might have been a local one at 
all times. It seems that the Athenians trusted the judgement of the local people (it was 
actually the local councillors in 362) to declare the richest among themselves and the 
physical dispersal of property did not inhibit them from declaring Apollodoros the 
richest person in three demes. Whether it was the actual property one had in a deme or 
the fame he had in the Agora that played the most important role we will never know. 
From the same speech, L. 8-9, we can be fairly sure that before 362 it was the demes 
who declared the proeispherontes
Davies connected the procedure in 362 (as narrated by Apollodoros) with a 
weakness in the symmoric system and also with the exemption system (liturgies)46 in a 
case of an emergency. The exemptions made Davies think that in a case of an 
emergency when eisphora had to be levied and the proeisphora was considered 
necessary there were just not enough people financially strong to fulfil that 
responsibility. In brief he thought that if one counted out the exempt teiToopyobvTo^ 
from the previous year then that would not render possible the fulfilment of the 
proeisphora, the trierarchies and the other liturgies. That Apollodoros after doing his 
trierarchy could not expect to be refunded by the remaining people of the symmory he 
was assigned to, probably seems to suggest that there were only some who could afford 
to dispense money. This is superficial. We do not know for sure whether the
46 Whether the proeisphora was a liturgy carrying exemption or not, I have discussed in chapter 5 
section V.
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proeisphora was a normal liturgy. I doubt it, but even if it was, it could be that those 
who could claim exemption did not in the end, just as Apollodoros did in L. 8-9. 
Although I realise the strain put on numbers if the proeispherontes were entitled to 
exemption, it is hard to believe Davies' suggestion that Aristophon47 wanted to 
supersede the whole system of the symmories and exemptions by obtaining the 300 
richest in Athens and making them liable to the proeisphora without taking into account 
the exemption-system as there is no evidence for that. If one accepts that Apollodoros 
was entitled to exemption from the proeisphora then this shows that Davies' suggestion 
is wrong; but again Davies questioned his reliability. In my opinion the procedure 
suggested by D. L was not that exceptional. The normal procedure was as follows, 
Wallace Proeispherontes 482: "When an eisphora was required, the demes reported to 
the government the names of wealthy demesmen and local property owners. Some of 
those named will have regularly peformed this liturgy; others must have been new to it. 
From these names a provisional list was drawn up, probably by the strategoi, 
presumably in accordance with comparative wealth. As is shown in Appendix 2, those 
who could (or wished to) claim relief in the light of other liturgical obligations (or for 
other reasons) might do so. Antidosis was then available. All sources are consistent 
with this reconstruction". The emergency in 362 was so great that there was no time 
for the normal procedure to be followed; the bouleutai had to provide the names for the 
proeisphora.
47 Davies wants Aristophon to have done this at a period when his popularity was not particularly 
great. His suggestion that the whole "new" procedure was a return to the old local system is hardly 
sustainable. The procedure was always local; the only exception was that the bouleutai had to make 
the appointments instead because there was a great hurry. D.M. MacDowell Periandros 448 claims 
that after 354/3 the cumbrous system of the demes was abandoned and the three richest members of a 
symmory composed the 300.
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Chapter 5The Liturgical Class
I. The number of the liturgical class, the liturgical census 
and the 1200
Before setting down to analyse the actual system of naval finances, as it was re­
defined by Periandros in probably 358/7 (cf. D.M. MacDowell Periandros 438) and the 
proposed changes by D. in 354/3, there is the need to offer some information on the 
financial capacity and, more important, to investigate the supposed homogeneity of the 
group of the 1200, who were commissioned to finance the Athenian fleet. There is no 
evidence that such a group existed before Periandros set it up to support the navy. 
Davies' theory as 1 have already argued, chapter 4 section I, is precarious, although the 
existence of the very number itself, if Harpokration is right, is perhaps indicative that in 
the 380s, a group of 1000 people, almost identical in number (identical if rounded off) 
with the 1200 was involved in some kind of fiscal activity, which in its turn shows that 
the wealthy people considered fit for some kind of burdensome activity were, 
numerically, in that area. One should not put much weight on "The Thousand" since 
we do not know the circumstances of their appointment or even if they were a different 
entity from the 1200; too much depends on the accuracy of Harpokration and it would 
not be prudent to make any further deductions.
At any rate these 1200 were appointed, because of their wealth, to support the 
trierarchy. Whether it was a number of people already involved in liturgical service or 
whether it included people who were never involved in trierarchies in the past, is a hotly 
disputed subject. The latest discussion by Gabrielsen Financing 182 reaches, in my 
opinion, a very superficial conclusion when he argues that the 1200 was the number of 
the liturgical class, "... the group of property owners annually liable to perform 
trierarchies was officially defined as twelve hundred persons who in formal parlance 
could also go under the name "joint contributors," synteleis." My opinion is that the 
1200 were not the liturgical class in 358/7 and I will defend Davies' opinion that the 
liturgical class numbered 300-400 people, throughout the fifth and most of the fourth 
centuries. If this is correct then a reason has to be found for the "expansion" of the
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liturgical class in 358/7. The main motive must have been a need to equip better and 
faster the fleet, at the same time being careful not to alienate the propertied class. As 
the time of the re-organisation must have been chosen for a rather more specific reason, 
I will try to argue, with Isocrates' contemporary orations as a guide (On the Peace, 
Areopagitikos), however dangerous this is, that one can perhaps trace an ideological 
friction between the propertied class and the democratic state that came to a head 
around 358/7.
The usual manner of interpreting the institution of the 1200 payers for the trierarchy 
puts forward as the major reason a depletion of individual and state funds (e.g. after the 
long war for Amphipolis began in 368/7). The Social War which one would expect to 
be the final strain leading to the 1200 is not relevant for reasons of date. As G.L. 
Cawkwell has argued, C&M 23(1962)34-49, the Social War should be dated in 357/6 
and 356/5 rejecting Diod. XVI. 7.3 and following Dion. Hal. Lys. 12(480). Behind the 
easy explanation of a shortage of funds it is worthwhile to explain the social and 
political implications behind the profound change in the trierarchy. It is worth noticing 
that a similar reason was used to explain the change from the single trierarchy to 
syntrierarchy in the 5th c. I quote one of the many scholars who think so, Jordan Navy 
70: "The depletion of financial resources during the Peloponnesian war and the 
gradually diminishing number of men wealthy enough to contribute towards the 
expenses of a ship caused the adoption of a system whereby two trierarchs jointly 
assumed the responsibility for one ship." This makes good sense in the context of the 
catastrophic defeat of the Sicilian expedition. Where one man could not afford it two 
would be more successful. Even in the syntrierarchy system, though, the personal 
character of the liturgy remained, and until 358/7 there was no thought of instituting a 
larger body in order to make the burden lighter. What seems to be the case is that the 
Athenians tried another way to finance the navy in the 350s extending the liability to 
less well off strata of the society. Jaeger Demosthenes 74 examining oration XIV said 
that the proposals of D. were symptomatic of a tendency towards the disburdenment of 
the propertied class, a procedure which in his opinion had begun with the 1200 
trierarchy payers. In the course of this study I will try to prove that D.'s proposals were
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an effort to connect for the first time the eisphora payers with the trierarchy in his effort 
to provide a more efficient service, the finance of which would be provided by those 
whose properties formed the 6,000T timema i.e. those who paid eisphora.
Firstly I will try to clarify three points which refer to the establishment (or 
reorganisation) of the 1200 as the trierarchy payers. The thesis I will try to defend is 
three-fold:
i. In Athens there were not only eurcopoi and anopoi but also a "middle class", with a 
medium range income which was unable to sustain a full liturgy but had a surplus 
large enough to contribute towards one. It was this class that Periandros' reforms 
sought to involve in the trierarchy.
ii. The number of the liturgical class was not larger than 300-500.
iii.The traditional propertied class was particularly distrustful of the way the democracy 
was conducting the state affairs becoming disillusioned with the continuous war and 
demanding a respite. Around 358/7 the state finally saw the growing discontent of 
the propertied class and reacted by extending a financial burden to a class of people 
that had not ever felt such a burden before, the middle class, in an effort to get at a 
compromise with the liturgical class.
Davies Wealth 19 severely criticised the measures of Periandros. "Periandros' reform 
stands out as a major shifting of the trierarchic burden on to the backs of men some of 
whom could without gross implausibility be described as poor (Dem. xviii. 102-108)". 
Davies tried also to quantify estates which were "adequate but not enough to perform 
liturgies" cf. Isaeus XI. 40, and concluded that such estates would have to go well 
above the IT mark (based on D. XLII. 22 where the speaker says that 4,500 drachmas 
was not a large enough property to live off, dtp’ fj<; £ftv ou pdfiiov eoxiv) if a surplus 
was to be left. In APF  xxiii-xxiv he concluded with good evidence that people with less 
than 3T were free from liturgies whereas those who had more than 4T were unlikely to 
escape the tax. There is a lot of controversy on the number of the people with such a 
property. Davies Wealth 34 says: "... at any one time during the fourth century about 
300 men, and not many more, had resources in excess of a figure between 3 and 4 
talents...". On the other hand Rhodes Problems 5 and Ruschenbusch Symmorien 279
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think that it was around 1200 rather than 300 who had a property worth more than 3- 
4T in the 4th c.
The evidence does not suggest that there was homogeneity in the 1200 which in its 
turn, suggests that in that body were included people who could not afford the 
trierarchy. These would be people who for convenience I call members of the "middle 
class". The communis opinio is against Davies' view that 300 was number of the people 
having a property that could sustain the trierarchy. Davies tried to show in Wealth 
chapter 3, that the number of people involved in the military liturgies, as preserved by 
the sources, always tended to be from 200 to 400. In the 5th century, Ps. Xen. A.P. 
III. 4 gives the number of the people appointed to perform the trierarchies: 400. E. 
Kalinka in Die Pseudo-Xenophontische ’AGrjvcricov noX,ixeia (Leipzig 1913) noticed 
that Thuk. II. 13.8, Aristoph. Ach. 545, Xen Anab. VII. 1.27 mentioned that Athens had, 
around 431, only around 300 ships which means that there was a surplus of 100 people. 
This surplus may account for the agonistic liturgy appointments which as Davies in 
"Demosthenes on Liturgies: a Note" JHS 87(1967)33-40 has shown were 
approximately 100. Of course the author of A.P. maybe has exaggerated or given an 
approximate figure but the fact remains that in the 5th c. the number of the trierarchic 
class is not that big. More importantly the persistence of the number 300 in the 4th c. is 
perhaps indicative of the liturgical class numbers48. Davies Wealth 19 says 
"Demosthenes' naval law of 340 transferred the trierarchic burden to the 300 "richest 
men" (Hypereides F I34). By the 320s, probably indeed by Demosthenes' law, the panel 
of the 300 men liable to the proeisphora were effectively identical ([Dem.] XLII. 3-5 
and 25) with those liable to the trierarchy and formed the two aspects of a class, 300 in 
number, which financed and performed the military liturgies". There are certain 
problems here. First of all it is accepted that the proeisphora is a liturgy which means 
that those who pay proeisphora and those who pay for the liturgies are mutually
48 The most important sources for the 300 proeispherontes are: Isaeus VI. 60, D. XVUI.103,171, XXI. 
153, XXXVII. 37, XLH. hyp., 3-5, 25 L. 8-9 Aesch. III. 222, Dein. I. 42, Hyper. F134 Kenyon, 
Schol. in Demosthenem XXVI. 21, Bekker Anecdota Graeca 306.22.
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excluded according to the law that prohibits two liturgies in the same year, Aristot. A.P.
56.3. Bearing in mind the other law that allows an interim of at least one year between 
two performances of a liturgy (D. XX. 8 - one year for choregiai, Isaeus VII. 38 - two 
years referring to the trierarchy of the 4th c.) one begins to think that the size of the 
class does not account for the number of the liturgies that we think should be 
performed if e.g. Athens was supposed to have an adequate navy. The number of ships 
Athens had in the fourth century is in my opinion irrelevant and should not be used as 
an argument to prove the liturgical class was as large as the fleet. Davies Wealth 21 has 
shown that the Athenians never had out at sea the vessels they had actually built. The 
largest numbers ever in the 4th c. were 120 at Embata in 356 (Diod. XVI. 21.1) and 
170 at Amorgos in summer 322 (Diod. XVIII. 15.8). These figures certainly represent 
the maximum figure of ships that could be manned at the time of the expeditions. I will 
elaborate on this point later. On the other hand the ships available were far too many, 
in 353/2 totalling 349 (I.G. II2 1613. 284-292) triereis and in 330/29 392 triereis and 
18 tetrereis (LG. II2 1627.266-278). The number 120 which is closer to the time of the 
trierarchic reorganisation seems to be rather compelling in that the number of the 
trierarchic class was larger than 300. If one doubles 120 (if the number of syntrierarchs 
on each ship were two) the number is 240 syntrierarchs which has to be trebled if one 
should account for the statutory interim giving the number 720, far away from the 300 
Davies wants us to believe was the liturgical class. If one is to account for the agonistic 
liturgies too then the number is in the area of 1000.
The above is one of the reasons that Rhodes and A.H.M. Jones Athenian Democracy 
(Oxford 1957) think that the size of the liturgical class was 1200 rather than around 
300. Rhodes Problems part la tried to show that in the 5th c. too it was never 
obligatory for a man to perform more than one liturgy in two years which means that in 
the 5th c. the number of the liturgical class was substantially larger. The evidence that 
provides the information for the 5th c. has been proven by Rhodes not to be as certain 
as one would like to be. The speaker of Lysias XXI.2 was in continuous service as a 
trierarch for seven years. His whole career though seems to be rather exceptional as he 
claimed that he was performing more than one festival liturgies in one year and that this
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liturgical career was unparalleled in Athenian history. In Isaeus VII. 38, delivered in 
354, the elder Thrasyllos of Leuconoeum is said to have performed his trierarchic duties 
in an impeccable manner, as they used to be performed. He was a trierarch on his own 
when perhaps the syntrierarchy was not even established (he died in 415-13, Isaeus VII. 
5), without any support from institutions, such as symmories existing at all, and without 
taking two years off but doing it continuously. Finally he always performed his duty in 
the fullest way. Rhodes has argued that the last point about Thrasyllos is aiming to 
prove that he was virtuous. In his opinion, that he did not take two years off does not 
necessarily refer to the 4th c. only, but that it may actually refer to exemption rules 
valid even in the 5th c. (thus comparing himself with his contemporaries who took two 
years off). This is far from conclusive. What is being tried by Isaeus is to show that 
Thrasyllos was the old-fashioned Athenian who makes a lot of sacrifice for his country. 
That is why a comparison with the reality of the 4th c. fits the context best. The 
syntrierarchy was of course established during the Decelean War but all the areas of 
comparison were present together in the 4th c. and it is more natural to suppose that 
such a comparison would be all the more effective if the audience was to understand it 
as a division between the glorious past and the less vigorous present. Yet Rhodes has 
cast some reasonable doubt and in the absence of any other conclusive evidence one 
should be rather careful in using Isaeus VI as proof that the two-year statutory interim 
period did not exist in the 5th c. as well. So Davies' point that the liturgical class in the 
5th c. was around 400 strong is not so certain as he thought. Rhodes Problems 5 on 
the other hand concluded that the number of people in the liturgical class before and 
after 358/7 was more or less the same if one takes into consideration the exemptions. 
The difference in the systems before and after 358/7 lies in his opinion in the way the 
burden was distributed among the same number of people.
The controversy can be solved in favour of Davies' thesis or at least of a much 
smaller number than 1200 for the size of the liturgical class. First the statutory interim 
has to be tackled. Gabrielsen Financing 178 has used the interim period as compelling 
evidence that Davies' thesis is wrong and argues that for the system to work effectively 
in a four-year period (the current year plus the two-year interim plus the year when the
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current trierarchs would again be liable to the trierarchy), the number of property 
owners had to be nearer 700. He goes on to surmise that in the 5th c. 4/5 of 250 
trierarchies were to be performed by single trierarchs and 1/5 by pairs of syntrierarchs. 
So in a year there would be a need for 200 sole trierarchs and 100 syntrierarchs. 
Taking into account the two-year interim49 (which he thought, Financing 86, was 
effective before 413 - a concession in his opinion made around 431 if the complaints of 
Ps. Xen A.P. I. 13 are true, as well as in 354) and the 100 agonistic liturgists with their 
one-year statutory interim there is a need for a pool of 1,100 people and, with a less 
conservative reckoning, 1200 people. He goes on to apply his theory to a fourth 
century incident where we have information that 100 triremes were commissioned in 
378/7 (I.G. II2 1604). Applying the 4/5 and 1/5 ratio for a period of four years he 
argued that there was a need for 125 men in one year and 375 in a four-year period; 
these together with 200 festival liturgists would bring the size of the class to 575. This 
is disturbing for Gabrielsen who finds it a low number for the impression he has of the 
size of the liturgical class. But, in his opinion, any decrease in the field of trierarchies 
was, in some measure, offset by the proeisphora (378/7 or shortly afterwards), which 
required 300 persons a year. With 600 of them needed, since the proeisphora could be 
considered as a liturgy (D. L.9), the total number of the liturgical class was 1,175 (in 
my opinion it was not as the proeisphora may not have been a liturgy carrying 
exemption, see page 225) Gabrielsen himself admits that the model he has is rather 
artificial as:
i. It does not take into account those exempt in the cavalry (1000 men after 431)
ii. The possibility that syntrierarchies might gain in popularity after ca. 408, or
iii. If old members who dropped out of the class at any period could not be 
replaced by just as many new ones, the replacement rate probably being about 
40 men in a year.
49 Rhodes Problems 2-3 based on Lysias XXI.2, 5 is pretty sure that there were limits on liturgies in 
the 5th c., whereas Davies Wealth 17 n. 16 thinks that there were not.
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His conclusion is that Periandros’ law of 358/7 "... seems to have formalised a 
previously unofficial though practically used definition of the size of the propertied 
class." Furthermore he admits that this was the number required and not the one 
reached because of malfunctions in the system. As proof of this he uses the adjective 
aveniKA,T|p(OTO<; which is found in inscriptions before 358/7 defining ships, meaning 
that the ship has not been allotted to any trierarch which consequently shows that there 
were not enough men. This is wrong as the adjective means that the ship which 
remained at the dock was not needed by the city. Athens did not need all its ships at all 
times and this adjective signifies just that. In order to oppose Gabrielsen a first question 
that has to be asked is for what capacity of ships in service was the Periandric system 
devised. In the fourth century there were no large fleets armed by Athens any more, 
and this he admitted himself when he argued that in the 4th c. the trierarchs needed in 4 
years around 378/7 would have to be around 375. The large number of 120 ships 
which was used for the Social war must have been the uppermost Athens could ever 
have provided in those financially dismal years. This number was certainly exceptional 
since usually the number of ships varied from 30 to 60 e.g. 60 in 373 (Xen. Hell. 
6.2.11), at Samos 30 (Isoc. XV. I l l ) ,  Chares in 349 had 30 ships (Philoch. F49). 
Cawkwell Power 335 who has examined the Athenian naval power of the 4th c. says: 
"All in all, it would not be surprising if the Athenians had 40 or 50 ships a year out on 
active service in the 360s." Gabrielsen Symmories 96 makes a mistake when he thinks 
that the symmories were supposed to provide trierarchs for all the ships of the Athenian 
fleet. There was no way that Athens could man by the symmories (or in any other way) 
the 360 ships the Athenians had before 340. Indeed if it was so Athens would need at 
least 2,160 people in two years (providing two syntrierarchs would need 720 in a year 
and taking into account the statutory years 2,160 - without counting those who would 
contribute only and those exempt!). Gabrielsen has countered this with his ratio of 4/5 
of single trierarchs and 1/5 syntrierarchs which is unprovable and anticipating the 
objection raised three arguments:
i. The gradual build-up of the fleet shows that Athens was expanding her naval capacity
reaching in 325/4 417 ships (I.G. II2 1629.783-812). I think this has been answered
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sufficiently by Davies Wealth 20f. who thinks that the question to ask is not how 
many ships Athens had but how large was the rich class that would finance their 
equipment and secure the seaworthiness of the fleet.
ii. This point is connected to i. The increase in the construction programme of Athens 
is immense, ship sheds - 372 from 330/29 onwards e.g. Zea alone was expanded to 
take 196 ships (7G. II2 1627.395-405), the skeuotheke construction (7.G. II2 1668) 
and there were further plans to launch an ambitious programme of 240 ships, Diod 
XVIII. 10.2.
iii. The 5th c. practice of appointing more men than triereis (according to Ps. Xen. in 
the 5th c. there were 400 appointments as trierarchs every year; since we know that 
Athens had 300 ships this shows that they apponted more trierarchs than ships to 
provide space for the exemptions). This proves absolutely nothing and certainly not 
that the Athenians formally established the 1200 with a view to accommodating all 
the triremes available.
At any rate it seems that the number of the triereis was totally independent of the 
number of the people who became trierarchs on them or financed them. The maximum 
number of ships used in major crises (like Amorgos in 322/1 - 170 ships only) proves 
that Athens could not man all her ships. The reason behind the construction 
programmes should be sought in the social stability Athens wanted to maintain by 
offering employment to most of its citizens. One should also bear in mind that not all 
ships were seaworthy and that some would be better than others and would be 
preferred in case of an expedition. In my opinion Cawkwell's way of reasoning is much 
more sound and should be preferred.
Based on such a conclusion one can argue that the symmories actually were formed 
in order to provide regular financing for a medium number of ships necessary to protect 
Athenian interests. Under this perspective the two-year interim is not a compelling 
obstacle to the size of the liturgical class being 300-500. It is even possible that after 
358/7, when the symmories were established, the exemption period was lowered to one 
year (cf. R.W. Wallace Proeispherontes 486, Cawkwell Power n.28) or that it was 
totally abolished (Rhodes Problems n. 68). In case of an emergency Athens usually
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asked for volunteers (cf. D.XVIII. 99, XXI. 160-166). By asking for volunteers the 
state indicated that the current trierarchs were not enough to cover for the emergency, 
without this actually bring considered as a weakness of the symmories system, since its 
purpose was to provide ships for the usual needs and probably not for an emergency. 
Volunteers could become those who were currently enjoying their statutory year of 
exemption and perhaps those who had a property quite close to the liturgical average 
property but who were not usually selected for service, their property not being quite so 
large as to justify a normal appointment. It can be argued that the symmories provided 
a skeleton number of ships that were usually enough to protect the interests of Athens, 
about 60 ships. The ships at the battle of Embata then can be considered as the 
maximum number of ships Athens could provide both with the ships the symmories 
provided and the voluntary ones. These "voluntarily compulsory" naval epidoseis (first 
begun in 357/6, the expedition at Euboea, D. XXI. 161), were formally solicited and 
organised by the state as opposed to previous informal contributions and one would 
expect to include people who were currently enjoying their statutory interim period. 
Epidoseis were called for in all major Athenian engagements (Olynthos 349/8, Euboea 
348/7, Byzantion 340). These voluntary contributions must have provided any extra 
ships needed outwith the symmories, although it is impossible to know exactly how 
many there were each time, they are in my opinion enough to suggest that the 
exemption interval is not fatal to the smaller number of the liturgical class.
Another important factor that determines whether the liturgical class was large or 
small are remarks such as D. XVIII. 102: "opcov yap, co av5pe$ ’AGrjvatoi, to 
vaoTiKov bpcbv KctTaXoopevov Kal toxx; pev tiXoxxtioxx; d te te iq  arco piKpcbv 
avataopaTcov yxyvopEvoxx;, toxx; 8e p&Tpi’ rj piKpa kekttipevoxx; tcov tioXitcov tcx 
ovt anoAAfiovTa ,^ eti 8 ’ boTEpi^ouaav ek toutcov tt|v tc6Xiv tcov Kaipajv, £0r|Ka 
v6 pov Kcc0’ ov toxx; jiev tog Sikcci’ rcoiEiv rjvdyKaca, toxx; nXouaiou^, 1 0 6 9  8e 
7l£VT|T(X9 ETtaUo’ d8lK0\)|4.£V0\X;, tfi 7TO>t£l 8 ’ OflEp fjv XpTl^lfl^TaTOV, £V K<Xlp(p 
yiyvEaOai tocc; 7rapaoK£\)d<;.", and 104: "fjv yap auxotq ek pev tcov TtpoxEpcov 
vdpcov cruvEKKaiSEKa XpToupyEiv, auToiq psv piKpa Kal o\>8 ^v avakioK ouai, 
TOU9  8 ’ aTiopoix; twv tioXitcov Em tpipouaiv, ek 8e too Epou vopou to yiyvdpEvov
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KotTd tt|v  oxxriav EKaatov xiOevat, Kal Sootv Etpavrj xpir|papxo<; o try; paa<; 
EKT09 Kal Sexaxoq rcpoxEpov ctovte^t]^. obSe yap xpiripapxooq ex’ cbvopa^ov 
EaoTobq, aXXa oovxeJtEiq.". These suggest that there was some kind of gap within 
the 1200, between the rich and the less rich. I am not sure that there were rich and 
absolutely destitute in the 1200, certainly not in the way D. is trying to present the 
case. He is trying to justify his law that reformed the trierarchy in 340 and in the 
process of this effort he is bound to exaggerate. The point though should hardly be 
dismissed and it should safely be assumed that there was a serious inequity inherent in 
the Periandric system. Similarly in XXI. 155, 10 years before, D. attacked the rich for 
their trickiness and high-handed attempts to force the less wealthy citizens to pay as 
much as they themselves should do, cf. XXI. 155: "wax’ auxcbv eviotq xfj aXr|0ela t o  
priSev dvatabaai Kal 8 o k e i v  X e ^ E i x o u p y r i K E v a i  Kal xcov aMxov X p T O U p y ic o v  
dxE^ LEiq yeyevfjaOai rcEpieaxiv...". These passages should be trusted as far as they 
indicate the presence of unequal groups within the 1200. What must be stressed here (I 
will elaborate on this later) is that it was not the Periandric system's principles that 
caused this inequity. Periandros set up the 1200 conscious that all of them were not of 
equal financial capacity. The appointed trierarchs would still have to undertake the 
heaviest burden. The principle of synteleia was not that all the 1200 would have to 
contribute towards all the costs of the trierarchy but rather that the less well off would 
give some help towards those who were appointed as (syn)trierarchs. That the weaker 
of the 1200 ended up paying the same amounts as the trierarchs indicates the misuse of 
the Periandric symmories by their richest members and at any rate such inequity proves 
that those who could really sustain a trierarchy were a group of people smaller than 
1200 and rather towards Davies' 300, than the 1200 as Rhodes thought. Davies has 
shown that the property large enough to sustain a liturgy had to be around 3-4T. If, as 
Rhodes thought, there were 1200 people with such property D. could hardly be justified 
using words such as drcopoi, in order to define a portion of the 1200 and furthermore 
there could hardly exist such enormous injustice as he suggests there was. There is 
another passage which in my opinion gives some further indication that when the 
principle of synteleia was considered, properties somewhat smaller than the usual
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liturgical were involved; D. XX.23: ...noxepov Kpevtxov fjv eic, ouvxeXeiav ayayeiv 
taq  xoptiyiaq dkyrrep xd<; Tpnpapxiac;, ... to te  S’ av, pncpaq auvxEXEiaq ano xa>v 
UTtapxdvTcov EKOCCTTCp yiyvopevTiq, obSev etkxoxe 8 e i v 6 v  obSeiq, o\)5’ eI Ttctvu 
p i K p a  K £ K T T ||i£ v o 9 fjv. Of course the "very small property" must be an exaggeration 
but it remains as a strong possibility that synteleia, as a financial principle involved 
smaller amounts of money spaced out among more people, sums that did not strain 
one's resources.
Davies Wealth 19 has taken quite seriously the reproaches of D. and thinks that: 
"Periandros1 reform stands out as a major shifting of the trierarchic burden on to the 
backs of men some of whom could without gross implausibility be described as poor 
(Dem. xviii. 102-108)". When he tried to quantify estates, adequate but not enough to 
perform liturgies (e.g. Isaeus XI. 40) he concluded that for any estate to have a 
respectable surplus it would have to go well above the IT mark (based on D. XLII. 22). 
He does not seem to be willing to admit that there could be a group in the 1200, that 
although they could not perform a liturgy, could offer substantial help to the trierarchs. 
I quote Davies Wealth 24: "The one recorded attempt to alter its size, [he refers to his 
number of 300 as the class that performed the military liturgies] that of Periandros, was 
a disastrous failure." It is not necessary to accept this thesis as long as one is willing to 
accept that less well off people could sustain a certain drain on their incomes. Davies' 
definition of the class of Etmopoi is based on the definition of Aristotle Pol. 1291a 33- 
4: "The seventh constituent part of a state is that section which serves the state with its 
properties; we call it "rich" (cuTiopooq)." Davies Wealth 13 concludes "In some sense, 
then, the members of the liturgical class could be regarded as forming a class by 
themselves, roughly co-terminous with the "rich" (rtkobaioi or ebnopoi), rather than as 
a privileged sub-section of a larger class the members of which had an equal right to the 
title "rich"". J. Hemelrijk in his IJENIA en IJAOYTOX Diss. (Utrecht 1924)524 has 
studied the relevant terms and according to Davies' Wealth 10 summary, nXouoioi and 
tcevt|T£9 are not so much polarised groups but two overlapping groups which do not 
cover the whole economic range: "The "poor" (TtbvrjXEq) are not destitute, who are 
"beggars" (8e6p.£vot or e v S e e ic ; ) ,  but those who have to work for their living; the
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better off in this class are called sometimes "rich", sometimes "poor", while the "rich" 
(rcXobmoi or exmopoi) are the rentier class or the leisure class, and the class which 
bears the financial burdens of the state". Davies concludes that "most of the individuals 
called "rich" (71X000109 or eo7topo9) are in the liturgical class, with hardly anybody 
demonstrably outside it50. The definition of the financial power of these TtEvqxeq is 
surely a difficult or rather impossible task but it is not difficult to imagine that a class of 
people with properties from IT to 3T could actually contribute towards the expenses of 
the state. How many these people were we do not know, but it is not impossible to 
conjecture that these are the ocTtopot D. refers to in XVIII. 108. These can be 
conventionally called the "middle class". In conclusion it must be stressed that it is false 
to pretend to know the composition of the 1200 as we do not know the proportions of 
rich and poor within them. The evidence suggests that it contained the richest citizens 
but also a number of other people not quite able to undertake a trierarchy on their own, 
the financial condition of which is not explicitly provided by our sources. The 
contribution factor is very important and its very existence in the trierarchic system 
shows a changing habit in the course of Athenian thinking regarding it. Not all scholars 
accept this principle and the opposite views will be discussed when the question 
whether one or two symmories systems existed is discussed.
Rhodes Problems 5 comparing the pre-358/7 practice with the post Periandric one 
concluded that: "The 1200 of 357 was a gross total, not a net total after deducting the 
exempt (Dem. 14.16), and I suspect that the effect of Periandros' law was not to 
increase the number of men sharing the burden of trierarchy but to distribute the burden 
in a different way among the same number of men." Before this conclusion he had 
argued that before 357 one should allow at least 800 to provide 300 trierarchs and 100 
choregoi in each of two years. These numbers deny the fact of the obvious inequity 
within the 1200 since they consider most of the 1200 as theoretically ready to provide
50 For such an identification he uses Ps. Xen. A.P. 1. 23, Isaeus XI. 48, D. XX. 18, Lys. XXVII. 9-10 
where the nouveaux riches make a point of referring to any public benefit they offer, see also XIX. 28- 
9 for the opposite point of view.
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an active service. The remaining 400 that Rhodes does not account for must certainly 
be the exempt ones. The arguments about the statutory interim period and the number 
of the ships that should be thought to be provided by the symmories have been 
answered. It seems that some sources tend to present the 1200 as liturgists but it was 
natural for them to think that despite the inequity within them, the 1200 involved in the 
trierarchy were the richest Athenians who performed all the liturgies (cf. Harp. s.v. 
X i X i o i  S k x k o c j i o i  and Pollux who seems to confirm that: VIII. 100 s.v. xi-Xioi Kal 
8iaic6<noi. and xomtov fjaav oi XeiTOUpYouvxeq). This does not seem to be so if we 
look at D. XIV. 16. The intention behind the proposed reforms of D. is to establish a 
group of people that could all serve as trierarchs, a purified body. D. mentions the five 
categories of exemption, orphans, epikleroi, kleruchs, koinonika and adynatoi (see 
page 235) that should not have anything to do with the trierarchy since they cannot 
serve as trierarchs from a physical point of view. The meaning of adynatoi has been 
disputed. Ruschenbusch Symmorien 280 with 282 n.17 thought that it meant financial 
inability in order to accommodate his theory that in the 1200 there existed a group of 
people unable to sustain a trierarchy or even pay contributions. This he thought was 
proof that the symmories had been designed for the eisphora and then modified to 
accommodate the trierarchy. Yet it is a very unorthodox way of interpreting the word. 
Gabrielsen thought that it meant those exempt from the trierarchy for legal reasons 
because e.g. they were currently performing an agonistic one. Yet again this 
interpretation is overstretching the word because its meaning indicates some kind of 
physical disability. Let us pause to think over this. D. wants a purified body of 
trierarchs, yet he does not ask for those with an agonistic liturgy to be exempt but only 
those who cannot become trierarchs. But what is the difference? None, both groups 
cannot perform a trierarchy so D. should have mentioned the agonistic liturgists in his 
exempt categories. Unless Gabrielsen is right (and I think he cannot be) there must be 
another solution. Could it be that the agonistic liturgists were exempt beforehand since 
they are not mentioned in the exempt categories of D.? And why do the agonistic 
liturgies come in? Well, Gabrielsen Symmories 107 thinks that the 5th c. system of 
appointing trierarchs was preserved in the 4th c. too. According to Ps.Xen. A.P. III.4 in
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the 5th c. 400 trierarchs were selected to perform the trierarchies. It is a conjecture 
that since there were only 300 ships available (Thuk. 11.13. 8) the other 100 were those 
who would opt out because they were currently appointed as agonistic liturgists. 
However ingenious, this suggestion cannot be verified. This procedure was not 
necessarily continued in the 4th c. but with larger numbers i.e. 1200, because of the 
statutory years and the syntrierarchy. In my opinion it is very clear from the rest of the 
exemption categories that the reason for exemption was more that of personal inability 
than of legal obligation. But Gabrielsen Symmories 105 and Financing 188-9 tried to 
show that personal inability was not a reason not to perform a trierarchy if seen in 
conjunction with the possibility to hire the services of a contractor (D. XXI.80, 155, 
LI. 8), because there were persons in the trierarchic class incapable of performing an 
active service in person (Isok. XV. 5, Lys. F35). Gabrielsen Financing 247 n.29 has 
given examples of trierarchs attested in inscriptions that were over 60. My objection to 
this is that being above the military age does not necessarily make one an invalid, 
although the older one gets the more possible it is to become physically incapable of 
performing a trierarchy. Additionally we simply do not know how many claimed 
physical inability and that there were old trierarchs in service just proves that eventually 
they did undertake a trierarchy for various reasons. Gabrielsen argues that contractors 
were used quite often and that this practice verifies that those physically incapable of 
performing a trierarchy were not what D. meant by adynatoi. We also do not know 
how widely contractors were used. If though those with a physical inability could hire a 
contractor then I cannot see why an epikleros, a kleruch or those in joint ownership of 
property could not hire contractors and actually perform the trierarchy. All the 
objections made by Gabrielsen concerning the exemptions made in XIV. 16 will be 
discussed in section VII, see page 235. We must remember that the trierarchy was 
primarily a personal liturgy and although contractors were used, legally the state could 
not encourage the use of them by making those who could not perform the liturgy hire 
contractors. If what Gabrielsen Symmories 106 says: "I would suggest this to be the 
fact that, although a man from the 1200 was both physically and financially capable of 
undertaking a trierarchy, he nevertheless was unable to do so for legal reasons i.e.
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because he discharged another liturgy at the time" is true, then I cannot see why we 
should not include in the adynatoi those who could not discharge the trierarchy because 
they had already performed one in the previous year. I am afraid it is too difficult to see 
this kind of meaning in the word adynatos without forcing it to mean what we want it 
to, see again page 235.
In numerical terms Davies' 300 seem rather difficult to accommodate the trierarchy 
and the agonistic liturgies and in Wealth he does not make any serious effort 
unfortunately to tackle the argument about the statutory year which obviously increases 
the number of the liturgical class. If the agonistic liturgists were appointed before the 
1200 (as they are not mentioned in the exemptions D. mentions in XIV) around 300 
could provide (syn)trierarchs and also cover for the statutory year(s) for 75 ships 
(according to Cawkwell's arguments)51. With the agonistic liturgists the number of the 
liturgical class goes up to 500 still far away from the 1200 that Rhodes thought were in 
possession of 3-4T. The number of people able to afford the trierarchy does not offer 
great cover in case of an emergency or so it seems. But one could accept that single 
trierarchies could provide more ships whereas the trierarchs enjoying their year's break 
could offer their services also. The aim of the naval epidoseis in cases of emergency 
proves that the state was aware of the limitations of the regular system that provided 
trierarchs. There is no clear division within the liturgical class and there is no evidence 
that actually makes one believe that some people performed the trierarchy and others 
the rest of the liturgies (one should not be daunted by D. XX. 19 where it is claimed that 
since the richest citizens perform trierarchies, they are already exempt from the 
choregies, as there is a lot of material in Davies' APF that suggests that rich citizens 
performed both trierarchies and other liturgies indiscriminately).
CONCLUSION: The inequity in the 1200 as D. has shown, is enough proof for the 
existence within the 1200 of a group financially weaker than the liturgical class, that 
could afford only to contribute and not to perform liturgies. This inequity proves
51 The number 300 is either connected with the proeisphora or the trierarchy in 340, and it is 
legitimate to suppose that the 300 are two facets of the same class.
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Davies' principle stated in Wealth, which set the liturgical class on a rather small scale 
refuting Rhodes' and Ruschenbusch's arguments that a rather large number of liturgists 
existed in the 4th or even 5th c. Athens.
II. Evaluation of the anti-liturgic elements
The financial reorganisation of 358/7 is a sign that the Athenian state realised the 
existence of a problem and decided to respond officially to it. This was due, in my 
opinion, to strong opposition of the propertied class to the continuing war and signs of 
resurgent imperialism on the part of the radical democratic government. Opposition to 
the Athenian democracy's policies is underestimated in the fourth century and the 
reforms were in my opinion an effort to reach a compromise between the affluent class 
and the people. To uncover the political and social depth of the reforms it is necessary 
to offer a fuller account of the policies of Athens in the 4th c. and re-evaluate the anti- 
liturgic sentiments of the propertied class, which come from elite authors such as 
Xenophon and Isokrates, who are usually suspected of heavy bias against the demos.
Throughout the 4th c. the relationship between the state and its wealthy citizens 
continued to be a troubled one. Tensions ran high during the Corinthian (395/4-387/6) 
and the Social War (357/6-356/5). In each case the city's costly military expeditions 
combined with economically hard times made the wealthy especially sensitive to the 
pressure on them to support the city's military aspirations. It is possible to argue that, 
although the Athenian state preferred to laud the dutiful liturgists rather than censure 
the cheats, from the wealthy class's point of view there was animosity towards the 
demands of the city, xoc 7cpooxaxxop.eva. M.R. Christ in "Liturgy avoidance and 
antidosis in Classical Athens" TAP A 120(1990)147-169 has made a full exposition of 
the feelings of the liturgical class. His remark that it is not right to ask whether the 
demos' requests were too much or not is well targeted because this has nothing to do 
with what the propertied class really felt.
The sources that can be used, as has already been said, include elite authors such as 
Isocrates and Xenophon but information exists in forensic speeches as well (e.g. 
accusations of a litigant against the other about neglecting public duty) and comedy 
with the frequent caricatures of the rich. Most of these sources are of course biased
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and exaggerated but they should not be dismissed since they certainly contain some 
aspect of the ideology of the propertied class.
On the surface there was balance. Whitehead Metic 81 has called the liturgical 
system "...the paradoxical conjunction of burden and honour." It is to the credit of the 
demos that it turned the archaic and aristocratic desire of the individual for excellence 
(see J.T. Roberts "Aristocratic Democracy: The Perseverance of Timocratic principles 
in Athenian Government" Athenaeum n.s. 64(1986)369) for its own benefit. This was 
achieved by giving the rich a very prominent position in society's politics, as the demos 
controlled almost all public offices and especially justice, some self-seeking rich might 
benefit the state in order to acquire charis i.e. to receive favourable treatment in case of 
a trial for example. The state always tried to publicly praise through honorific decrees 
those who performed fully their public duty (for more information on this subject, see 
D. Whitehead "Competitive Outlay and Community profit: cpiXoxipia in Democratic 
Athens" C.&M34(1983)55-74).
Christ believes that one should indeed see as an indication of anti-liturgical and even 
anti-democratic sentiments the state's repeated attempts in the 4th c. to reform the 
liturgical system and the system for collecting the eisphora. This can be right because 
the propertied class's feelings were much different in the 5th from the 4th c. towards co­
operation with the demos. In the 5th c. they decided to go along on the road to 
prosperity the Empire offered, but the defeat of 405/4 was a very hard lesson to forget 
in the 4th c. Davies Wealth 89 says: "One facet of property power is perceptible 
particularly in the fourth century. This operated negatively as a kind of quasi veto. By 
undervaluing or concealing the ownership of property, by dodging liturgies, by delaying 
the payment of eisphora or of naval debts until the last possible moment, or by 
choosing not to contribute at a critical moment, rich men could so minimise the 
contribution of their property to the national revenue as to have a serious adverse effect 
on the execution of public policy"52. The rich men's compliance with the demos in the
52 Davies gives extensive evidence on all the aspects of anti-liturgical sentiments:
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5 th c. has been again explained by Davies Wealth 90ff. The rich had no other reasons 
than purely ideological ones to attack the demos, which offered tremendous financial 
opportunities. At the same time the existence of a reserve enabled the demos to 
perform its policies independent of the will of the propertied class. Without the Empire 
two major changes came about. Firstly in order for the demos to perform its policies it 
was necessary to have the goodwill of the propertied class, and secondly the demos 
could not offer the opportunities or the facilities for the rich to invest abroad. It is not 
surprising that the rich were generally considered as unwilling to support war at any 
time during the 4th c. (Hell.Oxyrh. VI.3, Aristoph. Ekkl. 197-8, Diod. XVIII. 10. 1-2). 
The historian of Hell.Oxyrh. thought that there were 3 political groups in Athens: The 
rich, the moderate democrats led by Thrasyboulos and the radical democrats led by 
Epikrates and Kephalos. The moderates at some point consented to war with an 
aspiration to the Empire but as Andocides said in III. 15 the pursuit of the Empire was 
no longer feasible. The involvement of the moderates in war though supports the idea 
that there was a "middle" class in Athens that considered sometimes war as expedient in 
order to increase their wealth and influence. It is interesting how the Athenians were
On concealing or undervaluing the ownership of property: I.G. II2 1581. 1-2, Aristoph. Frogs 1065- 
6. Ekkl. 601-3, PI. Rep. I. 343d. Lys. 11.24. XX. 23. Isoc. VII. 35. XV. 160, Isaeus 11.57-49 (cf. APF 
2921 XIV), D. XIV.25, XXVII.8 (cf. APF. 3597, XIV), Dein. I. 69-70. Not undervaluing as a sign of 
virtue Isaeus VII. 39, D. XXVIII. 3, see also V. Gabrielsen's "d>ANEPA and AOANHX OYLIA in 
Ancient Athens" C&M 37(1986) 99-114.
On dodging of liturgies: Lys. XXI. 12, Isaeus V. 35-37, D. XXI. 154f, XLII. 22-23, XLV. 66, 
Aeschin. I. 10 Iff.
On delaying the payment of eisphora or of naval debt: Androtion's commission of ca. 356 which 
tried to recover payments of eisphora pending from 378/7 (D. XXII. 42-68, XXIV. 16Iff). The 
measures adopted in 357/6 to secure the return of naval equipment ( D. XLVII 20ff). The activity of 
the 340s in an effort to recover naval debts which had been outstanding for in some cases for over 
thirty years (main evidence I.G. II2 1622).
The heavy punishment on defaulting trierarchs of 5ircAn>oi<; Tpifjpo-ix; in 326/5 (LG. II2 1628. 33911). 
On not contributing at a critical moment: Isaeus V-37-38, D. XVIII. 312, Theophr. Char. XXII.3, 
Plut. Phok. IX. 1-2.
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gradually involved in the Corinthian war. The radical democrats made some premature 
moves to involve Athens in war against Sparta but all failed. It was only when the 
moderates were persuaded that hostilities began.
III. The swing to Imperialism and the opposition in the 360s 
and early 350s
Partly the desires of the demos were fulfilled with the Second Athenian League. It is 
important to see the connection between the League and the reorganisation of the 
eisphora as the demos' awareness of the importance of financing in its new venture. 
We do not know if the strain on the rich was substantially larger than it used to be, but 
the eisphora was used after 378/7 to fund the war against Sparta and help consolidate 
the gains of the new League, which certainly meant expenditure on the part of the rich. 
The years after 378/7 and up until the Social War were years of more or less 
continuous war.
The main aim of the League (really the main reason for its existence which was the 
weakening of Sparta) was achieved by the Theban victory at Leuktra. The shift of the 
Alliance against Thebes lost many cities to it (like Euboea and Akarnania). As 
Cawkwell has argued in "Notes on the Failure of the Second Athenian Confederacy" 
JHS 101(1981)40-55 the small cities still needed Athens for protection against piracy 
and other minor dangers. Athens decided to go ahead with the capture of Amphipolis, a 
goal indifferent to the interests of the League, showing thus signs of manipulating Allied 
resources and authority as head of the Alliance in order to pursue her own imperialistic 
aims. The first question about the policies of Athens as head of the League, was posed 
by Mytilene as we can deduce from the Athenian response in probably 368 (GHI2 
no. 131). Mytilene was puzzled by the new friendly ties of Athens with Sparta and her 
estrangement from Thebes. The Allies were obviously concerned with the resurgent 
imperialism and the new war Athens was engaged in. When exactly the Athenians got a 
Congress of Hellenes to recognise Athens' right to Amphipolis is unsure, but hostilities 
began in early 368.
The next imperialistic step was taken against Samos where kleruchs were settled . 
This caused a passionate debate and Athens was criticised for that (Aristot. Rhet. H.
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1384 b32-35) although Samos was not officially a member of the Confederacy. 
Potidaea's kleruchs were probably sent after an invitation from the city (GHI2 
no.46.5,10). In 363/2 Keos was punished for trying to secede from the League (GHI2 
no. 142). Further trouble in Corcyra was tackled by Chares who ruthlessly overturned 
the constitution (Diod. XV. 95.3). The syntaxeis the allied cities had to pay also caused 
problems and many of them were pillaged (cf. Isoc. VIII. 29, XV. 123, Plut. Phok.VLI. 
11).
For more formal imperial institutions one has to look harder but certainly in some 
islands of the Aegean governors were placed, although the inscriptions that have come 
down to us suggest some cordiality between Athens and the member states (GHI2 
nos. 152, 156). There are then some indications that Athens was renewing her imperial 
profile.
Sealey Demosthenes 106-7 doubts that Athens was correctly accused of resurgent 
imperialism and argues that, regarding the Social war, its causes should be sought not in 
Athenian policy but in Mausolos of Karia. Fie may be right in that the dynast of Karia 
may have offered the necessary backup to the cities of Rhodes and Kos, but he cannot 
give an explanation why the islands wanted to secede in the first place and even more 
why Athens fought so hard to win them back. The very existence of the Social war is 
proof that Athens was willing to pursue a policy that ensured the financial support of 
those islands. Another argument Sealey uses is that Isocrates' speech On the Peace, 
whose dramatic context is set at the end of the Social war, does not mention any 
outrages the Athenians made between the foundation of the Second Delian league and 
the outbreak of the Social war, whereas Isocrates mentions the mistakes Athens did in 
the 5th c. But On the Peace is a speech that advises Athens to make peace with all the 
rest of Greece, not only with insurgent states; it should be expected that Isocrates 
would remind them of their 5th c. mistakes because then, unmitigated war led to their 
utter destruction. The Social War was an outrage that the Athenians had recently 
committed and was their current problem, everybody knew about it. The best way to 
educate Athenians about the dangers of imperialism was to remind them of the past. 
The general spirit o f the speech is against imperialism, and one should remember that
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Isocrates is not to be expected to give a very well-defined outline of the current affairs, 
On the Peace is not a deliberative speech on whether to make peace with the former 
Allies or not.. For him it was enough that in the 5th c. Athens' imperialism was her 
peril. This fact would serve best to illustrate the danger Athens was currently facing.
As for the finances of Athens, it is difficult to provide a full history of her financial 
background in the years after the League, but the trend was, as we saw, towards war 
and the sequential expenditure on the part of the rich. We also have some evidence 
after the end of the Social War showing the miserable financial state of Athens. The 
city's revenues had plunged to the extremely low figure low of 130T (D. X.37) 
whereas the economic life of the city was depressed as Xenophon (.Poroi) and Isokrates 
show (Isoc. VIII. 19-21, 46-47, 69, 124, 128) An indication of the sums involved is 
included in Areopagitikos 9 (probably before the Social War) : "rcXeico 8’ ft x ^ l0t 
laX avia  p<XTr|v eiq xobq ^Evovq avqAxoKOTEq, rcpoq 8e Tobq "EATltivok; 
8iape(3A,rip.evoi Kori tco (3ap|3&pcp rcoXepioi yeyovot e <;...". A further comment is by D. 
in XIII. 27 (around 354/3): "ou n^eico pev ft %\k\.a m l  nevTaKooia idtaxvT’ 
avfttaoTai eiq xobq xcov 'EAAftvcov drtopouq, E^avftXcovim 8’ oi t ’ 18101 ndvTEq...". 
What can be deduced from these two references regarding amounts of expenditure is 
that the amount of 1000T was spent before the Social War whereas the amount of 
1,500T indicates that the expenditure after 362/1 until the end of the Social War rose to 
500T. Such large amounts of money suggest that Athens' financial strains were not 
only because of the Social War (which lasted for only 20 months) but because for a 
long time she had over-stretched her resources. The extensive use of mercenaries must 
be certainly the greater part of Athens' expenses after the Second Athenian League was 
formed (cf. D IE. 28, Aesch. II. 71, Isoc. VIII. 44-46).
The above evidence proves that Athens had strained again her resources and 
exploited her allies who saw her eagerness to recover Amphipolis and Chersonese as 
none of their business. Furthermore, although there is no explicit information about 
the causes of the Social war, there are indications that it was the resurgent imperialism 
and highhanded methods of Athens (along with the instigation of Mausolos, who was 
the counterweight that provided the security for the Allies to secede). D.XV.3 says:
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"flTi&aavTo pev yap ftpaq e 7 u i( 3 o o X e \) £ iv  abxoiq XToi Kai Bo^avxioi Kal 'P0 8 1 0 1 , 
Kai 8 i a  xaoxa cuvEcrxricyav Etp ftpaq xov xEteoxaiov xooxovl notepov". This 
shows that there were widespread fears among the allies (well-founded or not we do 
not know) that Athens was planning their submission.
Why Athens would get back on the track o f imperialism is not difficult to imagine. 
After the 5th century's Empire and financial boom it was difficult for them to forget that 
lost prosperity. Cawkwell "Notes on the Failure of the Second Athenian Confederacy" 
JHS 101(1981)55 concludes that poverty required imperialism. The only way to 
prosperity was to gain an Empire and live off its profits, mainly, tribute (cf. Thuk. VI.
24.3, Hell.Oxyrh. VI.3, Aristoph. Ekkl. 195-98). As we have seen war and imperialism 
were the choice of the middle and poor classes, whereas the rich desired peace since all 
the burdens were falling on them.
This struggle between the radical democracy and the propertied class can be 
translated in the internal ideological front. The propertied class had gladly followed the 
demos in the 5th c. only to be destroyed in the end. In the period of the late 360s and 
early 350s Isocrates' Areopagitikos and On the Peace reflect the final breach of the rich 
men's patience and a strong opposition to radical democratic policies. W. Jaeger in "The 
date of Isocrates' Areopagitikos and the Athenian opposition" HSCP Supp. vol. 1 
(Cambridge 1940)409-451 had dated the speech from internal evidence around 361, 
and if this date is correct53 then Isocrates' foresight was particularly sharp, as it is 
obvious he understood the state's fatigue and that it would suffer great setbacks unless 
there was a constitutional change towards a more moderate government under the 
supervision of a reinstated Areopagos as the controller of the constitution. There is 
actually a lot of controversy over whether Isokrates is echoing the political standpoint 
o f Theramenes only without mentioning his name. P. Harding in "The Theramenes 
myth" Phoenix 28(1974)101-111 thinks that there is no connection between the 
Atthidography of the 4th c., especially Androtion's, and the favourable treatment of
53 K. Bringman in Studien zu den politischen Jdeen des Isokrates Supp. Hypomnemata 14 (Goetingen 
1965)esp. 73-95 has argued for a date closer to On the Peace, around 355, much later than Jaeger's.
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Theramenes in Aristotle. Jaeger 447 argues: "such pupils of Isokrates as Timotheos 
and Androtion undoubtedly were brought up with these [Theramenes'] ideas". It is 
difficult to say whether Isocrates' pupils were influenced by a favourable tradition 
towards Theramenes thus transmitting it through the Atthidography or whether this 
tradition was the result of political theory originating with Aristotle. What can though 
be thought certain is a coincidence with some of Theramenes' ideas (or at least ideas 
attributed to him) such as the attitude towards the abolition of the laws of Ephialtes that 
stripped the Areopagos of its powers. If the Areopagitikos was indeed published 
around 361 it constitutes perhaps a very good example of the ideological struggle in 
Athens. Although modem scholarship has argued whether a narrow political 
interpretation of Isocrates' work does any justice to it, it is not impossible to view the 
speech as advice directed towards the Athenians. Its tone is not as exasperated as the 
On the Peace and it is indicating that Athens is still a strong power. He could have 
foreseen the destruction of that power unless there was some kind of structural change 
and moderation on the part of the government. Isocrates is undoubtedly an elite author 
and he seems to know at least that the people think him to be so; cf. 56-57: "eivai 5’ 
e9 aoav  epoi Kai kiv5\)vov jift xa (3£A,xiaxa aoppouAEtxov p.ic65r||ioc; etvai 5o£,(o 
xai xftv 7i6A.iv £t|xeiv eI<; oAayapxiav £ji(3a?i£iv". Jaeger points out that with the 
Areopagitikos Isocrates wanted to show how closely the inner structure and healthiness 
of the leading state was tied up with the destiny of the League.
His orientation is aristocratic and connected firmly with the old aristocracy or better 
with the iKav(bxaxoi i.e. those with the means, and he vehemently criticises the radical 
democracy for usurping the power from those who are fit to govern; cf. 22: "ouk e£, 
dTtavxcov xaq apxaq KArjpouvxEq aAAa xobq pcAxiaxoix; Kai xobq iKavcoxaxouq 
rep’ EKaaxov xcov Epycov rcpOKpivovxEq". He paints a nostalgic picture of the past; cf. 
25: "...ou yap Eji7iopiav aAAa A^ixoupyiav Evopi^ov Etvai xftv xcov koivwv 
£7cip.£X£iav". The implication is that at Isocrates' time the class he describes was not in 
power and had been out of power for a very long time, since in the 5th c. the 
democracy's instruments (ekklesia, public, military and financial administration boards) 
set new criteria for the selection of politicians, politicians who were a new breed,
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winning popular support by public expenditure and not so much by private benefaction. 
According to Isokrates, though, only the rich were naturally disposed to rule; cf. 26: "... 
xobq 8e a%oA/r|v ayEiv Suvap.EVotx; Kai ftiov iKavov KEKXtijiEvooq £7iip.£^£ia0ai 
xcov koivcov coarcEp oiKExaq".
Such beliefs as those held by Isocrates coincide with the arguments for the patrios 
politeia at the time, for example, of the oligarchic revolution in 411 (cf. Aristot. A.P. 
25. 1-2, 28.5, 35.2). There are no reasons why the Areopagitikos should not be seen as 
a criticism of the swing to imperialism in the 4th c. and perhaps a widening gap between 
the democratic administration and the propertied class. Athens could continue to be an 
important power respected by her allies only if the moral gravity of the Areopagos was 
restored, making Athens more moderate and thus engaging the full co-operation of the 
natural leaders, the propertied class. In conclusion the Areopagitikos is of special 
importance to the period before the Social war.
Athens was in the midst of perennial war and unrest among her Allies, especially 
after Epaminondas' campaign in the Aegean around 363/2, see G.L. Cawkwell C.Q 22 
(1972)271-3, plus an unprecedented corn shortage in 362/1 (D. L.61) and 358/7 (D. 
XX. 33); Cawkwell "Notes on the Failure of the Second Athenian Confederacy" JHS 
101(1981) thought that the corn shortage was possibly continuously prevalent between 
36254 and 357. Because of the above Athens must have felt the enormous financial 
strain which subsequently must have aggravated more than usual the acute differences 
between rich and poor, the democratic administration and the propertied class who 
were against war. Isocrates presents (in his opinion) the difference between the past 
and the present situation, Areopagitikos 53: "ou yap ek xcov ttojitccov o68’ ek xcov 
TtEpi xaq xopriytaq (piXovi Kitov oi)8’ ek xcov xoiouxcov aAa^ovEicov xftv
54 The military crisis in 362 was four-fold:
a. Alexander of Pherai had seized Tenos (Diod. XV. 95, D.LI. 8., Polyain. 6.2.1).
b.Miltocythes of Thrace was offering back the Chersonese D. L. 4.
c. The Proconnesians, allies of Athens needed help (D. L. 4).
d. There were news that the Byzantines, Chalkedonians and Kyzikenes being short of com were 
forcing merchant ships destined for Athens to put in and sell their cargo to them (D. L. 6).
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eb5aip.ovi.av eS oK ip a^ ov , aXX e k  t o o  acocppovcoq o I k e i v  K ai t o o  (3ioo t o o  Ka0’ 
ftpEpav K ai t o o  pt|8£va xcov TtoA-ixwv arcopEiv xcov etc ix tiS e Ico v " .
Given the evidence that suggests a lack of enthusiasm in the 4th c. for liturgies and a 
mounting discontent with the war in the beginning of the 350s, we should look there for 
the causes of the financial reorganisation of 358/7. The state faced the hostility of the 
propertied class (hostility not only on ideological grounds but more on grounds of the 
feasibility of the continuation of the war, a continuation which diminished their income) 
perhaps depicted in the Areopagitikos as far as our sources are concerned - a stark 
warning to radical democracy. The Poroi of Xenophon and the On the Peace of 
Isokrates show a grim picture of the financial capacity after the long decade of war. 
From these sources one has to assume a decline in economic growth both on a state and 
a personal level. The institution of the 1200 certainly must be connected with the 
dismal reality in Athens. Their institution does not only signify a depletion of 
individual funds. It is vital to see how Athens reorganised the trierarchy. Augmenting 
the sharing of the trierarchic burden to less well off people (if Davies' number of 300 is 
close to the truth) meant expansion of the spectrum of taxation. The financial 
reorganisation of 358/7 was a compromise. The heavily paying trierarchs would receive 
subsidies from the newly formed symmories. This way the liturgy was expected to be 
seen as lighter by the propertied class. The demand a little later by Androtion to pay up 
the outstanding eisphora debts and the effort to recover the naval debts was not only a 
sign of financial hopelessness but also an indication to the propertied class that those 
who were dodging their responsibilities would eventually pay, removing thus the 
grievance that it was unfair to effectively tax only those citizens who were diligent in 
their responsibilities.
Behind the political interpretation of the changes stands another aspect, that of a 
changing mentality towards taxing; the widening of the tax limits. The eisphora was 
reorganised in 378/7 but we do not know how many people were included in the 
symmories. The only thing we know is that there was an evaluation of property in 
Attica and the final amount was around 6,000T; each person paid according to a fixed 
rate of his timema. The 358/7 reorganisation was fashioned on the eisphora symmories
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and indicates an increase in the number of people paying for the navy until then. These 
new payers have been identified as members of the middle class. It seems strange that 
a state such as the Athenian democracy would expand the taxing limits to less well off 
people but, as I have argued, this was a compromise. The state had to ask a larger 
number of people to support its policies. This indicates a rather new, wider conception 
of taxation with a less personal character, on a larger and more regular basis.
Andreades Finances 127 concludes: "This hostility against direct taxation came from 
the conception that taxing the body, the labour or the land of the citizen was 
inconsistent with his character as a free man". The institution of a compulsory body of 
1200 and the contributions in money show that the democracy realised that it had to 
resort to less conventional ways of raising money. The new system of contribution in 
cash, though, deprived the individual of the opportunity to excel and receive charis as 
well as public gratitude. There was nothing exciting about paying cash. Paying it could 
not in any way provide some kind of official recognition. It was liturgies that impressed 
and offered the opportunity to prove one's dedication to the city and its citizens. The 
democracy, despite the unpopularity of its pursuit of Empire, stuck to its option for war 
until 356/5 with one significant concession: less well off citizens would have to be 
regularly taxed.
IV. Regular taxation. A changing attitude
An example of a kind of regular taxation can be found in two inscriptions which 
show that an eisphora was levied continuously from 347/6 until 323/2 amounting to 
10T used for the neosoikoi and the Skeuolheke (in 337/6 the 10T were diverted for the 
repairs of the city walls). The inscriptions are I.G. II2 244 (of 337/6) and 505 (of 
302/1). That the 10T eisphora was raised every year can be proved from II2 505. lb- 
17: and © e jiic t u o k Ae o ix ;  (347/6) apxovxoq pi%pi Kr|(pioo8[cbp]ou (323/2). The 
inscription is honouring two metics for their services to Athens. It has been asserted55 
that the 10T fund was just the 1/6 of the eisphora that the metics had to pay whenever
55 M. Clerc Les meteques atheniens (Paris 1893)27-31, P. Guiraud Etudes economiques sur I' 
Antiquite (Paris 1905)106ff, G.L. Cawkwell JHS 83(1963)50.
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one was raised interpreting II2 244.20-21 [KocTot t o  Tipripa] eiarpepeiv 8 e  Kai t o i x ;  
P E t o I k o u ^  t o  e k t o v  p£po^ KaTocpdXXciv S e  ai)Tob$..., and that the whole amount of 
the eisphora raised was 60T. What P. Brun in Eisphora - Syntaxis - Stratiotika (Paris 
1983)49-54 has pointed out is that in LG. II2 244 there is no distinction between the 
sum paid by Athenians and metics in the inscription as it is restored: [ o t i  8’ av] 
£^^£17111 ei<; tcc 8£Ka TaAavTa, pEpi^Eiv t o o [<; arcoSEKTa^. Eiatp£p£iv p&v Toix; 
’AGrjvaioix; KaTa t o  Tipripa] EiacpEpEiv 8 e  Kai t o \ x ;  p e t o i k o i x ;  t o  e k t o v  pEfpo^ 
KaTapdX^Eiv 8 e  auTob^ t t )v  p£v 7tp(bTT|v KaTapoXiiv ...] (about the restoration see 
P. Foucart "Une loi athenienne du IVe siecle av.J.C." JS (1902)177, 233). The contrast 
between p£v and 8 e  Kai t o \ x ;  p e t o i k o u ^  implies a distinction between citizens and 
metics and there is no indication that the 10T are the 1/6 of the total eisphora.
Brun tried to define the circumstances of 347/6 that made necessary a steady and 
permanent revenue in the form of that yearly eisphora. D. XIX. 60 says that on the 
26th of Skirophorion the Athenians held an assembly for the neoria of Athens. 
Presumably the 10T every year was designed to provide Athens with new neoria. In 
338 the fund was diverted to pay for the repairs of the walls before the battle of 
Chaironeia. Philochoros FGrH Illb 382 F56a: A o c i p a % i 8 r |< ;  ’Axapv£\)$‘ e t u  t o u t o u  
to c  p E v  E p y a  t o c  r tE p i  T o ix ;  v E c o a o iK o o c ;  K a i  t t | v  a K E o o G r p c r iv  a v E p o c A o v T O  8 io c  t o v  
T io X E p o v  t o v  T tp o ^  O i X i t h t o v ,  t o c  8 e  x p f i P a T a  e \ |/T |(p io ,aV T O  T taV T ’ E i v a i  
c rT p a T ic o T iK o c , A r ip o a G E V o u ^
The 10T fund was established by law LG. II2 244.13: [ ( p E p o p E v a  K a T a  t o Iv  
E v i a u T o v  E K a a T o v  e k  t o o  T ip o T E p o u  v o p o .  Brun argues that such a law did not 
supersede the normal irregular eisphora. The principle of a permanent levy is to enable 
the city to cover its defensive expenses, but should the need arise surely the option of 
raising a larger amount of money was there. The reasonable conclusion is that the 10T 
fund was a permanent tax to fulfil a certain task and that extraordinary expenses would 
be covered by the normal eisphora. The 10T is something like an infrastructure tax 
levied in the usual large eisphora method. Brun has neglected two new aspects of the 
law:
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a. The permanent character of the tax which verifies a trend in Athenian taxation; it
was dragging towards more compulsory ways of levying funds and
b. The proeisphora which such a levy would probably involve.
If a proeisphora was levied, every member of the 300 body would have to pay an 
average 200 dr. up front at the time the law decreed the 10T should be collected. Two 
mnai was a considerable amount of money in Athens, but one would expect that an 
Athenian with a moderate income could come up with such an amount; moreover they 
were the 300 richest citizens (if it offered also immunity from a year's liturgies it was a 
very handy payment, but as I will argue in the next section the proeisphora was 
probably not a normal liturgy). So the sum would not upset the propertied class and it 
would probably involve the normal proeisphora. As R.W Wallace Proeispherontes has 
argued, each time a proeisphora was levied the 300 were appointed anew by their 
demes. If this is true then this 10T eisphora is very important, because if it was paid by 
proeisphora it shows that the 300 richest citizens were appointed each year, which 
means that there was a clear idea throughout the 340s of who the 300 richest citizens 
were. The proeisphora which had to be paid each year would become a routine and 
thus establish a more or less standing body of 300. A levy of such a sum every year 
shows the new mentality that the state was trying to introduce, cash-payments towards 
its building programme equivalent to a more or less direct yearly tax. The beginning 
had been made with the 1200 who were obliged to pay cash-payments every year.
V. Was the proeisphora a normal liturgy?
Here I would like to raise some suspicions about the widely accepted notion that the 
proeisphora was a liturgy that carried the normal one-year exemption other liturgies 
did. The implications of this are immense since it has been argued by Gabrielsen 
Financing 179 that more or less the existence of the 300 proeispherontes almost 
guarantees that the size of the liturgical class was in the area of 1200, I quote: "Since 
they [the 300] were entitled to exemption, the number of men required in a three-year 
period would be 600 if eisphora was actually levied in three consecutive years or, 
alternatively, if the Athenians took such a possibility into account when introducing the 
system. Hence the total number of liturgists needed in the 370s would have been
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slightly higher than at the end of the fifth century that is, 1,175; the approximation to 
1200 then needs no special pleading". It has been almost universally accepted that the 
proeisphora was a liturgy carrying exemption based on Apollodoros' information about 
his trierarchy in 362/1 L. 8-9:
ob povov xoivov, co avSpeq SiKaaxai, xa KaTa xt|v Tpnpapxiccv avf|A,iGKOv 
TOTE OUTCO TEOAOTEA/q OVTOC, CtXka Kai XCOV XPftft&TCDV ™V £K7rA,OOV
Ei|/r|(piaaa0£ EioEVExOftvai pepoq ouk E^axioxov Eyd) bpiv 7ipoEiaT]V£yKa. So^av 
yap bpiv U7t£p xcov SqpoxcDv xoix; poo^Eoxdq ooieveykeiv toix; TtpoEiaoiaovxaq 
xcov x£ Sqpoxcov Kai xcov eykekttjpevcov, 7tpooaiir|V£x0r| poo xobvopa ev xpixxoiq 
Sqpoiq, 8ia xo cpavEpav Eivai poo xqv obaiav. Kai xooxcov Eyco obSEpiav 
Ttpocpaaiv noiricyapEvoq, oxi ook av 5ovaiprjv 5bo ATyioopyiac; A/nxoopyEiv oo8e 
oi vopoi ecoctiv, £0r|Ka xaq npoEiacpopaq Ttpcoxoq. Kai ook £io£7tpa^dpr|v 5ia xo 
tote p£v ajioSripEiv 07i£p bpcov xpnpapxcov, baxEpov 5e KaxarcAEtxyaq 
Kaxa^apEiv xa p£v Eorcopa bcp’ EXEpcov rcpoE^EiAEypEva, xa S’ arcopa brcoAmTta.
Another piece of evidence is D. XLII. 25: "xaXcov yap  KayaGajv egxi SiKacrccov 
xoix; p ev  xwv 7io?iiX(bv eGeAovtou;, o x a v  Eim opdxn, A/nxoopyobvxaq K ai ev xoiq  
xp iaK oaioiq  ovxaq  avaTtaoEiv, o x a v  xobxoo SeopEvoi xoyxavcoo iv , xoix; 8e 
vopi^ovxaq a7ioA,A,\)£iv, o x a v  eI<; xo koivov xi SaTtavqocoaiv, ayE iv  e!<; toix; 
JtpoEiacpEpovxaq K ai pq EmxpETTEiv 8pa7t£T£i)£iv'\ In this passage the 
proeispherontes are being equated with those who perform liturgies, a thing that 
corresponds with our evidence that in 340  the 300 were made responsible for the 
trierarchy and a class of around 300 was the liturgical class. That the proeispherontes 
are mentioned in the context of a forensic speech dealing with antidosis does not 
confirm straight away that the proeisphora was a liturgy. The class of people 
responsible for all the liturgies was the 300 richest citizens. These 300 were at the time 
of the speech, around 323/2, proeispherontes and liturgists, since the 300 became 
solely responsible for the trierarchy in 340. It would be impossible to distinguish the 
liturgists and the proeispherontes at the time. There is something more in this. If the 
proeispherontes are mentioned, then they must have been in use at least once in the last 
decade (despite MacDowell's Periandros n.34 claim that there is no evidence at all for
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the collection of eisphora after 340). If though there was no large eisphora at the time 
of the speech, then the only eisphora levied at the time was the 10T one. If a 
proeisphora was levied, the average amount paid by each of the 300 would be two 
mnai, a ridiculous sum to justify an exemption from other major liturgies, and in this 
case enter an antidosis challenge.
If the proeisphora was a liturgy this would involve the one year statutory interim 
that was available to all those that performed liturgies. If 300 each time there was a 
proeisphora would acquire immunity for that and the next year's liturgies then the 
number of the rich involved in liturgies would certainly be larger than Davies' 300, who 
thought as we said, that the 300 proeispherontes and the 300 of D.'s reforms in 340 
were two aspects of the same class. Yet if proeisphora was levied in a year the other 
liturgists who would stillhave to be appointed would be at least 200. In the next year 
even if there was not a proeisphora there would have to be found at least another 200 
different people to cover for that year's liturgies which makes the overall number of 
people involved in liturgies for two years at least 700, far away from Davies' 300. One 
could argue of course that the eisphorax were spaced out but theoretically should the 
need arise there could have been eisphorax in two consecutive years.
Apollodoros has been suspected for the sincerity of his statement. Wallace 
Proeispherontes 486 says: "... and his failure fully to emphasise what would have been 
an act of personal generosity some may find difficult to explain". The view that the 
proeisphora was not a liturgy subject to exemption was taken by R. Thomsen Eisphora 
212 who used as evidence Isaeus VI. 60, where the speaker commenting on the 
liturgical activities of a family praises them, "...they have paid all [my bold type] the 
eisphorax among the 300". Thomsen considered this as good evidence that the 
proeisphora was not a liturgy that offered exemption, because if they had paid all the 
eisphorax in the 300 and if eisphora had been levied in two consecutive years they 
would still have paid it in the 300, not being exempt. Wallace thought that we do not 
know whether the eisphorax meant by Isaeus were by chance rather spaced out in the 
4th c.; we simply do not know if that happened but it would be quite possible for an 
eisphora to be levied twice in two years since Xen. in Hell. Vl.ii.l says that the
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Athenians were worn out with paying eisphorax and de Ste Croix Timema 51 surmises 
that there was an eisphora in 375/4 and perhaps one in the beginning of 376/5. De Ste 
Croix based on the naval activity in the years 373/2 and 372/1 (D. XLIX. 9-15, Xen. 
Hell. VI. ii.10, 14, 37-38, Diod. XV. 47. 2-7) thought that there could be two 
consecutive eisphorax then56. Another way to explain Isaeus is that the family paid all 
the eisphorax they were required to legally; thus Isaeus is being misleading in order to 
impress the audience.
Wallace then, tried to find another reason to explain this hasty reference of 
Apollodoros to his own generosity. Proeisphora was a liturgy in his opinion, with the 
exemption rule valid. The strategoi made a list based on the comparative wealth of 
those they wanted to appoint as proeispherontes51 without any regard to their liturgical 
status. It was up to the individual to claim an exemption if entitled. This exemption 
was voluntary. If a trierarch was away he could hardly perform his duty and Wallace 
thinks that he was exempted automatically (he does not say how this would be done, 
would the generals not include him in the first place or would they expect somebody 
else to point that out?). So although the laws did not permit two liturgies in the same 
year the state was counting on the patriotism of the richest to pay the proeisphora even 
if they were performing a liturgy (unless the trierarch was out at sea). Wallace argues 
that it makes sense if the strategoi should ask Athens' 300 richest men to perform this 
purely financial service, since if all liturgists were exempted from it those who remained 
might be very much poorer than such men as Apollodoros. Apollodoros is then not 
lying but his generosity was common place.
On the other hand I have been unable to find evidence of liturgists who performed 
more liturgies than they were obliged by law, especially in the 4th c. (the speaker of 
Lys. XXI. 1-6 performed a large number of festival liturgies, more than once two in the 
same year; but his munificence has been characterised by Rhodes Problems 2 as
56 For full information on the eisphorai from 378/7-357/6 see ch. 6 of de Ste Croix's Timema.
57 The strategoi made the actual list but it was (according to Wallace and I agree in this) the demes 
that would propose those who thought were suitable for the liturgy without any concern about their 
liturgical status.
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exceptional, as the speaker himself admits, section 5: "... if I wanted to perform the 
liturgies according to the law I would not spend even one fourth [of what he had 
already spent]"). Apollodoros* status is exceptional, but he fails to capitalise on it, if 
proeisphora was a liturgy carrying full exemption. Yet it seems hard to believe that 
Athens depended on the generosity of the rich if there was a proeisphora and some of 
them were exempt as current liturgists. Liturgies usually involve personal service, and 
that was one of the reasons that one person could not be an efficient trierarch and 
choregos within the same year. But the proeisphora is a financial responsibility and the 
interesting point is that the proeispherontes were to be reimbursed later on. This makes 
proeisphora a very strange liturgy indeed, where the liturgist is to get his money back 
(except for his own share of the eisphora). The aim behind the proeisphora is 
obviously to try and get the money as quickly as possible, thus saving the state time and 
effort from chasing up every member of the symmories, leaving this task to the 
proeispherontes. It can also be argued that the state appreciated the ready cash it could 
have after each proeisphora was levied, and confirming the status of liturgy on the 
proeisphora was an act of protection of personal wealth. That they could get most of 
their money back later (Apollodoros* comment that he could not get reimbursed 
because by the time he got back most of those who could have paid him back had paid 
their due share to some other proeispheron, shows that the majority of the 
proeispherontes did attempt to get their money back) casts in my opinion a shadow on 
the certainty that the proeisphora was a liturgy, it was certainly not a typical liturgy.
The amounts involved in a proeisphora were indeed rather large. For a normal 
eisphora of around 60T (see de Ste Croix Timema 60, point a, - in his opinion it was 
unlikely that the Athenians would raise an eisphora for something less than 30T) a 
member of the proeispherontes would have to pay an average 1200 dr., 1/5 of a talent. 
Bearing in mind that they would get a part of that sum back it does not seem so great 
compared with the trierarchy which cost around IT, cf. Gabrielsen Financing 124-125. 
De Ste Croix 69 is too ready to dismiss the burden of the tax which some of the 
evidence suggests; see: D. XXVIII. 17, XLVII. 54, L. 7,13, Isaeus F29, VI.38. Isaeus 
VI.38 (cf. D. XXXVI. 31) is complaining that it is unusual to be able to carry out costly
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liturgies from current income. These complaints do not show necessarily that 
properties were too weak to support liturgies, but rather that there was a lack of 
liquidity in the rich class’s properties which made the additional burden of the 
proeisphora difficult to bear. Since the levying of eisphora was rare, unpredictable and 
the sums involved rather large (they would have to be paid out of capital or even 
involve the hypothecation of real property),58 I am not too sure that current liturgists 
would be very willing to pay it if it was voluntary to do so.
In addition to this there are certain factors that could suggest that the proeisphora 
was not a liturgy. The conditions in which an eisphora was levied probably involved an 
emergency and the state could not afford to lose a part of its proeispherontes because 
of the exemption rules. De Ste Croix 50 applied three general principles for the levying 
of eisphora.
i. One should not assume that eisphorax were levied in the years of the largest 
expeditions because we do not know how much money was derived from booty and 
syntaxeis.
ii. On the other hand eisphorax will hardly have been levied in years when there was no 
naval or military activity and
iii. It is unlikely that the Athenians would need to raise eisphorax in connection with 
expeditions by land, it was naval armaments that were costly.
In view of this logical explanation Wallace's, page 480, statement is misleading: "In 
addition, most eisphorax were not levied in periods of crisis, while in the one attested 
crisis, that mentioned by Apollodoros, the regular system seems in fact to have been 
adjusted". But Wallace Proeispherontes 481 concluded correctly in my opinion that the 
300 proeispherontes were never a standing body but were always newly appointed 
when an eisphora was required. The demes would report to the government the names 
of wealthy demesmen (or rich people from other demes but with property in the specific 
deme). Then the strategoi would draw up a provisional list probably in accordance 
with the comparative wealth. This reconstruction refutes previous theories that claimed
58 See Davies Wealth 82-83, M.I. Finley Land and Credit in Ancient Athens (New Brunswick 1952)84.
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that Apollodoros was describing a very different procedure from the one that was 
originally designed, through the timema of each member of the proeispherontes and the 
symmories. As Wallace asserts "We may therefore conclude that the Athenians were 
anxious to ensure that this burden always fell on their 300 richest citizens and for this 
purpose required deme reports". What Apollodoros reveals is that the proeisphora 
took place before a naval expedition took place, which verifies principle iii of de Ste 
Croix's. It is not exaggerating to say that each time the eisphora was levied many of 
the 300 would be involved in a trierarchy or another liturgy. The amount involved is 
not very big in itself but combined with a trierarchy must have created terrible problems 
of liquidity and it is unlikely that the state could trust their patriotism, especially in view 
of the anti-liturgic sentiments, as explained in section II.
That the proeisphora was not a liturgy carrying exemption does not have any solid 
evidence in favour but there are enough grounds for doubt that it was. It is unlikely 
that it carried exemption which was usually breached by those entitled to it for patriotic 
or other reasons because of the demand in cash; if somebody was performing a 
trierarchy the extra cash proeisphora demanded would make him susceptible to ask for 
exemption. I suspect that since the eisphora was irregular rich people were expected in 
one way or another to be able to sustain both the burden of a liturgy and a proeisphora. 
This was the reason why the demes' reports existed, to ensure that the the truly rich 
citizens were chosen. After 347/6, the yearly eisphora collection of 10T rendered the 
proeispherontes essentially a standing body because they were appointed year after 
year. That is why the speaker of D. XLII was appointed as a proeispheron despite his 
financial losses. His deme just sent his name off without the necessary consideration, 
probably because they thought that it was not likely for somebody's property to 
fluctuate as much as to justify his exclusion from the 300. Furthermore the speaker of 
XLII was not entering an antidosis so as not to pay the small sum the 10T eisphora 
forced him to pay, but rather to avoid further liturgical encumbrances in that year; one 
should not forget that D.'s law had transferred the trierarchical burden onto the 300 
richest citizens, Hyp. F I34 K. Another conclusion from this discussion is that the 300 
were the richest citizens of Athens and their future connection with the trierarchy in 340
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should not be seen as proof that the eisphora and naval symmories were identical,59 as 
the connection could have taken place because they simply were the richest.
VI. 5 or 6 trierarchs?
Hyp. F I34 K: " e g x ;  p.ev o i  rcA oixyub xaT oi r c a p a K p o o o p e v o i Tqv rcoXiv o b v  t c e v x e  
K a i e^ Tpiripap%oOvT£<; p c x p ia  avqA aaK O v, f |< r i)x ia v  fjy o v  o b x o i .  ErcEiSq 8 e  x a o x a  
K axiS cb v A q p o o G ev q q  v o p o v  e G t jk e  x o ix ;  x' x p iq p a p x e t v  K a i p a p E ia i  y E y o v a a iv  a i  
x p iq p a p x to t i,  v u v  o  O o p p ico v  a u x o v  e k k ^ £ 7 i x e i h .
It is a matter of interpretation whether one wants to think that the 5 or 6 mentioned 
by Hypereides were trierarchs or whether the trierarchy was performed by the 
(syn)trierarchs being supported by 5 or 6 contributors. MacDowell Periandros 442 
prefers the latter interpretation. Indeed the richest citizens were unlikely to combine in 
5 or 6 because they were appointed as trierarchs by the strategoi. If they were 
combining in large numbers then in effect they were trying to skip their duty as 
trierarchs; the essential quality of being one was to be responsible for a single ship. It is 
again unlikely that the strategoi would name as (syn)trierarchs such large numbers of 
people, since they would limit officially the number of rich trierarchs and face the 
problem of appointing people with a property that did not justify such an appointment. 
A careful study of the inscriptions reveals the following:
i. The majority of trierarchies was not performed in groups of 5 or 6 but mainly 260 
and sometimes 361.
ii. Larger numbers of officially appointed trierarchs and syntrierarchs appear after D.'s 
reform of 34062 (see chapter 6, section XIHa and b).
59 As Ruschenbusch Symmorien 26-point 3 contends.
60 For example I.G. II2 1611 cols.f + g, 1612 cols.b + c + d, 1613 col. f, 1622 cols, a + b + c lines 1- 
378, 1623, 1624.
61 I.G. II2 1613. 210-14, 1622. 151-55, 1623. 20-25, 125-129, 133-136, 1628. 43-46, 66-69, 71-75, 
1629. 3-7, 45-50, 1631 635, 1632. 26-30,1631.641-45.
62 By 4: I.G. II2 1628. 54-59, 136-142. By 5: 1632. 56-59, 85-89. By 7: 1632. 67-71. By 9: 1628.20- 
27. By 10: 1632.307-312.
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iii. After 340 there seems to be a distinction between trierarch and syntrierarch whereas
the term synteles changes its meaning.
Gabrielsen Symmories n.67 tried to prove the opposite saying: "... But while I agree 
that after 358/7 a distinction was introduced between active trierarchs and naval 
contributors, I will maintain that this distinction was only functional, and that a man 
acting as joint-contributor in one year may be asked to sail as a trierarch later in the 
year.", cf. Financing 194. This view is absolutely wrong. First of all it pre-supposes 
that there were 1200 people able to support a trierarchy. This cannot be proved and 
the claims of D. that some of them were really poor (XVTII.102) do not support 
Gabrielsen's claims that they could go out to sea as trierarchs. The evidence he adduces 
is misinterpreted. The speaker of D.XLVII gives no clues at all on whether the other 
contributors in his symmory were trierarchs or not. By saying, 22, euuxov Sri £Y® 
ipiripapxcov Kai empeXTiTfiq cbv Tffe aoppopiaq he does not give any information 
that other members of his symmory were inactive or not. About XXI. 155 Gabrielsen 
argues. "D. xxi.155 says only that perpetrators of such acts as those allegedly resorted 
to by Meidias may undeservedly obtain exemption from all other liturgies, not that the 
1200 had not a right to exemption". Gabrielsen fails to grasp the fact that Meidias was 
appointed a trierarch and had taken advantage of the law of Periandros by making the 
contributors of his symmory pay as much as he should do. It was his official 
appointment as a trierarch that made him exempt. Since by claiming that he was a 
synteles himself he managed to avoid larger contributions it is legitimate to assume that 
the difference between the trierarch and the synteles was the obligation of the former to 
command the trireme and pay the cost that such a duty would entail, crews, rations etc. 
The contributors who did not have such a duty were never exempt from paying 
contributions. At any rate even if Gabrielsen's second argument is right (D. XXI. 155 is 
not sufficient to prove that there were two groups within the 1200) his thesis that
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contributors could switch to trierarchs is not valid if one asks who was going to decide 
which one of a group of 5 or 6 was going to sail later in the year63?
The objection to Gabrielsen's point is that the law of Periandros did not change the 
way of appointing trierarchs but established contributors. There is no point in having 
the principle of synteleia when those who contribute are nominally called trierarchs. 
The evidence makes quite clear that those who paid were not trierarchs but synteleis. 
Gabrielsen further corroborates his point that there was only a nominal and not a 
substantial difference64 between trierarchs and synteleis by adducing D. XIV. 20 and 
XVIII. 104 where, he argues, the 1200 seem to be called without difference trierarchs, 
as well as synteleis. But in XIV. 20, D. explains the way trierarchs and funding will be 
found in case there is a need for 100, 200 or 300 triremes. For e.g. for 100 ships each 
of his small symmories would have 12 able-bodied people to perform the trierarchy; not 
all would become trierarchs, so the rest would contribute. He calls them atbpaTa 
Tpir|pap%o\)VTa because they collectively discharged the trierarchy and they were all 
able-bodied potential trierarchs. XVIII. 104 explains the abuse of the law of Periandros 
by the rich within the 1200. By misinterpreting the law they would ask from the 
synteleis larger amounts of money, arguing that the law demanded the synteleis to 
discharge the trierarchy. So they were treated as normal trierarchs by those formally 
appointed as such, when they should not. One should not forget that probably the 
generals appointed who was going to be a (syn)trierarch. It may be possible that the
63 Gabrielsen imprecisely mentions that Davies Wealth 34-35 (19-20 also) supports the opinion that 
1200 performed hierarchies. Davies says: "Only about 1200 men, or at the absolute maximum 2,000, 
owned property of such a value, apparently about IT (p.29 above) that from its income there was any 
perceptible surplus available which could be tapped for the purposes of direct taxation." Davies was 
puzzled by such an increase of the hierarchical class (from 300 to 1200) but he did not think that if 
some of them would be contributors then the problem was not so acute. He had realised though that 
there was a problem with D. XVIII. 102-109 and that D. considered some of the 1200 as destitute, 
which he accepted at face value as true.
64 If one accepts the financial distinction within the 1200, i.e. that there was a group of people that 
were contributors only because of their financial weakness, then Gabrielsen's argument, which 
presupposes that the 1200 were in possession of a liturgical property, see page 199ff., falls through.
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symmory would accommodate its appointed members with the ships it had under its 
control. It would be unacceptable and illegal for trierarchs to combine in large numbers 
and equip less ships instead of equipping those that they were asked to. The 
contributors were financing the ships so there was no reason for them to combine 
unless they wanted to flagrantly violate their roles as commanders of ships.
Davies Wealth 22-23 says: "Fifty years later, when the size of the trierarchical class 
was greatly increased by Periandros' reform and when the burden was being spread 
evenly, rather than proportionately, among the members of this enlarged class, the 
result was, as it had to be, trierarchs by "fives and sixes" (obv t c ^ v t e  K a i  e £ )  or even 
"by sixteens" (obv EKKaiSeKa: Dem. xviii. 104): the poorer members could not meet 
the obligation save in large groups." It has to be stressed that throughout the period of 
the Periandric symmories there were not 5 or 6 trierarchs performing a trierarchy 
despite Hypereides' F I34 apud Harp. In the period from 358/7 until 340 in all the 
inscriptions that the curators of the yards published there is no indication that trierarchs 
performed their duties in 5 or 6, the biggest number recorded being three syntrierarchs. 
The only exceptions are cols, e and f  from I.G. II2 1622, where rather large groups of 
people connected with the trierarchy have been attested as paying sums that are 
homogeneous. These can be recognised as synteleis. In conclusion a combination of 5 
or 6 trierarchs would certainly provide commanders for fewer ships, that would become 
obvious to the generals and this disproves Hyp. F I34 (Kenyon) that before 340 
trierarchs combined in 5 or 6. What they did was to ask their colleagues in the 
symmories to pay as much as they did. The abuse of the law is eminent in D. 
XVIII. 104: K a i Suotv e t p a v q  T p u p a p x o q  o TTj$ p i a ^  £ k to < ;  K a i  fi^ K a to ^  rcpoTEpov 
auvTe f^iq.
VII. Exemptions in D. XIV. 16
Gabrielsen Financing 188ff. suggested that the 1200 instituted by the Periandric law 
were never all recruited by the symmories and that the exempt categories D. mentions 
were never included in them, not even as contributors; thus the reason why D. wanted 
to make changes and have 1200 potential trierarchs appointed, was in order to get the 
number prescribed by Periandros. The argument produced by MacDowell Periandros
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that those exempt could contribute just as D. could as a minor pay his share to the 
eisphora is sufficient to prove that physical inability does not prevent cash-payments. 
In order to overcome this rather compelling argument Gabrielsen tried to discredit the 
traditional view that the exempt categories were classified as such because there was no 
person to perform the trierarchy (an epikleros was a woman, a minor orphan was too 
young, an adynatos was physically incapable, a kleruch was away from Athens (chapter 
7, section II) and koinonika was a kind of joint property (chapter 7, section I) that 
could not provide anybody to perform the liturgy).
Gabrielsen Financing 85-90 argues that it was the properties themselves that carried 
exemption and not the people that actually were the legal owners. But, firstly, his 
inerpretation of adynatoi is pretty precarious; he thinks that adynatoi were those who 
were discharging another liturgy at the same time and were legally exempt from the 
trierarchy. He adduces D. L.9, where Apollodoros mentions that since he was already 
discharging the proeisphora he was not obliged to the trierarchy i.e. that one was not 
made to perform two liturgies at the same time. Apollodoros* information on this point 
can certainly be true but there is no other evidence for such a use of the word, and 
furthermore I cannot understand why only those who were currently performing 
another trierarchy were included in the adynatoi category when, those who were 
enjoying their statutory interim could be included as well. Gabrielsen could retort that 
according to his theory those enjoying their interim period were included in the 
symmories, paying contributions; but those currently performing an agonistic liturgy 
could too, and there is no reason to exclude them from the symmories. If Gabrielsen 
intends a comparison with Ps. Xen. A.P. III.4 (see page 200) then it must be noted that 
practices differed a lot from the 5th to the 4th c. and that Kalinka's interpretation that 
400 trierarchs were appointed for only 300 ships in the 5th c., surmising that the 
remaining 100 were those exempt because they were appointed as agonistic liturgists in 
the current year, is unprovable; perhaps Ps. Xen. was just exaggerating about the 
number of the people involved in the trierarchy.
For the next category, the kleruchs, Gabrielsen thinks that their properties abroad 
did not carry liability to the trierarchy. If a kleruch was in possession of property in
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Athens large enough for a trierarchy he would still be eligible. When discussing 
koinonika (see chapter 7, section I) Gabrielsen is at a loss. He correctly defines them as 
property owned collectively by demes, phratries etc. and that they were liable to the 
eisphora65 but he argues that they were exempt so as to make them more attractive to 
leasing and generally more attractive to investment. This he corroborates with evidence 
that shows that investments in mines were exempt from liturgies, as the state realised 
the need for financial investment. This is presented at D. XLII as a recent development 
and Gabrielsen thinks that the state had an interest in making corporate property more 
attractive to prospective lessees and owners, and made it exempt from liturgies. This is 
difficult to accept. The state treated corporate property as more or less private 
property which is why eisphora was levied on it. The silver mines investment was a 
very important sector of public interest and one should not forget that the state would 
acquire a certain amount of the profit in the end, for more information see R. Osborne's 
"Social and economic implications of the Leasing of Land and property in Classical and 
Hellenistic Greece" Chiron 18(1988)279-323, Andreades Finances 269ff. and Suda 
A345 s.v. aypacpou pexd^Aoo 5ikt|. The financial interest the state could have from 
the leasing of corporate property is not obvious and I do not think exemption was an 
incentive for members of the propertied class to lease and develop them. Expansion of 
this principle to the kleruchs i.e. that they were persuaded to take up a kleruchy only if 
it did not add up to their own property and making them liable to liturgies, is 
unsubstantiated.
Furthermore he thinks that the state wanted to protect the property of minors and 
epikleroi; leasing it out, ensured the continuation of the property's exploitation, 
avoiding to leave land e.g. uncultivated and thus leaving a respectable income to the 
orphans; o f course such property did not carry any liability to liturgies. He based this 
on Aristot. A.P. 56.6-7 where the eponymos supervises the leasing of the estates of 
orphans and heiresses, receiving land as surety and introducing to court cases of
65 I.G. n 2 1241.14-17, I.G. n2 2492.24-27, I.G. II2 2496.25-28, I.G. II2 2497, I.G. II2 2498.7-9, I.G. 
n 2 2499. 37-39.
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mismanagement. Gabrielsen thinks that large properties of orphans and epikleroi were 
actually attractive only to other equally propertied individuals who were in possession 
of such large properties. But if the orphans' and epikleroi's property was theoretically 
liable to liturgies, if in possession of an able man, then those who could lease them out 
could only be members of the liturgical class. He concludes that "Besides not being 
liable for trierarchies on account of the orphan estate he had leased, ... [the lessee's] 
own encumbered estate did not count if he was proposed to any liturgy or challenged to 
an antidosis ([Dem ] 42.5, 9, 28). With the estates of heiresses, orphans, kleruchs, and 
corporations, then, it seems preferable to focus attention on those actually holding and 
actively exploiting these estates rather than on their own legal owners, and also on the 
state's interest that the realty involved remained stable." All these claims are beyond 
doubt unprovable and in my opinion are aimed to remove the rather compelling nature 
of these exempt categories which was the absence of one, male, physically able 
proprietor. The prospect of leasing the trierarchy to contractors if accepted for the 
normal interpretation of adynatoi has to be expanded to heiresses and orphans; they 
could also employ a contractor if their property could sustain a trierarchy. As for the 
heiresses' and orphans' leased properties that could offer immunity to the lessee's land as 
well, as the lessee could put up a horos to state that his property was encumbered, it is 
possible that it might have happened, although there is no direct evidence that it did. 
The speaker of XLII carried out the survey of Phainippos' land in order to discover 
horoi, doing this was one way of meticulously trying to cover for every single 
possibility. This shows that the argument that one's property was encumbered was not 
compelling evidence that he could not perform a liturgy, but rather that it could be used 
cumulatively. Other details and evidence of one's financial well-being were of equal 
importance.
There is another implication that such an interpretation could cause. If these exempt 
properties carried immunity with them it makes the existence of a specific liturgical 
census more likely, the implication being that if they did not, the lessees would be 
unwilling to lease them. If one possessed property that was not usually liable to the 
trierarchy, then if he leased property that added up to his own and made him liable, he
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must have surpassed a certain amount of property which was fixed for one to possess if 
he was to be liable to the trierarchy, probably more specific than Davies' "less than three 
and more than four talents conclusion", see page 199. Furthermore the personal 
character of the trierarchy cannot be denied for reasons of personal philotimia and 
charis, although the existence of contractors (and the parallel maligning in courts of 
those who used them, see Gabrielsen Financing 95-102) shows that it was not 
compulsory for one to serve on a ship. Yet the state, in my opinion, could not make 
legal the use of contractors nor could it use it as an argument should one ask exemption 
for physical inability, as the liturgies were still based on the principle of the rich 
individual serving the state in person, with the expectation from the demos expressing in 
its turn gratitude in various ways, see D. Whitehead "Competitive Outlay and 
Community profit: (piAoTipioc in Democratic Athens" C&M 34(1983)55-74).
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Chapter 6Trierarchic Symmories
I. The law of Periandros.
There is not much information about the exact stipulations the law of Periandros 
contained except that it set up the symmories for the trierarchy, making liable 1200. 
The approximate date of the law can be defined with D. XL VII. This speech is about a 
dispute regarding the return of naval equipment which took place in the year 357/6 en 
’AyocGoic^eoix; apxovxoq. The speaker was then a trierarch as well as an epimeletes of 
the symmory and in section 2 1  he mentions the law: o 5 e  vopoq o t o o  nepi&vfipoo 
fjvayKa^ev x a i  rcpooExaxxev 7tapaA,ap£iv xobq ocpeiAovxocq xa  c k e o t j ,  kocG’ o v  a i  
a o p p o p ia i66 a\)VEx&xGr|occv. There is no other information about this law and there is 
no certain information for the identity of the proposer. It has been suggested by Davies 
APF  464 that he was the son of Polyaratos; the politician who proposed an alliance 
between Athens and Arkadia in 362/1 (I.G. II2 112 and GHI2 no. 144). The reasons for 
the establishment of the symmories and the 1200 are not particularly clear and I have 
tried to explore various possibilities in the previous chapter. The main reason seems to 
have been a difficulty in obtaining enough trierarchs which I connected with financial 
depression and strong anti-liturgic sentiments on the part of the liturgic class. The main 
characteristic of the law was the principle of synteleia, the (syn)trierarchs who would 
still discharge the trierarchy were to receive financial contributions from a part of the 
1200. It must have been quite vague because the rich liturgists began to take advantage 
of the financially weaker by forcing them pay as much as they did.
II. Allotment of ships to symmories, and symmoritai serving 
on ships of their symmory only.
This seems to be a new feature of the trierarchic system in 358/7 since until then the 
ships were allotted to the trierarchs and syntrierarchs (see Jordan Navy 68). The best
66 avpjxopia means a "group of people" without any specific technical meaning. Athens in 378/7 
(according to FGrH 328 F41) first established the symmories, financial units, for the payment of 
eisphora.
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evidence is D. XLVII. 29: icai epe, a  obxoq [©edtpripo^] axpeitev c t k e o t i  xfi noXei, 
avaYKaa0T|CT£o0at anoS ouvai ... xqj 5ia56xq> o$ a v  EX,0rj e k  xfjc; ouppopiaq e t u  
xfjv vauv. This obviously means that the ship remained within the symmory since the 
successor came from the same one. There is another piece of evidence coming from the 
same speech where the speaker explains how he got involved in a particular debt 
contracted by his predecessors on his trireme; XLVII. 22: "Aripoxapriq 5e o 
Ila iav iE b q  e v  xf\ o o p p o p ia  cbv m i  ocpEitaov xf\ t c o X e i  g k e u t i  pex a  ©EO(pT|po\) 
TOUTOui, ouvxpifipapxo^ Yev6pevo$" This means that the ship E\)cpof|<; on which 
Demochares and Theophemos had served (I.G. II2 1612.313-316) and subsequently the 
speaker, in 357/6, belonged to the same symmory (see Gabrielsen Number 149-151 and 
Symmories 98). Gabrielsen Financing 180 argued that before 358/7 the presence of the 
adjective &v£71ikXtipcoto$ in naval inscriptions67 meant that many ships were not 
allotted to trierarchs because there was a shortage of manpower. This is obviously 
wrong because although the ships were allotted to symmories after 358/7, not all of 
them would eventually be put to sea. avETCucXripcoToq meant inactive; there were 
inactive ships after 358/7 but the adjective disappeared because all the ships nominally 
belonged to the symmories.
I.G. II2 1615+1617+1618+1619 and 1616, 1625 mention triremes that are assigned 
to a person who must be the epimeletes of the symmory. These ships need repairs and 
are assigned to the symmories to be repaired, the implication is that damaged but 
potentially seaworthy ships were assigned to symmories for repairs. Ruschenbusch 
Zahl 86 who dated the above series of inscriptions around 354/3 said that the practice 
of assigning ships to symmories was scrapped after that date and adduced as evidence 
other naval inscriptions such as 1620 and 1621 which do not mention any assignment to 
symmories. But it is not only 1620 and 1621 that do not mention the symmories but 
also 1611 and 1612 and especially 1613+1614 (which have a similar register of 
damaged ships in 353/2) and actually no other inscriptions mention any assignment of
67 cf. D.M. Robinson's "A new fragment of the Fifth-century Athenian Naval Catalogues" AJA 
41(1937)292-299.
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ships to symmories. There must be a reason for this but it is not necessarily 
abandonment of assigning ships to symmories.
III. Repairs and recovery of debts
One of the advantages of the new system seems to have been the possibility of 
repairing the ships after allotting them to symmories. Damaged ships ( e t u c k e u t v ;  
Seopevai) were assigned to symmories according to some fragments of an inscription 
(I.G. II2 1615, 1617, 1618, 1619, 1616, 1625). This fortifies the notion that all the 
ships were allotted to symmories, even the damaged ones. An objection is that the 
symmories are not mentioned in many inscriptions but only in I.G. II2 
1615+1617+1618+1619 (1 will be referring to them as 1615 etc. or to each one 
individually) along with 1616 and 1625 restored in line 10 (1625 does not exist any 
more and Kirchner's edition is based on its apographe by Lolling and the comments by 
Koehler; as it is dated circa 330 it can be argued that the date is wrong and that it can 
be dated along with the rest, post 358/7, especially because of its resemblance to 1618, 
cf 1618.136 and 1625.21). These inscriptions are not dated securely and Ruschenbusch 
had contended that they are the product of D.'s proposed reforms in 354/3 to divide the 
20 large symmories into 100 smaller ones. Ruschenbusch was sure that although only 
15 epimeletai could be counted in 1615 etc., there was space for more than 20 and, 
therefore thought that D.'s reforms actually took place. On the other hand D R. Laing 
in Hesperia 37(1968)245 n.4 dated the inscriptions around 357/6 and since he has 
examined them closely I cannot see why he might be wrong although his promised re­
examination is still pending68.
These inscriptions need more notice. In 1615 the ships need repairs and are referred 
to a person with the indication oop  or co  next to his name e.g. 49ff. 
flavGrpa e t c i o k e o  8 e o ,
Kxr|GiiT7io Epyov,
E\)pr|8oo S\)[7i]eTai an
68 For further discussion of the chronology of these inscriptions see Appendix 1.
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This person must certainly be the epimeletes of the symmory, a member of it himself 
who would organise the repair of the ship. The curators of the yards who actually 
publish these inscriptions give the epimeletes's name and go on to publish the names of 
the trierarchs that owe money towards the repair of the respective ships under the 
formula; ot8e ocpeiAooaiv. In the case of E\)p«mr| (line 88) there are six debtors (96- 
103). These are probably past trierarchs and not members of symmories since there are 
no financial obligations involved but equipment debts only. The numbers of the debtors 
indicate that these debts go back to more than a year in the past since trierarchies were 
performed in twos only, before 358/7. Another characteristic of 1615 etc. is not only 
the repairs but also the effort to recover debts of equipment, oi8e ocpeiAoooiv etc., 
lines 95ff. The successive names in 1617.71-117 are names of officials since almost all 
the tribes are represented at least in lines 71-80 and they must have been curators of the 
yards. The recovery of equipment seems to be imposed on the officials, who are asked 
for the delivery of equipment which they failed to recover in their tenure of office. This 
method will recur in I.G. II2 1622 which will be examined later. Why then are the oiSe 
ocpeiAouaiv69 delivered to the epimeletai and why is there such a discrimination 
between the equipment debts; i.e. why are the curators distinguishing between the oi8e 
ocpeiAooaiv and the ones we identified as past curators when they are asked for exactly 
the same thing? The answer could lie in the distinction I hinted at above, namely that in 
1615 the oiSe 6(peiXouaiv are trierarchs and in 1617 they are past curators. The 
reason would be simply a matter of time. The enicicE 8eo ships' debts may have been 
contracted not long before the year 358/7 and it seemed fairer (and perhaps faster) to 
recover them from those who had actually contracted them. The curators were acting 
according to the law referring to repairs and recoveries of debts of around 406, SEG 
X(1969) no. 142 - I.G. I3 236.1-3. The law ordered those who had not delivered the 
equipment to do so. For those who did not, the trierarchs were given the right to bring
69 In 1617.48-49 o i 8 e  wpeiXoooiv is followed by only one name which should be interpreted as the 
cutter's mistake who mechanically wrote the formula without checking the number of the names that 
followed.
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the case in front of the epimeletai and the epimeletai would bring the case into the 
dikasterion the following day. The new measure is of greater importance; past curators 
are responsible for the debts they failed to exact. This was deliberate on the part of the 
8rjp6oiov. Athens had an interest in showing that officials were responsible for the 
equipment too70, thus creating a second stratum of people liable to pay debts which 
were never recovered from the trierarchs. One has to realise the change in the mentality 
of the administration: It is getting more strict with its citizens. It can be that these 
officials chased up the real debtors in the end (the trierarchs). These inscriptions, 
published down to 357/6 (in accordance with Laing), give us some information about 
the symmories system in the beginning of its existence and its connection with the 
repairs of the ships. It is not difficult to imagine that the most important task of them 
was to make the Athenian triremes seaworthy, and it was towards that aim that most of 
the funds were spent. Having all the ships allotted to them year by year allowed them 
to know exactly the best ships they had and who owed to which ship.
Another inscription of that period which is dated in 356/5 (reporting about the 
previous year, 357/6) is I.G. II2 1612. The symmories are not mentioned there 
although one would expect to find them, especially in connection with the recovery of 
equipment. It is also the curators who try to repair the ships in various ways by 
demanding from the trierarchs to return them repaired (lines 96-99), or alternatively 
asking them to pay cash towards the repairs (lines 24 Iff.) or also using public funds to 
repair them (lines 232f). The interesting point is that all this procedure is conducted by
70 M.I. Finley in Studies in Land and Credit in Ancient Athens (New Brunswick 1985)90-9In. 19 
comments on a clause of the Arkesine agreements that held the city treasurers personally responsible 
for any default on the interest, as distinct from the over-all security offered for the repayment of the 
principal debt. Should the city fail to make an interest payment, the creditors were empowered to carry 
out execution on the property of the treasurers for the interest due and a 50% penalty (I.G. XII 7.67B 
lines 44-52, cf.69 11-17). He adds that "Such unmitigated liability for acts performed on behalf of the 
state was a general feature of Greek government", for more evidence see E. Hoyer's Die 
Verantwortlichkeit und Rechenschaftspflicht der Behorden in Griechenland (Karlsbad 1928). This 
example from Amorgos is enough evidence that Athens considered its officials responsible for the 
recovery of debts which should have been collected in their tenure of office.
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the curators, who show a remarkable keenness to accelerate the procedure of the 
repairs when the symmories, as we saw from 1615 e tc , should be the ones doing such a 
job anyway. A reason I can suggest is that the state after an initial trial year of the new 
system and in need of preparation for the continuing Social War, ruled that it would be 
better to return to the system where the curators co-ordinated the repair of ships and 
recovery of debts. Indeed it must have been difficult to exact debts within a symmory 
and proceed with the repair of ships, without the "coercion" the board of officials 
offered. Although there would be a significant amount of work done through the 
symmories (in financing some repairs and in general preparing the ships) what remained 
officially recorded was the activity of the officials.
The debtors of the speaker of XLVII are mentioned in lines 312-313 (Aripoxapriq 
Ilaiavierx; and ©eocpripoq Ebcovupeix;) indicating that the procedure described in the 
speech is referred to in the inscription. These are described as those who dkpeiAov 
meaning that they had paid by the time of the publication of the inscription. In that 
procedure (according to D. XLVII.20f.) the trierarch was ultimately responsible for the 
recovery of the debt and the context suggests a total collapse of the equipping process. 
We know that this happened in the changeover of trierarchs at the beginning of 357/6 
and probably that is why they are mentioned separately in col d of 1612. For the 
remainder of 357/6 the curators take over as mentioned above. So debts in 1612 are not 
recovered through the symmories (with the exception of the ones that were handled by 
the emergency procedure as narrated in XLVH). What seems to have happened is that 
the officials of 357/6 (publishing in 356/5) were vested with the authority to accelerate 
the procedure and perhaps let the symmories concentrate on getting the ships ready and 
not on recovering debts or repairing ships, after the crisis in the beginning of that year. 
1611, 1613, 1614 are inventories of ships and the mention of symmories is not 
necessary there.
Possible reconstruction: After 358/7 the Athenians try to recover debts as well as 
prepare the ships fast (as shown in I.G. II2 1615etc ). For various reasons they try to 
strengthen the trierarchs by establishing the symmories anticipating that this would 
improve the flow of cash towards the ships since trierarchs will bear less of the burden.
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Simultaneously the ships are allotted to the new groups and they are asked to repair the 
unseaworthy ones and recover equipment from recent trierarchs (358/7 - 1615etc.). 
The officials of 357/6 (1612) show a remarkable energy in forcing trierarchs to repair 
their ships or pay for their repair. It is obvious that they want the symmories to 
concentrate on providing the equipment of the ships only, considering the repair of the 
ships with state money and a subsequent recovery of debts a much speedier procedure, 
than having the symmories do it. This was a U-turn since 358/7 (1615 etc.), when 
repairs were assigned to symmories collectively. A possible reason is that repairs or 
recovery of debts were eventually considered not to be done effectively through the 
symmories.
IV. LG. 112 1622
This inscription can be interpreted in such a way as to demonstrate that perhaps the 
same members of the symmories would be allocated to the same ship every year. 1622 
is an inscription safely dated around 342/1 (1622.385 Zroaiyevouq dpxovxoq). It 
records a renewed effort to recover debts on a rather larger scale than the one 
illustrated in the 1615etc. group.
There are three groups of people that are asked to pay their debts. The first is in 
cols, a, b and c until line 379. These are probably trierarchs who are supposed to return 
the equipment of the year in which they served, probably the year previous to the year 
of the publication of this inscription, but it has to be stressed that they have no 
chronological attribution on the inscription whatsoever. In all, there are no more than 
three colleagues on every ship. The top is now lost but the language suggests current 
business e.g. 165-8 KaAAiKpdxriq KaAAiaTpdxoo ’AtpiSvaioq d>v eXape ... ouxoq 
drceScoKev.
A second group of people are cols, c from line 380 and on, and d. Recovery of 
debts in the past is obviously the subject there and chronology is clearly marked by the 
name of the archon. The names are cited in tribal order. The people involved are 
officials either epimeletai o f the yards or tamiai TpiTiporcouKcov. The recovery begins 
from 378/7 a year of reorganisation for Athens (establishment of eisphora symmories). 
The officials are asked to give cash back to the state. In 1617 some of the same men
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had previously been asked to return aKebti that had again not been returned in their 
tenures. For example ’AvGepIcov riepiGoiSris 1617.77 and 1622.483, E\)0\)8opo<; 
’AGpoveix; 1617.116 and 1622.498. This is crucial because it shows that the officials 
are asked to give back the cash equivalent of the equipment which they had failed to 
collect from the trierarchs. In 358/7 they were asked to return equipment. Officials of 
this kind primarily gave out state-owned equipment and it seems that the state 
considered them responsible for non-recovered items (see note 69). In 1622 they are to 
return cash which suggests an evaluation of the naval gear they had failed to retrieve. I 
do not think that this is evidence for a small fund that the curators had under their 
control because 1617 shows that their debts were connected with naval gear. It is 
remarkable that only one curator for each year paid back, which probably suggests that 
the curators had somebody among them who was in charge or that the state had picked 
one of them all, in order to make him go after the rest of the board. Another interesting 
feature is that the officials are to pay debts that were contracted after 358/7 too (e.g. in 
356/5 lines 515-516), which suggests that the board of the curators was responsible for 
that and not the symmories, probably proving that the 357/6 (D. XLVII) procedure was 
an emergency one and that the procedure where the symmories were responsible for 
debts (1615 etc.) was either part of the emergency procedure in XLVII or was soon 
abandoned in favour of the curators.
Gabrielsen Financing 149ff. has offered a completely different interpretation. He 
claims that "Much of what these and other naval officials seem to have indulged in was 
the retention, use, and pehaps misuse of public equipment". He thinks that officials 
gave equipment to certain trierarchs as well as preferential treatment, or that they 
withheld the equipment themselves. He argues that it was common for an official (cf. 
LG. II2 1622. 420-431) or a whole board (7.G. II2 1631. 410-29 of 323/2) to write on 
the stele of its year that it surrendered to the next board all the equipment it had 
received from the trierarchs but not actually having done so. A first problem that has to 
be acknowledged is that it was relatively easy for equipment to leave the hand of the 
epimeletai. After leaving the hands of the epimeletai, who probably were either 
negligent in recovering the equipment or simply did not have much of a choice when the
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trierarchs did not return it, it was hard to be repossessed. The possibility of theft must 
be excluded as a common practice because of the extreme severity with which the state 
seems to have punished such crimes; cf. D. XIII. 14 rcaAav Kcbriaq xiq bcpeiXexo* 
paaxtyobv, Gxpe|3A,o\)v, naviec, oi A^yovxeq, xov 8%iov KaxaXbeoBai. Another 
point that is against the claim that officials retained equipment is the enormous amounts 
of equipment, in size and number. Mnesikles and Euthymachos, 1622.420-431, 446- 
477, owed enormous amounts of equipment. It is possible that all this equipment was 
given to trierarchs and that the officials mentioned were bribed, but it seems to me 
rather strange that such a "transaction" was recorded on an official document; it must 
have been recorded somehow if such a detailed account of their debts can appear on 
1622. If it was a deal between them and the trierarchs that had used the equipment i.e. 
to retain them for a handsome bribe, then there was no reason to record their borrowing 
in the first place. If such a borrowing was falsely recorded as present (or if there was 
any other record of the equipment's existence) then the next board of officials would 
discover it when they did their stocktaking. Nor do I find Gabrielsen's Financing 153 
point convincing that the withholder must have needed a private storehouse to 
accommodate it. One would expect a trierarch to do so and not an official. There must 
be another explanation and it must lie in that the curators could not always retrieve 
equipment from the trierarchs, cf. XLVII where the speaker, a trierarch, was asked by 
law to collect equipment that had not been returned by the trierarchs who had borrowed 
it; negligent trierarchs had caused the crisis described in the speech. Many times 
trierarchs would have to serve on an expanded service which meant that the officials, 
who must have changed on a fixed date every year, could not report that all equipment 
was present because the trierarchs were out on service. The officials must have been 
very flexible, and frankly speaking they did not have much choice. Everything 
depended on the goodwill of the trierarchs. Certainly the curators did have certain 
ways of coercion, similar to those described in D. XLVII. 26, 41, 46. But severe 
measures could only be enforced in cases of emergency and the state could not afford 
to alienate the liturgical class, its usual attitude towards defaulters being a flexible one 
(cf. Gabrielsen Financing 162-169). The reason for writing on the stele that equipment
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was returned when it had not been (Euthymachos 1622.447-454 xcov o k e i x o v  cov 
eXotpe rcapa xcov xpiTjpapxwv Kat o u k  eiofiveyice ypa\jfa<; ev x t]  axiiA/p, and a 
whole board of officials 1631. 410-414 xaSe ocpeiXooaiv oi xcov vecopicov 
emp.£A,T|xai oi e tc ’ ’A v x ik X e o u ^  apxovxoq [325/4] koci o ypappaxebq abxcbv xcov 
o k e u w v ,  cov ypa\|/avx£q eIc ; xfjv axijAriv o6 7iape5ooav ovxa e v  xoiq vEtopioic;) did 
not have a criminal intent. Various delays prevented the officials collecting all the 
equipment, but they hoped the next board would collect them. By giving them 
seemingly accurate records they avoided punishment in their euthynai. A fuller account 
of the real situation was probably passed to the next board which would try to retrieve 
the equipment; the board originally responsible would take the blame in case of failure. 
For example 1631 shows that the board of 323/2 knew about equipment officially 
recorded as handed back but which was not really returned by their time. They had to 
record its absence in order to avoid being blamed themselves. It was impossible to be 
meticulous in such an affair when it was common practice for trierarchs not to return 
equipment. When the state decided on the recovery of debts it would put pressure not 
only on the real defaulters but also on the officials who had failed to do their best in 
recovering it. This would be one of the standard practices for recovery of equipment 
until the end of the trierarchy as an institution, the other was to run after trierarchs, and 
there are many examples of trierarchic debts carried through from year to year. It 
sounds inconsistent but it was practically impossible to be flexible on trierarchs and try 
to recover equipment at the same time.
Cols, e and f  are more difficult to interpret. There are groups of 5 or more listed 
according to triremes. Boeckh in his Urkunden iiber das Seewesen des Attischen 
Staates (Berlin 1840), Urkunde X, thought that they were past successive trierarchs of 
the same ship. I quote him 360: "Allerdings scheinen die im ersten nach den Stammen 
geordneten Theil erwahnten Zahlungen der trierarchen meist aus alteren Theile nur ein, 
zwei, drei Trierarchen genannt werden, Col. e, f  aber meist viele Syntrierarchen". I do 
not agree with Boeckh at this point since past debts were already asked to be paid 
through the officials in the previous cols, and in view of this it is difficult to understand 
what these groups are paying for. Furthermore there is no evidence that trierarchies
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were performed in numbers larger than three by formally appointed trierarchs, and this 
can be seen from 1622 where those identified as trierarchs in cols, a, b and c until line 
379 are not combined in numbers larger than three. The absence of dates again makes 
it difficult to date the debts and it would be very hard to tell in which year the trierarchs 
concerned were supposed to have contracted the debts, especially if they had been more 
than once trierarchs on the same ship. I would like to suggest that the groups 
mentioned here are rather synteleis, members of the symmories who had somehow 
neglected their financial duties71. Chronologically the symmories had begun in 358/7, 
so these should belong to that period of time. Another clue that shows that these 
entries actually do go back to some time in the past is 1622. 643-65 concerning paying 
off debts on e.g. Ptokas (?) [Arch]enidou. One man Phaiax Acharneus had his debt 
doubled (cf. col.f - lines 746-748 for a similar occurrence). This could mean that his 
liability was incurred at some date earlier than the debts of the remaining individuals 
from this group. The procedure of 8i.7tAxooi<; involved bringing defiant debtors of 
hull/equipment into court where they were fined to pay the original debt in double. 
Legal action was initiated by the epimeletai ton tieorion. We do not know if the 
epimeletai would prosecute the debtors straightaway after the end of their year of 
tenure, but from the examples we have (in 1622 for example) debts went back even as 
many as 20 years, so it could be that only some of the persistent debtors were 
prosecuted and had their debts doubled, exactly when we do not know. I would like to 
suggest, as a conclusion from this group of debtors in 1622, that the same people were 
assigned to the same ship year after year; this would make sense, since they would be 
acquainted with the ship and provide a better service, having at the same time the 
benefit if they had maintained the ship well in the previous year. The demand from the 
state to repay the debts obviously shows that there were records that could provide 
information about the amount of money the members of each group were asked to 
contribute. I realise that this suggestion is precarious but I do not think that any strong
71 Ruschenbusch is of the same opinion in Syntelien but I disagree with his calculative methods to 
establish the property of the synteleis.
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evidence can be used to prove it wrong. The debtors in the case of 1622 range from 4 
(lines 599-602) to 8 (lines 623-636) with the usual number being between 5 and 7; the 
sums paid are more or less homogeneous whereas fluctuation in their numbers definitely 
existed (D. XVTII. 104 - in groups of 16); the norm was that most synteleis contributed 
towards the same ship in groups of 5 to 6 according to Hyp. F I34 which does not 
conflict grossly with the evidence of 1622. If this is so then it is perhaps the only 
inscription where the symmoritai actually appear as persons and not through their 
epimeletai (as in the 1615 group).
V. TPIHPAPXOX VS. ZYNTEAHX 
a. Synteles in the Periandric symmories
D. XVIII. 104 says: "o68e yap xpirjpapxotx; ex’ cbvopa^ov eauxoix;, aXXa 
aovxeteu;"; cf. XX. 28, Hyp. F I34. A bit earlier he had claimed that the less rich were 
spending large sums of money when the trierarchies themselves were fulfilled within 
groups of 16, the rich spending trivial sums in proportion to their properties. The 
distinction is clear. Synteleis were meant to pay much less than the trierarchs and 
contributed collectively towards the maintenance of the ship, for a financial inequity 
within the 1200 see chapter 5 section I. Gabrielsen has argued that synteleis and 
(syn)trierarchs are one and the same and that a contributor could be next year or at 
some other point in the same year (syn)trierarch, for a refutation see again chapter 5 
section VI, page 235.
b. Synteles after 340
The words synteles or synteleia do not appear at all in the inscriptions in the context 
of the Periandric symmories. The word synteles appears extensively in I.G. II2 1631 
with a meaning rather different from the one we would be expecting it to have. This 
change suggests that the principle of synteleia was abolished after 340 as the evidence 
tells us, this being further proof that Gabrielsen's point that the 1200 continued to 
contribute after 340 is false. At the same time it should be accepted that the word 
synteles is not a technical term and can appear in a variety of contexts in its plain 
meaning as contributor. At any rate its use in a different context may suggest a 
functional difference too, in our case showing that after the 300 were made responsible
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for the trierarchy there were no more synteleis in the fashion we know them, i.e. as 
members of symmories, which allowed the word to be used in another context. This 
term has been studied by V. Gabrielsen "A naval debt and the appointment of a 
syntrierarch in I.G. II2 1623" C&M 39(1988)esp.85-87. In 1631 names of debtors- 
trierarchs are being recorded. Some of them are to pay with their syntrierarchs but 
some of them are supposed to pay with some mysterious synteles. For example lines 
517-526: xobaSe TtapeSopev otpeiAovxaq EmoKEudi; xpiripcov xai xexpf|pcov xai 
c j k e o w v  ^ o A a v c d v  xai KpEpaaxcbv* Mupxcov Tpncopocnoq £7tiaKEuf|v xptfipooq 
ncox(bvr|<;, X a ip --  Epyov* m l  o k e u c d v  ^u A A v o d v  KpEjiaaxcov, iax iou  xwv X e tix c o v  
[number]* TeXeoiaq npopaA,iaio<; aovxeA/nq Mbpxcovoq TpiKopuai' There are other 
trierarchs with synteleis until line 606. After that line the debts are recorded as to be 
paid by the trierarchs and their syntrierarchs. Gabrielsen noticed that the trierarch of a 
tetreres was listed twice, once in 494-496 alone (Kirchner has restored wrongly his 
name giving Aristogeiton Philaides instead of Aristogenes Philaides - for the restoration 
see APF 1792 and I.G. II2 addenda page 811) and in lines 609-613 for the same ship as 
a synteles for Epiteles Thorikios. Aristogenes was a sole trierarch in the previous year 
on the same ship I.G. II2 1629.272ffin the colonising expedition to the Adriatic. Why 
he was twice recorded in 1631 is obscure but perhaps in lines 494-496 he paid part of 
the cost of last year's expenses and in 609-613 he joined the next year's trierarch in an 
effort to help Epiteles complete further the repairs. What is important at any rate is the 
use of the word synteles to describe a kind of financial assistant. As I argued in section 
III, the epimeletai were the ones who undertook the responsibility for both repairs and 
sometimes for the recovery of equipment, but now, although they are still responsible 
for equipment it seems that the repairs have been "privatised", assigning another 
individual to help with them. This sort of deal, dividing the debt between the debtor 
proper and a synteles was a concession of the state to those discharging a trierarchy 
and proof of D.’s words that his efforts spread the burden more evenly within the 
liturgical class.
I doubt that the word "synteles" is used as a short version of the word "trierarch" as 
Jordan Navy 75 n.67 asserts: "The term synteleis may have been used in this inscription
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either for the sake of economy (instead of the longer word trierarchos), or because one 
o f the two partners only contributed money and did not go to sea at all.". The 
suggestion that one of the two partners goes to sea as a trierarch whereas the other is 
only dispensing cash is true; but if only trierarchs went to sea, as I tried to prove 
elsewhere (see chapter 5 section VI), what is then the difference between a synteles and 
a syntrierarch? A synteles seems to have been appointed to cover the expenses of a 
ship damaged in the previous year (or perhaps years). Although (syn)trierarchs did 
what they could to repair the ship, since they had other duties as well as preparing the 
ship for sail, if further funds were needed for repairs then a special contributor would be 
appointed to finish the job perhaps, unless the trierarch and the syntrierarchs of the 
previous years were guilty of negligence in which case they would be responsible for 
paying out the expenses. This is further proof of the tendency in the naval financing 
system of making the trierarchy a regular tax by "privatising” naval debts.
This use of the word synteles with the above meaning is only a strong indication and 
not proof that the meaning "contributor" as it was in the Periandric symmories was 
superseded after 340.
c. Trierarch and syntrierarch
Although the term syntrierarch certainly meant joint-commander in most of the 
history of the institution, inscriptions show that at some point there was some 
differentiation between trierarchs and syntrierarchs. After 358/7 it would be natural for 
the syntrierarchs to be abolished, since a big part of the expenses was paid in by the 
synteleis and the original reason for the syntrierarchy's existence was exactly the costs 
that could not be met by a single trierarch. Syntrierarchs were equal72 and it would be 
expected from both colleagues to serve half the term of the trierarchy period aboard. 
According to Jordan Navy 73 the speech Against Polykles provides evidence that the 
trierarchs commanded in succession after dividing the term between them; cf. L.68: 
”6 t i  8 ’ ot)K  epoi povcp oi) SieSe^axo xijv vauv, aXka  k <x i  rcpoxepov Ei)pi7u8r| 
oovTpifipapxoq a>v xai auvBqKwv ouocov am oiq xobq pfjvctq eicaxepov nke,tv,
72 cf. Gabrielsen Financing 173-176.
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£7tei8fi E\)pi7ii8r|<; e^etiXeoctev Kai o xp^ vo<3 £^Tjic£v, oi) SieSe^ocxo xqv vauv 
ai)T(p, avayvcboETai xqv papxoplav." cf. also L. 39: ab  8e 7tapa>iapd)v xqv
vabv rcpcoTov }iev xov \)7t£p crEawoO xpbvov xpiqpapxqoov, xobq e£, pfjvaq* £71£it’ 
£av pEV aoi eXGti ev xobxcp o aovTpifipapxoq, ekeivcd TrapaScbcEic; XpToopyTiaot ,^ 
£av 8e pq, o\)8ev 8eivov tceioei 8\)o pfjvctq £7iiTpir|papxfpa<;". Both passages 
show that it was possible for two syntrierarchs to divide their term73. We do not know 
if that was the norm, but certainly from the way Apollodoros talks it was quite 
common. It is doubtful that, if the ships were on campaign, they would come back to 
Peiraieus especially for the change of syntrierarchs to take place; but if the ships 
returned to the Peiraieus in or around half term, a change of trierarchs would certainly 
take place. I see no reason why this should have stopped after 358/7, especially 
because the number of the syntrierarchs remained essentially the same (two, very few 
cases of three). After 340 though, the numbers of people involved in the trierarchy as 
syntrierarchs (in many cases there were more than three) poses problems about the 
possibility of a half-term change-over as there are more than two. There was also a 
change in the way the syntrierarchs were being referred to that perhaps shows a change 
in the functions of the trierarchs.
The usual formula in which syntrierarchs appear in the inscriptions before 340 is 
Tpuqpapxoi, for example in /.G. II2 1605. 36-39:
Tpiqpapxoi noXbpvriaxoq
’AvacpXbaxi, Nixoaxpaxoq ’ATAai 
or just the singular xpifjpapxoq as in I.G. II2 1609.63 (of 370/69):
Eurcopia, Tpif|papxoq Aqpox^A/riq 
Ilaiavi, OiAtvoq Aaprtxp 
Both singular and plural specify syntrierarchs, and so in I.G. II2 1611.342, 1612.112, 
1620.32.
73 This was the opinion of Boeckh Urkunden tiber das Seewesen des Attischen Staates (Berlin 
1840)175, B.S. Busolt Griechische Staatskunde (Munich 1920-1926)1200 and H. Strasburger 
"Trierarchie" in RE V IIA  1(1939)108.
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After 340 there seems to be a change in the inscriptions when they refer to trierarchs 
and syntrierarchs. This novel formula appears first in 1623 of 334/3. In lines 16fF. we 
have the normal formula:
Tpif|pap AuoiicXjfc 
Aooi7i7to\) ’AGpovebq,
’ApxiK^ffe ’Apxecjxpaxo 
Tapyfi
but in 245ff
Nepeaq, AooncXeifioo 
epyov, xpifjpap Oop 
picov KxqaicprbvToq 
Tleipaiei K a i ouvxpifipapxoi 
’Avxipaxoq ’Axapvebq...
in lines 290ff too
Tptf|papxoq Aiaxpatoq 
’Avayopa K a i  CTUVTpiq 
’Am)A,A,68copo<; rapyf|T 
I.G. II2 1624. 63 inter 336/5-331/0
A io K X q q  A i o k Ae o i x ;
’Etaxiob K a i  
auvxpiqpapxoi
I.G. II2 1628.29 of 326/5
...Tpif|papxoi 
OiXircmSqq Ilaiaviebq 
nuOoKXijq ’Axapvebq
but lines 54ff
x p iq p a p x o q  Xapiaq EbGb 
Kpaxouq K\)5aGqvaiebq 
Kai o u v x p iT ip a p x o i  K6vcov 
’Avaq>X6axi Kqcpio65oTO<;
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ZupptSqq, ’AA,Ki(3id5r|<;
©opaiTaSris
The distinction must carry a certain significance. It should be connected with the 
new legislation of 340. The evidence shows that in the past syntrierarchs were a united 
team that was responsible for all the aspects of the trierarchy. The distinction surely 
must show that the designated trierarch had overall authority in organising the financing 
of the ship and most probably it was he who had to command it out at sea (or perhaps 
hire a contractor). In a way this was a return to the sole trierarchy, but with additional 
financial assistance from the syntrierarchs who were financial assistants and could also 
supervise repairs, check the equipment and generally assist the trierarch but were not 
expected to share a term out at sea; their rather large numbers would probably make it 
hard to decide who was to go out anyway. The inscriptions of course are not 
unanimous in the distinction, not even within individual inscriptions themselves, but this 
should denote a gradual development in the recording of what actually happened. The 
chronology cannot be safely determined, but all the occurrences of the formula are after 
340 and this is indicative that it was a result of the changes in the law by D.
d. Responsibilities of symmoritai 
The practice of the (syn)trierarchs was never abandoned as a way of administering 
the ships, at least until Demetrius Phalereus abolished it. It was essential that 
commanders were available in order to be in charge when the ship sailed for an 
expedition. The main strains were financial, as he had to equip and repair the ship and 
also make provisions for a suitable crew, and personal, since he had to offer active 
service unless he employed a deputy. The introduction of symmories did not make 
(syn)trierarchs redundant since they still had to bear most of the expenses. A 
distinction can be made about expenses as, there were expenses before and after leaving 
the port; this is no official distinction of course but just a logical one since the ship had 
to be prepared first and then sail. Before 358/7 the (syn)trierarch had to pay for the 
preparation. Now it was the symmories that had to contribute towards repairs and 
equipment. The (syn)trierarch would certainly coordinate the whole preparation and 
pay his share as well, using also the funds that were given to him from his symmory. It
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would be helpful if we had an idea of what the expenses were like and Apollodoros in 
D. L depicts clearly the type of strains he had to go through when away from Athens, 
admittedly in the trierarchic system before the symmories:
i. Before sailing out the sailors did not turn up and those who did were totally 
inadequate, section 7.
ii. When he was abroad many of his sailors ''disappeared" and he had to pay extra sums 
for new ones, section 14.
iii.The general gave him only two months' wages and he himself had sometimes to 
provide rations for the crews, sections 10, 53.
iv. Being known in foreign places was helpful since unexpected mishaps proved to be 
quite expensive and credit particularly useful, section 56.
The expenses after leaving Peiraieus were anything but negligible and I would like to 
suggest that the symmoritai were responsible only for the preparation of the ship, its 
seaworthiness, cf. Gabrielsen Financing 196. It is unlikely that the symmory gathered a 
sum that would serve as a reserve fund when the trierarch was abroad. There are 
several reasons for this. The sum was unpredictable. The symmory could not predict 
how much the expenditure would be, since expenses varied according to the nature and 
duration of the expedition. The function of the syntrierarchs remained and did not 
become obsolete. All the expenses were shared by the (syn)trierarchs in the old system; 
the durability of the institution of the syntrierarchs in the new system suggests that they 
still bore a significant burden too, i.e. the expenses of the ship as soon as it left 
Peiraieus plus the personal service on the trireme. Theoretically there was the 
possibility to substitute one syntrierarch for the other as D. L shows (sections 37, 39- 
42) and it was possible for a trierarch to perform the whole of the service aboard, just 
as Apollodoros did in the same speech. Paying the crews and providing rations as well 
as covering emergency expenses seems still to have been the duty of the appointed 
(syn)trierarchs who probably arranged between them how much each should pay. It 
was obviously a demand for more cash on the part of the (syn)trierarchs that made the 
system more unjust and I think it was the convention of distinguishing between 
expenses before and after leaving the port that people like Meidias started to break by
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asking the symmoritai for more than they ought to have paid, extending the funding of 
the symmory to all the expenses of the trierarchy (including expenses abroad).
I will discuss later D.'s proposals in 354/3, but first I would like to demonstrate the 
injustice. For those who believe that naval and eisphora symmories are one and the 
same it is legitimate to suppose that they paid towards the ships in a manner, according 
to which, the sum was estimated at a percentage of their timema. So for the ships there 
would be a percentage of the timema every year (see de Ste Croix Timema 35ff. for the 
procedure of the eisphora tax). This is a good solution, but, if it was so, by setting a 
certain percentage the state could very easily provide a safeguard against greedy 
trierarchs who exacted more money than was fair. The percentage would provide an 
upper limit that could protect the symmoritai. It seems that this was not the case. 
D M. MacDowell Periandros 444 says: "..., even if a trierarch recovered most of the 
maintenance cost from the contributor, he would still need either to give up other work 
while commanding his ship at sea or to pay someone else to do that on his behalf (when 
D. says in XXI. 155 that men like Meidias collect from the contributors enough money 
to pay for that as well, he is clearly describing not the normal procedure but an abuse of 
it)". The suggestion that the contributors in the beginning tended to pay only for the 
procedure that would render the ship seaworthy, whereas the trierarch, as well as 
contributing to that, undertook the expenses at sea, and that the system gradually 
deteriorated cannot be proved. The deterioration can perhaps be imperfectly shown 
through the I.G. II2 1615 group where contributors are made responsible for repairs 
and equipment only, whereas later this seems to be undertaken by the curators, see 
section III.
In XXI. 155 D. says that the rich exacted from the contributors a talanton and paid 
only the same amount for leasing their service to another commander. Exactly hdw the 
trierarchs were gathering the money is not known, but ideally it seems that there was a 
kind of agreement between the contributors and them, with a subsequent gathering of 
sums to pay for the preparation of the ship. The (syn)trierarchs still were meant to pay 
most of the expenses. The fact that they called themselves not any more trierarchs but 
synteleis depicts the abuse of the system. The burden of the trierarchy remained quite
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big so the trierarchs took advantage of the loophole that the law left, interpreting the 
contribution stipulation as an even distribution of all the expenses among the 
symmories. There is some evidence for this in a group of synteleis I tried to identify 
above in I.G. U2 1622, since, as Davies Wealth (22)n.l6 confirms, cf. page 290, the 
sums seem to be more or less even 74.
Gabrielsen Financing 197 tried to offer a new inerpretation of D. XXI. 155. The 
traditional interpretation is that people like Meidias exacted IT from the contributors 
that were assigned to his ship and used that amount to hire it out to a contractor. The 
point is that he charged the contributors far more than they should have paid to cover 
the ship’s maintenance in order to cover the expense of the contractor, an expense 
which he should have paid himself. The result was that men like Meidias did much less 
than they ought to have done. To give an idea of the expenses a complete set of 
equipment would cost around 2,169 dr. and compensation for a trireme 5,000dr, cf. 
Gabrielsen Financing 221-2. As for the crew I quote Gabrielsen Financing 124: "If 
one drachma was the average daily pay expected by and given to crews, as seems likely, 
then the sum of thirty minas or one talent per journey received by trierarchs would only 
cover advance payments for half a month and one month, respectively. Any cost 
beyond that was shouldered by the trierarch himself'. The thirty mnai he refers to was 
probably a lump sum the trierarchs were given when they sailed on an expedition, D. 
LI. 11: Ttbv 8 e  x p iq p a p x c o v  x o b q  p q  a \)p 7 iX eo v T a < ;, ® v  T p ia K o v x a  p v a q  eiq e k t iX o d v  
£iX ,q(p£v £KacFTO<;, o \ )  x a m a  7toi£i0’ bpetq. Gabrielsen wants to argue that the IT 
mentioned in XXI. 155 was given by the state and not by the contributors to Meidias. 
He also argues that the traditional translation contains a disturbing improbability, i.e. 
that a trierarch received contributions from all 1200. The translation D.M. MacDowell 
gives is: "He has only put his hand to it at the time when, in the first place, you have 
made twelve hundred men contributors, from whom these fellows collect a talent, and
74 Most (syn)trierarchies after 358/7 and until 340 when D. changed the system were executed in twos 
and threes (e.g. I.G. II2 1611.288ff., 1612.100ff., 1613.183ff., 1620.35) and officially it was they that 
had to pay most of the expenses. D. XVIII. 102ff. and Hyp. F134 disclose the immense abuse of the 
Periandric law.
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then let contracts for the trierarchies at a talent!". Gabrielsen takes the cov in the text to 
mean the Athenians and gives: "you [sc. the Athenians] have made [pepoiekate] twelve 
hundred synteleis, you yourselves [hymeis], from whom \par' hon] they [sc. men like 
Meidias] collect a talent". But since D. talks collectively about men like Meidias he 
refers to the 1200 collectively as well, rather than pedantically say that each trierarch 
got the contributions from his own symmory. Furthermore that all the 1200 are called 
synteleis is not imprecise as they all paid contributions for the preparation of the ship; 
Gabrielsen's interpretation obscures what was the injustice that Meidias and men like 
him carried out. In conclusion D. XXI. 155 remains good evidence that trierarchs 
abused the contributors to get more out of them, abusing and distorting the law.
VI. Were the 1200 a standing and clearly defined group of 
property owners registered originally for fiscal purposes 
either for eisphora or trierarchies or for both?
Gabrielsen Symmories 107-111 and Financing 68-78 thinks that the 5th c. practice 
of appointing (syn)trierarchs continued in the 4th with the only difference in 358/7 of 
having a set number of 1200 people from which the selection took place. Ps.Xen. A.P.
iii. 4 (which gives 400 as the number of Athenians selected as trierarchs in the 5th c.) 
suggests according to Kalinka (see page 200) determination of selection in two steps:
i. Selection of 400 potentially liable people
ii. Disqualification of those who had to perform simultaneously an agonistic liturgy
leaving a net body of trierarchs.
Gabrielsen does not see an objection to his view here since the two situations are not 
fully comparable. The 5th c. practice was a combination of the most rich and physically 
capable at the same time. The property of an epikleros would not be considered at all 
in absence of a xbpioq and would not be included in the 400. On the other hand the 
1200 is quite a different body of people; they were the holders of the greatest properties 
in Athens cf. Harpokration X5. Naturally in the 5th c. the generals must have had 
information about the biggest properties and they must have gone through them all by 
the process of elimination of the ones without an able bodied person. Consultation of 
the citizens and volunteering were key factors, perhaps more important than the amount
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of one's timema, and the antidosis procedure was good enough to prevent gross 
injustices. Gabrielsen Symmories 107 tends to overstate the optional degree of 
trierarchies, placing them on a par with the agonistic liturgies and trying to refute that 
"lists of trierarchs certainly existed and were kept up to date by the generals" (Davies 
Wealth 24-5 thought so). I do agree with him that there was a fair degree of choice and 
that honour was a means to entice the citizens perform liturgies but surely this was not 
the way they acquired the bulk of the trierarchs; the generals usually drafted the list of 
the potential trierarchs in terms of their wealth as well as considering their capability.
Gabrielsen says that there is a lack of empirical support for any list of trierarchs that 
as Davies put it, "were continuously kept up to date by the generals". Gabrielsen has 
correctly tried to make the distinction between the preliminary list and the actual list of 
trierarchs the generals produced (the gross leading to a net one) and I do not think that 
anybody has ever objected to this procedure. What Gabrielsen thinks he fights is the 
notion that there were official catalogues that had persons listed according to their 
property and that the generals merely repeated year after year a mode of selection that 
included the same people without allowing any possibility for different people to enter. 
This would have been true if Ruschenbusch's theory was true, i.e. that the eisphora 
symmories accommodated the trierarchy, since selection in that group would be more 
or less permanent, as each one would be in the symmories on the basis of his declared 
timema. Concerning the existence of permanent lists the best, in my opinion, 
conclusion is reached by Rhodes, Problems 3: "I should guess that there was a similar 
rule [with Aristot. A.P. 56.3 about choregies] that the generals were to appoint the 
richest Athenians as trierarchs. The number needed will have varied, according to the 
number of ships which the Athenians needed or thought they might need to send to sea; 
probably there were lists of men who had served recently, as there were lists of people 
who had served as hoplites, but I suspect there was no complete list of men who were 
liable; volunteers will always have been accepted; it may have been possible for one 
man to nominate another, as it was for festival liturgies...; and probably in the last resort 
generals could themselves nominate men and leave it to them to initiate an antidosis or 
diadikasia if they thought their nomination was unfair (cf. Ath. Pol. 61.1)".
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Although Gabrielsen agrees that the 1200 were a number set by the law, he holds 
that the list was renewed and changed every year and that the trierarchs were appointed 
by other sources75 and only formally appointed by the generals. This he bases on his 
interpretation of D. XTV that the 1200 was a number that was never reached in the 
Periandric symmories, that the exempt categories were not part of the symmories and 
that all the 1200 appointed to symmories were either synteleis or trierarchs, depending 
on the situation. I have disproved that within the 1200 all were either trierarchs or 
contributors, see chapter 5, section I. The other contention needs fiither explanation.
Gabrielsen saw as the reason for the proposal of D. to provide 2,000 from which the 
exempt would be excluded from the symmories, that the state could not get the 1200 
trierarchs the law prescribed. In his opinion the exempt categories were never part of 
the symmories, not even as contributors, cf. chapter 5, section VII. This is at first sight 
plausible. In D.'s new system the maximum number of trierarchs was 300 and the rest 
would be expected to pay contributions, which suggests that in the old system they 
could not get enough of them. But in order for Gabrielsen's suggestion to work, the 
exempt should not be contributing, a fact which is unprovable. Gabrielsen's arguments 
for doubting that they contributed have been criticised in chapter 5, section VII. If then 
the exempt could be included in the symmories it is not impossible that a rather steady 
list of people existed from year to year, allowing some fluctuations.
There is another reason that makes me inclined to think that the generals must have 
made a rough list of potential trierarchs which would by no means be permanent but 
must have been slightly changed every year. Gabrielsen suggested that there were two 
categories of trierarchs; those who assumed active service immediately and nominal 
trierarchs who remained inactive until their ships were commissioned. He thinks that D. 
XXXIX. 8 suggests that there were two stages in one's appointment: xiva 6’ oi 
atpaxqyoi Tporcov eyypaij/ooaiv, av eiq aoppopiav eyypdcpcoatv, fj av
75 In Financing 73 he mentions five ways: L one might present himself as a volunteer, ii. one could be 
asked to perform a naval epidosis, iii. a person might be reported to the authorities by others, iv. 
trierarchic service was bequeathed together with property, v. compulsion through the law when a 
contestant was asked to perform a trierarchy as a result of an antidosis-challenge.
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xpiqpapxov K a G ia ic b o iv ;  r\ av cxpaxeia xiq fj, xq> 5fj2,ov eaxat rcoxEpoq eoG’ o 
KaxEiXEypEvoq; But this passage could refer to the two functions a rich person might 
perform, contribute through a symmory and be appointed as a trierarch at some point 
and it is too vague to draw any sort of conclusion from of it. As further evidence he 
adduces the decree recorded in I.G. II2 1629.165-271 about a colonising expedition to 
the Adriatic; there, the KaGEoxqKOXEc; trierarchs are asked to bring their ships to the 
pier before the 10th Mounychion and prepare them for the voyage. In my opinion these 
trierarchs were appointed ad hoc. One of the main requirements when calling up a 
naval force is speed. Gabrielsen’s Financing 75 comparison with the choregia is 
misleading. The festivals had set dates and arrangements could be made with a deadline 
ahead. In the trierarchy things were different. Surely the process of registering names 
from many sources was there, but it was also endless. The generals had to make up 
their mind at some point. In lines 199-213 the decree makes provision for diadikasiai. 
After they are over the trierarchs take up their commissions. If they were nominal 
trierarchs from the beginning of the year I think that all diadikasiai should have been 
done then, leaving the nominal trierarchs ready for action when the time came. The 
meaning the term "nominal trierarchs" carries is false, if one had to go through 
diadikasiai first, and Jordan's point Navy 66-7 that extra trierarchs were appointed ad 
hoc must be correct. There were then two stages when a force in addition to that 
commissioned in the beginning of the year was needed,
i. the generals would look at their list and summon potential trierarchs,
ii. after the diadikasiai were held they would appoint them, KaGioxqoi. The general 
must have had a greater space for initiative, at least in case of an emergency76.
The existence of 800(?) exempt ones shows that the only criterion for entering the 
1200 was property. How they were registered we do not know, and obviously some
76 It is under such a perspective that I see the existence of a general whose sole task was to supervise 
the symmories in the 320s (Aristot. A.P. 61. 10). This general makes lists o f trirerarchs, deals with 
antidoseis and introduces the diadikasiai. Comparison with the work the eponymos did (A.P .56.3) 
about the choregiai is not valid, because the strategos was responsible to provide names of trierarchs in 
case of an emergency; he must have consulted lists and had some scope for initiative.
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gathering of information must have taken place on behalf of the generals; but I cannot 
see why they could not be using the registers of those who were paying the eisphora 
until then and thus get some idea of who had big properties in Athens. The logical 
conclusion is that as soon as the 1200 were established the same list was used, not 
religiously, every year, since properties did not fluctuate in a dramatic way year after 
year. This makes sense and would save the generals a lot of time. The task they had to 
perform was to define who was going to become a trierarch using the criterion of 
property and capability. In this the procedure is comparable with the 5th c. The 
novelty is to use the rest as contributors which certainly signifies a change from the 5th 
c. practice.
VII. Were the eisphora and the naval symmories identical?
The reasons why this question is important are:
i. Demographic and financial. How many was it that contributed towards the burden 
of the war-tax and what was the financial strain on them, were they as small a 
class as the trierarchic symmories, i.e. 1200? This has been impossible to answer 
for a very good reason. Where numbers are concerned and especially when there 
is a need to be accurate scholars disagree since the scope for speculation is 
extremely great. The answer to how many paid the eisphora-t&x is of obvious 
interest, yet there is no concrete evidence77.
ii. Political. The answer to how many paid taxes and supported the foreign policy of 
the people is a very interesting question which will help understand the attitude of 
democracy towards its propertied class. If eisphora and trierarchies were 
dispensed by a small group of the citizenry then Andreades' Finance 133 may be 
true when he says. "... the democratic form of government which, by developing a 
noble rivalry among its citizens, heightened their love for the city and called forth 
voluntary sacrifices such as one can find elsewhere carried within itself at the 
same time the property of destroying its own best fruits. . .", see also his section b 
"The sociological point of view; the taxation of the wealthy and its
77 For the number of the propertied class, see Davies Wealth 9-38 and my chapter 5, section I.
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consequences", esp. 358: "... unjust taxation choked off all the patriotism of the 
wealthy classes". On the other hand de Ste Croix The Class struggle in the 
Ancient World (London 1981)305-306 deduced that the whole system of heavy 
taxation and redistribution of wealth (theorika and liturgies) was a victory of the 
lower classes and the achievement of some kind of social security. In conclusion 
it can be said that the distinction between the symmories is not a pedantic 
obsession but a useful search.
The orthodox view was established by A. Boeckh Urkunden uber das Seewesen des 
attischen Staates (Berlin 1840)178. Boeckh thought that there were two different 
systems for the symmories. One of the main reasons for such a belief was the eisphora. 
It would be too much for 1200 only to pay for the trierarchy and the eisphora too78. It 
was much later that this view was questioned and F. Jacoby FGrH IUb (Suppl.)i 8 
argued for a single symmory system. So did C. Mosse "Les symmories atheniennes" in 
Points de vue sur la fiscalite antique H. van Effenterre ed., Publ. de la Sorbonne, 
Etudes 14, (Paris 1979)31-42, E. Ruschenbusch in a series of articles and D.M. 
MacDowell. On the other hand P.J. Rhodes and V. Gabrielsen argued for two different 
systems.
I will try to examine the arguments for both sides with also a more careful look at D. 
XIV and its proposals.
a. The argument ex silentio
Firstly there is Ruschenbusch's Symmorien argument ex silentio that there is no 
evidence of distinction in the ancient sources, whatsoever, that there were two systems. 
Rhodes Problems 7 tried to refute this, arguing that in all the sources it was quite clear 
from the context whether the speaker talked about the naval or the eisphora symmories. 
D.M. MacDowell Periandros 439 took this argument up and although he agreed that 
what is easily understood is usually omitted he pointed out two passages (D. XVIII. 
103 and XIV. 16-19) where in his opinion it is not very clear what the orator is talking
78 For an account of the older views on the eisphora and the two systems of the trierarchy see R  
Thomsen's Eisphora 24-38.
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about and the audience could get confused. Until XVIII. 103 D. is talking about the 
trierarchy and suddenly he mentions the hegemones of the symmories, the seconds and 
the thirds as they had tried to bribe him in withdrawing his law. The question is how 
was the audience supposed to understand what he was referring to. Rhodes (as 
reported by MacDowell n.13) thinks that the hegemon was the richest member of an 
eisphora symmory. He is justly criticised by MacDowell because the term hegemon 
could also be used in a naval context. What section 103 points at, is that the 
hegemones deuteroi and tritoi must certainly be identical with the 300 proeispherontes 
(and richest citizens of Athens) that D. made solely responsible for the trierarchy. 
Before section 103 D. was boasting of his law that made the rich people undertake the 
burdens of the liturgies instead of the poor ones. Both the 300 proeispherontes and the 
rich that D. thinks should pay for the trierarchy are one and the same body. I cannot 
see how the audience would get confused even if the term hegemon could be used in a 
naval context. They knew that the richest group in Athens which would have resorted 
to bribing in order to avert the heavy burdens of the trierarchy was the 300 
proeispherontes. They would not even have to realise that at all, since at the time the 
speech was delivered the burden was already transferred to the 300, whom they knew 
to be the proeispherontes (cf. D. XLII.25 where the 300 and proeispherontes are 
referred to as being identical bodies). Another passage where some vagueness could 
be argued to exist on whether the naval or the eisphora symmories is D. XXXIX. 8: 
xiva 8’ oi OTpaTTiyoi Tporcov eyYpa\|/ouaiv, av eiq auppopiav eYYpowpaxnv, r\ av 
Tpif|pap%ov KaOioTtboiv; f\ av oTpaxeia fj, tc o  Sfj^ov e a ta i rcoxepoq eo0’ o 
KaT£i?i£Y|i£vo<;; (cf. page 262). Exactly what kind of symmory he means is difficult to 
establish but as D. gives in a disjunctive manner examples of problems that having the 
same name could cause, it is possible that he means the eisphora symmories. Another 
way to interpret it is that since the trierarchy is mentioned the symmory is a trierarchic 
one. This text cannot constitute solid evidence.
In XIV 16-18 D. mentions the 1200 quite early and it is not very clear until later that 
he is thinking about the trierarchy. Yet as MacDowell admits it can be argued that the
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1200 were exclusively connected with the trierarchy so it is made clear what he actually 
refers to, cf Gabrielsen Financing 184.
b. Existence of the 1200 group before 358/7 
Ruschenbusch Symmorienprobleme 77-79 correctly attacked Rhodes’ Problems 8 
view that: ’’...although for immediate use a net list of active contributors is of more 
value than in reforming the trierarchy the Athenians should have taken a longer view 
and have started with a gross list of potentially trierarchic estates". The question 
Ruschenbusch asked was what exactly is meant by a potentially trierarchic estate. 
Could it mean that a property worth 6T between two brothers should be considered as 
potentially trierarchic in case one of the two died (if this is one of the meanings of 
koinonika)? What this extreme example is intended to demonstrate is that it would be 
futile to have 1200 estates registered, since some of them might never provide a 
trierarch; this proves (in Ruschenbusch's opinion) that it would be totally unreasonable 
for the Athenians to establish such a system after 358/7. He thought that there was 
another reason that explained the existence in the 1200 of such exempt categories, as he 
was persuaded that the 1200 were primarily payers of the eisphora. People such as 
orphans and epikleroi were always paying their contributions in the symmories. When 
the symmories were reorganised to pay for the trierarchy too, the epikleroi, orphans 
etc. were naturally not involved in the trierarchy and Ruschenbusch even thought that 
they did not pay contributions. The idea of "evolution" is central in Ruschenbusch's 
theory, i.e. that the 1200 originally responsible for the eisphora were asked to pay for 
the trierarchy and that those who could not perform the personal service did not pay 
any contributions at all. This idea is not compelling. The 1200 if established in 358/7 
could have included exempt categories of people since the principle of the new system 
was synteleia, since orphans etc. could pay for the eisphora then obviously they could 
contribute for the trierarchy as MacDowell suggested.
The above is Ruschenbusch's major argument which he thinks proves the symmories 
to be identical. After 378/7, when the eisphora was reorganised it was 1200 that were 
actually responsible for the eisphora, the same ones that later would be used for the 
trierarchy too. From this larger body a group of 300 persons - 15 per symmory (Hyp.
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F I56) each possessing a property of 4T 2,OOOdr. were liable for the proeisphora, 
agonistic liturgies and trierarchy (see Ruschenbusch Zahl 87n.l2). Since orphans, 
epikleroi etc. were exempt the number of those available for the trierarchy was only +/- 
180 persons.
Ruschenbusch came to the conclusion (1978)n.l7 that: "...Demnach durfte die 
Liturgiepflicht bei einem Vermogen von 4 Tal. und die Eisphora-pflicht bei einem 
Vermogen von 3 Tal. eingesetzt haben." It is difficult to accept his arguments because 
they are based on the insufficient information Theopompos Charidemou gives in Isaeus 
XI On the property of Hagnias. Theopompos (see Wyse The speeches of Isaeus 
(Cambridge 1904) 712f and Davies APF 2921 XII - XIV) answers to the allegations of 
his rival that he had tried to conceal his property, section 49: "oox iva 
< j i r i > ^ p T o u p Y o i r ) v ,  e l  7 r p o o Y e v o n 6  poi t o u t o  t o  xwpiov". The chorion (at the deme 
Prospalta) was owned by Chaireleos, his wife's brother. How, after Chaireleos' death, 
Theopompos came to possess this in his own name (rather than his wife) is obscure 
(Isaeus XI. 44). After Makartatos' I (another brother of his wife's) death Theopompos 
introduced his own son Makartatos II into the oikos of Makartatos I (Isaeus XI. 49 cf. 
D. XLIII 77) as the latter's son. Although he claimed that Makartatos I did not have 
any property this is unlikely. Theopompos' property amounted according to his 
estimation 3T 4,OOOdr. comprising:
i. Hagnias' estate worth 2T (see APF 2921 XII, Isaeus XI section 44).
ii. chorion at Oinoe worth 5,000 dr.( ibid.). 
iil. House in the City worth 2,OOOdr (ibid.)
iy. The chorion at Prospalta worth 3,OOOdr (ibid.)
Davies APF 88 comments that Theopompos forgot to include his wife's dowry 
(Isaeus XI section 40) worth 2,000 dr. which raises the total amount of his property to 
4T. Now as we saw above Theopompos tried to deny that he had given his son to 
Makartatos' I oikos in order to avoid paying for liturgies because of the additional 
property of the Prospalta chorion (3,000 dr. i.e. 1/2T). What is meant is that since 
Theopompos' son was adopted by the oikos of Makartatos I, the property of 
Makartatos' I brother, Chaireleos, (if we are to believe Theopompos that Makartatos I
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left no property of his own) was nominally under Theopompos' son (Makartatos II). 
Theopompos says though that he was still liable for the liturgies even before the 
Prospalta chorion 49-50: "opoiax; yap  Kal [p/rd eioTtoifioavToq t o u t o  [i.e. 
^TiToopyeiv] y unfjpxev* o68e yap  e^Tvrobpyouv 8 ia  t o u t o  y fytTOV o68ev, aXka 
Kat t c o v  EiotpEpovTcov fjv Kai t c o v  t a  TtpoaxaxTopeva up iv  anavT a noiotm cov". 
Ruschenbusch thought that since before the chorion of Prospalta Theopompos was 
liable for the eisphora with a property of 3 and 1/2 T and that he was accused of hiding 
the Prospalta chorion behind his son, the extra 3,OOOdr. (making his property 4T) made 
him liable to liturgies proper. The problem lies in the use of the term liturgy because 
Theopompos uses it in order to describe eisphora when technically eisphora was not a 
liturgy. He may be trying to impress the audience and Wyse id. 712 correctly dismisses 
his claim as a lusus verhorum. But the problem remains. Why would 3,OOOdr. make 
the difference and make Theopompos liable for the liturgies when without them he was 
only liable to the eisphora? Could Ruschenbusch be right then, since there is no other 
reason for Theopompos to differentiate between the liturgies and eisphora unless there 
was a higher liability limit for the liturgies than for the eiphora, it being the 1/2T worth 
Prospalta chorioiP. Things are more complicated than this in terms of chronology. We 
know from an inserted testimony in D. XLIII. 31 that the first successful claimant was 
Phylomache II (Hagnias' II aunt's daughter on the paternal side) in 361/0. Isaeus XI 
must have been delivered some time after 361/0 and after Theopompos' successful 
claim on Hagnias' II property either in 361/0 or near that date. Theopompos himself 
says that he has recently come into ownership of Hagnias' II property 46: "icapoi p.£v o 
icMjpoq ov 'Ayviac; kcct£A ,171£V , ooxoq ounce pepaioq e o t i *  S ix a i yap  eveotTiKact 
yeoSopapTOpicov, ke^eOei 8’ o vopoq, e a v  aAxo Tiq tw v ij/eoSojiapTUpioov, rcatav 
apxfjq Eivai n£pl auTtov Taq Xtj^ek;*". The property of Hagnias is crucial in 
making him liable for the liturgies because it amounts 2T as we saw above. Yet 
Theopompos is accused that he had his son adopted in Makartatos' I oikos in order to 
dodge liturgies by having the 1/2 T property of the Prospalta chorion under the name of 
his son. This would make sense if it had happened after the property of Hagnias was 
securely in Theopompos' hands, but there are indications that this happened in the past
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and certainly before Theopompos had Hagnias' II property. A speech attributed to 
Lysias by Harp. s.v. npoan&A/tioi with the title Ilep i q p i K X r i p l o u  t c o v  MaKcxpTctToo 
%pr|p&TCDV dealt with some kind of problem in the inheritance of some Makartatos after 
his death. It is certainly impossible to prove that the Makartatos of Lysias is the same 
one as the brother of Theopompos' wife, i.e. Makartatos I son of Apolexis of Prospalta, 
but it is at least probable (at least so thought A. Schaefer Demosthenes vol. Ill 234-5 
and H. Sauppe Oratores Attici vol.II (Zurich 1840)196). Since all the genuine speeches 
of Lysias are dated before 380, the dispute over Makartatos' property must have taken 
place around that time, and the adoption of Theopompos' son into the oikos of 
Makartatos I could be an effort to secure a confident grasp on Makartatos' property79. 
This is also Davies' opinion in APF 86:"...there are two possible motives [for the 
adoption]: either Theopompos wished to avoid liturgies by transferring some of his 
property to the nominal ownership of his son (as alleged by his opponent in Isaios xi. 47 
and 49), or this was the only means of gaining a secure hold on a property which 
someone else would otherwise have had a better claim. The precisely parallel case of 
[Dem ] xliv (see 5638), the fact that the manoeuvre was repeated a generation later, 
and the implication from Lysias' speech that there had been grounds for dividing 
Makartatos' estate in two, combine to make the latter motive much more plausible. I 
would guess that either Makartatos or Chaireleos left an heir, who but for the 
eiaTioiriCTK; of Makartatos (II) would have inherited the estates of both brothers under 
the rule KpotTeiv t o u < ;  a p p e v a q  and that in the late 380s Theopompos, by introducing 
his (probably infant) son Makartatos (II) as son of Makartatos (I), could and did claim 
half the estate of the latter." If the date 361/0 is correct (see Wyse 677 for discussion - 
he thinks it is correct) then the accusation that Theopompos was trying to dodge
79 Theopompos asserts Iseaus XI. 49 that Makartatos' I brother Chaireleos left to Makartatos I the 
Prospalta chorion worth 1/2T (since Makartatos I survived Chaireleos; o\>v£ftn 8 e  t o v  p e v  xaxna 
KaxaXxnovxa xeXEVTnooci n p o te p o v  t\ M cxk& p t o c t o v ) .  If Makartatos as it has been asserted in section 
48 sold his property and sailed with a trireme and perished, how is it that the Prospalta chorion 
survived? This should make us sceptical about the contention that Makartatos left no property of his 
own.
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liturgies can be dismissed as a malign one aiming to expose Theopompos as a cunning 
person giving his son to adoption in an effort to belittle his property. The comment of 
Theopompos that he was liable to the liturgies before the property of 1/2T, refers to the 
time before he had acquired Hagnias' property anyway, when he had a property only of 
IT 1 OOOdr., a sum making him perhaps liable to the eisphora but not to the liturgies. 
Calling the eisphora a liturgy is an effort to impress the audience. Whether he 
performed liturgies or not after he was awarded the property of Hagnias we do not 
know, but Theopompos insinuates that in sections 49-50 (I suspect that the time 
between the award of Hagnias' II property and the current trial was too short to offer 
Theopompos the opportunity to serve a liturgy as part of his new obligations as a 
member of the liturgical class). Thus Ruschenbusch's proposal (minimum 4T for 
liturgies, 3T for eisphora) is not based on good enough grounds and should not be used 
to prove that those paying for the eisphora were fairly rich and furthermore that those 
who paid the eisphora and performed the liturgies before 358/7 were 1200.
Ruschenbusch Symmorien noticed that D. XIV. 19 mentions the trierarchy in 
connection with the timema of Athens. What D. proposes there is to divide the timema 
of Athens among the symmories. It should be said that Ruschenbusch agrees in 
principle with Davies' conclusions in APF xxiii-xxiv, i.e. that citizens with property less 
than 3T did not have to perform any liturgies, whereas those with a property above 4T 
were unlikely to avoid a liturgy. He asserted that the 1200 accounted for all the timema 
of Athens since they were those who performed the eisphora, this is based on Isocrates 
XV. 145: ei$ 8e tobq SiccKOoiouq Kai xiMooq xobq eictpepovTaq koci 
XeiToopyo w caq. Ruschenbusch went further to assert that 600 with a property of 4T, 
300 with 5T and 300 with 6T totalled 5,750T the amount Polyb. II. 62. 7 gave for the 
timema of Athens (D. XTV. 19 gives 6,000, there is no information on why there is such 
a difference - D. could be rounding off the figure). This is totally incorrect. First of all 
it is not legitimate to think that we know how many Athenians made up the total 
6,000T and consequently paid for the eisphora. Ruschenbusch Symmorien 278 and 
n. 13 tries to justify his conclusion by arguing that there are indications that the eisphora 
was as important as the trierarchy and the other liturgies. Let us examine these
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indications. Four men who belonged to the propertied class were accused that they had 
not paid their eisphora contributions. These are: Dikaiogenes Kydatheneus (Isaeus 
V.45), Androtion Andronos Gargettios and Timokrates Antiphontos Krioeus (D. 
XXIV. 198), Phainippos Philostratou Kolonethen (D.XLII. 3). The eisphora is in 
Ruschenbusch's opinion as important as the rest of the liturgies: "Im Unterschied zum 
Kriegsdienst wird die eisphora gleichwertig neben der Trierarchie und den sonstigen 
Liturgien genannt". So, since the liturgies were performed by a limited number of 
people so was the eisphora. De Ste Croix Timema 32 seems to support this tendency 
when he says: "The language used by the orators, especially the many boasts of 
payment of eisphora by well-to-do litigants, strongly suggests that the class of those 
exempt [from the eisphora] was larger - perhaps much larger - than the Thetic class". 
But this comment is rather illogical since it would be impractical for Athens as a state to 
chase the meagre amounts the Thetic80 class would have to pay along with the rest of 
the truly poor citizens of Athens. What the limit was we simply do not have any clue at 
all, and de Ste Croix Timema 33 says that it might be the amount of 2,500 dr. deducing 
that from D. XXVII. 7, XXVIII. 4, XXIX. 59 (this evidence though has not yet been 
explained satisfactorily). If such an amount is near to the eisphora limit then the 
number of people who would actually pay it was rather large, because when Antipater 
limited the citizenship in 321 to those with a property of 2,000 dr these were 9,000 
(Diod. XVIII. 18.4-5, Plut. Phokion XXVIII.7, Ktesikles ap. Athenaeum VI 272c). 
Yet the boastings of the speakers in the forensic speeches should not be taken too 
seriously since they wanted to ingratiate themselves with the audience by showing that 
they were keen to provide for the demos what it asked. They should be suspected even 
more, because De Ste Croix Timema 33 concludes that "Contrary to the impression one 
derives from a superficial reading of the fourth century sources, the amounts raised by 
eisphora were quite small" and one might actually assert that the eisphora was paid by 
people rather well off but not necessarily only by the richest people of Athens. 
Certainly boasting of paying the eisphora indicates that paying it was a prerogative of
80 That the Thetic class did not pay for the eisphora is attested in Pollux VIII. 130.
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those who served the demos with their property, but again it can be a biased trend, 
because of the kind of texts that have survived until today.
There is another side-effect from Ruschenbusch's calculations, that 1200 actually had 
a minimum property of around 3T (see Symmorien 279 with n. 17, Symmorienprobleme 
75-76, Zahl n. 12). This has been shown to be incorrect because of the inherent inequity 
within the 1200 which makes Ruschenbusch's elaborate calculations collapse. How 
perhaps D. wanted to connect the 6,000T with the trierarchy will be discussed later on, 
but if the 1200 had a timema of 6,000T and they obviously paid according to that, what 
new is D. trying to introduce in 354/3 when he says that each symmory should be 
connected with l/20th of the 6,000T? Was that not happening already since 358/7 
when the eisphora symmories accommodated the trierarchy?
Another clue that the 1200 did not exist before 358/7 can be deduced from the 
Meidias speech. D. in XXI. 155 says that he first performed his trierarchy ote auv8\)o 
fjpev, when two syntrierarchs were the norm, and implies that then it carried more 
responsibility and expenditure. Meidias however did not perform a trierarchy until 
when 1200 were made synteleis, oxe Ttpcotov jiev 5kxkoo1oo<; Kori 
7i£7toiT|K(XT£ CTuvxeteiq bjietq. Meidias we also know had not discharged a liturgy 
until when he was the same age as D. at the time of XXI. D. was at the time of the 
speech 37 years old and Meidias slightly less than 50 (347/6 - see D.M. MacDowell 
Against Meidias (Oxford 1990)11-12). Exactly how old he was we do not know and 
D.M. MacDowell, page 369, lowers Meidias' age, at the time of the speech, as low as 
45 bearing in mind that it was in the interest of D. to make him as old as possible in 
order to show how much he had delayed in performing his trierarchies (I think Meidias 
could be a bit older). With this calculation Meidias would be 37 at around 362/1-357/6 
depending on the age we choose him to be. His first attested trierarchy is on Olympias 
LG. II2 1612.91-92 (356/5). If the years after 358/7 are to be preferred for his first 
trierarchy, the establishment of the 1200 can be more positively dated at that period, 
but it should not be forgotten that we do not know for sure what his age was. 
Gabrielsen pointed out a very important detail that gives a further chronological clue for 
the establishment of the 1200. As we said, in sections 154-5 D. tries to prove that
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Meidias was very reluctant to do any good to the public by undertaking a liturgy; so 
although the speaker had undertaken a trierarchy in 364/3, Meidias had his first liturgy 
o t £  Tcpcoxov j i e v  S k x k o o io o ^  Kcd xrZriooq 7t£7toif|KocT£ c u v T E ^ e iq  u p e iq . Gabrielsen 
Symmories 104 rightly points out that the absence of the article xobq suggests that this 
group never existed before the symmories were instituted. This should be seen in 
contrast with XIV. 16 where D. uses xobq S ic c k o c t io in ;  Kod x i ^ 0 V S obviously 
referring to them as already instituted when proposing his own reform based on them. 
This is slight evidence and one might object for both clues that the weight is on the 
word auvTE^etq, D. wanting to stress the fact that Meidias became a trierarch when 
1200 people became contributors for the trierarchies. I am not convinced that the 
absence of the article is too important since D. and his contemporaries were obviously 
aware of the chronology and we need not be very pedantic about his precision in this 
case, but I do concede that it is an argument that cannot be ignored.
D. was also hegemon of his symmory from 376/5 to 365/4 (D. XXI. 156-7, XXVII. 
7, XXVIII. 4, 7, 8, XXIX 59) and he should have naturally been appointed as a 
trierarch when he became an adult. Yet he was forced to undertake a trierarchy by way 
of an antidosis (D. XXVIII 17, XXI. 79-80), which means that he was not in the 
trierarchic class in 364/3. To say that D. was left out because there was not any need 
for some of the potential trierarchs to be appointed is inadequate because in that year 
there were substantial naval operations. Diod. XV. 79. 1 says that Laches sailed against 
the Thebans with an bfyoXoyov cioXov. Later in the year (A. Schaefer Demosthenes 
vol.I 290) Timotheos besieged Torone and Poteidaia (Isocr. XV. 108, 113-4, Polyain. 
3.10.15) and brought relief to Kyzikos (Nepos Timoth. 1.3). These operations probably 
would use up all the available trierarchs of the year. D.'s absence from the 1200 and the 
trierarchy could be explained if one followed D.M. MacDowell id. 371 who claims that 
from 366/5 to 364/3 D. served as an ephebos. We do not know if at that time 
exemption from liturgies was a rule for those serving as epheboi, as it certainly was 
after the reorganisation of the ephebeia in ca. 335/4 (see Aristot. A.P. 42.5). The 
speaker of Lys. XXI says that he discharged a choregia in the year of his dokimasia, 
and the rule that the orphans were exempt from all liturgies for a year after their
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dokimasia probably applies to the sons of those who fell in the Peloponnesian war (see 
Lys. XXXIII. 24 and Rhodes Constitution 509). So D. was not a trierarch and 
consequently a member of the 300 richest citizens on the merit of his timema; this 
suggests that the liturgies did not quite work in the clear-cut way Ruschenbusch would 
like them to.
Another argument that needs to be considered is the one propounded by Lipsius 
JKPh 117(1878)296. Lipsius considered the five categories of exemptions in XIV. 16-7 
(by D.'s reckoning 800) as a number impossible to have come up in the years after 
358/7 and before 354/3, because such a large number of exemptions would need a 
larger amount of time to have developed, i.e. estates whose proprietors died leaving 
behind them orphans or epikleroi. Lipsius thought that the existence of such a large 
group of exemptions was justifiable only if the eisphora symmories were extended to 
cover contributions towards the trierarchy too. Eisphora was around long enough and 
properties were liable to fall in the hands of orphans, epikleroi, etc. But there is 
another explanation. If the 1200 were a preliminary body, a gross one out of which the 
trierarchs were appointed then Lipsius' argument is invalid (see also section VI above).
I would like now to consider D. XX.28 and Isoc. XV. 145, two pieces of evidence 
which can unfortunately be manipulated and made to agree with either of the two 
views. XX. 28 seems to say that people who do not qualify to be trierarchs paid 
nevertheless for eisphora. o u k o u v  oi pev eXanco KEKxripevoi Trjq Tpiqpapxiocq a^i’ 
e%£iv e v  xatq eiacpopatq o u v t e Xo u o i v  el<; t o v  Ttotepov, oi 8’ ecpiKvobpevoi t o o  
Tpiipapxetv eiq apcpoxep’ bpiv \)7tdp^o\)oi xP^a iM-01’ Kai Tpupapxeiv xal 
Eiocp£p£iv. D.M. MacDowell Periandros 444 thinks "Demosthenes does not mention 
explicitly in that passage that those who pay eisphora also pay contributions for the 
naval costs; perhaps he is using the verb eia<p£p£iv to cover both kinds of payment, or 
perhaps he just considers that it adds nothing to his argument to mention the naval 
contributions". The problem for those who believe that there were two different 
symmories lies in the distinction D. draws between the trierarchy on the one hand and 
the eisphora on the other. Ruschenbusch Symmorien 282 explains it with his theory 
that there was a limit of 4T 2,OOOdr. for the trierarchy and 3T for the eisphora, but we
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have explained the difficulty with this interpretation, see page 268. MacDowell's 
explanation makes good sense but it is not compelling. The text draws the distinction 
but it is the interpretations that vary. An advocate of the view that the two systems are 
distinct could say that less rich people who do pay for the eisphora could be also 
members of the trierarchic symmories as synteleis, whereas the rich can both pay the 
eisphora and become trierarchs. Isocrates is more tricky. I quote: "eiq 8e xobq 
SiaKoaiouq xai xiM-ouq xobq eiccpEpovxaq xai A^ixo'DpyoOvxas ou povov auxov 
napEXEiq aXXa xa i xov oiov, K o ri xpi<; pev fjSri x£xpir|papxflKax£, xaq 8’ aAAaq 
^Eixoupyiaq 7to>,t)X£X£cx£pov XEXEixoupyfiKaxE". MacDowell Periandros 442 has a 
point when he claims that Isocrates seems to refer to those who perform the liturgies as 
being 1200. Rhodes had suggested that there may have been a class of not quite so rich 
Athenians who pay the eisphora but do not perform liturgies being biased by his 
conviction that the number of those paying for the eisphora was larger than 1200. 
MacDowell correctly pointed out that the K ori cannot bear the weight of such a 
meaning and that rather Isocrates referred to the 1200 as people who were both paying 
the eisphora and performed the liturgies. But there can be another interpretation, as 
Gabrielsen Symmories 115 retorts: "[he quotes the passage] need not mean that only 
1200 persons paid eisphora and performed liturgies, but more appropriately that the 
1200 perform all the liturgies and pay eisphora because they are the richest citizens", cf. 
Financing 187 as well.
Lastly, another argument is usually derived from the procedure Apollodoros 
describes and has been characterised more or less universally as exceptional for two 
reasons. One is that Apollodoros mentions the demoi as if they had something to do 
with the eisphora when, it is claimed, there is not enough evidence that the demes 
appointed the proeispherontes, and another Apollodoros' silence about the symmories 
when we know that it was through symmories that the eisphora was collected. As 
Wallace Proeispherontes has shown, Apollodoros is giving information on the usual 
way in which the proeisphora was levied. The only unusual procedural detail was that 
the members of the boule were to give the names of the richest Athenians instead of the 
demes themselves. So it cannot be argued that Apollodoros was among the 300 richest
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(of the 1200) and belonged to one of the 15 membered groups of the richest Athenians 
within the 20 symmories of 60 members each, as Ruschenbusch would have him. How 
is it that Apollodoros had to be appointed anew when he was already known to the 
authorities as a member of the 300 richest citizens? So viewing the 300 as a team 
discharging all the liturgies and the proeisphora, selected by each individual's timema 
within the 1200 eisphora paying members of symmories is not a valid point81,
c. The xlpripa and the trierarchic symmories.
De Ste Croix Timema has, beyond doubt better than anybody else, explained how 
and why eisphora was levied. All the evidence points towards the fact that the 
members of the symmories had to contribute a sum at a percentage of their timema. The 
property of the Athenians was declared in the year of Nausinikos in 378/7. If the 
trierarchic and the eisphora symmories were one and the same thing I cannot see any 
other way that the sums towards the ships should have been collected. The way the 
contributions for the trierarchy were levied is unknown but there is some evidence that 
suggests that the timema of each individual did not play any part in the raising of the 
contributions.
1. Davies in Wealth 22 n.16 says about 1622.580ff - where I think synteleis are 
mentioned - that the sums are rather homogeneous. If timemata were involved 
probably there would be greater diversity.
2. The degeneration of the Periandric system probably shows that the sums were 
defined and collected within the symmory, tailored to the needs of the wealthier 
trierarchs and distributed evenly among everybody, without the timema of each 
individual having anything to do with the contributions.
81 There is another point that I have to mention for the sake of completeness. Gabrielsen Financing 
190 mentions the case of Eukrates who had leased a land worth 700 dr. (I.G. II2 2496) and was liable 
to pay the eisphora. Gabrielsen argues that a man who was obviously not affluent cannot have 
belonged to the 1200, as Ruschenbusch wants us to believe that the eisphora and the trierarchy was 
discharged through the 1200. This is rather weak evidence because the plot of land he leased probably 
belonged to a larger property the cult was in control of. It was in the conditions of the lease that all 
eisphoras levied on the leased land were to be paid by the lessee.
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The law of Periandros did not specify how contributions should be levied, and it 
seems that they were irrelevant to one's timema. This is some evidence that the two 
groups of tax-payers were distinct. Whatever the manner of calculation, contributions 
were levied within the symmory with the richest members (probably in their majority 
(syn)trierarchs) dictating their terms to the rest of the contributors.
VIII. The proposed reforms of Demosthenes in 354/3 (XIV. 14- 
23)
D's suggestions, whether they were followed or not, are an invaluable source of 
material for the Periandric system and for the orator's own way of thinking and 
reasoning in his first public speech.
First of all whether the exempt categories were included in the symmories or not I 
have discussed in section VI In my opinion he asked for the body of the 1200 to be 
supplemented with 800 more entries in order to provide a cleared body of 1200 able- 
bodied potential trierarchs The idea behind it was that those who were exempt should 
not be members of the symmories. Those entitled to exemption fitted in five categories: 
epikleroi, orphans, corporations of cults, demes etc., kleruchs and invalids or generally 
people physically unable to serve as active commanders on a war-ship. Why he wanted 
such a cleared body I intend to explain later on.
This new purified body of 1200 would be divided into 20 symmories of 60 members 
each, as it was at the time, and each of the symmories into 5 small units with 12 
members each. D. wanted 300 triremes that the symmories would be able to equip. 
This number is close to the number of ships Athens had available at that period (in 
353/2 Athens had 349 triremes according to I.G. II2 1627.266-278) and it can be 
assumed that one of D.’s targets was to have the Athenian navy in such a condition that, 
should the need arise, a fleet of 300 ships strong could be mustered. This fleet of 300 
would be divided into 3 parts of 100 ships; so depending on the situation 100, 200 or 
300 ships could be ready to sail. In each case each of the small 100 units would provide 
1, 2 or 3 trierarchs equipping a maximum of three ships and each of the 20 symmories a 
maximum of 15.
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So far so good. D.'s proposals reveal a technocratic mind able to cope with practical 
problems and their remedies. The next step is to provide financial support. I quote 19: 
"e7i€i5f] to  tipripd ectti xfy; x®Pa 9 £^otKio%i?aa)v xaAxxvxcov, iva bp.iv xai xa 
Xpfipaxa fi ouvxexaypeva, Sie^eiv xobxo koci Ttoirjcai Ka0’ e^fjKovxa xataxvO’ 
exaxov pepq, eixa jtevO’ e^TiKovxaxaXavxta^ eiq eicacTTiv xcov peyataov tcov 
eiKoai auppopicov £7iiKXr|pd)aai, xtjv 5e ougpopiav ekccctxco xcov pepcov piav 
e^r|KovxaxaX,avxiav aTtoSobvai, orccoq av pev uptv exaxov Set] xpiqpcov, xijv pev 
SaTtavnv e^fiKovxa xaXavxa auvxeXfj, xpiqpapxoi 5’ wai ScoSexa, The
Periandric system had made the 1200 responsible for individual trierarchies and the 
paying up of contributions. D. turns to the 6,000T timema of Athens which as I have 
explained was probably the declared property of the majority of property holders of 
Athens. The 6,000T should be divided in such a way that each of the symmories would 
be connected with 300T worth of property and each of the smaller units with 60T 
worth of property. The verb erciK r^ipocD shows that there would be an effort to make 
the properties amounting 60T and 300T as equal as possible; but in order to avoid any 
complaints that some of the 60T properties were less than that, each unit was allotted 
to the property that would finance it. If then for example there was a need for 100 
ships then each small unit of the 100 which was responsible for 1 trireme would get 
finances from the full 60T worth of property; if there was a need for 200 ships (2 for 
each of the small units) then 30T would provide the appropriate funds and if there was 
a need for 300 triremes (3 for each of the small units) each ship would be financed from 
20T worth of property. It was at this point that Ruschenbusch thought that D. 
mentioned the timema of Athens in connection with the 1200. Indeed he does but he 
does not say that they were in possession of 6,000T!
The other suggestions of D. regard the collection of the naval debts and the practical 
organisation of the fleet to provide maximum speed in case of an emergency. He 
suggested that the debts should be registered, divided as far as possible into equal sums, 
and then allotted to all the small naval units, making their members responsible for their 
collection. Regarding the organisation of the fleet he suggested that 10 vecbpia should 
be established, each with a capacity of 30 ship-sheds. To each vecbpiov would be
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allotted two symmories and one Athenian tribe. Each tribe would be divided into its 
three TpiTTO<; with each one of them responsible for 10 ships. The whole idea is that 
each of the vecbpia is working as an independent unit with its trierarchs and 
commanders of military levies thus speeding up the process of sailing out.
As we remember from his speeches Against Aphobos when he was an orphan he was 
the hegemon of his symmory (paying eisphora - D. XXI. 156-7, XXVII. 7, XXVIII. 4, 
7, 8, XXIX. 59). This is good evidence that it did not matter if one was not physically 
able in order to fulfil a financial duty. In 354/3 D. wanted to expand the body of the 
1200 to 2,000  in order to exclude orphans, epikleroi, kleruchs, koinonika and the infirm 
and so to procure a body of 1200 active trierarchs. What has not been pointed out 
until now is that such an expansion would not only affect the trierarchy but also the 
eisphora. The eisphora did not discriminate between able and unable ones and the 
changes of D. were adding 800 new people to the procedure of selecting trierarchs (this 
is legitimate) but with no regard to the fact that those who would be exempt from the 
trierarchy were very fit indeed to pay their eisphora. In other words those exempt from 
the trierarchy would not be included in the symmories and consequently would not pay 
eisphora at all. It seems then that there were more mp/zora-payers than naval 
contributors since the exempt categories, erased from the catalogues of the navy would 
still pay the eisphora. There is no indication that he is discriminating between the "two" 
1200s, the Periandric and his, (i.e. that the initial 1200 would remain as eisphora payers 
but there would be another 1200 strong body with a different synthesis to provide for 
able potential trierarchs), or that the 2,000  would pay the eisphora and for 
administrative puposes the new 1200 would be involved in the trierarchy, because D. 
deals only with his new 1200. Surely his audience would understand this complication 
and it would render his proposals difficult to accept. I do not think that it is a slip, since 
he laboriously deliberated over these proposals; cf. 23. He should have felt the need to 
justify strongly the need for the 1200 active trierarchs and the change in the eisphora. 
At any rate the eisphora is mentioned in the following sections 27 ff. as another way of 
fund-raising with no connection to the trierarchy. His silence about the eisphora
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when talking about his reforms is an indication that the two systems were 
distinctly different.
IX. Reforms and direct taxation.
The new suggestion 1 would like to make is that it was D.'s idea to base the 
trierarchic symmories on the eisphora model of raising funds. This idea is I think the 
first time in the history of Athenian fiscal history of a proposed, direct yearly tax based 
on the tax-payers' timema (not on income because the state could not really estimate 
everybody's yearly earnings and went about taxing having in mind the declared more or 
less immovable property of its citizens in 378/7, since the dKpavqq ouaia  was difficult 
to detect). D.'s proposal opposes strongly the main current of Greek thought which 
was against direct taxation. The eisphora was not quite that, since it was an irregular 
tax, but it was all the same an impersonal tax quite different from the liturgies system. 
Obviously his proposals are not a full-scale direct taxation since they remain confined to 
a moderate number of the citizen body and are used only for funding the navy.
Reading the proposals of D it is striking that he wanted to connect the whole 
timema of Athens to 1200 citizens only; cf. 19. Polybios II.67.7 informs us that in 
378/7 the Athenian timema was 5,750 talanta (see R. Thomsen Eisphora 89-96 for a 
full discussion for the reasons of the fluctuation between D. XIV. 19, FGrH 328 F46 
and Polybios - he concludes that Polybios' number is correct as it was the result of the 
assessment of Athenian capital, but the reformers of 378/7 thought that a more rounded 
off figure would facilitate the division of the assessed capital in the symmories, and 
proposed the 6,000T timema). It could be that 1200 possessed the whole of the 6,000 
timema but Beloch has convincingly argued ("Das Volksvermogen von Attika" Hermes 
20(1885)237-261 and "Das Attische Timema" in Hermes 22(1887)371-377) that the 
amount was the timema of the whole of Athens, although not necessarily the true one. 
Andreades Finances 343 follows Beloch and does not think that it exceeded 10,000 
anyway. There have been many theories and discussions of this timema (see my 
discussion on Ruschenbusch's more recent similar approach, page 279) but it seems that 
Beloch's view is the most sound and prevailing one on that. D. uses the timema of
6,000 T which he grafts upon the 1200 synteleis and trierarchs. Gabrielsen Symmories
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114 noted this too: "What he in fact proposes is to graft upon the 1200 by way of 
allotment, the total amount of wealth declared for eisphora purposes" but he failed to 
elaborate on it. The presence of the 6,000T suggests the connection with eisphora and 
points towards individual timemaia. Each of his new 100 symmories was to be 
connected to a corresponding sum of 60T.
Thomsen has tried to interpret this passage in a different way. He thought that the 
new plan was to ensure prompt availability of money for paying the expenses of 
individual ships in time of war. Not the proper trierarchic expenses but those that 
were usually dispensed by the state (maintenance and payment of the crews). Eisphora 
would be again the way to gather the money, only with D.’s new scheme money would 
be directly put at the disposal of the individual symmories and ships without the state 
having to intervene. Furthermore according to D.'s plan (27) it would depend on the 
extent of the armament which eisphora amount was to be levied: 1%, 2% or even 
more. Thomsen's view is totally wrong, its main defect being the connection of the 
division of the 6,000T among the symmories with the eisphora proper. I do not think 
that D. is just trying to give the navy directly the money that was gathered in case of an 
eisphora since the eisphora would be an irregular levy totally incapable of financing the 
ships on a yearly basis. 27, where D. says that they could, according, to the crisis levy 
eisphora amounts, is irrelevant to the proposal to connect the 6,000T with the 
trierarchy, and in a different context, where D. wants to show how limited the funds of 
Athens are compared to those of Persia. That is why these two ways of financing are 7 
sections away one from the other. Furthermore the eisphora was levied not only to 
finance the ships but to pay also for the other expenses of the war such as mercenaries, 
which were one of the greatest expenses, cf. D. XIII. 27. Surely these were 
independent of the ships' financing, which leads to the conclusion that the eisphora 
would have to be different from the financing of the ships.
Boeckh had also noticed that there was a problem with connecting the citizens with 
the 6,000T timema and said (Lamb's English translation of the 1840 Staatshausaltung 
edition) 725: "The distribution of the whole amount of the assessment among the 
symmories could not have been made, therefore, in reference to the expenses of the
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Trierarchy, but only in reference to what was supplied by the state itself for the 
equipment of the fleet, and for the subsistence and pay of the crew" and later on "... 
consequently the orator in the passage of which we are treating only proposes a plan for 
the division of the property taxes according to the assessment, in accordance with the 
regulations relating to the symmories of the Trierarchy, in order that out of the portion 
of the property taxes which fell to each of the trierarchical symmories all the expenses 
might be paid which the trierarchs were not obliged to defray. If this proposal had been 
carried into effect, the efficiency of the marine would have been firmly established; since 
the failure in supplying the pay, and subsistence money of the crews, and the other 
articles to be furnished by the state, was frequent ". This explanation is very 
penetrating. What Boeckh says is that the eisphora symmories (he believed that they 
were different from the naval ones) would pay their share of property taxes when an 
eisphora was levied towards the expenses the trierarchic symmories were not supposed 
to pay, and which as we saw in D. L were not at all insignificant; payment of the crew, 
rations, equipment probably building of new hulls etc82. The money from the eisphora 
would be directly put into the trierarchic symmories to pay for the expenses that the 
state was supposed to pay for, but, in effect the trierarchs did in the end; D. was trying 
thus to rectify the situation in which the state was hopeless when it was asked to fulfil 
its own part of the deal. All this is hard to accept because:
i. The needs of the trierarchy were annual; but the eisphora was an irregular tax. De 
Ste Croix Timema 47 tried to establish the number of eisphorch but he could not 
really define more than two or three after 378/7, although there must have been 
more levied. Payment and subsistence of the crew, which the new proposals of D. 
were going to provide through the eisphora, were ostensibly annual needs too. How 
can an irregular tax then pay for the annual expenses, in view of the fact that they 
must have fluctuated quite considerably?
82 For more information, see Gabrielsen Financing 118ff "Logistics and the cost of Service".
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ii. If we accept that the crews etc. were to be paid by the eisphora, then it has to be 
admitted that the traditional way of doing things was to be scrapped. In that case D. 
would have elaborated more on the need for such a thing.
iii. If the two symmories systems were identical, then the eisphora way of gathering 
cash (through one's timema) would be more likely to have been the same as the 
trierarchic, yet we have seen that this was not the case, the law did not specify that 
one should pay according to his timema. D.'s proposals are totally new and their 
connection with the 6,000T timema of Athens shows that it was for the first time 
that property liable for the eisphora would pay on a different basis (regular and 
yearly) for the trierarchy too.
CONCLUSIONS
i. D. introduces a direct annual tax on those included in the 6,000T timema. He was 
inspired by the eisphora system which contained a very permanent element, the 
citizens' property as it was evaluated in 378/7 and the taxation to a percentage of 
one's timema.
ii. One might wonder what was the difference from the Periandric system, since in both 
systems the contributors paid towards the fleet. The Demosthenic system would 
diffuse the funding of the Athenian navy making those in possession of 6,000T worth 
of property pay perhaps at a fixed rate (just as they used to pay for the eisphora) at 
which the contributions would be made, preventing thus the abuse of the system. 
This obviously presupposes that the eisphora symmories were different from the 
trierarchic ones and considerably larger. Obviously citizens with larger properties 
would have to pay more. The amount of each contributor would be very easy to 
establish making easier also the recovery of debts whereas, the trierarchs would at 
last pay most of the expenses as they should.
X. The reasons for 1200 active trierarchs.
a. Were the trierarchs enough?
We have already discussed whether the Periandric system offered enough trierarchs 
or not, relating this problem with the exempt categories and the statutory one year 
interim, see chapter 5, sections I and VI..
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b. How did Demosthenes calculate the exemption?
D.'s proposals are straightforward. If the Athenians make the preliminary body
2,000 and deduct the 800 exempt ones there will remain 1200 ocbpaTa. The question 
is whether the 800 were exempt in the Periandric system or would they be exempt from 
the 2,000, the new body D. wanted to establish. The 2,000 he was introducing were 
also likely to be eligible for exemption unless the criterion he applied for their entry was 
that they should be active trierarchs which he does not say and is also unlikely; it is 
possible that he based the rate of the exemption on the 2,000 and not the 1200. The 
significance of this is great, since if there were less than 800 exempt ones in the 
Periandric system then the system did not offer too small a number of potential 
trierarchs. D. introduces the 800 without clarifying if it is his conjecture. If he knew 
the number of the exemptions in the Periandric system it was not difficult to calculate 
the number of exemptions in the 2,000 he proposed. If one takes this to be so, the rate 
of the exemptions was 40% which gives for the 1200 480 exemptions only, leaving 720 
ready to serve as trierarchs. This number is at any rate dangerous because nobody can 
pretend to know how D. came to the number 800 and even who he refers to by it. I 
think (I agree with Ruschenbusch Symmorien 280 and n.18, 282) that the number 800 
should not be taken as referring to the 1200 only and that it refers to the 2 ,000 , derived 
from the percentage of exemptions in the 1200. If it refers to the Periandric 1200 then 
one might argue that D. amplified the number but again all this is precarious. 
Gabrielsen Symmories 113 and Financing 188 objects and firmly believes that 800 was 
the number exempt in the Periandric 1200. His disagreement is legitimate only in 
criticising Ruschenbusch for the latter's eagerness to adduce a certain piece of evidence 
which "proves" that those liable to pay for the trierarchy were 720. The evidence is 
Aeschin. III. 222: tcc 5e rcepl tcu; Tpifipeu; K<xi Tobq T pnpdp xo'ix; d p T td y p a ta  t iq  
av drcoKpbxj/ai xpovoq Suvaix’ av, ote vopoOsTTioaq nepi twv TpiaKoaicov, Kai 
oautov rceioas ’AGtivato'oq £7UOTdTT|v Ta^ai too vaoTiKob, e t^|?l£yx0t|<; i>n ejj.oo 
E f^jKovTa Kai tievte vecov xax^vauTOoacov T p n p d p x o o q  {xprjpripevoq. 
Ruschenbusch tried to find how many people D. left out from the trierarchy at the 340 
reform when we know that the 300 were made solely responsible for the trierarchy
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(Hyp. F I34). It would be sufficient for him to find how many people were involved in 
a  trierarchy. Hyp. F I34 gave as the usual number 5 or 6 and LG. II2 1622 had groups 
o f 3 to 8 synteleis. The lowest number, 5, if multiplied with 65 gives 325 people, 
whereas the highest, 8 , gives 520 people. The average is 422.5 which is rounded off to 
420 as the number of trierarchs D. made away with after the legislation of 340. When 
these are added to the 300, left by the legislation, give 720 as the number of the people 
who were performing and/or contributing for the trierarchy in the period 357-340. 
Hence, 1200 nominally liable minus 720 those really liable gives 480 as the number of 
those exempt. The problem is in what Aeschines means with his accusation. He is 
accusing D. of making away with trierarchs and not with both trierarchs and 
contributors. Let us concede though that he meant all those that financed the ships but 
referred only to the trierarchs. We do not know the circumstances in which D. would 
have made such a move, and it is possible as Gabrielsen Symmories 97 and Financing 
209 suggests that the accusation was linked to D.’s official capacity as epistates tou 
nautikou and not to his law which had come under attack on a previous occasion, 
especially because the accusation about the 65 ships comes immediately after Aeschines' 
mention of D. becoming epistates ton nautikou, contra A. Schaefer Demosthenes vol.II 
523. This numerical exercise is also "proving" another point of Ruschenbusch, that 
those exempt were not paying anything to the trierarchy and were only paying for the 
eisphora, which has been shown to be unfounded, cf. section Vila.
XI. Did Athens adopt any part of Demosthenes' proposals?
The main piece of evidence used to prove that Athens accepted a part at least of 
Demosthenes' proposals is a fragment of Kleidemos that survived in Photios s.v. 
vaoKpapia, FGrH III. b F8: cO KXeiSrjjxo^ ev xrj xptxTi cprjaiv oxi K?i£ia0£vo\)<; 
fiexa (po?id<; Tcoirjoavxoq avxl xcov xeooapcov, ooveftrj Kai eiq rcevxfiKOvxa pepr| 
Siaxayfivai auxoix;, a  eK&Aoov vauKpapiaq, cooTiep vuv ei<; xa eKaxov peprj 
8iaipe0evxa<; KaXouoi ooppopiaq. It is commonly accepted that we simply do not 
know when YAeidemos wrote, although his 100 symmories seem tantalisingly to be the 
ones D. proposed in 354/3. F. Jacoby in Atthis: The local Chronicles of Ancient 
Athens (Oxford 1949)69, 291 n.8) argued that in view of the gap between Hellanikos
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and Kleidemos "the correct course would have been to date Kleidemos as near as 
possible to 400 BC". The only reason for dating Kleidemos in 354/3 was indeed the 
proposals of D. Yet it is not impossible to suggest that Kleidemos was referring to the 
eisphora symmories although I concede that the comparison made in Kleidemos' 
fragment is between the naukraries (probably Athenian primitive naval units - see 
relevant chapter in Jordan Navy and Gabrielsen Financing 19-24) and the existing 
symmories at the time of the fragment which makes it more likely that the symmories of 
the fragment, had something to do with the trierarchy. It is precarious evidence that 
D.'s reforms were adopted, and it would be preferable to stick with A. Schaefer's 
Demosthenes vol. I 424 opinion that there is indeed no solid evidence that can be 
adduced in favour of D.'s proposals being adopted: "... keine Spur davon, dass er seinen 
Organisationsplan formlich als Gesetzantrag eingebracht habe: gewiss ist es,dass das 
alte Unwesen so lange fortdauerte, bis Demosthenes 01. 110.1. 340 nicht mehr als 
einzelner, sondem als Leiter der Burgerschaft die schreiendsten Missbrauche des 
fruheren Systems durch ein neues trirarchisches Gesetz abstellte". The evidence about 
LG. II2 1615etc. has been tackled, cf. section III. There is another piece of evidence 
that needs to be looked at and it is D.XVIII. 103 which mentions the "leaders, seconds 
and thirds" as those upon whom the burden of the trierarchy would fall and the context, 
as MacDowell Periandros 445 claims, implied that the symmories meant are the naval 
ones. But the leaders, seconds and thirds were the richest citizens of Athens and even if 
the surrounding context is a naval one, if there were 100 eisphora symmories the 
leaders, seconds and thirds could be easily understood as the 300 proeispherontes and 
the richest citizens of Athens83. Ruschenbusch Zahl 88 n.12 was so sure that the 100 
symmories were adopted that he accommodated Hypereides F I59 (15 members in a 
symmory) in quite an unorthodox way. He thought that after 354/3 there were instead 
of 1200 1,500 members in the symmories just as the 1000 (see Davies Wealth Appendix
83 D.M MacDowell Periandros 446 does not sufficiently explain why "The alternative hypothesis that 
100 was the number of symmories before 357, is less cogent".
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1) were augmented to 1200 in 378/7. This kind of interpretation is unfounded and we 
will see that the fragment of Hypereides fits better with the 340 reforms.
XII. Did Athens need 1200 able, potential trierarchs?
Two considerations will help see why Athens considered the cleared body 
unnecessary:
i. Jordan Navy 66-67 thinks that it is fair to distinguish between regularly appointed 
trierarchs and ad hoc appointed ones. There is some evidence for this in Xen. 
Oikon. 2.6: " f\v 5e Sf) rco^epo^ yevT|T<xi 018’ o t i  Kai TpiT|pap%i.aq piaOob^ Kai 
eiatpopaq Toaama<; aoi Ttpoaxa^copev" and D. IV. 36 "Toiyapouv ap’ 
aKTpcoajiev xi Kai Tpiripapxooq KaOiaTapev". LG. II2 1629.183-184 (of 325/4) 
mentions the "appointed trierarchs" which suggests perhaps that they were appointed 
solely for transporting the colonists It has been claimed that trierarchs were 
appointed every year but only some served. This cannot be true. Everybody 
appointed was supposed to serve, see my discussion section VI. Thinking also that 
if there was no war there was no fleet is not good enough, since there certainly was a 
number of ships ready to be used in order to escort grain-ships, fight pirates, protect 
Attica and the Allies etc., and if the need arose for war too. If the need was such 
that required more ships than those that were available then perhaps voluntary 
trierarchs could cover the rest and if there were not enough the slralegoi could just 
appoint some. In my opinion in such an emergency the symmories probably did not 
support the extra trierarchs, cf. chapter 5 section I.
ii. If one follows the numbers of the active fleet of Athens then it becomes apparent that 
the numbers of ships were not great even at times of great emergency (about the 
average number of ships used in the 4th c. above, see chapter 5 section I, page 205). 
The question is of course why D. saw the need for 300 ships to be more or less
ready for service under the purified able-bodied 1200. I have explained the difficulty 
with the number of the exemptions and also the further difficulty of the rule that nobody 
was to perform liturgies in two consecutive years. If 720 were the number left, and not 
400, then there was no problem in getting commanders for the ships and perhaps this 
was not the reason for swelling the 1200 preliminary body with 800 more. If 800 were
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the exemptions in the Periandric system then D. wanted to give more space in case 
there was need for more ships (,see section X.b). Of course there is no question in both 
calculations that the Athenians could find commanders for all the ships they had in the 
docks, so D. perhaps wanted to cover the vacuum of such a theoretical need.
Gabrielsen's theory that the 1200 could not be gathered because of the exemptions 
and that the exempt categories were not part of the symmories has been tackled, see 
chapter 5 section VII . According to it D. wanted to get 2,000 so as to approach the 
number 1200 which was set by the law of Periandros.
If the exempt ones were 800 there could appear a problem in small symmories that 
were central to the new system he wanted to establish. In the 12-member symmory 
there was the remote possibility that all of them would be exempt (possible, since 66% 
of the large symmories was exempt). That is why perhaps he wanted a purified system. 
Small symmories would limit the number of people involved and provide a more well- 
defined group of people that would be more flexible and where financial responsibilities 
could be quickly identified. D. wanted everybody involved in the trierarchic system to 
be able to be involved actively and in this way perhaps instil some kind of personal pride 
and responsibility in order to make the system at last work. The small symmories 
would operate as small, organic units where everybody would know each other.
The main reason however behind D.'s proposals must have been to have 1200 fully 
able people behind the trierarchy. His way of talking in XIV. 20 shows that he 
expected single trierarchies to be the norm. The rest would still be contributors. By 
having 1200 able-bodied people, organised in small groups, with regular, yearly funding 
from the eisphora symmories he hoped to rejuvenate the trierarchy, make the whole 
burden of the trierarchy better shared within the propertied class (by this I mean both 
the liturgical and the "middle" class) and remove any ground for complaint from the 
liturgical class.
Yet we should not forget that D. is trying to remind the Athenians, who are 
discussing war against Persia, that if they want to do it they must be prepared for a lot 
o f work to reach the ideal paraskeue. All these elaborate proposals could be a trick to 
put the Athenians off any hopes that they could be successful against the Persians.
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Sealey Demosthenes 129 thinks that the proposals could be dissuasive. 300 ships and 
1200 ready trierarchs could seem even to the people of Athens too much a strain for 
their recovering city after the long years of war (I do not agree with him, for a 
discussion see chapter 2).
XIII. The Reforms of 340
a. An outline
According to Ruschenbusch Zahl n. 12 D.'s reform of 340 meant a return to the pre- 
358/7 system, the liturgies to be discharged by a body of 300 persons now divided into 
20 symmories of 15 members each (Hyp. F I59). The liturgies would be really 
discharged by +/- 180, if one considers the 40% exemption rate. The number of 1,500 
symmorilai would be paying for the eisphora only. In my opinion FI 59 works better in 
the post-340 era. Ruschenbusch thought that after 340 the symmories continued to be 
100 .
The main evidence for the reform of 340 is Hyp. F I34 "eco<; p e v  o i  7 i t a ) \ x n d > T a T o i  
T t a p o t K p o u o p e v o i  t t | v  7 i o ^ i v  c u v  7 ie v x £  K o d  T p n p a p x o u v T E q  p e x p i a  a v f ) X i c K o v ,  
T io \)% io cv  f j y o v  o m o i .  £ 7 i £ t8 f |  8 e  T a m a  K a T iS c b v  A r j p o a O e v r y ;  v o p o v  £0T |K £ t o u < ;  t '  
T p n p a p x E i v  x a i  ( 3 a p £ t a i  y E y o v a a i v  a i  T p n p a p x i o t i ,  v u v  o  O o p p i w v  a m o v  
£KK^£7iT£i", the 300 were solely assigned to pay for the trierarchies making them very 
burdensome. Rhodes Problems 6 and MacDowell Periandros 445 assert that the 
number of the symmories after 340 became again 20, based on Hyp. FI 59. This was 
certainly how Harpokration viewed the situation to be, s.v. o o p p o p i a .  There is one 
piece of evidence that shows the symmories to have been 20. It is I.G. II2 1623.153- 
159 (of 334/3) where the designation of Onetor Onetoros Meliteus by the strategoi and 
the Twenty is recorded. The Twenty are possibly the epimeletai of the symmories, 
thus giving us a significant hint if not proof that the symmories were 20.
b. LG. II2 1632 - 323/2 BC. The 1200 and the changes to the 
trierarchy after 340
Gabrielsen Number and Financing 211 examining I.G. II2 1632 counted 58 ship 
entries. Sometimes the same names occur in different ships. Gabrielsen thought that 
the groups of trierarchs and syntrierarchs mentioned, indicate that some of them
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belonged to the same symmory. This is based on the assumption that if a person occurs 
in two or more groups of trierarchs and syntrierarchs, all the rest (of these groups) 
belong to the same symmory. This is based in its turn on the principle that all the ships 
were allotted to symmories so that members of a symmory in a given year were to serve 
only on ships of the same symmory. With this method he identified 40 members of a 
symmory. To give an example of this kind of calculation let us take for example Anytos 
Euonymeus who appears on three ships 1632.224, 229-230, 237. Anytos was a 
syntrierarch with two people in the first instance, three in the second and six in the 
third, thus making us think that they should all belong to the same symmory. If Hyp. 
F I59 where he claims that there were 15 members in a symmory is referring to the 
period after 340 is correct then this inscription obviously disproves him. Although 
Gabrielsen's point that we do not know whether Hypereides refers to the eisphora 
symmories is valid, it is not necessary to think so because it could be that there was a 
greater degree of co-operation between the symmories after 340 as I will argue below, 
and probably then Hypereides refers to the post-340 period.
Gabrielsen's conclusion is that the attested members of a trierarchic symmory in 
324/3 amount to at least 36 and perhaps as many as 40 whereas the total number of 
men will have been in the vicinity of 60. Gabrielsen after examining 1632 decided that 
the symmories as we knew them after 358/7 were not significantly changed with the law 
of D. in 340 and that the 1200 remained synteleis. What in his opinion happened in 340 
is that D. increased the 300's financial burden84 only, whereas the rest of the 1200 
continued to contribute smaller sums.
This is wrong because in the former Periandric system where the principle of 
subsidiarity was established by law among 1200, there were never 40 syntrierarchs in 
one symmory only. It has been argued that it was impossible for the less rich of the 
1200 to carry the tremendous expenditure of the trierarchy or even pay large 
contributions illegally spread over everybody in an even manner. But the important
84 This view was upheld by A. Boeckh Urkunden uber das Seewesen des attischen Staates (Berlin 
1840)177-184.
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thing is that they were never formally nominated as (syn)trierarchs as I have tried to 
show elsewhere, see section VI. If 40 from each symmory were appointed as 
(syn)trierarchs, then the number involved would be far too great (around 800!) giving 
an incredibly large number of ships in addition to the fact that the liturgical class was 
not as large as that. Furthermore it has been asserted that before 340 the formally 
appointed trierarchs according to the extant inscriptions were not more than three on 
one ship (see chapter 5 section VI). Even if the 1200 had survived the 340 legislation 
there would be no chance of having synteleis where (syn)trierarchs would be expected 
to appear on inscriptions. Gabrielsen realised the difficulty of his case in Symmories 
102 and tried to defend it by attacking Ruschenbusch's claim, Zahl 82 ff, that 1632 
contained all the appointed trierarchs for that year (according to Ruschenbusch's 
calculations 180) by saying that the inscription was a record of operations and not a 
complete roster of men liable for the trierarchy. This could be true if his second 
assumption was right. He is against the notion that: "... an active fleet force always, or 
mostly, was manned with an equal number of trierarchs from all symmories, or, what is 
practically the same, that all symmories were equally represented in a fleet dispatched to 
some military objective.". Gabrielsen's idea was that it might be possible for Athens to 
send a naval contingent raised from one symmory only, based on the tribal organisation 
of the army. Indeed Diod. XVIII. 10.2 mentions the decree of 323: "oTpaxeuoacTGai 
Touq ’ABrjvaio'ix; Tobq pexP1 etcov xeaaapccKOVTa Kai xpeiq p ev  <puA,a<; xf)v 
’AxTiKqv rcapacpoX&TTeiv, xa$ 5’ knia  rcpoq xa$ \)7t£popioo<; CTpaTeiaq Exoijiouq  
£ivai" which shows that Athens used individual tribal units for a campaign. This 
though cannot work with the symmories which were not military units but units that 
facilitated the equipment of ships i.e. financial units. There is no proof whatsoever 
that they could be used separately and there was certainly no reason to do so. In I.G. 
II2 1629.165ff for example where there is information about the naval expedition in the 
Adriatic there is no indication that the ships and trierarchs were called up through the 
symmories. At any rate what was important for a naval campaign was to have the best 
ships available and this was, I suppose, the only criterion for the formation of a naval 
contingent. Since all ships were assigned to symmories by lot certainly good ships were
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spread out in the symmories which seems to reinforce my claim that it was impossible 
for only one symmory's naval contingent to be called up.
Gabrielsen Financing 210-211 adduced 1632 as epigraphic evidence that the 1200 
continued to exist after 340. Since in his opinion there were 40 identifiable members of 
a symmory then this number was close to the number 60 that was the usual number of a 
full symmory. He even claimed that in the year of 1632’s publication the symmories 
almost contained their full numbers, although in 354/3, when D. delivered XIV, there 
were not enough symmoritai to man them. I hope now that his epigraphic evidence has 
been shown to be much more unsound that he thought it was.
Groups larger than 3 (syn)trierarchs appear first in LG. II2 1623.246-253. There are 
four trierarchs. This inscription has been dated at 334/3. I would like to argue that all 
the large groups of trierarchs seem to appear after the new legislation passed by D. in 
340. The reason for the significantly larger groups in times later than 340 is the 
abolition of the contributions. Contributions meant that smaller numbers of trierarchs 
(one, two or three) could cope with the expenses as they were subsidised by the 
contributors. When the contributors were abolished they had to pay for everything 
themselves. D.'s claim that they had to perform two trierarchies with his law can be 
proved correct. For example Phrynichos Athmoneus was a principal trierarch on a 
triakontor with one colleague, sole trierarch on another triakontor and as trierarch with 
one colleague on a third one. All this was tantamount to having two ships under his 
command (/.G. II2 1629.91-110, 111-127, 128-144). Phrynichos' case shows that he 
could not and was not expected to be commander on two ships. It could be that on the 
ship where Phrynichos was a principal trierarch, his colleague could serve as 
commander and that he served as commander on the one where he was sole trierarch; 
of course he could have hired out either.
It does not seem that the 340 system returned to the pre-358/7 system. As we 
remember, what happened then was that there were one or more often two appointed 
on one ship. After 340 trierarchs seem to be getting involved in more than one ship and 
in larger groups. The most important reason for this must be that the synteleia was now 
applied within the 300 class of liturgists. Each (syn)trierarch would be contributing a
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sum on each ship he was appointed to. Moreover as we saw from 1632 they did not 
any more operate strictly in symmories although, evidently, they still existed until the 
abolition of the trierarchy as a liturgy. These changes are difficult to explain and 
perhaps the solution should be sought not in any institutional mechanism that caused all 
these changes but in the way the trierarchs thought. The 300 after 340 continued to do 
what they did when they had the contributors. They would usually create a rather large 
group and although one would be the appointed trierarch, the rest (the syntrierarchs - 
for the distinction between trierarch and syntrierarch see section Vc) would contribute 
towards the expenses of the ship. It is legitimate to think that the appointed trierarch 
would bear more of the expenses than any individual syntrierarch. Two more details 
are necessary. The size of the number 300 makes one think that everybody would be 
appointed as a trierarch or syntrierarch. From D. XLII it seems that there was a 
standing catalogue of people that were appointed (there admittedly as proeispherontes). 
How the trierarchs and syntrierarchs would combine would also depend on how many 
ships Athens needed (forming larger or smaller groups). If a greater need should arise 
the generals could just designate a larger number of ships each symmory had to provide. 
With the construction of tetrereis and pentereis the richest trierarchs would naturally be 
reserved for them. The main trend after 340 is that the symmories were no longer 
independent units since there was a lot of interaction among them. They certainly 
existed and were used as financial units where decisions of policy would take place 
among the hegemon and the symmoritai and from which the state would demand ships, 
there also seems to have been a greater mobility among the members as far as 
combining to finance a ship or ships is concerned.
XIV. Demosthenes' changing attitude towards the propertied 
class.
Jaeger in Demosthenes 11 analysing speech XIV thinks of the suggestion of 
augmenting the 1200 already existing body as "symptomatic of a policy of systematic 
disburdenment of the propertied class". The proposal to select 2,000 people in order to 
achieve 1200 actual contributors is extending the liability to men who are less rich, 
since many of those with the largest properties would be exempt. Yet what we do not
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know is the extent that D. was going to use funds from the eisphora symmories. Jaeger 
tries also to compare this with XX. 23 where D. suggests that the choregiai should 
really be dispensed by synteleis. There D. is criticising the motive of invalidating the 
honorary exemptions of liturgies and taxes to those who themselves or their ancestors 
had significantly benefited the demos. D. says that if the 5rip.6ciov is acknowledging 
financial difficulties it should not do away with the honours but establish a synteleiai 
system just like the one that the trierarchy has85: "..eiq oov'ceXeiav ayayeTv xac, 
XopT|yia$ coarcep Taq Tpirjpapxiaq" which would distribute the costs more evenly. 
The Leptines speech shows definitely the tendency D. had to protect the propertied 
class by means of a broadly based contributional system, vindicating in this respect 
Jaeger's general view about the policies D. favoured in the beginning of his political 
career.
In 340 D. transferred the trierarchic burden onto the 300 richest citizens. Jaeger 
Demosthenes 182 says: "The moment had now come when they [the rich] not only had 
money but paid it, as Demosthenes had once said in his speech On the Symmories, and 
the very man who had then insisted that not a penny was to be had from the rich men 
for a useless war against a merely presumptive enemy, now succeeded in passing 
measures of Draconian severity when the real enemy was at the door. Even the old 
demand of the Olynthiacs, that the masses relinquish their theatre money, was now put 
into effect, unpopular though it was ". His new policy should not be explained by ways 
of partisan politics, i.e. that in 354/3 it suited his career to suggest that there should be 
no overtaxing for the rich whereas in 340 he was consolidating his democratic profile 
by taxing the rich. He had other reasons for changing his mind, and it has to be 
understood that the circumstances were different.
In 354/3 there was a widespread desire for peace, quiet and financial development 
especially among the rich. The rich were always against war and that was no secret. 
But commencing a war against Persia on no solid grounds, when Athens was 
weakened, was suicidal and irrelevant to the real needs of the city. D. (XIV. 26ff.) was
85 Perhaps even symmories.
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correct when he anticipated a social clash if Athens pursued that phantom war. The 
rich would not give money for such a war; they would so but only when they saw it 
coming closer. On the other hand, when Athens lost one opportunity after the other 
exactly because of that unwillingness of the property class he turned to the people, 
becoming their educator.
A year before his reform (Blass dates X to 341/0) his concern for social problems 
can be seen from X. 3 5-45. There he promoted social unity, where rich and poor should 
tolerate each other in order to achieve a certain balance, with these words 45: "5ei yap, 
co avSpeq ’AOrivaioi, Sncaiax; aAAf|A,oi<; xfjq noAaxeiaq Koivcovetv, xobq pev 
eurcopooq eiq pev xov piov xa eaoxcov aacpaAio  ^ &xeiv vopi£ovxa<; xai brcep 
xobxcov pfi SeSoiKOTaq, £iq 8e xobq k i v S u v o u c ;  k o iv o c  brcep xfjq awxripiaq xa ovxa 
xp 7iaxpi5i napexovxaq, xobq 8e A o i t to I x ;  xa p£v Koiva Koiva vopi^ovxa^ xai 
p £ X £ X o v x a < ;  xo p£po<;, xa 8’ EKaaxou i'8ia xou k e k x t i p e v o u . " .
Appendix: The date of /.G. II2 1615 etc.
These inscriptions refer to the symmories system and they have been used to show 
that the proposals of D. were adopted in 354/3. This we have seen is not at all certain 
and we have preferred D R. Laing's date near 358/786. One further clue could be if it 
could be shown that the procedure in D. XLVII can be considered as being depicted on 
1615 etc. The speaker tells us that he was a trierarch in 357/6 (section 44), a year that 
there was a general shortage of equipment in the docks and market of Athens. It was 
decided that the equipment which was in the hands of the previous trierarchs should be 
returned immediately. In pursuance of this the names of the debtors were given to the 
superintendents of the symmories and the current trierarchs by the curators of the yards. 
Another decree of the demos specified that the new trierarchs should receive equal 
numbers of people from whom they should recover the debts. It does not become clear 
from the decree of Chair ode mos whether the debts were to be retrieved from the 
previous year's trierarchs (358/7) or from those further back in the past. In the case of 
Demochares and Theophemos, members of the speaker's symmory, 1612.313-315
86 Hesperia 37(1968)245 n.4.
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shows that they were trierarchs in 358/7, but again this does not prove that the decree 
of Chairtdemos and the other one referred strictly to the year before the speaker's 
hierarchy (357/6). On the contrary the effort of Theophemos to incriminate his 
predecessor Aphareus (section 31) suggests that the decrees did not refer to 358/7 only.
1617 shows an extensive effort to recover equipment debts beginning at least from 
369/8 (line 71). Is this the outcome of the decrees reported in XLVII? Probably not, 
because of the emergency of the situation which required the fleet to depart as soon as 
possible and not to make inventories of debts long in the past. It can be suggested 
alternatively that 1617 was an inventory of debts, made in 358/7 and more significantly 
at the order of the law of Periandros87. XLVII. 21 says: "o 8e vopo<; o t o o  
IlepiavSpoo ‘n v d y K a ^ e  Kod rcpooexxaxe 7tapaA,a|3£iv xobq otpeiAovxaq xa c k e 6 t |" .  
So the law of Periandros about the symmories was already in force in 358/7 meaning 
that it was passed around 359/8. Although the law of Periandros is mentioned in 
XLVII. 21 as if it concerned the urgent situation, qvdyica^ev xai rcpocyexaxxev 
jrapaAaPetv xouq ocpeiAovxa^ xa cnc£\)T|, it probably just specified as compulsory the 
recovery of debts, stipulating also a catalogue of debts. The decree of Onaxiedemos 
(section 20) and another one (21) set the more specific details that pertained to the 
current emergency.
1615 is of a different nature assigning unseaworthy vessels to symmories for repairs 
as well as giving out names of the people who were in debt of equipment for the same 
ship. It can be argued that the whole procedure of recovering debts in XLVII is 
depicted on a large scale register of debts based on the symmories i.e. 1615 etc. When 
the emergency came these registers were used to identify debtors and recover 
equipment. The phrase: "7tp6q 8e xouxoiq ... qvayxa^E [i^qcpiapa] xo rcpoq pepoq 
fipiv 8i86vat xa>v otpeiAovxcov exaaxov eiaTtpd^aciGai". 'HpTv refers to both 
epimeletai and trierarchs and xo 7tpo<; pepoq (meaning in due proportion) shows that
87 I think that the symmories were operating also in 358/7 because of XLVII. 22: "Aripox&piiq 5e o 
riaiavietx; ev xfi ooppopuji a>v K a i  ocpelAcov" suggests that he was a member of the symmoria 
already in 358/7.
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there was probably a large number of debts (possibly more than those of the preceding 
year) justly distributed to the trierarchs and the epimeletai.
Another clue for dating I.G. II2 1615etc. near 358/7 is some ships which are in 1615 
in need of repairs and appear in 1612 (of 356/5) repaired. Gabrielsen Symmories 99 
thinks that from 1611 which is compiled in accordance with a fixed, official order he 
can reconstruct in 1615, where the names of ships do not appear because of damage on 
the inscription, ships that appear repaired in 1612. I will not go into this suggestion 
since it does not provide any secure information. What is certain is that ships in 1615 
which need repairs appear in 1612 apparently repaired:
Nep£ct<; 1615.105 1612.167 
Zoprj 1615.134 1612.137 
Eupdwri 1615.88 1612.195
This suggests that at the time of 1612 (356/5) the same ships were repaired. This 
dates 1615 in the years before 356/5 but one could claim that these ships could have 
been damaged by 354/3 (the date Ruschenbusch wants them to belong to) although 
they appear to be in good shape in 356/5, but this is unlikely because there was no 
major naval operation in those years. If we had a larger sample of ships showing that a 
larger number was fine in 356/5 then the point Gabrielsen made would be proven, but at 
the moment it does not constitute compelling evidence.
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Chapter 7 Koinonika and Kleruchika (XIV. 16)
I. Koinonika
eocv yap tout’ ot7io6ei^r|Te to 7tA/fj0o<;, fyyobjiai, tcov ejtiK^Tjpcov Kai tcov 
opcpavwv Kai t» v K^rpooxiKaiv Kai t65v koivodvikgjv Kai ei xiq afibvaxoq 
a<paip£0evTG)v, £O£a0ai x i^ ia  Kai SiaKOcria xau0’ op.iv oajpaxa. (D. XIV. 16)
K /^rpoOci 8e Kai eicaycoyeaq e avSpaq, oi xaq £ppfjvo\)<; eiaayoooi Sixaq, 
Sooiv cpu^aiq emcToq. eloi 6’ Epprjvoi TtpoiKoq, eav xiq 6<peiAc»v pf| aitoSth, Kav 
xiq £7ti Spaxpfi Savetaajievoq arcocTepTj, Kav xiq e v  ayopa poo^opevoq 
epya^ecfiai 8aveiar|Tat rcapa xivoq oupopp/nv* eti 6’ aiKeiaq Kai epaviKaq Kai 
KoivcoviKaq Kai av6pa7t68cov Kai fmo^oyicov Kai TpnpapxiKaq Kai Tparce i^xiKaq. 
(Aristot. A.P. 52.2)
The above quotations are the only literary occurrences of the adjective koinonikos 
(in the plural) where it seems to have a rather more specific meaning, probably referring 
to associations or groups of people. Aristotle, Plato and others use the word in a much 
more wide sense to describe relations between people, communality and related 
conceptions; cf. Aristot. Eth. Eud. 1242al, Elh. Nik. 1161bl 1, Pol. Ill 1283a38, PI. 
Def. 41 le and the celebrated idea Epikt. Diss. I 23.1 "’E7iivoei K a i  ’ErciKoopoq oti 
(pbaEt £op&v koivcovikoI" The use of the adjective is usually connected with rather 
abstract ideas like community, communality, partnership, being together, sharing. The 
meaning in the two passages quoted is much more enigmatic because obviously the 
Athenians would have known exactly what was meant in the appropriate context, hence 
the lack of further explanation by the authors. In D. the word suggests a class of 
property holders who for some reason cannot perform the trierarchy although probably 
the property they are in control of could support one. The other exempt groups reveal 
a certain incapacity because of age, infirmity, sex or absence from Athens. In A.P. the 
koinonikai trials probably specify trials regarding koinonika, perhaps the same 
koinonika mentioned by D. Rhodes commenting on this point translates "concerning 
associations". The existence of trials concerning religious associations might imply that 
they possess juristic personality. M.I. Finley in Studies in Land and Credit (reprint New
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Brunswick 1985)89 cautiously claimed that "whether these groups were endowed by 
law with legal personality...cannot be determined by the relevant frequency or 
infrequency of group holding of real property or of group participation in the taking and 
giving of land as security". A.R.W. Harrison The Law o f Athens vol.II(Oxford 1971) 
239-243 talks about joint ownership and on 242 and n.l seems to accept that the 
Athenians never "achieved the convenient fiction of regarding such a group of joint 
owners as a single person juristically". At any rate we have no idea what kind of 
associations they were, religious or secular. Perhaps both but this has to be 
investigated further.
Let us begin from the lexicographers who understood that koinonika did have a 
special meaning. Harp. K69: ATipoaOevTy; ev tco riepi tcov cuppopicov KoivcoviKobq 
av A^yoi xaxcx pev xobq dvepriTov obcriav Exovxaq aSeXcpouq, rov o pev 7taxip 
e S u v CXTO E^tTOUpyElV, ol 5 e  K^rjpovopoi TCOV EKEIVOO KOC0’ Eva Tpiripapxetv o v k  
E ^ rip K o u v *  Taxa S’ av m i rcepi tcov EKouaiov Koivcoviav aovOepevcov eprcoptaq q 
Tivoq aMtoo cov EKaaxoq o u k  E ix e  t o  o^ov Tipqpa xfjq mivqq ouaiaq.
Boeckh Staatshaushaltung vol. I correctly criticises the masculine form 
KoivcoviKouq used by Harpokration as it is more likely that D. refers to xpfipaxa. This 
is what Pollux says VIII. 134: "Koivcovim xpflpaTa, xa Ttapa xco Ar|poa0^v£i". 
Photius and the Suda K2562 are just copying Harpokration.
Harpokration distinguishes between two potential kinds of property; brothers who 
have not split their father's property, and of people who have formed a kind of firm, a 
business for trading purposes where funds are presumably combined. The use of the 
optative with av along with the tentative xaxa renders his statements speculative. 
However there are two further pieces of evidence that seem at first sight to support 
Harpokration's opinion about the brothers.
The first is Lysias XXXII.4. ’ASeAxpoi fjaav, co av8p£q S iK aoxal, Ai68oxoq Kai 
Aioyeixcov opojiaxpioi Kai opopfjTpioi, Kai xfiv j i e v  acpavfj o ix rlav  eveipavxo, 
Tfjiq 8 e  cpavEpaq e k o iv c o v o d v . The second is Lys. F320 (Sauppe): K£KOivcovTjp.£Vor 
k o iv t j v  exovxeq xf|v o u a ia v  wq cprtci A uoiaq. Indeed brothers did use to  keep their 
property undivided probably in the fashion of Lysias XXXII (cpavepa undivided,
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acpotvfiq divided). Another instance of undivided property is D.XXXVI.8 For 
Phorrtio, where Apollodoros was made to divide the acpavfjq  property since the 
guardians of his brother thought that they could prevent him from destroying the bank88 
and the shield factory. Even further proof is D. XLVII. 34-5 ...rcapaXafkbv papxopaq 
ipopriv ainov rcoiepa vevepripevoq eir| 7tpoq xov aSetapov t \ k o i v t i  f] o uaia  ei'q 
a m o iq .  a T to K p iv a p ev o x ) 8 e  p o i  E u e p y o u , o t i  v e v e p r ip e v o q  e ir | K a i x ^ p i ?  o I k o i t i  o  
©eotpripoq; cf. D.XLIV Against Leochares where Archiades did not want to marry any 
girl and the property remained within the family although his brother Meidylides got 
married. Harrison vol. II, page 239, says: "it was common enough for sons to remain 
joint owners of their family property on their father’s death: the property (pum a) is 
then called aveprixoq and the implication is that the dividing up of an estate was 
anything but automatic." One could add that the verb Koivcoveco is used to describe 
exactly this sharing into the property and that it is related to koinonika, but there is no 
definite proof for such a connection as we saw from the evidence above. If koinonika is 
taken to mean undivided property between brothers then are the koinonikai trials 
supposed to be concerned about this kind of property litigation9 It has been suggested 
that since the koinonikai trials in A.P. 52.2 are eppr|voi and included with those 
concerning the return of dowries differences concerning patrimony (i.e. joint-property 
of brothers) could be meant; cf. I. Arnaoutoglou (see note 89)318-19. Koinonikai trials 
are not next to the dowry ones and at any rate the trials there are of very diverse kind to 
enable one reach a decision about the nature of the koinonikai trials simply from the 
presence of the dowry ones. What is more interesting to ask is why koinonikai trials 
were e p p r jv o i since this signifies an intention of precipitating the end of the dispute. I 
will try to tackle this after reaching a conclusion about the nature of the koinonika. 
Furthermore there are two other procedures that could be used in such a case; the 
d7ioppr|CTiq and the 8 i k t |  eiq Satrixcov aipemv. The former was used to interdict the 
sale or hypothecation of joint property. The latter is mentioned by Aristotle A.P.
88 I suspect that although the bank was mainly cash assets the cash was committed, either being 
invested or given out as loans to people.
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LVL6: SiKai XaYX<*vovTa i rcpoq xov apxovxa... eiq Saxtixcov aipeaiv eav xiq pf) 
GeXri Koiva xa ovxa vepeaGai, and Harpokration s.v. SaxeiaGai, orcoxe yap 
Koivcovotev xiveq aXA,T|X,oiq Kai oi pev epooXovxo 8iavepeo0ai xa Koiva, oi 8e 
pf), eSiKa^ovxo oi pev poo^opevoi xoiq pr| pouXopivoiq 7ipoKaXo<)p£voi eiq 
8axr\xcov aipeaiv. In Harrison's view vol.II, page 243, this particular kind of suit was 
in origin confined to family property because it came under the archon. This is 
convincing and I think refutes any effort to connect the koinonikai trials with the joint 
property of brothers although it is still possible that koinonika could mean the joint 
property of brothers if one accepts that koinonika are totally different from koinonikai 
trials. Furthermore in the case of liturgies the strategoi could appoint either of the two 
brothers, perhaps the elder, to perform the trierarchy. It is a rather technical point 
which of the brothers would actually perform a liturgy. The strategoi could either 
specify one of the brothers at random or just the property that was liable to the 
trierarchy. I doubt that Attic law would automatically exclude by definition any joint- 
owner of a property liable to the liturgy as a whole from performing a liturgy89. In this 
case XLVII is instructive. When the speaker had exhausted all other ways of trying to 
get Theophemos to return the equipment of the trireme he went to the house of 
Theophemos' brother. There he asked Euergos whether he and Theophemos had 
divided their property and Euergos replied that they had and that he was looking after 
their father himself. The enquiry he made shows that if their property was undivided 
then the speaker could have tried to get hold of the brother. Whether Euergos lied or 
not is not important because the speaker had witnesses with him. If then two brothers 
could be liable to a debt incurred in the course of the trierarchy this signifies that their
89 J.H. Lipsius Das Attische Recht und Rechtsverfahren (Leipzig 1915)575 n.102 and A  Biscardi 
Diritto Attico greco (Rome 1982)209 thought that D. in XIV. 16 meant that the joint-property of 
brothers should be exempt in case it was divided between two shares non-liable to liturgies after the 
division. But it is unlikely that D. would propose such a measure since it was a rather clear matter; if 
the joint-property was liable to the liturgy then there was no problem, one of the two brothers would 
have to perform the liturgy, if divided and each part not liable to the liturgy then it was unlikely that 
the brothers would be called up for a trierarchy.
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joint-property could qualify for the trierarchy and it could be agreed among themselves 
who would perform the actual service.
There is another instance where koinonika appears. It is in a Delphian law published 
in BCH 50(1926)3-106 by Th. Homolle: "Le Loi de Cadys: sur le pret a interet". The 
law prohibits loans with an interest above 3 obols on a mna per month for both Koiva 
and Fidia . K oiva are explained as: rcaxpia, Tipcoiaaaaxai, G iaaoi and then the 
phrase |ir|8£ aXXo Koifvcbvio]v jit|8ev appears. K oivom ov is restored and Homolle 
believes that this diminutive o f Koivcovia is the best restoration. The nature o f this 
koivgjviov must certainly be religious in view of the preceding Ttaxpia, rjpcoicaaaxai 
and G iaaoi. n a x p ia  must mean a small community of related people since the word 
has the meaning o f lineage, descent, family perhaps something like the Athenian 
phratriai. Fidia are not to be lent out for interest i.e. p f |t’ avS pa p-rycE yovfauca p.T)X£ 
TtJaiSa pf|T£ Kopav pr|8£ doXov pr|8£ 86X[av prjSE aJuvFoiKov pr|S£ ^evov [e]v 
Aatapotq. Koivcoviov has been restored as koivo(3iov but Homolle rightly dismissed 
this restoration as an ecclesiastical term. It is interesting that koivoc here does not refer 
to public affairs but to the religious collegia mentioned above.
In column III the law repeats the point made about the interest: Ai 8f£] xiq Ka 
koi[vcovikov xoki£e]iv q 7taxpicoTiKov Kfajxayopfii afpybpiov a  £v8ei]4k; Kai a  
8iKa 7ioi xobq apxobq [xdjv AaX,cpcov £aay]£axco xobq dvxixufylxavovxaq. If 
Homolle's restoration is right (and the margin for him to be wrong is too narrow) then 
koivcovikov certainly means a religious association of some kind.
Some associations such as thiasotai and orgeones called themselves koivoc cf. LG. 
II2 1275.17, 1297.6, 1298.3, 2343.1 and one is tempted to say that KoivcoviKd is just a 
rarer word that describes religious associations. The value o f such a comparison lies 
obviously on the etymological relation o f the words Koiva and KoivcoviKa. From a 
similar point o f view the use o f the word Koivcovia is interesting in Isaeus IX.30: Kai 
eIc; xobq G iaaooq xobq 'HpaK^EOoq ekeivov [auxov] EiafjyayEV (o Ttaxfjp o Epoq) 
ivex pexexoi xrjq Koivcoviaq. auxo i 8’ up iv  oi Giaacoxai papxupfjaouaiv . The 
Koivcovia here is the communality provided by such an organisation; it is a recognition 
that each human being is defined through his relation with other human beings: the act
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of being introduced in an association is part of the community life the citizen has to 
lead. K o iv c o v ik o c  then could be all those private associations and state divisions such as 
phratries, orgeones, demes, tribes etc. that a new citizen may be introduced to and a 
mature member of the Athenian society could be an active member of.
Later sources still indicate that the k o i v c o v ik o c  were connected with religion but with 
a different meaning. In The Tebtnnis Papyri vol.I(London 1902) 5.59 we read: pr|8e 
7tei0avdyK t|v rcpoaayeiv  xoTq rcpoeaxqKoai xcov iepcov rcpoaoScov, fyrot Ktbpaq r\ 
ydq  T[ aAAaq iep a q  rcpoaoSouq prjSe k o iv c o v ik o c  pr|8£ axecpavouq p^Se x a  
a p x a p te ia . K o i v c o v ik o c  seems here to be a kind of tax that was levied on associations, 
probably of a religious kind (as indicated by iepocq TtpoaoSouq and axecpavouq). 
100.10 seems to be registering tax receipts (if one can deduce such a thing from the 
verb pepexprjpai): ’A K ouaiA aoq Aoyeuxriq © eoyviSoq pep.exprip.ai x a  Ka0T|Kovxa 
k o i v c o v i k o c  xou  vS' exouq. A third reference in the same documents suggests finally 
that k o i v c o v i k o c  was a certain kind of religious tax, 119.11-12: ’Txaxxoq (3aaiA ei brcep 
dpxa|3if|aq  Kai axecpavou Kai k o iv c o v ik c o v .
The sense of the word as it has been examined so far seems to denote technically a 
property owned by a religious or semi-religious organisation. If this explanation is 
correct k o i v c o v i k o c  would be the property of Srjpoi, <poA,ai, cppaxpiai, opyecoveq, 
yevvfjxa i, etc. One could call them non-profit making organisations, because although 
there is evidence that they invested their assets, all the money that was made was used 
to fund their religious meetings. What certainly needs clarification is why such 
organisations should appear in D. XIV. 16 (if that is what he means). D. wants to 
stress that quite large properties do not render any trierarchs at all which gives him the 
right to propose an expansion of the trierarchic class. It is not surprising that even 
subdivisions of the state such as demes and tribes were under private law since 
juristically everything that did not belong directly to the state was in one or another way 
private. For example in I.G. II2 2492.24-26: ...Kai e a v  xiq eiacpopa U T iep  xou  %copiou 
yiyvrjxa i e iq  xryv tc o A a v , Ai^coveaq eiacpepeiv. The deme is obviously concerned with 
the eisphora, a tax that every citizen, with an amount of property which we do not 
know, had to pay. In 2499.37-39 a similar phrasing exists about an association of
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orgeones: eav 8e xtq eiacpopa yiyvrixai, arco xou xipfijiaxoq xotq opyecocnv eTvai. 
The question is of course: if they were obliged to pay eisphora why then could they not 
provide the money for the trierarchy and elect a person among them to perform the 
trierarchy? There is no evidence for such a thing but it is interesting to investigate why.
First the implication from the list of groups of people that D. wants to be removed 
from the 1200 is not that they did not contribute their share in the naval contributions. 
As it has been argued elsewhere, the evidence that D. was an orphan and at the same 
time a hegemon of his symmoria paying substantial amounts of eisphora is enough to 
prove that epikleroi etc. paid naval contributions without becoming trierarchs, in the 
same fashion as they would pay eisphora.
Secondly the argument that an association was not a single person juristically which 
made it impossible for associations to act as natural single persons is based on a very 
slender argument as Harrison vol.II, page 242 n.l, admits90. The argument is that 
documents speak indifferently of the members of a body and of the body itself in the 
singular. In I.G. II2 2670 land is hypothecated to the Kekropidai, the Lykomidai 
(members of a genos) and the Phlyans. In Hesperia 5(1936)397 lines 175ff. a tribe 
itself is described as a creditor evocpeiXeaGai xqt Aiavxi8i cpuX.fi. What has been 
overlooked perhaps by Harrison is evidence that shows that whenever an association 
(commonly called k o i v o v ,  e.g. LG. II2 2631, 2632 opoq x^P^0^ k o i v o u  EiKaSeicov) 
was in a litigation it appointed advocate(s) who took up the problem In I.G. II2 
1183.13-15 we read:
o p v u v a i  8 e  x o v  op K ov  K a i x o v  X o y ia x fjv  X o y ie ta G a i a  a v  p o t  S o k c i 
avr|X ooK eva i, K a i x o b q  a u v t iy o p o u q  a o v ry y o p T ja e iv  xcp 8t]p.cp... and in I.G. n 2 1258:
£7cei8f| xtveq evavxta xcp opKCp ov wpoaav Kai...enl (JXapet xcov k o i v c o v  x c o v  
EiKaSecov \|/eu8eiq papxupiaq, eXeoGai xpeiq avSpaq ffSt| e£, EiKCxSecov oixiveq 
auvaycoviouvxai xcp erceaKTippevcp xatq papxuplaiq rioXu^evcp, OTUcoq av S I k t j
90 On the juristic personality of religious associations see the very detailed account of I. Amaoutoglou 
Forms and legal aspects o f  religious associations in ancient Athens Thesis (Glasgow 1993) esp. 
chapter 5; his opinion is that religious associations did not have a juristic personality.
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5i8(ooiv oi xa \|/eu8fj papxupouvxeq (for more information about one person 
representing a whole association, see W.S. Ferguson Harvard Theological Review 
37(1944)83).
In Hesperia 10( 1941)14ff. in the accounts of the poletai for 367/6 among the 
creditors of a fugitive condemned for sacrilege: Aeschines of Melite and the koinon of 
orgeones are mentioned. W.S. Ferguson id. page 83 argues that the orgeones there are 
designated with all possible precision by the name of one of the group (Aeschines of 
Melite) who entered on their behalf the episkepsis which succeeded in saving for them 
their investment. Aeschines was probably the chief of the orgeones, their hestiator or 
an advocate, in the fashion of the inscriptions above.
The existence of advocates and people who could be elected to represent an 
association shows that there were cases where the association had to represent itself in 
a way natural persons would do. Since we know that they were also taxed and paid the 
eisphora it could be argued that they could elect a representative that could perform a 
liturgy on their behalf. This ostensibly did not happen as far as the evidence allows us 
to go. The answer to the question why it was so must be sought in the character of the 
liturgies which was distinctly personal. The whole function of the liturgies included the 
notion that a single person undertook a liturgy to distinguish himself in the city, to 
demonstrate the use of his money for the general welfare of the city. That is why D. 
tried to rectify the change that the institution of the 1200 had brought in. Among the 
1200 larger properties there were people who by definition could not perform a 
trierarchy. By taking them out the trierarchy would become again purely a personal 
service (although with his new proposals the new 1200 would be funded by the timema 
of the whole of Athens making direct, regular taxation a feature of the Athenian fiscal 
system).
Before concluding that koinonika were more or less property that belonged to state- 
divisions and religious associations we have to follow the other strand of 
Harpokration's reasoning which provides a rather wider definition of KoivcoviKd. His 
second explanation of the word (different from brothers owning their father's property 
in common) is: x a x a  5’ av Kai Tiepi xcov ekouctiov Koivcovtav a\)v0eji£vcov
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ep7topiaq r\ xivoq aXXoo wv eicaaxoq o \) k  elxe xo oXov xipripa xfjq KOivfiq 
ouaiaq. Harpokration thought that any group of people who contribute money or 
property in order to form for example a trade business was a koinonikon. There is no 
evidence to prove that financial associations were called koinonika, but there is an 
allegedly Solonian law preserved in the Digest XLVII. 22.4 that connects religious 
associations with commercial ones: eav 8e Sfjpoq r\ (ppaxopeq r\ fipcbcov opyecoveq rj 
yevvrjxai r\ auaaixoi r\ opoxacpoi r\ Giaacbxai r\ sni Xeiav oixopevoi f\ eiq 
ejircopiav, o,xi av  xobxcov 8iaGcovxai rcpoq aXXf|Xoi)q, xbpiov eivai eav pfj 
aTcayopeori Srjpoaia ypappaxa. What the law says is that the groups of people listed 
can do whatever they want as long as they do not violate the state laws, which 
effectively confirms the assertion that everything which is not Sripoaiov is subject to 
private law. Yet the Digest law is very difficult to date and there is no indication that it 
is genuinely Solonian. It contains two rather blatantly obvious archaisms ercl Xeiav 
oixopevoi r[ eiq eprcopiav the first of which would be illegal at any time around the 
5th century whereas the periphrastic nature of both expressions suggest a date close to 
Solon. If it was written at that time the word demos cannot have the meaning of a 
Cleisthenic demos but rather of the more limited x^piov. Why at that time Solon 
would want to stress the independence of associations is obscure. What is even more 
strange is the connection between groups which are religious (the context of relations in 
a demos of the pre-Cleisthenian era was probably that of community around a central 
religious precinct and the worship of a god or a hero) and others that seem to us 
partnerships of some kind (secular and non-political anyway). Perhaps the rather loose 
link among all these groups is this sense of communality, unity in front of a common 
cause or a situation that everybody faces. The necessity to form groups to achieve 
certain goals must have been closely connected with religion and so for example before 
traders went out in the sea a sacrifice was considered absolutely necessary, a ritual that 
bound together all the members of the venture. Although it has been argued that this 
law was (re)written at the time of the emperor Hadrian, when the Athenian constitution 
was under scrutiny and reorganisation, the presence of archaisms and the rather 
incoherent legislation on so many totally different groups makes the law either a rather
i
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bad imitation of archaic laws or perhaps genuinely archaic. I prefer the second 
interpretation since I cannot see what kind of situation the Athenians in the time of 
Hadrian's reign were in, in order to create such a vague law with an obvious archaic 
appearance about groups that existed for centuries in Athens.
At any rate even if the law is genuine this does not mean that in the 5th and 4th c. 
the word koinonika (not mentioned in the law at all) meant both financial and religious 
groups because the law was probably very loose in the first place not denoting any 
strong similarities between the groups that it mentioned.
Derivatives of Koivcovia and the word itself are used quite extensively in the realm 
of business. Aristotle says Eth.Nik. 1163a KaGarcep ev xpripaxcov Koivcovia TtXeiov 
Xappavouai oi aup(3aXX6pevoi TtXeiov and in Eth. Eud. 1242b: aXXa t o  iaov Kax’ 
apiGpov a^iot- Kai yap 8r) Kai eni t c o v  aXXcov k o i v c o v ic o v  obxco aupflaivei' oxe 
pev yap apiGpco xou iaou pex£%ouai, bxs Xoycp. ei pev yap iaov apiGpco 
eiafiveyKav apyupiov, iaov Kai xcp iaco apiGpco 5iaXap(3avouaiv, ei 5e pf| iaov 
avaXoyov. In the real world people indeed got involved together, investing money 
and/or property in order to get back a very good profit. There were for example in 
Athens "firms" that undertook the import of grain to Athens. In D. LVI Against 
Dionysodoros the first words of Dareios the plaintiff are: Koivcovoq eipi xou 
Saveiapaxoq xouxou... In section 2 he goes on: upiv, co avSpeq SiKaaxai, Kai xoTq 
vopoiq xoiq upexepoiq oi KeXeuouaiv, oaa av xiq e k c o v  exepoq exepco opoXoyqap, 
Kupia eivai. The last sentence reminds us vaguely of the Digest law o,xi av xouxcov 
SiaGcovxai Tipoq aXXrjXouq, KUpiov eivai eav pq aTiayopeup 8r|p6aia ypappaxa. 
This is perhaps another link that shows a connection between the Solonian law and the 
legislation of 4th c. Athens. The whole venture in LVI points towards the existence of 
what we nowadays call a business. In section 5 Dionysodoros and his partner go to the 
creditors and ask them to fund a venture (the ship belonged to Dionysodoros) to Egypt 
and then back to Athens. The creditors agree and a formal contract is signed. It is very 
interesting that all maritime loans were not expected to be returned should the ship sink. 
According to the speaker Dionysodoros was in close touch with the appointed tax- 
collector of Egypt, Kleomenes, and was making a profit from dictating the price of
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wheat to the Greek world, being a member of a group of people that were working 
together, section 8: o i  p ev  y a p  aoxcov ar^axeXXov ck ttjq Aiybrcxoo x a  xp fip axa , 
o i 5’ ercercXeov x a iq  ep n o p ia iq . o i  8 ’ e v 0 a 8 e  pevovxeq SiaxiG evxo x a  
aTioaxeXXbpeva- e tx a  tipoq xaq  KaGeaxr|K\)iaq x ip aq  errepwov y p a p p a x a  o i  
emSripoOvxeq xoiq ocTtoSripoOai, tv ’ e a v  p ev  7iap’ b p tv  x ip ioq  fj o aixoq , 8eupo  
au xov K opiacoaiv, e a v  8 ’ eucovoxepoq y ev q x a i, eiq  aXXo x i K axaicX euaouaiv  
ep7iopiov. All this shows an extensive network of agents and associates who worked 
closely together in order to maximise the profit; they can be claimed to be members of a 
financial association. The income of such a venture would be absolutely cash. In most 
cases the profits would be deposited with the bank and the venture would continue for 
as long as the associates wanted to91. In my opinion the state did not in any way 
directly tax these ventures nor the property involved as such (e.g. ships) for the profit 
was invisible to it, and contented itself with the custom taxes it exacted from them (on 
customs dues see Andreades Finances 296-305). Such ventures were after all 
providing Attica with necessary materials and any direct and/or regular taxation could 
have proved damaging for Athens. With this reasoning one should exclude the 
possibility that k o iv c o v ik o c  could mean in D. XIV. 16 any other joint private 
associations.
One question remains. If koinonika means religious associations then why would the 
trials in A.P. 52.2 be eppqvoi? This is difficult to answer but a guess can be that since 
they involved a rather large number of people (a deme or a tribe for example) it was 
considered necessary to deal with these problems as quickly as possible.
The conclusion is that KoivcoviKd meant probably religious associations and state 
divisions such as tribes and demes. Groups like epikleroi, orphans etc. did probably pay 
naval contributions after the Periandros law but could not become trierarchs. In any of 
the extant inscriptions about demes, tribes, thiasoi etc. although the eisphora is 
mentioned when a lease is made, naval contributions are not. The explanation must be 
that either the properties involved were too small to have been included in the 1200
91 If they wanted to leave the association they could bring a dike eiq Sarnwv aipeoiv.
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largest ones or that the naval contributions were just not mentioned because they were 
included in the rather more general term eisphora.
II. Kleruchika
Athens at the time of the delivery of the speech had under her control directly with 
cleruchies the islands of Lemnos, Imbros and Skyros92 as well as Samos,93 Potidaia 
from 36194 and Sestos from 365 with additional oikistai, kleruchs, sent in 3 5 295.
Harpokration K64 defines kleruchika in D. XIV. 16: KXr|po\)%ucd dv Xeyoi xa xcov 
£K7t£|i(p0evxcov eiq exepav x&pav qvxiva8f|7toxe Kaxa KXrjpooxtav rccoq yap otov 
xe xov pfj emSripoOvxa ’A0f|vr|ai xpiipapxetv; This is a logical explanation because 
the kleruchs would be too far away from Athens although theoretically Athens could 
have required from its kleruchies to provide a certain number of ships. This obviously 
did not happen since D. mentions the kleruchs among the categories that could not 
provide trierarchs. Yet if we suppose that they all paid naval contributions then some 
further evidence that could point towards this direction concerning the kleruchs could 
make the argument more certain. If one shows that they paid eisphora to Athens then 
it is not impossible to suggest that they paid naval contributions too in the same fashion 
that orphans such as D. paid eisphora contributions too.
The only evidence that gives us some information about eisphora being paid by 
kleruchies is an inscription of the 5th c. dated by Lewis in LG. I3 41 in or slightly after 
446/5, concerning the inhabitants of Hestiaia. The problem is that Hestiaia has been 
questioned as being a kleruchy at all because Thukydides refers to it in a very vague 
way. In I. 114. 3 (446/5 BC) he writes: 'E o x ia iaq  8e e^oiKiaavxeq auxo i [the 
Athenians] xrjv yrjv ec%ov. In a passage referring to 411 BC (VIII. 95.7) he describes 
the settlers at Hestiaia as the Athenians themselves (auxo i ’AGrjvatoi). In VII.57.2
92 Traditionally under the control of Athens since the Peace of Antalkidas, Xen Hell. 5.1.31.
93 Conquered by Timotheos in 365 after defeating the Persians, Isok. Antid. I l l ,  Diod. XVIII. 18, 
Com.Nep. Tim. 2, Strabo Geogr. XIV. 18, Dem. XV. 9.
94I.G. II2 114.
95 Isok. Antid. 108, 112, Com. Nep. Tim. 3, revolution in 357 and violent crushing by Chares in 352 
Diod. XVI. 34.3 I.G. II2 1613. 293-301, new kleruchs in 352 Diod. XVI. 34. 4, I.G. U2 1613.397-9.
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Thukydides lists the Athenian allies at Syracuse and mentions: ’AGrjvatoi pev abxoi 
’ Icoveq £7ti Acopiaq XopaKoaiooq CKOvxeq fjXGov, Kai abxotq xfj ainf] cpcovrj Kai 
vopipoiq exi xp©p£voi Aqpvioi Kai ’Tpppioi Kai Aiyivfjxai, oi x6xe Aiyivav 
eixov Kai exi 'Eaxiaifjq oi ev E\)(3oia Eaxiaiav oiKobvxeq arcoiKOi ovxeq 
^oveaxpaxeoaav. The authors of B.D. Meritt. H.T. Wade-Gerry and M.F. McGregor 
Athenian Tribute Lists vol!II(Princeton 1950)291ff. argue that fjXGov has as its 
subjects only the Lemnians, Imbrians and Aeginetans whereas the verb 
£,\)V£OTpaT£i)cav has as its subject the Hestiaians who, being colonists from Athens, 
marched out against Sicily with all the above mentioned. It has been correctly argued in 
my opinion by I. Vartsos Athenaikai Klerouchiai (Athens 1972)95 that this distinction 
is artificial and that the verb ^oveaxpaxeoaav is referring to all those who Thukydides 
mentions marched out together. The particle exi is also denoting that on top of all 
those mentioned before, the Hestiaians should be added too and it can not carry at all a 
contrasting quality between the Lemnians etc. on the one and the Hestiaians on the 
other hand. Furthermore the Hestiaians are mentioned along with people who were for 
sure kleruchs of Athens in that period (415/4)96. The use of apoikoi should be seen as 
rather loosely used by Thucydides meaning Athenians living far away from Athens.
There are two further sets of arguments that make probably Hestiaia an Athenian 
kleruchy (see also A.J. Graham Colony and mother city in Ancient Greece (Manchester 
1964) 17Iff)97. Firstly there are certain expressions that allegedly make the Hestiaia 
inscriptions similar to other kleruchic ones: LG. I3 41.89 ...6 ex? 'Eaxiaiaq eaayei 
xa...,97-8 ek xov oikovxov e[v heaxialai] 107-8 xov ev heaxiaiai oIkovxov 5ok£i 
Kaxa exoq £K xov oIkovxov [ev heaxiaiai...]. Compare with/.G. II2 1008.75 eTieiSi) 
oi ecpriPoi oi erii nuGiou apxovxoq ev ZaXajxivi, 1009.39 ...Kai brto xa>v ev 
ZaXapivi K axo iK o b v x co v  ’AGqvaicov xpuaco axecpavcp, 672. 4-6 [eneiSfi ’AGiyvaioi
96 See Vartsos op.cit. 67ff, 60ff, 117ff.
97 M. Caiy in "Athens and Hestiaea; Notes on two Attic inscriptions" JHS 45(1925)243-249 had tried 
to restore the relevant lines but Meritt in Athenian Tribute Lists vol.III(Princeton 1950)301n.4 showed 
that there was no case that they could be right because the lines were probably much shorter than was 
once thought.
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oi oi]Kot>vxeq ev Aripvcp arcocpaivoixn Kcopeav xov xmb x[oo Stjpot) 
XeipoxovrjGevxa inrcapxlov, XII. 8.3.4-5 xcp 8f|pcp xcp ’A6r|vaicov xcov ev Mopivei 
Kai vbv Kaxa rcoXepov, ...15.3-4 rcpoq xov Sfjpov xcov ’AGtivaicov xcov ev 
'Hcpaiaxiai..., 46.1 eSo^ev xfj pooXrj Kai xcp 8f|pcp xcov ’AGryvaicov xcov ev ’Tpppco. 
The fact is that the Hestiaians are not called Athenians and the general wording of the 
other inscriptions does not coincide with that from the Hestiaian inscriptions which 
makes the whole connection rather weak.
The second argument is in my opinion more valid. In lines 35-39 the inscription 
reads as restored by Lewis xplepaxa eai en—
evxeAe eivai pe—  
xei Kopiai e[KKXeaiai 
8e xpTipaxov eacpofpaq 
What is striking of course is the existence of the word eisphora. From Thuk. III. 
19.1 one assumes that in 428 it was the first time that eisphora was levied (another 
interpretation is that it was the first time it was levied in the war). Yet what is one to 
make of references to the eisphora in the Kallias decrees? This is a rather difficult 
question to answer because we do not have any other literary evidence to confirm an 
earlier imposition of this tax. If along with Gomme (HC.T vol.I, page 275) one accepts 
that the Athenians did levy eisphora before the beginning of the Archidamian war 
(Meiggs GHI no.58 and Lewis I.G. I3 52 have dated the Kallias decrees in 434/3), as it 
has been mentioned in the Kallias decrees - lines 16-17 eap cpaecpiaexai rcepl eacpopaq 
and line 19 eav xi eacpepev - then it is not impossible to identify the Hestiaean eccpopd 
with the Athenian one. Indeed eisphora is a technical term used by the Athenians to 
describe an extra tax levied when cash was needed especially in periods of war. In the 
Kallias decrees the term is used rather casually which implies that the Athenians were 
quite familiar with it and did not need any clarification (for more information, see A.W. 
Gomme "Thucydides ii.13.3" Historia 2(1953/4)1-21). The wording in LG. I3 41 is not 
exactly the same as in the Kallias decrees because in the former eiccpopa is followed by 
Xpepaxov something which occurs in Xen. Hell VI. ii. 1. The Kopia eiacXecria must 
be the Athenian Assembly in such a document. We do not know how far the distinction
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between Kupia EKicXeaia and the other ekklesiai goes in the past see Aristot. A.P. 
43 .iii and Rhodes' commentary. C. Hignett A History o f the Athenian constitution 
(Oxford 1952)155 says: "Probably he [Kleisthenes] ordained that it should always meet 
once in every prytany, the meeting which was distinguished as Kupia later when there 
were four meetings in each prytany". Perhaps by I.G. I3 41 (446/5) meetings had 
actually increased and were more than one in a prytany and the term Kupia eKKXeaia98 
could be used to denote the most important of them. The mention of the Athenian 
ekklesia kyria in the Hestiaean inscription (if it is the Athenian one and not just a 
formulaic imitation) is an indication that the matter of the eisphora of Hestiaia was 
arranged at the ekklesia of Athens.
If the last argument can be considered as at least satisfactory, Hestiaia can be safely 
considered as a kleruchy. It is interesting that they still had to pay the eisphora, an 
Athenian tax altogether and it must certainly have continued through into the next 
century. If they paid eisphora then the natural conclusion is that certainly they must 
have paid naval contributions too, especially since it was the Athenian navy that actually 
protected them. How exactly they were gathered we do not know and it does not seem 
feasible that Athens would demand from the kleruchies to provide trierarchs because of 
the distance and the personal service a kleruch was offering in those Athenian 
outposts99. The mention of the kleruchs in connection with the trierarchy and the 
relatively certain fact that they paid one of the main Athenian taxes suggests that 
although they did not provide trierarchs they contributed somehow to the Athenian 
navy. D. wanted this to stop as a part of his policy for more "real" trierarchs.
98 The first mention of K-opia £kkX tio i<x is in I.G. n 2 336 of 334/3.
99 For more detailed information about the exemptions, see chapter 5 section VII.
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Commentary On the Symmories
The proemiurn's structure
E. Lounes in "Stylistic and thematic structures of the exordia and the perorations of 
Demosthenes" RPh 60(1986)255-266 has made good observations on how the orator 
composed the prooemia of his speeches, seeing a general pattern that is more or less 
repeated through his works, one constituting a breakthrough in the oratory of the 4th c. 
BC. Lounes' presentation is rather static, not really attempting to define periods of 
differentation in D. and I am afraid he does not pay enough attention to the individual 
reasons that caused the delivery of each oration. He does acknowledge though that D. 
improved his exordia and made them more complex towards the end of his political 
career as it can be traced through the extant speeches. The frame of most exordia 
contains the following formulas:
i. My opponents are all wrong to think...
ii. I think that...
iii. I would like to recommend to you such and such.
A further valid observation is that these opponents are never called by name and are 
usually in the plural. They are attacked even before the allusion to the topic of the main 
body of the speech. What confusingly Lounes calls the archetype (the form ouSetepoi) 
conveys the fact that D. does not agree with any of his opponents (ot ixXXoi, oi pev, 
evioi, arcavTec;, £KaaTO<; tcov...) even when there are more than one factions. Beyond 
these quite basic and easy to identify formulas Lounes sees three layers that contribute 
to make a completely Demosthenic prooemium:
L The initial exaltation of contradiction. This consists of:
i. The personal contradiction between obSetepoi and the orator
ii. The antithesis between the realistic and unrealistic (e8ei p£v...ercei 8’ evioi, VIII. 1), 
not apparent in all the prologues.
iii. Further contradiction, when the orator denounces Athenian inaction, inconsistency, 
illogicality (the strongest attack comes in D. X. 1 when the people are told that they
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look like the audience of a theatrical performance waiting for something new to
come).
At the same time D. tries to set up his own image of incorruptibility, the image of a 
man with a vision and a very clear perception; thus sharp contrasts like eycb 8e,...paV 
aKpipdx; oT8a...vbv pevxoi Tierceicrpai III. 2, or eycb 8’ opcb p&v cb^  x a ^£n )^V-- ^  
priv aXX aipficopai pa^Xov XVI. 2-3. In all this he comes as a dens ex machina to 
resolve the pressing necessities of the present which require an urgent solution. 
Success is guaranteed by the clear and simple vision of the orator who has discredited 
his opponents. The pressing necessities are sometimes exaggerated by D. in order to 
make the people be in anguish and follow his own proposals all the more easily.
II. The second layer of organising his structure is, according to Lounes, the "narrow 
path", referring I think to Herakles' choice o f ’Apexr) or Kaxia. The large path belongs 
to the demagogic xapi^eoGai and is taken by the others. He prefers the one close to 
giving the best advice, XVI. 2 xaXenov xa peXxicrxa Xeyeiv eoxi. He would like 
everybody to talk: VIII. 1 aveu <piAoviida<;, pqxe Ttpoc; e/Qpav pf|xe rcpoq x<*Plv  just 
like Tacitus' sine ira et studio. He realises that the truth is dangerous to be spoken out 
to the Athenians. This is the place where the leitmotiv of the deeds versus words 
comes, D. dares to urge deeds that need sacrifices. A good example is V. 1 opw 
pev...xa rcapovxa 7cpocypaxa rcoXXriv 8uaKoX,iav exovxa... x a i xapaxf)v ou povov 
xq) 7ipoeto0a i xai p.r|8£v eivai Ttpoupyoo 7tepi auxcov eu ^eyeiv.
III. The tim'd layer Lounes claims is the captatio benevolentiae. To achieve this the 
orator uses the double force of rcapprioia. On the one hand he suggests all the 
necessary measures that must be taken and on the other discredits the Athenians on 
their intolerance and complacency (I think that II and III are not totally independent 
layers as Tcapprjaia is actually to follow the "narrow path"). The more obvious form of 
captatio benevolentiae is the apologetic and tentative tones he sometimes uses e.g. IV. 
1 £ Ik 6 x c o < ; av ouyyvcapriq xuyxaveiv. Lounes thinks that this topic is invested with a 
dramatic effect for the orator. He protests against a difficulty to express his opinion 
freely, the art of often devising how to suggest something without actually saying it or 
masquerading one’s talk. In Lounes' opinion this is a sign that democracy is in its
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twilight in Athens. It is true that D. does not sometimes blurt out his suggestions but 
tries more or less to make the Athenians give him a promise that they will not stop him 
by disapproving of what he says (e.g. XIII. 2-3). Another principle of captatio 
benevolentiae is the promise to be brief (e.g. V. 4-5: p i K p a  tc o v  7 t p 6 x e p 6 v  n o t e  
p q G e v x c o v  bn e p o b  p v r i p o v e b a a v x e q ,  XIV. 2 p i K p a  7 tp o e iT c c b v  b p i v ) .
Lounes's observations are largely valid and show a certain way in which D. used to 
write the exordia. I am not quite sure about the dramatic dimension he gives (D. being 
fed up with his opponent's hypocrisy, democracy in its twilight) as I do not think this 
was the reason that made D. follow a certain pattern in expressing his thoughts. In my 
opinion he improved the oratorical patterns of expression by moving towards the mind 
of the audience, inducing them to think in the way he wanted them to think, so when he 
promises to use r c a p p r i c n a  it is not because he is frustrated by the Athenian intolerance 
but only because he knows that this is going to appeal to them. He will prove himself 
to be hard-working, reliable, and always ready to give the right solution, qualities that 
were on principle most certainly to be appreciated, and they certainly were. It is also 
seems that D. is also laying down the distinction between an epideictic style of oratory 
and a deliberative, practical style. It could be a deliberate effort for a distinction 
between his new style and that of e.g. Isocrates (a writer competing for readership 
directly with D.).
It is important to see how these principles can be applied to the exordium of speech 
XIV and in what degree they are used. Relevant to this is Aristotle's judgement on 
prooemia. In his opinion ideally the prooemia have the function of making clear what is 
the end (xiXoc,) for which the speech is given; Aristot. Rhet. 1415a-1416 (translation 
from G. Kennedy's Aristotle on Rhetoric (Oxford 1991): "But one should not forget 
that all such things are outside the real argument: they are addressed to a hearer who is 
morally weak and giving ear to what is extrinsic to the subject, since if he were not such 
a person, there would be no need for a prooemion except for setting out the headings of 
the argument in order that the body may have a head". So according to Aristotle the 
exordium has a manipulating effect on the audience when it should just offer the basic
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principles that will be expounded in the speech. I will try to prove that without the 
exordium, oration XIV would not be a rational piece of work.
The general framework of the exordium is;
i. The others although they praise the ancestors only seem to do so, actually doing 
them more harm than good.
ii. My opinion about praising them (eycb 8’) is such and such.
iii. But, I would like to recommend preparations, etc.
The "exaltation" of contradiction is evident from the strong antithesis oi pev 
ETtaivouvxeq ... eycb 8’ exeivcov pev ercaivov. The tones of irony are evidently there 
when the orator talks about the "others". The verb 8oxeco with Xeyo certainly suggests 
that the others talk but only seem to be capable speakers, praise the ancestors but 
actually belittle their virtue in the ears of the audience. D. treats rather fully the attitude 
of the others towards the ancestors. This is on purpose. Athens was on the alert 
because of the rumours that the great King was going to attack them. One can imagine 
the orators praising the previous century's victories and calling for an attack against 
Persia with the intention of flattering the demos. Yet all these praises are inadequate. 
They do more harm than good. We shall see why. The others become famous by 
something that neither they nor anybody else can do, express with words the fame of 
the past. There is a contradiction between deeds and words. They seem to praise with 
words but what they really do is to belittle the ancestors. He could have said all this 
with a sentence, yet he did not, as he intends to show the futility of their efforts. His 
opinion of the ancestors is short and sharp. They are great, for their deeds have not 
been surpassed by any other city, not even by their descendants. At the moment this is 
his discussion of the itpdyovoi. His next statement is that he wants to show his present 
audience how they have to prepare. This reveals why the others were belittling the 
ancestors. The ancestors had achieved so much for Athens because words were 
followed by deeds, because they were always prepared to face any challenge of the 
future. By just praising what they did, one does not illustrate how they did it. At this 
point I think D. is approaching the ideal function of the proemium, to indicate what his 
main argument is going to be; he is going to talk about preparations. It is true that he
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does not give a full account of his proposals but he is telling the audience what to 
expect. He obviously has to justify his option; that is why he goes on to say that words 
are useless for the city, whereas concrete proposals are the remedy for any fear and 
danger. His technique is not difficult to recognise here. He is the clear-sighted leader 
with the concrete proposals that have a more or less messianic tone, cf. section 2 naq o 
rcapcbv (poPoq teXuaexai.
If one bears in mind that this is the first public speech of D. (according to Dion. Hal. 
aei Amm. 1.4: eni 8e Aioxtpou too pexa Ka^AicTpaxov [354/3] ev ’AGqvaioiq 
7tpd)Tqv cute SqpriYOpiav, qv ETtiypdtcpoooiv oi xobq pqxopiKOVx; 7rivaKoc<; 
aovxa^avTEt; TtEpi t<ov coppopiwv...) his words seem to be a new approach to 
oratory, a fresh beginning to Athenian politics. Somebody has to teach and persuade 
the Athenians to do the right things. He has to demonstrate successfully what he thinks 
Athens stands for and how it will be able to face all dangers. His intention as a young 
statesman is to sound promising and he certainly does.
The captatio benevolentiae too works towards that objective. The tentative and 
apologetic tones are definitely there, suitable for a young man who respects his 
audience. riEip&cjojiai shows that he will try without being over-confident. The 
relative ooxioobv shows that it does not matter who is going to teach the Athenians. 
At the end of section 2 he hopes that he is the right man to remove fear from Athens 
and bring forward change in the Athenians state; av ap’ oio<; x St. The promise to be 
brief is there but again points toward his own approach. He will be brief regarding the 
King as he wants to talk about other things.
We saw how all the different structures and ways of beginning a speech fit the 
specific details of the current situation in Athens and the personal aspirations of young 
D. This exordium sets the axis for the whole speech.
Section 1 (this exordium is almost identical to no.VII of the prooemia 
collection)
Oi pev ETtaivouvTECj: Reiske thought that this first section of the speech was an 
epilogue or a part from another one because B reads oi jiev oov enaivobvTE^ which 
suggests some previous argumentation (indeed Denniston Particles 471-2 when he
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discusses pev ouv makes it clear that it is either transitional or that it refers to some 
other previous comment). There is no reason to accept this option at all as ouv is not 
in any of the earlier mss. and it can be a mechanical addition by the scribe as pev ouv 
are very commonly found together, cf. D. I. 2, II. 3, 4, 5.
Kexocpiapevov,...7toteiv: ou pr|v...Y’ is clearly adversative and draws the 
distinction between Kexocpiapevov, a positive comment and ou pf)v oopcpepovTcc y 
EKeivoic; an unfavourable one, cf. Denniston Particles 335.
Cobet in NL 226 claims that the correct reading is Kexocpiapevov pev o\) prjv ... 
EYKCopia^ouai deleting rcoietv. It is easy in his opinion for a scribe to forget pev 
because Kexocpiapevov looks like it. He does not say though why he deletes ttoieiv or 
why he considers pev a good addition to the text. I cannot see a good reason for pev 
but I think that he deleted rcoieiv because he thought aopcpepovToc as being in the 
singular and not the plural form referring to Xoyov above, whereas if mneiv remains 
aop<p£povTcc must be in the plural. Cobet's text would mean "those who praise your 
ancestors ... seem to me to choose a welcome topic, but one which does not provide 
anything expedient to those whom they eulogise". This makes good sense but in my 
opinion the infinitive rcoieiv can be justified because all the mss. support it and because 
D. certainly wants to draw the distinction between Xoyo$ and epyov. In this case 
rtoiEiv contradicts eirceiv, meaning that they talk fancifully about the ancestors but 
what they actually do is to harm them.
£YX£lP°^v'C£?: all the mss. have £7tixeipouvT£<; except for S and p. VII. Both 
words mean exactly the same and if a choice has to be made then S should be 
respected.
£<piK£a0ai tco Xoyco Sbvano, a\noi...: notice the hiatus after the comma. There 
are many examples of hiatus in this exordium: SeSbvrjvtai* <x\)t6$, outco  ^exei* £t p£v 
ripetq, oxouy el 8e 7tapeX0cbv...teM)O£Tai. eycb ... They are all after pauses which 
will have made articulation more emphatic. The present word order is given only by S 
whereas the other mss. give ecpiK£o0ai Suvaixo tco X6yco. For a similar use of Xoyog 
cf. XHI.18 and VI. 11: £cm yap pei^co TotKeivoov epya ox; tco X6yco tic; av einoi.
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a \ ) T o i  p e v  too 8okeTv 8 b v a c x 0 a i  8 6 £ a v  E K cpE povT ai: the infinitive
S o k e i v  has been deleted by Dindorf and Blass (because it is omitted by p. VII). Blass 
thinks that the text should read a m o i  pcv to o  8bv<xo0ai 8o^av EK cpEpovTai 
(E K tp E p o p a i means to carry off as a prize) with 5 \ ) v a o 0 a i  referring to the previous 
8 \ ) v a i t o  the translation being: "Trying to speak about things which no one would be 
able to reach by means o f speech, these [on the one hand] win the fame of actually 
being able to and [on the other hand] make the ancestral glory appear to the audience 
inferior to the one they had really obtained." I think this reading is inferior to the one S 
gives as it treats the phrase ©v o u 8 ’ a v  e iq  a^iax; £ (p tK £ O 0 a i tco Xoyco S b v a iT O  as if 
it were a general truth accepted by the Athenians when it is the orator's evaluation of 
the glorious past.
The objection to 8okeiv is that it is redundant with So^ocv. If it is to be kept, it 
cannot mean "reputation for seeming to be able", but must mean "reputation consisting 
of seeming to be able". It conveys the idea of how inadequate the other orators' words 
are about the ancestors. D. implies that the orators are successful (eiccpepovTai So^av) 
when they only seem to be able to speak about them. Mss. F,Y ex V2 according to 
Fuhr have Sokeiv eo X e y e i v  which does not make a big difference. That the orators 
can get away with seeming to be able to talk is an indirect and very tentative criticism 
to the audience too. He himself will try to show them how the ancestors managed to be 
so successful. The infinitive X e y e i v  in my opinion has a double function referring not 
only to the orators talking about the past but also to their ability to function as the chief 
advisers o f Athens, cf. p . XXXII. 1: "e(3oo^6)it|v av ... ttjv utt|v oTtouSqv Eviouq t©v 
Xeyovtcov 7toi£iG0ai oraoq ta  PeXtict’ epoOaiv, oariv7t£p OTtooq eu 86£oqgi 'ke.ye.iv
ttjv 8’ ekeivcov ap£Tr|v: this S’ was omitted in S1 obviously in order to correspond 
a\)Tol pev with Eycb 8’ in line 19. Without the 8’ the sentence would be awkward as a 
connective particle is necessary to join tt|v ... noioboiv to what preceds.
napa  xotq aKoboocnv: it refers to the audience.
rcapaSE i^aaO ai SfiSbvTivTai: 7 iapa8e^aa0ai does not make any sense, p.VII 
gives the correct reading. Toumier suggested 7tap£vS£i^aa0ai (rcapEvSel^aofiE
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according to Weil, Butcher’s napevde^aoGai is obviously a typographical error) 
meaning to exhibit (mainly in relation to actors) which has more or less the same 
meaning with rcapocSeiKvupai; its rather specific use for actors suggests that the other 
option is preferable. rcapaSeiKvopi has the sense to "show through comparison". The 
use of the middle here, as the pei^co already suggests, conveys the idea of comparison 
between contemporary Athenians and their ancestors.
Section 2
paA,iaxa SbvaaQai rcapaciceoaaaaGai: SuvaaGai is omitted by FBYO. Reiske 
has secluded it and has proposed in its place Seovxcoq or opGwq but G.H. Schaefer has 
correctly said that much of the force and meaning of the two words is carried by 
paA,icrxa. In Weil's opinion those who do not accept SuvaoGai do so because of the 
cacophony produced by repeating -aoGai twice. The infinitive TtapEcncEoaaQai given 
by F and Y1 is in the wrong tense. The three -aaG ai infinitives which are close to one 
another give emphasis to the point that the Athenians will stand the comparison with 
their ancestors if they prepare adequately.
oi p^AAovxeq ^ y e iv : pe?i?iovx£<; is omitted by FBYO but it is written in the 
margin of Y(Y3). The same with ovxeq too. p.VII. has oi XeyovTeq instead of oi 
pcAAovxcc; Xeyeiv.
eu oT5’ oxi: it is a formula that means "I am sure" and is used with e\> or without eo 
cf. D. XXI. 65, XXXVI. 31, LIII. 3 (see also G.H. Schaefer 735-7).
ci 5£...6\)vaixo.A£Xba£xai: ?i£A,\)<T£xai is given by S only and it seems to be the 
best reading. This future perfect creates a kind of mixed conditional (it should strictly 
be A,\)6£ir| av). D. will identify himself with oaxioouv a bit later. The first part of the 
conditional is tentative, "if someone were able" but the second part is more assertive, 
"then all the fear will have vanished". This firm future perfect certainly suggests D.'s 
certainty that if his suggestions are followed there will be definite results.
itapcbv cpdpoq: see introduction chapter 1 section I about the reasons for alert in 
Athens.
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av ap ’ otoq t ’ ©: the meaning is "if after all I will prove to be such a person", cf 
Denniston Particles 37: "apa in a conditional protasis denotes that the hypothesis is 
one of which the possibility has only just been realised: <If after all>".
7t£ ip & a o p a i...p iK p a  rcpoeiTtcbv: notice the tentative language D. is using and the 
promise of brevity which serves the captatio benevolentiae but also presents the 
audience with his intention to talk briefly about what the others have mainly talked. 
The other orators must have spoken about the glory of the past, what great deeds their 
ancestors were able to achieve and that they should emulate their great efforts. The 
cornerstones of their orations must have been references to great battles of the Persian 
wars and the peace of Kallias with the main proposal being war against Persia.
cbq ex«) yvtbpTiq rcepi xebv rcpoq PacnAea: Weil thinks that (bq governs the
genitive. Wolf (G.H. Schaefer) thinks that it is an example of the construction of exco 
plus genitive plus adverb cf. XIV. 12: obx f]5£co<; evicov bpiv exovxcdv... The example 
Wolf gives is not at all the same since the genitive evicdv is just the subject of exovxwv. 
The meaning certainly is "what my opinion is on Examples of cbq exco and genitive 
are Hdt. VI. 116 cbq TtoScbv eixov and Xen. Hell. IV. v. 15 cb<; x&xoix; ekoccxoc; Eixev 
(as fast as each could). This construction must illustrate the manner in which a certain 
action takes place.
Section 3
Paoi^Ea: in Attic authors normally paatXEix; without the article means the king of 
Persia, see LSJ paoi?i£u<; III, but cf. Diod. XVI. 75: xfjq yap too PaaiAccoq 
au^rjOEOx; 5tap£por|p£vrj<; Kaxa xqv ’Aciav o Pacrttebi; ucpopcbgEvoq xfiv xou 
OAi7t7io\) Sbvapiv (the former is Philip and the latter the Great King).
That the King of Persia was the worst enemy of Greece must have been realised in 
the Persian wars. It is commonly agreed anyway that the Persian wars forged a 
common Greek conscience and identity (see S. Perlman "Panhellenism, the Polis and 
Imperialism" Historia 25(1976)1-30). The Peace of Kallias, if it was ever struck, 
signified the total victory of Greece against Persia; the Greeks re-discovered Persia later 
as a useful aid against Athens after the Sicilian defeat, Thuk. book VIII is an invaluable 
source for the development of this relationship. The memory of the Persian wars faded
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gradually especially as the Greeks discovered that the money of the King was given out 
lavishly when Greek states were at war. Of course the Greeks did feel superior to the 
Persians but this did not stop them from trying to obliterate each other. It is exactly this 
tendency that Isocrates tried to attack by publishing the Panegyrikos, inciting the two 
great powers of the time, Athens and Sparta, to repeat the triumphs of the Persian wars. 
Characteristic of how the Greeks viewed their superiority is the episode between king 
Agesilaos and satrap Phamabazos, Xen. Hell. IV.i.29-40, there Agesilaos talks about 
relations to the Great King urging Pharnabazos to shake off the King’s authority saying 
K a i . 'r o i  e X ^ u G e p o v  e i v a i  e y w  p e v  o i p a i  a v x a ^ i o v  e i v a i  t w v  rc a v T W v  x p T ip a x c o v .
Notice the certainty with which D. begins to unravel his arguments after the 
proemium: eyw vopi^co. He does not try to qualify the assertion that the King is the 
enemy of all Greeks, to do that he would have to refer to the Persian wars and it was 
his promise at the proemium not to fill his audience with images of past glories. 
Knowing that he is going to argue against war he needs to assert first of all, in a way 
that resembles an unquestionable principle, that he is against the King, that the King is 
the ultimate enemy.
povoiq twv aAAwv: "alone among the others"; what actually is meant is "alone 
from everybody else" and this is an expression found again in Lycourg. Leocr. 26 
vopov eGevTo...p6vo\) twv aXXwv tcoit|twv (too 'Opfipou) pavj/w5etaGai toc eniy 
According to Weil expressions such as 11. I. 505 wKojiopwTaToq oAtaov are equivalent 
to such expressions with povoq, as here. povo<; has the sense of being all alone, of 
being totally different from the point of comparison.
it6X,epov Ttpoq ai)TOv apaaG ai: TtoXepov a ip o p ai means to begin, undertake war 
as in Aesch. Suppl. 342, Hdt. VII. 132, Thuk. IV. 60, D. V.5; aipetoGai could be used 
in the sense of choosing war instead of peace. S gives aip o b p ai here and in XVI. 22 
Kai vbv o\>x urtep t o o  j it ) rcaGeiv t i  k c x k o v  rcoXepeiv aipoopevooq (there the other 
mss. give apapevoix;). In XVI a ip o u p ai seems to be the best reading as D. wants to 
present the Spartans as having a choice on whether they want war or peace; they have 
consciously reached an imperialistic decision to reassert their authority rather than 
actually defend Sparta. The phrase under discussion is quoted in Aristeid. 98 (p.39 lines
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15-17) Rhetores Graeci (G. Schmid ed.) vol.V (Leipzig 1926) and Schmid there 
preferred apacrGai and so had Reiske done (see G.H. Schaefer 739). Butcher 
attributes aipeaGai to Aristeides, but that is a reading of the Aldine edition adopted by 
Spengel and Dindorf but was not transmitted by any of the extant mss. of Aristeides 
(Fuhr thinks incorrectly that aipeaGai was kept in Aristeides by P). The use of 
apaaGai by another source like Aristeides suggests that this is the most likely reading; 
in terms of meaning both make good sense.
ou5e yap...ovTaq (piAooq: it is a precondition for D. that Greeks should be united if 
they want to fight Persia. At the time of XIV Athens was trying to control Philip in the 
north and was an ally of Phokis in the Sacred war. The Sacred war had involved 
Thessaly, Lokris and Boiotia, all against Phokis and their allies and certainly the 
recently seceded allies of Athens would not be very friendly either.
&AA’ evlouq paAAov ekeIvw maTEUovTaq: he refers to the usual Greek practice 
of seeking assistance from the Persians when there was a war in Greece. Sparta had 
done so at the end of the Peloponnesian war and Konon had won at Knidos in 394 with 
a Persian fleet. Thebes had tried to use the Persian threat in 366 to impose a common 
Peace upon the Greeks and used Persian money to build her fleet. Persia, especially 
after the Peace of Antalkidas in 387, became the arbitrator of the Greek affairs using 
her financial resources against any power that threatened her and the balance of power 
in Greece. At the same time he refers perhaps to the Thebans, who were traditionally 
on friendly terms with Persia and the secession of the allies (Kos, Rhodes and Chios) 
who were supported by Persian money.
fj xiaiv ai)twv: refers to the Greek powers that would act as hegemones and 
organise the attack against the barbarian; it is of course Athens that he has in mind.
tt|v pev apxt|v too 7toX^poi> Trjpetv orcwq i'arj m l  S im la  yevf|aeTai: "take 
care that the leadership of the war will be equally distributed and just". iarj must refer 
to the responsibilities that each city should bear after the beginning of the war. His 
attitude is that Athens should not be entangled more than the other cities and that each 
one should contribute its due share to the war. The word S im la  conveys the meaning 
that because leadership in a war is very important it has to be performed in a way that
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will not cause any injustice at all. These principles had not been followed by Athens in 
both leagues she had led, and D. suggests here a less high handed manner of leadership 
and a more "first among equals" approach.
icttj m i are attested only in S and F(added in the margin). SFY read £r|T£iv instead 
of TTjpsiv and Fuhr has adopted this option, r^yiecD would mean to pursue but T^ycEco 
with 6tko<; is not really used in this sense as it means to enquire, to search. xr|p£a> with 
oxccoq seems to convey the right sense, cf. PI. Theait. 169c, Aristoph. Thesm. 580, 
Aristot. Pol. 1309b. 16.
icai xobG’ wtoKEiaGai: "and set this as a principle". FA3Y add after fmoKEiaGai 
if\ yvdjpr], meaning to set this as a principle with judgement. xobG’ refers to 
preparation.
Section 4
evapy£q [x i ] :  SA read E v a p y c q  x i  and FY x i  E v a p y e ^ .  x i  renders (bq PaaiXEix; 
abxoTq E 7 ri% E ip £ i awkward and Cobet MC  70 is right in deleting it.
yevoixo: S reads yivoixo. Cobet NL 374 thinks that the unnecessary xi caused a 
dittography when the scribe was copying yevoixo, and copied it as yivoixo. With FAY 
reading yevoixo I would be more willing to accept yevoixo than Fuhr's yiyvoixo
Kav CTuppaxfjaai icai x&piv peycAriv exeiv: S has the aorist and present 
infinitives. O reads cmppaxflcJEiv and FY e£,eiv. The conditional sentence is a less 
vivid form of a future condition and suggests D.'s opinion that the King is not going to 
attack Greece. Kav is a fair conjecture by Tournier, S reads kocv. The current readings 
give out much better this sense of subtleness the argument requires than the future 
infinitives; D. wants to express the unlikeness of the possibility that the King might 
attack Greece. The argument is that the Greeks, if there is a solid provocation from the 
King, will all stick together and support the states that have the means to defend Greece 
decisively.
7rpoa7i£xGria6pe0a: this is the reading of the mss. The passive coTExGdvopai 
means to incur one's hatred, to be or become hateful and the translation would be "But 
while this is still uncertain, we first become hateful [by commencing hostilities first 
Athens would be seen as reviving her imperialistic past]". It does not make good sense
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and it is too eliptic a verb to be suitable here. Cobet's MC  70 7tpob7tax0T|o6p.E0a 
seems more preferable "But if, while this is still uncertain, we commence hostilities 
before anyone else...". The verb brcayopai, cf. 35 tmax0'nvai rcpoT^poix; EKtpepeiv 
t o v  Tiotejiov and V. 1 0 ,  means to draw somebody into doing something.
UTtep civ 7tpovooup£0a: he refers to the other Greeks that Athens seeks to protect. 
Section 5
eicmtx&v ®v ©pMTlKev: "ceasing from the things which he has started to do".
el dp* £YXeipeiv e y v c o k e  t o u ;  "EM/qai: "If after all he knows how to lay his 
hands on Greece", for such a translation of £i dp’, see Denniston Particles 34. I 
disagree with Weil since he sees this as a tentative suggestion that the King is not going 
to attack Greece.
XpT|potTa SdKTEi: this is a bitter remark on Greek affairs after 413 when the 
Spartans after the Sicilian disaster considered the use of Persian money. The King 
always attacked his main enemy or enemies in Greece by combining the other Greeks 
against them. This he would achieve by flooding the city or cities he wanted to use as a 
bulwark against his other enemies in Greece with money as well as skilfully using the 
cities’ desire for hegemony. The Persian policy towards the Greeks could be 
summarised by Xen. Hell I.v.9: gkotieiv orccoc; tcov cEA7iT)vg)v prjbe oitivec; icxupoi 
oxnv, aXXa 7tdvT8<; ccgOeveu;, aino i ev 00)1:019 aTaaia^ovTEg.
i5ioo<; rco^Epooq: he means by it internal strife in Greece, the main characteristic of 
Greek affairs in the 4th century.
7ipoT£V£iT(xi: rcpOTEivopai can mean to offer, cf. Hdt. V.24, VII. 161, PI. Phaedr. 
266b, D. XIX.2 Tfjv OEiXoyiav opto npoT£ivop.£vou<;. Cobet proposed TipoxEVEi in 
NL 600. Both the active and the middle can mean the same, to offer. Perhaps Cobet 
preferred the active which can also mean to stretch out forward e.g. a hand; this would 
mean that the King stretches out his friendship, but the meaning would admittedly be 
much the same so Cobet's conjecture does not offer much more to the sense of the text.
E i q  8 e  t t | v  Tapax^v Tamriv...: "I ask you not to plunge our city in such a political 
confusion and folly". Both xapaxri and ayvcopoouvri refer to the whole political stage
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of Greece with the King interfering and an endless strife between the Greek states; the 
whole attitude of the Greek states seems to be folly.
Section 6
ov8e yap oi)5*: 068 ’ is added only by S. It is more aprropriate as the repetition of 
o\)5’ adds emphasis to his new argument that Athens does not have the same attitude to 
the King as the rest of the Greeks do, cf. PI. Phaedr. 278e, Xen. Cyr. VII. ii. 20, D. 
XXVII. 43.
an* rar|<; 6p(o...xf|v pooAijv ouaav: G.H. Schaefer 742 thinks that the orator 
wanted to express the meaning an  lory; poipaq, en icon; pepecn. The argument is 
that Athens does not have the same basis for policy about the King as the other cities 
have. It is true that Athens was the traditional enemy of Persia, especially with their 
links with the Ionian Greeks. They had helped with the Ionian revolt of 494, they 
contributed largely to the Persian wars victories and had enforced on Persia the 
humiliating KaAXou eipqvrj. When the Peace of Antalkidas was signed, Athens was 
one of the states that was difficult about the surrender of the Ionian Greeks, but had to 
back down or face diplomatic isolation and military defeat.
a  AX £ K e iv c o v ...d p £ A ,f lc a i:  in D.'s view the other Greeks were more susceptible to 
an agreement towards the King. This was not always true for Athens if one remembers 
that the battle of Knidos was fought by Konon with a Persian fleet.
eacrai Tivaq...Y£V£a0ai: this phrase explains x a u x r iv  x f]v  8 i.K r|v , and is a skilful 
way D. uses to add weight to the period, accumulating this phrase, essential to 
undestand x a o T q v  x f iv  S ik t iv ,  in the very end.
a  AX £K£ivcDV...Y£v6cy0ai: "but I think that it is possible to most of those governed 
by some private interest to neglect the other Greeks, whereas to you it is not 
honourable to punish the wrongdoers by letting them slip under barbarian rule". Athens 
did see herself as saviour and protector of Greece, certainly D. amplified this notion, cf. 
IX. 19-20, 23-24, X. 46, XVIII. 9, VI. 10.
Section 7
oncoq pf|0* Tipeiq.-.iooi: iaoi here means "equally prepared for war", cf. 
7iapacyK£\)<x^ea0ai in 3 and the next part of 7 where he talks about the city's
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preparation. The orator explains his way seeing politics in Greece. Each city tries to 
prevent the others from growing strong by fighting them.
rjpeiq fyyo{)p£9a...A,Ti\|/£Tai: notice that Athens only has a clear vision of Persia as 
the main enemy, the others fall into Persia's trap. In this perspective fipeu; is preferable 
to fiptv given by S1.
(paivr|Tai...aipo\)p8V'n: this is the reading of F and O (FA according to Fuhr). SA 
read (ppovetv erct to c \) t t i  x fj rcpoaipeoei. The reading of FY would mean (with T a m p  
referring to Suvapei) "...will show herself to be choosing to think justly regarding 
power". It is doubtful that em with the dative has this meaning and I prefer the option 
SA offer (has been accepted by Weil and Fuhr): "She will show herself to think justly 
because of this course of action".
Section 8
xoiq 8e Gpaouvopevon;: "to those who are emboldened". Gpaaoc;, GpaaoTrjq, 
Gpaabvopai usually have a negative meaning in D. but they can also have a positive 
meaning too with the sense of an irrational urge, of admirable (superhuman perhaps) 
courage, cf. Eur. Med. 466, Aristoph. Lys. 545, Bacchyl. 16.63, Soph. Philokt. 104. 
The Etym. Magnum has under the lemma of arcovoia: icai yap Gpaamriq e c t t iv  q  
&X,oyo5 'toAjia. After examining all the instances of Gpacoc; and its compounds in D. it 
seems that boldness does describe sometimes the way orators speak and even 
supplements the concept of eloquence. Gpaaoq is connected with terms such as 
dae|3£ia and bppiq in XXI, cf. 2, 10, and esp. 201.
In this specific case D. is "advising" those orators who are emboldened and urge war 
too readily. In effect he criticises them and tries to project his own reasons for 
addressing the Assembly. The others are bold, this quality deriving from a total absence 
of targets that should include the city in their scope, as they endeavour to achieve their 
personal ends.
D. distinguishes two situations that the Assembly is convened for:
i. When the Assembly is deliberating while there is no danger.
ii. When the Assembly is facing a danger.
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When the others talk, their speeches manifest themselves in the first situation 
courageous and brave, 8o£,av avSpeiaq, and in the second situation eloquent and 
clever, 5eivov. The infinitive cpavqvai certainly undermines the meaning of Seivov 
altogether, pinpointing to the audience that it is not true 8eivoTT|<; or rather that 
Seivoxiiq without action is just worthless. D. tries to put things in their natural order:
i. when the Assembly deliberates, one should speak with prudence as part of a healthy
competition to see who is the best adviser of the city;
ii. when danger approaches it is time to act, display bravery and talk much less.
Boldness here consists exactly of distorting the situation in order to seem brave or
eloquent, i.e. for a personal end, manipulating the audience.
Further examples illustrate this as in p.XLV. 2: pq xoivuv, co av8p£^ ’A0r|vaioi, 
(pavfjT’ dyvoobvxeq ev tco rcapovxi vbv, oti a i 8ia tcov Xoycov av8peiai m i 
GpaauxriTeq Seivov, eav pq peG’ bTrapxobciy; dxri TiapaaKeufjq m i pcbprjq, 
aKouaai pev eiciv q8eiai, rcpaTTeiv 8’ eTuidvSovoi. This is a good parallel because 
it juxtaposes the two different tendencies. On the one hand boldness and bravery 
through words only, on the other preparation as the only way to render the city strong. 
The distance between words and deeds can prove dangerous. Another parallel is 
pXXXII. 2 ei pev yap ayvoova oti tov peAAovxa npa^eiv xa Seovxa, ouk erti 
xcbv A,oycov Gpacuv, aXX eni xf|<; xcapaaKeufiq iaxupov eivai 8eT. This contains 
the same notion that 0paao<; is combined with empty words without any pursuit of a 
common purpose.
It is obvious that Gpaaoq has become a component of the persuasion process 
combined with 8eivoxri<;; cf. XXII. 25 and 31. D. says there that the lawmaker does 
not make the law according to one or other group in society. That is why he does not 
e.g. make the law for the Gpaaeiq m l  8eivoi)q Aiyeiv because the other citizens 
would not be able to defend themselves properly. Gpdwrot; is not eloquence only but 
carries with it the kind of "audacity" that one needs to deliberately misguide, with no 
other visible end than his own benefit and ascendance. The implication about the 
audience is that they misunderstand the boldness for a positive charisma, mistaking it 
for courage and energy.
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evSeiKvoaGai: S reads thus, FAY emSelKvuaGe. evSeiicvupai means to give 
proof of, cf D. XXI. 66, to prove, whereas emSEiKvupai means to show, to 
demonstrate. In view of the message D. wants to convey i.e. that courage should be 
employed in danger whereas prudence when there is a need for deliberation, he is more 
likely to have used the verb evSeiKvocGai meaning that in a dangerous situation one 
should prove rather than show off his courage.
Section 9
xov pev n6Xepov...Tov 8’ ayrova: there is a certain distinction between TtoXepoq 
and aycbv. The introduction of this distinction is the one of general and particular. To 
win a general war against Persia is very difficult in his opinion, yet it is easier to win a 
single battle. This is of course a paradox. The rhetorical question 8 ia xi; is natural. 
The answer is that wars need preparation, money and ships, whereas the active element 
of each particular engagement is the manpower. According to D. Athens has excellent 
men, av8pe<; ayaGobq, whereas the King is superior in ships and money, the actual 
basis of any war.
A caution to avoid proclaiming Athens as incapable of war against the King is 
prominent in this part of the speech. The delicate distinction between 7io^epo<; and 
ay(bv proves it. As D. explains his argument another question would probably come up 
in the mind of his audience, namely whether the Athenians in the days of Marathon 
were lacking funds and preparation. They certainly lacked both. It was because of 
their superior tactics and bravery that they won that battle. If they were able to do it 
then why not repeat that now? Of course one could say that it was not Athens that had 
started that war, and at any rate they had no other alternative. Nor were the rest of the 
Greeks hostile to them. But D. does not raise those difficulties.
It can be assumed that the previous orators had used the Persian wars as a perfect 
example of Athenian superiority towards the barbarians and up to a point D. agrees 
with that. He does not raise at all the Persian Wars at this difficult point of the speech. 
It is rather strange for a speech devoted after all to a discussion of war against Persia. 
Yet there is a deliberate focus on contemporary affairs, examining the expediency of 
such a war under the perspective of the current situation. Any reference to individual
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Athenian successes in the Persian wars would convey the wrong message - that the 
Persians were easy prey. In XIII there are six (26-31) sections on the ancestors, in an 
effort to inspire Athenians because of their past achievements. In XIV he could speak 
of the Empire at least, but he chooses to remain silent about the past and concentrate on 
the present. The business-like style of talking with realistic and concrete proposals is 
characteristic of D. (cf. IV). The absence of the progonoi is remarkable, instigated by a 
wish to avoid sentimentality that might undermine his argument for a necessity to 
prepare and face Greek affairs first.
paSiov av aop.fifjvai: This reading of S contains the correct readings but the 
rearrangement by Cobet MC 71 renders it more natural (S reads auppfjvai paSiov 
av). The participle aupfiavxa given by FAY instead of the infinitive is quite 
inappropriate with vojii^co.
Note the use of ouppalvco with the adverb meaning to "turn out" in a certain way; 
cf. Xen. Anab. I.ii.63 ome TioX^pou Kaxcbq aupPavxoq, Cyr. V. iv. 14.
totccov: D. enumerates the assets one must have in order to win a war; ships, money 
and strategic positions. Weil correctly draws the distinction between xoTtoq and 
Xopiov. The latter can mean a fortified post or town but what D. means here is a 
whole network of islands, shores, ports, positions (the scholiast Dilts page 172 line 21 
successfully names them erciKalpoxx; totcoxx;) that one can use to muster an army, 
retreat or reorganise.
Section 10
8 ia  Tama: it refers to the next sentence as well as the previous one recommending 
the preparation of a superior force.
pq5’ evoq xpOTtou npoTcpouq: "do not, in any way at all, be the first to 
undertake the war...".
e i  pev ouv £ T £ p o q ...£ T e p o s  5 e x iq : 8 i a  x a m a  refers to this argument. It is a 
rather sophistic one. The message seems to be that there is no need for Athens to say 
whom they are preparing to fight. If there were two ways to face the enemies, one 
against the Greeks and one against the barbarians, one totally different from the other, 
then their enemies would know (by the way the preparations looked) whom the
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Athenians were preparing against. The outcome would consequently be a strike by the 
respective enemy in order to prevent Athens from attacking first; in such a case Athens 
should consider to attack first. This is a paradox. In order to face any war one needs 
money, ships, soldiers, strategic points etc. whether it is against Greeks or Persia. He is 
going to argue this in 11 .
SuvapEGoq q: Dion. Hal. in Rhet. IX. 10 has q but the mss., referring to xporcoq, 
have co (the meaning is the same).
cpavepol: Dion. loc. cit. adds ndoiv after cpavepoi which makes sense but is not 
included in the mss.
wpoq ekeivov: the reference is to the Great King. He would be suspicious seeing 
Athens preparing against him.
Section 11
o auxoq xporcoq: notice the antithesis between exepoq ... exepoq and 6 auxoq. A 
more complicating factor is the addition in Dion, of ouxoq after auxoq. This makes the 
speaker expect further analysis "the way to prepare is this very same one, to do such 
and such..." rendering the phrase in question rather awkward since one would expect 
straightaway the analysis of auxoq ouxoq. ouxoq is absent from the mss. but Fuhr has 
noticed in Y, after auxoq, 3-4 letters reading auxo (?). Are they the remnants of ouxoq 
or just a diagnosed dittography of auxoq? If ouxoq is added to the text the phrase 
Kai...8uvdpecoq should be in a parenthesis as an additional emphatic note on the 
following aims of preparation.
E7tei...xpo7toq: the answer to the paradox is that there is only one way to prepare. 
Notice how skilfully he has moved to limit the definition of xporroq Suvapecoq to 
TtapaaKEuq. Everything is tantamount to preparation. The argument here is that 
Athens should start preparing, and since there is only one way to prepare either against 
the Greeks or against Persia their efforts will not be intercepted, as the enemies will not 
know who they are preparing against. The point is to show that Athens would be better 
off if she waited than if she began a war. The argument in itself is false, because when a 
city or a country notices preparations in one or more of her declared enemies she does 
her best to strike first before they become too strong. So if Persia knew that Athens
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posed a threat to her power she would strike before Athens would become fully 
prepared. This rather weak point is strengthened by reminding Athens of the situation 
in Greece.
xfjq SovdgEcoq: Dobree Adversaria 383 thinks that xqq Suvapecoq should be 
deleted since it could be a dittography from xporcoq Sovdpecoq of 10. Blass thought so 
too and compared it to Liban. Or. XII. 90.3 "eiScbq oSv opGoiq oxi Set cxpaxiwxqv 
EKaaxov TtpoGKDvfjaai, cbq xoux’ ov xqq 7tapacKEi)qq KEcpdXaiov...", The relevance 
is not obvious unless Blass thought that xetpdXaiov 7iapaoKEofjq is a standard 
expression meaning "the essence of preparation", which is unlikely since KEcpaXaiov 
acquires its meaning according to the context.
icai Set xabx’ eivai KECpdXaia xqq SuvapEcoq: Dion.Hal. Rhet. IX 10 has 
totally left out this phrase, presumably thinking that the meaning is clear and that the 
aims D. sets for Athens are clearly understood as the the main points of preparation.
xabx’ e iv a i K£<paXaia: the meaning of xaux’ is that the main components of the 
Athenian policy should be the same, whoever the enemy, and not diverse ones. That is 
why the proposed policy is to conserve what they already have, save the allies and 
contain their ambitions in Greece.
xobq ExOpouq...Gcb^£iv: the aims of preparation and the power that will emerge 
should be turned towards Greece. This argument strengthens the one that Athens 
should not attack Persia first, by suggesting the inefficiency of Athens within Greece. 
The achievement of these aims is considered as a prerequisite by D. and he is counting 
on the knowledge that the Athenians have of their weakness. The main aims should be
i. to face the enemies (Philip)
ii. to save the allies (they had lost Amphipolis, Methone, Pydna)
iii. to be able to save their existing ay a 0d.
So his argument is a double one. Why rush when they can quietly prepare, and why 
find new enemies when they cannot settle their current affairs.
opoXoyoopevcoq: this is Dobree’s Adversaria 383 suggestion. S and Y have 
opoXoyoupEvooq. The other mss. have opoXoyouvxaq. The verb opoXoyco appears 
mostly either in the active or the middle transitive but there are cases of the passive too,
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where the infinitive etvai is understood; cf. Andoc. IV. 17 opo^oyobpevoi 800X01, 
Timocl. Com. FI opoXoyoupevooq 0 e o o <;, Thuk. VI. 89 aXXa rcepl 6poXoyoopevri<; 
avoiaq. Its meaning then is "by common agreement, by common consent" and here "... 
when we have enemies that everyboby agrees are such [nobody disagrees that they are 
enemies]". Butcher compares this to XX. 39 : fj 81a  xobq (pabXooq xobq 
opoXoyoopevax; a^iou<; xapixo<; xa SoGevx’ atpaipeiaGai. The passive participle 
can in my opinion be kept.
aXXa: the addition of 00  after aXXa by FAY, suggests that the sentence was 
considered as a question but S has it without 00  and it makes good sense.
7iapaaK£uaod>p£0’: the aorist subjunctive makes very good sense. It is an 
exhortation to prepare; "let us prepare against the other Greeks, and we shall defend 
ourselves against the King too".
apovobp£0a: there is a case for coordination with 7tapaoK£oacyd)p£0’ . Dion Hal. 
Ars Rhei. IX. 10 writes apovcbpcGa.
av  fjpaq aSiK£iv eniXEipfj: the hypothesis referring to the King shows that D. 
considers an attack by him remote. Dion. Rhet. IX. 10. has ttieop (according to 
Usener's correction) instead of &8iK£iv Ercixeipfj- 
Section 12
icai vbv pev KaA,eixe: the verb here need not be in the imperative. He must be 
referring to the previous orators who, as part of the war effort, probably had 
enumerated the cities that Athenian ambassadors should be sent to. This idea of 
sending out ambassadors will recur again before the Peace of Philocrates, when Athens 
was indignant at the capture of Olynthos and the fate of its inhabitants. Euboulos said 
that ambassadors should be sent even to the Red Sea; cf. D. XIX. 304. The m l  vbv 
conveys the impression that this is a new Athenian action in the wrong direction.
obx f|8£coq e v I cov bpiv cxovxcov: it is not a long time since the Social War, when 
Athens was obliged to recognise the independence of the most important of her old 
allies (Byzantion, Rhodes etc.). The first hand of S has bpcov but bpTv is correct 
because fiSeax; £%© governs a dative; cf. V. 15.
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\>Tcaico<>CT£a0ai: the future infinitive is appropriate as it is the apodosis of av...pq 
7TOiqT£.
o t i  v q  Aia.-.auTOig: this can be the imaginary answer of the Athenians to D.'s 
question. If it was intended so, then qpcov is correct. The sentence should be between 
quotation marks. For other imaginary remarks in the form of vq Ala... cf. D. IV. 10, 
VI. 13, VIII. 9, X. 26, XIII. 28.
aXX  ob7cto...5ia<popa>v: the Greeks fear Persia and realise the danger she poses but 
the fear of Athens and other Greek cities is greater because it is more imminent.
pei^oov: some of the mss. add pci^cov ouxo<; after (Sd F, A, Y according to Fuhr) 
but is clear that "this” fear is the fear of Athens and other Greeks and the first hand of S 
omits it.
oubev oov aXX* q: the origin of aXX’ q is disputed. Whether it is derived from 
aXXa q or aXXo q is not certain; for more information, see Denniston Particles 24-27, 
W. Cook "On the use of aXX q in Aristotle" CO 3(1909)121-4 and K. Brugmann 
Griechische Grammatik (Munich 1913)634. In this context the meaning is "except", 
common after a negation. Comparison made between phrases containing aXXo q and 
aXX q, cf PI. Enthyd. 277e, Apol. 20d, Soph. 226a, Xen. Anab. III. ii. 18 suggests that 
there is no difference between them and that aXX q originates in aXXo q.
paycoSqaouoiv: a parallel is XXV. 2: ...Kai vuv ei pev eiaiv upwv oi 7tteio\)<; 
oioi t o u <; 7iovqpob<; cpiAetv xai ow^eiv, paxqv eppaij/cpSqKOTac; qpa<; eaeaGai, ei 
5’ oioi piaetv, Sixqv, eav 0eo<; 0eXq, t o u t o v  Scbaeiv. The meaning is that if the 
jurors favour injustice then his speech is useless garrulity (nonsense) similar to the 
songs of the rhapsodoi who would go around reciting epic poems. Whether reciting 
Homer was at that time considered useless we do not know, but it is improbable. D. 
rather means here that the ambassadors' words would be rather like a good poem which 
is heard with pleasure (and is soon forgotten perhaps) but does not have any dramatic 
effects on the audience, when their objective should be to influence them and forge an 
alliance with Athens.
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S ection 13 (the whole of 13 is cited by Dion Hal. nepi © o u k .  54, where 
he tries to show that D. w as influenced by Thukydides) 
dv dp’ a  vbv oiopeG’ Tipei$ 7tpaxxT|Tai: this is the reading of SYO. The other 
mss. read: bpeu; npaxxrixe. Cobet MC  71 thought that without these sentences the 
meaning would be good, but none of the mss. have omitted them. The use of 
Ttpccxxopai is rather peculiar here. The meaning as S reads is "Then, if what we now 
expect is done . What the Athenians think "now" is that an attack of Persia is 
imminent. The inclusion of D. himself in qpeu; is indicating that he is referring to the 
Athenian fear of a Persian attack and not to the proposed Athenian attack against 
Persia. If rcpdxxqxoci is passive then its subject is the relative clause; but if in the 
middle form it can be used with active sense (equivalent to Tipaxxq) and its subject can 
be the King, open; npaxxqxe is rather awkward since he ought to include himself in 
7tpaxxqxe because he was part of a  vuv oiopeG’.
xr|A,tico\)xov ecp’ auxcp <ppovei: "thinks so highly of himself'.
XiHorx; pev ircTteou;: pev is omitted by S but should be retained because of 
oTtXixac; S’.-.vauq 5e. This reference to the cavalry men is further proof that the 
Athenian cavalry proper in the 4th c. numbered 1000 men (cf. Xen. Hipparch. IX. 3 
which suggests that the number was difficult to maintain). Aristot. A.P. 24 3 mentions 
1200 but Thuk. II. 13. 8 asserts that the utrcoxo^oxai were included in the
number of the 1200 cavalry men. If this was continued in the 4th c. there were 200 
archers on horseback and 1000 cavalry men proper. Andoc. III. 7 repeats the number 
of 1200; for the 5th c. cf. Aristoph. Eq. 225, and for an account of the evidence Rhodes 
Constitution 303, cf. L.J. Worley Hippeis (Oxford 1994)70, I.G. Spence The Cavalry 
o f Classical Athens (Oxford 1993)16, 97-102.
xpiaK ocuat;: the number of Athenian triremes near the date of this oration was 
around 300, in 353/2 totalling 349 (I.G. II2 1613. 284-292).
cupapapxeiv: rather poetic but see Xen. Hell. VI. 1. 15. ecpapapxavco is similarly 
obscure; with this meaning in Tryph. Ilepl xporwov 194 Spengel.
ck 5e xob...enia%£iv: this mixing of waiting and preparation sums up his policy 
towards the King.
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Seopevoxx; aq>£eiv..e<mv: before this, one should probably add <xo> in the text, to 
make the phrase correspond to t o  SetaGai and make it easier to understand.
Preparation will bring the desired results. It is better to be asked for help than ask 
for help. Whereas in the first place nobody would trust the hegemony of Athens, when 
the danger would move in they would all turn to her for protection. This call for 
preparation has some Thukydidean (or Periklean) substance in it, cf. II. 43: aXXa 
paXXov t t ] v  x f jq  noXEoag Suvapiv kccG’ qpepav epyco Gewpevou^ Kai epaaxaq 
yiyvojievooq Kai oxav bpiv peyaA/q So^q eivai, evGupoupsvotx; oxi
xoAptbvxeq Kai y iy v c b a K O V x e c ;  xa 8eovxa Kai ev xoiq epyoiq aioxuvopevoi avSpeq 
auxa eKxfioavxo.
Section 14
£yd> xoivuv...ex)petv: D. begins here his exposition of the concrete proposals he 
wants to offer to the assembly. Notice the strong personal conviction, eyd), and the 
contrast he stresses between himself and the other orators. He does not have time or 
words for long speeches and irrelevant diversions. He has plenty of advice to offer on 
one subject only, paraskeue. It is interesting that he makes the transition from the 
previous topic to the present one, through the conviction that he is totally in possession 
of a different attitude from the other orators, this was his proemium's technique and he 
seeks here, before his proposals, a similar introduction to prepare his audience.
Gpacbv: in 8 he criticised again those audacious orators who urged thoughtlessly 
for war.
paxaiov pqKoq. he attacks the lengthy speeches that must have gone on endlessly 
about the glorious past.
A,6yov...£bp£iv: "come up with a speech...".
onwg G>$ apioxa K a i  xaxiaxa: FY omit (bq. It should be kept as the use of cbq
before superlatives, intensifies their meaning; D. wants to stress the effectiveness of his 
proposals.
ar>Tr|v: FAY read auxouq, S only reads auxfjv. FAYs reading is certainly wrong, 
the scribes after copying upa^ thought that the reflexive pronoun was needed, changing 
auxfiv to auxouq.
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bpaq: A reads bpac;, SFY bpcbv. Weil adopts the reading of S. The accusative 
would be the subject of SiooceiaGai whereas the genitive means "your own". Both are 
perfectly acceptable.
(bq.-notqoovTa: this participle is perhaps an accusative absolute; an accusative 
absolute is usually preceded by dx; or cbarcep but most commonly used with impersonal 
verbs.
Section 15
6 p a x £ ...£ y £ V £ x o :  see Part 3 of the introduction for an evaluation of the gradual 
buildup of this long and elaborate period, with pev and 8e constructions. Notice also 
the symmetry of the period ocra pev rabrcoG\..ou8ev 7icb7toG’ bpaq e^tpuyev, o aa  8’ 
qPooAqGqxe pev,...oi)8ev 7ta)7to6’ uptv eyevexo. What is also worth noticing is that 
this is the first time in this oration that D. is referring to Athenian unwillingness to act 
on their decisions, and a general indifference towards what they should consider as their 
duty, when he should have already offered better support for the justification of his 
proposals, just as he did in IV. 2-15; this has been explained further in chapter 2 
"Structure and argument of or. XIII", of the introduction.
d7i£{3A£\|f<XT’ ei<; dAAqXoxx;: S reads thus, FAY read rcpoq. The verb d7topA£7ta) is 
usually constructed with the preposition eiq, cf. D. 11.29: ...oxav pev eiq xa Ttpaypax’ 
a7io(3?^ £\|;T|T£; it means look to somebody for something, expect something from 
someone.
xov 8e 7tA,qaiov rcpa^ovxa: this is an accusative absolute. A very similar thought 
is expressed in D. IV. 7 ...Kai rcabaqaG’ auxo<; pev ouSev EKacrxoq rcoiqaeiv 
EXnitpsv, xov 8e nAqaiov rcavG’ tmep auxou Ttpa^eiv.
Section 16
Tiapw^uppevcov: this is the reading of SA, FY read Tcapo^uvopevcov. The perfect 
participle is perhaps better here than the present one, with D. probably saying that they 
have been incited to war up to now, describing a state reached, whereas he is changing 
the tune for the moment; admittedly both tenses can be used without a major difference 
in the meaning. The verb napo^frvopai means to exacerbate a situation, to incite into 
action, cf. Xen. Hell. VI.iv.6, D. LVII.2. D. here implies that since they have been
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excited and incited to action anyway they could as well reform the symmories, thus 
diverting all that energy to paraskeue.
xohq SiaKOOiouq Kai xi^o\)5...7ipoav£ipavxa<;: for a thorough account of the 
twelve hundred and of all the naval reforms, see the introduction, chapters 5&6. 
xg>v £JUKA,f|pcov...dq>aip£0£VT(Dv: for a full dicussion, see chapter 5 section VII. 
op<pavcov: A reads op<paviK (ov . In Aristot. Polit. II.8.7 xa op9 aviK<x mean the 
property and interests of the orphans, xa o p c p a v iK a  could mean the property of the 
orphans, and it is certainly what D. means here, but it seems that it was not used very 
often as a word, so op cpavcov  is probably a safer option, 
acbpaxa: members of trierarchic symmories.
Section 17
xo\)xcov...av8paq: each of the 20 symmories (this was the number of the already 
existing symmories) would be divided in five parts, with 12 members each, giving 100 
small symmories.
avxava7tA,qpo\)vxa<;...djiop(oxdxou<;: D. suggests that within the symmories there 
should be an equal mixture of affluent with less affluent men; this would avert the 
concentration of too many wealthy men in one symmory and too many poor in another, 
making the latter ones face hardship should they be appointed as trierarchs. A reads 
d u o p o i x ;  but the superlative c u rc o p c b x a x o v  guarantees that the reading of the other 
mss. is correct.
ccbpaO’: S adds xouxa, Fuhr has included xaO0’ in his text (emending S), whereas 
Weil and Butcher do not include it. I agree that xauG’ is unlikely to have been included, 
as D. was referring to members of symmories in general.
Section 18
xdq 8e xpifjpEu; rccbq;: with a question he changes to a different set of proposals. 
xp iaK O criaq : the number of triremes in 354/3 was around 300, cf. LG. II2 1613. 
284-292.
K a x a ...8 i8 o v x a < ;:  each of the new small symmories is to receive 3 triremes, the 
large ones 15. Apparently the 300 triremes would be divided in three groups of 100, 
from which 5 ships from each group would be allocated to form a group of 15 ships to
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be allocated to each symmory. The reason for this maimer of distribution is probably to 
make sure that the ships that go to one symmory are not from a certain group of ships 
(old or damaged or very good ones), in order to maintain some sort of balance.
Kcri tcov Seux^pcov eK<x'c6v...rc£v0’: all this is omitted in S. Because of the 
repetition of ekcctov uevte the scribe must have skipped the missing part of the text. It 
has been added in fine letters in S.
coyKXripcDcjai: the verb simply means to award by lot. The 15 ships gathered in the 
method D. mentioned above would be allocated by lot to each symmory in an effort to 
provide as much equity as possible. If for example a symmory got a number of ships 
that were unfit to travel or for any reason too expensive to launch, they could not put 
in a complaint that they were deliberately given those ships. The practice of allocating 
ships by lot was in practice already in the Athenian navy since the adjective 
dvE7tiK^ f]p(0To<; appears in many naval inscriptions.
Section 19
Tipr|g\..e^aKiaxiA,i(DV ta^dvTcov: the sum of 6,000T was the aggregate 
evaluation of Attic property. Exactly how it was calculated we do not know but it 
seems that it was rather the overall property of Athens, perhaps not including the 
property of the very poor citizens like the thetes, on which the calculation of the 
eisphora tax was based, see chapter 6 section IX of the introduction.
SieXeTv Tomo.-.drcoSodvai: for a full account of these proposals, see again chapter 
6 section IX of introduction. What D. proposes here is, in my opinion, to graft the 
6,000T timema on the trierarchic symmories. There would be 60T allocated to each of 
the 100 small symmories or 300T to each of the larger ones. Exactly how it would 
work we do not know but it seems that 60T for example correspond to certain people 
that their collective properties could be evaluated at 60T. That is why the verb 
£7tiKXr|pG)oai is used. Each group of people with a property of 60T would actually 
have to pay towards the naval cost of one of the 100 groups of naval contributors. 
Because it involved people who can sometimes be unpredictable (just like the groups of 
triremes that could prove to be faulty and thus had to be allotted to the symmories) 
each of the large symmories would be allocated by lot five goups of 60T, and in its turn
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each symmory would allocate one 60T group to each of its 5 small symmories, this was 
to ensure that there would be no grudge should a specific group prove unreliable in its 
financial support.
eiq eK0CCTTT|v: this is the reading of S. A reads ekokttti. Both readings are 
acceptable.
Section 20
oTcco^-.xpi'npapxobvTa: in this section D. gives an example of how the needs of 
100, 200 or 300 ships would be covered in ships and finance. If there was a need for 
100 ships then there would be 12 trierarchs - an entire small symmory - available for 
each ship (one would take over) and the 60T group of contributors would help with the 
expenses. If there was a need for 200 ships then there would be 6 trierarchs available 
for each of the two ships (two would take over) and each ship would be covered by 
30T. If there was a need for 300 ships then there would be 4 trierarchs (three would 
take over) available for each and 20T "worth" contributors would cover the expenses. 
This distinction between the Tpvnpapxobvxa otbpaTa and the financial support 
(aovxeXeia) supports the argument, in my opinion, that the trierarchs, or those liable to 
be trierarchs in D.'s reform, i.e. his 1200, were independent of the financial supporters 
who would contribute for the ships. Since this connection of the trierarchy with the 
eisphora payers (at least this is what seems to be implied by the 6,000T) is presented by 
D. as something new, perhaps it never existed, which is a further argument favouring 
my opinion that the trierarchic symmories were different from the eisphora ones.
Tpi'npapxouvxa: Dobree Adversaria 384 deleted the two occurences of the word in 
this section. The participle does not mean that if there was for example a need for 200 
ships each of the 100 symmories would have to offer six trierarchs when it is obvious 
that they should offer two. Certainly the participle can be misunderstood but what D. 
means here there would be six available trierarchs. Dobree has deleted them not 
because of the misunderstanding they could cause (he should delete Tpifjpapxoi 8’ coai 
ScbSeKa as well) but because they could have originally been added as explanations and 
then inserted into the text; I do not think their deletion is necessary.
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Section 21
g o  avSpeq ’AGrivatoi: it has been placed after xporcov by FY. In my opinion S' 
reading is better since it places the new subject of his reforms right at the beginning, 
which seems better for commencing a new topic.
tcc 6cp£iA-6p£v\..Tcov oK£oa>v...Tip.f|CT<xvTaq: the ships' equipment in the Athenian 
navy was provided by the state. Each trierarch could either borrow it from the curators 
of the yards with the obligation to return them in the same condition to the harbour for 
the next trierarch to use or he could buy his own skeue and keep them for the next time 
they would be appointed as trierarchs. Many trierarchs were in arrears regarding the 
return of the equipment as D. XLVII makes clear; for D. to want to include settlement 
of these arrears in his reforms suggests that it was a perennial problem that had to be 
dealt with. He proposes to deal with it in his similar manner; after evaluating the debts 
from the register they would be divided and allotted to each of the large symmories, 
which in their turn will divide them equally among their small symmories. Each large 
and small symmory would be responsible for the recovery of the debts. Allotment 
ensured that bad debtors would not be deliberately avoided or assigned to any 
symmory. I am not sure if actually these debts would still be in kind or whether they 
would be translated into money.
ek -101) StaypdppotToq the Siaypappa was the register of the debts of naval 
equipment in the hands of the curators of the yards, an inventory of owed skeue, cf. 
XLVII.36, 43. It is a common word for a register and it was also used to indicate, 
according to Harpokration A3 5, the sum that each member of the eisphora symmories 
had to pay; a member of the symmory called Siaypacpefx; was the one who would have 
the register of the amounts owed.
XpfitfTGDv: genitive plural of xpTjcruric;. Mss.' FAYO xp'n^&v is a confusion from 
XpTjoxoq (from the verb xpdopai). The meaning of the word here is debtor, cf D. 
XXX. 12 and XXXII. 12.
to icrov: omitted by Y1. It is necessary to complete the meaning that each large 
symmory will distribute part of the debt allotted to it equally to the smaller ones.
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Section 22
oK&q>T|: he refers to the actual hulls as opposed to the equipment, skeue.
wXfipcoaiv 5 ’, f\ K al accept^ e a x a i:  the orator now turns to the matter of the 
boarding of the ships. He hopes that his proposals can add speed and precision to that 
process. There seems to be some confusion in the mss.; 7tXfipcoaiv is reported as 
TtXfipcoou; in S(added)FAY. r\ is not reported by the other mss except for S (S has 
o0£v added) and a correction in Y. A reads aacpfiq o0ev. The presence of o0ev 
indicates that an alternative reading could have been (before the confusion in the mss ): 
7tA.f|pa>mv 8\ o0£v Kai aowpqc; ca ra i x a i  paSia ... Both such readings could be 
acceptable but the one Butcher has adopted is closer to S, whose reading makes good 
sense without any change.
< p T i p i . . . < p 'D > , d q :  D. wants the generals to find 10 locations in the yards, each point will 
have a capacity of thirty ships, containing thirty v e o j c t o ik o i , one for each trireme. To 
each point will be allocated, two symmories, thirty ships and one tribe. The tribe will 
provide the conscripts for the manning of the ship.
S ia v c T p a i Tonoix;: "to distribute locations, to find places".
x a x c c  T p i a K o v x a :  D. wants the v s c o c o i k o i  of each point to be one next to the 
other.
Section 23
t o v  8e T a ^ l a p x o v . - . x p i T T i x ; :  the taxiarch w i l l  divide in three the number of ships 
available to each point (three sets of ten triremes) and then distribute by lot each trittys 
of his tribe to them. This way there will be one specific place for the tribe to assemble 
in case of an emergency; this system will be very precise as each specific trittys of the 
tribe will know exactly where to report at the docks.
Ta^rapxov: FY read tpifipapxov which is obviously wrong as a trierarch had 
nothing to do with the military administration of the tribe.
e k o c c t t o v : FAY add after e k c c o t o v : kcc0 ’ ^ k c x g t o v  vecbpiov iv a  g j c i v  a o jij io p ia i  
5 6 o , Tpifipeiq TpiaKovTot. This phrase is omitted by SA and it certainly is incompatible 
with the meaning of the text at this point. It probably was a scholion in the margin 
incorporated in the text.
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TpmOq: each (poXfi was divided in three parts TptTTbeq.
ev EKaCTTTi pepoc; fj: pepoc; (subject of fj) here means place, location, point, 
belonging to each tribe in contrast with the whole place available for the ships.
Tioiai: this is the reading of FY; SFA read xcoaai, which is wrong as the orator 
argues that with his new system they will be able to track down and cure any problems 
or deficiencies starting from the tribe and ending to an individual ship. It is more 
appropriate then that he refers to the condition and not the number of the ships.
[iccri...£X!l]: this phrase has been correctly suspected by Dobree Adversaria 384. It 
seems as an explanatory note on the wrong reading 7rocai which was later integrated in 
the text.
eiq 65ov Ktxxacrcfv "if these [the proposals] set off and run smoothly", cf. XXV. 10 
65co |3<x5i^ £i.
7taptxA.£i7topev: the editions do not agree on the readings of the mss. Fuhr claims 
thar Y reads 7iapaX£i7topev whereas Butcher that BO do so. They both agree that S 
reads TiapeXeiTtopev which is wrong since we need the present. It is not clear if D. 
refers to himself in the plural, i.e. if he has left out anything, or if he refers to the 
Athenians, i.e. if they leave out anything now, adroitly pre-empting their decision.
ictcdc;: SA read thus. FY read aKpi{365<; Ttcoq. I'aox; means "equally, in like manner" 
and aKpi(5ci)<; Ttox; "in any way precise". Both are possible.
am6..ia\)T(o: Weil has changed the order to au0’ ea-OTtp t o  Ttpaypa. This change 
is not absolutely necessary although auxoc; can is usually combined with amoc, for 
greater emphasis, cf. Aesch. Sept. 406 cu)t6<; kcx0’ am ou, Ag. tou; ai>TO<; abtou  
Ttrjpaaiv (3ap\)V£Tai.
Kal 7taacov...pEpo\)<;: Blass has deleted this phrase, which he thought was a 
scholion on obvta^iq incorporated in the text. I think the phrase is necessary as D. is 
closing his remarks and he would like to create some emphasis by saying that his 
proposals will work in every respect.
Section 24
napaSo^ov pev o t5a X6yov ov p&AAco X£yeiv, opax; 8’ eipf|0 £Tai: this is the 
reading of S. A reads ^eyco peXAxov ^eyeiv, and YO peMxov X6yov Xiyeiv. Blass
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decided to emend the sentence to nap&5o^ov pev oT8a  Xeycov, opcoq S’ eipfjaeTat. 
Blass's emendation seems quite abrupt at first look because he does away with the 
p£Mxo and Xoyoc,, words that appear in some form or another in the mss. There is 
some justification for this. Whenever D. wants to express something paradoxical he 
uses the adjective rcapaSo^ov in its neuter form without a noun, cf. III. 10: pf| xoivov, 
G) ocv8pe<; ’A0r|vaToi, 0aopdar|T£, av rcapaSo^ov £i7ico t i  T019 710^X019. vopo0£Taq 
Ka0iaaT£, IX. 5: Kai 7tapa5o^ov pev lacoq eaxiv o pe>Aco Xeyziv, d^r|0£9 be ... 
notice that in this case TtapdSo^ov is explained by a relative clause containing [leXXch, 
p. LVI. 3:... o xtoiv TtapaSo^ov iacoq ecrcai 7tpo<; t o  T009  Xoyoxx; e M cttooc;  eivai, 
aio)7tcovTa<; ockoO e i v . Blass must have also considered the peAAco clause as 
unnecessary since the verb eipfiaeTai conveys the idea of futurity anyway, deleting it as 
just an explanatory insertion by the scribes. Yet the presence of a relative clause in IX. 
5 suggests that D. could have written something like that. The reading S gives is 
satisfactory. A's does not make any sense since the verb AeycD does not offer any 
meaning, whereas YO's is in my opinion the best since it avoids the relative clause with 
a participle (verbs like 0180c normally take participles).
7iiOT£\)co yap, eav Tiq op0a>q aKOTnp.xpaveioOai: D. after promising to say 
something 7tapa8o£,ov tries to justify his decision. The 7tapd8o£,ov is not always 
against the opinion of the Athenian people. It is just a way of attracting the audience's 
attention In IX. 5 he is going to explain why the affairs of Athens are in such a bad 
state. The TtapdSo^ov is the phrase t o  xeipiCTov ev T019 7tap£?ir|Xu06ai, t o o t o  
rcpoq toc pe^Aovxa (3£X t i c t o v  \)7idp%eiv. This does sound like a riddle ( t i  o o v  eaxi 
tooto;) but D. will go on and explain it later on. He also usually comments on the 
TrapdSo^ov as if it is something beneficial. In our case he stresses that the reason for 
speaking out (the 7iapd8o^ov) is the necessity for clear reasoning, if one is to reach the 
truth and even foresee the future. In IX. 5 he just says that TiapaSo^ov is aXr|0eq. In 
XVin. 199 he is trying to pre-empt the audience's reaction about his 7tapd8o^ov by 
saying: Kai poo Ttpoq Aioq Kai 0ecov priSeiq ttjv  \)7t£ppoM|v 0aopdap, aXXa pex 
ebvoiat; 0 A^ yco 0£(opr|cydTco and in III. 10: pf| Toivov...0aopdcrr|T£. It is important 
for him to inform his audience about the worth of his different or strange opinion,
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making either an appeal to them or the Gods or just saying that his opinion is right since 
he thinks right.
Eycb tpripi xpftV(xi pTi Xeyeiv vovi rcepl xPTllAccTa)v: this is the paradox. The 
audience would have wondered by now if he was going to point out any means to carry 
on the war that is imminent for them but D. says there should be no talk about funding 
at that point. Money was the most important thing for a campaign and the refusal of D 
to talk about it must have caused a sensation among the audience.
0 6 S’ ei9  to 0 ’ UTtdpxeiv fiyTjoope©’: SA give 8 ’ £1.9 tote, the other mss. 8 e tote  
(Butcher). Weil and Fuhr note instead that this dissent among the mss. occurs a little 
later in the phrase brcap^cov 8 ’ £1.9 tote; Notice the contrast between ti8 rj with the 
present and £1.9 tote with the future.
f ip tv :  S reads bptv but in view of the person of £r|T(0 | i £ v  and d 7roaxT |(7op .£v , fpTv 
is a better choice.
a i v i y p a T i  y a p  o p o i o v  too to  ye ... Eycb cppdaco: the word a i v i y p a  is exciting 
the audience further, especially after they heard the 7T ap d 8o2;ov  that it is not time to talk 
about money. The cycb cppaoco complements the a i v i y p a  and is characteristic of D. In 
IX. 5 after the 7tap a 8 o£,ov he continues t i obv ectti tooto; It is like responding to an 
imaginary question of the audience.
The use of a iv iypa in the only other instance of the word in the Corpus is masterly 
(XIX. 328). There he accummulates (section 325ff.) a series of expectations that 
Athens had but turned completely opposite from their wishes e.g. o c v t i  t o o  T& 9 ©f)(3aq 
Ta7i£iva9 y£V£C70ai Kai 7i£piaip£0rjvai Tqv bppiv Kai t o  cppovripa, Ta t c o v  
croppdxcov tcov bp£T£pcov t£ ix t| KaT£OKa7iT£TO. At the end of this series o f avTi 
too , then such and such happened he adds: . . .K a i yEyovcv Ta TcpdypaTa 7tav0 ’ 
wo7i£p a iv iypa  xf\ noXei. One would expect the a iv iy p a  to be in the beginning and 
the series of false expectations to explain it afterwards but its use in the end serves as a 
conclusion reviewing the whole string of disappointents: ...o p£v ooSev £\|T£oaTai Kai 
7tav0’ oa ’ £Poo^fi0rj 8ia7t£7cpaKTai, bp£i9  8 5 a7i£p £O^aio0’ av  eXnicavTEq, 
TavavTia tootcov EopaKaTE yiyvopEva, Kai SokeTte psv EiprjVTiv ayEiv, 
7l£7l6v0aT£ 8e  8 £lVOT£p’ r\ 7loX£pOOVT£9.
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Section 25
6pGTe...7idcyav Taittryv: this phrase has been either misquoted or quoted from 
another speech in Aristeid. Rhet. IX p.388 where he talks about gestures and emphasis: 
KocTa 5 e  cxfipa cpcpaciq ylyvcTat, otav Tiq 8 e i k t i k o i <; xpfjiai, o i o v . . . K a i  r c a X i v  
e v  cri)i|3oi)^£i)TiKoi<; "opaTE Tai)TT|v ttiv  tioXi v , e v  Tabxp TriXiKam'n t o  jiEysGoq 
obap" Walz thought that this was taken from the Symmories speech but this is not 
possible without paraphrasing. It has to be noticed though that the next quotation 
Aristeides gives in the same section (D. XXXVI. 50) is fairly close to the text of the 
mss.; cf. also: Aeschin. III. 17: e v  yap Tamp Tfj tioXe i , oo tco<; a p % a i a  < t ’>  obori 
Kai TT|XiKa\)TT| t o  pEyEOoq. At this point D. must have shown the entire city with his 
hands.
rcpoq arcdaaq T a q  aXXaq t io X e k ; :  Ttpoq and accusative here implies superiority. 
Athens is superior to all other Greek cities in respect of her finances, it is true that 
Athens was one of the most prosperous cities, mainly because of the commerce she 
attracted even in her decline in the 4th century. D. is not completely wrong when he 
says that. What he wants to stress is that the problem does not lie in the existence of 
money as such but in the way it should be used. For a similar use of Ttpoq and 
accusative, cf. Hdt. VIII. 44.1.
o i  XEyovTcq: after oi A adds e v T a o G i ,  SBO do not add anything and all the rest of 
the mss. add e v T a o G o i .  ’EvTaoGot implies motion to a place (cf. Aristoph. Rati. 273, 
Lys. 4, 568, 570) whereas E V T a o G i (a stronger form of e v T a u G a )  is more static. D. in 
this part of his speech is very lively (see below) and a word meaning "in or towards this 
stand" would certainly be appropriate, certainly accompanied by a movement o f body 
and hands. Using evTauGot the orator could be showing with his hand the way that a 
speaker would have to go through until he arrived on the speakers' stand. ’EvTaoGt 
would on the other hand mean here, in this same place. In my opinion EVTauGot 
should be added after oi as it would make this part o f the speech more lively.
cbq t^ei.-gx; 7tap£CFTiv...(bq 0 6 8 ’ 0 1 0 v te: notice the alternation between the future 
ti^ei and present 7iapEOTiv. D. wants to dismiss the other orators as being unreliable; 
some say that he (the King) wifi come, others that he is already there, and others that
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there is no escape from the present situation (i.e. war against the King). The three 
successive ox; clauses convey skilfully the idea that the other orators go on and on 
about the same matter in a crescendo fashion, adding no positive aspect to the whole 
debate.
KtxLA'aoi t o  7tXfj0oq TouToiq xPTlCTlACP^0 e^v: Reiske emended to to
provide a noun for 1001. The K a i  in the beginning of the sentence though should 
connect the preceding (popotev with another verb - xpTWCpSdiev. The translation 
goes "and . . . an equal number of people utter oracles". The irony of xprjcpcpSoi is very 
obvious and is yet another word designed to discredit those who create false 
impressions about the emergency of the situation. For another example of people 
uttering prophecies cf. Thuk. II. 8. 2 at the time before the Peloponnesian war broke 
out: K a i  TtoXXa pev Xoyia eXeyeTO, 7toXXa 5e XP^PO^Y01 fiSov ev t e  xotq 
peXXoxxn TcoXEpfjoeiv K a i  ev xaiq aXXaiq t t o X e o i v .
oi)5’ av So^eiav [oi)5’ av  opoXoyfiaaiev]: Butcher has preferred to follow 
Cobet's emendation in NL 226. The mss have aXX’ oi)8’ av 5ei^aiev o\)8’ av 
opoXoyfioaiev. Cobet thinks that So^eiav has been confused with Sei^aiev and he 
prefers the former because in his opinion the latter means nothing. My opinion is that 
the reading of the mss. should be respected because in such a context the words 
5 e i k v \ ) co and opoXoyw have a semi- meaning. D. asserts that the rich class think any 
war at that point is unnecessary and a waste of money. Being sure that Athens is not 
threatened by the King they will decide not to pay their eisphora. Of course if an 
eisphora was levied the rich people would have no other legal alternative but to pay it. 
The possibility that the rich people would not pay their eisphora is scare-mongering by 
D. but the effect on the people must have been rather shocking, the ulterior motive 
behind it being that they would realise the illogicality of a decision to renew war. A 
further consequence, in D.'s opinion, would be for the propertied class to hide 
completely their properties from the people. This could be done by e.g. liquidating 
one’s property in cash. Property which was (pavepa could be taxed, whereas acpavfiq 
was far more difficult to subject to taxation. The whole argument is again sophistic. 
Although people could hide cash deriving e.g. from a maritime venture, a decision for
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war against Persia at that point would be unlikely to make a real estate holder, whose 
income depended on this estate, to sell it and keep the cash in a safe place. It would be 
rather absurd for everybody to do so. Indeed there were people in Athens that belittled 
their property in order to pay as little eisphora as possible. In Isaeus VII. 39 Pronapes 
is accused for under-rating his timema (a7t£ypa\|/axo xipripa piKpov) while 
Apollodoros had cpavepd m  ovxa K axaaxfiaaq bpiv in order to pay in full his public 
duties. Yet D. is playing here with the feelings of his audience by trying to suggest that 
social cohesion would be threatened by such an irresponsible decision as to declare war.
At any rate SeiKvupi and opoXoyco seem to be connected with those who decided 
(or not) to make their property visible, declare it to the public and therefore make it 
subject to taxation and liturgies or the opposite. In D. XLII. 23 we read: "ab xoivov 
5et^ov %a^Kouv eva povov ciq ti)v 7to?av avr|A,coKcb<;, o Ta<; 8bo A,r|xo\)pyo\)aa<; 
obcriaq TtapeiXriqjwq. aAX oi) SeI^ek;- a7tOKp\)7CT£a0ai yap Kai 5ia8\)£c0ai Kai 
Tcavxa Tioieiv e£, cov pi) ?tr|TO\)pyfia£i<; xooxoiai p£pa0r|Ka<;. aXX Eycb 8ei£;co ttoW  
dvr)X,coKcb<;, o xijv piKpav oucriav TtapaXafkbv rcapa too 7iaxp6<;". Note how 
Sei^ek; is placed next to a7roKp\)7rx£c0ai; cf. also XLII. 5: "... eSei^a Kai 
SiEpapTopapriv". In another passage also the verb opoXoyco is used to denote 
acceptance of ownership: Lys. XIX. 50 "auxoi yap £vay%o<; t ik o o e t e  e v  xp 
£KK^r|aia, cb<; Atoxipoq exoi xa^avxa xExxapaKovxa 7i?i£ico rj oaa auxoq 
tbpoXoyei Tcapa xcov vaoKLqpcov Kai Eprcopcov". cOpoXoyc5 is used in the sense of 
araxpaivco, revealing one's property. It would be a mistake to argue that these two 
verbs have a technical meaning and are used systematically in the context of visible and 
invisible property. It just happens that their meaning can convey revealing and 
admitting one's ownership (on visible and invisible property see V. Gabrielsen C&M 
37(1986)99-114). So^eiav is possible but Sei^aiev seems to be a better choice. 
Cobet's argument that opoXoyfiaeiav av is superfluous is not quite successful if D. 
wanted to emphasise that there was no way that the rich would let their property 
become obvious to the people.
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Section 26
o\)%i Kav Soup S reads obxi-Kav, A o u k  av and FY o\)% iKavov. The reading of 
F and Y makes sense (iicavov meaning sufficient money, defining perhaps an 
understood apybpiov) and it seems to be a lectio facilior than the obxi-Kav of S. 
These two words are very easily corrupted palaeographically and it might be impossible 
to ascertain which was the original reading. The key is that with the reading of FY the 
plain optative would not be justified. Notice the emphasis that D. uses in order to make 
his point stronger, o\>xi a stronger form of ou and the two Kai: Kav Soir\ Kai 
7ipcoto<;.... Reiske's oux s k w v  av is ingenious but unnecessary.
eiaeveyKai: F and Y eicreveyKoi. It is not clear which in D., the -oi or the -ai 
form, is more common, cf. D. XXI. 28.
n o p ia a n ’ av: the active potential optative is more appropriate than FA and Y's 
rcopiaaioG’ since it indicates the vigorous efforts of the Athenian demos which will 
finally end in nothing, the sentence goes on with active rcopi^eiv.
ei 7ipoeA,oio0’: S reads ti and B (according to Butcher or FI according to Fuhr) rj. 
El makes very good sense (this is the reading of the other mss) because with fj this 
clause would repeat the previous one, a further reason is that with ei it becomes ironic 
since D. tells the Athenians that it is up to them to decide, only to conclude that if they 
decide to do so there will be no result whatsoever.
TtXeicov eoxi yeXcoq too prjbevoq: should they go ahead with their decision the 
sum they would gather would be a laughing stock, Vince translates: "..., for the whole 
sum that you could raise, if you insisted on raising it, would be more ridiculous than 
nothing at all". What D. means is that it would be better for them not to gather any 
money at all than gather so little that it would hardly be enough for any act of war at all. 
The irony is here at its highest point and one is to think that the whole of Greece would 
laugh at such a sight of mighty Athens not being able to get enough money; for an 
analysis of D.'s ironic style and the political implications of his approach at this part of 
the spech see chapter 3 of the introduction.
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Section 27
eKaTOCTTriv...e^f|KOVT;oc x & X a v x a . . . ,  7 tev T T iK o a T f|v ...,T 6  8 i7cA ,o u v ;...8 G )8 £ K a T 'n v  
T cev T a K o cn a : de Ste Croix Timema 34 believes that in case of an eisphora it was not 
worthwhile to levy it for less than 60T and this instance is one of his arguments for this 
conclusion, because it is mentioned first in a series of hypotherical levies. Hundredth 
means 1%, fiftieth 2%, and twelfth 8 .3% of the national timema of Athens, the declared 
property of its citizens (exactly what social classes of the Athenian citizenry paid the 
eisphora cannot be specified for certain). A twelfth would have been an unbearable 
burden for the Athenians who would have to surrender in cash one twelfth of their 
declared property, an amount which as far as we know was never levied in Athens. It is 
worth noting that the amount D. has in mind when he calculates the percentages for the 
eisphora is 6,000T (cf 19). It has been suggested (cf. introduction chapter 6 section 
IX) that D. in 19 talks about the eisphora. In my opinion since he discusses the levy of 
eisphora here (7 sections away), it is more possible that in 19 he discusses the 
connection of the eisphora assessment to the new 1200 he proposed.
8 i a K o o i a q  K a i  xi^ a 9 K a p r i A ,o o $ :  any amount of money would be totally 
inadequate in front of the 1200 camels that carry the King's money. The image of so 
many camels carrying gold (a number interestingly similar with the 1200 naval 
contributors - maybe he is playing with the image of so many animals just carrying gold, 
when all major financial activities in Athens were carried out by 1200 people). This 
lively image of so many camels carrying gold adds some "spice" to the whole argument 
and is "apotropaic" to any wish for war.
aXXa Geo (Job^eaGe: T iG r jp i  (see LSJ pobXopai II. 1) can mean to lay down, to 
assume, to suppose as in Plat. Phaed. 79a : "Gdjpev 8bo ei8r|". The meaning here is 
"do you want me to suppose...?".
o u t ’ av  avaaxoiaGe: av has not been included in S which reads o u t  ; after 
correction it reads o u t ’ ei along with A and Y. av is in FA and Y and FY1 read o u t ’ 
av  ei. The av  avaaxoiaGe clause is not a hypothesis as ei KaTaGevie is. The 
potential optative suggests the opinion of the orator that the Athenians would not 
accept at all such heavy taxation. D. once again shows that at the present situation
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levying the eisphora is impossible in view of internal dissent and that even if it was 
levied it would simply not be enough at all.
Section 28
ev kocAA i o v i : this phrase is equivalent to apeivov or could perhaps mean "in a 
better place".
K a i S u v d x ’-.K a i 7 c p d x x e iv  K a X a  K a i c o p c p e p o v T a : these are standard 
deliberative topoi, cf X. 54, XVI. 10, 25.
Kai 7tpdTT£iv...Kai aitayyeX0f|vai: these infinitives supplement the adjectives 
KoXa Kai copcpepovTa Kai eTtixqSeia, with the phrase xabx’ eoxi understood.
7tepi bpa>v: S has rcap’ bpa>v which implies that the source of information for the 
King would be provided by Athens itself and should be preferred in my opinion. 
Although the King would learn about Athenian preparations from his agents in Athens 
the infinitive a7iayyeA0fjvai suggests that Athens would not try and hide the fact that 
there are prepararations being made against him; I prefer the reading of S, cf. also 38. 
Section 29
ot5e pev ye: this use of pev ye in the beginning of the sentence is near to pev yobv 
or pev yap and introduces an explanation; cf. D. XVIII. 180: "aob rrXeovoq d^ioq cbv 
eq>avr|v zf\ rcaTpiSi. ob pev y’ obSapob xpf|aipo<; f}c0a", cf. 30 o pev ye xpuciov, 
<»<; cpaaiv, ayei 7toA,<), and 40 ck  pev ye tcov Tipoc; Tobq...
SiaKoaiai^ xpifipecnv, ©v eKaxov 7iapeax6pe0’ -npetq: it is only S and the 
scholiast Dilts 175.18-19 that set the number of Greek triremes at 200. The scholiast 
says: "...Sioti qpeu; pev vbv KeKxfipeOa TpiaKoaiaq Tpitipeu; povoi, to  5e rcaXaiov 
5iaKoaia<; navxec, oi "EX^riveq". Hdt. VUI. 44 and 48 says that the Greek navy at 
Salamis had 366 ships of which 180 were Athenian ones. D. himself in XVIII. 238 
says: Trponov pev ayvoeiq o t i  Kai Tipoxepov tcov bttep t w v  'E^Xf|vcov eKeivwv
ay©vioapev©v Tpifjpcov, TpiaKooimv obooov t © v  7iao©v Tag SiaKOoiaq fj 
7tapeoxeTo". D.'s latter statement is the conventional number of the Greek ships that 
took part in Salamis (300) of which the Athenians provided 200; cf. Aesch. Per s. 338, 
Com. Nepos Them. 3. Why D. here gives such a small number of the Greek fleet in
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XIV we do not know and it can certainly be a scribe's mistake since the number could 
be HHH and then HH and the scribe could have copied HH and H.
If the numbers are correct D. just wants to give the impression that the 300 strong 
fleet of Athens is at the moment larger than the unified Greek fleet of 200 ships (a false 
and artificial number) which defeated 1000 Persian ships. That Athens around the 
delivery of XIV had approximately 300 ships is verified by I.G. II21613.284-292. That 
F (before correction) AY have xpiaKooiaq instead of SiaKoaiaq still does not prove 
that there is a mistake in S only because the allegedly 100 Athenian ones are still not 
near the conventional number; it could be that D. wanted to minimise the number of the 
ships Athens offered in the Persian wars with which an incredible number of Persian 
ships was defeated, in order to demonstrate their superiority at the moment of the 
speech.
XiXiaq anoXEaavxa<; vauq: this is a round figure. Aeschylus Pers. 339 as well as 
Hdt. VII. 89 and 184 mention 1,207 ships, a7tokeoavTa<; must mean "utterly lost" not 
"destroyed".
T p i f l p e u ; :  it does not appear in A. G.H. Schaefer, Dindorf and Blass prefer to delete
it.
a>aT£...pT|8’ ei itdvu paivoiTo...vopiaai: Butcher has suggested that av should 
be added after prjS’ in order to make the infinitive potential but in my opinion the 
meaning is just as good without av: "so that he will absolutely not think - not even if he 
were completely insane - that...".
paSiov t i : A omits t i  and adds eivai. Indeed this infinitive should be understood 
in connection with pa8iov anyway, and t i  makes the point stronger, "so as not to 
think...at all an easy task to face an enemy like Athens...".
aXXa pf|v...ye: D. had concluded in the previous sentence that the King should 
think twice about attacking Athens. Now with the strong adversative use of aXXa 
pfiv...ye he suggests another reason why the King might attack Athens. According to 
Denniston Particles 119 ye in this case serves to define more sharply the new idea 
introduced.
a<poppfiv: it means "starting-point".
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Section 30
TtoXb: it is omitted by F A and Y but the point here is exactly that the King has a lot 
of money.
av SiaSco £r|Tf|<y£i: 8ia8i8copt means to distribute (cf. D. XLIX. 14, 48), "he will 
seek it in vain if he distributes it" i.e. that if the King starts a war the already existing 
resources he has will not be enough and he will have to look further for more. The verb 
£t|tco meaning "seek in vain" is rare in Attic, LSJ has Hdt. I. 94 as the only other 
example in prose. As D. argues later on even the greaterst reserve can be depleted if 
over-exploited.
Taq Kpf|vaq xa i Ta tppeaT’ £ 7 i iX £ i7 te iv  7ie<p\)K£v: 7 t£ (p \)K ev  is impersonal here so 
T a q  K p f jv a q  K a i  T a  (p p e a Y  are correctly in the accusative. A has a i  K p f jv a i  ostensibly 
considering T a  cp p eaT ’ to be in the nominative too, probably taking them both as the 
Subject O f 7t£(p\)K£V.
S A and O read ETnAeiTteiv according to Butcher (according to Fuhr SA and Y do 
so) whereas all the rest of the mss. read em.^i7teiv. In my opinion the present expresses 
better the point D. makes that it is common for springs and wells to dry up if overused.
aGpoa rcoMd: cf. Od. i.43 aGpoa navx arceTiaEv. aGpoo<; means in crowds, 
heaps or masses and it can convey as in the example from the Odyssey the sense of at 
once "he paid for all at once". A similar use exists in D. XXI. 131 Kai tio?lA,o\)<; 
aGpootx; bjicov ap ’ eXa. A reads aGpoa noXXd whereas the others add Kai before 
noXXd. The meaning is much better without Kai because D. is using the very common 
image of a well or a spring becoming dry after a massive and sudden withdrawal of 
water.
Tiprjp’ wrapxov acpoppqv [E^aiaoxiAaa TaXavTa]: Harpokration 015 says: " o t i  
£^aKiCTxiA,ia fjv T a ^ a v T a  t o  x ip q p a  TTjq ’ATTiKfjg. A ripooG evrjq  e v  tco riEpi tcov  
Eoppopicov [XIV. 30] out©9 'ripiv Se.-.brcdpxeiv acpoppfjv OKTaKiaxi^ia TocXavTa 
ocK obaE T ai’ fjToi ypacpiKOv a p a p T T ip a  e o t i v  f\ iacoc; o  pf]Tcop oruvapT ia^E i, i v a  
S o k t ] ttXe i ©  tt jv  acpoppfiv exeiv f] 710^19 etc; t o v  rcpoc; paoi^Ea TtoXepov". Cobet 
MC  73-4 is as always judgemental but at least accepts that Harpokration did use the 
Attic manuscripts. I quote him: "Videmus igitur iam vivo Harpocratione, qui codicibus
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Atticianis usus est et insulsissima additamenta in textum irrepsisse et scribarum errores 
(ypacpixd dpapTfjpaTa) perineptos in libris inolevisse. Quam esset in talibus 
Harpocration infelix coniector supra vidimus". G.H. Schaefer is suspicious and sees the 
e^ttKicxiAia xaXavxa as a gloss, a scholar's note that crept into the text. Ms. F 
according to Fuhr has kept OKTOiKicxiAioc, the same mistake that Harpokration noted 
in his manuscript(s). It is interesting that Harpokration who should have had better 
access to mss. than we (and definitely to older ones) did not find anywhere the correct 
reading. The wrong phrase must have either crept quite early in the tradition of the 
Demosthenic text, or, since Harpokration could not find a ms. with a correct reading 
(that 800 talents was a wrong reading can be easily ascertained from 19 and 27), it is 
possible that the phrase was there but that at some point somebody made a mistake and 
the subsequent copies (the ones that Harpokration saw anyway) contained the mistake. 
I prefer the latter solution and the phrase should be kept in the text since Harpokration 
must have checked this phrase quite thoroughly with the existing tradition of his time.
Dobree Adversaria 385 suspects the word Tipripa itself and suggests qptv 8e xqv 
X<bpav i)7rdpxerv acpoppf|v aKoboeTai. He is not right, I think, because the word 
Tipripa makes the use of the number 6,000T more likely; such a large number was 
bound to impress the King. The word Tip.ripa is absolutely necessary because the 
comparison lies between the enormity of the wealth of the King and the great power of 
Attica's land which can sustain a war and bring it to a victorious end. D. tries to argue 
that with the right preparation and timing the King is certain to lose the game.
After the core of his argument in 28: toc 5e xPftft0^ 00 v^v 
KEKTtmevouq exeiv there is an anti-climax intended to show that the King's power is 
not that great if Athens prepares and leaves out war for the moment. First of all Athens 
has too many ships for him to consider a war perfunctorily. Secondly, if the King 
decides to tip the balance in his favour using his treasures, D. warns that when 
something is spent lavishly it wanes very quickly, in the way the wells do. Then he goes 
on to say that the financial power of Athens is more than sufficient to win the war. It is 
quite appropriate for D. to end this anti-climax with the mention of the timema and the 
large sum of 6,000T, a sufficient reason to keep both in the text.
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(b^-.dpovdpeGa: Cobet MC  74 thinks that the future apovobpeGa given by 
virtually all the mss. is very strange. He prefers the present because: "Persae qui ad 
Marathonem depugnaverunt scire non poterant quam fortiter Athenienses posthac 
dimicaturi essent: praesentem virutem senserant". The present would in this case 
express something customary, a general truth: "for the sake of which [he will hear] how 
we defeat the armies sent by them (the ancestors of his, present at Marathon, would 
know too well)". The King will either understand how the Athenians defend their 
country from the experience of the past. The argument that his ancestors at Marathon 
would know too well is highly sarcastic towards Persia since a large number of Dareios' 
army at Marathon was still lying there at D.'s time, suggesting that the terror of that war 
was still alive in the memory of the Persians.
MapaGcovi: this is the reading of A and Y(margin). S, F and Y1 have ev 
MapaGcovi which is a pleonasm since the dative can denote the place on its own. The 
choice of Marathon is typical here for the relevancy of that specific battle to Athens 
itself.
[Kai Eataxpivi]: this addition is in S and F(added) after MapaGcovi. Marathon was 
a solely Athenian victory and, I think, more appropriate that only it should be 
mentioned, Kai Eataxpivi added by a scribe who thought that both battles should be 
mentioned; cf. Vi I. Aesch. 20 (Sidgwick):
a^Kf)v 8’ ei)8oKip.ov M apaGdmov dXcog av  eircoi
K a i  PaGi)xaixf)ei<; Mfj8o<; em cndpevoq
Notice that D. does not get drawn in a great eulogy of the past, which he 
acknowledges as a lesson for the Persians; this way he remains faithful to his opinion 
stated in the proemium, that by just glorifying the past, no justice is done to the 
ancestors.
ecog 8’ av Kpaxcopev: D. is certain for the victory, whenever it may come; notice 
the indefinite construction.
Section 31
pq ^evikov noXi) auaTf|aT|Tai: one of the assets of the King's wealth was that he 
could recruit large numbers of mercenaries he could use against insurgent satraps or
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enemies of Persia. The great majority of these mercenaries was Greek. D. is arguing 
against the fear that the King, using his financial power, could muster a formidable 
force against Athens. For the availability of mercenary soldiers around that time in 
Greece and their use by the Phocians in their occupation of Delphi, see H.W. Parke's 
Soldiers chapter 13.
e i c l  pev AiyoflTov K a i  ’Opovxav K a i  xivaq t c o v  aAAeov pappapcov: the 
mention of Orontes here has been taken to denote that the satrap was in revolt from the 
King around 354, the time of the delivery of XIV. This Orontes must be the same one 
as the famous ring-leader of the Satraps' Great Revolt which began according to 
Diodoros in 362/1 (Diod. XV.90.1-92.1 - for information on his activities before the 
Great Revolt, *?<? Xen. Anab. II. 4.8, III 4 13, 5.17, IV.4.3.ff, Diod. XIV. 27, cf. 
Reinach REG 3(1890)362ff, Beloch GG2 vol. Ill 138ff, W. Judeich Kleinasiatische 
Studien (Marburg 1893)221ff ). The orthodox view (Beloch and Judeich) was that the 
mention of Orontes in 31 pointed to a second revolt from the King, after the end of the 
Great Revolt. The reason for this second revolt could be the demand by Artaxerxes 
Ochos for the disbandment of the satraps' mercenary troops (schol. ad D. IV. 19). This 
revolt would be contemporaneous with Artabazos' revolt, in which the Athenians had 
been involved with the service of Chares and his mercenaries under Artabazos and his 
subsequent victory before his withdrawal after the threats of the King (Diod. XVI. 22.1 - 
2, Beloch GG2 vol. Ill 242-3, A.B. Bosworth A Historical commentary on Arrian's 
history o f Alexander (Oxford 1980)113, S. Hornblower Mausolus (Oxford 1982)168-9, 
213-4). This view has been recently contested by M.J. Osborne in "Athens and 
Orontes" BSA 66(1971)297-321 and "Orontes" Historia 22(1973)515-551. Osborne 
doubted whether the mention of the name of Orontes could point to a date near 354/3. 
In "Orontes" he pointed out that we cannot deduce from XIV. 31 whether D. actually 
meant that the satrap was in revolt or he was just using him as an example of insurgent 
behaviour. An important point he makes is that D. IV. 24 does mention Artabazos but 
not Orontes. In IV.24 D. uses the behaviour of Chares' mercenaries, who had 
demanded that they should serve with Artabazos in order to receive some pay, to show 
how helpless and hopeless the Athenian generals were in view of the demos'
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indifference as to the finances concerned. This argument, however correct, contains a 
weakness. The mention of Artabazos only in IV. 24 makes him the head of the revolt at 
the time of Chares' intervention. But if he was indeed the head of the revolt how is it 
then that he was not mentioned in 31 as well? Osborne tries to answer this by arguing 
that Artabazos' revolt was not relevant to what D. wanted to say, as any mention of 
Artabazos in 31 would be incompatible with the general spirit of the whole oration 
since it would illustrate victorious Greeks (Chares' mercenaries) in the service of 
insurgent satraps. This would not quite work in discouraging the Athenians from 
getting involved in a war against Persia. If on the other hand Orontes was used as only 
an example of a Persian satrap in revolt, against whom the King employed Greek 
mercenaries it would fit in with D.'s effort to discredit fears that the King was 
employing Greek mercenaries to use them against Athens. The mention of Egypt in this 
case was used just as an example of a province most often in revolt and thus the one the 
King most often used mercenaries against. Yet this argument is not completely water­
tight. If Orontes was a satrap in 354/3 then it would have to be made clear to the 
Athenians that he was not at that time in revolt against the King but that D. used his 
name to remind them of the satrap's capacity as ring-leader of the Great Revolt in the 
360s. That is why Osborne prefers him dead and as evidence for this he uses the 
Pergamene Chronicle, W. Dittenberger Orientis Graeci Inscriptions Selectae (Leipzig 
1903-1905)264: ’OpovTT|<; 8e ’Aptaoupou, to  yevoq B&KTpioq, aTtocjTou; and 
’Apxa^ep^oi) tcov Ilepaajv paoiAeax;, eKpdxrioev tcov Ilepyaprivoov Kai 
peTtbiKioev abToix; TtaAiv eni to v  koAcovov ei<; Tqv TiaAatav TtoAiv eixa 
’OpovTriq ttjv  noXiv £7iiTpe\j/ac; ’ApTa^ep^rji aiteGavev. The word 7iaA.iv can be of 
help if one takes it to mean that this was the second time that Orontes had done this to 
Pergamum, the first one being at the time of the Great Revolt. This tiocAiv could refer 
then to the second revolt of Orontes, but it could refer to another case in the history of 
Pergamum when the inhabitants were forced to leave the city. So Osborne has 
correctly stated that because of lack of further hints it is impossible to place this 
incident within Orontes1 career. If he was alive and in revolt when XIV was delivered, 
then the Pergamene Chronicle could refer to his second revolt. Equally easily the
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information in the Pergamene Chronicle could refer to the Great Satraps' Revolt 
against Artaxerxes Mnemon (404-358). Indeed Osborne contended thus, and the 
information that after handing over Pergamum to the King, Orontes died could verify 
Osborne's suggestion that by 354 Orontes was dead. Now the whole argument can be 
reversed if the Pergamene Chronicle is taken to refer to the second revolt of Orontes 
against Artaxerxes Ochos (358-337) this time, in collaboration with Artabazos at some 
point, although there is not any literary evidence that connects them. That Orontes 
surrendered Pergamum to the King need not refer to the Great Revolt although Diod.
XV.90.1 does say: noXXdg tcov noXz&v to i^  utco to o  (3aaiAecD$ 7cep,<p0£iai f]y£p.6oi 
7tap£5coK£v and Pergamum could be one of them; but admittedly he could have done 
the same thing in the second revolt. In my opinion it is more likely that the Pergamene 
Chronicle refers to the Great Revolt, although the information about his death cannot 
be strictly taken to belong to the period just after the end of the Revolt since the writer 
might want to give his readers the end of Orontes after his last encounter with their city 
and this could actually allow for some years after the surrender of the city to the King, 
even as far as 354. So the Pergamene Chronicle does not give us any positive 
information to date Orontes' death.
Let us come back now to assess Osborne's argument that the mention of Orontes, if 
he was in revolt from the King, did not facilitate the argument of D. which was aimed 
to calm down Athenian inhibitions that the King might use Greek troops against them; 
one has to admit that this is debatable. The mention of Orontes' revolt, if it was going 
on at the time of XIV, would show that the King had other urgent matters to attend to 
in his own Kingdom and that mercenaries were welcomed by the King to subdue his 
internal enemies. These mercenaries would be used within the Persian Kingdom only 
and this is definitely one of the things D. wants to demonstrate. In a similar light one 
should explain the absence of Artabazos here in XIV.31. One should not forget that a 
meeting of the ekklesia could be under a strong influence from an important piece of 
news or a rumour that might have recently arrived. If news or rumours had arrived that 
Orontes was in revolt from the King (indeed it should not be absolutely necessary that 
Orontes revolted at the same time as Artabazos) then D. mentioned Orontes only,
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because he was so famous and he meant serious trouble for the King. That Artabazos 
was not mentioned could be due simply to Orontes1 great fame and the resentment that 
the former's mention would bring, since it was after Chares' great victory for Artabazos 
that he had to withdraw from Asia Minor under the threat of war by Artaxerxes. 
Osborne also claims that the mention of Egypt is there just to illustrate that Egypt was 
as troublesome as Orontes was, using it on a national level as an example of persistent 
rebellion and a country that the King was using Greek mercenaries against. But around 
354 Egypt was out of the King's control and we know from D. XV. 11 and Diod.
XVI.40.3, XVI. 44.1: Kara 8e t t j v  ’Acriav o paoiAeax; t c o v  Ilepacov ev p.ev t o i< ;  
£7iccvco xpovoiq aTpccTeuoas en AiyonTov rcoAAou; rcAriGeai aTpocTUDTGiv 
a7i£TDX£... that Artaxerxes had made a previous expedition against Egypt (previous to 
D. XV) which had failed. Exactly when it took place we do not know but Beloch GG2 
vol. Ill 284-287 thinks it took place in 351/0. Parke's Soldiers (165 n.3) chronology is 
closer to 354/3: "Probably it was a rumour of his preparation against Egypt which had 
reached Athens and created a panic in 354. Then his actual invasion may have been at 
any time from 353-351". Even if the expedition took place in 351, in 354/3 Egypt was 
probably in revolt from the King and this was what D. was referring to.
One must agree that in general Osborne's criticism of the second revolt of Orontes is 
to a degree correct because of lack of sources. I furthermore concede that Artabazos 
gets more than one reference in the sources whereas it is not at all clear what Orontes is 
doing, if he was alive in the first place (it has to be stated clearly though once more, 
that, in IV.24 D. wants to criticise the attitude of mercenaries and generals and uses 
Artabazos merely because it was under him that Chares was forced to serve by his 
mercenaries). This total lack of references to him does not justify total certainty that he 
did not revolt or openly contemplate to revolt in the 350s. As far as XIV.31 is 
concerned Osborne has cast a shadow over taking it at face value as meaning that 
Orontes was certainly in revolt in 354.
We need to mention LG. II2 207 which was discussed superbly by Osborne in 
"Athens and Orontes", see above. The inscription has been dated to 349/8 and 
mentions Orontes. Fragment a is now lost and has come down to us through a
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facsimile printed in M. Pittakys' V  Ancienne Athenes (Athens 1835)500fF. This 
fragment provides a date for the rest of the fragments b, c and d because it contains the 
name of the archon. Pittakys' reading dated Fragment a to 341/0 whereas Rangabe's in 
Antiquites Helleniques vol. ii(Athens 1842-1855) nos. 397, 398 and 399) dates it to the 
year of archon Kallimachos in 349/8. It is Rangabe's text that Kirchner uses in II2 207. 
As Osborne states there is no indication that Rangabe used any other information than 
Pittakys' facsimile, and Rangabe admits that himself. Pittakys' reading has been 
undermined by Osborne persuasively for historical and epigraphical reasons, see ch. II of 
his article "The date and the circumstances of the decree(s) concerning Orontes". It 
suffices here to say that Orontes had disappeared from the West by, at the latest, the 
early forties and certainly by 341/0 since Rhosaces (Diod. XVI. 47.2 cf. Beloch GG2 
vol. III. 138ff) seems to be in control of the area that belonged to the influence of 
Orontes, which indicates that Orontes was not any more in control of his traditional 
area and was perhaps dead, cf. Diod. XV.90.3 for the designation of Orontes as satrap 
of Mysia. Since the chronology of this decree is not well established at all, it is 
dangerous to use it as proof of Orontes' activity in the 340s, a fact that could perhaps 
have proved that he might be active at the time of XIV. This leaves 31 as the only 
explicit mention of Orontes in these times and Osborne's argumentation has shed some 
considerable but not decisive shadow on Orontes' activity in the late 350s.
piaGocpopeiv: Fuhr reports that F and Y1 read p.iaOocpopfjaoci in obvious imitation 
of the previous av eGeAfjaai. The present makes perfectly good sense.
eu ic o p ia v .- .K T T ia d p e v o q  d n a A A a y T j Trjq oicapxooCTTiq r te v ia q :  for the reasons of 
the abundance of mercenaries in Greece in the 4th c. see ch. XXII in Parke's Soldiers: 
"The general circumstances of mercenary service". The orators give information that 
the growth in numbers of the mercenaries was due to economic pressure. Isocrates in 
his earliest works talked about political disorder in Greece TV.64, esp. 167-168. Later 
he proposed that the chief states of Greece would be better occupied in founding 
colonies for the impoverished mercenaries, VHI.24, 44, Ep.IX.9, V.96, 121. For 
references in D. to the poverty of mercenaries, see e.g. IV. 46-aGAioi and XHI. 27- 
cbropoi. Parke tried to explain the emergence of large numbers of mercenary soldiers in
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Greece as the result of the devastation of the peasant-farmer class. See also L.P. 
Marinovic Le mercenariat Grec et la crise de la polis (Paris 1988)esp.270-299 for 
more detailed information on specific changes in the Greek world by the mercenary 
presence.
euicopiav t i v ’ : t i v ’ is omitted by Y according to Fuhr. The presence of t i v ’ 
conveys the idea that the mercenaries look for a relatively better life "for some kind or 
other of a comfortable life", which is appropriate here.
'EAAa8a: F adds aAAt|v before 'EAA<x8a and Y before 'EAAaSa has 5 letters erased 
(Fuhr). Since aAAr|v has 5 letters it is probable that Y had also aAAr|v which was 
erased as perhaps unnecessary. The use of aAAtjv is not desirable since D. means the 
whole of Greece and not another one.
eAGe iv : F and Y (the first hand of Y according to Fuhr) read eGeAeiv. This 
alternative reading does make sense since we are meant to understand that no Greek 
would want to join the King against Greece, but the reading of S (Butcher), SAY 
(Fuhr) is more succinct.
£7ti 8 e  tt|v ...o i)S ev’ a v  eAGeiv r iyob p a i: D. here cleverly avoids the possibility 
that Greek mercenaries might fight against Athens but not against the rest of Greece. 
To make sure that the Athenians will not be over-concerned with the possibility of 
mercenaries against Greece he applies patriotic feelings to the Greek mercenaries and 
promotes the panhellenic ideal that Greece is the root of every Greek and that without 
Greece there can be no resort to the rest of the world. Any war against the barbarians 
is to protect the essence of Greek life: ...rcepi %®Pa<5 K ai (3ioo K ai eGgov Kai 
£A £\)0£pias Kai Ttdvrcov tcov toioutoov. xig o o v  omco<; 8 octto%tis e c m v  ocm q  
E aoxov, yovsaq , xdcpooq, 7 ta tp i8a  EivEKa K£p8 oo<; (3paxeo$ 7TpO£oGai 
pouAfjaETai; cf. Thuk. II.43.5  {Epitaph): o i> y a p  o i KaKorcpayobvTEq SiKatOTEpov 
d(p£i8 o i£v  a v  to o  (3ioo, ot<; eXnig ou k  ecttiv  ayaG ou, aXX’ 0 1 9  f| E v a v tia  
P etoPoA ti ev  tco ^fiv ETi KivSovEUETai K ai ev  oi<; paA iora pEyaA a t a  
SiacpcpovTa, fjv t i  7iT aiacoaiv. D.'s comments on the patriotism of Greek mercenaries 
sound a familiar note of D.'s approach to Greek affairs when there is an external threat. 
Certainly this passage is of a panhellenic nature and H.B. Dunkel in "Was Demosthenes
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a Panhellenist?" CPh 33(1938)291-305 has quoted 31-32 as such. He also correctly 
pointed out that D in 35-36 tries to show the material gains of the defeat of the 
barbarians in the Persian wars, 36: xxg yap o u k  o i S e v  am w v o t i ,  te c o c ;  pev k o i v o v  
e%0pov e k e i v o v  \)7reiAr|(p6T£<; cbpovooov aAAriAoiq, rcoAAcov ayaGcov fjaav K\)pioi, 
ETiEiSq 8e cpiAov am o v  vopioavxec; am o iq  bnapxeiv Tiepi t c o v  Tipoq eam ouq 
SirivexGrjoav Siacpopcov, ... Indeed the end of the Persian wars brought particularly to 
Athens prosperity as a result of her dpxri. Whether everybody else prospered and 
especially her allies is more difficult to establish but the years after the Persian wars 
were not years that were remembered in Hellas for their extreme poverty. The whole 
idea of Greek opovoia and co-operation as factors of widespread prosperity helps to 
persuade the Athenians that the Greeks know what is right for them, especially when 
they know for a fact that whenever they trusted the King the result was war and 
destruction. So unity brings peace and prosperity. It has to be noted that D. brings 
together both aspects of his panhellenic call, the ideological and the material. The 
involvement in 32 of traditional values such as liberty, family etc. has to be 
corroborated with more down to earth gains; the Greeks have nothing to lose from 
unity and hostility towards the King 35-36; on the contrary in the past this proved 
prosperous. Whether D. was a Panhellenist or not as a thinker we do not know. What 
we know for sure is that Panhellenism was not feasible within the political organisation 
of the polis and the antagonistic relations developed with the ideology of hegemony, 
and D. knew that better than everybody else. A more useful search is not whether D. 
was a panhellenist in all his speeches (i.e. did he mean what he said or not, as Dunkel 
tried to do) but rather to see where and why D. used panhellenic arguments even if 
they were combined with the concept that Athens should be the head state. In the 
Symmories speech the common enemy is Persia. In the Second Philippic it is Macedon 
and Philip VI. 10: KEKpiaGe yap e k  t o u t c d v  t c o v  epycov povoi t c o v  t ic c v tc o v  priSevoq 
av  KEpSouc; Ta Koiva S ix a ia  t c o v  'E A A tjv c o v  rcpoeaGai, pr|5’ avTaAAa^aaGai 
pri8epia<; x f r p lT O S  PftS’ dxpeAeiac; t t ] v  eiq t o i x ;  "EAAqvaq euvoiav. Dunkel thinks 
that at this point D. plays with the vanity of the Athenians. Of course he does. It was 
the only way to provoke them and see his own vision of a rejuvenated Athens. And it
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was Athens that was always his objective, not a dream to unite the Greek world. The 
Greek world, in his opinion, ought to unite when an aggressor like Philip or the King 
threatened its liberty. That is when he uses his Panhellenic arguments. That he speaks 
o f  cities like Amphipolis or other ones as possessions (since he talks of theft VIII. 6, 
IV. 4-6, III. 16, XIX.22), i.e. objects of political manipulation, is only indicative of his 
adoption of a persistent imperialistic policy that Athens was not able to maintain any 
miore. In the Third Philippic D. is ready to admit that relations between Greek cities 
are awful and that the major cities had suppressed their subject states in the past (IX. 
211, 22-25, 28-29). In front of the common enemy Athens should prove that she is 
above all the mistakes of the past, ready to perform again the ancestral deeds and 
protect herself as well as Greece (IX. 19-20). Nowhere though does he admit that 
Hellas should consist of states with equal power , all united for a common purpose. He 
could not see that in the system of the polis he lived in and it is not fair to ask him why 
he did not do so.
That the mercenaries would not attack their own country is persuasive as an 
argument since Greece was their natural home and a home they always hoped they 
could turn to or return in case of political exiles, see also P. McKechnie Outsiders in 
the greek cities in the fourth century B.C. (London 1989).
Section 32
itoT yap at)Toq Tpe\j/eTai: Amersfoordt in G.H. Schaefer thought that these words 
were inspired by Eur. Medea 502ff: v O v  rcoi Tparccopai; rtoxepa rcpdq rcaxpoq 
bojiouq, obq aoi rcpoSobaa K a i  Ttaxpav a c p iK o p r j v ;  f\ rcpoq TaXaivaq I l £ ? t i & 8 a q ;  It 
is an interesting parallel and it is not impossible that D. wanted to express in such a 
dramatic way the desperation of the Greek mercenary who would have no country to 
return to. Whether everybody in the audience would be able to recognise such an 
allusion is a different question.
Opuyiav: note that the region D. uses here, must be in order to remind the 
Athenians that many Phrygians were actually slaves in Greece, cf. for example Aristoph. 
Wasps 433 where Opu^ was used as a name for a slave.
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ox> pryv S and A read so, koci p.f]v all the rest (Butcher) or FY only (Fuhr). 
Denniston Particles 338 translates o\> jif|v as again not or nor indeed. k<xi pfiv, 
Denniston Particles 351, introduces a new argument or a new point of any kind. In my 
opinion both are absolutely possible with a slight preference for ou pfjv since D. begins 
the second part of his argument that it is to nobody's advantage if Greek mercenaries 
are used against Greece, neither the Greeks' nor, in this instance, the King's and ou pr^v 
provides a better connection between the two related points.
£,evoi<;: S reads £,evo\)<; and this has been adopted by Fuhr. The accusative is not 
appropriate here since what we need for the meaning is an instrumental dative 
explaining the way in which the King would overpower the Greeks.
'E A A tiv c o v :  SAF read 'E A A t iv ik c o v  and Fuhr has adopted this reading. It is perfectly 
obvious that the meaning of the word should be Greeks. The plural Tdjv 'EMtivikcov 
however does not have that sense. Hdt. VII. 139 has used t o  ‘E M , t ) v i k o v  in the 
singular to mean the Greeks collectively. A similar use is in Xen. Anab. i.4.13. Hdt. in 
IV.78 uses the adjective in the plural: aXXa noXXdv 7ipo<; Ta 'EM/pvtm paM,ov 
T E T p a p p e v o c ;  fjv... The meaning there is the Greek culture. The reading ‘E>Af|vcov has 
been transmitted by a correction in F and added in the margin of Y(Fuhr). Butcher 
claims that it is the reading of O; at any rate his reading is preferable to Fuhr’s.
KpaTT|CTavT£<;: Dobree Adversaria 385 claims that strictly we should have 
K pocT f)crovT £<;, the future participle (A after a correction has the future). The use of the 
aorist participle can be justified here if we assume that D. wants to present the situation 
the King would be in after the defeat of the Greeks by their compatriot mercenaries as 
completed already, as a fact at the time of their victory. The use of brcdpxoocn in the 
present spells out the fact that the mercenaries are in any case better than the King and 
presents the situation the King finds himself after defeating the Greeks.
rcdXai: its use here is obscure, since its usual past meaning is not really applicable 
here. Weil 24 thinks that it has a special meaning here: a plus forte raison, fo r  an even 
stronger reason, a fortiori, LSJ Supplement accepts this. In this clause there is one 
condition hidden i.e. the Greeks as soldiers are much better than the King's. So if one 
group of Greeks defeats the other on behalf of the King then these Greeks have proved
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their worth in the utmost degree, thus making them even better than the King's forces. 
Since Kp<XTficavT£<; is in the past perhaps ndXai refers to the first part of the clause 
which refers to the defeat of Greeks by fellow Greeks. Still ndXai does not seem to 
carry any meaning at all, not even if we take it to mean just now as in Aesch. Prom, oi 
ndXai Xoyoi. This new meaning that Weil has suggested is, as he admits himself, 
unattested and I am inclined to follow his other suggestion that naXiv could be the 
correct reading, nct^iv would suggest that the King's efforts to overpower the Greeks 
would be in vain because by using Greek mercenaries he would again find himself in 
the same situation, threatened by them.
undcpxouai: SA read thus. FY eicriv (Fuhr). There is no significant difference in 
the meaning.
£7t’ aAAou; eivai: these would be the Greek mercenaries the King would have to 
fight after using them to defeat the Greeks, en means in the power of, see LSJ eni 
B.Ig
7tdvTcov: governed by ap%eiv, refers to Greeks and Greek mercenaries together that 
the King would like to have under his control.
ei 5e pf|: for examples of £i 8e pf| after paXxaTa pev, see XX.25: pa?a<JTa pev 
fipiv x a i xpfipaxa noXXa yevecGai, ei 5e pf), to  ye maToiq eivai... and XXI. 152: 
t o o t o  5’ e c m  paXiaTa pev GavaToc;, ei 8e pr|, TtavTa Ta o v t ’ acpeA^crGai. ei 8e 
pfl compromises tk x v tc o v  denoting that the King would settle for either everybody's 
subjection or, if that was impossible, he would try to consolidate his power over his 
already existing subjects.
t c o v  y . S reads ei 5e pf| ye, t g j v  brcapxovT cov adopted by Butcher, and A ei 8e 
pt|, y  U T c a p x o v T c o v  adopted by Fuhr. ye after t c o v  means at least, which gives a much 
better meaning, as it expresses the King's wish that if he cannot defeat the Greeks he 
can at least control his existing subjects.
Section 33
0 Tlpaio‘os...peT’ eKeivo'o.„xaA^7i6^ rcpoq upaq: the Thebans had co-operated 
with Persia in the Persian wars (Hdt. IX. 67, 86-88 , D.VI.ll:...Toi)<; 5e ©rpodcov xai 
’Apyeicov npoyovou^ T o b q  pev a o o T p a T e b a a v T a q  tco pappapco, t o xk, 8’ ovk
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evavTicoGevxaq). This made them suspicious to the other Greeks when there was 
some involvement with Persia, considered always to be ready to betray Greece. In the 
4th c. although around the time of the liberation of the Kadmeia there was an 
understanding between Athens and Thebes against Sparta (Xen. Hell. V.iv.2ff), their 
relations worsened after the defeat of the Spartans at Leuktra (Xen Hell. Vl.iv. 19-20) 
and the seizure of Oropos in 366/5 (Diod. XV.76.1, Xen Hell. VH.iv.l, D. XVIII.99, 
Aeschin. 11.164, III.85). D. realised that although Athens was traditionally hostile to 
Thebes there had to be a realignment of priorities which would allow Athens and 
Thebes to work together. In On the Peace D. tried to prevent the Athenians from a 
renewed war against Philip after the Peace of Philokrates. There he argued that the 
Thebans although not friendly towards the Athenians did not have an interest in seeing 
Athens totally defeated by Philip, especially since the latter had increased his power 
after the end of the Sacred war which ended in total ruin of the Phocians (XVIII. 18, 
36), giving to Philip access to Thermopylai. In V. 15 D. asks the Athenians, Kai p o i pr| 
Gopupfiap pr)5ei<; Tipiv a K o b a a i which shows the hostility of the Athenians to 
anything that might be positive, true or even fair to the Thebans. Even at that point D. 
characterises them as avaiaG rixoix;. For other uncomplimentary remarks about Thebes 
in D. see 1.26. D. brought Athens closer to Thebes before the battle of Chaironeia 
when Philip had captured Elateia and the Thebans were vacillating, see XVIII. 174ff. for 
the speech of D. at Athens when it was decided to send an embassy to Thebes.
oi)8’ av  d^T|Ge^ ouSev fiSeoo  ^ ayaGov: FY omit oi)8ev (Fuhr) whereas Butcher 
notes that all mss. omit it except for SA. SFAY (Fuhr) and all according to Butcher 
have a second oi)8’ after ftSeco .^ This was deleted by Dobree Adversaria 385. Two 
rather similar readings could have confused the copiers who by mistake could have 
dropped oi)8ev in view of the similar oi)8’ just after fiSeox; and vice versa. Another 
option is that ou8ev seemed superfluous and the double negative 068 ’ av dA,t|Geq...o\)8’ 
ayaGov was preferable to the option with o\)8ev. The point is that most of the mss. or 
all of them do have this second ou8’ and there is no reason for us to delete it (as Dobree 
did) on a suspicion that it was the scribes' fault since it makes perfect sense. The text 
that Butcher prints is not very clear without the second ou8’ because of the position of
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o68ev just after d^rj0e<; which seems to conclude the first thing the Athenians would 
not listen about the Thebans; it would be more natural if it followed ayaGov. Weil and 
Cobet NL 74 do not favour the second o65’ but do so without substantiating their case. 
The meaning does not alter with or without 068’: (without) Because you hate them you 
would not listen favourably to anything good and truthful at all about them..., (with) 
Because you hate them you would neither listen favourably to anything true nor good 
about them ... In my opinion ouSev should be dropped and the second o68 ’ be kept in 
the text.
There is also a second a v  added before a y a G o v  which is kept by all the mss. except 
for SA. In this respect 068’ a v  after fi5eco<; could be considered as a dittography and 
persuasively be deleted, but the absence of a v  in SA gives some authority to o 6 S \  
Indeed a v  would be superfluous but not impossible for a second time since the first a v  
is many words before a i c o b a a i T E .
After ayaGov, t i  is added again by all the mss. except for SA. It is certainly 
unnecessary and it is a further indication that the scribes or scholars who supervised the 
editing of the mss. had tried to give a clearer meaning of the text at this point.
o iopai t o o o u t ’ : this is the reading of A (Fuhr). Fuhr and Weil adopt t o o o u t o v .  
The meaning is exactly the same as T o a o u x o < ;  has as its neuter accusative t o o o u t o  or 
x o a o b x o v ,  the argument in favour of T o a o b x ’ is that it avoids three consecutive short 
syllables.
ou pf)v dXXa: see Denniston Particles 28-31: "it normally denotes that what is 
being said cannot be gainsaid, however strong the arguments to the contrary: marking, 
in fact, the deliberate surmounting of an an obstacle recognized as considerable ", and 
"in Demosthenes and Aristotle ou prjv dXXd sometimes introduces a supplementary 
argument which takes such marked precedence over the previous argument that it is 
represented as contrasted with it, rather than as reinforcing it". The second function is 
present here. D. said in the previous sentence that the Athenians hate the Thebans and 
would not listen to any favourable comment on them. In the ou pf|v dXXd clause D. 
opposes the stereotype reaction to Thebes and claims that when great affairs are at 
stake then all the options should be examined without any prejudice.
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Section 34
&vaA-i)aovTai: in the margin of S and in FY the reading Sia?a)oovTai is provided. 
Both are suitable to convey the meaning required. For a similar use of avaM opai see 
Xen Hell. VU.v.18.
apapTiaq: these mistakes are the ones they made in the Persian wars.
ei 5\..<ppoveiv: around the date of this speech (in my opinion most probably after its 
delivery) the Thebans sent a large force under their most successful general Pammenes 
to fight with Artabazos against the King (Diod. XVI.34.1 who dates the mission at 
353/2: oi 5 e  nappevq axpaxTiyov e^opevoi Kai fiovxeq awco oTpaTia)Ta<; 
7revTaKio%iAioo<; e^ercepij/av eiq tftv ’Acriav... 34.2 ecpavri yap Gaupaoxov ei 
B o ic o t o I  xcbv pev ©extaXcbv eyKaTaXe^oi7i6xcov, t o o  8e O c o k i k o u  co<7TavTo<; 
7io? iep ou  peyd>.ou<; ETticpepovToq KivSbvooq SiarcovTiooq S u v d p e iq  eiq ’Aaiav 
e^erceprcov Kai 7rpoexepo\)v Kaxa t o  Tt^etaxov ev xoiq KivSuvoiq. J. Buckler dated 
the mission of Pammenes earlier, in 355/4. If this is true then it has to be explained why 
D. does not mention the Theban expedition as proof that the Thebans are hostile to the 
King as well Buckler discussed this mainly in Philip II and the Sacred war (Leiden 
1989), Appendix I: I1IA: Neon, Methone and Pammenes at Maroneia (355/4 BC) cf 
also his article "Pammenes, die Perser und der Heilige Kriege" in H. Beister/J. Buckler 
(eds.) BOIOTIKA (Munich 1989)155-162. For the reasons why I think Buckler's date 
is wrong, see introduction, chapter 1.
TaKeivou: the King's.
xouq t o u t c o v  exOpouq: these must be the Phocians, who were fighting against the 
Thebans in the Sacred war which had begun in 355/4. Athens was always friendly 
towards the Phocians and they were particularly pleased that they kept Thebes checked 
and Philip busy when the latter entered the war. When the Phocians were defeated by 
Philip, the Athenians abandoned them to their fate. This fate is a recurring theme in D. 
XIX. 29, 179, 220, 321, 327 where D. accuses Aeschines of delivering the Phocians 
without any protection to Philip.
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Section 35
tocottiv  ttjv  xd^iv t o o  SiKaioo: the meaning of Ta^iq is "ordinance" cf. PI. Lg. 
809d, "order" ibid. 875c. What D. means here is that justice, the way it is perceived by 
the patriotic Greeks, is resistance to any effort by the Persians and the traitors in Greece 
i.e. the Thebans, to subdue Athens and Greece in general, what justice stipulates. It is 
an interesting metaphor, as D. wants to convey the idea that objective justice is on their 
side, thus having the moral advantage of being on the right side.
npoq arcavTa: all the mss. give arcavTaq but the meaning is not very good then; 
...these just principles and those who support them will be superior to the traitors and 
the barbarians against everybody else, whereas better at everything is much better. 
G.H. Schaefer correctly pointed out a similar use in D. XXXVI.50: cb  5’ obSev oiei 
5etv oKorretv ob5’ wv o rcaTip aob noAAcp (teA/iicov a>v Kai apeivov cppovoov 7tpo<; 
arcavT’ epouteboaTo. The use of rtpoq with the accusative, meaning in relation to or 
in comparison to is quite normal; see LSJ III.4.
&<TT\..7i6^epov: D. is coming back to his earlier arguments (3-13) that the 
Athenians should be neither too overwhelmed by the power of the King nor be dragged 
first into a war.
obSe. omitted by A. It is used here for emphasis. The Suda, Z322, contains the text 
from K a i  pqv until K b p i o i  in 36. The text of the Suda retains ob5e.
'E>Af|vcov: omitted by F. Without it the meaning would still be clear as tgov aXXcov 
would imply the Greeks as opposed to t o u t o v , the King. The Suda retains it.
Section 36
t e c o c ; :  refers to the Persian wars and the subsequent checks of the King's power in 
Greece and Asia Minor that culminated in the Peace of Kallias. t e c o c ;  is the reading of S 
and A1 (first hand) and Bcorr. (Butcher) or SF1, A1 (as t e  cbq) and Y1 (Fuhr, he does not 
mention B). All the other mss. (Butcher), or Fcorr., A3, Ycorr. (Fuhr) give sox;. The 
Suda gives Tecoc; as well. t e c o c ;  (or ecoc;) here is needed to distinguish between a time in 
the past when the Greeks were united against Persia and another time, later than the 
first, when the Greeks considered the King as their friend, ecoq and t e c o c ;  both mean 
"while"cf. D.M. MacDowell (Oxford 1990) ad  XX3. 16.
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cbpovooov: D. has commenced on a glorification of the past. The Greeks were once 
of the same mind and fought the barbarian. Indeed this was so in the Persian wars but 
after that Athens and Sparta were gradually alienated when the former started building 
her empire.
noXX&v a y a G c o v  f j o a v  K U p io i :  this is again part of the eulogy of the past. The 
city that was most prosperous after the Persian wars was Athens creating the empire 
under the pretext of protection against Persia.
cpiAov a u r o v  v o p i a a v T e q :  D. refers to the time that Persia had actively intervened 
in the Greek affairs after the disastrous Sicilian expedition (see Thuk. VIII.6ff.). After 
that time Persia was involved heavily in Greek affairs, her influence culminating with 
the Peace of Antalkidas in 387/6 and the subjugation of the Greek cities in Asia Minor. 
The policy Persia would follow was to support one Greek city (Sparta, Athens or 
Thebes) which would in its turn preserve the autonomy of the other cities in Greece and 
reduce the power of the strongest ones (see T.T.B. Ryder's Koine Eirene (London 
1965)).
EaoTobq: F reads amorx;, but the reflexive eaoTotx; is more appropriate since D. 
wants to indicate the trouble the Greeks brought upon themselves by trusting the King.
5ta<popG)v: Vind.4 and Vat.b read thus. SFAY (Fuhr or all the other mss. according 
to Butcher) read Siacpopcov. Reiske thought that the meaning "das Interesse" is 
appropriate here and kept Siacpopoov. The meaning, if Reiske is right, is: they fought 
over those things that concerned them i.e. their interests as in Thuk. IV.87.1: o u tg o  
7ioA7tr)v 7iepico7iT|v toov %uv eq toc peyiGTa biacpopcov xcoioupeGa or D. XIX. 68 : a  
\)7t£p abxou <I>iAi7wco$ tti^ikoutcov ovtcov amqj tgov Siacpopcov ouk ETofyia 
\j/e\)oao0ai. Aicapopcov meaning "differences" would be superfluous since 
8ir|v6%0T|aav carries on its own the meaning of "quarrel with", "be at variance with".
o& a v  o \)5e  KaTapcbpevoq: F reads oaa, -aa  being in rasura (Fuhr). Toumier 
suggested oi)8’ av, since av usually follows the relative pronoun or conjunction in an 
indefinite clause (which this is not), but otherwise commonly follows the negative, if 
there is one, cf. M.H.B. Marshall Verbs, Nouns and Postpositives in Attic Prose
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(Edinburgh 1987)18, 24 (Rules I and XII). The participle K ocT O cpcbpevcx; is a 
conditional one (o\)5’ a v  e u p e  T iq  e i  E K a x a p c o T o ) .
f| tuxti Kai t o  Saipoviov: fortune for D. is not sheer luck but the favourable or 
unfavourable influence of the circumstances as they were stirred by divine power, 
cf. 11.22. Notice that it is not enough for him to mention t o  Saipovtov only but he sees 
fortune as an independent factor.
<piA,ov pev aA,DCTiT£A/n, aupcpepovTa 6’ Ex0pov: D. here uses chiasmus very 
effectively. He is also using oxymoron when he calls a friend harmful and an enemy 
expedient. As a friend, the King destroyed Greece, as an enemy, he united her.
q>opG>p.£0a: SAFYO read thus whereas the rest <popobp.£0a (Butcher, Fuhr notes 
that only A reads cpopobg£0a). This is the normal deliberative subjunctive and is quite 
appropriate here as D. talks as if he is criticising his audience for fearing somebody who 
luckily is proven to cause disaster when he appears as a friend and be beneficial when 
he appears as a friend, ((popobgeGa appears in the quotation by Hermogenes III. 151 
Walz).
pil5’: AY3 read thus (SFY1 have grp according to Fuhr but Weil has noted that S 
reads pr|a8a8iKcog£v which could be a mistake for p.r|8’ aSiKwpEv.
p r iS ’ a 8 i K ( S p £ v  a \) T © v  q p c o v  E iv E K a : SF read a m o v  q g c o v ,  FY3 a m o v  f ip c o v  
a m c o v ,  Y1 f )p c o v  a m c o v  and v  (Parisinus Coislianus) a m c o v  q p c o v .  It is obvious that 
a m o v  in the mss is an object for a S i K c o p e v  ( a m o v  meaning the King). It is difficult to 
reach a decision although the meaning is not particularly affected by any choice. The 
text Butcher gives is perhaps the best; he keeps the order of S with only the correction 
of am ov to amcov which was a possible mistake for the scribe to make since he was 
probably looking for an object for abiKdjpev.
When D. says that they should not begin the offensive first - this is the meaning of 
pr|8’ d S i K c d p E v -  because of themselves, he probably refers to the lack of T t a p a a K E o q  
for which he had proposed many measures to rectify it (14ff); he will insist on the need 
for preparation in the following sections.
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Section 37
opoGopaSov: with one accord, D. X. 59, Aristoph. Pax 484, Av. 1015. Weil 
reports that the letters a5 have been added on S above the line by an ancient hand. F 
has op.o0op.ov (Fuhr) which is unattested elsewhere, although the adjective opoGopoq 
does appear in Hesychios.
o65’ c c S i k e i v  T jp a< ; e k e i v o v  a S i K T jp ’ av  E0r|Ka: S (in the margin) and FY add av 
after ocSikeiv (Fuhr) which is superfluous since SFY place av after aSiKTjpa. The 
current editions do not give enough or sometimes accurate information about what the 
rest of the mss. give but if one is to believe Weil and Butcher they read ocSikeiv av 
'pp.aq E0t|Ka ekeivov whereas Blass reports that A reads ocSikeiv Tjpaq £0r|Ka 
ekeivov (without the av which is wrong because of the conditional). Dobree 
Adversaria 385 first thought that dSiKrip’ av should be dropped in favour of aSiKEiv 
av, whereas Blass deleted aSiKEiv ppac; ekeivov which he thought was just an 
interpolation explaining aSix-pp’ av E0T|Ka. In my opinion the majority of the mss. 
should be respected.
It is a strange principle that D. puts forward here. If all the Greeks were united 
against the King then it would be no offence to attack Persia. This is an imperialistic 
policy in agreement with Isocrates' views that all Greek poleis should unite in an effort 
against Persia. It is impossible to know if he really believed in such a principle but he 
certainly knew as well that it was impossible for the Greeks to unite without any reason 
against Persia as so many years of strife had shown.
npocpaoiv too tog SiKaT bwEp tcov aAAoov ‘EXA/pvcov £px£iv: D. is aware that 
the King could resort to his old established method of taking advantage of Greek 
discord and use his money to lure other cities against Athens, presenting the offensive 
of the latter as a sign of imperialism.
^pxciv: Toumier wanted to emend to drcaixEiv but ^pxEco can have a similar 
meaning as drcaixEco; cf. D. IV.33: xcov Se rcpa^Etov 7iapa t o o  oxpaxpyob xov 
Xoyov £t|Touvt£<;.
toioutov ti rcpaTTcov: i.e. commence war against Athens. F reads Ttparxcov with - 
ei- written above the ending, Y3 reads 7tpdxx£iv (Fuhr). It is possible to have an
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infinitive with bnorcxoq as in Thuk. VI. 75: ononxo<; abxotq pi) 7ipo0bpco<; 7tep\|/ai but 
the majority of the mss. prefer rcpaxxcov.
rcpoxepcov: it is used here predicatively cf. Thuk. I. 123: arcovSaq ou Xu o e x e  
rcpoxepoi. A reads npoxepov (Fuhr) which is possible but the majority of the mss. have 
the other reading.
Section 38
Ptj...'EAAt|vik<x: and do not then bring to the test that the Greek affairs are bad. 
a u y K a X o b v x e q  o x ’ ou r c e ia o v x a i ,  K a i  n o t e p o u v x e q  o x ’ ou S o v t io e g G e :  
SF^ind .l read neiGovxai (Butcher), F a.c. AY n e i o e x e  (Fuhr) vulg. (Butcher). The 
subjects of the participles are fipsiq i.e. the Athenians. ZuyKaXouvxeq refers to the 
call of Athens for a Panhellenic conference to declare war against Persia, D. is using the 
same argument as in 12-13. The active TtEiGExe would mean that the Athenians would 
not be able to persuade the other Greeks whereas the middle has oi f/E>Ar|V£<; as its 
subject (implying that the Greeks would not be in the mood to be persuaded). The 
meaning is almost the same but the middle voice is perhaps preferable since it implies 
that the Greeks won't be persuaded because they don't want to. Notice the antithetical 
construction between auyKaX-ouvxeq - ou Tteiaovxai and noXepouvxeq - ou 
§Uvf|G£G0E.
drcayyeMeoGai pev: pev is added by S only (Weil and Butcher), FY omit it only 
according to Fuhr). Toumier deleted pev because it does not correspond to a 5e.
Tcepi upcbv: Tournier has correctly suggested that rcapa should be substituted for 
7tepi because of a similar phrasing in section 22: nap’ upwv arcayyEXGqvai (reading of 
S, not adopted by Butcher). The question is whether D. implies that the Athenians 
should send messengers to inform the King of the situation in Greece (nap’ bpcov) or 
whether they should just let the King learn about the Greek affairs from his own 
informers. The first option is better since it sounds more decisive.
n&vxeq [oi "EAAriveq Kai ’A0r|vaioi]: Weil thought that these words should be 
deleted because they were inserted as an explanation to navxeq. Blass has kept oi 
"E>A t|V£$ K a i ’A0r|vaioi unquestioning. Weil explains the insertion as an effort by a 
grammarian to explain the third persons, arcopouciv etc. It is not impossible that at
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some point of the mss. tradition the insertion of the phrase was provided to avoid any 
possible misunderstanding between toic; "EX^rjoiv and the second plural referring to 
the Athenians bpeTq ercopebecri)’. In my opinion any distinction between Greeks and 
Athenians in this context is pedantic. The dative xotq “EM/noiv and the 2nd plural 
bpet^ ercopebeaO’ is enough to clarify that D. meant both. Butcher reports that oi 
before ’A0r|vaioi is omitted by SAYO only. If one is to keep the phrase in the text the 
version without the article is preferable since its absence denotes that the Athenians are 
part of the Greeks.
Section 39 
aXX’ o ti: it is dependent on anayyeXXecQai.
ei pev...e7tope\)ea0e: D. here plays on how honourable and trustworthy the Greeks 
are concerning their oaths. The reference here is to the King's Peace which was sworn 
in 387/6. If lying and being perfidious had not been as abominable to the Greeks as 
they were attractive to the King, they would have attacked Persia despite the Peace. D. 
takes advantage of the popular belief that the Persians were untrustworthy and 
perfidious and that ultimately the Greeks were culturally superior, about the 
untrustworthiness of the barbarians, see Hdt. VIII. 142: (3ocpf3apoicn eaTi om e tugtov 
out’ aA,r|0 e<; o\)5ev and D. X. 51: Paai^eix; 5e xa0 ’ am ov pev opoico<; a 7taaiv  
&7tiaTO<; f)v,„.
vuv 8e Tomo: since the Greeks do disapprove o f perjury... to m o means the 
dilemma of commencing war or not.
bprov ev£K5 amcov: for the sake of yourselves. It would be unwise for the 
Athenians to attack the King because they do not want to give him the right to unite the 
other Greeks against Athens.
ebxeaOe: S reads euxea0ai (Fuhr and Weil) but it is obvious that we need here the 
second plural.
rcap& voiav...Toi)s 7ipoy6vou<; a m o u :  D. defines any hostile act on the part of the 
King as absolutely foolish and irrational based on the disastrous experience of Xerxes' 
invasion.
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rjvTtep: Porson suggested Tjnep which would be the subject of an understood 
etaxftev, but fyvTtep can be justified as an attraction to the case of rcapavoiav.
Kai Tam ’ a v  E Tcirj gkoweiv amaj and if  these thoughts cross his mind i.e to 
attack Athens cf. Xen. Mem. IV. 2.4, D. XXI. 185: a v  to ivov  u p t v  emp gkotceiv, 
tou tou  7iA/rjpcoTT)v E U p T ja eT E  M eiSiav o v T a  too  E p a v o o ,  Kat ook ekeivoo.
Section 40
ek pev ye tg>v 7tpo$ eam ou  rcpoyovoo^ TcoX£po\>9...yeyevr|pevr|v: the King is 
conscious of the fact that Athens became great and prosperous through the wars against 
his ancestors. Weil and Reiske want to justify the preposition oov in the verb. Weil 
thinks that the dative zf\ noXei is contained in the accusative TTjv rcoAav and Reiske 
thought that abv arcaoi tou; aAAou; tou; touto e15ooiv was implied, it is possible 
that the dative bptv is implied. But there are a few cases that obvoiSa takes an 
accusative, Hdt. VIII. 113, Aeschylus Choeph. 218.
fj<;: S reads thus. F(added above the line)AY read rjv (Fuhr, all the rest according to 
Butcher), ayco in the sense of be in a situation is normally constructed with the 
accusative; see e.g. Xen. An. III. 1.14. The reason for the genitive is the attraction from 
ek Tfi<; fpoxiou;.
7iote: SF read thus, Y Tipo too (Butcher and Fuhr), O (Butcher), 7tpo Tomcov (the 
rest according to Butcher) only A (Fuhr). The reading of SF should be preferred in 
view of the meaning see note below.
ek 5e Tfj<; fiauxia<; fj<; fjy£ TiOTE.-.bTCEpaipouaav: it is difficult to determine 
which period of Athenian history D. means here by ricoxioc. It certainly means a period 
of peace when Athens was not powerful. Weil thinks, and I agree with him, that the 
orator refers to the period before the Persian wars. Another point of difficulty is the 
interpretation of urcEpaipouoav obSepiaq.-Tio/iEcov togou tov  ooov vuv. What the 
orator means is that even in those times of peace Athens was excelling but not as much 
as she does at the moment. At the time of the speech Athens was nothing like the city 
of the times of Perikles or even the Second Delian League's (378/7). Boasting about 
the prosperity of Athens through peace and the projection of this fact, which was true 
only for the period after the Persian wars until the Peloponnesian war, to the present
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time is an exaggeration and wishful thinking, as Weil says t o o o u t o v  oaov vbv est 
ajoutee par une espece de patriotisme retrospectif.
E K O u a i o u  r\ d c K o u a i o u  S i a A A a K x o O :  voluntary or involuntary mediator. D. 
means that the other Greeks, divided as they are, if the King attacked without any 
reason, would overcome their conflicts and unite against him; consequently the King's 
attack would be like an unintentional mediator in their differences. What is more 
important is that the King, according to D., realises that the Greeks need a cause to 
unite behind, which can be provided by an attacker, regardless of whether he really 
wants it or not. The reasonable conclusion is that the King does not want to be himself 
the cause of unity for the Greeks since he understands how things work in Greece. The 
King after the Peace of Antalkidas had become the arbitrator of Greek affairs by 
supporting one city which coerced all the others into obedience making sure that he 
preserved the fragmentary state of the Greek affairs. D.'s opinion shows that if the 
King wanted he could use his mediating authority to unite the Greeks against Athens 
which is one of the things D. uses in favour of his conviction that Athens should not 
attack first. For a similar use of an external threat acting as a catalyst see 
Hermokrates' words in Thuk. III. 59 where he says that Athenians are 5ia^AaKT&<; 
TtoXb t c o v  epajv Tioycov avayKatoTeporx;. 
t o u t o v :  i.e. SiaAAaKTqv.
av oT8e tpavevT’ auToiq: av has been omitted by A. It is important to keep the av 
since the type of the conditional requires a potential optative. c p a v e v T 5 a v  ( c p a i v o i i ’ a v )  
is the apodosis of ei Kivoirj rcotepov and a supplementary participle of oi5e. 
y v c b p ip a :  familiar, based on the King's knowledge from the past. 
t c o v  d ju ayyeA A ovT cov  c tK o u eiv : id  is added before t c o v  by A and Y (the latter 
Butcher only). D. has hinted in 38 (and 28) that the Athenians themselves should 
inform the King that they intend to remain quiet but not inactive. The genitive instead 
of the accusative as the object of dxobeiv; this implies perhaps an embassy or 
something similar but less official. A has d y y eA A o v x co v  instead but since 
drcayyeA A ovT cov has been used in 28 and 38 it is a safer choice.
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Section 41, EPILOGUE
pt| p ax p a  AAav Xeycov evoxA®, xd xe<pdA.aia: this is a usual way to finish a 
speech cf. XI. 23: iva 8e pq paxpoA,oy®, II. 31: A^y® 8fi xecpdA.aiov, XIII. 36: 
’'Ecm 5\„xe(pdA,aiov drcavxwv x®v eipr|pev®v, Isocr. XV. 29: iva 8e pf) A,iav 
evoxA® noXXa npo t o o  Trpaypaxoq Aey®v (Isocrates does not finish his speech thus 
but ends a series of arguments wishing to begin a new one). Hence terms applied by the 
rhetoricians to this section - dvaxe(paA,ai®ci<;, dvdpvTjau; (Aristot. Rhet. 3. 19. 1, 
Rhet. ad Alex. 19).
S reads paxpd Aiav Aey® whereas FY (Fuhr, all the others according to Butcher) 
read paxpa Xey®v Aacxv. A (Fuhr) has a different reading: paxpoA,oyiav Xey®v 
evoxA®. G.H. Schaefer was perplexed by the reading of A. H. Wolf suggested 
emending A to either pt] 5ia paxpoA,oyiav evoxA® or prj paxpoA,oy®v evoxA®. 
Schaefer thought that the text of A should be preserved and suggested pq paxpoA,oyia 
Xey®v evoxA®; he justified the dative palaeographically by claiming that the iota 
subscript, which was put next to the vowel - paxpoA,oyiai, was mistaken for an v. 
Schaefer probably had not seen A which has undoubtedly paxpo^oyiav (Fuhr). 
Certainly paxpoA,oyiav is possible and it comes from a different tradition since it 
cannot be explained palaeographically from paxpd AAav A^y® or paxpa A^y®v AAav. 
It means length of speech and the tediousness coming from speaking for too long cf PI. 
Gorg. 449c, Protag. 335b, Leg, 655b, Isocr. XII. 88: Aoitcov ouv eaxiv o\)5ev aAAo 
7rA,f)v aixTjodpevov x® yfpa aoyyv®pr|v brcep xfjq Xf|0r|q Kai xfj<; paxpoA,oyia<;.
Blass made the point that when the word xecpaAxxiov is used the orator intends to 
give a list of items in his summary in an asyndeton manner and one does not expect to 
find conjunctions like pev and 5e. In that respect the pev after napacxeod^eoGai 
(omitted by Y - Fuhr), the 8e after dpuveaQai and the 5’ before epya (omitted in S - 
Fuhr and Weil) should be deleted. He correctly gives as examples Isoc. XV. 67, D. 
11.32, VIII. 76 and XIII.36. Before epy’ the 5’ would be necessary as a connection and 
that is why Blass punctuated after d5ixoo with a semicolon. After D. finishes with his 
conclusions he then proceeds with a hypothesis that if they follow his suggestions such 
and such will happen (XTV. 41 and D. 31: xav xabxa rcoiTjxe or VTQ. 76: av o u t ®
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xoiq rcpaypaai xpfjaGe). Adding as another example XX. 163 where K etp oA aicp  is 
followed by an asyndeton I would be inclined to agree with Blass' opinion. The style of 
an asyndeton would be highly appropriate here and since only two unimportant 
deletions without the authority of the mss. are needed (8e after dpbveaGai and 
apxeiv) the asyndeton Blass provided should be accepted.
5e x a i paoiAba: this is the reading of all the mss. except for S (Weil) which reads 
be paoiAba. Fuhr reports that only FAY add xai and he adopts S in his text. The 
repetition of xai (xai paaiAba xai Ttavxaq) is emphatic and appropriate here.
xauxri xfj ai)Tfj Suvapei: Weil and Butcher report that S only adds auxij and Fuhr 
that FAY only omit auxfj. The addition of auxrj is necessary as D. above mentioned 
that Athens should prepare both against Persia and other existing (Greek) enemies. In 
11 D. had made the point, which he is essentially repeating here, that the way to 
prepare against Persia or other Greeks is one and the same: enei be ridciy; eaxi 
7tapaoxe\)f|<; o abxoq xporcoq xai 5ei xaux’ eivai xetpaAma xfjq 5uvdpe®<;...
dpxeiv—dSixou: Vince translates though you must not set the example o f wrong, 
either in word or in deed and Croiset sans prendre loutefois aucune initiative 
injustifiee ni en parole, ni en action, apx® here has the meaning to make a beginning, 
to make the first move cf. Thuk. 1.53, Xen Hell. VI.iii.6, Anab. I.vi.6. This is the point 
D. has been making throughout the speech, cf. 12 and 13, that although they should be 
prepared they should not start the war first. Weil thought that the word order is a bit 
awkward and suggested: dSixou priSe voq pr)xe Abyoo pr]x’ epyou. Fuhr is wrong in 
reporting that aSixoo is after prjSevoq in Weil. Blass suggested the same as Weil. The 
meaning is clear without changing the order of the words: and I  urge you not to make a 
beginning o f anything unjust neither in word nor in deed.
rcpoyovcov: the speech begins and ends with reference to rcpoyovoi, an epideictic 
theme, perhaps suggesting that other speakers have dilated on this and other epideictic 
themes.
ctkotceiv: SA read thus, the rest axo7i®pev (Butcher and Weil), only FY according 
to Fuhr. The infinitive is dependent on 8etv, just as apxeiv and apuveaGai are, and in 
this sequence of infinitives a verb axondopev is unlikely.
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opyieioO’: SA read thus (Butcher), FY (Fuhr). All the rest (Weil and Butcher) 
6pYia0fi<7£C70s. The middle and the passive future have the same meaning cf. [D.] 
LIX. I l l :  o u k o u v  fj5ri ori pev aco9 pove<TTaTai t c o v  yuvaiKcov opyia0f|OovT(xi bpiv, 
although the middle seems to be a bit more common in D.
oopcpepovTa Ttpa e^Te: an ironic comment about his opponents. They would also 
benefit if their proposals were rejected since they would escape Athenian anger later on. 
This also reflects one of the characteristics of the Assembly. Success is necessary to 
vindicate one's policies. Failure is only proof of incompetence and incurs anger and loss 
of esteem in the face of the demos. D. himself had to justify his course of policy after 
the defeat at Chaironeia, separating his own political actions from the military result see 
XVIII. 169ff esp. 193: pfj 5ti t o o 0 ’ cb<; aSiKrip’ epov 0rj<; ei KpocTfjaoci aoveprj 
<J>iXi7T7Tcp Tfj pd%rv ev yap t c o  0ccp to  TOOTOO Te^ o<; fjv, o\)K epol.
vov apapTOVTe :^ A has apapTavovTec; (Fuhr). apapTtovTeq in S a.c. (Fuhr).
The Athenians in the future, when the results of a pro-war policy would be absolutely 
destructive, would look at the past instigators of that policy with disdain. Thus the past 
participle here is used to reflect this sense of anteriority in contrast to opyieio©’; so the 
Athenians will be angry at something they have concluded and vbv reminds them that 
their decision is being debated now, in front of their eyes.
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Part 3 A few notes on the style of XIII 
and XIV
Since the oration On the Symmories seems to be the first political oration D. ever 
composed according to the ancient testimonies, and XIII has been questioned as being 
not by D., it would be interesting to outline the main features of the young orator’s 
style and see as far as it is possible how it developed, what were at first its weaknesses, 
if any, and examine if in XIII in particular it fits within the Demosthenic ways. The 
study of style is a most profound and demanding one, as one needs to be a master of all 
the political orations if one is to draw any independent conclusions. The study of 
Gilberte Ronnet Etude stir le style de Demosthene dans les discours politiques (Paris 
1951) is invaluable since she studied at length the development of his style from the 
beginning to the end of his career. Lionel Pearson's Art concentrates more on the 
rhetorical argument.
In chapter 2 of my introduction to On the Symmories I have commented on 
Dionysius Halicamasseus' note that in XIV there are places where one can see the 
influence of Thukydides. It is very difficult to establish certain influences in the political 
orations of D., and a good exposition of his stylistic contacts and influences can be 
found in S. Usher's On the Crown (Warminster 1993) 19-26, although, as might be 
expected, the focus is on oration XVIII.
What Ronnet discovered was that there are certain groups of features that develop in 
the orations before 346 BC but disappear in the ones subsequent to that year and vice 
versa. In this way one can distinguish between the young and the more mature D., 
although of course the process was gradual and 346 BC can only be an artificial 
dividing line.
On looking at the structure of D.'s periods and sentences one will be struck by the 
simplicity of the periods and the dominance of the antithetical constructions that 
resemble those of Isocrates. Indeed in the beginning of XIV the audience is presented 
with a major division; himself against all the other orators. This being the first oration 
he ever delivered in front of the Assembly one would expect him to be less ardent and
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arrogant and more the sort of man that intends to give the best advice to the people at 
least recognising good intentions in the other orators as he did in the proemium of the 
First Olynthiac. In the First Philippic he apologised for his bold new step of rising and 
talking before elder orators did so. Here he spans the distinction within a section: Ol 
pev £7taivo0vT£<;...£yd) 6’ e k e i v c d v  p£v...am6$ 8 e .  It is obvious that D. thinks of 
himself as the man who is going to put everything right, and this is indicative of the 
authoritative attitude which he has, in my opinion, throughout this oration. In the first 
section he comments the misguided attitude of the other orators in a p e v . . 8 e  
construction: au to t pev t o o  S o k e i v  5\)vaa0ai...Tr)v 5’ e k e i v c d v  apeifiv. The 
proemium in XIII begins with a rather elaborate period which is based on participles to 
convey the intention of the orator. E7ciTipfiaavTa.„o,uvEi7i6v/ta  Kai rcapaivecavG’. 
Indeed what D. is doing is to begin with an antithetical construction that is 
characteristic of him in order to distinguish himself from everybody else. One should 
note that although he does not avoid the use of £ycb this is done here in a much better 
way than in the proemium of On the Symmories, there he professes, as we saw, to have 
all the answers to the Athenian problems. His tone is less dogmatic in XV and XVI 
too. In XIII he does not follow either trend in Athenian politics but takes a third way. 
In section 2 he reflects on the Athenians' psychology using words that effectively carry 
out his purpose to make the Athenians depart from their current state of mind; so he 
uses the infinitives o k o t t e i v  and A,oyi^£cy0ai which indicate intellectual activity that the 
Athenians are to use if they are to fight off eG o<;, a word which carries much more 
emotional power than actual reason, since E0o<; is established in the case of the 
Athenians because they have become used to receiving funds while doing absolutely 
nothing. His point is driven further home when he makes use of the antithesis between 
piKpov apybpiov and p&ya eGoq.
M e v  and 8 e constructions are of course quite common, but the interesting thing is 
that they can be used to complicate the sense of the period instead of further using 
participles or subordinate clauses; cf. XIV. 15, where the meaning depends on them: 
opaxE yap oxi [oaa p£v e|3o\)A,ti0t|T£...] o\)S£v E^ EcpoyEV 
[ooa fr E(3o\)A,f|0r|'C£ p£v, pern  xaOxa 5’ a7i£(3^£\|faT’...] o\)5£v...eyev£To
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and, depending on a 7 t £ ( 3 ^ £ \ | / a T \  cb<; abxoc; p ev  8 K a a T O < ; . . .x 6 v  Se 7 iA /n o io v .  
According to Ronnet the antithetical construction here reminds one of Gorgias and 
possibly Thukydides, whereas the enlargement of the period, with cb<; abxo<; p ev  
£KaoTo<;...T6v Se tcXtioiov is reminiscent of Isocrates. Another structurally simple 
period mainly with cb q  or o n  subordinate clauses but complicated by pev and 8e 
constructions, can be found at X3V.38-39:
aXX ex£9 ,na\)xiav.„Kai pobteoG’ a7tayyeX£C70ai pev.„pfi cb<; arcopobaiv r\ 
cpopobvxai r\ GopopoOvxai 7tavT£<; aXX’ o t i  [ei pev...l ercopebecyG’ av vbv 8e t o o t o  
pev o\)K av 7ioiT|aaiT£...£Uxecy0£ 8e...
An example of a much more complicated period of a type which will become more 
frequent in the later speeches of D. can be found in XIV. 13: av ap’ [a vbv oiopeG’ 
qpetq] 7tpaTTT|Tai: after the apodosis follows another relative clause oaxiq... flanked by 
two participles opcbv and qyobpevo*;. The use of oaooq av £ 0 e A,ti t k ;  is an extra 
complication which adds life to the whole period.
Subordination, as one can perceive f r o m  the examples above, does not go beyond 
what Ronnet calls the third degree, namely three sets of subordinate clauses; cf. 25: 
t o i o u t o v  e x o o a i  v o b v  ( b a x e  - 1st degree - ( e i  c p o P o t e v . . .  x p A ^ H - w S o i e v  - 2nd 
degree} [cb q  t^ e i , cbq  7 r a p e a T iv . . .c b ( ;  o i o v  x e  - 3rd degree] o o k  a v  e i a e v e y K a i e v . . . 100
In XIV. 6 D. is again working through antithetical constructions. He denotes this 
with his phrase ob8’ an  ior|q, with the aim of expressing the different ways of thinking 
between the Greeks and the Athenians. He chooses the impersonal construction in both 
parts of the antithesis with a beautiful enlargement of the second part explaining 
xabxr|v xrjv 81kt|v: eaoai xivaq abxaiv brio tcd pappdpco yeveaGai.
D. quite often uses what Ronnet 103 calls sentence without subordination in these 
two orations: XIV.6 ob8e ... op®, aXX' ekeivcdv pev 8okei ... apeXrjaai bpiv 
8e...£cm...yEvea0at, XIII. 17: ob yap t o  \jrr|(pi.caa0ai xotq ev xotq onXoic, 7ioif]aei
100 Ronnet 83ff., studying the complex period in D., found seven characteristic periods in XIV, the rest 
of those not quoted in this exposition being: 8 xoxq 8e 0pacvvop£voi<; ... 33-4 ey<»
T o iw v . . .d f io c p T ia < ; ,  36 t 'k;  y d p ...K a K c c .
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t o  viKav, aXX' oi pexa xobxcov Kpaxobvxeq xobq e%0pobq..., XIII.20: rcpoxepov pev 
Kaxa coppopiaq eioecpepexe, vovi 8e TtoiUxebeabe Kaxa ooppopiaq. The effect of 
these passages is to confront the mind of the audience with a dual, antithetical option 
which is made very clear and is not complicated substantially with subordination. In the 
last example the antithesis and the chiasmus underline the absurdity of the Athenian 
political ways summarised by the second part of the argument.
XIII. 33: oi)Kobv xqv pev d7te%0eiav 8 ia  xcbv \jrr|(piapaxcov £Kcpepea0£, xa>v 8’ 
epyov ob8evoq Kbpioi yiyvea0e, XIII.34ff: xa pev yap \|/r|(pi<Tpaxa...\j/T|<pi^ £o0£ 
xfjv Sbvaptv 8’ o o k  aK6A,oi>0ov...£ycb 8e rcapaiveaaip’ av... e?iaxxov (ppov£iv...,n 
pei^co Sbvapiv 7tapaoK£\)d^ea0ai. These antithetical constructions are there 
primarily for their ironic function and this signifies D.'s tendency to use them to produce 
varying effects. Notice also the qualitative antithesis in XIII. 6 between opwai and 
Ttotwai pointing out the apathy of the generals regarding the allies and what they 
should actually do.
In XIV. 16ff we have a unique feature in D.'s orations, namely very concrete 
proposals on a technical subject which he did not include again, at such length, in any of 
his other speeches although one could argue that the discussion of the force he asked 
for in the First Philippic is somewhat similar. His account of the proposed reform is 
rather dull. The constructions are based on obvious verbs like: cpripi, olpai, K e X e b c o . 
The impression one gets is that the proposal is very chunky and compact with facts. He 
uses a question, a way sure to provoke interest and clarify what the present problems in 
the symmories are, only once: in 18 he asks xa<; 8e xpifipeiq rcco$; when in the previous 
part of the speech he was not so sparse (9 8 ia xi;, 1 l...ex£po\)<; ^ryxobpev;, 
12...\)7taKO\)<rea0ai;, ...oiec0e xobxo;). He uses long sentences: cf. e.g. 19 where the 
period goes on for two sections and is constructed on antithetical pev, 8e clauses and 
slowly reveals, with many explanatory deviations, the specific point the orator wants to 
make. It begins, in this case, with the reason for the division of the city's 6000T: iv’ 
bpiv Kai xa fi auvxexaypeva, 8ieXetv xobxo, then proceeds with eixa.
The infinitives carry the burden of the meaning, all depending on KeXebco. The final 
explanation is given with a onwq clause and conditional ones setting the number of the
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triremes that would be needed in each hypothetical situation. The enumeration of the 
proposals is made in an unimaginative form of narrative, with connectives such as 
£7i£ixa, participles etc. A comparison with similar proposals made in the First 
Philippic is in my opinion necessary to show the progress D. made and his ever 
expanding experience in matters of organisation. In IV he identifies step by step the 
problems Athens has had fighting Philip. There (16) he identifies the need for a ready- 
to-sail force of 50 ships. He does not go on to explain immediately how he wants those 
ships to be fitted and manned but thinks about the impact these ships would have on 
Philip. Then he moves on to suggest the small strike force that Athens should always 
have on the move (IV. 19). For two sections he does not go ahead with the 
preparations themselves but tries to convince the Athenians of the necessity for 
Athenian soldiers and not mercenary ones. After asking for some mercenaries only (IV. 
20) he stops again to remind them of the feebleness of their decrees and their tendency 
to get carried away and do absolutely nothing when they must resort to action. It is 
only then he goes on to give details of his plans, and not for more than two sections. 
Then in 23-27 he explains the advantages of a small strike force and the necessity for 
Athenian forces to serve along with mercenary ones. In splendid language he criticises 
the ludicrous situation of Athenian mercenaries sent out to destroy their enemies when 
actually they destroy their allies. He does not return to the point about the resources 
until IV. 28-29, again explaining the necessity to provide full financial support for the 
proposed forces. D. in XIV reaches some of the effectiveness of IV only in XIV. 24ff, 
where he talks about the money resources that a campaign against the King would 
need. As far as the reform is concerned, D. gives a dry, factual account without 
explaining each point carefully. This is a weakness in his presentation which is not 
covered by the rather successful 24ff. Whether he meant the proposals seriously is not 
an easy question to answer, but the rapidity of the suggestions, as if he wanted to finish 
with them in one breath, suggests that the orator was keen to touch on the subject but 
not perhaps to give a fuller version of his ideas and the intellectual process behind them. 
The nature of the proposals themselves does not suggest that he wanted to scare them 
off by the effort of the preparation, since the proposals touch on already existing
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institutions, and his comparison with Nikias is not successful, as the latter in 
Thukydides tried to exaggerate the whole force that would be needed to attack Sicily 
and not reform an institution.
Regarding the liveliness of the orations, questions are very good ways to make a 
point succinctly or prompt the audience to think with the orator providing the answer. 
Ronnet 115ff. has done a statistical study of the questions contained in all Demosthenic 
orations and found that in his orations before 346 (with the exception of III and IV) D. 
does not use many. She justified this by arguing that since the orator was young and 
was trying to impress the audience he could not take too many liberties and bombard 
them with questions. This is certainly true, and taking into account the didactic and 
rather dignified intentions of his first orations (especially as regards XIII) questions 
were not very desirable as they might seem to trivialise the matter. Ill and IV on the 
other hand are there to rouse the emotions rather than engage the intellect and thus we 
have their exuberant and lively style. There are certainly some good questions in XIV. 
For example in 27 where D. speculates about the gradual rise in the eisphora tax. This 
set of questions is superbly finished off by the question containing the image of the 
camels carrying the gold of the King: Kai t i  t o u t ’ e o t i  rcpdq SiaKoaiac; Kai %iAia<; 
KapqXoxx;, ac; (3aai^ei Ta %PflfiaT’ ayeiv cpaaiv o u t o i ;  In 31, D. again uses 
questions to show exactly how much it was out of the question to have Greeks fighting 
Greeks in the service of the Great king. These emotionally charged questions 7iot yap 
a\)TO<; Tpev|/eTai p.£Ta Tama; eiq 4>puyiav eXGcbv Sootebaei; are followed by an 
equally patriotic accumulation of what the fight against the barbarian is about, 
essentially what Greek life consists of: nepi xcbpac; Kai (3iou Kai £0cov Kai 
eteoGepiaq Kai t i c c v t c o v  t c o v  t o i o < ) t c o v .  In 36 a question is used to add spontaneity 
to the point made: £ 7T £ i5 t |  5e cpiXov a m o v  v o p ia a v T e q  au T oic; tmap%£iv rcepi t c o v  
rtpoq eaoTobq StrivexGriaav 8iacpopcov, oa’ av o\)5e KaTapcbjiEvoc; £up£ t i c ;  
auTotq, ToaaOTa itETtovGaai KaK<x; In XIII in contrast there are not many effective 
questions with a few unimportant exceptions (e.g. in 23 where there is a powerful 
question).
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A feature which comes up in XIII and which was to be used to much better effect in 
the later orations is dialogue with the audience: 9...o 'PoSicov, exGpoq y’ cov Tip.iv, <pair| 
Ttq a v , 12 ’'H5t| 8 e  Tiq £t7t£v..."Ti 8’ bjitv e k  t c o v  Arjp.oa0£vouq Xoymv ayaGov 
y£yov£v;.„", 28 aXXa vq Ala TaOTa povov t6 t ’ eixe PeXtiov ij vuv, Ta 8’ aXXa 
Xetpov. This dialogue with the audience, presenting the orator with a question or a 
problem is a way of presenting a new argument or a new angle to the same one. The 
imaginary maligning of D. in 12 is interesting because it utters what many critics have 
said about D. namely that his vagueness is disturbing. Yet D. defends himself 
remarkably by saying that he is convinced that his suggestions are the best for Athens 
but that they are not likely to be followed because the Athenians are not used to effort 
and truth. His defence is concluded by the excellent metaphor on the need for the 
Athenians' ears to be cured:.. .to c  d>Ta rcpcoTOv bpiv iaaao G ar 8i£<p0apTai yap. 27 
could be taken as another medical metaphor: Epripiaq ETieiArippevoi since 
£7ttAap.(3dvop.ai can have the sense "to be overcome by illness".
Metaphors, a characteristic of D. in more or less all of his orations, are used rather 
normally in these early speeches. In X3V. 25 the verb xpTWcpSdtev conveys the 
atmosphere the audience must have been in when talking about the King. In 26 rcteicov 
ec t tI  yetaix; t o o  ppSevoc; is a fantastic metaphor describing the situation should Athens 
decide to raise the funds for the war at the time of the oration. As the outcome will be 
almost nothing, the laughter will be much more than the non-existent fund - a 
remarkably clever metaphor conveying the hilarious, in D.'s ironic opinion, idea of what 
would happen should Athens try to get from its rich citizens any money at all for a war 
against the King. There is a fine metaphor in XIII. 12 when he characterises his 
opponents as of t c o v  Siappriyvopevcov describing them ironically for their bombastic 
style and in 24 where he presents the Athenians as selling honour as if it were a normal 
article of merchandise.
In XIII he quite often uses parenthetic sentences either to anticipate the murmurs of 
the audience or to draw their attention to what he has to say or to add a spark of 
liveliness to the speech (cf. 3 K a i pot pf) Gopt){3q<jr|T’ ecp’ <p p^ XXxo Xtyeiv, 14 onco  ^
8e pq Gopupfiaei pot prj8etq, 7tpiv a v  a n a v T  ei7tco ,...K ai aKOTteiT’ a v  a>.r|Gfj ^ eyco).
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There are other stylistic devices as well which are used to add emphasis to a word or 
a point such as oxymora, cf. 38 ooyKa?a)f>vT£<; ox’ o\) Tteiaovxai, Kai rcoA^gouvxeq 
ox’ o\) 6i)vf)a£a0£, an anaphora in XIII.8 {see also Ronnet 65ff.) en l 7to>Af|<; g£v 
r\G\)xiac,...enl rco^Afjc; 5’ f]oi)%ta<; (a device used confidently in the rather later 
orations of D ) or hyperbata  such as in XIV. 1 ?toyov... K£xapu?p£vov, ai)g(p£povxa 
y \ 36 7i£pi tcov npoc; fa m o ix ;  5ir)V£%0r|aav Siacpopcov, 29 xiAiac; anoXzoav'zac, 
vabq ...TpraKoaiaq abxoix; bpac; vbv 7iap£GK£i)aag£voix; xpifipeic;;, XIII 16 
£T£poi y£ ?ioyoi TtapeppuijKaai npoc; bpac; \|/£d8ei<; Repetitions are used as well for 
emphasis, so we have repetitions of synonyms in XIV 4 £vapye<; Kai aacpcq, 5 
tap ax fiv  Kai ayvcopoabvr|v, 40 yvw pipa Kai tu g t’, XIII 9 £pd) Kai ouk 
a7tOKp\)\|/opai, pronouns XIII.3 pp xbv Sciva pr|5£ tov  5eiva, 5 6 5eTva to o  Seivoq 
xov 5 e iv a  £iaf)yy£i>u£v, infinitives 14 paaxiyobv, oxp£p?to6v Travxeq oi ?t£yovx£c; 
to  Sfipov KaxaXoovxeq, 32 £^i£vai, kcj)?o)£iv pfi £7iixp£7t£iv.
To conclude this small study of D.'s style in these two early orations it is perhaps 
sufficient to say that we can find in them most of the stylistic devices that made the 
orator renowned for his skill They are only lacking in liveliness and excitement 
perhaps because of their didactic subject as well as the inexperience of D in writing 
pieces for the Assembly. His lack of complexity and the rather reserved manner was 
soon to give place to the force and exuberance of the First Philippic
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